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Physics. — ''On the Course of the Values of a and b for Hydroqen

at Diferent Temperatures and Volumes" . III. By Dr. J. J. van

Laar. (Communicated bj' Prof. H. A. Lokentz).

(Communicated in the meeting of Febr. 23, 1918).

Continuation of § XVI.

The factor by which the double integrals (7) are niultipJied, now
becomes, witii n^=N'.v:

I mia-^ XMN = \X^ ^Ns' X MN X "- X -
,

s V

i.e., as I jtNs'^ ^ 4/« ^ {b,,)^ , MN = <t -.

a' \ a' \

è X (b,)^ >: « X - X - == to X ^ X - .

With omission of 1 : v we get, therefore, for the constant of

attraction a:

when also for F{r) and — F' {r) their valnes according to (8) and (8a)

are substituted. When to abbreviate we write /Mbr .v' : (a'— .y'), the

above becomes

:

90 «
•

ÖQ a

^^ 2a' r rr drXsmddd rr
a = w X ~.—-. _ + ii'id.

in .which, therefore, a> = ^ X U^ii)^, X «.

Let us first discuss the first integral referring to all the molecules

that pass the molecule which is supposed not to move, without

coming in collision with it. We may write for it:

90 a

_ rr drXsinddd

.(7")

' JJ r[/a^ eos^ <9— (a^—r')(l—Fr/)

As was already remarked above, the above calculations only hold

for temperatures above a certain limiting temperature 7\, defined



by 03 1=90°, sin 0^ = 1. This is namely the lowest teinperaluie at

which a vahie for 0^ is still possible. F'rom (6) follows namely

sm'' = — {1 -\- q>), so that — (1 -j-
(f) can never become greater than

a'' a"

1, hence
(f

never greater than (a"

—

s'): s*'' = 1 : /;^

When we represent this limiting valne of ff =z ]\J : hfrn^^ by (p^,

we get therefore

1 1— ?2*

^- = P^^n^' ...... (9)

when we put the ratio x : a = ?i. Accordingly, as long as y remains

<^7^, (T^ To), the quantity 1— ^V/^ also remains ^0 in the above

integral.

Og is = 90° in the limiting case q^ :^ (f^; then all the entering

molecules collide, also those that strike at an angle <9 = 90°, which

iust reach the rim of the sphere r =: s, and will yield there a

minimum value for r for the last time.

But as soon as the temperature becomes still lower, and tp

becomes > (fo, all the entering molecules collide without previous

minimum, i.e. they all strike at angles <^ 90° with the normal. For

these values of ff we siiall therefore have to execute a .separate

integration later on, i. e. for all the values from ff ^ff\ toy= oo (T=0).
Now the integration with respect to r yields:

J r \/p^r^—a^ {f— cos'' 6) a Vp"— cos^ 6» V >^ a^ (/>»

-a^p^-cos'6)

cos' 6)

when we put 1

—

k*(p = p^. As shi^O^ = — (1 -\-(f),cos^Ogis theveïove

s' a'—sW s' \ a'—s'= 1 (1 + u)= i-
1

-, , f =—^ P'- Hence the quan-

a'
tity />' is also = cos'^d^, so that />"

—

cos'^6 always remains

positive. For cos'^d is at most =cos''0^ in /j.

At the limit ?•,/» 'he quantity under the rootsign, viz. p^r' —a'

{p^—cos'^8) is always ^0, because then dr:clt = (compare (3")).

Hence we have after introduction of the limits:

90 To

1 r sindfiS cos 6 IT dx x
/i =— I

—^==^= Bg tq— = —
I

rir=z Bq tg—
,

%
when we write — dcosd for sin'UlO, and x for cosO, so that cusV^^

is represented by x^. Now ilBgtg ^ dx-M p^— .z'% so that we find:

.1*



1 A- 1 1

2a [/p^ ,y » 2a k

s'

(see above), hence if—.r/ = a-/ =z /('Xj'.
a^— s'^

2a'
Multiplying by the factor io X , we liave therefore for the

s{a^— s")

first part of a

:

a» 1 1 l/ï^^
^>=^X ,, BgUg--=o>X—, ^BgUg . . (10)

s [a*— s') k n (1

—

n^) n

Hence we find for this a vakie which no longer contains ({ (hence T),

so that the part of the constant of attraction which i-efers to the

passing molecules, appears to be independent of the temperature.

This seems somewhat strange, because near the hmiting temperature,

given by (p^, 6^ gets near 90^, so that then the limits of /, with

respect to get nearer and nearer to each other, and (inally coincide

at <^j rrr 9(P ((f = ff ^). It woiild therefore be expected tliat aj would

become smaller and smaller according as T decreases, and that it

would disappear at the limiting temperature. However, this is not

the case according to (10). The explanation may be found by an

examination of the paths of the molecules, which shows that with

the diminution of the velocity ?/„ they occnpy an ever larger portion

of the path within the sphere of attraction ; to which the circumstance

is added that the frequency for the angle, which is proportional to

sinO, reaches its niaximuni exactly in the neighbourhood of (^ = 90°.

When n is near i, i. e. a near s (very thin sphere of attraction),

1—«^

Bq'^tq approaches , so that then ai approaches «j : n' = oj. As
"^ " n^

sinV), is = "-
(1 + r/), mvV;„ = .r„^ = 1 — "^ (1 + y), so that ..;-' will

a «

a' - s'

lie between =1

—

)f^±0 at high temperatures (r^= 0), and
a^

(0) at lower temperatures {<p = ffj. 0^ lies, therefore, in both cases

in the neighbonrhood of 90°, hence the limits of integration of 7i

will almost coincide, viz. between ± 90° and 90° at high temperatures,

I'esp. (90°) and 90° at lower temperatures.

In the case n-^\ the limiting value (f^-=.{\
—n''):n^ will lie near

0, i.e. T^ near oo, so that the available range of temperature is

exceedingly small.

If, however, n is near 0, i.e. a very much larger than s (very



large sphere of attraction), then Bif'ty a|)proaciies ^)
'/«

-''— ."r?i, hence

ai approaches to x - X - '"ï^' = oo. Now x^'^ lies between J—?i' = ± 1

at high temperatures and (0) at low temperatures, so that at high

temperatures will lie between =1= 0° and 90^, and at low

temperatures between (90°) and 90°. And the limiting value of y^

is near oo, i.e. T^ near 0, so that the available range of temperature

is very large in this case. That aj now becomes infinite, is not

astonisiiing, for to obtain a piiite value, F[r) should decrease much

more rapidly with /• than is the case on our assumption (8) — viz.

in inverse ratio to r'. This assumption, however, only holds for not

too large values of a -. s.

^ XVII. Calculation of (aj^.

Now we must carry out the second integration in (7"). This

applies, therefore, to all the molecules that can come in collision,

as now remains smaller than the limiting angle <9„. It should be

carried out in tu.:o stages, viz. from x (= cos 6) = p to x = .r,, and

from .r ^ 1 (<9 = 0) to x=^i). For in the general integral with

respect to r (see ^ XVI), viz.

ƒ;

dr

r\/p^r^.—a' (p^— cos' d)

/)' — cos"^ 6 = p^— .t^ will be positive in the first case, negative on

the other hand in the second case. Accordingly the first stage gives

rise to a Bgtg, the second to a log. The first stage, integrated with

respect to r, yields

:

al/j
^

Bgtg —Bgtg

because />' [1
^ j

is = x^' (see § XVI). Hence we have :

1 r r dx X r dx „ Vx^—x^n

1^1—n'
1

^Q^Q is namely = BgUj - = Bg cos n = -|- tt — w, hence Bg^tg =

= ijx^—an.



\7r'--BoHg-
k

The first integral yields \ f
Bg^tg . — ^

l/p"—A-'Aü

dx
as d Bqtq is again = .

Bnt the second integral cannot so easily be integrated. As then

X dx
clBqtq is =^ — — — , the said integral becomes:

{/x'-x.'V^f^x-^

P «

-BgtgXdBgtg= ^7-^ Bg tg ,/ XdBgtg,,,-

xa

when we put (./•'

—

-I'o') (}**—,i'')= //% which causes .«^ to become

(/?y + .V):(l-h /A and .c"-—x„''io become ^(;;«_a;„'): (J-fy').

With Bgt(ji/= \p the last integral passes into-.

\/p^ x^^ (* <öf ip
^

^ r sin ip^ r taxb s r

1/ «'^ h'H cos^xpV a'

r sin \p

IX sinx

+

as V^p'—.Vo':/> in consequence oï p'^ = —
, .ï'o', lience />'— .i','

a

a' — s"

s' s

.t',', can be replaced by -, and .i'o^:/>' by (^«^— .v^): a', while
.» oSa*—

s

a

further

.5 o> ^' t.'a — s —s .^ a'— .s / s'

t' V' H T^ cos' i|> = —^
[- - sin^ xp= —^— 1 + - dn^ ip

a' a a a

and 5'
: ((7^ — 5^) ^ /;^ The last transcendental, quasi-elliptical integral

can now easily (see appendix) be developed into a series, and then

be approximated. Previously we may observe that ,!'„, hence r/ (and

therefore also T), no longer occur in it, so that the result — like

that of the first part of (/j)i
— will noi he dependent on

the temperature, as little as this was the case with /j (see § XV J).

It is further easy to see that the said integral approaches

k sin tp , 1/

_

xpdyp = (i ip')„ ' =i Xi -'t" 111 the limiting case n ^1
ƒ,Vk^ sin" ilJ



• 7

(a = .y), hence k. = oo; and in the opposite limiting case n= s {a : .v= oo).

'/,rr

hence k^O, approaches k
|

.sin ip X \p d xp =:^ ki^ \p cos tp +

+
I
cos \p (l\p]=z k (

—

\\y cos- \p 4" "^"^'^ ^)' which yields the value k

between and Va-'^-

Hence the integral in question lies between Vs^ ' and k= s: Va^— s^=
z:zzs:a^=zti (as in the latter case s is infinitely small with respect

to a), so that we can represent it by

in which f will lie between 1 (when n = 1) and S : Jt^ = 0,811

(when n= 0). Accordingly the factor 8 is little variable. It appears

from the expansion into series (see Appendix A), that e becomes

= 0,845 for n = 0,6 (i. e. s = 0,Qa)-

We now have

:

(A).

1

2a
i^' Bg" t9^\ — ^nX\n'

so that taking the factor to yi {2a* -. s [a"^— 6-^)) into account, the fol-

lowing equation is found

:

(a,), = to X
w(l— n')

li nis near \ [a ^ s), this approaches to X

i;i'(l - en)- BgUg

1

l/l-«''
• (11)

71'
[i.V(l-n)-(l-n')l:

= tü X d^"—1) = 0,234 to. The limits of integration p and ,r, are

s' a'—s"
determined by .r," = 1 (l+ y) = -

a" a'

temperatures ((p = 0), resp. (0) at lower temperatures {<f= <ƒ„) , and

(l-f-f/) = —— = 1 —n' = ±0 at high

/> - .r/ = (1), resp. (0) ; so that (9 lies between (0°) and ± 90'
a — s

at high temperatures, and (90'^) and (90°) at lower temperatures.

And if n is near (a great with respect to s), then (aji approaches to

a>X— X [{i:t'~2n)—{i^'—jrn)] — m X (:t— 2) := 1,14 to . Then we
71

have as limits of integration ± 1 for j-^ (^/^ = 0), resp. (0) at rp =r rp^,

and (1), resp. (0) for /> ; so that /9 lies between (0°) and ± 0° at high

temperatures, and (90°) and (90°) at low temperatures.

When (a.Jj is added to aj, we find for the part of the constant

of attraction a that is independent of the temperature (coming from
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the passing molecules and from the (not central) colliding molecules)

:

1 — 6M
a^ =a, + (a,), =:to X -7^ -j-jr» .... (12)

According to the above this part comprises the almost totality of

the angles of incidence, from 90° to near to 0^ at hi(//i temperatures ; and
onlj a very small part, from 90° to near to 90° at loiv temperatures; i. e.

in the limiting cases n^ 1 and n ^ 0. But also in intermediate cases

this continues to hold, because at high temperatures /^' always lies in

cr a^— s"

the neigbourhood of ^X—r- = 1, and at low temperatures

a'
always in the neighbourhood of X = 0.

a"^— s^

Hence the region left for the part of a that is dependent on the

temperature, is the greater as the temperature becomes smaller.

1—n
Now the quantity a^ in (12) lies between to X i^' =

v{l — n^)

1 1= <^X ,., ,

i-i' = w X ^i' ïovn — 1
, and w X — X i^' = «^ for

§ XVIII. Calculation of (a,),.

We finally come to the calculation of the part that is dependent

on the temperature, and corresponds with the more central collisions

of the second stage of I^. We now have for the integration with

respect to / (cf ^ XVII)

:

dr

r\/p^r^-\-a'{cos' ff—p^y

in which cos^ — />^ remains positive between the limits (9 = 0' and

& = Bg cos p. The integral yields :

1 / Vp\

1



1 1

11 /' dx A- J/V-p" r dx

We liiive written — dx for sin OdO =. — dcosO. The minus sign

has again been removed by reversing- the limits of integration.

Besides — for the saice of homogeneity — a factor /; has still been

introduced under both lo(j. For slap we may also write v p^— .';„*•

The first integral can again be easily integrated, d loc) is namely

dx= ;
, SO that we tind for it

:

, /x—}/x^^p'\p , 1—1/r^"^ , p
h %i ^ ~ = - i %' -= - ' %"^ r7T7-= '

V p /I P 1 + |/l -p'

1-fi/n^' ,

for which with a view to log^ also — h ^og' ^^^y "^

written.

The second presents again the same difficulties as the correspond-

ing B(/t(/ in § XVII. This becomes namely, d log now being =:

X dx

\/a'— x,' S/x^'—f
1

rv^x^—x,-" r ^p'—x^'
, (

/I—

V

— ~ log X dlog= —— %/ / 7^ X « ^og,

J A- ./ l/p^-r/\f;^ ^ 1 + y

seeing that

while from (.6'"—//) : (.<;'—.«,") = ƒ follows .i-' = (//— i/'-^'o^) = (1— .V')

and .6'»— .i"/ = (/j'— .t'o') : (1--^"). Now loq I/ ~ = —Bqtqhyp y,
' V l+y

so that we tind with Bg tg li y =^ \\> -.

V 1

-^ ^ ^ dx\y = k
^ —= if^^/ifN •

P ^f y .vj J 1/ 1 + F cosVi tb
1 '.tgVi^j u/da-.k

P

because \- - cos^i ip can be substituted for co.s-vi ifj
— X

a' a" rt"

X A"m*A t|j, with siirh if> = C(w"A if—1 ; and .v' : (a'—cv') is= k^ (see § XVI I).

For A'o" :

//' vve may namely write {a"—.v') : a', and (;>^— 't'o') =

/^'
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1-.
is = s'' : a\ The limits for .' are 1 and /;, hence 1 / ^

,
/ 1 ^ »

and for //, i. e. for tcjhxp. Thus / ^ and 1 for co.yA il^=

= i : \/a—tfhxp), or t(/ 0, : /, and 1 ; f—x,"- being = k\v,\ and .r„^

being cc.y" ^>,. Evidently the limits for if? are%

= A.(^.l/^-l)a„aO,
as

BgUjhM;>— - /09 ; — — loq " ^ i-.

In this hjO^ : k is > 1, because now p <^ I.

Thus we obtain an integral of quite the same form as that of

^ XVII; with only this difference, that now hyperbolical cosinus is

put instead of the former sinus. When again we expand into a

series (see Appendix B), it appears that both at high temperatures

{(p==0) and at loiv temperature (rp = y„ = j:p) all the terms with

higher powers of log with respect to the first term disappear, so

that with close approximation we may write-.

— ^nVl -\- fp log'' ,

\/\—k'fp

in which (p is determined by the relation — siti^ 0^ =z i -\- (p (cf

equation (6) of the previous paper), in consequence of which «"//V^ :

/,"

becomes = (1 -|- (p) -. (1

—

k^'q). {n has again been written for

When we now add the found integral to the first, viz. ^ %'
1 + y^l-p'

P
a'

then (// being =
^

.t-/ = (l-j-p).,/, and .^•„* being = 1 — slnVJ^
a — s

= 1 — -—— (1 +7^), so that p^ becomes = 1

—

k'' (p) we get:
1 -p A^"

Za

so that taking Into account the factor o) X{2 a* : s{a'^—ó'")), we get

the following form :
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(aj, = to X
1

7i{i—fiy
n ^1 \-(p log'

l/l+rp + l/(l+ P)fp

7^

1+^ |/r/)

l/l-F T'

(13)

As ^0^

l/l4-<p4- 1/(1 +F)y

l/l-F 'P

^/^+
^>

+ K 1+rp
(

/(1+F)r/)

I

/(l+^^)r/>

k i+y

,,,!+i^^./,,|±i;^^.V.^ + |()' + etc.,

l/l-F</) 1— A;|/(p

(aj, will evidently at hu/h temperature {(f near 0) approach to

1

(aj, = coX
7/(1— n') _

i. e. with P r=: 7i' : (1—7l') to

n K 1 +f/) A,' <p

1+<P

1 r n
(a,), = ioX -7^ ^ -.

n (1

—

n
)

|_l—

n

</>

or
(a,), = «, X X

<r

(13a)
n(l— w'') 1+w

when r/) is sirnplj' written for (f-. V^l -\- (p. Tliis becomes therefore

properly =0 for T=cc. Then the limits of the original integral

(/J,, viz. /; and 1, are equal, viz. =. 1, which causes the limits ot

the angle of incidence to lie between (0°) and 0° (see also the

end of § XVII).

For low temperatures {cp near cp^ = 1 : k"^) we shall have

:

(aj, = to X
1

v{l—n')
log' log'

because then n^l-{-(fi is = 1, and 1^(1 +^')(^ = 1^1 +y) = 1 : 7Z.

/I 2\ 1 2
And as log { \ = log j- log — , we may tinally write with

1

omission of log''— in comparison with the infinitely large terms:

21 1

(a,), == to X --7, r X log— X log

\/l-P
{<P = ^,=.\:k^) . (13^)

<P
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This gets near to loijavithnücaUy injinite. Now the limits p and 1

are evidently = and 1, so that lies between (90°) and 0°, hence

comprises the whole region.

When n^l {a ^ s), (a,), does not become = ao in 13''. For

as (p can never become greater than 1 :
^'' = (1

—

n'):ji^y (ajj remains

evidently smaller than to X , i-e. <^ (o X ^. Then (?i=3l—d)

/o(/ (1: ïi") becomes 2 (1— ?i) in (13''), «o that (aj, will approach

(o X loq —
1/1—Pr/^.

If on the other hand ii^O {d lai-ge with respect to s), then (a,),

approaches to x ^p in (13«), whereas this quantity will approach

infinite X {loif-iuimiief in (13''), i.e. will greatly increase, when the

tenjperature becomes lower.

^ XIX. Calculation of a.

When we finally add the part of a that is independent of the

temperature, viz. a^ = a^ + (aJi according to (12), to the part that

is dependent on the temperature according to (13^'). ^hen we get at

hlqh temperature, taking io:= ^y^ {0,^)^ X « into account (compare

TXVI):

a =^
7i{\—n')

(l-e^Oi-V +

1

ii>,).<^ (l_f;0in'4-
n 1

1 + " J
or also

{fp - 0) a = a, 1 +

in which therefore

a =:

= a^(l +ytr) ,
(U«)

2n{l—7i') '-"^
'

• (l_en)(l+n)V,7r'

We remind the reader of the fact that the coeiTicient e (see § XVII)

has the value 1 for n = l, the value 8:.t'=;0,811 for ?i= 0, and

the value 0,845 for 7i = 0,6. Further « = MN, in which M is the

maximum value of the function of force f(r) at contact of the

molecules, and N the total number of molecules in the volume v.

At low temperatures (r/-- = 7-, = 1 : F) we get according to (13*):

log V„. 2

(7) - ff^) a = a, 1 + —^ log ^
(146)
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That for (f
= ^f, the value of a becomes logarithmically infinite,

and does not get near exponentially intinite, as is (he case on

assumption of Bgi.tzmann's temperature-distribution factor (for

f{a)=z{e —^):''/rt becomes of (he order e"^ for 7'=0), is

alread}' to be esteemed an advantage. But the above found logarKhinic-

allj infinite will lead to an ordinarj' finite rnaxinmni, when we
consider that only the very definite velocity u„, which causes

(f (o

be =: M : { (lu^* = 1 : k\ leads to this log oo. When we (ake

Maxwell's law of (he distribution of velocities into account, the

adjacent velocities will not lead (o log go, and this will accwdiiigly

pass in(o a finite maximum. We shall come back to (his later on.

We will, however, point out already here that (he logaridiniic

infinity for y ^ <ƒ„ is not bound to our special assumption (8) concerning

F{r). We shall see that (his /t>y-infinite value of a for 7 =7^, is

found on any supposition concerning F{r).

But (he numerical values of (he quantities a^ and y in (14") e.g.

will of course be dependejit on the said supposidon. We possess a

kind of control for the case r/= 0, 7i = 1. According to (14") a.^ (hen

becomes = Vie
'^'^ X il>g)^i(, because (1

—

sn.) (hen becomes =: J ~7i,

hence (1

—

en) : nil—?//) = 1 : ?z (J -)- n) = 7.^. But according to (he

ordinary (statical) theory, (he attractive virial (see § IX) must be

a

A, r ^^^'= ^/^ :fi\n\r^— dr. When a z= s, r' ^= s' can be brought before
J dr
s

the integral sign, and we have '/> iVjis' {I\.f^= '/,.t N'ns' (0— (—.1/))=

= 7»^ -^^-^^ X ^^J^ ' V (as n = N : v). Hence we find wi(h MN = a for

a the value {l>(j)^ X "> so that (he factor by which we have to muhiply,

would have to be = l, and not ^ 716^" = ^'^l''^> ^s we have (bund.

In my opinion this conclusion can oidy be drawn from i(, that

even in the limiting case 7'=oo(r/=0) the fac(or of dis(ribution

at the molecule surface (the sphere of at(rac(ion is infinitely (hin

on the assumption a =z s) is not=:l, as we assumed above in the

application of the statical method, but slightly less in consequence

of the influence of the passing molecules, which does not disappear

even for n =. 1, which is the cause (hat the full maximum value

M of the function of force is not reached. And the difi'erence will

depend on the nature of the function of force used.

For n = 0,6 the faclor of {bci)^(« will ge( the value

2,467 X 0,483 1,192
, ,t= = 1.55, which comes (0 this, (ha( (he attraction

1,2 X 0,64 0,768
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might be thought concenlrated at a distance .s'V^ ' 1,55 = 1,16 .9 from

the centre of the considered molecule (the sphere of attraction

extends between s and l,67.s' for n ^ 0,6).

We saw ah-eady that rp represents the quantity l/:7aft*^u*- I"

this Uo represents tiie mean relative velocity with which the mole-

cules penetrate the sphere of attraction. But this velocity is augmented

by a certain amount within the sphere of attraction, so that ii„ will

not be in direct relation with the tempevsihu'e. For very lai^ge volumes

we may, however, entirely neglect tiiis slight modification in the

velocity in comparison with the much larger part of the path passed

over with the velocity z/^. Only for small volumes this is no longer

allowed, and in consequence of this new complications will make

their appearance.

We may now write

:

_ ^1/ - _ MN _ « _ V,

«

because the mean square of the relative velocity is twice thai of

the square of velocity U^* itself, and Va '^^^^ '"«ly be written for

\'^ jLt A' f V- According to all that was developed above,

i + v.^ + r.(^)'+...). . . . (.5-)

may therefore be written for a, according to (14") — at least for

not too low temperatures, and when also higher powers of <f are

taken into consideration ; whereas for loio temperatures (7^ near

<f^ =i : k^) an expression of the form

a = a,(^l-;i%V,|x 1 -^,^ .... (156)

will better answer the purpose, according to (14^). In this x= k'- X 7s ^'=
= X Vs f(> i" which it should be borne in mind that the log

1

—

7r

is now negative, so that the minus sign before A becomes positive

again.

We have already pointed out before that the supposition of an

exceedingly thin sphere of attraction, as is sometimes assumed, must

be entirely excluded for several reasons^). To this comes the circum-

stance that torn —- 1 the limiting temperature 7\, in which a will become

logarithmically infinite (or at least maximum), is given by q^ = 1 -. k^ =
= {1—?i'):?^^ which for ?i = 1 would give the value for (fo>^-^-

T= 00. And as it has been experimentall}' found that the said

^) Gf. our first paper.
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maximum lies at very low temperatures (a continues namely to

increase, for ti^ for instance, up to at least 7a ^^^» ^''^ assumption

n -^ 1 must be quite rejected.

As the value 0,08 (about) is found for ^l^a with H,^, the value

A Q P

of Rl\ = Vs H : if, would become -^ X 0,08 = 0,045 with n ^ 0,6
0,64

(i.e. .^=1^1^ a or a = Vl^s), i.e. T, about 12°,3 absolute. This is

very well possible, as we have seen that for H.^ the value of a is

still increasing up to 16° abs. (from a^ = 370 X 10 '' to aioo ^
= 740 X 10-*^ about). What is very remarkable, is the fact that the

limiting temperature seems to lie so close to the triple point of H^

viz. 14° abs.).

Fontanivent, January 1918. (7o be continued).



Physics. — ''On the Cour.'^e of the Values of a and hfor Hydrogen
at Dijf'erent Temperatures and Volumes". IV. (Continued).

By Dr. J. J. van IjAar. (Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 23, 1918).

§ XX. The value of a below the limiting temperature.

In this case the integrations need no longer take place in difTerent

stages, since a minimnm distance r,a, which is dependent on 6, need

no longer he reckoned with, so that tii-st the integi-ation with i-espect

to S can he carried out, and then with respect tor. All the entering

molecules, from 0=^0 to Ü z=. 90°, will now come in collision ; for

the limiting temperature 1\ the molecules that sti'ike under an

angle <^ ^ 90° will jnst i)ass the rim of the molecule that is

supposed not to move. We have, therefore, now to integrate

(see § XVI):

2a' r r dr X sin 6 dS

s {a^—s^)J J r V^a' cos' d \ {ar—r') (P 7»-
1

)

in which /^/- is now always^ 1, and in the limiting case rp= ^0 = 1 :
/,'

assnmes the value 1. When we pnt {a""
— f'){k^cp—1) = g-', we get

therefore:

a = V. X
2a" rdr r d {a COS 8)'la'' rdr r d{acc

(Mx« X -r^ ^ — 77=.
=^ s («*—«')J r J V',f^a e

in which we may w^rite for the second integral:

log {a cos 6 + Vq^
-r «" «os* 6) _= log

so that we have still to integrate:

a+\/q'+ a'

2a' rdr /a , /- a^\

s

If in the first place (f is near (p^, then q approaches 0, and the

integral approaches to
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rdr 2a rdr \' 2 l/a^— r'n
I _ lo,f _-= _ - log _ log ,

because 7 is = I /V/)— 1 X ^ '/'

—

r\ Hence we have for tlie integral

:

Log

Vk-'

2 rt r— Zo<7 I /or/

Ka"—?•" f/r

We iiave for tiie last integral with r : a = .v, s : a

''fi

dx f x" x' x'
-^ Jt"- (l-8'n'),

in wliich s' = 1 for n= '\, and 6 : jr* = 0,(508 for n = (). For

1 1 1

r + 4+9
1 ?r 71* 7}^

6
"'' '^"^ T + 4 + 9

+
71' 71'

: nM 1 -]
\ f . .

i8 = Y ^' for 7z = 1. and = n' for 7i = 0. (For n = 0,6 5' = 0,674).

Hence we get (inallj^ :

1

(cp > (f,) a
2h(1—n^)

(^/)oo«
— :rt' (l—e'?i') + loei ^ log—^_,=^=
-^2 «^ l/y('V-l_

.(17)

When we compare this with (14''), where we found for values

of (f in the neighbourhood of (f^ (but <^ (f^, wliile
<f remains

>y„ in (16)):

{<P < <fo) a = 1

2w(l-jr)^(^..)x«

"1 112
J jr^ (1 -f ?i) -f log^ - ^ log~^ log

^^l-Ff/_

we observe with regard to the member that is independent of 2\ a

discontinuity appearing at rp =: cp^. [We have added, for a comparison, to

the first (finite) term the term log'-, which was cancelled in ^18 in
71

form. (136) by the side of the infinitely large logarithmic lermj.

1

For 71 =: 1 we find (with the factor from the factor before the
1 - n'

... 1 1-^*' 1
sign of integration) in the first case— jt^* =— jt\ in (he second case

12 1— 7i' 12

1 1-w , 1 1 - 1—-TiV -{- log^ - =z -- ji\ And for 71 ^=z we find — .-rV resD.41 — n* ??8 12111^—
- jr* -f log^ -= -- .^"^

-f-
<^'- This difference can be partly accounted

for by the sudden disappearance at (p =z (f^ of the terms which refer

2

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. XXI.
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to tlie passing molecules, and which, therefore, do not occur any

more in (17). But in any case the difference is of no impoilance,

as these terms, which are independent of .'/>, remain finite with respect

to the term tiiat depends on '/, and logarithmically approaches infinity.

(In the case yi= 0, where — for infinitely large spheres of attraction —
the entire quantity a would become infinite, and accordingly our

1

derivation is no longer valid, the fact that log''- - becomes infinite,
n

is of no importance at all).

We will still point out that for (p =: r/„ a does not only become

logarithmically infinite with the form of f{r) assumed by us, but

with any arbitrary assumption about this. Compare for this Appendix C.

We suppose in the second place in {\Q) (f near qd (i.e. 7' near 0).

Foi' the integral in (16) we may then write, as
(f

becomes very

large

:

a an
/di' /rt

,
ci-\ fdr a a f dr— log -+l+i=^X-= —^-^z^ ,

I.e.

1 /a — \/a'—r-Y 1 / a— [^a'—i
log I = — I log 1 — log

Vk^if—iy r Js \/Pfp-l

a 4- \/a'—s'
log

\/Pfp—l

When the factor before the sign of integration is taken into

account we get therefore:

r ^ cc\ 1 11 + ]/l—n'
^ X (b,)^ « X T7== % • (18)T^OJ n{l-n'-)-'"^ \/¥^^

This approaches therefore, when (p approaches oo (J' approaches 0).

We may write for k"^ ip—1, after substitution of the value for fp,

the expression
^ ~5~r7; — ^ ^^

s"^^^' ^'^''^^'^ ^ '^ "^^^' ^•

Hence after the maximum for a at </ = fp^ the attraction steadily

decreases, and disappears at 0° abs. This result was to be foreseen.

In the original integral of the virial of attraction the radical quantity

in the denominator becomes namely = cc at 0° abs., when </ becomes

= 00. This radical quantity expresses the relative increase of velocity

in the sphere of attraction, and as this increase remains finite with

respect to u^ = 0, the relatin' increase will become infinitely great.
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And this relative increase of velocity entirely determines the density

in the sphere of alti-action, which is in inverse ratio to it.

We observe once more here, that the earlier Boltzmann theory

would give an exponentially Infinite value for a at 0° abs., whereas
in reality it is = 0.

1 X I j/j ^s
For ?;=:! {a=zs) the limiting value of ^ will be =: log =

= ,/:; -,- With /, ,
in V^k''(p—1 (see above) this becomes

1 : n, so that then a will approach (^V)(»"X|/'^ •

For 72 = {a great with respect to .s') the absolute zero coincides

with the limiting temperature, given by (f^z=zl'.]c=i[\—n''):?i^.

1 1 2
For then (fo^co (7'j=0). In (J 8) Lijyi _ log becomes further = —log—,

n n ' 11

12 1

so that then a will approach {o,l) n X — l^^i —X , which

V RT
again becomes = for ^=0, so long as n is not absolutely =0,
which of course would be practically impossible.

Summarising we can therefore state, in agreement with the above

developed exact theory concerning the quantity a for very large

volume, that a, from a limiting value at T= oo, steadily increases

to a maximum value at T =z T^, after which it decreases again,

till a has become = at the absolute zero. The mentioned limiting

temperature T^ is then determined by Rl\ = '^/^ a : ff^, in which

(f^ = (1

—

n'') : n^. (/i = s : a, in which s represents the diameter of

a molecule, and a the radius of the Sjthere of attraction). For H.^

1\ is about =:^7^i, the ratio of the values of a^, ajt, and a^ being

In the next paper we shall briefly discuss the influence of Maxwell's

distribution of velocity, and then treat the course of the quantity

b from T= cc to 7'=0, likewise at large volume. Then the values

of a and b for small volumes will be considered, so as to make a

complete theoretical insight possible concerning the mliole course of

a and b along the boundary line, both along the vapour branch

and along the liquid branch.

Fontanivent, January 1918. {To be continued).

2*
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APPENDIX.

ƒ sin \p—
ifv/if?. (addition to § XVII).

yl4-k^ sin it'

When we expand this into a series through repeated partial

integration, we get:

2 Q dip 24dxp^ \20di^y'

in which (through if') all the terms at the lower limit disappear.

And for the npper limit all the odd ditïerential qnotients of P will

disappear, because in (his cosily occurs as factor. Indeed, when we

dxo o 7 •

p„t '{A.l-^ sin \V = w, so (hat becomes = 2 A,' .svnipct».s'i|% we have:
^ '

dip

dP sitnp , cos if» f—k' sin'' if) 1^^ — h—^ {2k' sin ip CO. If') + —p = cos ip f ^7 1
=

d\p ' to /•-.• ^''' V ^'-

Z=Z COS if'

CO '/a^

1 O) 1 \ cos%p

(oV.
'^

tovj lo'l^.

d'P

d^
cos If) ,

sin If) . /
^ (2^' sin If) cos I}))

—
- =: — sin if)

3P fos" if) 1

— sin if'

3(1+F) 2

V. ''/W

because /-^ nw^if' = k'—k'sin' if =/,•''—(to—1) = (1+^-')—w. We liave

further:

3(1 +^-') 2d*P

rfif)"

,v/7< ir I -^, )(— Fsmif'co.sif')— i-o.^if^

'V2 to"/!

I=z — COS if'

= — cos if'

And also

:

(O li CO /a

15(1 + P) 6 3(1+F) 2

CO'.'a 0> */'•! y
"

'
' V <oVa W^/a

15(1^P) 12(1+P) 4 6 4

TT 0-to) +

Vï
+

d}p* CO ri

-\- sin if)

to'/i
' wVs^

15(l + /;0 12.(l + F)4-6
,

4

CuVi toVa
+

CO 'a
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=. sill if?

= sin if?

wV-2 CO'/. ^io'l^J^^ ^ ^
^^

/15(1+P) 12(H-P) + 64

105(1 +^-)* 60(1 +P)'+1 20(1 4-F) 60(1+P)f24 8

oi^k a)V'2 a)^k co'/i

Etc. Etc. As luis been said, uU the odd differential quotients dis-

appear for if?=7i'^' '^'^d ^s *^^ becomes ^^ 1 -\- k" for xp=:'^/,i,

we keep

:

'd'P\__ 1 _ 1 ^

A/^P 15 12 9 1—8 A;'

Vf^if.'Vv.-
'^''^' "^''^ '^''' ^'^^ (1+F)V>. {l^k'fl'i (l+/c^)V,

For the sake of brevity we have only taken (he part with smx\>

into account in the last calculation of the two differential quotients

:

• d\P sin xp

that with cos i\) is namely =: 0. I.e. of — only the part -^r,
t/if/-' * i^ It

and of only the part with sin \]i in the first of the three lines

d\\}*

belonging to this. The other parts have every time been necessary

for the determination of the next higher differential quotient. Proceeding,

we shonld have found :

d'F 225 360 136
-h

1_88P4-136^^

Xl-^k^)"'!^ (1+P)'V2 ' {\J^k"'fhJ (l4-P)V'i

The coefficients of the highest powers of 1 + k'' are in all these

results resp. =: r, (1 X 3)% (1X3x5)% etc. The sum of the

coefficients is always =i 1. (9 — 8 = 1 ; 225 — 360 + 136= 1).

Hence we get now, taking into consideration that it :
^^ (1 -)- /•') =

J)

sm if?

=r-=n, and (7^),/,, = 1 : 1- 1+^-^
a

l^l + r sin'if?

if? (^lf> =: n -f

+

2 1-1-^-' 24

1-8F Q/.Tty 1-88F+136^* (V,^r
4- etc.

{l-\k"-y 720 (!+/{;')' 40320

in which we may also write 1 —n' for 1 : (1 +>(;*) = (a'—-y')
: a'.

The above series is convei-gent, as is easily seen from the structure

of the factors (1 -Sk') : (1 + k^'^ = 9 : (1 + k^'-^ = 8 (1 + k^l^, etc.
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For large values of k{a=:s, i.e. 7i = 1) it converges very greatly,

and rapidly approaches the first term, i. e. '>iX^:n\^

For sjnall values of k (near 0, i. e. a large with respect to s, n := 0)

the series becomes

:

n Lè a)^' - yV (7.-^)^ + yio i'/.W - etc.] = 71 {I- cos h Jt)=n.

For the two limiting cases ?i = 1 and 7i = we, therefore, find

back the same values as we had already found by direct integration

in the text of ^ 17.

When n = 0,6, we get 1— 8^'' = 1—4,5 = — 3,5, 1—88/,'

+

+ 136/L'^ = 1—49,5 + 43,0 = —5,5, 1 : (1 + k') = 0,64, so that

with V^JT* = 2, 4674, the integral being put =: sn X Vs ^ (^^'- the text

of § 17), we find from

^ 1 ('/,ar 1-8F C/^Jty 1-88P+136^^ (V^rr)^
^^^*—

i^p 12 "^(1-^P)' 360 (1+^'T 20160^^^'

for t the value

1—0,1316—0,02425 + 0,00107 . . . = 0,8452 . . . = 0,845 .

1

B. The integral k I -^
tp(/if' (addition to § XVIII).

In entirely the same way as for the above treated integral we

find through repeated partial integration :

>S;

tgd, lo,f V e log'COS h tiJ

l/l-f-F cos* At}?

/3(1 + P) 2 \log

sec0„ 2 sec^é^. 6

sec' (9. sec^dj 24

I/'

m which (0(j represents iO(j \

^
" 1/ ~U j'

In this it has been taken into account that d cosh xp = sink if? and

dsinh \p = cosh xp, and that further — P cos^h i|? can again be replaced

by 1— to (when namely 1 + ^'' cosVi if? is put = oj) and — k'' sbfh i|?

by — Ic^ cos^h x|, -(- p — (1 + Jc') — oi. Now the terms with odd powers

of V' do not disappear, because at the lower limit the factor sinh xp,

which occurs for these powers, does not disappear (as for the above
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treated integral cos if» at llio upper limit), but becomes = h

because cosh if? tlien is =r igO^ -. k. At tlie upper limit everjthiiif?

disappears, because then if' = <>. (Besides, the terins with odd powers
of If? still contain the factor sink \\\ which now likewise becomes
=r 0, because coshxY becomes =1 at (he up|)er limit. (Cf. further

the text of § 18)). We may, therefore, write:

log' / 3(1 +P) 2 \ log'
'ƒ=-- e.

•f etc. -

¥^.

+ iT^^Jr2ö +
^*^-

Let us now introduce the quantity y, determined by equation (6)

of the last paper but one, viz.

d' M

iu which, therefore, (p depends on the temperature (determined by

Vsf-'^^')- ^^or 1 + ^y-YVj, we may write -^, because k" il-\-(f>)

:

S' f s^
: (1—^-^z) may be substituted for Uf(i^=. (i-)-r/): ] (1+7

with
a'—s''

we get

:

'ƒ yi+F

/,•^ For ttf 0,-^1:' we lind /.'^(I+zL^f : (I—/.'V/), so that

•^1+7^' -IT + .-^7^ ITT + etc.) -

HP 6 ^

1+P 24

(1-F^)'^(9— l5Pv)

(l-F(-/?)(8— 12^VA%'*

in wliicli

(tgO^
log = /o^ I

—-- +
f//^^n

1 = log

+ etc.

^' y
'

|/l-Prp

Let us now examine, what are the limiting values to which the

found integral approaches at high temperatures, and at low tempe-

ratures {(p near (p^=z^. : /;").

At high temperatures {(p = 0) log draws near to log 1^0, so

that all the terms with high powers of log are cancelled by the
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side of the first term, and besides the whole part vvitli k\/<p disap-

pears. That in tliis case oiilj the first term with /oy"' remains, follows

also from this that tg 0^ =^ k"" {\-[-fp) :{l~k''<p) approaches h for

<p=.0, so tfiat in case óf equality of the limits of the original integral

the factor k cos h\p .\^l-\-k'' cos^li^]^ =^ k :y^l-\-k'' does not change

between them (with respect to the log that becomes at both the

limits), and can accordingly be brought outside the integral sign.

At low temperatures (but higher thafi the limiting temperature

T„ determined by -,. = ]: k') the whole second part of kj will

again disappear in consequence of the factor 1—^V^, which approaches

0, whereas of the tirst part again only the first term with log" remains.

In this case cos h xp =^ tg 0^ : /• = oo at the lower limit, and the

factor of if?f/i|? in the integral can again be placed outside the integral

sign at this limit, which now prevails since the log l)ecomes infinite

there. At the other limit the log is namely = 0.

With close approximation we may, therefore, write [a has been

written for k : V^l^V = s:a):

J
'

l/l—y^V
with neglect of all the terms with higher powers of log. Only at

intermediary temperatures the omitted part can have any influence

— but the difTference brought about by this might possii)ly be made

to disappear entirely on a somewhat modified assumption concerning

ƒ(?) between a and s (see § XVI).

C. The quantity a for 7 = r/^ = 1 : /(.-. (addition to ^ XX).

The original integral was (cf § 16):

2a' rr r{-f\r))drXsinOdd2a' rr
a = 4 X (6,). « X ^^^jj

^l-'^sin0+ rpf{r)

We may also write for the integral:

o

rr r'i— f'{r))dr diacosO) 1 /' ,...,,/'« 1 /. , «'A

J J \/r\ff{r)—{a'—r')+ a'cos'd «J \'ï ^ 9/

when r*(ff{r) — {a'— r'') = (f is put. When f {r) is generally

= -, so that this duly becomes =1 for v = 5, then — ƒ'(/-) =

and r/^ = (a^— /'^). Hence we now have:
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a = ta' s'-i r dr fa \ / a'\

S

in vvhicli the quantit}' f/ for tlie lower limit passes into y*" — (<i*—.9'),

, . , . ^ .. «'— *' 1— 't' 1
which becomes = O tor o) = = = — as before. The

value of a will, therefore, again approach to logarithmically infinite

for fp= fp^=zl:k\ This is, accordingly, entirely independent of the

exponent t in the assumed law of force ƒ (v) .-. ?-—'.



Physiology. — ''On the Peripheral Sensitive A'ervons Si/stem."

By Dr. G. C. Heringa. (Coimiiunicaled by Prof. J. Boeke).

(Communicated in the meeting of February 23, 1918).

Wlieii we endeavour to summarize our knowledge of the peripheral

sensitive nervous system, which is a time-consuming experience as

it involves the perusal of an enormous number of periodicals, we

shall find amidst a mass of controversial matter a number of facts

received by various controversialists, which, when put together, make

up a gratifying whole.

In the neurological clinic the doctrine of neurons in still all but

paramount, but in the neuro-anatomic literature it is quite a different

thing. There, in spite of this same doctrine of neurons, experiences

come to the front pointing to the existence of a very extensive

continuous retiform structure of sensory Jierves close to the periphery.

As has been insisted upon by Apathy there exists a highly delicate

texture of anastomotic nerve-fibers close under the surface of the

body of invertebrates. This view has hardly been disqualified. It

is now getting more and more evident that sucli a network is also

to be found in vertebrates.

Many data regarding the *'rete amielinica subpapillare" we owe

especially to Ruffini and his school, who based upon them his

theory of the "circuito chuiso delle neurofibrille." According to the

descriptions given by Ruffini himself, the fibers of this network

spring from different sources:

1. end-branches of the ordinary medullated fibers;

2. ultraterminals of endorgans;

3. sympathetic fibers;

4. ultraterminals of fibers belonging to the TiMOFEEW-system.

From all sides (Botezat, Leontowitch, Prentiss, Sfameni, Dogiel)

much evidential matter tending in the same direction, has been

brought forward, so that no room is left for any doubt as to the

principal facts, though there remains some diflference of opinion

regarding the components of the network, and though several

inquirers will not go the length of subscribing to all the inferences

of RuFFiNi's "teoria unitaria."

Two recent publications from the Italian school seem to me to be
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interesting in this connection. Stephaneuj •) describes an extensive

network of nerve-fibers, which he fonnd in the skin of reptiles.

This network built up of non-medulhited fibers is easily distinguish-

able from the familiar subepithelial plexus, which lies deeper and

in which only an interlacement of nerve-fibers, for the greater part

still mednllated, takes place. The relations of the non-medullated

network to the subepithelial plexus are also desci'ibed minutely by

him. In the former, which spreads diffusely as a true network of

nerves in the skin, he describes by the side of very few other

endings an "organo di senso in stato diffuso," a conception which

is the more plausible since the network is immediately connected

with an intrapapillary extension of the same nature.

Here lies the link that joins Stephanelli's publication to thai of

VlTALI. ')

ViTALi examined the skin of the nail-bed also after Ruffini's gold-

chloride method. His results correspond completely with those of

similar researches by Ruffini and others. In succession he describes

the presence of many free endings easy to differentiate by the very

melodious Italian names: gomitoli, alberelli, espansioni ad anse

avoiticciati, fiochetti papillari, grappoli, and also of Ruffini's,

Meissner's and Vater-Pacini's corpuscles. The principal interest now

hinges about the fact that he lays particular stress upon the

occurrence of anastomoses between the terminals reciprocally and

upon their contact, as a whole, with the refe amielinica subpapil-

lare, therewith emphasizing the importance attached by Ruffim

long since to the ultraterminals as expounded in his teoria unitaria

previously mentioned. Finally Vitali comes to the conclusion that

all those terminals together with the rete subpapillare form one

connected amyelinic meshwork. When following up the Italian school

a little further, we shall see that this meshwork must be placed on

a level with Stephanelli's diffuse network. Then also the various

endorgans of the higher vertebrates will be found to be i)oints of

difïerentiation amidst less developed surroundings. "Eche cos'altra

sono," as »Simonelli puts it rhetorically, "quello die noi denomigniano

espansioni, se non il condensarsi in punti limitati di nn simile

reticolo diffuso periferico : in altri termini se non punti nodosi e

AuGUSTO Stephanelli. Nuovo contributo alia cogno.scenza della espansioni

sensitivi dei Rettili e considerazioni sulla tessitura del sislemo nervoso periferico.

Intern. Monatschrift. f. Anat. u. Pliys. XXXII 1916. — Sui dispositivi micros

copici della sensibilita cutanea a nella mucosa orale del Rettili. (Ibid. XXXII 1916).

~) G. Vitali. Contributo alio studio istologico dell ungliia. Le cxpansioni nervose

del derma solto ungeaie dell" uomo, (Ibid. XXXII 1915).
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maglie pin serrati di una rete generale, che intiinamente involge e

confipenetia i tessuti, per meglio localizzare e precusare gli stimoli

periferici ?"

Thus, according to this view an unbroken series of anastomoses

must be traceable in numerous* varieties of free endings from the

rete aniielinica on the one side to the tactile corpuscles inserted in

a rete intrapapillare on the other.

It would perhaps be premature to consider this highly pregnant

hypothesis as proven. Still, undoubtedly it is erjually true that anyone

who will take the trouble to look into the literature, will tind

attestations from other authors also pointing unmistakably in the

same direction. It is evident that the border-lines demarcating the

various forms of end-organs, classified into various groups, are by

no means established. Nearly coeval with the study of the end-

organs itself are the efforts to establish a phylogenetic pedigree of

the various end-organs, in which the intricate forms are reduced to

more primitive types (Mkhkel, Krause, and others). Certain it is

also that the more forms are brought to light by modern researchers,

the more the border-lines between the various grouj)S are fading out.

With this we are impressed forthwith when looking at the illus-

trations accompanying the several publications (see e.g. Ceccherelli ')

V. D. Vki.de). ') The leading modern authors (Botezat, Dogiel,

Sfameni and followers of Ruffini) endeavour to demonstrate anasto-

moses between the various endings. Dogikl*) says in his article

about nerve-endings in the external genitalia: "Wenn wir die Be-

schreibung der Nervenendigungen in den verschiedenen Nerven-

apparaten, den Genitalkörperchen, den Endkolben und den Meissner-

schen Köiperchen, welche in der Haut der ausseren Genitalorgane

gelegen sind; vergleichen, und zugleich die beigegebencn Zeichnungen

betrachten, so mussen wir zu dem Schluss kommen, dasz zwischen

ihnen kein wesentlicher Unterschied besteht".

Sfameni ') also describes the relationsliip between the genital cor-

puscles and Krause's end-bulbs, Golgi-Mazzoni's corpuscles and

Vater-Pacini's corpuscles on the one side and Ruffini's corpuscles

on the other.

Botezat ") has written a long and comprehensive paper on the

system and the interrelationship of the nerve-endorgans.

1) Intern. Monatschr. XXV 1908.

») Intern. Mon. XXVI 1909.

8) Arch. Micr. Anat. XLl.

*) Arch, di fisiol. I 1904.

«) Zeitsch. Wiss. Zool. LXXXIV. 1906.
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Bilt what seems to me to be more important than all this, as it

falls in with Ruffini's views, is (hat also the border-lines be-

tween the corpuscles and the "free" endings are gradually falling

away. Here the only differential diagnostic is whether or not a

capsule is present. The saine characteristics of the nerve-fibers, of

the supporting tissue, "tacfile-cells" or whatever name may be

given to the cells found in the endorgans are equally peculiar to

either group of end-organs. This may be gathered from the illus-

trations and the descriptions in all papers. Botkzat makes pai'ticular

mention of this, adding that a capsule round a nerve-ending is not

a question of vital importance for it, either functionally or morpho-

logically. On the contrary Botkzat very often tinds by the side of

a capsuled ending its fellow deprived of a capsule. Thus the free

"Knauel" are found side by side with the capsuled ' Knauel" and

the bulbs of Krause; side by side with Mf.rket/s cells Grandry's

and Meissnk.r's corpuscles etc. Moreover Botezat distinguishes all

sorts of gradations between the free and the capsuled endings.

In other authors we find the same again. Ruffini's corpuscles

are according to Vitali ') nothing else but capsuled "alberelli".

DoGiEL ^) also speaks of non-capsuled corpuscles of Ruffini.

Sfameni ') asserts that non-capsuled varieties occur of the same

Genital corpuscles, which, as has been observed, are allied to all

sorts of tactile-corpuscles. Of Mrissner's corpuscles there seems to

exist a large variety of simple modifications.

Sfameni describes intermediate forms between Metssner's corpuscles

and "fiochetti papillare" i. e. free endings. Dogiet.'s modifications of

Mrissner's corpuscles (Ruffini calls them Dogiet/s corpuscles) are

non-capsuled at the upper-pole from which the axis-cylinders are

branching off into free endings. They are types of Ruffini's "espan-

sioni misti". Other modifications again of Mkissner's corpuscles

(DoGiEL, V. D. Vei.dk) are characterised by their having a slightly

developed capsule and a simplified nervecourse. Dogiel's "einge-

kapselte Knauel" described by him in 1903 as modified Meissner's

corpuscles must therefore be closely allied to the free endings,

perhaps identical with them (see supra). It seems, fhen, that Meissner's

corpuscles are, in a higher degree than many other forms, closely

allied to free nerve-endings. So when observing the several findings

concerning the capsule of these corpuscles, we shall see that Lan-

1) Int. Mon. XXXI. 1915.

2) Arch. f. Micr. Anat. 1903.

3) I.e.
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GRRHANS ') absolutely disproves its existence. He sajs: "Es besitzt

der Z<']Jlinufen ^) den man Tastkörper nennt, nicht einmal eine

eigene uinschliessende Membran. Ueberal stossen die perjpheren

Zeilen direct an das umgebende Bindegewebe, nnd nur nacli langerer

Einwirkung eines Reagenzes kann es vorkommen, dasz das starre

Aussehen der Bindegewebsscliichten eine eigene Menibran vortausclit".

Likewise Rouget, Tafani, Izquerdo, Hoggan, Leontowitch absolu-

tely deny the existence of a capsule. Meissner, Renaut, Krause,

Wolfe, Kolt-man and Lefebure consider it as a single endothelial

membrane. Lefebure*): "una simple lume conjoncture doublée sur

une face profonde par un feuillet endothelial". From all this it

follows that the hypothesis brought forward by Dogiel, Ruffini,

Thomsa and Koi.i,iker that the corpuscles are provided with a true

lamella-capsule, is hardly tenable. The very gradations (and they

are many) between Meissner's corpuscles and the free endings go

far to substantiate a jiriori the opinion of Langerhans, who appears

to have studied the organs under consideration thoroughly. They

also support Botezat's view when he puts Meissner's corpuscles on

a level with the complicate, non-capsuled Merkel's corpuscles. In

virtue of my personal inquiry 1 incline to Langerhans's view, as

will appear lower down.

Finally let us bestow consideration upon the |)roblem of the

genetic connections between the free endings and the tactile bodies

with the subpapillary network.

If we confine ourselves to the more modern authors, we mention

the names of Bethk, Prentiss, Botezat, Leontowitch, Sfameni and

Dogiel "), who have, all of them, discussed more or less minutely

the subepithelial network and its connections with the nerve-endorgans.

Botezat differs fi-om the other investigators in that he considers

the network to be independent of tactile corpu.scles. This follows

from his opinion that the rete amielinica, is built up of fibers of the

so-called 2^' sort '"). But for the rest, he sides with the Italian School,

1) Arch. f. Micr. Anal. IX J 873.

-) The italics are mine.

^) Revue gen. d'histol. 1909.

•*) Bethe. AlJgemeine Anat. und Phys. des Nervensystems. Leipzig 1903

Prentiss. Journ. of Gomp. neur. XIV 1904.

Botezat I.e.

Leontowitch Int. Men. XVIII 1901.

Sfameni, Dogiel I.e.

») Medullated fibers losing their myefin already in the nerve-trunk. It seems

doubtful whether these fibers are still to be considered as a separate group.
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our starting point, when in speaking about certain free endings, he

sajs that tlirough anostomoses they form a widely spread end-

structure, "welcher in der Form eines im allgemeinen weitmaschigen

varikcjsen Netzes von weithin ausgebreiter Ausdelinung erscheint",

whicii continues into the papillae, and there adiieres to ordinary

medullated fibers. He looks upon this nerve-complex as a "fiii- sich

bestehender sensibeler Appaiat der Lederhaut". He finds it again in

fishes and amphibia, so it is beyond doubt that he describes the

very network whicli Stephanelli discusses in his publication.

DoGiKi;, an authority on end-organs, concurs with Jiii'i'iNi that the

lateral branches of the free papillary endings blend with the rete

amielinica: "Wie aus dem mitgeteilten hervorgeht, so hat das aus

Marklosen Aestchen und Faden zusainmengesetzte subpapillaire Ner-

vengetlecht, die uneingekappselte Nervenknauel sowie die Schleifen-

förmig gebogene Bundel und das intrapapillaire Fadennetz einen

und denselben Urspruiig". Also the Timofkew fibres of the Meissner-

corpuscles, which Dogikj, reckons among the sensorj system, go to

make up according to him, the intrapapillary nerve-complex by

means of their ultraterminals.

Sfamp:ni, though far from adhering to the teoria unitaria gives a

description of the subepithelial plexus and of its connection with

tactile corpuscles and free endings, that accords fairly with Ruffint's.

Nor is it on the whole contradicted by Prentiss and Leontowitch in

their publications respectively of Rana and the human skin.

It surely will not do to ignore the many differences between the

various authors, differences in theoretical conception, in appreciation

and in interpretation of their observations. Opposed to Dogiel, who

still holds that interlacement of the fibers is the fundamental pi-inciple

governing the structure of the network, are Botezat, Bethe, Ruffini,

Leontowitch, and Sfameni, who are convinced of the fusion of the

fibers. Prentiss wavers. It is a fact that the network is built up of

sensitive fibers. However, the question whether also sympathetic

elements are fused with it, is as yet unsettled. This depends in some

degree on the doubtful character of the Timofeew fibers. Still, though

the origin of the sensory part of the network is still uncertain, there

is no denying that, also in this respect, observers concur more and

more. As we observed before Botezat considers the whole network

to be made up of anastomotic free nerve-endings. Dogiei, also looks

upon them as the principal components, but according to him also

ultraterminals of the Timofeew system of the tactile corpuscles unite

with it. Sfameni believes there is also some connection with the

genital corpuscles; Leontowitch, Bethe, and Prentiss assume an
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immediate connection of the network with the free endings as well

as with corpuscles. All these authors, though theoretically far removed

from RuFFiNi's neurogenetic conceptions, have brought forward a

number of facts corresponding satisfactorily with those insisted upon

most emphatically by the Italian school.

In short there is in the literature about the subject a tendency

towards the hypothesis that there is, generally speaking, intercon-

nection and coherence in the whole peripheral sensory nervous system.

It is these facts, derived from the literature, that enhance the

significance of recent personal studies made by the Bielschowsky method

on the sensory nerve-endings.

The Bielschowsky method diiters from the methylene blue- and

the gold-chloride method in that it atFords another view of the

problems. It does not present those typical appearances, which, when

comparative!}^ slight magnifications of rather thick sections are

examined, yield a clear survey of the relations. Its efficiency lies in

the fact that when preparations counterstained in haem. eosin, are

examined under a microscope of the highest power, it brings out in

strong relief the relations between the fibrils and their surroundings.

Along this totally different path I arrived at conclusions which,

as I hope, will contribute to lend support to the hypothesis that

the Meissner corptiscles are more i-elated to the free endings than

is commonly believed.

In a paper read at last year's Congress for Physics und Medicine

at The Hague (1917) (see also: Verslagen Kon. Ak. v. Wetensch.

27 April 1917) I recorded some morphological data, hitherto unknown,

concerning the structure of the axis-cylinder. In that paper I set

forth that, when tracing an ordinary nerve-fiber from centre to

periphery, the following changes in the structure are to be observed

in a transverse section. First we find in the medullary sheath the

axoplasm, which (in a transverse section) seems to be vacuolar in

structure and embraces the neurofibrils in the protoplasmatic septa

between the vacuoles. As known, the medullary sheath is surrounded

by the protoplasmatic sheath of Schwann with its nucleus. More

towards the periphery the medullary sheath splits up into several

tubes. The always vacuolar axoplasma material with its fibrils spreads

over the daughter medullary sheaths. Together they remain embedded

in one undivided protoplasmatic mass, which must be considered as

a continuation of the sheath of Schwann. Still further towards the

terminus of the course of the nerve the medullary sheaths disappear

from the section, so that the neurofibrils lie free in the proto-

plasmatic envelopment which, now being of vacuolar structure like



the primitive axis-cyiincler, must l)e assimilated lo tiie slieadi of

Schwann blended with the axoplasm. These formations aie seen (o

get thinner and thinner and tlieir meshes to get ever wider according

as thej approach the terminus of the nerve. To all appearance they

ultimately blend or nnile with the connective tissue plasmoderms in

which we find the neurofibrils in the ultimate tract of their course ').

At tirst I was disposed to think that the described vacuolar

dissolution of the axis-cylinder was characteristic of the so-called

free nerve-endings, because 1 saw the meduUated nerves force their

way into the Mkissnkr corpuscles without having undergone any
modification.

I can go a step farther this time, and assert on the basis of a

profound investigation of Meissnkr's corpuscles that tiie axis-cylinders

inside these corpuscles pass through precisely the same disintegration

process, previously described by me for the so-called free nerve-

endings, and just now designated as a vacuolar dissolution.

Whereas nowadays it is maintained by many inquirers that the

axis-cylinder loses its medullary sheath, before it enters into the

corpuscles, I side with Engelmann*), Langerhans, Fischer') Key—
Retzius^) and Lefebure^), having been able to ascertain, in prepa-

rations treated with Osmic acid, that the medullary sheath, just as

the sheath of Schwann, is prolonged into the intracorpuscular course

of the nerves. Moreover my preparations also proved distinctly that

those medullary sheaths split up inside the sheath of Schwann exactly

as has been indicated above.

I hold with Lefebure that most likely the fact that the Osmium
method has been abandoned for the modern tibril staining methods,

is responsible for the erroneous opinions about the presence or the

absence of medullary sheaths, prevailing in the neurological literature.

As to the sheath of Schwann, it goes without saying that I must

contest the hypothesis that it passes into the formation of the capsule,

since to me it is an intrinsic part of the lemmoblastic sheath. (Dogiel

and others")). My preparations, which are well imj)regnated and of

good fixation also enable me to ascertain the fate of the axiscylindei's

1) Cf. J. BoEKE. Studiën zur Nervenvegeneration I, Verli Kon. Ak. v. Wei.

A'dam 2e Sectie Deel, XVIII n». 6.

«) Zeitschr. Wiss. Zool. XII 1863.

3) Arch. f. Mikr. Anat. XII.

*) Arch. f. Mikr. Anat. IX 1873.

^) Revue génér. d'hislologie 1909.

^) With more justice Langkrhaus. Krause and others assert that the sheath

of Schwann passes into the inner capsule of the corpuscles.

3

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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inside the Mkissnër corpuscles. For among the cells filling up the

core of" the MEissNER-corpuscles we find many of the same vacuolar

non-medullated nerve-sections, which we have described, with the

fibrils, scattered over the spongy protoplasm.

Now it was but another step to establish in well-chosen objects

that those vacuolar axis-cylinders maintain their course in the cells

of the core- itself. In tangential sections we were in a position to

observe with absolute certainty that from the axis-cylinder the

fibrils pass into the protoplasm of those cells, where they may aid

in making up a regular network of the fine fibrils, and where, as

a continuation of the vacuolar structure of the axis-cylinder in trans-

verse section, a reticular protoplasm serves as a substratum to the

neurofibrils. Just as 1 observed previously in the corpuscles of

Grandry, 1 saw also here a similar diffuse expansion of the net-

work over the cell-protoplasm, as well as the mechanical traction

phenomena between protoplasm and fibril-system, so th^t my inter-

pretation leaves hardly any room for doubt. It is beyond all

question that the core cells are indeed parts of the nerve-course

itself; consequently it fits in with my view ^) to term them lemmo-

blasts together loith tlie other elements, building up the course of

the nerve. The fibrillar networks described, are by no means terminal.

As a rule the fibrils are seen to unite again and pursue their way
as a new axis-cylinder. This is an additional argument for classing

those cells among the structural elements of the nerve-course itself.

In this way I came to the conclusion that the entire Meissnkr cor-

jniscle is built up of compact lemmohhist cords in structure completely

similar to the free nerve-endings. Now this appears to me to be an

important conclusion, the more so when correlated with the above

data regarding the connection between the tactile corpuscles and

the free endings, as discussed in the literature.

In conclusion I will, impart that in the Meissner corpuscles I

found hardly anything that reminded me of a capsule, certainly not

a fine fibrillary texture proper, still less a lamellar system. The

enveloping connective tissue is rather of a loose spongy structure.

I found in it vacuolar nerve-sections as well as "free" fibrils in-

vested in the plasmoderms. I often descried that the contours of

MEissNER-corpuscles are very indistinct. Especially in the tactile balls

of the cat's paw I rarely found typical Meissner corpuscles; often,

howevei', in the papillary connective tissue I found detached groups

1) Cf. G. G. Heringa. Le développement des corpuscules de Grandry et de

Herbst (Arch, néerl. des Sc. Exactes et nat. Serie III B. tome lil 1917).
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of nei've-seclioiis of the faniiliar appearance in various sizes. Together

they presented precisely the appearance of a transverse section of a

Meissner corpuscle. Only by studying serial sections it can be ascer-

tained whether we have to do with a Meissner corpuscle or rather

with some detached axis-cylinders of free endings. Such forms, which

must no donbt be classed as modified Meissner corpuscles, are in

my judgment, as many proofs of the close relationship there is

indeed between tactile corpuscles and free endings.

My conclusions, therefore, are the following:

1. the cells found by all inquirers') except Dogiel in the Meissnnr

corpuscles are elements of the nerve-course itself, lemmoblasts, as

I have endeavoured to demonstrate for GRANDRY-corpuscles.

2. As to structure and behaviour, the nerves in the Meissner-

corpuscles correspond exactly with those of the so-called free-endings.

3. so that it is very likely that the terminal branches of the

Meissner corpuscles (ultraterminals) form one connected whole with

the free papillary endings.

1) Thomsa. Langerhans, Ranvier, Merkel, Krause, Leontowitch. Sfamëm,
RuFFiNE, Lefebure, VAN DE Velde and others.

3*



Astronomy. — ''On the ParaUa.v of some Stellar Clusters" (Second

comniuiiication). By Dr. W. J. A. Schoutkn. (Coinmunicated

bj Prof. J. C. Kapteyn).

(Gommunicaled in the meeting of February 23, 1918).

In a former eoiiimmiicatioii it was shown, how it is possible to

determine the parallaxes of stellar clnslers from the numbers of stars

of determined magnitude in the clusters by means of the luminosity

curve of Kaptkyn. The calculation was performed for Messier

3 and It and x Persei. Now the same method is used in order to

determine the parallax of some other clusters.

I'he Small Magellanic Cloud.

H. S. Leavitt. J 777 Variables in the Magellanic Clouds. Annals

Harvard Observ. Vol. 60, N^ 4.

A preliminary catalogue containing 992 stars of the .Snmll Cloud

and 885 of the Great Magellanic Cloud. The places of 28 stars of

catalogues in the neighbourhood of the Small Cloud are also given.

We counted a number of stars and estimated their diameter on

a photographic plate, taken at the Harvaid Observatory. For orien-

tation we used the catalogue-stars the position of which Miss Leavitt

communicates. In order to reduce the estimates of diameters to

magnitudes, we

l***!/ counted an area of 1000 G' without the Cloud, and determined

from the numbers of stars of every magnitude the magnitude corre-

sponding to every diameter by means of Publ. Gron. N°. 27, Tabic IV,

2ndiy ^g estimated the diameters of 142 variable stars, the magni-

tudes of which occur in LEAVITT^s catalogue and which are equally

distributed over the Cloud, and we have compared these with the

mean magnitude, i. e. the average of maximum and minimum, given

by Miss Leavitt,

S^^iy we have estimated the diameters of the catalogue-stai-s mentioned

above and compared these with the magnitudes in the C. P. D. and

the A. G. C.
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Finally the magnitude correbpomiiiig (oeacli diameter was determined

from all these dala by graphical smoothing.

We counted an area of 240 D' in the Cloud. The results are

given in the table below. In il A^„, represents the number of stars

from the brightest star to the magnitude under consideration.

Diameter
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index for each apparent magnitude that is based on Parkhurst and

Seares' researches. To tliis objections may be raised, as for llie

cbister stars we have to deal willi absolute magnitudes. As, however,

the relation between colour index and luminosity is onijMnaccnrately

known as yet and as moreover, it cannot be decided whether a

given star belongs to the cluster oi- not. Van Rhi.tn's method is the

only one possible. Van Rhi.in found that the photographic magnitudes

(international scale) between iii = 7.5 and m = 14.5 wanted a constant

correction — 0"'.5 for reduction to the visual Potsdam scale. There-

fore by a correction — 0"*.7 they are reduced to the Harvard scale.

The number of cluster stars of each magnitude we find by dimi-

nishing the nnmbers counted by the normal number, which was

determined for this cluster from Publ. Gron. W. 27, Table V.

It appears at once that the Praesepe stars have faint luminosities.

The declivities that we observe in the frequency curve of the mag-

nitudes are partly smaller than the smallest declivity occurring in

Kapteyn's luminosity curve. That is why we could make only four

determinations of the parallax notwithstanding the great interval of

magnitudes. These give

n = 0".024 ± 0".004.

This parallax is considerably greater than the one which we

found for other stellar clusters.

Messier 52.

N. G. C. 7654; «,,„„== 23H9"'.8, d,,„„ =r -f 61°3', b = -\- 1°

;

I= 81°; class: D3.
F. PiNGSDORF. Der Sternhaufen in der Cassiopeia. Diss. Bonn. 1909.

Measurements of three plates, taken by Küstner. The catalogue

contains 132 stars up to 15'". 0. The standard magnitudes have been

determined by visual observations by means of gauzes of 25 stars

by ZURHELLEN.

We find from 4 determinations

:

jT = 0".002 ± 0".0003.

Messier 46.

N. G. C. 2437; .^,„., = 7/' 37'" .2, r),^,„„ = - 14°35', b = + Q^

/= 200°; class: l)i.

W. Zurheli-en. Der Sternhaufen Messier 46. Ver()fientl. Kgl. Stern-

warte zu Bonn, N». 11, 1909.

Measurements of three plates, taken by Küstner. The catalogue
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contains 529 stars. For standard magnitudes 47 stars were used, the

brightness of which was estimated by Küstner or determined by

means of gauzes bj' Zuhhellen.

We find from 4 determinations:

rr = ü''.ü02 ±0".0001.

]\lessier 37.

N. G. C. 2099; «,„„„ = 5''45'".8, d,,„„ = -f- 32°3J', /; = + 4°,

/ = 145°; class: D\.

J. 0. NoRDi.uND. Pliotographische Ausmessung des Sternhaufens

Messier 37. Inaug. Diss. Upsala 1909, Arkiv f<)r Matematik, Astro-

nomie och Fjsik, Band 5, N". 17.

Dr. H. GiKBKLEK. Der Sternhaufen Messier 37. Veröffentl. Kgl.

Sternwarte zn Bonn, W. 12. J914.

NoRDLUND measures 4 plates and gives the places and magnitudes

of 842 stars. The magnitudes are derived from the diameters according

to the formula of Charlikr by means of 214 standard magnitudes

that have been determined photometrically by Von Zeipel. Many of

the bright stars of the cluster are red (colour index > 0"'.7), e.g.

some 50 or 70 7o of the stars of the lO^'^ magnitude.

GiEBELER discusses 2 plates taken by Küstner and measured by

Stroe[-e. The catalogue contains 1231 objects. The magnitudes have

been joined with Nordlund's scale by comparing those of 450 stars.

For the red stars too the photographic magnitude is given.

For our puipose it is a drawback that for the red stars the

photographic magnitude is mentioned. This is why the brightest stars,

among which many red ones occur, could not be used by us. Excluding

these we find from 4 determinations:

71 = 0".002'^ ± 0".0004.

Messier 36.

N. G. C. I960; .^,.„ = 5''29'".5, d,,„„ = + 34° 4', /. =: + 2°,

/=:142°; class: D2.

Dr. S. Oppenheim. Ausmessung des Sternhaufens G. C. N". 1166.

Publ. der v. Kuffner'schen Sternwarte in Wien, Bd. Ill, pag. 271-307,

1894.

Measurements of three photographic plates. The catalogue contains

200 stars. The magnitudes wei-e derived from the diameters, measured

in connection with estimates of visual magnitudes found by Dr. Palisa

for the greater part of the stars.

The interval of magnitudes is small. We find from 3 determinations:

7T=:0".005 ± 0".001.
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20 Vulpeculae.

N. G. C. 6885 ; u,,,, = 20''7-.6, d,,,^ = 26°J()', /> = - 5°, / = 3i°.

H. ScHULTZ. Micrometrisk bestamning af 104 stjernor inom

teleskopiska stjeriigruppen 20 Vulpeculae. Koiigl. Sveriska Vetenskaps-

Akademiens Haudlingar, Baudot IJ, N°. 3, 1873.

The magnitudes have been determined by a photometer in accordance

with Ahgelander's scale.

A. DoNNER nnd 0. Backi,und. Positionen von 140 Sternen des

Sternhaufens 20 Vulpeculae nacli Ausmessungen photographischer

Platten. Bulletin de I'Acad. Imp. des Sciences de St. Pétersbourg,

Série V, Volume II, pag. 77-92, 1895.

Measurements of 2 plates taken by Donner at Helsingfors. The

magnitudes were taken from Shilow.

M. Shilow. Grössenbestimmung der Sterne im Sternhaufen 20

Vulpeculae. Bulletin etc. ut supra, pp. 243-251.

The magnitudes of the 140 stars, the position of which was deter-

mined by DoNNER and Backlund, were found by measuring the

diameters of the images. As standards those 100 magnitudes were

used that Schultz had determined already. Shilow uses Charlier's

formula m = j; — y\og D — zD. The probable error of a difference

?rt— ?/?scHULTz is =t 0«.25.

We have not reduced the magnitudes based on Argelander's scale,

to the Harvard scale, because Shilow's magnitudes differ considerably

from those of Schultz. We find for the parallax from 7 determinations:

;r = 0".005 ± 0".001.

Messier 5.

N. G. C. 5904; «,,„„=15/'13'«.5, ff,,„„=:+2°27', /;=+45°, /=r333°;

class: 6' 3.

M. Shilow. Positionen von 1041 Sternen des Sternhaufens

5 Messier, aus photographischen Aufnahmen abgeleitet. Bulletin de

I'Acad. Imp. des Sciences de St. Pétersbourg, Série V, Vol. VIII,

pag. 253-312, 1898.

Measurements of 2 plates, taken resp. by Belopolsky and Kostinsky.

The magnitudes have been determined in a rathei- inaccurate manner,

viz. by comparing the diameters with the images of stars of 20

Vulpeculae, the magnitudes of which are known.

S. I. Bailey. Variable Stars in the Cluster Messier 5, Annals

Harvard Observ., Vol. 78, Part. II, 1917.

Ninety-two stars are dealt with. For 72 the period is mentioned.
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Among these 3 have long periods. Moreover the magnitudes are

given for 25 comparison-stars.

In Shilow's catalogue the magnitudes of i 006 stars are mentioned.

The interval of magnitudes is small and the magnitudes are inaccurate.

Nor did we succeed in reducing them to a more exact scale by

means of Bailey's magnitudes. We tind the results rr = 0".0002 and

TT =z 0".0009 ; consequently as average value

:

.T = 0".0005^ ± 0".0002.

According to Shapley the average photogr. magnitude of the

variable stars is 15'". 25 and we found 5 log. .t^—16.3; therefore

;1/^15'«.25—11'".3^4'".0. So we get for the mean absolute magnitude

of the variable cluster stars 4.0.

If we determine tiie parallax from the variable stars with a

known period, we find, when making use of Uektzsprung's numbers

:

jt = 0".0002.

Messier 13.

N.G.C. 6205; «,,„„=16^38'».l, ff,,„„=36°39', />== -h40°. /= 26°;

class : C 3.

J. ScHEiNEK. Der grosze Sternhaufen ini Hercules Messier J 3,

Abhandl. Kgl. Akad. Berlin 1892.

The catalogue contains 823 stars. The magnitudes are uncertain.

H. LuDENDORFF. Der grosze Sternhaufen im Hercules Messier 13.

Pnbl. Astroph. Observ. Potsdam, Bd. XV, N». 50, 1905.

This catalogue contains 1118 stars. The brightness is not expressed in

magnitudes; but the diameters are estimated in J 6 "Helligkeitsstufen".

H. Shapley. Studies etc. Second Paper: Thirteen hundre(J stars in

the Hercules Cluster (Messier 13). Contrib. Mt. Wilson Observ.

N". 116, 1915.

The photogr. and photovis. magnitudes of 1300 stars have been

determined; but of only 650 stars they have been published. For

the statistical investigation 1049 magnitudes and colour indices

were used.

We make use of Ludendorff's catalogue and we availed ourselves

of Shapley's results in reducing the "Helligkeitsstufen" to magnitudes.

First we can express the "Stufen" in photographic magnitudes by

means of a table in Shapley's work (p. 25, Table VIII) and these

may be reduced to photovisual ones by means of the Tables XIV

and XVI. No correction is wanted for the difference between the

scales of Harvard and Mount Wilson, because the visual Harvard
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scale is continued only up to 12"'.() and for this magnitude agrees

with the Mt. Wilson scale.

Now we determine the numbers .1,,,. For the bi-ightest magnitudes

we find then a declivity, which surpasses by far the greatest decli-

vity, found in Kapteyn's curve. This value, great as it is, may
perhaps be explained from the manner, in which the diameters have

been reduced to magnitudes. Excluding of these values being unde-

siral)le a priori and not possible on account of the small interval

of magnitudes, we have smoothed the numbers observed hy a con-

tinuons curve. Then we find from 4 determinations:

jr == 0".00075 ± 0".00006.

From Shapley's research (1. c. p. 79) we derive for the mean

photographic magnitude of the variable cluster stars which are

probably ö Cepheids, ??i=15.2 and we found 5 log. :t = — 15.4,

so that according to our determination of the parallax their mean

absolute magnitude = 4.8 ^).

From 2 variable stars with known period Shapley (1. c. p. 82)

found for the parallax the value:

jr = 0".00008.

Messier 67.

N.G.C. 2682;«,,o„ = 8''45'".8, ff„„„z=+ 12°TL', /y=+34°, /=183o;

class: D 2.

E. Fagerholm. Ueber den Sternhaufen Messier 67. Inaug. Diss.

Upsala, 1906.

The catalogue contains 295 stars. The magnitudes were derived

from the diameters by means of Charlier's interpolation-formula,

after the visual magnitudes of 15 stars had been determined photo-

metrically.

H. Shapley. Studies etc. III. A catalogue of 311 Stars in Messier

67, Contrib. Mt. Wilson Observ. W. Ill, 1916.

For all stars the photogr, magnitudes have been determined and

also the photovisual ones for all stars within 12' of the centre. In

this way 232 colour indices were found. Shapley finds a much

greater number of back-ground stars than would be expected.

Olsson's catalogue cannot be used on account of the inaccuracy

of the magnitudes.

We first make use of Fagerholm's catalogue. The magnitudes that

are expressed in the P. D. scale, are reduced to the Harvard scale

by adding a correction —0"'.2.

1) The values of the parallax and the mean absohite mapnitii(ie yiven liere, are

to be preferred to the preliminary results published in the first communication.
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Now we derive from 2 determinations (the interval being only 2

magnitudes)

:

rr=:0".001 ± 0"0007.

According to Shapley (I. c. p. 10) the diflference Faü.-Mt. W. is

constant = -|- 0"'.24 and as Harv. = Mt. Wilson photovis., we have

also: Fag.-Harv. = -[- 0"'.24. We have taken Fag.-Harv. = -]- 0'".2,

so that the magnitudes used should be correct. Upon closer inquirj',

however, the difTerence Fag.-Shapley appears not to be constant,

but to vary with the magnitude. We have determined the errors of

Fagerholm's scale by comparing the magnitudes of 156 stars, and

afterwai'ds we have calculated the numbers A,a for the corrected

magnitudes. Now we derive for the parallax from only one deter-

mination that can be used

:

By telling off Shaplky's catalogue we find for the parallax the

values .-T == 0".001 and Jt = 0".002. Summing up, we may assume

for the parallax of this cluster:

jr= 0".002.

For this cluster Shapi,ey determined the colour indices of all the

stars, perceptible on the plate within a circle with a radius of 12'.

But here, too, no great valne can be attached to a comparison of

the distribution of colours, found by Shapley for every J/, with

Schwarzschild's table. For it is not certain that all stars up to

13'". are visible on the plate, and just here the separation of cluster

stars and back-ground stars offers great difïiculties. According to

Shapley the distribution of colours, expressed in percentages of the

numbers of stars of determined absolute magnitude, is as follows:
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Messier 11.

N.G.C. 6705; «,,.„ = 18/' 45'".7, d„.„ = - 6°23'. 6 = - 4°,

/ = 355° ; class : C3 ').

W. Stratonoff. Amas stellaire de réoii de Sobieski (Messier 11),

Publ. de rObserv. de Taclikeiit N". 1, 1899.

The catalogue contains 8()l stars. From the estimates and measu-

rements of diameters the magnitudes have been derived by means

of the Southern B. D.

H. SiiAPLF.Y, Studies etc. IV. The galactic cluster iMessier 11,

Contrib. Mt. Wilson Observ. N". 126, 1916 (A. P. J. Vol. 45, 1917).

For 458 stars the {)hotogr. and photovis. magnitudes have been

determined. For statistical research 364 stars were available, after

the uncertain magnitudes and the stars upon which the EuKKHARn-

effect ma}^ be of influence had been excluded.

We tell off Stratonoff's catalogue and we determine the quotients

A 4-1"
-. It then appears that the magnitudes are too inaccurate and

cannot be used.

Now we reduce Stratonoff's magnitudes to Shapi.ey's scale. In

order to do so we compare the magnitudes of 293 stars. The results

are given in the table subjoined.

Shaplev
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The mean parallax of the globular clusters is 0".0006 and that of
the open clusters (Praesepe excluded) is 0".003.

The number of parallaxes, determined at present, is still too small
to derive conclusions from them as regards the distribution of clusters
in space. Perhaps this will be possible, when we shall have extended
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our research to more clusters. It will then also be possible to

investigate, how far our results give sup|)ort to the well-known

theory of giant and dwarf stars.

From the figure subjoined it is evident that the luminosity curves

of the various clusters greatly resemble that found by Prof. Fvaptkyn

for the stars in the neighbouihood of the sun. And so this method

of determining the parallax, proposed l)y Prof. Kaptkvn, is justified.

In the graphical representation Nm means the number of stars

from the brightest star to the absolute magnidide under consideration.

As it is only our purpose to compare the relative frequencies of

the various absolute magnitudes, we added in each curve a constant

amount to log. -Vj/.

Amsterdam, December 1917.



Physiology. — "Krpprijneiits witk Animnls on the Nutritive Value

of Standard Brown-Bread and White-Bread" Bj Prof. C.

EiJKMAN and Dr. D. J. Hulshoff Pol.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 26, 1918).

Owing to the scarcity of food the old problem has latterly cropped

up again whether, instead of baking white-bread, it woidd not be

more pi-actical to make bread of nnboltei-ed meal, since through the

process of boltering the gi-ain loses 20—30 "/o of its nutritive value,

according to the degree of milling. The modern technique of grinding

enables the miller to separate the Ooui-, which contains the constituents

of the endosperm or starchy i)art, nearly entirely from the bran

and the germs of the grain.

The current opinion among people (hat l)rown-bread is more

nourishing than white, is founded chiefly on the belief that brown

bread is more satiating and appeases the appetite for a longer period

than white bread does. Though this property must not be underrated,

it scarcely needs to be pointed out, that it cannot be an index for

the content of nutritious matter. The bran (inclusive of the germs)

differs from the flour by a smaller amount of starch and more

nutritive salts, fat and protein. However it also contains more cellulose,

which is all but indigestible for man, and which also i-enders it difficult

for the alimentary canal to utilize the foodstuffs contained in the

bran, since they are for the greater part shut up within thick walls

of cellulose. This is why many consider the bran to be useless for

man, even noxious, and deem it better that only flour should be

baked into bread and the bran should be given to the cattle, which

can digest cellulose well and return to us the foodstuffs of the bran

in the form of flesh and dairy-products. On the other hand it has

been argued that this round-about way via the cow, is also attended

with great loss, and that, in striking a balance, it will turn out

that man gets more food from wheat in the form of brown bread

in spite of less digestibility, than from an equal amount of wheat

in white bread.

However, it now appears that the problem requires re-consideration,

since it has been proved that, besides the foodstuffs alluded to, the

bran also contains peculiar constituents, altogether lacking in flour.
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that are liiglily conducive to (he building- up of Ihe animal body,

nay are even indispensable for its health and growth, viz. ihe so-

called accessory foodstulFs or vitamins.

Here I refer to a paper read by me (E.) some 20 years ago on a

fowl's disease (polyneuritis gallinarum) attended wilii degeneration

of the peripheral nerves and motory disturbances arising from a

polished-rice diet, and resulting in death within a few days, unless

another diet was had recourse lo. When tlie fowl was fed on un-

polished rice, or when polishings were added again to the peeled rice,

the disease could be prevented, or, if it had already broken out, it

could be cured. It appeared namely, that the rice-{)olishings contained

ingredients which, being diffusible, could be readily extracted with

water and possessed the same prophylactic and remedial property

as the polishings themselves.

The fowl's disease, which can also be produced in other birds

(pigeons, rice-birds) in the manner described, shows in many respects

a close resemblance to beri-beri, and the researches by Vorderman,

and many others after him, demonstrated that much of what was

brought forward for the one was also applicable to the other.

It must be especially remembered that what has been said regarding

rice, also holds for other kinds of grain. Fowls develop the disease,

when fed on boltered meal, but not or exceptionally only when given

the whole grain or unboltered meal. In keeping with this is the fact

that beri-beri does not only manifest itself where polished rice

constitutes the staple diet, but is also observed among a population

living chiefly on white-bread (Little).

Also in Holland the tropical beri-beri can break out, as has been

proved by the cases that lately occurred among native sailors of Ihe

Rotterdam Lloyd, described by Koolemans Beynen. It is well-known,

moreover, that the so-called Ship beri-beri, a comparatively mild

form of the disease, which has been seen from time to time especially

on Norwegian ships, is also attributed, on reasonable grounds,

to too one-sided and too vitamin-poor a nourishment. Nor is it at

all improbable that cases of polyneuritis among men, which do occur

every now and then, are in some degree allied to beri-beri.

Fortunately the accessory foodstuffs, playing a part here, occur

in many other articles of food, such as peas, beans, potatoes, meat,

egg-yolk etc. There need be no fear, therefore, for the immediate

appearance of beri-beri, at all events not when foods such as white

rice and white-bread are not the principal dish. However, if we

bear in mind that, as has been seen from what we said about meat,

the relative vitamins form a normal constituent of the animal

4

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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body, (not evolved in if but derived from the food), it is but natural

that, especially in times of scarcity, a vitamin-poor food should be

deleterious to the bodj, even though not causing actual illness.

Comparative experiments on the nutritive value of brown- and

white-bread have repeatedly been undertaken, also when vitamins

were not thought of. As early as about seven decades back Magendie

observed how a dog, fed exclusively on white-bread, lost flesh, got

weaker, and weaker, and succumbed after 40 days; another dog,

fed on bread made from the whole wheat, kept in good health.

Similar results were latterly achieved in Hofmeister's laboratory

with mice. The evidence from such experiments may be disqualified

by contending that the laboratory animals actually starve, because

they refuse to eat white-bread much sooner than brown-bread. Those

nevertheless who believe in animal instinct will not wholly repudiate

the significance of this phenomenon.

We pieferred to experiment with fowls, first of all because they

react most indubitably upon vitamin-poor food with the typical

aspect of polyneuritis and do not succumb under equivocal symptoms;

and secondly because when the appetite lessens, they readily submit

to forced feeding. Forcil)le feeding is a method also employed in

poultry-yards. Intense inanition may in this way be prevented up

to the first indication of the disease, viz. atony of the muscle layer

of the crop. This causes a more tardy discharge of the crop, so

that the ordinary daily allowance cannot be gone through. The

typical weakness in the leg-muscles, reminding so forcibly of a

similar disturbance attending beri-beri, generally ensues only after

some days, sometimes weeks.

Here we also wish to observe that fowls are no more able

to digest the cellulose of the bran than man is. The thick walls

of the cells of the so-called aleu rone-layer, in which chiefly protein

and fat are contained, are left intact in their digestive canal. The

vitamins, however, as said above, are easily isolated from the bran.

The meal, from which the Standard bread was baked, was composed

according to the governmental prescription for the white-bread of

60 7ü iidand wheat- and (or) rye-flour, 10 7o American flour and 30%
potato-meal; for brown-bread of 70 7o unboltered wheat- and (or)

rye-meal, 25 7o potato-meal and 5 7o 8'»''ts and (or) pollard. Potato-

meal is too pure and, therefore, too one-sided a food. The other

nutritive constituents of the potato— protein, salts and also vitamins —
get lost in the preparation. They putrefy our public waters. It would

have been much more reasonable indeed, to eke bread-mea.l out

with powder from dried potatoes, instead of potato-meal. On the
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other hand yeast raises tlie vitamin-coiiteiit ; it has a protective and

curative effect ^^ ith respect to polyneuritis. An accidental advantafi,e is

that during the baking the internal temperature of the dough hardly rises

above 100° C As has been shown l\y Ghijns for rice and lias been

corroborated also by myself for other cereals, vitamins are destroyed

by moist heat only at much higher temperatures.

In the writer's laboratory two sets of three fowls have been

subjected by Dr. Hullshoff Pol to feeding-experimenis on brown-

and white-bread ; they were young, strong animals of about the

same age (± 2 years) and weight. Tl\e best fed animals were taken

for the white-bread experiment; their body-weight averaged ca.

1550 grms; that of the brown-bread fowls was ca. 1400 grms. The

bread-ration was ca. 100 grms.

The results of the experiments are given in the graphics. S denotes

the moment when forced feedi-ng commenced. P that when the

typical symptoms of polyneuritis (disturbances in the gait) made

their appearance. For purposes of accurate comparison the changes

in the body-weight are not expressed in absolute measure, but in

percentages of the initial body-weight.

When first studying the whitebread experiments, we shall notice

a fall in the body-weight almost immediately, in spite of normal

appetite, which fall continued also after we proceeded to forced

feeding. At the close of the 11'^' week the first fowl (III) devel-

oped polyneuritis and succumbed after a few days. A second (II)

followed a week later. Henceforth it was fed on brown-bread, just

as N". I, which had lost flesh, indeed, but was not yet actually ill.

With this diet the diseased animal recuperated and the fall in

body-weight was arrested in either of them.

Whereas with a polished-rice diet the fowls develop polyneuritis

most often inside of five weeks, not unfrequently even as early

as at the end of the 3'^ week, this outbreak was considerably retard-

ed in the case of fowls on white-bread. It seems probable that

this is due to a protective action of the baker's yeast.

Much more favourable were the results of the brown-bread ex-

periments. N". IV and V remained perfectly healthy and vigorous

up to the conclusion of the experiment, which lasted 20 weeks.

They increased in body-weight, N". V even considerably, so that

there was no occassion for forced feeding, although a slight inap-

petence ensued, as is always the case with a uniform diet.

N". VI fared worse. For the first fortnight it maijitained its

original weight, but after this time it lost weight constantly ; forced

4*
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feeding was of no avail. The animal got anaemic, showed the typical

aspect of polyneuritis in the J 7^'' week and died a few days later.

Cases in which the same dietChange in body-weight in percentages

of the initial weight.

110

100

ï)()

no

70

(H)

140

ir,o

120

110

100

t)0

no

70

...



Physics. — "An. Indatermumleiu'ss in tke interpretation of the entropy

as log II'". By iMrs. T. Ehrknfest-A fan assjewa. (Communicated

bj' Prof. J. 1*. Kuenen).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 23, 1918),

I. A certain quantity of a gas may be given, so large that it may
be divided into a great number of j)ortions — great enough for the

purpose we -are about to discuss — without the usual statistical

treatment of the parts losing its value.

Regarding the matter from a thermodynamic point of view we
assume

:

1. that the entropy of every system strives to attain its maximum.
2. that the entropy of the total mass of gas is equal to the sum

of the entropies of the parts.

If in accordance with the kinetic theory, we take the entropy to

be the logarithm of the probability of the state of the system, we
get the following theses as the analogues of those just given :

1. The state of every system endeavours to approach the greatest

probability
;

2. The logarithm of the pi-obability of the state of the total mass

of gas is equal to the sum of the logarithms of the probability of

the states of its parts; or in other words: the probability of the state

of the whole is equal to the product of the probability of the states

of its parts.

At the same time it may easily be seen that the latter theses are

only correct provided the combinations with which we reckon in

the determination of the probability of the state of the whole are

submitted to certain limitations, which are quite arbitrary from the

comhinationary point of view.

II. We will illustrate this by a simple example, which depends

only on the calculus of combinations.

Let us suppose 27 tables, each provided with three holes. In each

of the holes a red or a black ball must come to lie. The colour

of the ball may be decided by a lottery, in which the chance of

drawing a red ball is */,, and of a black ball Vi-
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In this case for each table separately — if we still distinguish between

the three different holes ') — the most probable division of the balls is

:

two red ones and one black one. For this the probability is')

2 2 13/ 12

3 ^ 3 3 2/ 27*

We must now ask: what is the most probable distribution of the

combinations over all the 27 tables? We can here still distinguish

between the tables. As the most probable distribution we get that

in which on only twelve tables two red balls and one black ball

lie, on eight of the others three red ones, on six 2 black ones and

one red one, and on the last one three black balls. For this

distribution the probability is expressed by

'""~V27J * V27J V27J V27/ " 67^127*

On the other hand, the chance that on each of the 27 tables

uniformly two red balls and one black ball should come to lie is given by

/12'

V27
The ratio between the two is

Wu 1227-12. 6.' 8 7 12/

W„, 88 . 66 . 27./

which is very much smaller than 1 ').

Let us now suppose the number of balls that can lie on a table,

and also the number of tables to be greater; the number of different

typical possibilities of division on each table separately (varying from

all red to all black) then rises, as also the number of ways in which

we can find these types of division spread over the collective tables.

The chance of the most probable division for one particular table

becomes smaller. The probability TF„, that just this division will be

found repeated on every table, becomes therefore represented by a

high power of a very small fraction.

1) That is to say, if for a particular combination (e.g. 1 red, 2 black) we count

as separate possibilities the cases in which differently coloured balls lie in a given

hole.

') The chance of all three being red is ^«y, of one red and two black ^, of

all three black ^.

, ^ 6/8.' 12/12-^"-i2 6/ 8/ 12 12 12
'^ ^''WW-^f:^ ^6^-8^-13"-T4 •

• • • 27'
^"^h^^h further

6/ 18/ 1 12 12 12
66" ^ G4- P" ^ 4(70' Ï3 ^ ^' 14

"^ ^' ' " 27 ^ '
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On the other hand, (he chance Wm for (he realisalion of that

case, in whicli tlie different types are found represented amongst

the collective tables in proportion to their probability, will contain

a large permutation-factor, and consequently — with a suffi-

ciently large number of tables the ratio Wu/W^n may reach any

degree of smallness. It makes a great difference, therefore, — and

of course not only to the calculation of the maximum — whether

we take the tables collectively as an object of higher order in the

calculation of combinations or whether we determine the probability

for each table separately and calculate that of the whole as product

of the separate probabilities.

III. Suppose that the number of tables and holes for each table are

not yet given, but only the total number of hollows in all the tables

together, and that it was left to our choice to divide them amongst

the tables, then an opinion as to what was the most probable

division would be even more arbitrary.

IV. It is obvious, that the above considerations may be applied

to the gas, taking into consideration, where necessary, additional

conditions.

If we inti'oduce the restriction that in the parts only we attend

to all the possible permutations, in defining the most probable

division, and that in the system as a whole we do not take into

consideration any further permutations between these parts, only then

does the probability for the state of the whole appear as the pi'oduct

of the probability of the states of the parts.

If on the other hand the total system is regarded as a new object

for combinations, an object of a higher order, the probability of the

distribution of a special state in the whole is not equal to the

product of the probabilities of the parts corresponding to this state.

The latter must be corrected by a certain permutation-factor, the

magnitude of which is dependent upon the number of the parts,

that is either upon the fineness of the division to be chosen at will,

or — with a permanently fixed fineness of division — upon the

magnitude of the total system.

The question arises: with which hy IT should the entropy be

identified?

Only when the said permutation-factor is neglected can it be said

that the tending of the parts towards the maximum of their entropy

brings with it a striving towards a , maximum of the entropy of

the whole.
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If we adopt tlie latter view, in other words if we say that the

log W of a sj'stem is almost the same as the sum of log w of its

parts, at the most a sign of inequality is changed into a sign of

equality. It is not justiliable, however, tó r^yé^r^^c the sign of inequality.

But this is just what happens when, for instance, the uniform

distribution of density in a gas is regarded as the most probable

state, and in order to calculate the probability of a distribution

slightly deviating from this the relation

log W z= 2 log io,

is taken as the basis, for in this way each deviating distribution

appears as a less probable one ^).

V. The above analysis is by no means intended to call into

question the validity of calculations similar to those indicated in the

preceding paragraph, as these rest on the thesis that the entropy of

the whole is equal to the sum of the entropies of the parts, a thesis

that probably is physically better justified than the combinatory

reasonings, at least in the circumstances in which they are applied.

The analysis is merely intended to make clear that the decision of
the question whether the probability of the state of a system has

reached its maxirnum or not, depends upon the point of vieio of the

investigator, and that tfie ideas formed from purely combinatory

reasonings do not form a satisfactory or conclusive foundation to

direct our choice amongst many different standpoints to any one in

particular; further that the choice of our standpoint is made on the

ground of various physical intuitions, which are outside the pale

of the combination-calculus as such.

That is to say, that the combinational reasonings in question

cannot be deduced from a higher principle which may be said to

rule nature.

VI. We can show this more particularly in the case of a gas.

Let us bring together two cubic centimetres of gas at different

temperatures. If it should depend upon the "probability principle"

which is to happen, it would be quite indetinite whether an equalisa-

tion of temperature would take place or not. It would depend upon

the question of which is more important in nature; one cubic

centimetre or trillions of cubic centimetres. In the latter case our

two cubic centimetres might just be those members of our trillion

1) R. FüRTH. XJeber die Entropie eines realen Gases als Fimkiion der mittleren

raumlichen Temperatur- und Dichteverteilung. Phys. Zschr. 18, p. 395—400, 1917-
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system, wliicli ought to have different temperatures in order that

the wliole may get the most probable division of temperature over

its parts (trillion tables, and upon each of them million balks). If it

is advanced against this that an inequality of this kind must

continually appear in precisely the same cubic centimetres, so that

our two portions of gas may still equalize their temperature, it must

not be forgotten that this demands that at the same moment another

arbitrary pair of cubic centimetres would be obliged to change

temperature in just the opposite direction.

Further it must be remembered that in the case when the subdi-

vision is continued as far as the single molecules we do actually

take up the latter standpoint: the momentary kinetic energy accorded

to each separate molecule is in itself not the most probable; over

a sufficiently large number of molecules, however, the velocities are

divided in such a manner that we can only talk of the most probable

distribution for the whole of these molecules (quadrillion tables with

one ball on each, or, what comes to the same, one table with

quadrillion balls).



Zoology. — ''On the pvimarij character of the markings in Lepi-

dopterous pupae". By Prof. J. F. van Bp:mmelkn.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 26, 1918.)

On p. 136 of his paper: Znr Zeichnung des Insekten-, iiii be-

sonderen des Diptereii- tind liepidopterenfliigels (Tijdschrifr voor

Entomologie, vol. LIX, 1915) dk Meyere raises objections against

the comparison of the pnpal stage in Lepidoptera with the siibima-

ginal instar of Agnatiia; a comparison, whicii as far as I know, was

first made by Poulton '), and to which I have expressed my adhe-

sion in my paper on the pupae of Rhopalocera").

He says (translated by me): "It is well known that many investi-

gators believe the pupa to have evolved from a flying imagolike

form, the limitation of the wings to the last instar having been

acquired later on. In these views I cannot agree with my colleagne"

(viz. VAN Bemmelen). "In what way one may imagine the initial

evolution of the pupal stage to have taken place, either from a

dormant subimago, or from a dormant larva (the latter alternative

according to my view being the more probable), in any case I think

to be justified in supposing that the Trichoptera, Panorpata, Diptera

and Lepidoptera have differentiated out of Neuroptera, after the

latter had acquired the Holometabolic metamorphosis they possess

to-day. Now the Neuroptera generally have a faintly coloured pupa;

which leads a hidden life, concealed in the earth or in a cocoon,

and usually has a thin chitinons skin. Such also is the condition

with Panorpata, Diptera, and likewise with a number of lower Le-

pidoptera, as Micropteryx, Lymacodides and many others.

Wheii therefore loe meet with special colour-markings exactly in

the freeliving pupae of diurnal butterflies, I am inclined to regard

this as a mholly secondary feature .... (The italics are mine).

This statement leads me to the following remarks

:

1) E. B. Poulton, The external morphology of the Lepidoplerous Pupa, its relation to

that of other stages and to the origin and history of metamorphosis ; Transactions

Linnean Society 1890—91.

^) J. F. VAN Bemmelen, Die phylogenetische Bedeutung der Puppenzeichnung bei

den Rhopaloceren und ihre Beziehungen zu derjenigen der Raupen und Imagines»

Verh. d. Deutschen Zool. Ges. 23 Versamml. 1913.
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Against the use of tlie expression "subiinago" in itself, for the

pupal stage of Lepidoptera and other Holometabola, de Meyere does

not seem to liave fundamental objections, for as is seen from his

own words, he declares that the pupa might be considered as an

"inactive subimago," though he himself would prefer the name "in-

active larva."

In this preference I cannot agree with him. The conception

"larva" implies the presence of provisional organs, as well as the

manifestation of a metamorphosis, the moment of which tixes the

tinal point of larval life. Now it is clear, that this point lies at the

passage from caterpillar to pupa. Therefore the latter cannot be called

an "inactive larva", but ou\y an "inactive subimago". It might

even be asserted to represent an "inactive imago", for the provi-

sional larval organs have disappeared, the imaginal organs on the

contrary being all present, though still unable to functionate.

But it is especially against the inference, that this subimaginal stage

should have been provided with a sufficient mobility to enable it to

fly about, after the fashion of the caddisflies when they leave the

water, that de Meyere raises objection. According to his view, it

is much more probable that in none of their phylogenetic stages the

Lepidoptera or any of their kin : Panorpata, Diptera, or Neuroptera,

were ever on the wing before the very last moult, so before they

fully deserved the designation "imago".

Now I must admit, that this supposition of the occurrence of a

flying subimaginal instar among the ancestors of these groups of

Insects is merely a hypothesis, which can only be supported by argu-

ments of probability, while most assuredly important objections can

be opposed against it. One of these difficulties I will indicate my-

self: Holometabolic Insects may indeed be compared still to other

Hemimetabola than precise!}' the Agnatha, and moreover to Ame-

tabola also, and this comparison may lead to raising the question,

if the pupal stage might not best be compared to the last instai-

but one of these groups, to which belong insects, whose diflerent

instars are much more similar to each other than those of Holome-

tabola, because all of them differ less from the imaginal condition,

or, what means the same, because they have all deviated in a

minor degree from the original Insect-type.

In them we see the wings protrude at an early stage as lateral

outgrowths of the dorsal body-wall and increase in size at each

following ecdysis, though entering into function at the last one only.

Why should this course ot development be less primitive than

that of caddisflies? Might not the cui-ious phenomenon, that
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the subiinaginal instar of the Ephemeridae, after moulting at the

surface of the water, tlies about for a few moments, then to moult

again and immediately afterwards to proceed to copulation, rather

be taken as a speciality of the Agnathous life history, without any

deeper signiticance, and therefore of no importance for the explana-

tion of Holbmetaboly with its dormant pupal stage.

On this point I dare not pronounce a definite opinion, but should

like to point out, that in trying to find an answer to the above

stated question, we must take into account various general consi-

derations, in the first place that of the development of wings in

its totality, viz. the <piestiou how Insects (at least Pterygogenea)

acquired their wings. For this decides about the question whether

we are to suppose that the ancestors of modern Pterygote Insects

never passed through a period, in which they moved about on the

wing before attaining sexual maturity, or that the beginning of the

functional activity of the wings (howsoever acquired) became more

and more postponed to the last instar. If we are right in accepting

the second altei'uative, and therefore in believing that the oldest

winged insects could already make use of their wings shortly after

their birth, the Agnatha may have retained a last trace of this

ancient condition. The apparently absurd fact, that these animals

tly about in their subimaginal coat for a few moments only, might

then be explained by the assumption, that they graduallj' postponed

the start on the wing to later instars, under the ever increasing

influence of their secondary adaptation to life in the water. Then

the ditference between them and other Hemimetabola would not

consist in a greater originality of the latter, but in a different

mode of deviation from the primitive condition, viz. by the

complete removal of the initiation of real flying to the imaginal

instar.

The supposition of such a retardation in the transition to flying

life-habits is diametrically opposed to the explanation assumed for

many other phenomena in metamorphosis, viz. that the manifesta-

tion of new characteristics is gradually removed to ever younger

instars. In my opinion the former supposition is as well justified as

the latter. When for instance Weismann (rightly I think) assumes

that changes in colour-mai'kings of certain caterpillars, becoming-

visible at their last ecdysis only, have been transferred to

younger stages in species near akin b}^ a process of precession

of development, the opposite course of events may also be consi-

dered possible, viz. that a colour-pattern of the wings, which origi-

nally came into existence together with the Avings themselves, now
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only appears a long time after the stage in which the rudiments of

the wings first become visible.

Now wliat is true for the colour-pattern, may as well be applied

to the wings themselves.

I do not intend to enter into these considerations more profoundly,as it

is irrelevant for the solution of the question, whether or no the colour-

pattern on the wing-sheaths of Rhopaloceran pupae possesses phylo-

genetic significance. On the contrary it seems to me that in this

way the question is made unnecessarily iuli-icate. For the diffe-

rence between the Lepidopterous pupa and the imago emerging from

it, as well as between this |)upa and the last iiistar but one in lle-

mimetabola, only consists in the limited mobility and the temporary

suspension of food-supply and excretion in the |)upa. In my 0|)i-

nion there can be no doubt that it has lost these functions, and that

this loss happened gradually. For we are justified in considering

the sculptured and movable pupae of primitive Lepidoptera as more

original forms than the mummie-pupae, which are hardly mobile.

Why then should not absence of colour and of markings be the con-

sequence of a gradual regression of these characteristics?

Of course this explanation may be as well applied to Neuroptera

as to Lepidoptera ; de Mkyeke himself concedes that the pupae of

Neuro|)tera 'mostly live hidden in the earth or in cocoons, and

that their chitinous envelope is thin and on/y jworh/ colon/red". (The

italics are mine).

The causes for the regression of existing colour- patterns — viz.

darkness and absence of shai-psighted enemies — which obtain all

over the animal kingdom — may therefore have exerted their

influence on Neuroptera. But this need not involve that the primitive

Neuropterous ancestors of recent Lepidoptera already had concealed

and immovable pupae. In any case those ancestors had to pass

through a long range of thorough transformations, during which

especially the youngest larval instars deviated ever more from the

original type of the Insect, and in so doing came to differ from the

last instar as well as from the last but one.

Those two stages on the contrary remained alike in all important

points, though they came to differ from each other in minor accessory

characters, which for the pupae chiefly consisted in the loss of

mobility, with all its consequences. But apart from this immobilisation

it retained the old primordial characters without or with only small

modifications, and where a change still occurred, this depended more

on katabolic phenomena, e.g. partial or total extinction of colour-

markings, than on progressive alterations.
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Therefore I think that we need no more ascribe a secondary

character to the pupal stage of Lepidoptera, than we should be

inclined to do so to the larval or nymphal instar of Heini-or Aineta-

bola. A grasshopper during I he succession of its moults, passes

through a series of successive stages of colour-pattern as well as a

moth. The idea that the last stage but one of this series bears a

different character from the preceding instars or the following

ultimate stage, would never occur to us. Neither is this supposition

necessary or useful for the understanding of the Lepidopterous design.

That the latter is secondarily modified, is beyond doubt, it has been

changed in all stages, but precisely in the pupal stage less so than

in the preceding larval instar or the succeeding imaginal state, as

ScHiKRBEEK has sliown by comparing the pupal design with that of

the caterpillar in its first instar.

As to the colour-pattern of the pupa, the same considerations

can be ap|)lied to it as to so many of its further properties. Poulton

e.g. has pointed out, that in the pupae of those butteiflies, whose

forewings show a denticulated outer margin, the wing sheaths do

not stop at that broken line, yet clearly marked out on its surface,

but continue for a short bit and then end in an unbroken front line.

He rightly takes this feature as an indication, that the ancestors of

those butterflies at one time possessed normally rounded wings. In

the same way he was able to show, that in those moths wiiose

females have oidy vestigial wing-rudiments (the wings of the male

sex being well developed) the female pupae differ much less from

the male ones, because their wing-siieaths are only a little bit

shorter than those of the males.

Likewise the difference between the sheaths for harbouring the

filiform antennae of the females and those for the pectinate ones of

the males was found to be smaller than that between these antennae

themselves.

Would not all these features be caused by a recapitulation of

their phytogeny, by the preservation during the subimaginal stage

of former conditions which have lost their original meaning.

On this topic dk Meyeke makes the following remark: 'Tt is

difficult to explain the presence of this line" (viz. Poulton's mark)

"already on the young pupal wing, otherwise than by anticipation

of hereditary tendencies. Anyhow a sufficient number of instances

can be adduced of cases in which features of different stages are

transferred to the pupa in both directions, as well from the imago

as from the larva To this same influence of precocious

entrance into activity might also be ascribed the fact, that certain
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markings of the imaginal wing are already visible on (lie pupa,

e.g. (he subniai'ginal spo(s of Vanessidae. Especially when, as van

Hemmklen lias pointed out, (he imaginal wiiig-pa((eni, during (he

beginning of its ontogenetic development, at first shows reminiseences

of older more generalised types, we can niiders(and, that (he pattern

of the wing-sheaths precisely reproduces these stages, without our

being obliged to assume that the imago received its colour-markings

from (he pupa, and (hat the lader once moved abou( on wings

ornamented in (he same s(yle".

Referring to these considerations of de Mkyehe 1 should like (o

remark, (hat I do not in (he leas( suppose the imago (o have drawn
on the pupa for its colour-pa((erii, as may clearly be seen from

the inferences on p. 358 of my j)a[)er: On the phylogenetic signifi-

cance of the wing-markings of Rhopalocera, (Transact. 2'' Emom.
Congress, Oxford 1912), in which 1 poin( ou( (he fac(s, (hat:

1. only the external surface of (he wing-sheaths, harbouring (he

developing primaries, wear colour-markings, in con(rast (o that of

the secondaries hidden beneath it, while of course both pairs of

the imaginal wings develop a colour-pattern on both (heir surfaces;

and 2. (hat the primordial or vanishing pattern on these imaginal

wings is still more primiiive and therefore phylogenetically older

than the colour-pattern on the pupal sheath, so (ha( (here is as

li(tle reason to suppose that (he latter received its pattern from (he

young imaginal wing hidden in its interior, as to make the opposite

supposition.

The Iransferenee of imaginal features to younger instars seems

probable to me also, as may be seen from (he foregoing remarks.

When however de Meyerk calls this transference anticipa(ed entrance

into activity, he must have in view the activation of latent hereditary

factors, and so must admit the presence of (hose fac(ors in the

genedcs of the species. They therefore are connected with former

periods of phylogenedc development, or in other words: (he colour-

pattern of the pupal sheaths must once have ornamen(ed the wings

of an insect Hying about (or at least walking about) witii them.

Whether (his insect was the imago or the subimago, is a question

for itself, but in any case dk Meyere's expression about "anticipated

activation" includes the inference, that he also considers the pupal

colour-markings as a recapitulation of a phylogenetically older stage.

Trying to enter into his ideas, I suppose (hem to have (aken (he

following course: The imaginal ins(ar of Le|)idoplera was of old preceded

by an uncoloured pupal s(age. In the ancestry of (he recent bidtertlies

(he peculiar habit wns acquired, that their puj)ae no longer lived in
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hidden localities, and therefore came in need of protection by

mimicking- or by warning-colours. They provided for this need by

means of anticipated activation, viz. by transferring the then existing

pattern of their forewings to the external surface of the pupal wing-

sheaths.

This pattern persisted on the pupa, even after the wings of the

imago had acquired the new pattern, such as is found on them to

day, by the further modification of the old one.

Even if this view of the course of phylogenetic develoi)ment

should prove right, which 1 consider rather improbable, it would not

diminish in any way the phylogenetic significance of the pupal pattern,

and so there would be no need to consider this pattern as wholly

secondary and therefore destitute of all importance for the phylogeny

of I^epidoptera. For this it would seem, is what dk Mkyere

means by his words mentioned in the beginning of this paper : which

fully cited run as follows:

"When precisely in the free-living pupae of the butterflies we find

special colour-markings, I would consider this as a wholly secondary

feature, the body having first acquired certain pigment-spots, to which

sympathetic markings of the wingsheaths afterwards were added.

That the latter show a certain connection with the veinal system,

cannot astonish us, when we take into consideration the special

importance of the veins as respiratory and circulatory vessels".

x'\gainst this view I wish fully to maintain my own, viz. that the

colour-markings of the butterfly-pupae — those on the body as well

as those on the wing-sheaths — should be considered as an original

pattern, the whole-colour of white, yellow, brown or black pupae

of most moths resulting from the loss of this primitive design.

Regarding in particular the harmony between abdomen and wings,

in colour-hues as well as in design, we may remark that such a

similarity is a generally occurring feature, not only with pupae but

even and in a higher degree with imagines. Without doubt this

harmony will often root in a secondary modification of shades and

markings, of the abdomen as well as the wings, which we may

ascribe to sympathetic correlation, but this need not oblige us to

doubt that both patterns result from a primitive one, or to abstain

from searching after the vestiges of this primitive pattern on both

those regions of the body.

What is true for the imagines, is certainly right for the pupae,

even in a higher degree; remnants of the original design may be

more probably expected on them and be found there in a more

complete state, because the imagines are exposed to greater versabi-
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litj of life-conditions and externul influeiioes, even more so than the

caterpillars, their habits of moving abont and resting, of nourishing

and propagating being more varied.

Both caterpillars and imagines in these respecis surpass the nearly

immovable and lethargic pupae.

De Meyere's views on this topic seem to be the cause, (hat while

attaching great importance to (he diiferences between the pattern on

the pupal wing-sheaths of nearly related forms, sucii as Euchloe

cardamines, Pleris hrassicae, Aporla crataegl, he only pays

very slight attention to the facts pointed out by me, viz. the great

similarity between (ho pupal designs in several families of Rhopa-

locera e. g. Papilionids, Pierids and Nymphalids, a similarity

not only far exceeding the resemblance between the wing-patterns

of the imagines (hat euierge from those pupae, but also rooting in

the nearer connections of this pupal pattern with the primordial and

ephemeric design, which appears on the developing wings during

the course of the pupal life, and only gives place to the conclusive

imaginal pattern in the very last days before the emergence of (he

imago.

These vesdgial markings on the rudiments of the wings hidden

in (he pupal slieadis, moreover prove to us that a primordial pa(tern

may easily continue i(s exis(ence in concealment; therefore such

notions as "sympathetic colouration" or "influence of illumination

and surroundings" need not be invoked in order to explain the

manifestation of such a pa((ern.

Though the absence of markings may, in all probability, be con-

nected with cojicealed life-habits and with absence of light, it would

not do to consider these influences as the direct and unavoidable

causes of the deterioration of the pattern. For (he pattei-n is evidently

able also (o persis( hidden under the pu|)al sheath, though in some

forms it is retained much clearer and more complete than in others,

without our being able to find an explanation for (his difference.

Now what holds good for (he wings inside (he pupal sheaths,

will probably also apply (o those sheaths themselves. Taking this

inference for granted, we might expect, that also in some of those

Lepidoptera, whose pupae conceal themselves in hidden spots, the

original colour pattern, on the body as well as on the wings, might

have been more or less preserved.

This turns out to be really the case, as I found when studying

the pupae of Chaerocampinae amongst Sj)hingidae, and of several

genera of Geometridae. In contrast with the majority of the genera

belonging to these families, whose pupae are black, brown, yellow

5

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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or wliite all over, the genera in question show a well marked antl

regular design of black markings on a light background. Yet the

majority of these pupae certainly live under nearly similar circum-

stances as those of their relations, i. e. concealed in the eai'th, in

cocoons or between leaves.

It is worth remarking that precisely the (Jhaerocampinae do not

hide in the eaith for the object of pupation, as many other Sphingidae

do, but remain on the surface and there construct a coarse cocoon

of small lumps of earth glued together with threads.

In the same way many Geometridae do not pupate inside the

earth, but above it; their tissue often being so loose, (hat the pupa

may be seen inside. I suppose that this may be the cause of the

colour-markings on these pupae persisting, whei-eas those on their

near allies have disappeared by obliteration in consequence of total

(iarkness.

Yet the Chaerocampa-pupae in so far undoubtedly show the

influence of their concealed habitat, as their markings not only are

variable in the highest degree, but also show a marked tendency

to obliteration. In this respect they agi'ee with the primordial design

on the imaginal wings inside the pupal shealli, and also with the

maculated pattern of those buttertly-pupae, in which the original

colour-mosaic is replaced by a sympathetic general hue, e.g. the

uniformly green pupae of Pleris napi, on which the identical

spots as on P. brassicne, may easily be detected though much

smaller and less sharp than on the latter (comp. van Bkmmelkn,

PhylogenetivSche Bedeutung der Puppen-Zeichnung, and Schierbeek :

The significance of the setal pattern in caterpillars and its phylogeny).

Therefore though the colour-design of tlie Chaerocampa-pupae

shows deep traces of obliteration, it nevertheless is clear, that this design

is founded on the same groundplan as that of butterflies. In my just-

mentioned paper I have proposed a system of names (comp. fig. 6

on p. 115), according to which seven chief ranges of spots might

be distinguished, called by me the dorsal, dorsolateral, epistigmal,

stigmal, hypostigmal, ventrolateral and ventral rows of spots. In his

essay Dr. Schib^rbeek has pointed out, th^lt the names of W. Muller

and Weismann, who use the expressions supra- and infrastigmal,

have priority.

These rows of spots may all be met again on the pupae of sundry

species of Chaerocampa as well as on those of Deilephila (e. g.

euphorbia and elpenor) in various degrees of clearness and

completeness.

No less striking than this correspondence i)i colour-design between
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Sphingidial and Rhopaloeeran pupae, is the connection between the

markings on the pupae of the Sphinges and on their caterpillars

and imagines respectively. Among the material at my dis[)osal 1

found this similarity most distinctly mai'ked in Deilephila celerio,

as far as general completeness goes, ihough for certain details or on

special parts of the body, other related forms sometimes showed

the similarity still better and more complete, or in a more original

form, as 1 ho|)e to point out in a following communication.

Though I still lacked the occasion to extend my investigations to

living caterpillars in their different instars, or to the development

of the pupal skin beneath the last larval coat, or the imaginal

epidermis inside the pupa, I do not doubt a moment but these

transgressive stages will strengthen my conclusions as to the com|)ara-

bility of larval, nymphal aud imaginal colour-design, viz. that all

three are simply moditications of one and the same ground-plan,

which manifests itself clearest in the pupa.

Groningen, April J 918.

5*



Physics. — ''Calculation of some special cases, in Einstein's theory

of gravitation' . By Dr. Gunnar Nordstrom. (Communicated

bj Prof. H. A. LoRENTz).

(Communicated in the meeting of April 26, 1918).

As an application of tlie theorems deduced in two preceding papers

for Einstein's theory ') of gravitation, we shall now calculate the

gravitation field and tlie stresses for some special stationary systems

tvith spherical symmetry.

First the state at a surface of discontinuity will be investigated.

^ 1 . Introductory formulae.

In a field with spherical symmetry a surface of discontinuity

necessarily is a sphere. Tliis suiface will be considered as the limiting

case of a layer of (inite depth, and we shall oidy have to pay attention

to such surfaces in which in the limit some component of the material

stress-energy-tensor increases above every arbitrary limit so that the

line-integral across the layer remains finite. In general at such a

surface of discontinuity there evidently works a surface-tension P

:

'a

= Lim
I

i.p

ri—ri=oJ
^>dr (1)

where
?'i

denotes the inner radius of the layer, and r^ the outer one.

The radical component of the stress-tensor ^'' on the contrary we

shall suppose never to pass every arbitrary limit; in other words

we assume that:

'"2

li7n
I

t'r dr=zO (2)

'i

First we shall consider a general surface of discontinuity and

only afterwards we shall introduce special assumptions. We start

from the first and third formulae (38) I and from (39) I. (From these

three formulae the second formula (38) I may also be derived, but

1) G. Nordstrom, On the mass of a material system according to the gravitation

theory of Einstein. These Proceedings XX, 1917, p. 1076 (cited further on as I)

and: On the energy of the gravitation field in Einstein's theory. These Proceedings

XX, 1918 p. 1238 (cited further on as II).
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we do not need (his). The system of coordinates will be fixed by the

conditions

:

V= r, viz. p = r (3)

Putting furthei":

1 = )/—g T = uwT, (4)

and applying a simple transformation, we can write for the mentioned

starting formulae:

1 10-- l4-2r- +l=zr'xT;, .... (5)

d

dr
1 -71 \=^''^n^ ...... (6)

2 ],
,• W A ,. dTr

-{T';-T\) ^-{T\-T\) = -1
(7)

r w dr

These formulae hold for each stationary gravitation field with

spherical symmetry ; the system of coordinates only is determined

by the condition (3). Tlie quantities u and lo determine (when

/) = 1) all components <j,j,j of (he fundamental tensor according to

the formulae i25) I.

When T/ is given, the equation (6) determines u as a function

of r. By integration across a layer which afterwards by a passage

to the limit is changed into a surface of discontinuity with

radius }\ = i\ ^ R and after division by R we obtain

'a

z= Rk Urn
j
^1 dr (8)

This formula shows that u changes discontinuously at a surface

of discontinuity where

Urn I Ty dr

differs from zero. Such a surface which moreover satisfies the condition

(2) will be called a material surface. The system of coordinates might

be chosen in such a way that at the surface u changes continuously,

but then /; would change discontinuously. In general at least one of

the space-components of the fundamental tensor changes discontinuously

at a material surface. With the aid of formula (5) we shall now

prove, that w on the contrary changes continuously at our material

surface, when only the condidon (2) is satisfied. Equation (5) gives

to' U' { r\ \2- = - l-r'x7'; , ..... (9)
vr r V J r
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and by integration across the layer we obtain

r\n'' r 1
I

log w,' — log 10,' =
\
{-{l-r'nTr)

\
dr . . . (10)

J { r r
\

We slmll only consider gravitation fields in which u is every where

finite and when in the limit we pass to an infinitely thin layer the

limiting valne of the integral on the right-hand side becomes zero

according to the assumption (2).

Now we shall apply formula (7) and substitute in it the expression (9)

for — and the expression (6) for T^\ Multiplying further by
to

urdr
-, we find

u {iyT'r)dr-\-\{u\\-~r'xT\)-u\ - -W 1- - ]-tr\dr=--~^ dr. (11)
[ xr dr \ xrJ )

2 dr

This equation must be integrated over a layer and afterwards

we must pass to the case of an infinitesimal depth. In order to

obtain as a first term on the left-hand side the surface tension P
as defined by equation (1) we must moreover multiply by m. We
shall however not continue our general investigation, but rather

consider two more special cases.

^ 2. Investigation of the state at a material surface.

First we inxestigate the case that at the limit 7V surpasses any

value, so that the right-hand side does not become zero, but that

dTl—-- remains finite, so that on both sides of the surface of discontinuity
dr

7"! has the same value.

In (11) we first consider the part of the left-hand side which

after integration gives

=*>' 1 (/ / 1

(l-r« HT,)-u\— ~r(\~~]dr =
jcr" dr V u

• 1

(1 v'TiT'r) - n\d\r[\
4>t,7 r" ' V

"'

We have to calculate the value of this expression for the limit

7', — ?', = 0. In this limiting case r constant =. r^ = r, =: R, so that

we have
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We thus obtain

\-W>iT'r r] 1 rdu u^-nj^ 1
^ ,\hm I = I du — i —— ^1 1 — R* K 7',

Now we have treated one part of the left-hand side of (li) by

integration and by passage to tlie limit, (^f the remaining parts of

this left-hand side those containing 7','. remain zero at tlie passage

to the limit according to our assumption (2), u remaining moreover

finite. The part containing 7'j; on the contrary does not become

zero. The right-hand side has the value zero at the limit, as we

have assumed 7'|." to change continuously at the surface of discon-

tinuity. Multiplying our equation still by iv, which quantity we
have proved to change continuously at the surface, so that at the

limit it may be considered as constant, we obtain :

''=-£e^"'-"K'-^,- "'"''"')
• •

<'^'

Together with (8) this formula expresses 'the laws for a surface

of discontinuity of the kind we now consider. Tiiese formnlae will

be applied to the special case that all matter that is present is

situated in the material surface. 7", being continuous, we have in

this case 7" =: 0. Further we have according to (6) both inside and

outside the surface

1
)
= const. {r^\=R} .... (13)

When r = 0, u cannot be zero, so that the value of the constant

within tlie surface must be zero. We thus find for r <^ R, u =z 1

and therefore also

'^. = 1 (14)

Within the spherical material surface we thus have a euclidic

space. (This is of course true for every hollow sphere; the distri-

bution of mass and stress on the outside only has spherical symmetry).

Outside the material surface the constant in equation (13) has not

the value zero, but a value, proportional to the mass of the system

which is given by formula (15) II:

4Lnn
m = . . (15a)

We thus have for u, -.
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=....-.... (15)
a

R
For w we have at our surface:

a c

1-7.= - (16)

This may be proved e.g. by putling e =z in formula (12) II

which holds outside our surface. Also b}' putting r=R we obtain

the value (16) at the surface, and formula (9j shows afterwards (as

within the surface n = 1 and T/ = 0), that this constant value of

IÜ holds also every whei-e inside the material surface.

Introducing the expressions u^, Uj, and w, we find for the surface

tension P

This formula expresses the relation between the surface-tension,

the mass and the radius. Expressed in the usual units, the surface-

tension is cP (comp. I p. 1079). The constant of mass « is also con-

Jiected with the right-hand side of equation (8). After inti-oduction

of the values of u^ and w, this equation gives

'2

a ^ a R^ Urn I 7'. dr. ...... (18)

In the euclidic space inside the material surface we have not the

same velocity of light as at an infinite distance from our system,

but a smaller velocity

«
1 .

R
We thus have a representation of Einstein's idea on the influence

of distant masses on the velocity of light in our part of the world.

Expanding the expression (17) for P in powers of ajR we obtain :

P= T hi h-.- .... (17a)
2yiRy R' ^ R'^ J ^ ^

Newton's theory gives for cP:

where k is the Newtonian gravitation constant:

8jr
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Introducing in (176) the expressions for k and m, we find for

P an expression, corresponding to the first term of (17(/). As to the

terms of lower order the theory of Einstein agrees therefore with

that of Newton.

§. 3. Second example of a surface of discontinuity.

Now we shall consider another kind of surface of discontinuity

viz. one in which

'•»

Urn \T\dr = Q (19)

but where T[ changes discontinuouslj. Sucli a surface of discon-

tinuity we have e. g. when an electric charge is spread over the surface.

Formula (8) shows that in the case in question ii changes conti-

nuously at the surface

:

«, = «1 (20)

Above we showed already by formula (10) that w changes conti-

nuously.

This time too we must multiply formula (Jl) by iü, integrate a

layer and pass to the limit of an infinitesimal thickness. As in the

last part of the left-iiand side all quantities remain finite at the

limit, this part gives the limiting value zero. As further u and }ii

change continuously, we obtain

RP— ^uw(Tr,— 7,,),

or, introducing the components of the volume-tensor 'X

p = |(.^:,-x:.;). ....... (21)

The meaning of this equation is trivial. It expresses the equilibrium

between the surface-tension F at the spherical surface and the

normal force perpendicular to that surface, the magnitude of which is

1'r^
—

5:J,, per unit of surface. The gravitation has evidently no

infliuence.

When on the surface we have an electric charge e and inside the

surface no matter, we find (II, note p. 1240)

Now we shall assume that neither outside the surface there is

any matter except the electric field, and "we shall calculate the mass
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of tlie electric sphere. As was proved in II § 1 we have outside

the sphere

uto^c {r^ R), ...... . (23)

T:.= tI = -^^ (ryR) .... . . (24)

As inside the sphere and at its surface ii=:l, we find from (6)

by integration up to an upper limit r ^ R

/ 1\ r 4 xe* He'

\ w'y J OJT r öjr It

R
1 xe' xe' _^,- = 1

\
(25)

A comparison with equation (11) II shows, that we must have :

xe"

SjtR'

and {15a) gives for the mass m

m=— ......... (26)
2R ^ '

The charge e being expressed in electro-magnetic units (see II

p. 1202) this expression for ?/? is equal to the electro-static energy

divided bj c^ Besides the electro-static energy no energy occurs in

our system. That outside the electric body no gravitation energy, is

present has been proved already in II § 2. The last result says

therefore that neither in the electric surface any gravitation energy

is accumulated.

§ 4. A sphere of an incompressible fluid.

This problem has been treated already by Schwarzschild, ') but

as the formulae (5), (6), and (7) lead us by another way quickly

to the same result, it may be allowed to develop these calculations

as shortly as possible.

That the medium is incompressible means that when at rest

t\=q (27)

is a constant characteristic for the medium. The fluid character of

the medium demands further that no tangential stresses can occur,

so that we have

rr = Tl = -p (28)

^) K. Schwarzschild, Ueber das Gravitationsfeld einer Kugel aiis inkompressibeler

Fliissigkeit nach der Einsteinsclien Theorie Berl. Ber. 1916 p. 424.
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where the pressure scalar p ^) meanwhile is a function of the place

viz. of r. The radius R of the sphere and the mass m and (> are

related hy an equation which is found by integrating (H) from r :^

to r = R. As for ?• = u is not zero, while for /• z= /? it has

the value (see II equation (11)), we find

«
1

R

a = '^R^
3

and therefore

m = Q^jiR' (29)

This shows tliat q plays the part of density.

Integrated from ?• = to an arbitrary upper limit r <^ /^ (6) gives

further ii as a function of r. We obtain :

(30)

I -r'
3

Now w and /> have still to be determined as functions of r. The

quantities io and p are connected by equation (7). This gives

lo' dp
-((> + />) = -/. • • (31)
w dr

so that

dio— (q+p)^ — dp.

This must be integrated. The integiation constant is determined

by the fact that at the spherical surface /> = and

iv= c\/^ l—~ = c\x I — — R' (see II equation (12)). We llms

obtain the asked connection between iv and p

:

^a> I />)=^«lx 1-y^' ..... (32)

Now p will be calculated as a function of r. Introducing in (5)

the expression (30) for u and simplifying the equation we obtain

iv' / XQ \ X ^

(33)

') We need not be afraid that this p will be confused with the quantity p which

in § 1 has been pul equal to 1.
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We eliminate — between tliis equation and (31). In this way
w

we find

2 dp n rdr
+ - :—- = .... (34)

(()+ 3p)(Q -\-ji) 3 ^Q
1 1

3

The integration gives

log loq
I / 1 r* r= const.

Tiie integration constant lias to be determined with the aid of the

condition that for r = R p = 0. We therefore find

(35)

Thus the pressure-scalar p is determined as a function of /.

Eliminating p between this ecjuation and (32) we obtain for //; as

a function of r the expression :

in this way we have perfectly determined the gravitation (ield

and the pressure distribution inside our sphere. The formulae we

obtained become identical with those of Schwarzschild when for r

we substitute

r :=: \X — sin /.

§ 5. On the gravitation field as it may be imagined to eJtist

in the inside of an atom.

In the theory of atomic structure of Rutherford-Bohk we meet

with difficulties arising from tlie assumption that in an atomic nucleus

of very small dimensions there exist units of charge which — at

least when they are liberated in the form of electrons — have a

greater diameter than the atomic nucleus. As now Einstein's gravi-

tation theory states that the space in a gravitation field when

expressed in natural units is non-euclidic, the question arises whether

this theory leaves the possibility of the assumption that the atomic

nucleus fills a greater space with a narrow neck or perhaps a

space which crosses itself at a certain point. This question will be

investigated here.
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We consider again a stationary system with spherical symmetry.

In the same way as above we may define the distance r from the

centre of .symmetry by putting p = 1 viz. by demanding that tiie

periphery of a circle with its centre at the centre of symmetry is

2 jr r, when expressed in natural imits. If we do so in the case in.

question, the state in the field is not a single-valued but within a

certain interval at least a more-valued function of r. It is therefore

useful to introduce a new radial space-coordinate of which the

quantities in the field are single-valued functions. As such a

coordinate the distance 5 from the centre of symmetry expressed in

natural units suggests itself. In order to specialize our discussion we
can prescribe a relation between tiie radius defined by the condition

p =^ 1 and s and investigate afterwards whether this is in agreement

with a possible disti'ibution of the components T', of the stress-

energy- tensor.

As a trial Ave put

•=^"(f?-') •••••• (3')

where a is a constant, and we choose the sign thus that a positive

value of r corresponds to a positive value of s. For small values of

s r and s are proportional and the three-dimensional space is dilated

when we come farther away from the centre (viz. from the point

s = 0). For s = a r reaches however a maximum and when .v

increases still further the space is contracted and crosses itself at a

point in the neighbourhood of .s' = y'S a. For still higher values of

s the space is again dilated.

Before proceeding we still remark that in fact the sign of

r does not play a role. Inversing the sign of r in our fundamental

formulae (5), (6) and (7) and interchanging also the signs of dr and

tv' we find from the formulae the same values as above for all

remaining quantities. For this reason we take in (37) everywhere

the -f- sign, so that r is taken negati\'e in the interval 0<^.v<^ 1^3 a.

While the following discussions will be based on the fundamental

equations (5), (6), (7), we suppose u, lo, r, T',., 7'y!, 1\ to be functions

of .y. As .s' is the distance from the centre of symmetry expressed

in natural units we obtain, attending to the meaning of the quantity

u (see I § 3)

ds = ndr, (38)

As (37) gives by differentiation

dr=('---l]ds (89)
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we find for u

n = ~ (40)

1

a'

That u is negative for .s'<^'/, does not canse any tronhle, as the

fundamental tensor depends on u'^ only.

Now we mnsl introdnce in eqnation (6) the expressions (37) and

(40) for }' and u. introducing to begin with the expressions on the

left hand-side only we obtain

-v-Uv''')-^"'' '«">

Introdnt'ing the expressions on the right-haiul side loo we tind

for 7'
' as a function of s

4

7 s^

G
4 3 a*

^^^^^—7T. ^, (41)

"A3«' V
Tiie formulae derived here hold evidently only inside the material

system of which the outer boundary may be indicated by s ^ S.

In order that the space occupied by the system may cross itself at

any point we must have because of (37).

5>K3a.
In the limiting surface .? = <S we have according to (40) u<^l.

In order that in that surface u may pass continuously into the

value it has in the field on the outside, u must also in the outer

field be smaller than 1 for s = S. This follows also from formula

(li) II, when the system has only a sufficient great electric charge.

Further it does not matter tliat u would change discontinuously at

the boundary, if only this is a material plane as considered in § 2.

Formula (41) shows that in the interval V^a^is^^ST^ is

negative, which though somewhat startling is not at all absurd.

Further formula (41) indicates that 7^4 becomes infinite for 5 = ^^3 a.

Within a finite extension there is however onlj^ a finite mass of

matter, which follows from the fact that r'^T^, is everywhere finite

according to (41).

The equations (40) and (41) for u and T^ involve together with

(37) that the fundamental equation (6) is satisfied. Now we raust

still determine lo, T\. and T^p as functions of s, so that also the

equations (5) and (7) are satisfied. As (5), (6) and (7) form the

complete set of field equations for a stationai-y gravitation field, we
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raaj choose foi- one of (he quantities to, T'" and
7'J!

an arbitrary

single-valued function of .s. When also the expi-essions for r, u and

1\ are introduced, the equations (5) and (7) determine now the two

quantities. All these possible inalerial systems give — if only the

distribution of 1\ is the same — a three-dimensional space of the

same curvature, because the formulae (25)/ peifectly determine (he

space-components of the fuudamental tensor (when /> =i h. The
curvature of the four-dimensional space-time continuum on (he

contrary depends also on the distribution of T\. which cpiaulity

according to (5) influences jü. The following simj)le assumptions

might e. g. be made to obtain a detinite system : //; = constaut, 7''' =
or T\ =. T'l, (normal pressure in all directions). Perfoiming the

integration of (15) and (7), we might choose the integration constanis

in such a way, that at the boundary .s' = *S u) takes the value that

holds there for the outer field, for, as was pro\ed in ^ I, v/; changes

continuously into a surface of discontinuity.

The purpose of our investigation being reached no further calcu-

lations will be added. We have shown that Einstein's theory of

gravitation really admits such a distribution of the stress-energy-tensor

T, that (he (three-dimensional) space crosses itself at a cei'tain point.

We can also prove without difficulty, that systems can exist in

which the space filled with the matter runs out into a narrow neck.

It is still of some importance to investigate the action of the

electric forces within the space which is just dilated and afterwards

again contracted. We might e. g. investigate the state, when, with

constant 1\, T\, T'^, for the non electro-magnetic matter, a point

charge was placed at the centre of symmetry. The gravitation field

will evidently change. We have not only to calculate this field, but

also the laws of the equilibrium and the motion of other electric

(point)-changes in the new electric field. Here we must treat the

matter as perfectly permeable. These indications may however suffice,

which show already that Einstein's theory opens wide possibilities

to explain the state in the inside of an atom.



Chemistry. — '' Determination of the Configaration of cis-trans

isomeric substances'. By Pi-of. J. Büeseken and Chk. van

liOON.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 25, 1918).

1. The appearance in a number of isomers of unsaturated and

cyclic compounds, has undoubtedly been a momentous incitement

to the acceptance of van 't Hoff's hypothesis on the carbon atom,

which is supposed to lie in the centre of its valencies.

The permanence of the optical activity at moderate temperatures

necessitated the attribution of a rather great stability to these

valencies. Obviously in cyclic molecules the same rigidity had to be

accei)ted, and also around the double bond.

Apart from objections that may rise against the substance of this

supposition — objections connected with hypotheses on the internal

structure of the atom — it must be granted that a very elegant

interpretation has been given of the existence of the aforesaid isomers.

In fact, oidy very seldom cis-trans isomei'ism could not be observed

when it was to be expected according to this theory, while on tlie

other hand, if identical radicles are united to one of the unsaturated

atoms or members of the ring, and therefore no isomers are to be

anticipated, they were indeed not to be found.

2. This interpretation of the existence of cis-trans isomers is

little to be doubted ; however, it is much more difïicult to determine

which isomer has the cis- and which the trans-configuration.

By a happy coincidence the classical case of cis-trans isomerism,

viz. that of maleic and fu marie acid, has offered, also in this respect,

the greatest certainty.

H—C—COOH HOOC—C-H

H—C—GOOH H—C—OOOH
maleic acid fu marie acid

The cause is evident: the configuration determination here is based

almost exclusively on properties that may be deduced from the

molecules themvSelves.

The determination namely of the configuration of geometrical

isomers takes place along different lines.
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First of all the configuration may be deduced fVoiu properties

that are to be anticipated in consequence of the reciprocal inthience

of the groups in the molecule; this is tiie surest way, if enough

(critically examined) data for comparison be available.

Among these properties are: dissociation constants of acids, for-

mation of anhydride, resolution into optical antipodes, etc.

The formation of complex compounds is to be included in so far as the valencies,

which are the bearers of cistrans isomerism, are not attacked.

This is seldom easily established, since the structure of complex compounds is

uncertain. Probably we are authorized to use this method in judging the cis-trans

isomerism of cyclic glycols by the influence on the conduclivity of boric acid,

I

because the boric acid-radicle is united to the oxygen atoms

—C— .

and not to the carbon atoms, which determine the isomerism.

j

'BOH ït is doubtful if it may be applied to cistrans non-saturated

— C— acids; if the formation of complex metallic compounds must

I be represented by the following formula:
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both crotoiiic acids, and dimethyl-acrylic acid (± 7 .
10^^', according

to preliminary deteiininations of Mi-. P. E. Vkhkadk, Dissertation

Delft 1915, 2'"^ Note, p. iy(i) is weaker still. Also citraconic acid is

much weaker than maleic acid.

Still one ought to be cautious, for /.vo-butyric acid is somewhat

stionger than pro|)ionic acid (1.44 to 1,31 . lO"'') and the dimethyl

succinic acids are much stronger than succinic acid (1,9 and 1,3 to

0,6 . 10-4).

2. Formation of an anhydride is not possible and therefore cannot

help us.

3. Formation of comj)lex compounds: Biilmann has shown that

maleic, citraconic and allo-chumxmc acid form salts with mei-curic

acetate, which are soluble in sodium hydroxide, and tVoni which the

original acids could not be regenerated by elimination of mercury;

in this case /Miydroxy-acids were formed and in conse({uence B.

surmises that the salts were comj)lex mercury salts of these hydroxy-

acids, which are formed thus;

H—C -COOH HO—CH—COOH
il - I

H—C—COOH HC—COO
I /
Hg

. .

In the same way «-crotonic acid remained in solution in the form

of a complex mercury salt, which could be precipitated with alcohol.

From this salt /?-hydroxy-butyric acid was obtained; in consequence

one deduces from this too the cis-configuration for ordinary crotonic

acid with the higher melting point.

In order to corroborate this result we have subjected wo-crotonic

acid to the same operation and obtained an insoluble basic mercury

salt, which, after decomposition by means of H,S furnished a mixture

of ISO- and «-crotonic acid.

It may be mentioned in passing, that z-crotonic acid must have been formed

during the eliminatio)) of mercury, for this acid — so far as it originally was

present in the iso-crotonic acid — was kept in solution as a complex salt and

because HgS does not, or at least extremely slowly, change free fso-crotonic acid

into a-crotonic acid.

The coincidence of the conclusions from the dissociation constants

and from the researches of Biilmann gives some certainty to the

configuration of the crotonic acids. It follows that the formula of

these complex compounds is probably different from the one that

has been proposed by Bulmann. However, this method of discernment

is valid exclusively for «/?-non-saturated acids; other ethylene deri-

vatives, among which are the esters of isomeric acids, cannot be
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distinguished in this way, because they all seem lo form complex

compounds with basic mercury salts').

From the dissociation constants of amjelic and tiglic acid we can

at the very best suspect that in the fii'st acid a hj'drogen atom is

situated on the side of the COOH group, in the other one of the

methyl groups.

The contigurations adopted here are supported by the consideration

that the most stable acid will be the one in which the relatively

positive group is situated as near as possible to the COOH group.

H—C-COOH HOOC-C—

H

H-C-COOH
maleic acid

forms anhydride

k= 1.2X10-2
complex Hg. salt -\-

H-C COOH
fumaric acid

no anhydride

9.3X10-»

stable

CH3-C-H
II

H-C—COOH
iso crotonic acid

3,6X10-5

CH,-C-H H—C—CH-,H-C-CH3
I!

I

II II

H-C-COOH CH3- C-COOH CH3-C-COOH
z-crotonic acid angelic acid tiglic acid

2.0X10-5
+

stable

sxio-'"^ 1X10-5

stable

About oleic and elaidic acid there is utter uncertainty, because

the dissociation constants are not known ; it can only be suspected

that in the more stable elaidic acid the relatively positive carbon

chain is likely to lie on the side of the carboxyl group.

With cyclic cis-trans isomers the importance of cis-trans situated

radicles in relation to the ring becomes less as the last widens.

[The conception of von Baeyer that the angle between the direc-

tions of the affinities of trans-situated radicles decreases as the ring

widens, is not incorrect; only von Baeyer deduces this decrease

from sterical considei'ations and then it cannot be so very important];

this consideration lessens the certainty of our conclusions about the

configuration still more. But now here we meet with the very happy

circumstance, that the trans-compounds frequently are asymmetrical

and therefore can be resolved into optical antipodes.

If this argument is annulled, as in the case of the hexahydro-

terephtalic acids, which are both symmetrical, or if a resolution into

optical antipodes has not been tried, there is no certainty at all.

This may be backed l>y the following table: (See following page).

We see that the formation of aidiydrides, the most important

argument with maleic acid, has all but lost its significance in the

case of the cyclohexane derivatives, as both 1-2-dicarboxylic acids

and neither of the 1-4-acids form an anhydride.

i) B. 33 1340, 1641, 2692, (1900); 34 1385, 2906 (I9Ü1); 35 2571 (1902); 43

568 (1910).

6*
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cis-cyclopropane-dicarboxylic acid 1.2 4 X 10~^

trans „ „ 1.2 2.1 X 10-»

cis-cyclobutane-dicarboxyiic acid 1.2 6.6 X 10—

&

trans „ „ 1.2 2.8 X 10-5

cis-cyclopentane-dicarboxylic acid 1.2 1.58 X10~^

trans „ „ 1-2 1.2 X 10-^

cis „ „ 1.3 5.4 XlO-5

trans „ „ 1.3
I

5.0 X 10-^

cis-cyclohexane-dicarboxylic acid 1.2 14.4 X 10^^

Anhydride Resolvable

trans

cis

trans

? cis

? trans

1.2 6.2 XIO-^

1-3
^

/ not

j 3 j

(^determined

1.4 3 X 10-5

1.4 4.6 XlO-5,

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

/not investi-

^
gated

+
(not investi-

^
gated

} sym-

( metrical

This is the more true of tlie dissociation constants, whereof the

differences in ihe case of the cjclopentane-dicarboxylic acids are

small already, but leastways such that from the acid with the

greater constant an anhydride is known.

About the cyclohexane-dicarboxylie acids in this respect we grope

in the dark. The J-2-acid, which has been resolved into optical antipodes

and accordingly is undoubtedly the trans acid, is stronger than the

cis acid; both acids easily form an aidiydride. If in this case it

should have been unknown which acid is resolvable, we should

probably have come to a wrong conclusion.

With the 1-4-dicarboxylic acids, the classical case of cyclic cis-

trans isomerism, there is no certniniy at all; the one with (he highest

melting point, which von Bakyer has denominated trans, has the highest

dissociation constant and therefore one should perhaps call it the

cis acid. As it as little forms an anhydride as the isomer and neither

can be resolved into optical antipodes, the only remaining argument

in favovir of the current conception is the greater stability ; an

argument that should be termed weak, considering the slight solubility

and the high melting point.

Still the case is not entirely hopeless; after having discussed the
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chemical methods that can serve (o determine the conligiiratioii, we
will demonstrate that here too there is a way out.

It is evident that, if less characteristic radicles are l)onnd to the

nucleus, as in the cyclohexanediols 1-4 or the hexahydro-toluilic

acids, with which no discernment by resolution into optical antipodes

is feasible, it seems impossible to determine the configuration.

Here the difference which appears in the formation of complex

compounds, for instance of the diols with boric acid, has proved

promising; this has been evidenced by the configuration determination

of some sugars, but on that point we will not expatiate here.

3. Secondly the configuration may be deduced from what happens

if the double bond is saturated; the so formed compounds are diffe-

rent as they originate from the cis or from the ti-ans isomer.

The configuration may also be inferred from the way of formation,

eithei' from saturated compounds by elimination of parts of the

molecule, or from acetylene derivatives by partial saturation, or by

substitution of groups it) compounds, of which the configuration

is known.

The last mentioned modes of determination, by which the bonds

between the atoms are vigorously attacked, have often caused con-

fusion, by which their trustworthiness has been impaired. When
applied to fu marie and maleic acid, they at first seemed to answer

excellently; we can still assert with satisfaction that fumaric acid

is changed by KMnO^ into racemic acid and maleic acid into ineèto-

tartaric acid.

Only, the brilliant researches of Wislicknus about the bromination

of both acids, followed by elimination of one molecule of HBr, by

which fumaric acid furnishes first racemic dibromo-succinic acid and

then bromo-maleic acid, and maleic acid first meso (/;y6>-)dibromo-

succinic acid and then bromo-fumaric acid, have turned out to be

correct only as far as the final products are concerned.

McKenzie ^) and Bkor Holmberg -) namely have demonstrated

that wö-dibromo-succinic acid with the lower m. p. can be resolved

into optical antipodes and this entirely overthrows the deduction.

As well at the addition of bi'omine to both acids, as at the elimi-

nation of HBr, exactly the reverse occurs from what we could expect,

and this inversion appears to be rathei' common.

By the action of PCIj on aceto-acetic acid two isomeric |?-chloro-

1) Proc. Ghem. Soc. 1911, 150.

2) Journ. pr. ch. 84 145 (1911).
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crotoiiic acids are formed, one of which is volatile with steam.

This one has a dissociation constant ^9,5.10^^; the other acid

has k = 14,4 .
10~^. From this it may be concluded with some

certainty, that in the first mentioned acid the chlorine atom lies

farther from the COOH group than in the other. Now the relatively

weaker acid on reduction furnishes the relatively stronger /^o-crotonic

acid; on the other hand the relatively stronger /i-chloro-crotonic

acid gives rise to the relatively weaker or-erotonic acid ; in both

cases an inversion must have occui-red and we come to the conclu-

sion, as well as in the series maleic acid —^ wo-dibromo-succinic

acid —» bromo-fumaric acid, that an inversion has taken place at the

attack of the valency, which governs the configuration.

By catalytic hydrogenation only of phenylpropiolic acid in the

presence of colloidal platinum 80 "/n of the theoretically [)ossil)le

amount of «//o-cinnamic acid was formed ; on the other hand,

by the action of zinc dust and acetic acid, resp. alcohol, ordinary

cinnamic acid was almost exclusively obtained '). As the catalytic

hydrogenation of acetylene compounds appeared to warrant some

certainty, we applied it to tetrolic acid, which ought to give chiefly

«-crotonic acid.

However during a microchemical investigation, which was executed

some years ago with the collaboration of Miss (). B. van der Weide,

«-crotonic acid could not be found among the reduction products of

the sodium salt of tetrolic acid.

By hydrogenation of the free acid under the influence of pailadium-

sol, crotonic and /.yo-cro tonic acid are formed in the proportion of 2 : 1.

We see, therefore, that no more than with tiie reduction of phenyl-

propiolic acid, this chemical method is capable of giving us sufficient

certainty about the configuration.

4. To cyclic cis-trans diols also this unsafe mode of determining

the configuration is generally not applicable, because the correspondent

saturated diols cannot be obtained.

The hydro-aromatic glycols form an exception, as they can be

obtained from aromatic di phenols, which may be considered as cis

diols. Of course this case is not quite to be compared to the hydrogen-

ation of acetylene compounds; it is known with rather great certainty

that the OH groups of the phenols are situated in the plane of the

benzene nucleus; on the other hand it is to be supposed, considering

1) HoLLEMAN and Aronstein B. 22 1181 (1889): Liebermann and Truchsüss B. 42

4674 (1909); E. Fischer, Ann. 386 385 (1912).
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the number of isomers, tliat in acetylene derivatives the substituents

lie in a line with the carbon atoms of the acetylene skeleton.

The researches in this field, viz. the catalytic hydrogenation of

diphenols with the aid of nickel, show, that a mixture of thecyclo-

hexanediols is formed ; a reduction under the influence of platinum

or palladium at a low temperature apparently has not been executed yet.

Now there are general syntheses of these diols, viz. from the non-

saturated cyclic hydrocarbons, either by direct oxidation by KMnO^
or via the oxides; we have made use of them to prepare the hydrindene-

diols. According to current ideas the cis diol should be formed

exclusively by this reaction^):

H

Fig. 1.

Indene oxide was hj'drated as mildly as possible, that is to say

at the ordinary temperature in aijueous solution with a very little

acetic acid, and still we could isolate a considerable proportion of

the trans isomer too. At this hydration likewise a valency of one of

the carbon atoms that determine the configuration, is violated and

a partial inversion takes place.

In judging the cis-traiis isomerism in this case, the determination

of the acidity is left out for the present, as the methods of investi-

gation are not sensitive enough. The forming of an anhydride too

cannot yield a good result here, because the bearers of the stereo-

isomerism are brought into play, which is not the case with the

formation of anhydrides of acids, as of maleic or cumaric acid.

Here are only left 1. the resolution into optical antipodes, but

this will not be easy and has never been successfully accomplished

;

2. the formation of complex compounds, which has proved effectual

with the sugars, as we came to know by it the contigurations of

«- and /?-glucose, of a- and /?-fructose and of a- and /^-galactose. In

the case under consideration too the last method has been to the

purpose; (he isomer melting at the lower temi)erature namely,

increased the conductivity of boric acid, on the other hand the

isomer with the higher melting point diminished it in some degree.

1) Vers!. Kon. Akad. v. Wet 26, 1272 (1918).
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and from this the cis conügui-atiori could be deduced for the first

mentioned diol. If this method had not come to the rescue, the case

would have been almost hopeless, because a resolution into optical

antipodes cannot enlighten us:

OH O// OH

OH

For it is evident that both isomers are asymmetrical and therefore

can be resolved into optical antipodes.

It has been our intention to draw attention to the fact, that as

soon as valencies are attacked of atoms which determine the stereo-

isomerism, the arrangement of the groups runs a risk of being

changed. Of course the phenomenon going b}-^ the name of Walden's

inversion ought also to be included here. In many cases the possible

isomers are both formed and very often principally the one, which

we should not expect.

This will not occur only with reactions as have been mentioned,

by which stereoisomers are formed; in consequence of the formation

of stereoisomeric substances, which can distinctly be discerned, the

phenomenon was observed here as well as with the inversion of

Wai,den. But it stands to reason that it is of a general character

and that we may compose the rule:

During a chemical reaction, by which atoms are added, eliminated or substi=

tuted, there is always a chance that the arrangement is changed of the

valencies of the atom or of the atoms, at which the reaction takes place.

It deserves further consideration to establish whether the arrangement

around adjacent atoms or around remote atoms is disturbed, when

such a change occurs with the valencies of some atom.

This is not probable fortunately, as it would highly aggravate

our task to determine the configuration of compounds, for every

relation between optically active substances would fail. Besides the

formation of anhydrides of maleic or citraconic acid would be worthless

and the differences, that may be observed in the influence of compounds
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on the conductivity of boric acid, would lose all signiticance for (he

determination of the configuration.

Therefore, if this improbability be excluded and if we assume that

an attack of the valencies somewhere in tlie molecule leaves unaltered

the arrangement around the atoms, which are not immediately

concerned, then we shall be able to obtain a solution in some

apparently hopeless cases.

We have seen that with the two isomeric hexahydro-terephtalic

acids a comparison of the dissociation constants does not answer

the purpose; neither is resolvable into optical antipodes and besides

from neither an anhydride could be obtained.

Of the A'-tetrahydro-terephtalic acids (see accompanying diagrams)

COOH COOH COOH

COOH H H

Fig. 2.

the trans acid should be resolvable into optical isomerides and it is there-

by to be distinguished from the cis acid, which caimot be resolved.

Now it should oe possible to change these acids into tlie corre-

spondent hexahydro-terephtalic acids by catalytic reduction, without

altering the arrangement of the carboxyl groups and therefore the

configuration of the last mentioned acids may be definitively established.

A case bearing an essential relation to this one, is:

Benzoquinone furnishes maleic acid by careful oxidation ; from

this we may conclude with rather great certainty, tliat this acid

has the cis configuration, as this arrangement is contained, in the

quinone molecule and because at the elimination of the —CH = CH-

group, the bonds that bear the isomerism, are not interfered with;

if in the case of maleic and fumaric acid we were as badly equipped

as with the hexahydro-teiephtalic acids, then this mode of formation

would have been of preponderant importance for the determination

of the configuration.



Chemistry. — ''The Addition (\f Hydrogenbroinide to Allylhroin'ule"

.

By Prof. A. F. Holleman and B. F. H. J. Matthes.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 25, 1918).

Ill the many cases that in my laboratory I had trinïethylene-

bromide prepared by the introduction of HBr gas into ailyl-bromide,

I was struck with the fact that now an almost quantitative yield

was obtained, now a much smaller yield, without our being able to

indicate the cause of this varying yield. When now my assistant,

Mr. DEN Hollander, had obtaijied almost exclusively trimethylene-

bromide in this addition in a very brightly lighted room, whereas

a few years ago Mr. Wuite observed by the side of it considerable

quantities of a product that boiled at a lowei' temperature (propylene

bromide) in the ordinary work-room, the supposition suggested itself

that daylight exerts an influence on this. Mr. Matthes undertook to

inquire more closely into this matter.

For this purpose a quantity of allyl-bromide was divided into two

equal parts; one part was poured into an ordinary bottle, the other

in a bottle that had been perfectly blackened on the outside with

lacquer. The liquid in the ordinary bottle was exposed as much as

possible to the sunlight during and after the introduction of HBr.

Every time that no HBr was absorbed any more, it was closed, and

left to itself till the next day. After some days no further HBr was

absorbed. The blackened bottle was treated in the same way. The

absorption of HBr took place a great deal more slowly here, so that

the process had to be continued for some weeks, before comj)lete

saturation had been attained.

When the contents of the two bottles was afterwards subjected to

distillation, the preparation from the ordinary bottle almost entirelj-

went over at constant temperature and at the boiling point of

triraethylene bromide. After distillation in vacuum its boiling point

amounted to 167°.l for 760 mm.
The contents of the other bottle, on the other hand, presented a

very considerable boiling range, viz. from 100— 190°. On fractionated

distillation a fraction of about 7 gr., going over between 140°— 150°,

was obtained, while between 155° and 165° a fraction of 22 gr.

went over. The former had about the specific gravity of propylene
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bromide, viz. 1.9259 at 23°. 2 ; tiie latter had the spec. gr. of

trimethjlene bromide, viz. 1.9801 at 23°.2. Between 100° and 105°

a few drops had also been distilled, which were still unchanged

alljl-bromide, as appeared from this boiling point. Hence the

conclusion is that on addition of HBr to allyl-bromide in bright

daylight trimethjlene bromide is almost exclusively formed ; in the

dark, beside this compound as chief product, also pretty much
propylene bromide.

Amsterdam, May 1918. Oi^g. Chem. Lab. of the University.



Physics. — " The variability with time of the distinbutions of Emidsion-

particle.s". By Prof. L. S. Ornstein. (Communicated by Prof.

H. A. LORENTZ).

(Communicated in the meeting of Maicli 31, 1917).

Smoi-uchowski discussed this problem in different papers and

gave a complete survey of liis work in three lectures ad Göttingen. ^)

He deduced a formula for the average change of the number of

particles in an element, which at the moment zero contains n particles.

This formula is:

Z:„ = (r-n)P, ........ (1)

where P is the probability that a particle which lies in the element

at the time zero, may have come outside in the moment /; whilst

I' is the number of particles which at a homogeneous distribution

over the whole volume would come to lie in the element in con-

sideration.

Also for the average square with a given number of particles

ii at the lime zei'O Smoluchowski gives a formula, viz.

A'u = [{u — if + n] P' + (n + r) P , . . . . (2)

from which follows — if the average also is determined according

to 11 —
E' = 2v P.

These relations are deduced by Smoluchowski with the help of

calculations of probability, which "nach Ausfiihrung recht kom-

plizierter Summationen (yield) merkwiirdigerweise das einfache

Resultat".

It goes without saying, that it must be possible to attain such

a simple result also by a less complicated method. That this is indeed

the case I want to demonstrate in this paper. At the same time it

will be possible to give some extension to the result.

1. Let us think the space divided into a great number of

equal elements, which we shall mark by the indices i . . x . . k.

Let there be at a given moment t = n^ . . n, • • m particles in

1) Cf. Phys. Zeitschr. 1916, p. 557 and also Phys. Zeilschrift XVI. 1915. p. 323.
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tliese elements. Afler a time t lias passed these luiinbers have become
changed. Let fii, then represent (he chaiu'o that a particle which

at the time ^ = is in the element 1, is Ibnnd at the time t in

the element x, and let />^i represent the probability of the reversed

transition. Then, if there is no predilection for any direction in the

movement of the particles, it goes wilhont saying that /;i, = />^,.

Knriher S /)/, = P if the snm is taken according to all values /
)—\

except X = ;., for the snm represents the probability that the [)article

has come after the time t in one of (he k— 1 other elements, i.e.

ontside the element x.

If an element ?. contains ii, particles the nnmber of parti<'les

having passed from P. to >i iii a given case will be A,^. I shall now
calculate tirst the average values of L,y, L*,, and A,, L,j,. The
number of cases whei-e A;;, has the value .s' and thus?*,— .v particles

have i-emained in the element, amounts to:

n\-—s Is !

as is easily seen; to determine the three average-values this expres-

sion must be multiplied by ,v resp. .v* and summed from zero to n,.

Then after quite an elementary calculation of these finite sums, we
find

A^/' =P//' («/.*—'';,)+ P/)- "/, (5)

and

E,y. = iK,n,, (4)

To determine the avei-age of a double product we need only replace

(3) A by n and s by t (where t represent the numbei' of emitted

particles in a definite case).

If the result obtained in this way is multiplied by (3) and summed

with respect to r from to n,, and with respect to t from to ?/.,;,,

we find

Ly, A,,,:==. Ip;,. ][>:,., riyn., ....... (6)

With the help of the relations (4), (5) and (6) Smoixchowski's

formulae can now immediately be deduced. The change „A^, i.e.

the total change of the number of particles in the element h may

be represented by

„A. = Ai. H Ao. . . . + A/,. - (A„ + . . . A.^.) ... (7)

Now we can write A;, for L,\ -\- . . . L,k, ie. the total numbei' of

particles that leaves the element in the time t.

Then we must determine the average of (7) with constant n,.
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while all possible values must be given to the number n^ . . . n^ in

the other elements. If now we tirst take the ?i^ . . . n^. constant and

determine the average, we tind

. „Ax =zpu ni -{-... pky njc — ?iy. P .

If then we proceed to determine the average according to ?ij .. .n^

and keep in mind that ??, = ..,:= 7i^ = v, we find

„Ax = v{piy. ^ . . . pk.) — n,, P=(v — 71,) P

.

In order to find „A/ we proceed in quite an analogous way, we
bring (7) into the square. Then we find

A/= A,,^ 4- ...Afo'' + A.''

4- 2 Aix As, + . . .

- 2 A. (Ai. + . . . Aav) .

If now we apply (5) and (6) and determine the average with

given /I, ; . . Ilk and n,, we find

„a;* = (/^i^ - m) pu' -^ puni + ... -f P' (n,' - n,) + ,v, P
+ 2 «1 ri'ipu P2/ + . • .

— 2nP {pu ni -\- . pjcy. nk) •

Here the average must be determined keeping constant 7i^ with respect

to n-^ etc. And we must bear in mind that ??,j' = ii^^ = . . . 7iJ=z r" -|- v '),

that further n^ = v and n^7i^ = r'. Consequently we find

,M.'= {V' +V){pu' + .. .pic.'-)

4- 2 r' {pup2A -f- • • • )

~r{pu' + . . )

— 2 n r P' f P' (n' — ii) 4- n P

.

The tiiree first terms together yield P* r*. The result becomes thus

^\, =
\
(n-v)' P^-«' P'

I 4 (n 4 r) P.

from which by determining the average according to 7i the relation

A ^ = 2 r P
arises.

2. The extension of the given formulae may be obtained to the

case that the deviation of density in the various elements of volume

are not independent, where however concerning the emission of the

particles we must still presuppose independence of the events.

In order to introduce the correlation of the densities I make use

of the function g, which was defined by Dr. Zernike and myself. *)

1) We have n^ = v+ è , Wi» = v^ + 2 v r+ i^ = ,3 + v.

^yi^= (v4^i)(v + ;2) = v3 -I- V (17 + ^) + hh = ^'

2) Chance deviations in density in the critical point of a simple matter. These

Proc. XVII, 1914. p. 582.
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If (f^ is the deviation in density in a point .r := 0, y =: 0, z = 0,

then we get for the deviation of density d in a point ,i\ y, z :

^ = 9 C^' .'/> ^)(\dv (8)

where ch^ is tiie element of volume.

Further

^^ f^o = f'
(•'•' !h -) f^o" dv = (I (./; y z) o . . . . (9)

where q is the number of particles per unit of volume.

We now have

„Ly r= 71, pu -\- • . -riy pk, — n P.

Now ?2, = r -[- rfj J w,, if then we introduce (8) and consider

p,y as function of d'yz, bearing in mind that rfj = ^, we find
dv

,~Ly.={v-n)\P ^r i g,yF,ydv\

Tlie influence of the second part may become considerable with

a strong correlation.

Also in determining „A% the correlation can be taken into con-

sideration. Then in the first place we get the old terms, but moreover

(9) yields still new terms in n;% n-,, and ?i; ?z>', ?z> ??«. These terms are:

2 I' {v— n)
I

p-jy gx^ dv

— (r— ?)) I p-jy giy dv

— 2 n P {v— n)
I

piy g)y d v

-^r 2v \ Pry. p.jy. g)u dvj d V,j,.

If then A',; is determined, only the last term remains and a part

of the term before last, so that we get

A" = 2 r (P -f I pyy pyy ^/y d v.j, d V,

+ \ Pa giy d r).

These considerations may also be applied, as least approximately,

to the changes, which accidental derivations in density undergo in

result of diffusion. Our formulae show then that close to a critical

point the deviations in density as a result of their correlation, are

not only stronger on the average, but also more strongly changeable.

Utrecht, March 1917. Fnstitute for Theoretical Physics.



Physics. - ''On the Ih-oiDnlan Motion '. Hj Prof. L. S. Ornstein.

(Coniiiiiiiiicjiled by Prof. H. A. Lorkntz).

(Commiinicaled in llie meeting of December i2!), J 01 7.)

Von Smoi.uchowski ') observed (hat tlie function wliich gives the

probabiHij, that in tlie Pnownian Motion a ptirticle accomplishes

a definite way in a given time is a solntion of the eqnation

of diffusion. For cases in which an exterior force also acts on

the particles, he deduced a dilfei'ential ecpiation for the above-

mentioned function of probability by a phcnomenological method.

Some time after Mr. 11. C. Burger ') deduced this differential equation

following a method, which takes the essence of the function of

probabibty more into consideration. Both deductions do not stand

in direct connection with (lie mechanism of the Brownian motion;

my object in this paper is to demonstrate, tliat starting from a

relation which Mrs. dk Haas— Loricntz ') has used in her dissertation,

to defei-mine the average square of the distance accomplished, one

is able to determine the function of probability of the Brownian

motion. It is worth observing that tlie way in which different averages

depend on the time may be calculated from the results obtained

by Mrs. \w. Haas— Lorkntz by a slightly more careful ti-ansition of

the linut than was necessary for the object she had put herself

(viz. the determination of the stationary condition). Fii'St I want to

determine these averages l)y a new method, which will offer the

opportunity of demonstrating, that the opinion, from which Dr. A.

Snethlagk/) starts in the theory of the Brownian motion that Einstein's

theory is in conflict with statistical mechanics, is incorrect.

Besides the function of probability for the distance I shall also

deduce that for the velocity. The chain of thoughts which lead to

1) Compare e.g. M. v. Smoluchowski. Drei Vorlrage über Diffusion, BROWN'sche

Bewegung etc. Phys. Zeilschr. XVIf p. 557 1916.

*) H. C. Burger, Over de theorie dev BROWN'sche beweging. Verslagen Kon. Ak.

XXV p. 148^, 1917.

8) Mrs. Dr. G. L. de Haas—Lorentz. Over de theorie der BnowN'sche be-

weging, Diss. Leiden 1912.

*) Miss Dr. A. Snethlage, Moleculair-kinelische verschijnselen in gassen etc.

Diss. Amsl. 1917.



the results given below shows great similarity to the deductions

which Lord Kayleigh ^) gave utterance to alreadj- years ago. Kindred

ways of regarding the stationary condition are also found in the

work of Dr. Fokkek') and M. Planck").

§ 1. In the dissertation Mrs, dk Haas—Lorentz starts from the

equation of motion for a emidsion parlicle, which she brings in

the formula

du
m— = — loH -\- mF (1)

(It

Here u is the velocity of the particle, ?/; =: 6 nr ft nf the resistance

which according to Stokes' formula the spherical particle (radius a)

would experience in a liquid with internal coeflicient of friclion /i.

The force expended by the shocks of the molecules is divided into

two parts, of which one is that according to Stokes, I he second is

quite irregular, so that F=^0. The determination of the average is

to be understood in this way that it is lo be taken at a given

moment for particles which all have had (he same velocity u^ a

time before.

Now we are able to integrate the equation (1), if we introduce

w
— r= /?, we have
m

t

M = u, e-/3' + e-pi lel^i F{i)dt (2)

where u^ is the velocity at the time t = 0.

If then we determine the average of this equation in the way

indicated, the result is

u :=z u^ e-t^<- (3)

or expressed in words: when we start from a great number of

particles of given velocity, the average velocity decreases in the

same way as with large spheres; the damping coefficient also is

deduced in the same way from radius and coefllicient of friction

of the fluid. Let us now calculate also the average of ihe square

of Ihe velocity. For this we find :

1) Lord Rayleigh, Pliil. Mag XXXIl, p. 424. 1S94. Papers ill. Dynamical

problems in illustration of the theory of gases.

') Dr. A. Fokker, Over de BROWN'sclie beweging in hot stralingsveld. Diss.

Leiden, pg. 528, 1913.

') M. Planck, Ueber einen Satz der Slatistisclien Dynamik u.s.w. Berl. Ber.

p. 324. 1917.

7

Proceedings Royal Acad Amsterdam. Vol. XXI
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u" = u,' e^^t
-i- e-'^i^'\ \ei^'F{t)dt\ ..... (4)

o

In order to determine the integral in the second member we

proceed in the following way. We write for it

JSF (§) F (ij) e'5(?+o) dti dl

Now F{^)F{yi) is only differing from zero if li and § differ very

slightly, i.e. there is for short periods a correlation of the forces F.

If we introduce ij = | -j- if?, it is allowed to replace ii in the exponent

by ^ and to split up the integral into a product of integrals according

to § and tfj where we may integrate from — oo to -\- cc. If then

we assume
+ 00

ƒ- (^)F{^\-xp)dxp = (4ö)

which is a constant characteristic of the problem and if we

perform the integration towards i, then (4) is transformed after

substitution into

n'z=H' g-2,3^ + ^ '—. ..... (5)

™ kT
Wlien applying this equation tor i := cc, u^ = — and thus we get

7/1

kT

m

In the same way we are able to determine the average square

of the distance accomplished. From [2) or by dii-ect integiation from

(1) we get namely
t

u —/<„ = — /?s + iFdt

^^s' = (u-u,y +
j
p\/<[ (6)

For the last integral we find in a quite analogous way

If we calculate the first average with the help of (3) and (5)

we obtain
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^'V= J// (1 -2e~P' + ^-2/3/) + (- 3 - e-^i^' + 4e- ,^') -f ,9< . (7)

Consequently for very long periods we find

— 2k T-i)- kT
s^ = ^ = —t (8)

which is the well-known formula for the average distance in the

Brownian motion. If we determine the average of (7) witli reference

,">

to all possible initial velocities and if we consider that nj = —

.

2/?

we find foi' the average square of the distance accomplished as an

arbitrary initial velocity :

^«7=-(«^ — l-h.-/30 ...... (7a)
P

As long as i^t is lai-ge in relation to 1

—

e-^^ the formula of

Einstein is thus the right one. For the cases, considered in ex[)eri-

ments, the lowest limit for t to be obtained in this way is of the

order of 0.01 second.

§ 2. On the basis of statistical mechanics objections have been

raised by Prof. J. D. v. d. Waals Jr. and Miss A. Snkthlagk 'j to

the application of the division wiiich has been applied to this case

upon the example of Einstein and Hopf in their treatment of another

problem.

Starting from the supposition than in an "ensemble".

Ku =
where K is the active force, they work out another fundamental

formula viz. (with a slight variation in notation)

— = — Q'ti-]-iv ..... . (9)

where w has to been taken zero. We can again integrate this

equation and obtain then
t

ü I r
u = u^ cos ot -\

° sin q t -\ \ w (|) sm q (f.
—i) d§ . . (10)

If taking the average we get:

U =Z U^ COS Q t -f-
— sill Q t

The average velocity would in this way possess a definite period.

If however we work out u* we an-ive at an incompatibility.

1) Gf. Veisl. Kon. Ali. v. Wet. XXIV. 1916. p. 1272.
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Because for u" we set

_ / ï^" V 1 1 r I

?/'=
I
M. COS D ^ -| siji Qt ] -\

I
'f (c) sm Q {t— t) dh,] . ( 1 1)

V Q J 9 U \

For the integral, if again vve make a double integral of it and

if we introduce the constant 6

+ 00

6 -^- At» (£)»'($ + xY)<hY (12)

00

we can write

or 6t— I sin* o it — ^) d^ = 1- periodical terms.
9 J 2()» ' ^

Thus we find

- 6t
u* =— -[-periodical terms (l-'')

This formula shows that u'' increases indefinilely with the time,

while it is evident according to statistical mechanics that ?<" must

approach —

.

m
Consequently if the equation (9) is treated as a diffeiential equation

we arrive at results which are not right ').

§3. Miss Dr. Snkthlage and Prof. Dr. J. v. d. Waals Jr. have observed,

that the theory of the Browiiian motion must be in accordance with

a general theorem of statistical mechanics. For the case that we
consider a particle, that under the influence of the impacts of the

molecules of the liquid executes a movement, the force which the

molecules exercise does not depend upon the velocity, but only upon

the coordinates. Consequently the product of force and velocity must

on the average be zero, as well in a canonical as in a microcanonical

as in a time ensemble. Now they are of opinion that Einstein's

formula comes into conflict with this. I shall demonstrate that this

is only the case to a certain extent.

If we assume in a canonical (or micro-canonical ensemble) all

systems selected in which ihe velocity of our particle at a point of

time is equivalent to ?i, and if then we follow this group of particles.

^) An analogous question is treated by M. Planck (Ann. der Phys. 1912. Bd.

37 p. 462) where it is demonstrated that the energy of a resonator subjected to

tlie irregular field of black radiation increases in proportion to the time; the f of

Planck agrees here with v. d. Waals' u.
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we can woik out an average of evei-j arbilrarj (inanlily fof the

group of systems wliicli after a lime t lias developed from llie group
considered at first. The value of the (piantity considered varies for (he

different systems of our group (pari ensenible\ because Ihe systems

wiiere at t := i) the velocity of the particle is ?f„, ma^-- still show
considerable differences, so that e.g. the impulses which the particle

gets will be widely different. I shall call this average the crz.9é?-rti'é?;v/(/é?

u)Uh a given initial velocity. Moreover the velocity u^ may be varied

and again the case-average may be worked out and then by making
u^ run through all possible values all systems are taken into con-

sideration in determining the average at the time t. If now the

case-average of a quantity g{u) for ?/„ is g{u^) and if Ihe number
of systems of the group is N {u^) then — if K represents the total

number of systems in the ensemble — Ihe quantity

N

is the case-average for Ihe entire ensemble.

However, as the ensemble is stationary the case average for a

quantity is equal to the average of the corresponding quantity

in the ensemble. If in particular g{u) for every n is equal to zero,

the average in the ensemble is also zero. I shall now demonstrate

that if we start from Einstein's formula the case average of Ku
for everj' initial velocity u^ is zero, and from this it follows imme-

diately that Einstein's formula does not come into conflict with (he

theory of the ensembles, more particularly that 7\u'^ = 0, (

—

e

means determining the average of an ensemble, which — is used every-

where here for the case average).

Einstein's equation comes into conflict with the theory of the

ensembles if we select at ^ =r a group of particles with a given

velocity u^ from the ensemble. For if we determine the average of

the equation it yields m. — = K =: — urn,, whilst according to the
dt

theory of ensembles K is independent of the velocity. If however

we leave the selected group to itself and if we a|)ply to its motion

Einstein's equation which is not right in the first moment, it is

evident that in the long run Ihe group moves in such a way that

in the long run Einstein's equation can be applied to it. Moreover

from the group with particles with a given velocity ?<„ those systems

can be selected to which (1) applies. From what follows it becomes

apparent that for this group in the long run the usual relations
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with regard to the averages in a canonic ensemble become the

right ones.

du du
Instead of Ku = we can also write in ii =z or u - = 0.

(It at

If now we multiply tiie Einstkin-Hopf erination by u and work out

the case average, we get

du
u— = ti u^ 4- u F

dt ' ^
Further we shall demonstrate that for sufficiently long periods

the second member is identically zero.

For according to (5) we have got for the first term -— — (3 or — ;r- *» e

shall now determine the second average For this purpose we multiply

(2) by F and work out the average, and arrive at

uF= u^ e-Pt F -\- e-^t f \e^< F {t) dtf
In this formula the first average in the second member is zero.

To determine the second average we must consider that F for the

integral refers to a definite time t. And so only those parts of the

integral where the argument differs only slightly from ^yield distributions

to the average. In the exponent we can again take the argument

equivalent to t, so that we can write for the second term

t

('F{t)F{t-n)dri or f]{t)F{t-ri)dn or \F{%)F{%-ri)dri

t Yl — 00

Now this integral is just half of the integral of (4«), as it covers

half the region of integration, whilst the integrand is of course

symmetrically with regard to §.

And so in the end w^e find for the second member identically zero

as the two averages first neutralize each other. If now we take (5)

into consideration for shorter periods the second member becomes

« »g-2/3t g-2/3t

This result is also obtained by differentiating (4) with respect to

the time.

du
. • I /.

The case average of u — for finite times not large with reference
dt

to - is consequently not strictly zero. Now we can however determine
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the average according to llic. inilial velocily //, and so lind the ensemble
,ln

average ot n — . Then we obtain
dt

du
u —

dt

as u„* possesses the e(|nipartition vabie. Thns it is proved that also

for short periods the average vahie of the case average does not

come into conflict with statistical meclianics.

4. 1 shall now dednce the law of frecpiention foi- distribution of

velocity. If we integrate the eqnation (1) for a short time t, we can

write for it

n — u^z= — i-i u„ T + X or u = u^ (1 — j-fr) \ a; . . (14)

re x=
I

F{t) (It and r" = i'^t,wheri

Now there is for ,( a law of freqnention '/(.r), so that

-J-
CO ~|~ '^

-f-
CO

I
cp (.»;) dx = 1 , \ 'Vff (,v) dx = and I .f' (f (x) dx z= i)T . (15)

00 — 00 CO

If now a particle starts with a given velocity ?/„, the nunil>er of

particles, for which in the time t the velocity lies l)etween x and

u -\- du, may be represented by

/("o« " 0^^^'

or shorter

f{u, t) du

Let us now consider the distribution of velocity at the time/-}-T

and again fit our attention on the particles whose velocity lies

between u and ii -\- du. These particles have had at t a velocity

u' in such a way that

n' (I — ^t) = u — .1-

or

u' — h(1 + iiT) — X ....... (16)

whilst an interval du' ^ {I -\- t'{T)du corresponds to the interval du).

The number of particles that is at t in du' and at ^ + r in du

consequently amounts to

ƒ («', t) (f (x) dx du'

and thns we get
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/{u, t f t) ihi 3. (1 f ^r) du
I
f{n\ t) q> {.v) dx . . (17)

If HOW we work (his out uud retain the terms up to llie fust ordei'

in T and it' we take (15) into consideration and if after division

by T, we make t approach zero, we obtain

To the function of frequency for the velocity the extended equation

of diffusion is thus applicable, where 'V plays the part of coefficient

of diffusion. The equation is quite of the same form as that for the

Brownian motion under the influence of a quasi-elaslic force (

—

u

or — s) (cf. also § 4). if we apply (18) to determine tlie stationary

condition we have

d .'> dY= /?.-(«ƒ) + -t4
Ou 2 Om

from which follows

/3 'A /3

;» di

This last term becomes infinite for xl = oo, consequently the inte-

gration constant must be taken c, = 0.

For the law of distribution we thus find the Maxwki,l division

of velocity quite independent of the initial condition. Moreover

Rayleigh has carefully investigated this question for his particular

example. He has deduced a similar equation for a particle in a

highly rarefied gas, where only the constants jiand - have another

meaning (cf. loc. cit.). It goes without saying that if one starts

from the equation of v. d. Waai.s-Snethlage, one arrives at the

conclusion that the division after long periods is noHhat of Maxwell,

and that there does not even exist a stationary division of velocity.

And on this point also these investigators thus come into conflict

with the statistical mechanics of Gibbs, which is the starting-point

of their reasonings.

It may further be observed that for a particle beginning with a

velocity zero, as long as ii is still small with respect to the velocity

of the particles, which collide against it, we get as Rayleigh has

demonstrated
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For the change in velocity we get then at each ini|»acl according

to Rayleigh

where q is the rehxiion of the masses of particles and molecules,

V the velocity of the molecules. Now the |)roblem treated l)y Kaylkigm

in this way may be connected directly with the theory of the function

of probability for the way in the Brownian motiofi. If we lake the

velocity marked as vector, the terminal point is lemoved ± (jv

after every shock. The terminal point of the vector consequently

executes a Brownian motion at least according to the scheme which

is often given of it (cf. e.g. Mrs. de Haas—Lorkntz' dissertation), it

is certainly remarkable how Lord Rayleigh had already so long

ago deduced these results, which came to the foreground only by

Smoluchowski's work, which opened so many new views.

It may have its advantages now it has become apparent that

Einstein's formula is the right one to say something further on the

kinetic mechanism. Let us first direct our attention to a single shock

of a particle of a great mass with a particle of -a small one. If

the velocity for the first is before the shock ii, after the impact ii,

the velocity of the small particle v and the relation of the masses

q, where we have g*^!, then we get for every impact:

u = u (1 — q) r±z qv.

If we assume then that again and again after a time t a collision

takes place, then we have

u— u' q , q

X XT
for every impact. We can only make a differential equation of this

equation of differences by taking t infinitely small, if q is of the

same order infinitely small and then we get

du

dt

where F may be written for /ir. Thus we see hero by a (not

very strict approach to the limit) Einstein's equation arise as it

were. If now we do not go to the limit, but avail ourselves of the

following graphic representation, its meaning becomes even more

clearly visible. On one axis we measure out the time (and to make

things easier we take again ecpial intervals between the impacts),

on the other the velocity. Between tyvo collisions the velocity is then

constant, at an impact the velocity suddenly jumps to another value

and this jump consists in every case in two parts; one part pro-

portional to the velocity of the particle before the shock with which
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the velocity decreases and one part wliicli may be either positive

or negative (and in general may posses all sorts of valnes dependent

upon the conditions of the impacts, which in the simple case investigated

by Raylkigh is ± qv). The velocity-time curve is thus a discontinuous

curve. If the velocity has become large it has the tendency to

become smaller by shocks owing to the first part, whilst the second

part exercises no systematic intlnence in a conti-ary sense. If now

we imagine a combination of curves drawn starting from a given

velocity, Einstein's equation will represent for each of these dis-

continuous curves the differential equation. At the same time if we

introduce the curve u = u^e~^' into the scheme, this line will at all

times be an average of the discontinuous velocity time-curves in the

diagram.

§ 4. Finally I will deduce the function of piobability for the

Brownian motion under the influence of an external force. We
take this force km, where k depends upon the place (.s-).

The equation of motion for our particle is then the following

— =-/?« + F -f /t (19)
dt

If now a particle has in the time ^ = a velocity ii\ if in a

time t—T the velocity has become u' and a way s' is accomplished,

and if n and s represent these magnitudes in a time t, we get

t t

u— u ^ \ '] ',

t—z t—r

— /J(s— s')+ IFdt^ Ikdt.

We now consider the time so small that the way accomplished

in that time is small enough to treat K in the last integral which

depends upon .s* as a constant.

We have thus

u—u'z=-i3(s~s')+iFdt^-kT (20)

Now we want hs = s—s' and As\ In order to determine these

we apply (3), this yields

u—u' 1^ M„ <?~''' (1

—

e+i^')

as we have to take the mean value of A^ for all possible values

of w„ the average of m.9 being zero we get

^'Ks = kr ........ (21)
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and in the same way
As' =i)-T (22)

In order to arrive (hen at the dilfei-eMtial e(niali(ni for the fmictioii

of frequency we reason again in the same way as l)efore. Let

/{s,.s\t) represent the chance that a particle that at the time has the

coordinate s^ possesses at the time r the coordinate .v (with margin

ds) where wo determine the average according to the initial velocity.

Now we follow the movement for a short time t and bnild (lie

function of fiequention at the time t -\- t tVom that on time s. if

Aa' again lepresents the mean deviation dui'ing the time t, and

r/(A.s-) the function of tVetiuency, we know for this deviation that

we have

Lp (As) dAs=\,
I

As (/ (As) dLs= kr and /(As)* v (As) (ILs=i)T (22a)

We then obtain

/ (s, s„ t + t) ds = jds'f{s\ s, t) ,1 {Ls)dLs . . . (23)

where a' =^ s — A.v.

If now we take (20) into consideration we find for the connection

of ds' and ds

/ I dk \
ds' = il ^r]ds.

V 1^ OS j

Developing according to (23) up to the first order with respect

to T, we find

df 1 d ^ÖY
ot [3 OS 2 os^

If we introduce the value for i) and (i we obtain

0/ m d m dy
i~^--R X^^'f'^+C ^ • . . •

(24)
ot O.T ^a ds bji [la OS

This equation agrees with that of Smoluchowski, if we take I)

kT
(coefiicient of diffusion of the Brownian motion ). The tactor

is the If? of Smoi.uchowski i.e. the factor with which the force

mk must be multiplied in order to calculate the velocity which in

a stationary condition was caused by this force.

By Debyk and his pupil Dr. Tummers ') a differential equation for

1) Debye, Zur Theoiie der anomalen Dispersion. Verb. DeiUsch I'hys. Ges. X,

p. 790.

J. TuMMEBs, Over eleclrische dubbelbreking, Diss. Utr. 1914.
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tiie f'iHKMion of the fieqiiention of tlie axes has been deduced for

the case of molecules (particles) wliicii turn in a liquid, which is

acted upon bj an external couple and by a couple resulting from

the molecular impacts. The deduction of the results obtained there

follows immediately from our formulae. We need only S|)]it up

tiie couple exerted by the molecular movement into two parts, the

one — o<( {(( be the angular velocity of the particle) q = S jt ii<(^

{(I radius of the particle) and into a second part of which the average

value (case average) is zero. For the motion of the axis we get then

P'('(=i — Q a + X

where P is the moment of inertia of the particle.

If we take a z= u,--= i^,
- z=: F, we get for u equation (1), from

P o

which appears that the function of frequention can be deduced from

a differential equation of the form (24a).

Penally it may be observed that it offers no difficulties to extend

our considerations to the Brownian motion of coordinates in systems

with an arbitrary number of degrees of freedom.

Utrecht, Dec 8 1917. [nstitute for Theoretical Phydcs.



Physics. — ''The Theory of the Hrotnnlaii }fotion <in(l Stdthtical

Mechanics'. By Piof. L. S. Ohnstkin and Dr. V. Zkhnikk.

(Coirimiinicated b}- Prof. H. A. Lorkntz).

(Communicated in the meeting of January 26, 1918).

Prof. J. D. V. D. Waal8 Jr. and Miss. I)r, A. SNETfiT-A«K have

raised objections derived from statistical mechanics against the nsiial

deductions from Einstein's formnhi of the Hrovvnian motion. These

objections may be formulated as follows:

First]ij: It is not right to introduce a resistance on an emidsion

particle, which is proportional to the velocity of that panicle, as

according to a well-known result of statistical mechanics velocities

and forces are independent of each other, as is appearent from

^=0 ......... (1)

Still more clearly this independence is visible, if one considers

that the above equation is not only applicable to the average over

a canonical ensemble, but even for any group of systems from that

ensemble for which the particle considered has a definite velocity ?%

so that for such a group /v = 0.

Secondly: It is not right to apply to this force of resistance the

formula of Stokes, as it supposes that the liquid around the particle

has a motion dependent upon the velocity of the particle. This comes

into conflict with statistical mechanics, for these teach, that

tTuV -0 . (2)

where e.g. for v the velocity of the particle, for r, that of a molecule

(both e.g. in the .^-direction) in its neighbourhood may be taken.

And so Miss Snethlagk has assumed for the calculation of the

persistence of a particle in, the Brownian motion, that the surrounding

molecules have the usual Maxwellian distribution of velocity.

The authors mentioned have tried to give a theory of the Brownian

motion which escapes these objections, by starting from (i). In what

follows we want to show, that the equations (1) and (2) are much

less far-reaching than it seems so that the objections to the usual

theory may be considered to have fallen away, and on the other

hand the leasoning given is proved not to be the right one.

In order to deduce tbe differential ecpialion, which she wants to
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put in the place of tlie ecpiation of Langevin-Einstein, Miss Snethlage

differentiates equation (1) according to t. This yields

V— = - K— — —— (3
dt dt M

dK
, J m

From which she rightly concludes that— is not independent ot v. The

nature of this dependence will . be known, if for each value of v

V

dK
one knows the average — :=F{v). Then there may be written for

dt

one system

:

— = F (v) -^w . . (4)
dt

where w is an accidental quantity which on the average is zero

(i7"L 0).

If we want to determine i'^(?;l it is apparently necessary to consider

the group of systems with a detinite value of v. We shall further

on indicate an average in such a "?;-group", the same as above

bj — v^ i. e. the average over the systems where in 07ie definite

moment v has a prescribed value, whilst the symbol — will indicate

the average for the whole ensemble. As is proved by the following

calculation equation (3) in not applicable, as (4) and (2), to every

v-group in particular; and this Miss Snethlagk has left out of

consideration.

liet K represent the force acting in the ^'-direction on the particle,

V the velocity of this particle in that direction. Equation (1) is then

found for the canonical ensemble, when K does not depend upon

the velocities, and is exclusively a function of the coordinates

7, • • • qn-

Let 7i be the x coordinate of the particle, so that q^ = v. Then

we have

dK dK dK

.

dK.

dt Oq, Oq, Oqu

and for the average at definite v

dK" _dk'' M'^" ^^^

dt dq^ dq^

In order to reduce the last term we have made use of the well-

known independence of the extension in velocity and configuration.

These terms fall out because q," = 0. The same independence

has as its result that



d^" _dK
dq, dq^

'

The last average is easily calculated from Gibbs' formulae.

dK
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substitution of llie above results in a series of Taylor we find namel}'

v,=^v 1

2 AP V*

Now it is remarkable that, if we follow llie systems back into

the time, i.e. determine the average for a moment — rforagrouj)

where at (.=:{) the velocity of the suspended particle is v, exactly

the same formula can be a|)plied. So that we get a reversible

process and questions analogous to the problem of the tops of

H curves solved by Ehkknfkst arise. Our reasonings consequently also

give in [)rinciple how the objections may be put aside, which Zkkmelo

has raised to the statistical mechanics of Gibbs (as well as to the

molecular theories of Boltzmann concerning the H theorem ').

The result obtained may shortly be formulated in this way : the

properties of a group of systems, chosen so that in all of them the

suspension-particle has a velocity v — a ??-group — , are dependent

on the time elajised since the selection.

We may also ask now after the change of vK with the time for

the t'-group selected at the moment ^ = 0. From the preceding-

calculation results that

d „ dv " dK KW v^\

dt dt dt M V rV
from which it follows that the relation

,7^= .......... (7)

which is the right one for the moment in which the group was

selected in the ensemble, is not right when this group is followed

further.

It is true that the average for the last member of (6) for the

ensemble is equal to zero, as is necessary with regard to ihe

stationary character of the whole ensemble, which was already used

in the deduction of (3).

Consequently we shoidd be very careful in interchanging differen-

tiation and determination of the average. So equation (5) will only

be right for the tirst moment (just as (4)) and consequently also

^) One ought to bear well in mind that the series-development given liere is

only light for a short time after the selection of the r-group from the ensemble.

If one follows the group during a long time then the systems of which it consists

will have spread themselves over the whole phase-extension with the density that

belongs to a canonical ensemble.

b'or the impoiiance of the Einstein-Langevin formula for this process compare

the paper of one of us (Ornstein), (preceding paper).
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(5nf), which accordingly ninsi not be holed upon ,is a ilijf'erential

equation, Or: if we do consider (5^0 right for later moments, we

do not get in connection with it w = 0, as it is made use of by
Miss Snethlagk.

We are able to refute the second objection, viz. that statistical

mechanics should not allow that the fluid moves with tlie particle

in an analogous way. For this purpose we shall calculate the

derivatives of

V

vv' —0
where v' is the .r-velocity of an arbitrary molecule situated in the

neighbourhood of the particle.

We have

c?
,

rff
, dv' K -" K'— vv =-;-?' -\- V =— v' A- V

dt dt dt M ^ M'

as v' as well as K' are zero. Furtlier

d"-
,

d^v
,

dv dv' d'v'— v v' = V -]- 2 \- v =z -

W df dt dt de I

The average of the first term yields

d"-
,

d'^v
. ^dv dv' d'v' 1 dK

,
KK' v dK'

vv = V -{- Ó [- V -=: Ü -4- 2 1

df df dt dt de M dt MM' M' dt
'

1 |ö^
, ,

^^^ ,. , I
löA^-TT KK'-^ KK'\^vv'-\-.— v"" V- == — v" = —

M\dq dq'
'")

Mdq' M0 MM'
and of the third term

v \dK' 0^'
, ) v' dK' v' KK' v' KK'idK' dK'

^^/'
I 0^ Oq'

'
'

] M' dq M' -2 MM'
so that

d^ -V ICK' f v^\
^^'^' --MM'V-^) ^^)

For the change of?;' with the time we have according to the preceding

dv'— =
dt

^''_ KK^
'^i'
~ MM'V-

Novy K is the sum of the forces in the .I'-direction, which all

other particles exercise on the first, K' the corresponding sum for

the second particle.

If we develop the product of these sums, we shall obtain the

average of the product of action and reaction that may beassunied

8
Proceedings Royal Acad.. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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to preponderate, so that we may expect that KK' is negative. The

second derivative of v' consequently has the same sign as v, i.e. the

movement of the surrounding matter with the particle, which does not

exist at the moment of selection, arises after a short time. Accoi'ding to

(8) there is on the average no question of a movement of

the surrounding particles with the Brownian i^article in an ensemble,

as may be expected.

When we want to investigate statistically the qualities of a

stationary system of molecules, we can make use of a statistically

st.itionary ensemble and identify the qualities observed with the

qualities of the most frequent system in this ensemble or with the

corresponding averages.

The system that we consider at an investigation of the Brownian

motion — a liquid with a i)article suspended in it — is, it is true, not

stationary, but all the same it changes only slowly, the moving

particle changes its velocity only slightli/ by a grmt number of

impacts. Consequently, in order to make use of ensembles for the

study of the Brownian motion we must start from a "quasistationary"

ensemble and deduce the qualities of the real Brownian motion

fiom the properties of the most usual system in such an ensemble.

The calculations given show, that the groups chosen with definite ?'

from a canonical ensemble do not form such quasi-stationary ensembles.

However it seems probable to us that such a group, when we follow

it a short time, will get to fulfill the requirements, though it will

be difficult to show this by direct calculation. The y-grou[), which

has become quasi-stationary at a later moment, would then conespond

to the ensemble selected from the canonical ensemble, by selecting

those systems in which the particle has already got the velocity v

during a short time.

An indication with regard to the length of time required was found

along another method by one of us in a former paper ').

The above quoted statistic-mechanical objections to the application

of the law of Stokes thus probably have no justification for a real

system, but only for the first moment of a v-group, i.e. at the very

time when it cannot yet he made use of to represent the properties

of a real system.

Grojiiiigen. Ltrecht, Institute for Theoretical Physics.

1) L. S. Ornstein. 1. c. — Tills time must iiiimely be of the order of the time

during which tliere is a correlation between the irreguUr impulses, i. e.

f(^\F(^ -|- t) differs from zero.



Physics. — ''The Scntterin(] of Light hij Irreipdav Refraction in the

Sun". By Prof. L. S. Ounstkin ami Dr. F. Zkrnikk.

(Communicated by Prof. W. H. Julius).

(Communicated in the meeting of April 27, 1917).

By the investigation of Di-. J. Spijkkrbof.k in his dissertation

"Scattering of Light, and Distribntion of Intensity over the Disc of
the Sim", the supposition of Julius '), that besides the scattering- by

the action of the molecules also the scattering by irregular bending

of rajs owing to accidental gradients of the optical density must

play a parr in the origin of the distribntion of light over the disc

of the sun, has been corroborated.

In this paper it is our object to show, that a mathematical

treatment of the problem of the scattering of light by curving of rays

is possible. For it is possible to put up an integral-equatiou for this

phenomenon and to transform this with suitable and plausible

suppositions into a difTerential equation with boundary conditions.

The problem treated here is the counterpart of the problem of

molecular ditfusion in a tlat layer of gas, which was solved by

ScHWARZSCHiLD. The deduction of the integral equation resembles Iiis

train of thoughts, but in our case we have the advantage, that the

peculiar nature of the problem allows that a ditFerential equation

can be deduced from it, whicli makes mathematical discussion so

much easier. It seems to us, that the irregular reflection and the

irregular double refraction may be treated in an analogous way,

which is important for the theory of the extinction of liquid crystals.

In a medium, in which accidental gradients of the index of

refraction arise, a ray of light will be curved in an irregular

fashion. If a broad bundle of parallel rays runs through the medium,

the different rays will be curved in ditferent ways. And so, if the

bundle is broad with regard to regions of a constant index of

refraction, a bundle of initially parallel rays will be spread |)lume-

shape. Now we fix our attention on the action of a volume-element

on a ray, which goes in a given direction, and imagine that the

nature of the irregularity of the index of refraction in the medium

1) W. H. Julius. Verslag Kon. Akacl. v. Wet. 18, 195 (1909) and 22, 04—75 (1913).

8*
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is such, that after running through the element in question the

diffusion of the rajs lias only taken place over a small cone. A

characteristic difference with molecular scattering is, that with the

scattering by refraction not a great part of the bundle goes on

unimpeded and a small pai-t spreads to all sides, but that the chief

bundle itself gets continually broader.

And so, expressed in mathematical terms: let us follow light of

a given direction over a length /, then, if this bundle has an

intensity of one per unit of square, the intensity of the light which

is found in a cone of the opening r/tu, of which the axis formed an

angle « with the direction of incidence, will be possible to be

represented after running through / by a function :

/ («,/) dio or X W) d^

By making use of a particular image the form of the function -/

may be determined. This form will be analogous to the law of errors;

it is however unimportant for what follows. What is important is the

supposition that the function •/ possesses a perceptible value only

for very small values of a.

If we take the meaning of •/ into consideration, we see imme-

diately that of course

ƒX («) doi = 1

where the integral, just as evei-y where else in what follows, must be

taken over the whole unity S[)here.

Now we shall deduce the integral equations for the intensity of

radiation. Let / (r, ?/, 2, »>, 7') represent the intensity of radiation in a

point {x,y,z), whilst the direction is given by the angle i) with the

,r-axis and (f . If now we know the radiation in a point (.r, ?/, z),

we ask this quantity in a point that is situated / further in the

direction of the ray i'>, if'- The coordinates of this point ai'e

:

,); '^^ I cos d- , y -\- I sin d- cos <p , z -\- I sin i> sin
(f

And so the intensity of radiation may bo represented by

:

f {x -{ I cos 1^ , y -\- I sin x> cos
(f , z -]- I sin 0- sifi

(f , i> , q).

This intensity must now be equal to the intensity which by the

bending of rays comes in the given direction. When iy' and \\>' are

the angles which detei-mine a ray in x,y,z, then, if a repi-esents

the angle of this ray with the ray {>, \]\ the intensity in the second

point will also be given by :

/ '/^{ft)f{.r,y,z,i)-\q')dtiJ
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so that the required iiiteg-ral eiiuatioii is:

f(x -f I cos d;.,,)= I X («) ƒ (a-, y, z, »', </)') dio'.

Now it is easy to transfonii this integral eqnalion into a differential

equation, if we bear in mind that / has only perceptible values for

small values of «. We express by (t the integration-element dta'

and the angle if', which the plane thiongh ('^', f/-') and (0,ff) makes

with that through (''/(f) and tlie .I'-axis. So that the value of t/to' is

:

sill a t/n dx^y = u da (/if>

For the difference of the angles and 0' and that of the angle

<p and cp' we find going to the second order to « and after elementary

reduction

:

. cot^ain* \ï>

Lxd-= iy—0^=— K COS If' + 2 s?;i v> COS xh L\f/> = — a COS \p ~\- a'

sin \p
t\(p = a -7— .

sin ^
Now we can develop in the integral /(.r, //, 2, »>', 7/) with respect to

L^ and Ar/) and get in this way :

ƒ (a-, ?/, z, », cf) 1 X («) r/to'H-

j I

A Ö- «X («) dad\l^-\-j- i I Axp «x (^^) da dtp -f

1 öv' rr ,
dy

2 d;^'

"^
0^.

+ -^Jj"
^"^'^^^ "'^ ^"^ ^"^ "^"^

+

dd^ [f^^
^'^ ''^ ^"^ '^'' "^"^

The first integral is equal to unity, the second yields

jt r
-cot^ju'x

the third is zero as well as the fifth, whilst the fourth and the

seventh yield :

jr 1
«' / («) da and ^—— I a* x (''<') ^^<'

Now we can introduce the mean value of «* according to

'c7- z=
j
«' ^/i{u) do) =2jtI u' X (f^) da

And thus we obtain at length, — if we also combine the first

term of the second member with the first member and develop

according to / — for the differential equation of the diffusion of

light by irregular refraction :
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df df df
. .

u'/cosO-df ÖV' 1 öy\
^ cos if 4- ^ shi if cos

(f:
4- -- sin ih sm (f

=^ - - t^+ ;^
—,+ .'rz:^r~i

bx öy
' bz ' U\siniybd- di>' sirï'd'bcpy

For the case important iii practice that ƒ only depends on x

and I'J consequently

:

sin i> cos v> -'-= — cos i> V- sin d^ —-^ I
') •

For this case the boundary conditions are, if we have at x =:

a layer, which radiates according to tlie cosinus law and at d a

plane layer through which no inward-radiation takes place:

f=c for: X = cos ih ^
ƒ= for : X — d cos i'> < 0.

For »>=0 and all values of .(;: / and r^ continuous, -^=0; tor

cos{)=zl or—

1

i-=^-

It is worth observing that the diffusion is determined by the

«^
quantity —, i. e. the average square of diffusion per length-

unity. This magnitude is specific for the i)roblem, does not depend

upon the length, as «* is doubled in doubling the length /. The

magnitude is related to the nature of the irregularities. It is a

constant which still may be different for different layers of the sun.

The study of the distribution of inlensity over the disc of the sun

will bo able to supply us with the knowledge of the average value

of the char0,cteristic constant of the sun.

Utrecht, April 1917. Institute for Theoretkud Physics.

1) For the two dimensional problem

:

0/ «^ dV
cos »>--=:-— -—

~

d.f U dd-'



Meteorology. — ''On, the (/i/nict/'on of llir I'ujht in the foniiatloti of
halos. II. A retiearch of the colon ys obserred in halo-phenomena''.

Bj' Dr. S. W. VissEK. (Coiiumuiicated by Dr. J. P. van dek

Stok).

(Communicated in llie meeling of June 21), 1918).

In the first paper on the difïVactioii of (lie liglit in the formation

of halos') a survey of colours obserxed has been given on pag. 1175

taken from "Thunderstorms, optical phenomena etc. in Holland".

Prof Dr. E. van Everdingen however informed me, that these

records are altogether insufficient because oidy a small nund)er of

colour observations are dealt with in "Thunderstorms". On his

suggestion I have studied a number of' records sent in to the

"Koninklijk Nederlandsch Meteorologisch Instituut". In the first place

I hope to have set right a neglect against the sincere voluntary

observers of the Institute; in the second place this research gave

valuable materials for the answer to the question how far and in

what manner the diffraction works in the formation of halos.

In this paper a survey of the research is given ; the results will

be discussed and it will appear, that indeed the diffi-action has an

important influence on the refraction of light in ice crystals.

I started with all the colour records in the years 1913, '14 and '15.

'i'hen the research was extended to the years 1911, '12 and '13.

In the first part 1 soon found, that great prudence was necessary.

As an example I take the observations of" "lainbow-colours". In

the three years 1913—'15 I find "rainbow-colours" 12 times recorded

by 9 observers. There are however 7 who have never sent in

another record during all this time. They were evidently led by

suggestion and fancy more than by observation power. The personal

character also comes to the front. Therefore it was resolved to niake

a very careful selection and only to use records of those observers

known to the Institute as wholly reliable. In this manner the notes

are studied of eleven observers, who are mentioned in this paper

with the numbers I tot XI.

1) These Proceedings Vol. XIX.
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Omitted were all incomplete observations and those about the

moon. 550 Observations vvei-e at my disposal, divided over the six

years as follows

:

1910 J911 1912 19J3 1914 1915 Total

colour-records 1 25 (6) 107 (7) 114 (7) 81 (8) 66 (8) 57 (7) 550

total 473 480 399 283 325 377 2337

7„ 26 22 29 29 20 15 24

In parenthesis is mentioned the number of observers.

The row "total" gives the total number of records taken from

"Thunderstorms".

The fourth part of all the notes gives reliable records.

31 Colours and colour-groups are mentioned, among which three

very anomalous ones: blue IX; violet, red VIII ; red, violet, green V.

In the first communication are mentioned ^) golden brown (red),

yellow, green, violet (3 times by two observers)
;
yellow, violet

;

golden brown, clear white, blue.

All the colour observations (divided over the two circles, the

tangential arcs and the circumzenithic. arc) are contained in the

table I. (See table following page).

In the table the personal character comes out strongly.

144 observations of red by 10 observers (among which 115 ot

VII and IX), and 133 orange by 5 (among which 130 of V and

X) where in most cases the same colour is meant, this clearly points

to the personal estimation of this colour. The same is evident in

the groups red-white and orange-white.

The table II also gives an idea of this individual opinion. (See

table II page 122).

All the colour records of each observer, separately for the ordinary

circle, the parhelion and the tangential arcs have been collected

without further observations in this table. From this it appears, that

the records of V, VII and X are limited to green (V has one

observation of violet on a total number of 158). Ill also mentions

blue, but never violet; VIII notes neither green nor blue, but

in 22 records 12 times violet.

This phenomenon however interesting from a physiological point

of view, greatly diminishes the value of the records, but without

doubt green and blue colour shades often occur, as is further

evident in the percentages of the separate colours in the following

table (in which parhelion and tangential arc are taken together).

1) I.e. p. 1330 seq.
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TABLE I.
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TABLE II.
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Some colours and groups occur relatively often.

yellow; yellow, white 25 times; 6 observers

red, yellow; red, yellow, white 16 „ 6 „

red, green; red, blue; red, violet 64 „ 8 „

red, yellow, green; red, yellow, blue; red, yellow, violet 22 „ 7 „

red, green, blue 6 „ 2 „

Spectrum colours 5 » 3 „

Green, blue and violet, to escape from personal inlluences, are

again added.

The yellow takes a peculiar place. Yellow circles seem to occur.

It is clear, that the yellow is often missing between the red and

the green, but on the other hand it is often met with.

As regards the rainbow colours; 5 observations of 3 observers

remain in six years.

Separate mention deserve the estimations of breadth by HKi\ii\JESat

Arnheim in the ordinary circle and the tangential arc.

1911 Dec. 29 red |° yellow i° blue J°

1912 Feb. 18

March 3
' -l° ^° i°

4 >) 4 '> 4

May 10

March 8 ,, i° ,, ^° especially at the top also blue.

1912 Jan. 6 ) . , ,o ,o i , lo
.,Q,Q , , ,

^'^'-l 4 '
gi-een i° blue |°

1913 June 14
]

1911 Dec. 3 red i° yellow 1° green i° blue F.

The fact that the breadth sti-ongly varies also appears from the

detailed tables on the circumzenithic arc by Besson^): 17 liuics on

91 arcs Besson measured the colours. The distance from red to violet

varied from Ji° to 3° (H°: 3 times; 2°: 6 times; 2i° twice; 3°:

3 times). Three times blue and violet are wanting; among these is

one arc, with which the breadth of the inside red to the green is

5°. Besson notes: "tres large, tres brillant".

These variations of breadth are very important for the theory of

ditlfraction.

Summing up I find as the results of the research after eliminating

the individual influences:

1. the pretty large wealth of colours,

2. the variation of colours,

3. the variation of breadth.

1) Sur la Theorie des Halo's. Paris 1909. p. 62.
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These results are not expected by the simple theory of refraction
;

they demonstrate the action of diffraction. It is these very properties

which, for the rainbow, made tiie ordinary refraclion-theory insufticient.

Evidently the conditions for the development óf these phenomena

of diffraction are present rather frequently. With great certainty this

research has established the conclusions di-awn in the first paper.

The observations however difficult by the small power of the colours,

which generally are to be taken as mixed colours, the records,

however often delusive by personal influences sufficiently show, that

in the formation of halos the diffraction plays an important part.



Mathematics. — ''Nouvelle demonstration du théorhve de Jordan

mr les courbes plnnes'. Bj Prof. Arnaud Dkn.toy. (Coniinn-

nicated by Prof. L. E. .1. Brouwkr).

(Communicated in the meeting ol' June 29, 1918).

Le théorème fondaineiital de Jordan sur les courbea fermées peuf

s'éiioncer ainsi :

Si les points d'un ensemble r et ceii.r d'un eerde se correspondent

réciproquement et continument, chacun (i chacim, l'ensemble r divise

le plan en deux regions.

L'liypotiièse faite sur r caraetérise une courbe de Jordan. Je me
propose dans cette Note de donner une demonstration dn tliéorème

ci-dessus énoneé. Je rappellerai d'abord certaines definitions et résnl-

tats conn us.

Nous caractérisons comme il suit les cötés positif et négatif

en un point l d'uue ligne HIK formée de deux segments de

droite Hl, IK, dont 1 est Ie seul point commun. Décrivons, dans

le sens direct des rotations, un are circulaire inférieur a In, de

centre 7, ayant son origine sur IK et son extrémité sur Hl Cet

are borne, avec Hl et IK, un sectenr de cercle co. Soit L un

ensemble continu, tel que, a l'intérieur d'un certain cercle c de

centre / et de rayon inférieur a celui de to, L et HIK aient

seulement / en commun. Nous dirons que, au voisinage de [, L
est situé du eóté positif de la ligne HIK (ou du coté négatif de la

ligne KIH) si les points de L intérieurs a c et distincts de /sont

tous dans m.

Il est aisé de voir que, si IK' est du coté positif de HIK, IK
est du coté négatif de HJ K'.

Si / est un point non extreme d'uue ligne brisée ). simple (c'est-

a-dire telle qu' un point quelconque de la ligne n'appartient a deux

cótés différents que si ce point est origine de l'un et extrémité de

l'autre), pour définir les cótés positif et négatif de X en I, nous

considérons un secteur de cercle analogue a to, limité au coté (ou aux

deux cótés) de X contenant /, et ne rencontrant ancun autre coté de ^.

Soit F un polygone simple, défini avec son sens de parcours. On

monti-e (voir Comptes Rendus de l'Académie des Sciences de Paris,

1911) que P divise le plan en deux regions (nous les appelons

respectivement positive et negative, et les désignons par /-'+ et /^—
),
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telles que tont oontiim joignant im de leurs points M au poljgone

F, atteint celui-ci du cóté positif pour P+, du cöté négatif pour P— .

A et B étant deux points de P, la ligne brisée décrite en paicourant

P selon son sens, de ^ a B est Vare direct A B de P. liCirc retrograde

AB est géométriquement identiqiie a Tare direct BA, niais lessens

de parcours des deux ai'cs sout opposes.

Pour déniontrer Ie tliéorème de M. Jordan, nous utiliserons Ie

lemme suivant:

Si, en parcourant une fois un polygone P dans un sens invariable,

on rencontre successivement les quatre points A, B, C, D de ce

poli/gone, et si (.46'), (/^/^) -^^ont deux continus joignant respectivement

A a C, B a D, et dont to us les points, sauf A, B, C, D, sont dans

nne niêuie region limitée par Ie polggone, ces deu.v continus ont au

nioins un point coninnin.

Supposons d'abord (pie {AC) soit une ligne bi-isée simple. On

peut tonjours choisir Ie sens posilif' de j)arcours de ]^, de t'acon que

la region de P contenant {AC) el (BD), sauf leurs extiémités,

soit P+.

Considéi'ons alors Ie poljgone .1 fornié do l'arc direct CA de P,

et de la ligne {AC) parcourue de A vers C. {AC) atteignant P en

A et C du cüié positif, l'arc direct AC de P s'écarte de .-t du cöté

négalif en A et C. Done, I) qui est sur eet aic est dans 1—. Mais,

P et jr ayant en coniinun l'aic CA qui contient B, les coiés positifs

de P et de sr au voisinage de B coincident. Done Ie continu (BD)

est, au voisinage de B, dans >+. On en déduit que (7i/J) rencontre

jt en un point différent de B. Comme (BD) ne rencontre pas l'arc

CA, (BD) rencontre {AC).

Supposons que ni {AC) ni (7^ Z>) ne soient des lignes brisées simples.

Si ces continus n'ont pas do points commuiis, leur distance minimum

est un nombre positif a. On remplace Ie continu (v4C) par une ligne

brisée simple ;. d'extrémités A et C, située, sauf pour ces deux

points, dans P+ comme l'est {AC), et ayant tons ses points a une

distance de (/16') inférieure a u. D'après la première parlie de la

demonstration, X rencontre {BD). Nous aboutissons done a une

contradiction. Done {AC) et {BD) se reneontrent dans tons les cas.

Nous déduirons de ce lemme une proposition essentielle.

Soit r une courbe de Jokdan et la circonféi-ence de cercle

correspondant ponctuellement a F. Si un point décrit dans le

sens direct, nous dirons que le point homologue de F décrit rdans

le sens positif. On écliange le sens positif de pai'cours de r en

transformant le cercle en lui-meme par une sjmélrie par rapport

a un de ses diamètres. Cela posé.
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Si A, B, C, D sont quatre points iVun poJycjone simple P, ei

A', B', C', ü' guatre points (l\i7ie courbe (/d Johuan r ne rencontranl

pas P, si {AA'), [BB'), {CC), {DIJ') sont guatre continus deux a

deux distincts contenant respectivement les points nds en éviilence

dans leurs designations et n'en aijant aucun autre de coniniu.n. avec

F ni avec r, l'ordre des guatre points A', B', C', D' sur la courbe

r, et celui de A, B, C, D sur P, l'une et Vautre parcotirus dans

Ie sens positif, sont identigues ou inverses.

Oil voit sans |)eiiie qu'eii échangeant entre elles, s'il en est besoin,

les denominations des couples associés A et A' , etc, et aiissi

en inodiüant Ie sens positif de /', la proposition serait en défant

dans Ie cas nniqne on, A, B, C, D étant rencontres sur /-* dans

lenr ordre d'énonciation, on rencontrerait sur F successivement yV
,

C', B', D'. Mais alors Ie continu {AC) tbrmé de {AA'), de {CC')

et de l'arc direct A'C' de F, ne rencontrerait pas Ie continu {BD)

formé de {BB'), de {DD') et de l'arc direct B' D' de V. ()r ces

deux continus sont, a l'exception de lours extrémités A, B, C, 1)

l'nn et l'autre dans Ia region de P contenant F. C.q. f. d.

Rappelons maintenant que si l'on forme une subdivision du plan

en carrés égaux (y) par deux families de droites respectivement

parallèles a denx directions rectangnlaires, et, si l'on considère les

ensembles formes par les carrés ne contenant, ni intérieurement ni

snr leur contour, nul point d'un continu E, ces ensembles forment

des domaines (reunion d'un continuum et de sa frontière; nn continuum

est nn ensemble connexe dont tons les points lui sont intérieurs)

dont cliacun est limité par nn polygone simple appelé pohjgonc

d'approximation de E, relatif au guadrillage (y). Le sens positif d'un

tel poljgone .-r sera défini par la condition que E soit dans n\
Tout point H de :t est sitné snr l'nn (on sur deux) des cotés

d'un (ou de deux ou de trois) carré y dont l'intérieur appartient

a n- et qui contient, intérieurement ou sur son contour, au nioins

un point de E. L'nn de ces points-ci H' , est tel que la distance

HH' est minimum. Les points non extremes du segment BH' sont

sitnés dans jr- et étrangers a E. D'ailleurs Hli' est au jilus égal a

la diagonale de y.

Cela étant, soient M et N deux points, distincts on non, appar-

tenant a une même region liinitée par r, et P, Q deux points de

r tels que les segments MP,N Q .sixQwi en cominun J° avec F
uniquement les points respectifs P et <2, 2° entre enx, éventueilement

'et seulement certains de leurs |)oints extremes (done si M coincide

avec iV, P est distinct de Q et inversement). M et N peuvent être

joints par une ligwe simple A dont tons les points sont distincts de
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F. Soit 4« iin nombre inférieur a la distance de X a F, et k la

distance rectiligne P Q. e étant moindre qne «, considérons dans

un qiiadrillage do coté e Ie polygene jt d 'approximation de F, dont

la region positive contient M et N. A partir de F et de Q, les

segments P 3f, QN rencontrent ^^ aux premiers points respectifs

J/l et iVj. Soit i> la plus grande des deux longnenrs M^ P et

N^ Q. i> tend vers zéro avec e. Si il -f- ^ <C "' s^^^" <'l'acnn des arcs

directs M^ N^, iV, A/^ de .-t:, il existe des sommets, i'espectivement

H, K, tels que les segments HH'
, K K' les joignant a lenrs cor-

respondants défmis plus haut, ne coupent ni M^ P ni N^ Q. Alors,

d'après Ie lemme, H' et K' sont séparés sur F par P et par Q.

Cela posé, a un sommet H de l'arc diiect M^ N ^ de rr, faisons

correspondre P on Q ou H' , selon que 7//:^' rencontre M ^ P ou

il/, Q. OU ni l'iin ni l'autre de ces segments. Alors, a la suite des

sommets de l'arc il/, A', correspond une suite de points de F, tels

que la distance de cliacun d'enx au suivant est inférieure cl 2.*> -)- 5g.

Tons ces points sont sur un même are P Q <\q F, pnisqu' aucun

d'enx n'est sur l'arc P Q contenant K/ .

De même, sur ce dernier are, nous pouvons former entre P el

Q une cliaine de points, telle que la distance de cliacun d'enx au

suivant soit inférieure a 2!h -{- 5f, cliacun de ces points étant d'aii-

leurs distant de moins de 2e d'un sommet de rr. Nous dédnisonsde

lel les deux corollaires suivants:

1* Toifte region limitée par F ndmet pour frontière la totalité de F.

Car la region contenant M et N admet pour frontière chacun

des deux arcs P Q de F.

2" M et N étant dans une même region de F, Pet Q étant sur F et les

segments M P et N Q étant sans points non extremes communs, ni avec F,

ni entre eux; quel que solt Ie nombre positif i], il est possible de troiiver

deux lignes brisées X, X' dont tous les points sont étrangers a F et

situés a une distance inférieure a t], respectivement de l'arc direct

P Q et de l'arc direct Q P de F, les extrémités de chacune des deux

lignes X,X' étant, Fune sur MP, l'autre sur N Q.

En particulier, si M,N &{ l'un des arcs PQ sont intérieurs a un

cercle c, on peut joindre M k N par une ligne brisée ne rencon-

trant pas F et intérienre a c.

De ces corollaires nous tirons les propositions suivantes:

1" Toute courbe de Jordan admettant un are rectiligne divise Ie

plan en deux regions.

En effet, soit / Ie milieu de l'arc rectiligne direct NK apparie-

nant a F et o> un cercle de centre / ne contenant aucun point de

l'arc KH de /V Le diamètre // 7v divise o) en deux demi-cercles
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tu, eL to,. L'inlérieai' de to, fait partie d'liiie inAiiie region r, limitée

par r. De meiiie rintéiieur de to, appartient è uue même region /•,

limitée par F. D'aillenrs, tonte region limitée par r admet I ponr

point frontière, done possède des points dans to, done dans to, ou

dans lo^. Elle coincide done avee r, on avee ?•,.

Je dis que )\ et )\ sont distinets. Sinon, soient a^ et «, denx

points syméti'iques par rapport a /, et resi)eetivement intérieurs è,

to, et a to,. S'il était possible de joindre «, a «, par une ligne

brisee simple P. ne reneontrant pas r, on [)ouri'ait elioisir X sans

points eommnns avee le segment tf, tf, en dehors de ses points extremes,

et en ajoutant a A le segment tf,tf,, on obtiendrait un polygone ferme

ttT. Le segment UK et le cote «jtr, de tir se eoupent en leur milieu

J. D'aillenrs H K ne ijencontre plus tir. Done, H et K sont dans

deux regions différentes de 'uT. Done, Tare direct /C//de Treneontre

tir, et comma eet are ne rencontre pas le segment <«,«,, il rencontre

)., ce qui est contraire a l'hypotlièse. La proposition est done démontrée.

2' Toute courhe de Jordan divise le plan en deux regions.

Soit -/ un point quelconque de F. Soit c un cerele de centre J
et laissant a son extérieur un point K^ de 7^. II existe un cerele c'

coneentrique et intérieur a c, tel que, si Pest un point de /"intérieur

a c', Tun des deux ares F J de P est intérieur ci c. La meme
propriété est dès lors vérifiée pour I'un des deux ares P (3, si P et Q
sont a la fois sur r et dans c'.

11 est possible d'entourer /v„ d'un cerele c" extérieur k c et tel

que, si a et ^3 sont deux points de F intérieurs a c", I'un des deux

ares « p' de Test extérieur a c. Le segment «/? rencontre en general

F en d'autres points que « et /i, peut-etre même en une infinite de

points. Ceux-ei forment sur le segment a [i un ensemble ferrrié. Soit

HK un intervalle contigu a eet ensemble. Le segment HK est une

corde de F. Ses extrémités seules font partie de F. L'un des deux

arcs HK de F est extérieur k c. Ij'autre eontient ,/. On peut, quitte

a éehanger les denominations de H et de /v, supposer que ce dernier

are est l'are direct KH de F.

Soit r, la eourbe de Jordan ob^enue en ajoutant a l'are direct

KH de r, le segment rectiligne HK. Dans c, F et T, coincident,

puisque ces deux courbes différent uniquement par leurs airs directs

HK, l'un et l'autre extérieurs k c.

r, divise le plan en deux regions admettant Tune et l'autre J
pour point frontière. Soiont 71/ et iV deux points appartenant respec-

tivement k ces deux regions et contenus dans c'. Joignons At et N
k J. Soient, a partir de M et de N respectivement, P q[ Q les

deux premiers points de rencontre obtenus avec F. Les segments

9

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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MP, NQ étant intérieurs k c' , oü 7^ et r^ coïncident, P et Q sont

sur Tj et les segments MP, N^Q n'ont avec [\ d'autres points

communs que 7^ et Q. 3fP et NQ n'ont pas de points cominuns

entre enx, sauf éventuellement P et Q, si ces points coincident

avec J.

Je dis qne tout point S éti-anger a F peut ètre joint a M on a iV

par une ligne brisée ne renconti-ant pas /'. En efTet, d'après le

premier corollaire, S pent êlre joint a nn point 'P intérieur a c'

et étranger a r. T est, relativement a l\, dans la niême region que

M ou que N. Soit P le premier point de rencontre a partir de T,

du segment TJ avec V (et avec r,
,
puisque TJ est dans c'). En

vertu dn second corollaire, on pent joindre T a M (ou T a N)
par une ligne brisée 7'7', ,1/, ^[ (ou 7'7\ -A^jiV^) étrangère a r,, et

intérieure a c, puisque c contient les segments J7/^, N Q, 7'/?, I'nn des

deux aics PR et I'un des deux arcs QR. Comme Tare direct H

K

de r ne pénètre |)as dans c, la méme ligne brisée est sans points

communs avec r. Done, r divise le plan en deux regions an j)lns.

D'ailleurs, M et N sont dans deux regions différentes de F,

sinon on ])ourrait joindre ^1/ a JS' par une ligne brisée étrangère a

F et située dans c. Done, cette mème ligne ne renconirerait pas 7',,

et par suite M et N seraient dans la méme region de r,, ce (jni

est fanx par hypothese.

Done, 7'' divise le plan en deux regions et deux seulement. I^e

théorème de Jordan est done démontré. Nons avons au surplus

obtenu uu procédé pour définir le coté positif de F en un point J.

On se donne c. On en dédnit c'
,
puis une coi'de HK de F, telle

qne ni cette corde, ni l'arc direct HK ne rencontrent c. La conrbe

formée par l'arc direct KH de r snivi de Ia corde UK, limite

une region contenant le coté positif de la corde H K. Les points

de cette region situés dans c' définissent le coté positif de F en J .

On montre saus difticnlté qne ce coté est indépendant de la corde

auxiliaire choisie H K, et que les cotés positifs de 7^ en tons ses

points appartiennent a une même region timitée pai- 7' et qne l'on

peut appeler region positive do 7''.



Physiology. — "(hi tlic spontaneous transforination to <i coUoidal

state of solutions of odorous substances by exposure to ultra-

violet light." By Prof. H. Zwaahdkmakkk and Dr. F. IIookwind.

(Clommiinicaled in the meeting of Apiil 26, 1918).

Tlie literature contains a number of records concerning the sponta-

neous transformation to a colloidal state of substances whose

molecules contain a noticeably large number of atoms (Blitz')

colouring matters) or which are of a corjsiderable molecular weight.

(J. Traube^) alkaloids). As one of us had noted the spontaneous

transformation of eugenol in glycerin, when these substances are

rapidly mixed up, and had been able to establish at the same

time several details, wo i-esolved to investigate more systematically

the transformation of solutions of odoi'ous substances in water,

glycerin, and paraffin. After being rapidly mixed up, the solutions

were allowed to stand for weeks and subsequently examined upon

Tyndall's effect and observed ultramicroscopically ').

It appeared that the following solutions yield a strong Tyndall-

etTect.

Jn umter
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diffused liglit lias been measured af(er the melliod of Kamerlingh

Onnes and Kkesom-). The values of the quantitative determinations

in the series of the aqueous solutions are in the ratio of 43:39:

: 37 : 20 : 15 : 15 : 10; in the paraffinous solutions 23:18: slight.

Besides the above solutions also the aqueous solutions of apiol,

creosol, paraxylenol, anysaldehjd appeared to yield a markedly

distinct effect. The Tyndal phenomenon is fairly distinct in old

aqueous solutions of xylidin, orthotoluidin, chinolin, durol. A moderate

effect we discovered of old aqueous solutions of methylcinnamylate,

paratoluidin, salicylaldehyd, naphtalin, cnmarin, toluol, anthranil-

acid methylester, benzylbenzoate. A very slight effect was evinced

by aqueous solutions of safrol, vanillin, anthracene, nitrobenzol.

Tyndall's effect did not appear in old aqueous solutions of iron,

heliotropin, moschus. isomiiscon').

The solutions were fully saturated. This is, however, not necessary

for odorous substances with a strong tendency for tiansformation

such as eugenol, cressol, guaiacol, carvacrol etc.

In glycerin solutions the phenomenon is of less frequent occurrence.

We demonstrated the absence of Tyndall's effect in a number of old

solutions in glycerin of odorous substances, which, when dissolved in

water, became colloidal within a few days. Also in a solution

in paraffin transformation occurs rarely.

When there is hardly any solubility, Tyndall's effect cannot be

expected in the long run with odorous substances, but also, even when

e.g. fluorescence shows us that molecules are thrown into solution,

transformation to the colloidal state is sometimes lacking altogetliei-,

even when the solution has been standing for a long time. Such is

the case with heliotropin. Eugenol is the substance that, both in water

and in glycerin, attains a more intense colloidal condition than all

other odorous substances examined. Also in paraffin eugenol becomes

colloidal; anilin, in this solvent, still more so.

Generall}^ speaking, odorous substances becoming intensely colloidal

diffused light by means ot a Nicol prism in the large apparatus of ZsiGMOiNDi.

The solutions in glycerin, however, could not be taken up in an ordinary cuvette,

the stuff with which the quartz windows are fixed, being soluble in glycerin. In

this case we therefore used Zeiss' paraboloid condensor, or a Leitz' darkground-

condensor-cuvette.

1) Kamerlingh Onnes and Keesom, Acad. Amst. 29 Feb. 190S.

2) The list of odorous substances that are transformed spontaneously has since

been lengthened considerably. Also the alkaloids that become at length colloidal

in aqueous solutions, are very numerous. It is interesting to contrast with them

the crystalloid condition of nearly all solutions of antipyretioa (non-alkaloids).
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have a greater molecular weight than those thai are not Iraiisformed

or hardly so; again, the former generally bring about a more con-

siderable lowering of the surface-tension of water. For the solutions

examined upon their Tyndall effect the number of droplets decreased

in an orderly manner. Calling the number of droplets for pure water 49,

that of eiigenol is 90, crissol 80, carvacrol 80, citral 72, thymol 72,

guaiacol 70, cumidin 65, hypnone 54. This series corresponds

approximately with the one holding for Tyndall's effect. On the whole

there is an orderly decrease in the power to |)roduce a lowering of

the surface tension between air and watei-, similar to that of the

power to bring about a colloidal condition of the saturated or half-

saturated solution.

When examining our solutions ultramicroscopically while standing

for days and weeks, at various intervals, the number of submicrons

appears to augment^) to the detriment of the amicrons, which formed

the base of the cone. In strong colloid solutions there ultimately

appears a precipitate, as in the case of ciigenol. By the addition

of. 7i '1- sodium-carbonate solutions the markedly opalescent fluid at

once becomes rather more translucent, in which process amicrons

re-appear, this time to the detriment of the spontaneous submicrons

previously formed.

Prior to and subsequent to tiansformation the surface-tension of

the solution is appi'oximately equal (with a eugenol solution 1 : 1500

fresh 67 and old 67 droplets for the stalagmometer volume). Also

the smell-intensity is the same before and after transformation. Upon
this basis we feel justified in terming the transformed odorous solutions

"suspensoids". Exposed in the usual way in an U-tube to the action

of a constant electric current, the particles in these siispensoids were

all moved towards the anode. It follows then that the particles

themselves must be negatively charged. The ai-m with the -}- pole

was getting more opalescent, the one with the— pole cleared up.

After reversal of the current the previous state w^as restored.

Likwise the previous intensity of Tyndall's effect is restored by mixing

the contents of the two arms. The following table gives the quantitative

relations of the light-intensities of the Tyndall effect of the solutions,

1) The fluids, the colioicUil as well as the fresh-prepared control fluids, were

instantly filtered in the cuvette through a paper filter. Consequently with pure

water only half a dozen submicrons at the most were discernible in a microscopic

field. With water a base of amicrons was altogellier lacking, similarly with the

fresh control-fluids; but in the saturated or partly saturated solutions that through

standing had been changed into suspensions, we discerned besides a base of

amicrons a very large number of submicrons in active Brownian movement.
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tabulated above, after allowing a current to pass throiigli for one lionr

Intensity of the obliquely diffused light.

Initially At the — pole
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The gradual (raiisformation of solutions of odorous substances

beginning with the formation of aniicrons, that develop into sub-

microns, ap|)ears to be largely inlluenced by light. When kept in

the dark, the process is slow in aqueous solutions. There are even

several substances, e.g. chinolin, in which it does not appear at all,

but in which it comes forth distinctly in daylight. It should also be

observed that the effect of ultra-violet light is much stronger than

that of daylight ').

When exposing a eugenol-solution in a quartz test-tube at Ys ™-

distance from the light of a mercury quai't/ lamp, opalescence is

attained within half an hour, which otherwise is not arrived at in

a fortnight. An electric arc-lamp has the same effect in a smaller

degree. This quickening of transformation does not occur when the

quartz-tube is enclosed in stanniol-paper. The same was observed

with all other solutions. Even a heliotropin solution, ulti-amicroscopically

empty, shows, after half an hour's radiation, numerous micellae.

Besides by the ordinary light-waves and the ultra violet rays,

odorous substances can also be rendered colloidal by radiation with

radium kept in vitro. In order to ascertain this we took two perfectly

equal glass cuvettes with parallel walls, each tilled with saturated

odorous solution. In one of the cuvettes a closed glass tube was

inserted, in which 200 mgrs of a mixture of radium- and barium-

bromide containing 0,18 7o RaBr'. If the experiment was performed

with a saturated heliotropin solution, the control fluid remained

ultramicroscopically empty, whereas the sohitiou, in contact with

the radium tube, showed in 24 hours a base of amicrons and 10

submicrons per microscopic field. Something similar occurred in a

short time also with the other odorous solutions of the table, though

with every following substance of the series more lime was required

to obtain a difference in dispersity between the radium-cuvette and

the control-cuvette.

Not only the admitted electro-magnetic waves of the visible light,

the ultraviolet light and the y-rays of the radium, but also the

mechanical energy is competent to give to a fresh-prepared, saturated

multitomic odorous solution the energy needed for an amount of

surface-energy sufficient for the formation of numberless amicrons

and submicrons, to be observed in the gradually developed suspensoid.

By sliaking the fluid forcibly, transformation is largely promoted. In

1^ Besides opalescence also nuorescence is generated. We aic unaJjle to decide

whether there is any relation l)et\veen light electricity and the ol)served highly

accelerated transformation to a colloidal state. Gf. Hellwachs on Lighl-eiectricily

in Marx's Hab. d. Radiol. Vol. Ill p. 438.
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a heliotropin solution e.g. tliat i-emained free from submicroiis, even

after standing for niontlis, thej appear in a rather large number

direcdy after the old solution was shaken for some time in the closed

cuvette. The same occurs with gljcerinous solutions. Eugenol poured

on glycerin without shaking renders the latter non-opalescent in

five days. When it is vigorously shaken, however, the fluid is rendered

slightly opalescent, and colloidal in the real sense of the word. It

also retains its suspensoidal character in the subsequent phase of

the process.

It is not likely that chemical energy should also come into play,

since the process also takes place in chemically all but inditrerent

fluids, such as paraffin, though it must also be added that entire

deoxidation of paraffin inhibits transformation also in ultraviolet light.

However, there must be still another unknown source of energy,

apart fiom the radiation of light and the mechanical energy,

which supplies the newly generated micellae with surface-energy,

with or without the aid of oxygen, since eugenol solution enclosed

in a leaden casket, kept in utter darkness, becomes undoubtedly

Transformation to a colloidal state of aqueous solutions in the Anilin-series.

Molec. weight Number of Atoms Tyndall's effect

Anilin . .

.

Toluidin.

Xylidin .

.

Cumidin.

93

107

121

135

14

n

20

23

hardly distinguishable

rather distinct

n »

distinct

Id. In the Benzolseries.
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Odorous substances never have verj large molecules. ') Therefore,

there will never be an extremely strong tendency to form amicrons,

subsequenll)' submicrons, as soon as the supply ot energy that may

pass into surface-energy, is established. This accounts for the process

being hitherto unobserved. But when working with much larger

molecules, we may readily presume that the process of transformation

is highly facilitated, and will show itself very distinctly, whenever

electromagnetic waves, mechanical energy, or the unknown source

of energy, suggested above, are present, from which the particles

to be formed, derive their surface-energy.

') The odorous substances examined by us, had a molecular weight between

78 and 199; the number of their atoms amounted to from 14 to 27, on the

understanding that no multiple of the chemical formula should be taken.



Chemistry. — '^Tke Passivltij of Chromiwn' . (Third Communication).

By Dr. A. H. W. Atkn. (Comninnicated by Prof. A. F. Hollkman).

(Communicated in the Meeting of March 23, 1918).

When it is tried to exi)hiiii the results communicated in the foregoing

l)a|)ers ^) we should in the first [dace consider the possibilifj that

the hydrogen (or oxygen) present in the surface layer of the metal,

lias a certain influence on the phenomena.

The phenomena, that render it probable that the hydrogen present

in the surface layer of the metal promotes the activity, are a»nong

others the following.

When a piece of Goldschmidt chromium, which contains little

hydrogen, is placed in a feeble acid or in very dilute sulphuric

acid, it does not go spontaneously into solution with generation of

hydrogen. When the chromium is, however, cathodically polarized,

80 that hydrogen is generated in consequence of this, the chromium

goes also into solution as chromousion. When the current is broken,

also the dissolving as chromousion stops, when the acid is diluted

enough. In more concentrated acids, especially in hydrochloric acid,

and also at higher temperatures in diluted acids, the dissolving

accompanied by hydrogen generation, begins spontaneously after a

short time.

From the fact, that the cathodic polarisation causes the solution

of the chromium, we may conclude that the hydrogen charge that

the metal acquires in this case, is the cause of the activity. At the

same time it follows from this that a hydrogen charge correspond-

ing to gaseous hydrogen of one atmosphere is not sufficient to

activate chromium, for in this case the activity would have to con-

tinue to exist when the current is broken. At that moment, and

also some time after, the metal has, namely, a hydrogen chai-ge

that is at least equal to one atmosphere, and yet the going into

solution ceases spontaneously. The activity disappears even when the

cathodic polarizing current is not broken, but only sufficiently

weakened '). Flade ''') denies this statement of Rathert, but describes

1) These Proc. XX, p. 812, 1119.

2) Rathert. Zeitschr. f. physik. Chemie 86. 567, (1914).

3j ibid. 88 569 (J914).
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an experiment that proves about the same thing-. He found, namely,

that a passive electrode in diluted sulphuric acid could be cathodi-

call} polarized to a feeble hydrogen generation without becoming

active.

The behaviour of chromium in acids can be derived from figure 1.

^(?. ^^ 0.05

Fig. 1.

The 10 log of the hydrogen pressure has been plotted on the abs-

cissa, the" potential on the ordinate. The line AB indicates the
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hydi'ogen charges which uii electrode ac(|iiires for dilFerent |)otential8

when the concentration of tiie hj drogen ions in the solution is 1.

The same thing is given hy the line CD for a hydrogen ion

concentration 0.01 etc. These lines are nothing but the graphical

representation of the potential of the hydrogen electrode.

Let us now assume that the potential of a chromium electrode

in a solution of a given chromium concentration is determined by

the density of the hydrogen charge, and can be represented by the

line PQ in figure 1. There is little to be said about the course of

this line; only on increasing hydrogen charge this line must draw

near to a limiting value, which represents tiie real potential of

equilibrium of chromium.

This latter sui)|)Osition, that the electrode presents a chromium

potential, which c.p. is only dependent on the density of the hydrogen

charge, goes slightly further than the usual hydrogen hypothesis,

according to which the hydrogen would only accelerate the setting

in of the equilibrium. According to our conception a certain chro-

mium potential corresponds to a given hydrogen charge. This suppo-

sition may seem improbable considered in itself, without it an

explanation by the aid of the hydrogen hypothesis is not possible

in my opinion. In what way the chromium potential comes about

here, will not be discussed.

When we now take a chromium electrode with a gas charge 1,

then the potential of this is R, according to figure i. If this electrode

is placed in a solution, which is 0.01 n. of acid, it can generate

from it exactly hydrogen of one atmospliere. In consequence of the

overvoltage no hydrogen will be generated, but the chromium will

not lose its gas charge either. Hence the potential remains unchanged.

When the same chromium is brought in an acid in which the con-

centration of the hydrogen ions is = 1, the chromium at the

potential R can develop hydrogen in this acid to a pressure of 10^

atm. In consequence of the increase of the hydrogen yharge the

potential now descends below R, this causes the hydrogen charge

to increase, and thus the potential will continue to descend. The

lowest value that can be attained, is 'S. This value need not be

reached, however. It can only exist for a hydrogen charge of 10'"

atm., and this is only possible when there is a very great over-

voltage for hydrogen generation at chromium.

It appears therefore from this, that chromium with a hydrogen

charge 1 will spontaneously activate, when placed in an acid which

is stronger than 0,01 n. If the acid is weaker, the chromium does

not spontaneously become active. In 10-* n. acid a hydrogen charge
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of 10-* alm. corresponds to a potential R, and tlie hydrogen charge

of clii'omiuni does, tliereforo, not become sti'onü,er of its own accord.

When, however, this chrominm is catliodically pohirized in 10—* n.

acid, the hydrogen charge increases, the chrominm potential decreases.

If this fails below ]\ the chroiniiun can be activated fnrther

spontaneonsly till the potential has become ('. By stronger cathodic

polarisation the potential can become lower than U; when the

cnirent is l)roken the potential will, however, have to rise again

up to Ü. The potential itself will not stop at U, but become higher.

If the hydrogen generation is snfïiciently vigorous to maintain a

sufficient gas charge on the chromium, the potential can remain

between V and U. Then the chromium remains active. When the

hydrogen charge becomes smaller than corresponds with V, tiie

potential rises above V, and the activity disappears. Not only when
the current is broken can the potential rise above [^; it is also

possible tliat this already takes place in case the polarizing current

is weakened. When e.g. with vigorous cathodic polarisation the gas

charge becomes greater than V, the gas charge can become smaller

than T'^ when the hydrogen generation becomes feebler, and the

activity will disappear. This is the above desciibed phenomenon of

Rathert. It is likewise possible that with very weak cathodic pola-

rization the hydrogen charge does not become great enough to lower

the potential below (/. Then the metal remains passive in spite of

the cathodic polarization (Fladk).

The most negative potentials that the chromium can spontaneously

assume in 1 n. 0.01 n. and 0.0001 n. acid, are accordingly S, T, and U.

These will, however, not be reached, because a vei-y great over-

voltage would be required for it. In reality the potentials S' , T'

,

and U' will e.g. be observed.

The above given considerations account, therefore, sufKiciently for

the spontaneous activation of chromium in acids, and the activation

by cathodic polarization, also in connection with the strength of

the acid.

Chromium becoming more easily active in hydrochloric acid than

in sulphuric acid or in other acids, there must exist a specific

activating action of the chlorine ions. This comes to this that a

smaller gas charge is required for the activation in hydrochloric

acid, and that the line PQ must therefore be drawn more to the

left for hydrochloric acid. Thesame thing applies for higher temperatures.

It appears then also from figure 1, that chromium can only remain

strongly active in a liquid in which it develops hydrogen, and,

therefore, maintains its gas charge itself. When now a fresh electrode
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of electrolytic chi'omium, which contains a great quantity of hydrogen,

is placed in a solution of chronions-sniphate, as described in the first

paper, this will at first present a sti'ongly negative potential in

consequence of the great hydrogen charge. When the chromium is

left in contact with the solution, it loses its liydrogen at the surface.

The j^otential shifts along the line Q'R in the direction of /il. The

potential rises then to Eii = — 0.27 , F, as was communicated in the

first paper.

This is, therefore, probably the chromium potential that the metal

presents for a hydrogen ciiarge 1, because the chromium will cede

hydrogen to the solution till its pressure has become one atmosjdieie.

When such an electrode is now cathodically polarized in chromous-

sulphate, hydrogen is generated. The chromium regains its hydrogen

charge, and with it its active potential.

By the aid of figure 1 the phenomena for cathodic polarisation

are, therefore, to be explained in a simple way. Also the activating

action of the anodic polarization on electi-olytic chromium can l)e

accounted for by the aid of these considerations, when theditfusion

of the hydrogen in the metal is taken into account.

When the chromium has been electrolytically separated, it has a

high hydrogen content, of which we assume llial it is the same
throughout the entire thickness of the layei-. When in figui-e 2 I)F

D
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\
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the chromium is left in contact with liie li(|ni(l, the hvdiof^eii present

in the boundary surface Gt\ will for the groaler |)art pass into the

solution, or escape in gas form. This causes the concenlration of the

hydrogen at the boundary sui-face to become smaller.

In consequence of this the hydrogen diffuses from I he metal towards
the boundary surface, and after a certain tiuie the concentialion of

the liydrogen in the chromium will be i-epresentcd by the line /I /> 6'.

In the part AB the coiu'entration has remained unchanged, in BC
the concenlration has changed tlu-ough diffusion. We shall call (he

layer EF, in which the diffusion is perceptible, I he dilfnsion layer.

The chromium now pre.sents a potential which is detoriniiied by

the size of FC.

When we now polarize anodically, the first consequence will be,

that the hydrogen concentration at the boundary surface /XMiecomes

smaller. This will at any rate be the case when the solution used

is so little acid, that the hydrogen potential corres[)Oiuling to a given

hydrogen charge, is luore negalive than the chromium potential of

the same hydrogen charge. This applies therefore to those parts of

the hydrogen lines {AB, CD, etc.) that lie under the chi'omium line

PQ in fig. 1. For in case of anodic polarization, the potential of

the metal will here lie further above the eqi^ilil)rium potential of

the hydrogen than above that of the chromium, so that the hydrogen

will dissolve to a greater extent.

At the same time chromium goes into solution. Hence the boundary

layer GF shifts to the left, and gets e.g. at the place G'F" . The

thickness of the diffusion layer has now become smaller, and the

concentration of the hydrogen in this layer is represented by B'C'.

Now the hydrogen charge at the boundary surface is F'C\ hence

smaller than before the anodic polarization. When the strength of

the current is kept constant, a stationary state will set in, in

which F'C' is constant, and also the concentration gradient in the

diffusion layer.

When the strength of the current is increased, this stationary state

will be another, i.e. so, that F'C' is smaller and the concentration

gradient of the hydrogen in the diffusion layer greater than in case

of smaller strength of current, because the diffusion layer is thinner.

During anodic polarization the potential will be more positive

than before, because the hydrogen concentration at the boundary

surface is smaller. When the current is broken, the hydrogen will

quickly diffuse towards the boundary surface in consequence of the

great concentration gradient in the thin diffusion layer. This causes

the hydrogen charge at the boundary surface to rise, e.g. to F' C'

.
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Besides, the diffusion layer becoiTies thicker again, as the metal no

longer dissolves; the point B', therefore, gets in B". C" must

lie higher than (', because at C" more hydrogen diffnses towards

the boundary surface than at C on account of the slight thickness

of the diffusion layer. This hydrogen must also pass into (he liquid

more rapidly, which is only possible when i^^' C" is greater than 7^' 6'.

When the value 6" has been reached, the hydrogen charge at

the boundary surface will decrease again through the continual

passing of hydrogen into the liquid, and through the supply of hydrogen

from the metal going more slowly, because the diffusion layer

becomes thicker. At last a stationary state is again reached, which

is equal to the state before the polarization, and in which the

hydrogen charge of the boundary surface is F' 6"", the concentration

of the hydrogen in the diffusion layer B'" C".

The greater the density of the current, the smaller will be F' C',

the thinner will be the diffusion layer, and the higher therefore

will C" lie.

Hence the following particulars will be observed for the potential

of electrolytic chromium. When electrolytic chromium with a fresh

surface is brought into an electrolyte, the hydrogen charge at the

boundary surface is great, F(r, and the potential strongly negative.

When this chromium is left in contact with the liquid for a long

time, the boundary surface of the metal loses part of its hydrogen,

the hydrogen charge falls to FC, and the potential becomes more

positive. When we polarize anodically, the hydi-ogen charge decreases

to F' C', the potential becomes, therefore, still n)ore positive. When

the current is now interrupted, then the hydrogen charge rises to

F' C", the potential becomes much more negative, but gradually the

hydrogen charge decreases again to F' C", and the potential rises

to the value that it showed before the polarization.

This course is quite in concordance with what was drawn in

figure 7 of the second communication.

Accordingly tlie potential reaches a minimum which is the deeper

as C" lies higher, hence as the strength of the current is greater

and consequently the diffusion layer is thinner.

When the strength of the current is very small, and the diffusion

layer is thick, it may occur that C" does not get above C"", and

that the potential does not pass through a minimum, as is the case

with the line for 1mA in figure 7 of the second communication.

It is clear that the phenomena for anodic polarization will,

therefore, chiefly be determined by the hydrogen content of the metal.

These phenomena being different for chromium on copper, on
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silver, and on gold i.e. so tliat the potentials tor cliroininm on

copper are the most negative, it nuist be assnmed that chroniiiini

deposited on coppei contains more hydrogen than chrominm on

silver, and this more than chromium on gold.

In the same way the existence of a retrogressive cnrrent potential

line can be explained, as has been drawn in tigui-e 11 of the second

commnnication. These lines refer to the formation of chromate, and

we shall, therefore, have to assume that also the potential of

chromate formation will be de|>en(lent on the hydi-ogen content. This

dependence is e.g. given by the line i\() in ligure 1.

Here too, in case of anodic polarization the concentration of the

hydrogen at the boundary layer will l)e small, hence the potential

high. On increasing current density the ditfusion layei- becomes

thinner, so that in case of interruptions of the cnrrent by the

commutator the hydrogen charge at the boundary surface after the

curi-ent has been broken will be the greater as the current density

was greater.

Hence for greater current density tlie potential is more negative

after the current has been interrupted than for small current density.

Moreover it is clear that the retrogressive cnrrent potential line can

only be found when we work with a commutator. When the potential

is measured with continual passage of the cnrrent, the potential is

the more positive as the current density is greater, because then

only the hydrogen charge at the boundary surface is to be reckoned

with as it is dnriiui the polarization.

Accordingly the activation after anodic polarization can be satis-

factorily accounted for by means of the hydrogen theory.

It remains, however, to explain the phenomenon tliat on anodic

polarization of electrolytic chrominm and of activated chromium of

GoLDSCHMiDT, the potential becomes more negative also during the

passage of the current.

An explanation of this may be arrived at when it is borne in

mind, that not immediately after the current is broken or started

the state in the ditTusion layer is stationary.

When in figure 3 /^C' represents the concentration of the hydrogen

in the diJïusion layer of a piece of chronn'um which has been in

contact for a long time with an electrolyte, the hydrogen at the

boundary surface has the concentration FC. When this electrode is

now anodically polarized, the concentration of the hydrogen will

descend to F' ('/ in consequence of this. Now the concentration of

the hydrogen in the diffusion layer will have the course B' C'
. This

will be the state when the current has just been started, and the
• 10

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amslerdain. Vol XXI.
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boundary surface has, therefore, heen only little shifted inward. When
the passage of the current is continued, the boundar}' surface moves

more inward, and when it has reached F" (r", a stationary state

BB£
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in tlie duration of the phenomenon may be atlribntecl to a diffeieiioe

in the hydrogen content of electrolytic chromium and Goi,d|[;HiMIüt

chromium. The former can bear a much stronger current already

at the beginning- of the anodic polarization than the latter. In

consequence of this the displacement of the boundary surface GF
to (m" F" goes much more quickly for electrolytic chromium than

for chromium of Goldschmidt, hence also the activation on anodic

polarization proceeds more quickly for electrolytic chromium.

As has been described in the second paper, a piece of Goldschmidt

chromium that has become active through anodic jwlarization, can

not bear the same strength of current any more when the current

has been broken for some time, though the potential is then much
more negative than immediately after polarisation. This, too, can be

accounted for by the diffusion of the hydrogen in the metal. Before

the polarization the concentration of the hydrogen in the diffusion

layer is represented by BC in figure 4. When the electrode is

anodically polarized, and the strength of the current is slowly carried

up, a stationary state will be reached after some time, for which

the concentration of the iiydrogen in the diffusion layer, which has

now become a good deal thinner, is represented by B^^C^. When
the current is interrupted, the hydrogen concentration at the boundary

surface rises in consequence of the great gradient of concentration.

Besides the thickness of the diffusion layer increases, which extends

inwards in the metal, and is no longer dissolved from outside. The

course of the concentration of the hydrogen in the diffusion layer

is now successively represented by B^(\, B^C,, B,C,, B^C\, Bf^C\,

and 7i«6V With B^C^ the concentration of the hydrogen at the

boundary surface is greatest, the jK>tentiaI, therefore, most negative.

10*
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When we now anodicall}- polarize witli the same strength of current

as wh^en the liydrogen concentration was represented by i?i6\, the

hydrogen charge at the l)oiindary surface will now descend below

C'l, since the thickness of the diflfnsion layer is now so much greater

than immediately after polarization, and the diffusion of hydrogen

accordingly proceeds so much more slowly. In consequence of this

the chromium gets a more positive potential. In this way it is,

therefore, explicable that the chromium can bear a stronger current

when this is again put on immediately after the interruption than

when the current has remained broken for some time, though in

the latter case the j)olential is more negative in current-less condition.

It now also apj)ears that there is no immediate connection between

the potential of a cliromium electrode in current-less condition, and

the possibility of its becoming passive. The former is namely deter-

mined by the density of the hydrogen charge at the boundary surface,

whereas it depends on the gradient of concentration in the diffusion

layer whether the electi'ode can be made passive. The before described

phenomenon that not always the most negative electrode is most

difticult to j)assivate, is in agreement with this.

So far the phenomena can, therefore, be explained by the aid of

the hydrogen theory. That the phenomena are caused by a parti-

cular state of the metal surface, and not of the liquid, appears from

this that they qualitatively remain the same, when the li(juid is

vigorously stirred, and also when the liquid is entirely renewed.

The potential of the electrode only becomes somewhat more positive

by stirring. This is probably owing to this, that in consequence of

the stirring the solution contains more oxygen, and the hydrogen is

more quickly withdrawn from the chromium surface. When the

stirrer is stopped, the potential falls again.

In these experiments the chromium anode was placed in a saturate

solution of KCl, the cathode in a same solution in a porous vessel.

This latter liquid became alcalic during passage of the current. The

solution round the anode became on the other hand acid. To deter-

mine the degree of acidity a hydrogen electrode was placed in this

solution. It presented a potential —0.58 V. with respect to the n.

calomel electrode, corresponding with a hydrogen ion concentration

of 10^^. A current of 4 mA had been led through this solution for

20 hours.

That the solution became acid can be explained by a hydrolytic

splitting up of the formed CrCi^, or by the hydrogen present in the

chromium going anodically into solution as H.

As the volume of the solution amounted to about 300 cm", and
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the hydrogen ion concenhation was JO •'', tliere has been formed
0.003 mgr. aeq. of hydrogen ions, 3 niF iiaving gone through
the solution. Hence the ciironiiuin would have to contain 0.1 '/,

hydrogen in order to give the above mentioned degree of acidity to

the solution. In reality this must be slightly more, because part of

the OH ions has moved from the cathode space to the anode space,

and has, therefore, partly neutralized the acid formed.

It also appeared in these experiments that the potential which the

chromium electrode presents, is really a chromium potential, or at

least no hydrogen potential. In the acid solution the potential was
namely —0.59 V. When the solution was then made feebly alcalic,

the potential rose to ^0.58 V, whereas a hydrogen electrode in

the same liqnids would have to present a decrease of about 0.2 V.

In this and in other experiments the chromium developed liydrogen.

This cannot be hydrogen that the chrominm developed spontaneously

from the liquid, for in this case the potential of the chromium
electrode would have to be more negative than that of a hydrogen

electrode in the same liquid. This was not the case hei-e ; the

potential of the hydrogen electrode was —0.58, that of the chi'omium

electrode —0.52. Besides the hydrogen generation took just as well

place in a feebly alcalic solution as in a feebly acid solution,

whereas the [)Olential of the chromium electrode was often pretty

much more positive than —0.52 V. It is possible that the chromium
contains more hydrogen than dissolves anodically, and that part of

it escapes in gaseous form.

Hence it must be assumed that the examined chromium always

contained hydrogen. In the case of electrolytic chromium this has

been sepai'ated at the same time with the chromium in a considei--

able quantity, whereas the chromium of Goldschmidt contains a

slight quantity. By treatment with molten KCI -f- NaCl oi* ZnCI,

the chromium can absorb more hydrogen in consequence of (he

decomposition of the water present in it by (he chromium. On the

action of chromium on these molten salts development of a com-

bustible gas and formation of chromium oxide was always observed.

That ZnOI, activates more strongly than KCI -)- NaCI could be ex-

plained by this, that the hygroscopic ZnCI.^ contained more watei",

and can, therefore, vield more hydrogen. The activity' which chi'omium

obtains by treatment with hydrochloric acid and by increase of

temperature must, however, chiefly or exclusively be attributed to

the hydrogen which is naturally present in the metal.

With regard to the hydrogen generation at chromium during the

anodic polarization it should still be pointed out that this ceases
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after the polarizing current lias been broken for some time, and in

general is the weaker as the strength of the current is the smaller.

This hydrogen generation is, however, in no connection with the

other phenomena on anodic polarization, as the hydrogen generation

failed to appear in a number of experiments, though the anodic

behaviour was the same for the rest.

The exj)lanation of the phenomena on cathodic polarization

presents one difliculty, viz. that through the cathodically separated

hydrogen, the metal in a solution of KCl is not activated. The metal,

indeed, gets a strongly negative potential, but the strength of the

current which the chromium anodically can bear, is not greater than

before the cathodic polarization. To explain this it should be assumed

that the cathodically developed hydrogen only remains at the metal

surface, and does not diffuse, or only very slightly, into the metal.

Amsterdam, March 19 J 8. Chemical Laboratory of the

Uiiiversili/.



Physiology. — ''On. the infiueiire of the increase of the osmotic

pressure of the jluids of the hodi/ on (liferent cell-snJjsfrnta."

By Dr. S. dk Boer. (Comniiuiicated bj Prof. G. van Ri.inhkrk).

(Gommuiiicated in the meeting of March 28, 1918.)

In the following experiments an investigation was made inio the

influence of the increase of I he osmotic j)ressiire of (he (Inids of the

body on the vital functions of frogs. The increase of the osmotic

pressure was brought about along ditferent vvajs, which I intend to

indicate here successively, mentioning at the same lime the j)henomena

I observed.

I. Frogs wei-e placed into a hyperisotonic solution of Rinokr

containing instead of 6.5 gr. (p. 1..) NaCI J 8 gr. NaCI. Such a

quantity of this fluid was poured into the vessel in which the

frogs had been removed, that the head and the back j)rojec(ed

above it. A considerable part of the surface of the skin was then

in contact with the hjqierisotonic solution of Ringeh. When the

frogs had remained in this solution for about 20 houi-s, they showed

a series of phenomena as a consequence of the increase of the

osmotic pressui-e of the fluids of the body. The first phenomenon

that is observed, is the coinatous condition. The frog sits still in a

squatting position with (he connective fleeces (meinl)ranes) before the

eyes, and no longer leaps about. If one stretches out a hindleg,

this abnoi-mal posture of the leg is indeed corrected again but very

sluggishly. After a longer residence in the hyperisotonic siiri-oundings

this correction does not take place. Irritations of the skin have a

slight rellectoric effect which in a later stage is likewise reduced to

Fig. I
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a ininiimim. The muscles show a strong inclination to contractions.

At the same time the respiration shows a pei'iodicity that is

known by the name of Oheijne-Stokes' respiration. Groups of dyspnoea

alternate here with pauses. In Fig, 1 we see curves of this

phenomenon wiiich were I'egislered b}' suspension of the skin in

one of the Hanks. During the flank-movements the pharj'iigeal

respiration continued likewise and in such a manner that after each

flank-movement a movement of the month-bottom could be observed.

In the pauses both these movements ceased.

The curves of Fig. 2 were registered with another frog by placing

a cork cylinder through which a pin had l)een pierced, on the back.

The up-and downward movements of this cylinder were enlarged

by a lever-system and registered on a drum covered by smoked

Fig- 2.

pa|)er. The flardc-movements were here likewise accompanied by

movements of the month-bottom, wdiilst in the pauses both these

movements ceased. In both figures we see in the beginning of the

groups the ascending degree indicated. The periodic respiiation was

succeeded by a cessation of the respiration. This cessation was

reached, after the animal had remained about 24 to 25 hours in

the hyperisotonic solution of Ringkr.

I found likewise a constantly occui-ring deviation at the eye-lenses.

The surface of the pu[)il had the appearance of cataract.

The phenomena enumerated above were caused by the increase

of the osmotic pressure of the liquids of the body. A few more

controling expei-iments were made in this respect.

Whilst the periodical respiration was still gohig ou, or likewise whilst

a cessation of the respiration had ab'eady set in, the frog was put into

the water. After the animal had been in the water for 24 hours, all the

phenomena mentioned above had disappeared. The frog was then

again quite normal, the passivity, the reflectionlessness and coma
had entirely disappeared. The respiration was then again noi-mal,
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tlie cataract had entirely or almost entirel}' disappeared. (Aflei" the

frog had remained in water for 2 days not a vestige of the cataract

was left). The frog could not in any respect be distinguished from

a normal one.

A second controlexperiment was made in the following manner :

The fiog was put in tiie hyperisotonic solution of Ringek, and at

the same time a canule was fastened in the dorsal lymph-bag.

Slowly water was poured into the lymph-bag thiough this canule.

Under these circumstances the fluids of the body did not become

hyperisotonic, as tlie water that was withdrawn from the frog

along the skin, was replaced again along the lymph-bag. In this

way the frogs could remain alive during a week without showing

the above mentioned symptoms. Without the drainage ofthelymjth-

dorsal-bag the frog dies in the hyperisotonic solution of Ringkk

within one day and a half.

II. Instead of the hyperisotonic solution of Ringkr a hyperisotonic

solution of glucose was used (1.387o solution). The frogs behaved

in this solution in exactly the same manner.

III. In a third series of experiments fluid was withdrawn from

the frogs by placing them in a dry bottle, and sucking through the

latter by means of a water-jet-suctionpump air that had previously

passed through lime-tubes. After one day and a half such a. frog

iiad desiccated so much as to show the same symptoms as a frog

that had been placed in a hyperisotonic fluid. After it had bef^n

removed into the water again a complete restoration set in likewise.

IV. In a fourth series of experiments the blood was replaced

from the vena abdominalis by a hyperisotonic solution of Ringkr

(with 18 gr. NaCl per L.). When the fluid had sti-eamed through

the frog for J 5 to 20 minutes, the same phenomena of coma,

passivity and reactionlessness set in. The respiration was then

periodical (Cheyne-Stokes' respiration) or stopped entirely. In the

latter case the Cheyne-Stokes' respiration could be i-estored by placing

the frog for a short time into water. A beginning of cataract could

already be observed, when the di'ainage had lasted 15 to 20 minutes.

If no further measures were taken, the cataract augmented considerably

after the drainage in the course of 10 to 15 minutes.

All phenomena disappeared likewise in this series of experiments

when the frog was removed to water.

A short description of an experiment may follow here.

117, o'clock. From the vena abdominalis a frog is drained with

a hyperisotonic solution of Ringek duiing 25 minutes. Coma, passivity
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eessation of the respiration, when it is turned on its back, the frog-

does not move, abnormal position of the

leg' is not corrected, cataract of both (he

eyes ^).

At 1 o'clock placed in water.

IV2 o'clock. The frog shows now and

then a respiration.

2 o'clock Chejne-Stokes' respirations.

Whilst the frog continues to lie on

its back in the bottle of wnler, the

number of respirations per group and

the duration of the pauses during some

liuie ai'e i-egistered.

Heie follows the I'esult

:

9 res})irations 58 sec. pause

1 minute pause 14 respirations

9 respirations

7j minute pause

5 respirations

40 sec. [)ause

Jl respirations

70 sec. pause

11 respirations

This observation

Fig 3.

62 sec. pause

1

1

respirations

45 sec. pause

13 res
J
)i rations

40 sec. pause

20 respirations

62 sec. |iause

las this advantage

over the registration, because on account

of the sus|)ension the respiration of the

frog varies temporally at least often.

After this the respiratory curves were

registered by suspension of the mouth-

bottom, as Langkndohff did for the first

time. The first 8 minutes after the

suspension the respiration stopped entirely.

Thereupon the groups reappeared again.

Fig. 3 represents some of these. The

bottom row was i-egistered 7^ hour, the

top one 10 minutes after the suspension.

When we compare the respiratory

-

curves of these groups with the curves

1) In order to control the experiment the two lenses were extirpated after the

experiment and compared witli normal extirpated lenses. The latter were clear

and transparent, the lormer turhid and opalescent.
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of tlie normal respiration, it appears that with each movement

of the month-bottom one movement of the flanks takes place dni-in^-

these gronps.

Only the two tirst gronps of the toi)-row set in with a separate;

expiration-movement, which is not followed by a movement of the

mouth-bottom. For the rest all gronps begin with an expiration, as

appears from the fact that the lever descends in the beginning.

Dnring the normal respiration the frogs show one tlank-movemenl

with some movements of the month-bottom. Dnring the gronps of the

Cheyne-Stokes' respiration every movement of the monlh-boltom i.s

almost always followed by one tlank-movcment. In this way the

frog respires likewise when it is dyspnoeic.

If the blood of frogs is replaced b}^ normal isotonic solution of

Ringer instead of hyperisotonic fluid of Ringkk the mentioned

phenomena do not occur. The respiration remains normal, the lense

does not become tnrpid.

A more explicit discussion of the cataract and the Cheyne-Stokes'

respiration follows here.

Cataract.

In whatever way the fluids of the body of frogs may be made

hyj)erisotonic, catai-act occurs always. The cat<iract disappears .ho/ncrer

again, when the osmotic pressure of the fiiiids of the hodj/ is made

normal a(jain.

The cataract develops itself very slowly. When after a pei-fusion

during 15 or 20 minutes the respiration has stop|)ed already, the

surface of the pupil begins only to become a little dim. If then one

waits a short time without continuing to drain the circulation-

.apparatus, the dimness gradually increases. At last two vertical parallel

white sti'ipes are observed on the lense, between which there is a

long dark stripe. It makes the impression as if one sees two whiti>

walls and between these a deep, dark moat. The direction is usually

vertical, sometiines almost vertical. This vertical stripe will correspond

to the frontal vertical suture of the lens, as it is de.scribed in Gattp.

(Anatomie des Frosches). One often sees white, iliiu lines proceeding

in a radiary direction from this vertical line, corresponding to the

so-called spokes of the human cataract. It is obvious that the origin

of the cataract must be atti-ibuted to a congelation of the albuminous

substances in consequence of an increase of the saltconcentration of

the fluids of the body. As soon as the osmotic pressure of the fluids

of the body decreases again, the pr(K'ess is likewise convei-ted. In

my opinion another explanation of the phenomenon is impossible.
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It is obvious that also every other circumstance by which a con-

gelation of albuminous substances is caused, can bring about lense-

cataract. In my opinion however it is of importance that I have

indicated, that a mere increase of the osmotic pressure of the fluids

of the body can result in cataract.

Cheyne-Stokes' respiration .

The periodical respiration was caused in my experiments by an

increase of the osmotic pressui-e of the fluids of the body. The

periodical respiration disappeared lil^ewise again as soon as this

pressure did not ex.ist any longer. In order to study the origin of

the Cheyne-Stokes' respiration more accurately the desiccation of the

frogs was continued in a series of experiments so far, that the

Cheyne-Stokes' respiration had not yet set in. Thereupon the mouth-

bottom was suspended and in a warm room the frog was exposed

to further desiccation. Usually the Cheyne-Stokes' respiration slowly

set in there in the course of a few hours. During these experiments

it appeared that besides a periodicity of the flank-respiration we

must distinguish a periodicity of the pharyngeal respiration. In far

advanced stages the two periodicities coincide, so that then during

the groups movements of both the flanks and the mouth-bottom

take place, whilst in the pauses the respiration stops entirely. As

a transition to this complete Cheyne-Stokes' res[)iration we find a

stage in which the groups are equal to those of the complete Cheyne-

Stoke's respii-ation, but during this stage the movements of the

mouth-bottom continue. It appears consequently that both ways of

respiration are to a certain degree independent of each other, as

appears indeed also from the normal respiratory curves.

According to the examinations of Langendorff the movement of

the flanks comes off passively without a contraction of the pectoral

muscles. If this is correct, then the movement of the flanks is after

all made possible by an active opening of the glottis. With the

Cheyne-Stokes' respiration the periodicity of the movement of the

flanks is determined by a periodicity of the glottis-muscles. An
opening of the glottis is almost constantly followed by a move-

ment of the mouth-bottom, this however is not necessary either. The

first 2 gi'oups of Fig. 3 set in with an expiration that is brouglit

about by an opening of the glottis, which is however not followed

by a movement of the mouth-bottom.

One word more about the cause of the Cheyne-Stokes' respiration

in these experiments. As I explained already, this phenomenon
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occurs at a hyperisotony of (lie tliiids of the body. This by perisotony

leads in the end to a cessation of (he respiration. I.ike the cataract

this cessation of the respiration can be suppiessed again by a

decrease of the osmotic pressure. Consequently the setting in of

the cessation of the respiration in hyperisotonic surroundings, just

as the Cheyne-Stokes' respiration that precedes it, and likewise

the development of cataract originate in modifications that are

reversible.



Chemistry. — "On the Ekctrochevücal Behaviour of Metals". By

Prof. A. Smits. (Communicated b}- Pr-of. Zkkman).

(Communicated in llie meeting of March 23, 1918).

1. Introduction.

By application of the considerations on which the theory of

allotropy is based to the internal state of the metals and to their

ciiemical as well as to their electromotive behaviour, we ai-e enabled

to consider all the metals, also those which serve as so-called unat-

tackable electrodes, from the same j)oint of view.

These considerations rest on the more than probable assumption

that every metal contains metal atoms, one or more kinds of metal

ions, and electrons, which can be in equilibrium under definite

circumstances. When a metal is immersed in an electrolyte, then in

agreement with Nf.knst's views of the phenomenon of solution, the

heterogeneous equilibrium between the metal and the boundary layer

will be established with so great velocity, that it may be said that

this equilibi'ium always exists.

When we, therefore, restrict ourselves to the simple case that the

metal consists of metal atoms, r-valent ions, and electrons, we may
say, that when this metal is immersed in an electrolyte the following

heterogeneous equilibria will at once set in.

Ms M^- Y&,

it it it
Mi^ Mc- v6l

Whether the homogeneous equilibi-ium will also exist in the two

coexisting phases between the metal atoms, metal ions, and the

electrons, depends on different circumstances. Whereas it seems that

a metal in perfectly dry condition can assume internal equilibrium

as a rule only at comparatively high temperature, this often takes

place very quickly when in contact with an electrolyte, but it may
also occur that the metal gets in equilibrium very slowly, or not at

all, under these circumstances at the ordinary temperature.

The velocity with which a metal assumes internal equilibrium

under definite circumstances is undoubtedly one of the most charac-

teristic pi'operties of the metal.
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2. The Potential Difference Metal- lilectro/i/te jvhm

the Metal is Attacked.

Wlien a metal in contact with an electrolyte superficially assumes

internal equilibrium with very great velocity, the internal state in

the metal surface remains unchanged, in whatever way the metal may

be attacked.

Let us suppose that we immerse zinc in an aqueous solution of

hydrochloric acid; then hydrogen generation takes |)lace, because

the electron concentration of the metal e(|uilibrium

Zv,^ :^Zv,^ + Wl (1)

in the solution is greater than the eleclron-concenti'ation of the

hydrogen equilibrium

:

//,,^^2//i4-2^L- (2)

Hence the electrons of the equilibrium (1) are removed, and

through this the equilibi'inm is disturbed. It is now the question

how the equilibrium can be restored.

The concentration of the zinc-atoms in the liquid is so small that

even if the reaction constant of the conversion

Zuf^ _> Zni, + 26»/,

was very large, yet only exceedingly few zinc ions and electrons

would be split off per second in this way.

The only way in which the state of equilibrium can be restored

is this that the metal sends electrons into solution, which is of course

accompanied by zinc ions going into solution, because zinc-ions and

electrons, with a difference of only a vei-y small amouni, are always

present in the same concentration.

Through this process the internal equilibrium in the metal surface

is disturbed, which can be restored again by the reaction :

Zvs - Z}ï, + 2^, .

As the heterogeneous equilibi'iuni in the l)0uii(lary layei- sets in

with very great velocity, the (piestion whether the metal ziiu* dni-ing

solution in an acid will be disturbed, comes to this, whether the

internal e<juilibi'ium in the surface of the metal sets in with so

gi-eat velocity that the concentration remains practically unchanged.

This is actually the case for zinc under certain circumstances.

Mr. HüFFER S. J., who examined some metals at my request, found

among others, that when the potential difference between zinc and

a solution of zinc-chloride is measured during vigorous stirring, and

then that between zinc and a zinc-chloride solution of the same
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concentration acidified with lijdrochloric acid, the, potential dijference

retains the same value, notiinthsfamJinc/ a strong hydrogen-generation

takes place in the latter case.

The metal zinc is, tlierefoie, not distnrbed throngh solution in

hydrochloric acid, and this resnlt is in pei-fect agreement with what

is fonnd when zinc is anodically brought to solution in a zinc-

chloride solution. In this process, which likewise rests on the with-

drawal of electrons from the metal, the potential difference, zinc-

electroljte, does not change appreciabl}-, even for compaiatively

great densities of current, so that our investigations about the |)ütential

difTerence during the solution of zinc in a hydiochloric acid solution,

as well as the measurements of the potential difference of the same

metal on anodic solntion in a solution of zinc-chloride lead to the

residt that the equilibiium in the metal zinc in contact with the

above-mentioned electrol^'te sets in with a velocity which is very

great compared with tlie velocity with which electrons and ions are

withdrawn from the metal.

3. General consideration.

When we. now consider the phenomenon in general, we can

distinguish the following cases. •

On immersion of a metal in an acid we have in the simplest

case among others the two following equilibria in the electrolyte:

and

Ml ^ .I/'a + ^L

The electron-concentrations of these two equilibria are in general

different, and a consequence of this is that either the electrons of

the metal equilibrium, in the liquid, combine with the hydrogen

ions of the hydrogen equilibrium, which causes electrons -j- ious

from the metal to go into solution, or the electrons of the hydrogen

equilibrium with the metal ions of the metal equilibrium pass fi'om

the electrolyte into the metal.

Let us first imagine the limiting case, viz. this that the internal

equilibrium of the metal surface is established with great velocity,

so that this velocity is very great with respect to the velocity with

which electrons -j- ions are withdrawn from the metal or are added

to the metal, then the metal surface will not change independent

of whether one process takes place or the other, and the potential
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difference metal-electrolyle will remain equal lo Ihe potential (iiflerence

of Ihe unary metal.

In the second place (he case may present itself that (he internal

equilibrium of (he me(al surface does no( set in so rapidly as was

sujiposed a!)0\'e, and then it will be possible to dis(urb (he me(al

surface eidier in one direclion or in (ho other, i.e. it may become

either nobler or baser, hence (he potential difference can differ from

that of (he unai-y me(al in noble or base direction.

A third case, whicjj like the firs(, represen(s a limiting case, is

this that the metal is so inert that (he velocity wi(h which it assumes

internal eqnilibi'ium is very small compared with the veloci(y wi(h

which the electrons and ions are withdrawn from (he me(al or

added to it.

In the first limiting cafee the po(en(ial dilference is entirely governed

by the state of internal equilibrium of the metal, and in (he last

case (he po(en(ial difference is dominated by (he elec(ron coiicen-

(I'alion of the hydrogen equilibrium in the electrolyte.

4. Nickel as Example of an Inert Metal, the Inertia of n^hich

Increases under the Injluence of the Dissolved Hydrogen.

An example of the latter case with this particularity, however,

that (he jus( mentioned great inertia is only slowly reached, because

the metal is converted to this state after some time through (he

negative catalytic influence of the dissolving hydrogen, is furnished

by nickel. As was shown in a previous conimunicalion, (he case

presents itself (hat when (his metal is immersed in such an acid

solution that hydrogen generation would have to take place, this

phenomenon does not take place to an appi-eciable degree, and the

metal appears to l)e disturbed after some time so far in a noble

direction that its potential difference has become equal to that of (he

hydrogen electrode.

On that occasion we already gave an explanation of this pheno-

menon, and pointed out (ha(, nickel being so inert, the electron

concentration of the nickel equilibrium in the electrolyte

A'i/. ^ Nil + 2<9/,

becomes equal (o (he eleclron concentration of the hydrogen equi-

librium :

so that finallj'^

This was demonstrated in (he following way. We poinled out

11

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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namel}', that on application of the electron equation for the potential

difference, metal -electrolyse, for the derivation of the relation for

the electromotive force of a cii'cuit consisting of two metals immersed

in the corresponding salt-solutions, we arrive at the following equation :

A — A := tw •

' ' F F {8Q

so that, taking into considei-ation, that the first term of the second

member denotes the Volta-efFect of tiie two metals, which is a very

small quantity, the electromotive force Aj—A, will be zero in first

approximation, when {^^u) = (^u)-

In the case discussed here the metals 1 and 2 are nickel and

hydrogen, and experiment has taught that Ay;— A/^.^ was really

practically zero, from which therefore followed i8,\i)L = {^hiv^L-

Through the inertia of the metal nickel, which inertia was still

increased by the hydrogen dissolved in tlje metal, which is here a

negative catalyst, as was already stated before, the metal could,

therefore, be disturbed so far, that the electron concentration of the

nickel equilibrium in the electrolyte had become equal to the elec-

tron-concentration of the hydrogen.

We may, therefore, also express ourselves in a different way,

and say, that the nickel had been passivated by the acid. Finally

the nickel phase and the hydrogen phase present the same potential

difference, accordingly these phases, which are in contact with the

same electrolyte, can coexist. As in the case discussed here the

nickel will of course be covered by a layer of hydrogen, the found

potential difference refers to the three-phase equilibrium Ni -)- H, -|-

-|- electrolyte.

5. Unattachahle Electrodes.

As follows from the communication cited here, this disturbance

is comparatively slowly reached for nickel. There are, however,

metals for which this goes much quicker, and these are the metals

of which the so-called unattackable electrodes consist, as the plati-

num metals.

These metals belong to the group of the most inert metals that

we know. Even in contact with an electrolyte these metals do not

get in internal equilibrium, but they are almost always in passive

state, so that the potential difference of the unary metal is not even

known to us.

When such a metal is immersed in a solution of HCl or H.^S04,
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and hydrogen is passed (hrotigli, the electron conoeiilration of the

platinum equilibrium in the electrolyte

PtL ^ PtL + ^Ol

has almost immediately become equal to the electron concentration

of the hydrogen e(|uilibrium,

corresponding to the pressure of the hydrogen that passes through,

so that e. g. the platinum electrode has almost immediately become

electromolively equal to the hydrogen electrode.

For these metals, which behave idealhf inert, the potential differ-

ence is, therefore, governed by the existing electron concentration

in the electrolyte. This is also the reason why these exceedingly

inert metals may serve not only as gas-electrodes, but also for the

determination of the so-called oxidation, resp. reduction potentials.

When e. g. platinum is immersed in a solution in which the

equilibrium -.

prevails, the electron concentration of the platinum equilibrium in

the solution has almost immediately become equal to the electron

concentration of the above feiro-ferri equilibrium, so that in the

electron equation for the potential difference of the platinum

A = In
F {Ol)

the electron concentration of the ferro-ferri equilibrium may be

written instead of {di), in consequence of which we get:

^ ^ {Fe)
as was already stated before.

The peculiar feature of these platinum metals is therefore their

extraordinary inertia, which causes them to behave ideallj/ passive in

most electrolytes.

6. Considerations in the Light of the Theory of Phases.

It is clear that for the explanation of the phenomena discussed

here, considerations as have been introduced by us of late, are

indispensable.

Phase-theoietical considerations are inadeipiate here, but all the

same it may be of use lo represent the obtained results gra[)hically

by means of A,ci'-diagrams.

11*
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Let us first consider the case that the metal zinc is iranmersed in

a hydrochloric acid solution of ZnCl, ; then it is the A-A'-figure of

the system Zn-H^ that may serve for the gi-aphical elucidation of

the found result.

z\=o

Fig. 1.

Zinc.

A A-,?Nfigure holds for constant T, P, and a constant total ion-

concentration ; for T we choose here the ordinary tem[)érature, and

for P the pressure of 1 atm., the total ion-concentration being put

here at 2 norm.

The sitnation of the point C, which represents the electrolyte

which coexists with the zinc phase and the hydrogen phase of the

pressure of 1 aim., is found from the equation:

R2\ Kzn Rl\ Kir
In —r^— = in —;

—

2F (Zul) F (Hl)

from which follows

KZn

H ifiiy
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or also from tlie equations Tor the product of solubility of zinc and

hydrogen

:

Lz„=z{Zn){6y

and

Lu^= {UY{dy

by putting {6)zn == (<9//,), in consequence of which

:

or

{Hl,y 102X-48

When we put for a moment {Ziii)=^l, then:

We see therefore, that the point 6' lies so much on one side that

practically it coincides with the zinc-axis. Hence the line (/, c, e or

(he line for the three-phase equilibrium zinc-hydrogen-electrolyte lies

practically on the same level as the point a, so that the measured

potential difference of the zinc, which contains a little dissolved

hydrogen, and is besides covered with a layer of hydrogen, is

certainly pi-actically equal to (he potential difference of the pure

hydrogen-free zinc, the measurement of which is impossible here.

Let us now suppose that we immerse zinc in an electrolyte, the

composition of which, as regards the zinc- and hydrogen ions, is .t'l ;

we then see, that zinc cannot be in stable electi-omotive equilibrium

with this liquid, but that hydrogen can.

If, how^ever, the hydrogen did not appear as a new phase, but

only dissohed in the zinc, a melastable electromotive equilibrium

would, indeed, be possible, viz. g f, but (he po(ential difference

would be more strongly negative than (hat of the three-phase

e([uilibrium represented by the line </, c, e.

This metastable electromofive equilibrium does not appear, however;

on the contrary, we observe a generation of hydrogen, and we will

point out here in a few words, how the experimental fact is to be

explained that under these circumstances the potential difference

zinc-elec(roly(e is equal to that which corresponds with d, c, e, or

what is practically (he same thirig, with a.

The explanation is this-, when zinc is immersed in the electrolyte

of the concentration .^i, (he es(ablishment of the three-phase ecpiili-

brium between the zinc phase, the electrolytes, and the hydrogen

phase takes immedialely j)lace in the boundary layer.
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Accordingly the concentration c prevails in the boundarj' layer,

whereas the total concentration of the electrolyte is x^.

The liydrogen ions now diffuse in the boundary layer, where for

the maintenance of the concentration c the reaction :

takes place, in consequence of which, as we have already seen,

electrons and zinc ions from the metal j)hase go into solution. The

zinc phase assumes internal equilibrium with great velocity, and

consequently it remains unaltered during the liydrogen generation,

and the measured potential difference is that of the three-phase

equilibrium d, c, e, which practically agrees with that of pure zinc, a.

When a platinum electrode is placed in the same electrolyte, it

indicates the hydrogen-potential which corresponds with the line

m n. The zinc electrode and the hydrogen electrode present therefore

entirely different potential differences in the same electrolyte.

This is the graphical elucidation for our conclusion that the

potential difference of zinc with respect to a solution of ZnCl^ acidified

with hydrochloric acid is determined by the state of internal equili-

brium of the zinc.

Nickel.

Let us now proceed to the case that instead of zinc the metal

nickel is taken; then it is worthy of note in the first place that

under the same circumstances we then find for the composition of

the electrolyte c

Kh Lh,
(//>~102x-*«

When we now put {Ni'[])= J , we get {H' y= 10~l or {hi )= 10~\

Here, too, the electrolyte c has still a one-sided position. Let us

assume that the adjoined figure 2 again holds for 18°, and a pressure

of 1 atm. for a total-ion concentration of 2-norm.; then an entirely

different phenomenon is observed on immersion of a nickel-electrode

in the electrolyte of the concentration x^ than in the case with zinc

discussed just now, because the internal equilibrium in the metal

surface cannot maintain itself when electrons and nickel ions go

into solution.

The metal is more and more disturbed in noble direction, and the

result is, as we demonstrated already', that the electron-concentration

of the nickel equilibrium in the solution has become equal to the

electron-concentration of the hydrogen-equilibrium in the electrolyte,
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in which the potential difTerence of the nickel electrode has become

equal to that of the hydrogen eleL'trode. This may be graphically

represented in the way as has been done in fig. 2.

Zi=0

In consequence of the disturbance point (/ has got in point d'

,

and represents, therefore, the ennobled nickel phase which coexists

with c' and the hydrogen phase e'

.

It could be derived from our considerations how we have to

proceed when we want to know the potential of the unary nickel,

or in other words the equilibrium-potential. Tiien the nickel is to be

brought into a solution with a liydrogen-ion-concentration, smaller than

that in the electrolyte c. Then our A,A'-diagram 3 shows that under

these circumstances e.g. the electromotive equilibrium between the

nickel phase d" and the electrolyte t;" will be established, the potential

difference of which practically coincides with that of the unary

metal, which is perfectly free from hydrogen and indicated by a.

It is necessary to point out that when a metal is in electromotive

equilibrium with a coexisting electrolyte, the electron-concentration
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of the metal equilibrium must alwa3^s be equal to the eleotron-

couceutration which exists iu the liquid in conse(iueuc'e of the other

prevailing equilibria.

In this case we may say, that the iiielal is really iu equilibrium

Willi the electrolyte. When the metal dissolves in an acid, or when
a metal is deposited, the just mentioned equality of electron-concen-

tration prevails oidy in the boundary layer between metal and

electrolyte, and ditFusion takes continually place in the boundary layer.

The just mentioned equality of the indicated electron-concentrations

must, therefore, also exist when in the case mentioned just now the

metal nickel has got in equilibrium with the electrolyte. Of course

there are always some transformations required for this, but these

are soon over, and can, therefore, not give rise to a permanent

distm-bance, at least if the solution has been treed as much as

possible from air and hydrogen by boiling in vacuum.

We have acted upon this principle, and, as was communicated in

the preceding paper by Mr. Lobry de Bruin and myself, by this

procedure the equilibrium-potential was found of nickel that contained
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only a trace of hydrogen, so that the found potential difiference will

practically very certainly agree with that of the purely unary metal.

It is supposed here that the potential ditference between nickel

and the nickelsalt solution with the exceedingly small hydrogen-ion-

concentration, is measured after the electrolyte has been heated with

the nickel electrode in vacuum, after the whole apparatus has been

JA=0

Fig. 4.

tilled with the electrolyte and connected with the 1 N. Calomel

electrode by means of a siphon and a liquid circuit, so that the

pressure umier which the electrolyte is, amounts to 1 atm. also in

this case.

An entirely different result is obtained when the foregoing measure-

ment does not take place in vacuum, but in a hydrogen current.

In this case the nickel electrode is disturbed, but the disturbance

does not take place now in a noble direction, but in a base direction,

and as we showed before the potential ditference of the nickel has

again become equal to that of the hydrogen-electrode. This result

can again be bi-ought to expression in an exceedingly simple way

by means of a A,A'-rig. 4.
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When we lead hydrogen through the electrolyte, of which the

concentration d\ lies on the lefthand of the point c, the potential of

he hydrogen-electrode is indicated by the line c' e' . In this mode

of procedure the nickel electrode gets in contact with gaseous

hydrogen, and in the boundary layer which is simultaneously in

contact with nickel and hydrogen, the electrolyte c will be formed

in consequence of the reaction :

while electrons and nickel ions (and a few hydrogen ions) are

deposited on the metal. Tliis renders the metal baser superticially

and both the three-phase equilibrium dee and the point a rise.
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and tlie three-phase eqnilibriiim, which therefore finally is established,

is here indicated by the points d' c' e' . Accordingly also in this case

the potential difference of the nickel electrode is equal to that

of the hydrogen electrode.

When we now consider the metals of which the nnat-

tackable electrodes consist, we need oidy remark that because as

was just now demonstrated, these metals are ideally inert, the

potential difference metal-electrolyte is in almost all cases exclusively

determined by the electron-concentration in the electrolyte. Hence,

when e.g. a platinum electrode is immersed in an electrolyte through

which hydrogen is led, the platinum shows the hydrogen potential

almost immediately, which was the case for nickel only after some

time had passed. When we want to express this graphically in a

A, A'-fig., we get, of course exactly the same representation as for

the case nickel-hydrogen.

That in aqueous solutions we cannot determine the equilibrium

potential of platinum, whereas this is still possible for nickel is

owing to this that the electrolyte c has such an one-sided situation

for platinum-hydrogen, that an aqueous solution of a platinum salt

always possesses a concentration on the riglithand side of the point

c as regards the platinum and the hydrogen ions, so that a disturb-

ance must always take place.

In a subsequent communication I hope to enter into a fuller

discussion of the phenomenon of the "super-tension", which has

already been repeatedly referred to in our considerations without

having been named.

Amsterdam, March 1918. General Anory. Chemical Laboratory

of the University.



Anatomy. — ''On the Neruus Terminal^ from man to Am-
p/iio.i'us." By Prof. J. W. van Wijhe. ')

(Communicated in the meeting of April 26, 1918).

Altlioiigli hcirdlj credible, it, is a fact that a good three years ago

— ill 1914 — a new nerve, arising independently in the brain,

was discovered in man. This is the Nervns Terminalis. Naturally

it is not visible to the naked eye, but can be seen through the mag-

nifying glass, especially through the dissecting microscope, with the

aid of which its discoverer, the American Brookover found it.

(Journ. of Comp. Neurology. Vol. 24.)

It has its course through the pia mater, parallel and mesial to the

olfactory bulb and tract, running over the middle of the gyrus

rectus (vide (ig. 1.) Wiien a rectangular piece of the pia mater

in this region is taken up and placed under the microscope, the

fine fibres of this nerve can be seen. Here and there the fibres

are retracted from eacii other to come together again later on.

The nerve is independent of the olfactory tract and bulb, and in

the opinion of Brookover enters the brain at the mesial root of the

tract. A number of ganglionic cells, Brookover taxes their number at

about 50, lie spread in the nerve in its course along the olfactory

tract.

The nerve can be followed not only along the tract but also some-

what further distally along the olfactoi-y bulb, but in this vicinity it

is embedded in the dura mater, while it has here also partially

pierced the former and lies on the lamina cribrosa.

In the vicinity of the bulb the number of its ganglionic cells is

considerably larger than is the case along the tract. It was estimated

by Brookover at about 100 to 200 cells. Undoubtedly its branches

pass through the mesial row of openings in the lamina cribrosa to

the mucous membrane of the nasal septum, but the research did not

extend as far as this.

In adult man the course of the new nerve is as yet known in

the brain-case only, not on its outside. ")

1) Lecture delivered before the meeting of the Neth. Zoological Society, Jan. 26,

1918.

*) Vide, liowever, the postscript at the end of this article.
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As was to be expected, in the adults of the mammals the nerve

was not first found in man. The dog and the cat (Mc. Cottkr.

1913.) and the rabbit (Hubkr & Guild. 1913.) were the first, but it

is remaikable that in the embryonic stages of tiie mammals tlie human
embryo was the first in which, although incompletely, the nerve was

discovered. This was done by our countryman Ernst dk Vriks,

who also observed it in the embryos of the gninea-|)ig. He described

his research (|)ublished in the Proceedings of the Royal Academy

of Sciences of April the 22'"^ 1905), which also drew much attention

abroad, in an article of four pages, which proves that it is not ne-

cessary or even desirable to be loquacious when one has found

something of importance.

Dk Vries found ganglionic cells spread in the course of the nerve

which supplies the organon vomeronasale, (the organ of .Iacohson, or

better the organ of Ruysch) ^) near the base of the nasal septum.

He moreover found that the so-called olfactory ganglion, by him

called tlie ganglion vomeronasale, does not belong to the tila olfac-

toria, which are taken collectively as the true olfactory nerve.

In his opinion it belongs to the N. Vomeronasalis, which supplies

Ruysch 's organ, lined by a layer divided off from tlie nasal

mucous membrane. As the vomeronasal nerve also enters the central

nervous system at a different place — the area vomeronasalis — than

do the fila olfactoria, dk Vries drew the conclusion that the N. Vo-

meronasalis is not, as was the general opinion, a component part

of the olfactory nerve, but an independent nerve, homologous to

the N. Terminalis in the fish.

A serious difficulty to this explanation however is that, according

to the illustrations of dk Vriks, the N. Vomeronasalis issues from the

olfactory bulb, while the N. Terminalis of the Dipnoi and the Se-

lachii issues out of the true hemisphere and not out of the bull). ")

This difficulty seems to have escaped dk Vries's notice. On the

first page of his publication he rightly distinguishes between the

olfactory lobe and the hemisphere, which are separated from each

other laterally by the fissura rhinica, and mesially by the fissura

prima. On pages 3 and 4 he states that the ai-ea vomeronasalis,

where the nerve of this name enters the brain, belongs to the he-

misphere. According to his own communication and illustration,

however, this area lies at the sulcus circularis bulbi, hence not on

') Concerning Ruysch's organ see postscript at the end of this paper.

2) Entering and issuing out of a nerve are used in this address, indiscriminate

of the direction in which the impulse moves.
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the hemisphere, but on tlie olfactory lobe. In young embryos the

ti'act is thicker than the bulb, later on this relation is reversed.

It was therefore very desirable that more light were thrown on

the question whether the vomeronasal nerve should be considered

as the homologue of the N. Terminalis of the fishes.

This happened in 19J3 in America, more especially through two

publications viz. of Johnston in the Journ. of Comp. Neur. Vol. 23.

and of HuBKH & Guild in the Anatomical Record Vol. 7. ')

Johnston examined embryos of the pig, the sheej), and of man.

Besides mammals he also examined embryos of tortoises and a larva

of Amblystoma.

The elucidation which Johnston brought, consists herein that (as

he found) the ganglion and the ganglionic cells do not belong to

the N. Vomeronasalis, but to another nerve, which does not enter

the brain in the olfactoi-y bulb, but in the true hemisphere, near or

in the lamina terminalis, as is the case in the Selachii.

What DE Vries had considered as one nerve, was in reality two

nerves which for the greater part cover each other; one is the N.

Terminalis, the other is the true N. Vomeronasalis.

The vomeronasal nerve has no ganglionic cells and ai-ises out of

the cells of a part of the nasal mucous membrane which had been

split off (Organon Vomeronasale). In structure and development

it is exactly similar to the bundles of the olfactory nerve, it also

enters the brain in the olfactory bulb, just as the tila olfactoria,

which collectively form the olfactory nerve. It is true that it enters

the bulb at a special place, on its mesial plane rising high up

caudally, but then it is a specialised bundle of the olfactory nerve.

The peripheral ganglionic cells and the true ganglion belong to the

N. Terminalis.

DK Vries' mistake is easily comprehensible; he used no special

methods to make the nerves visible, could not expose his material

of human embryos to this risk and was thus compelled to considei

the proximal end of the N. Vomeronasalis (split into four bundles

according to him) as a root of the Ganglion Terminale, by him

incorrectly called the Ganglion Vomeronasale, which is as it were

pasted up against it, while the true roots of this ganglion escape

observation in cross section through their fineness. That it is possible

to make mistakes even when using nerve-staining methods is proved

by the work of Dollkkn (1909). He examined embryos of mice,

rabbits, guinea-pigs and man. Following in the footsteps of de Vries

Further literature is found mentioned in these publications.
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he also took the roots of the N. Vomeronasalis to be those of the

N. Tenninalis.

Regarding the mouse lie sajs "Die sog. mediale Riecinvnrzel von

der bereits Ca.tal, Kappers u. A. behau|)tet haben, sie sei nicht als

eigentliche Rieohwnrzel zii bezeiehnon, ist eine Wiii-zel des N. Ter-

minalis". No wonder that he continues "Sie hat bedeulende Beziehun-

gen zum Olfactorius".

The second important ehicidation appeared, as has already been

said, in a communication, also in 1913, of Hubeh and Gtht.d, who
had come on this subject a propos of the work of Johnston, which

had partly been done in Huber's laboratory.

These writers examined rabbit embryos by the silver-pyridine

method. They could fully confirm Johnston's results that the N.

Terminalis and the N. Vomeronasalis were two different nei'ves, and

that the ganglion and the disseminated ganglionic cells belong, not

to the N. Vomeronasalis, which is evidently a specialised bundle of

the olfactory nerve, but indeed to the N. Terminalis.

While Johnston however was still of opinion that the periphei-al ter-

mination of the N. Terminalis was limited, principally in any case, to the

region of the N. Vomeronasalis, these investigators discovered that

this ending is to be found in the foremost part of the nasal septum,

reaching caudally to the rear border of the Organon Vomeronasale.

It is only a small part of the peripheral branches that reaches this

organ and the true olfactory mucous membrane, the region of the

fila olfactoria, was free from branches of the N. Terminalis.

Through difference in tint the branches of the Terminalis could

well be distinguished from those of the Trigeminal nerve (Nasociliary

and Nasopalatine), which are also found in the mucous membrane

of the nasal septum.

As will presently become clear, it is of importance in following

the nerve to Amphioxus, that the N. Terminalis does not branch in

the olfactory mucous membrane.

In 19J2 and 1913 Mc. Cotter published his investigations on the

N. Vomeronasalis and the N. Terminalis. By means of the dissecting

microscope, thus as it were at magnifying glass magnification, he

found the latter in the adult dog and cat, but not in the rat, the

rabbit, the sheep, the guinea-pig or the oppossum. That he did not

find it is not to be wondered at considering his method. His opinion

that the N. Terminalis ends peripherally at or near the vomeronasal

organ is also comprehensible because the bundles here arc thicker,

the fibres of the N. Terminalis being strengthened by those of the

vomeronasal nerve.
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Tliis much as regcards the mammals, which I have considered

somewhat more extensively as most, and to my mind the most

accurate, investigations have been done on them.

1 can be brief about (he birds, reptiles, and amphibians.

There does not seem to be much known about the N. Terminalis

in the birds.

In the fro<j it was found in 1909 by C. Judson Herrick,

who also described its central termination more especially ; its

peripheral branches could not be traced accurately. This was also

the case in the Urodela, where the nerve was observed by Mr. Kibbkn

(1914), who could not however tind any ganglionic cells in it. Some

time later .Iohnston succeeded in this. He says "In Amblystoma the

nervus terminalis is ganglionated and supplies the vomeronasal organ,

as in reptiles and mammals", (.'oncerning the reptiles he says that

the j)eripheral termination takes place "in the turtle to a medial

diverticulum of the nasal sac, which presumably cori-espoiids to the

vomeronasal organ or a pai-t of it".

We now come to the fislies wherein, setting aside an isolated

observation by G. Fritsch about one of the Selachii, the nei-ve was

(Irst found by Pinkus in Protopterus. His preliminary communication

appeared in 1894 in the "Anatomischer Anzeiger" and was followed

in 1895 by his elaborate treatise "Die Hirnnerven des Pi-otopterus

annectens" in the "Morphologische Arbeiten". Pinkus found that his

new nerve originates in the brain, places itself lostrally against the

most mesial bundle of the olfactory nerve, takes its course over the

nasal mucous membrane and is to be followed to the roof of the

anterior nasal o[)ening. The nerve consists of nonmedullated fibres

and has in its course a cellular swelling, which is undoidttedly the

Ganglion Terminale of later writers, although Pinkus could not

convince himself of the ganglionic nature of the cells.

Skwkrtzokf (1902) found the nerve in embryos of Ceratodus. He

mentions the fact, of importance for the homologisation, that the

nerve does not branch in the olfactory mucous membrane and that

it terminates in the skin at the external nasal opening. Soon (1904

—

1905) BiNG and Buhckhardt described the nerve in the adult Cera-

todus also.

Concerning the Selachii the treatise of Locy, which appeared in

the "Anatomischer Anzeiger" after several smaller publications, is

well known. In this treatise, which is accompanied by a large number

of handsome illustrations, he described the structure and development

of the nerve in Acanthias as seen in series of sections, as well as

its course as this is to be seen, by means of the dissecting microscope.
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in 20 geiieia of shaiks and rajs. At first he held the nerve to be

a part of the olfactory nerve, bnt later on he recognised its homology

to the new nerve of Pinkus, and called it the N. Terniinalis.

In the Selachii tiie distance between the nasal sac and the olfactory

bulb is small, hence tiie olfactory nerve is short. Immediately on its

appearance out of tiie nasal sac it is separated into a lateral and n

mesial bundle by a sniall groove into which the disial termination

of the N. Terminalis enters.

Scoliodon terrae novae alone has something peculiar. Here the

two bundles are not only completely separated from each other, but

the division also continues on to the bulb, and even to the distal

(foremost) end of the tract, which usually is long in the Selachii.

After the N. Terminalis of the Selachii has made its appearance out

of the hemisphere, it takes its course along the mesial border of

the tract, and when it has reached the bulb it forms a ganglion.

In some species two ganglia were observed in the coui-se of the nerve.

LocY assures that the nerve in its distal ramifications is principally

limited to the olfactory mucous membrane, but to my mind he has

not proved this. His method was not sufficient to do this, and

considering the results of other investigators in other classes of

animals this assertion needs cori'oboration by preparations treated

with silver compounds.

In the Ganoids the N. Terminalis was first found and clearly

represented by Phelps Alt, is (1897, fig. 64) inAmiacalva. He could

follow it caudal ly up to the fore-brain. In the larvae he also found

its ganglion.

In J 910 Brookovkr described its development in these fishes. His

investigation contains many new finds and interesting communications,

bnt his conclusion that the nerve is a branch of the olfactorj' nerve

cannot in my opinion be correct. In his work in J 914 on the nerve

in Lepidosteus he also came to this conclusion.

In the Tekostei Sheldon and Brookover (1909) found the nerve

in the carp and in Amiurus. According to them the roots of the

ganglion enter the olfactory bulb to reach the hemisphere, contained

in the tract. Here however the question ai-ises whether they have

not made a mistake analogous to that of de Vries in the embryos

of man, as this is not the condition in the Dipnoi, in the Selachii,

in the amphibians or in the mammals, nor either in man according

to what Brookover himself (J 914) found in the last-named.

Concerning the lungfishes I can here demonstrate to you two fine

models of the fore-end of the brains, with the nerves arising there-

from, of Ceratodns and Protopterus, both constructed by Dr. van der

12

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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Horst in the Institute for Brain Researeli of Dr. AkiV;ns Kappkrs,

who was so kind as to lend tiieni for this evening. One sees the

N. Terminalis arising out of the iiemisphere, and running rostraily

quite independent of the olfactory lobe, as is also the case in man
according to Brookover fc.f. fig. 1).

Finally I come to Amphioxus, on whose cerebral nerves I published

a commnnication in the meeting of the Royal Academy of October

the 27'''- 1894. As is known the trigeminal nerve of the craniata

forms a complex of two dorsal segmental nerves, the components

being the N. Ophthalmicus profundus (N. Nasociliaris) and the rest

of the N. Trigeminus. I found both these components in the two

nerves, of which the one appears before and the other behind the

first well developed myotome (which has morphologically to be

considered as the second). Before the homologue of the profound

ophthalmicus, however, there is in Amphioxus still another nerve

which supplies the utmost point of the snout. On account of this

and because it arises from the morphological fore-end of the cerebral

ventricle I called it the N. Apicis.

At fii'St 1 thought that the N. Apicis would be aborted in the

higher chordata, but shortly before the publication of my article the

preliminary communication of Pinkus appeared (Anat. Anz. 1894),

in which he reported the discovery of a new nerve in Protopterus,

later named the N. Terminalis by Locy.

This had to be considered the homologue of the N. Apicis consi-

dering its course, ramification and origin, not from the infundibulum

as I concluded out of the preliminary commnnication, but near the

Lamina Terminalis as became clear when the more extensive treatise

appeared the next year.

I must acknowledge that I have later on sometimes doubted

whether this homologisation were correct, when I read the investi-

gations of Locy in the Selachii, of Brookovkr and Shkldon in the

Ganoids and Teleostei, and of Ernst de Vries and Döllken in the

mammals, because all these wi'iters assert that the peripheral ter-

mination of the N. Terminalis is wholly' or principally limited to

the olfactory mucous membrane (or in mammals to the vomeronasal

organ, which is covered by a split-off part of the olfactory mucous

membrane). In Amphioxus on the other hand the N. Apicis stands

in no relation whatever to the covering of the olfactory groove.

After however reading the research of Huber and Guild (1913)

this doubt was dispelled.

Their illustration (c. f. fig. 2) shows the N. Apicis of Amphioxus

in the rabbit — I could almost say "in optima forma", even to the



J. W. VAN WIJHE : "On the Nervus terminalis from man
to Amphioxus".
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Fig. 1. Shows the lower surface of the foremost part of the brain

of man and the intracranial part of the N. terminalis. (According to

a figure of Brookover, slightly modified).
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Fig. 2. Shows the mesial surface of the right olfactory lobe and

of the contiguous part of the hemisphere with the nerves which

radiate from this into the septum, after a combination of sagittal

sections in the rabbit. (After a fig. of Huber and Guild, slightly

modified).

Proceedings Royal Academy. Vol. XXI.
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disaeininated ganglionic cells, wliicli have already been lonj? known
in the N. Apicis.

As the N. Apicis is an ordinary cutaneous nerve '), the relation

in which the N. Terminalis stands to the olfactory epithelium in

some of the higher animals must be of a secondary nature. It is

even possible that the terminal i-amitication of the nerve has become

principally limited to the olfactory mucous membrane, as appears

to be the case in many fishes.

Thus has the N. Terminalis completed its course through science

in 20 years (L894— 1914) beginning in the lung-fishes, I may as well add

in Amphioxus, and ending in man. It can no longer be doubted that

we have here to do with an independent cerebral nerve and not

with a bundle of the olfactory nerve. In most or all of the craniata

however branches of both nerves run close alongside of each other,

and on account of this it is difticidt to distinguish their peripheral

distribution.

From Amphioxus to man the N. Terminalis is provided with

disseminated ganglionic cells, which can partly be gathered together

to one or more ganglia. On the other hand the olfactory nerve

(including its specialised bundl-e, the N. Vomeronasalis of the Amniota)

is distinguished by the complete absence of ganglionic cells.

At the end of this summary I want here to express my thanks

to Di'. Akiëns Kappers, who was so kind as to send me for perusal

a dozen treatises on the N. Termijialis, neai'ly all of American

investigators, which have become the occasion of this address.

POST SCRIPTUM.

Early in March Dr. Kappers sent me for perusal a copy of a

new work by Brookover, which he had received a few days earlier:

"The Peripheral Distribution of the Nervus Terminalis in an Infant"

(Journal of Comp. Neurology Vol. 28 N". 2).

Brookover found the branching of the N. Terminalis in the nasal

septum of the child analogous to that in the rabbit, according to

HuBER and Guild, only much more strongly developed. In it he

could count about 1500 ganglionic cells, not considering the Ganglion

1) It is a well known fact that ganglionic cells are found not only in the first

but also in the secomi cutaneous nerve (N. Ophlhalmicus prof.) of Amphioxus.

De Quathefages discovered them here in 1845 already, but held them for mucous

cryptes, "cryptes mucipares". Incorrectly it is assumed that peripheral ganglionic

cells are not present in the other nerves. I found multitudes of them in the nerves

running under the atrial epithelium wliich covers the intestine and the liver.

12*
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Terminale. This ganglion was a compound of 6 to 8 ganglia, com-

bined by a net of nervous fibres.

He mentions nothing about a N. Vomeronasalis, but found a stout

nerve without ganglionic cells, which, with a branch of tiie N.

Terminalis, passes through one of the hiudinost openings of the

Lamina Cribrosa to the nasal se|)tum and anastomoses jieripheraliy

with the N. Nasopalatinus.

Brookover considers the above-named stout nerve as a sympathetic

anastomosis between the Ganglion Sphenopalatinum and the Ganglion

Terminale. To mj mind this nerve is tiie N. Vomeronasalis, which

has tiien not been aboi-ted after bii'th, in man, as was hitherto the

general opinion. In case this conjecture is cori-ect, it must ai'ise behind

in the olfactory bulb and supply the vomeronasal organ.

This organ is generally present in the vertebrates higher than the

fishes '), and seems to be a product of adaptation to terrestrial life.

Jt first appears in the amphibians, and has been lost or is present

only in the early stages of development in the higher forms which

liave secondarily become aquatic again (crocodiles, partly also the

Chelonia, the Cetacea, and the Pinnipedia).

Flying also seems to be unfavourable for the development of the

organ (birds and some — not all — of the bats).

The organ is usually named after Jacohson, who found it inde-

pendently in a large number of matnmals, and who also discovered

the N. Vomeronasalis. His work became known tiirough the report

CuviER made on it').

x^ffer the considerable praise which Cuvikr bestows on the work,

for a part done in his laboratory, one would expect at the end of

his report to the ''Insfitut" the advice to have the treatise of Jacobson,

"pensionnaire et chirurgien-major dans les armées de Roi de Danemark",

printed. The end of the report, however, reads as follows: "Nous

croyons que le Mémoire de i\I. Jacobson mérite Tapi^robafion de la

classe [de I'lnstilut] et que cet anatomiste doit étre invite a continuer

des recherches, qui -ont déja fourni un résultat aussi curieux".

This encouragement does not, however, seem to have had the

desired result. At least it is not known that Jacobson has published

his treatise, enlarged or not.

For the rest Cuvier makes a mistake in believing that nobody

had observed the organ before JACOHbON, and that it is not present

^) G.f. R. WiEDERSHEiM, Vei'gleichende Anatomie der Wirbeltiere, Jena, 1909.

2) G. GuviER, Rapport fait a I'lnstilut, sur un Mémoire de M. Jacobsox intitule:

Description analomique d'un Organe observe dans les Mammifères. Annales du

Muséum d'Histoire naturelle, Tome 18, 1811.
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in man. It has escaped his atieniion ihai Rctsch. who is cited by

hioi a propos of the Meatus Xasopalatiiius, (I.e. p. 414. He writes

:

Rrisce is the discoverer of the organ, and just in man in whom
it is normally present as was corroborated later on.

KöLUKKR- and Hkbzfeld'; found it regularly in children while

it is seldom wanting tn adults. When this was the case it had

probably to be ascribed to former diseases of the nasal septum.

The description of RrTSCH'), who also gives a clear representation

of the orifice of the organ, with a sound brought into it, on the

nasal septum of a child, reads as follows: '*In anteriore et inferiore

parte sepii juxia palatum in uiroque Uitere foramen apjiaret, sen

osculum cujiisdam ductus de cujus usu et existentia nil apud authores

legi: inservire muco excerneudo exisiimo".

Jacobson also, not knowing RrrscH's work, is inclined to consider

the organ as being secretory, aiihongh the |K>werful innervation

pleads for a sensory function, but I.e. p. 422"^ -. -'quel agent extérieur

pourroit aller se (aire percevoir dans un receptacle si cache, si profond,

si pen acce^ibler"

CuviER himself still thinks — under reserve — he has to accept

a kind of olfactory perception and the later wriiei-s do this too. It

is usually assumed that the organ serves to smell the food which

has already been taken into the mouth : in mammals the odour

would then rise up through the Meatus Nasoi^laiinus. This can

however not be the case in the lioi-se or the donkey nor in the

camel or giraliV, because here ihe Meatus is no longer oj>ened to

the buccal cavity, while their Organoii Vomei-onasale cannot be held

to be rudimentary as is the case in man.

The secretory function is evident on account of the numerous

glands iKöi.i.iKER, I. c. p. 11) which till the ot^in with mucus, which

streams out through ciliary motion, but the difficulties itgainst accepting

') A. KöLLiKER. Ueber die J.^cobsonsohen Organe des Meuschen. Reprinted

from the Festschrift fur RI^ECKER, Leipzig 1S77.

-) P. Herzfkld, Ueber das Jacobsonscbe Organ des Menschen und der Sauge-

tbiere. Zoologische Jabrbücber, Abtb. for Anat. uudOnlogeuiederTbiere Bd. 3, 1S89.

Herzfeld gives a summary of Ibe mammals in which the organ had been

found by him and others up to 1889, also in coimeclion with the meatus

nasopalatimis. He might have addeii that Jaoobsox bad also already observed it

ill the marsupials (kangaroo). Later on it was also found in the Monotreinata

and Eiienlata.

>)F. RuYSOH, Thesaurus anatomicus III. Amslelodami, 1724. p. 2G. N^\ LXl. 6.

Illustration: Tab. IV, tig. 5.

KóLLiKEK (1877) cited the description, mentioned above, from an edition of

1703 p. 49; hence more than 100 years before Cuvier's repoit.
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an olfactory function, already hinted at by Jacobson, and which

KöLLiKEK tries to evade in a peculiar manner, are not to be got

out of the way.

In this regard an observation of Herzfeld in connection with trie

venous sinus, with a strong circular layer of nonstriated muscular

fibres, which is found in the wall of the organ of the rat on the

inner side of the bony capsule, — cartilaginous in the majority of

the mammals — seems to me worthy of attention. He assumes that

the air will be sucked into the organ through contraction of the

sinus and the lessening of the volume of the wall, inside the rigid

capsule, caused b}^ this.

If this appears to be the case in other animals also — the oppor-

tunity for research will probably present itself in a veterinary college —
then a sort of olfactory function would become comprehensible. It

would then also become clearer why the Cetacea and Pinnipedia

are nearly the only ') mammals in which the search for the organ ^)

of RuYSCH has been in vain.

It is comprehensible that the Cetacea and Pinnipedia have lost

the true olfactory organ, adapted to aquatic life in earlier tishlike

ancestors, it became adapted to smelling in the air in later ancestors,

which lived on land as mammals. When these, in a still later

period, again went back to aquatic life, as Protocetacea and Proto-

pinnipedia, the true olfactory organ could not undergo this change

and became rudimentary or disappeared altogether. If the organ of

RuYscH in terrestrial mammals is always filled with liquid (mucus),

and does not need to adapt itself to smelling in the air, then there

is not the same reason for its disappearance in the Cetacea and

Pinnipedia as there is for the degeneration of the true olfactory

organ of the Cetacea.

') One would expect the Sirenia here also. It is remarkable however thai Manalus,

according to Stannius (Lehrbuch 1846, p. 399) possesses an exceptionally well

developed Organon Vomeronasale. In some bats and catarrhine apes the organ has

disappeared through some cause or other, as in the Cetacea and Pinnipedia.

2) The numerous morphological investigations on this organ have taught us

very little about its function. On histological grounds a sort of olfactory function

is not to be doubted, (c.f. amongst others M. von Lenhossek, Die Nervenurspriinge

und Endigungen in Jacobsonschen Organ des Kaninchens. Anat. Anzeiger. 1892).

This is about the only result, concerning the function which we can, after about

200 years, add to the words of the discoverer : "Inservire miicn excernendo existimo."



Microbiology. — "The .-iiinificance of the tubercle bacteria of the

PapiUonaceae for the host plant'. By Prof. Hkijkkinck.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 2G, 1918).

As (liere is no reason to donbt of f lie accuracy of Hkllrikgki/s ')

experiments, it appears certain that the bacteria of the nodules on the

roots of the Ijeguininosae are indispensable for the fixation of atmospheric

nitrogen by these [)lants. ^) But I shall prove that the theory, at

present generally adopted, according- to which this process takes j)lace

only within the tubercles, cannot be correct. But previously some

remarks on the occurrence of the tubercles and the cultivation of

bacteria from them.

For some plant species such as serradella {Ornithopics sativus) siwd

the yellow lupine [Luplniis luteus), it cannot be doubted that only

the tubercle-bearing specimens grow vigorously in nitrogen-poor soils

and consequently, after the theory, fix the atmospheric nitrogen. It

is therefore easy on poor heath fields to find languishing, stunted

lupine plants, always devoid of nodules, amid the luxuriantly growing

tnbercle-bearing ones. Never did I find theie well-developed lupine

or serradella plants quite without them. But the number of lubeicles

is of no consequence, it evidently suffices if only few come to

development.

In garden experiments on open sandbeds, without supply of

nitrogen, but where inevitably more nitrogen compounds occur than

in heath soils, also in peas and beans
(
Vicia faba), plants with

nodules grow better than those devoid of them.

In fertile garden soil such as in the laboratory garden at Delft,

yellow lupine and serradella do not fully develop, and especially

their roots make the impression of sickliness; tubercles do not

grow on them, not even when the soil lias been abundantly provided

^) H. Hellriegel und H. Wilfarth, UntiMsucluingcn über die StickstolTnahrung

der Giamineën und Legumiuosen, Zeitschriit fur Riibenzuckerindusliie, Beilageheft

November 1888. See fuither the excellent treatise of Hiltner, Bindung von freiem

Stickstoff in liöheren Pflanzen, in Handbucli der leclinischen Mykologie, Bd. 3,

1903—1905.

2) For the objective proof that here free atmospheric nitrogen is fixed see, besides

Hellrieüel (I. c. p. 191), ScHLösiNG et Lauhknt, Fixation de I'azole libre par les

plantes, Ann. de I'institut Pasleur, Tome 6, pag. 65, 1892.
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with the concerned bacteria. Whether the latter die in the soil or

are not attracted by the roots of the plant is not yet clear. Most

other legnminons plants, such as clover, Vicia, peas and Viciafaba,

bear also in fertile soil many nodules, and it is not easy to tind

specimens wholly devoid of them, unless the soil has been previously

sterilised.

On the roots of Genista amjlica and Genista pilosa, growing on

poor heath fields, I found after long seeking oidy very few tubercles,

although they, and in particular the former, bore many pods with

good seeds; the tubercles are, however, never quite absent. When
sown in my garden at Delft or brought there as plants, they die

after some few years. On the other hand, Genista tinctoria thrives

as well at Delft as along the higlnvay of Zutphen to Vorden and

at both places bears a small number of nodules.

For Robinia pseudo-acacia the favoui-able influence oï B. radicicola

only on the young plant, has been stated by Nobbk. ') As to fnll-

grown specimens on poor heath soil at Gorssel I could after long

digging find but few tubercles, while at a small distance, bnt on

somewhat better soil more tubercles occurred, but still so Utile

numerous, that nobody would attribute to them any direct signifi-

cance for such a large tree, had not the fixation of nitrogen in the

tubercles become an inveterate belief. Sarothanmus vulgaris and

Ulex europaeus behave in the same way as Robinia. On Phase-

olus vidgaris on saridy soils I found but few nodules, and then only

on thin rootlets and nearly always enclosed by plant remains; in

the pure sand the nodules are very rare. In garden soil at Delft

Phaseolus produces no nodules, but it does in a there arranged

sandbed; Lupinus luteus and Serradella behave likewise.

When comparing the various mentioned plants, all noted in

agriculture for their power of ameliorating the soil, as they contain

in their dry substance nearly double the quantity of Jiitrogen found

in other plants, for example the grasses, we come to the conclusion

that only for lupine and serradella the number and weight of the

tubercles is of some significance in regard to the whole weight of

the plant. For other species they are of so little volume that even

if within them free nitrogen were fixed with great intensity, oidy

an extremely little quantity of fixed nitrogen could be expected, whilst

in reality this amount is very considerable. Hence the theory, at

present generally accepted, after which the fixation takes place in the

1) HiLTNER I.e. Also BiisGEN, Bau und Leben unserer Waldbaume, 2te Aufl., Pag

246, 1917.
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nodules only, requires reconsideration. Also oilier experiences make

this reconsideration necessary. But previously a few remarks on the

isolation of the bacteria from the nodules and from other materials,

and on the question of their specificity.

A very convenient medium for isolation was already described in

1888, ') namely pea leaves- or clover-extract-gelatin with 2 7o ^'^^ne

sugar. B. radicicola grows thereon in soft, white, non-liquefying

colonies, while B. oriiithopodis h'oxw Ornifhoims perpusillns, (). satiuus

or Lupums luieus, when isolated in the autumn or in March,

liquefy somewhat, as does B. herhicola. ^)

As a solid medium, poor in nitrogen compounds, I recommend a

plate of: Tapwater 100, agar 2, cane sugar 1, starch 1, bipotassium-

phosphate 0,05, in which, because of the albuminous matter of the

agar, enough fixed nitrogen is present to cause a distinct growth of

B. radicicola, but the colonies remain small. Later a little saltpetre

or ammoninmsulphate may be added locally, which makes the

tubercle bacteria like tiie other saprophytes thrive well, showing

that they do not assimilate the free atmospheric nitrogen. If on such

a plate eventually germs of Azotohacter, which is able to assimilate

free atmospheric nitrogen, are present, these will grow quite well

if no nitrogen compounds are added. Such nitrogen-poor plates are

also useful to recognise the spore-bearing soil bacteria, which almost

constantly appear at the isolation of B. radicicola.

I only call tubercle bacteria those species which develop mutually

identic colonies by thousands or hundreds of thousands from the extei'-

nally well-sterilised and cautiously crushed nodules. These bacteria

derive for the greater part from within the cells. I consider the

deviating and less numerous colonies obtained at the culture experiments

as the product of germs accidentally present in the intercellular cavities

of the rind of the nodules. ') That the full-grown bacteroïds cannot

develop on the plates is well-known ; hence bacteria may be expected

from the tubercles only in the beginning of their development.

It is an important and until now not yet sufficiently investigated

circumstance that from the tubercles of the same plant not always

the same bacteria are obtained. So \ found for Oimithopiis perpusillns

5) Botan. Zeitung. i888 Pag. 764.

3) Occasionally a great number of colonies of B. herbicola are obtained from

the tubercles ; whoever is unacquainted with this species may make mistakes in

the isolation of B. radicicola. But even with this knowledge the isolation of

serradella- and lupine-bacteria is difficult. Good descriptions of these forms do

nol -exist.

') Besides B. radicicola B. herhicola can also occur ivithin the living cells.
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the bacteria I had isolated in Marcli diffeieiit from tliose grown in

October, whilst the tubercles came from plants growing side by

side and being in ttie same state of development. With the yellow

lupine and serradella I iiad similar results. In most other cases,

however, for example with Pisum, Latkyrus, Vicia, and Irifolium^

the similarity of the various mutually independently isolated stocks

is so complete and the image of B. radicicola can so distinctlj^ be

recognised, that the above observation requires nearer confirmation.

But we cannot now enter upon this point.

When trying to isolate B. radicicola from materials other than

the nodules, for example from the soil and from the dying surface

cell-layers of the root, it proves very difficult to recognise this

species amid the numerous other saprophytes, especially when the

number of the germs of the different species is to be determined

quantitatively. B. jluorescens liquefaciens causes muc'h trouble by

the liquefying of the gelatin plates, and yet it is necessary to use

these plates as on them the colonies of ail the species lie free from

one anotiier, while on agar they are overgrown and rendered

unrecognisable by B. jiuorescens, which extends strongly sideways.

Concerning the question if only one or more species of tubercle

bacteria exist the following.

Already in 1892 experiments thereabout were made by the late

Hellriegel ^) in the experimental station at Bernburg with pure cul-

tures of the bacteria made b}' myself at Delft. Of his results Hkll-

RiKGET. sent me two reports. In the first, dated 24 July 1892, he

gives as "Augenblicl<.licl)es Hauptresultat : "Es gelingt mit den

Reinkulturen von B. radicicola var. Pisi oder von Vicia /aba, die

Erbsen und Bohnen, und mit deneji des Bac. radio, var. Lupin, oder

Ornithopodis Lupinen und Serradella erfolgreich zu infiziren und zum

Wachstum resp. der Assimilation des freien Stickstoffs zu bringen,

und das ist was unsere anfangliche Behauptung bestiitigt". Already

earlier Hetj-riegel held arrived at the conclusion that the bacteria

of Lupiiius and Ornithopus belong to a species different from tliat

of Pisum. and Vicia, which was also my own o [union.

In later years many interesting experiments were made in this

direction, especially by Hiltiser. Yet the evidence is unsatisfac-

tory as it proved hitherto impossible in the sand cultures ')

to bi'ing Leguminosae to complete development by infection with

1) He died 24 September 1895 of a stomach disease and was already suffering

when I visited him at Bernburg in 1892.

2) It is a well-known fact that the Papilionaceae, when cultivated in liquids, do

not fix the atmospheric nitrogen indifferently whether they produce tubercles or not.
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B. radicicola only and with exclusion of all other microbes. Such

cultures are always at the end of the vegetation period rich in

various other species, in })articnlar in B. jluoreacens liquefaciens

and the nitrogen-tixing- spore-forming (rvanulobacter [Closiridiuin)

pasteurianeni and Helobacter cellulosae. This observation holds good

as well for the first experiments made by myself as for those of

others, and this should never be lost sight of when reading the

descriptions of the infection experiments with the so-called "pure

cultures". It had not escaped Hki-lrtegel's attention, and we see it

in all the photographs of his above mentioned treatise at the film

of the glass vessels, wherein he cultivated his plants (in bright

daylight), which film consisted of Chlorophyceae and varions other

species of microbes, but he thought it of no consequence (1. c. |).

169). For myself I have observed in nitrogen-free sand, besides the

mentioned species, CliloreUa and Cystococcus and sometimes also

PahneUa cruenta and many Cyanophyceae. Many of my later efforts

to bring clover plants to complete growth on agar with nutrient

salts and B. radicicola in large cotton-plugged EKi.ENMKYER-flasks,

failed as the plants ceased to grow before they blossomed, although

the nodules developed very well.

The tubercle bacteria do not Jix the atmospheric nitrogen lohen

cultivated in nutrient media.

I will now call attention to my chief subject namely the want of

power of the tubercle bacteria to fix the free atmospheric nitrogen.

They do this neither when cultivated out of the plant nor within

the nodules.

Regarding the first point the experiment is very simple. We have

but to crush the nodules and bring the thus obtained material into

culture soils used for the ordinary experiments to fix free nitrogen

and then cultivate at 20° to 30° C. ; or we use the pure cultures

for infection of the same media. A convenient medium is : Tapwater

100, Glucose 2, Dikaliumphosphate 0,05, lime 2, fresh garden soil

2. This liquid, to which the garden soil is added as a catalyst,

must previously be sterilised to kill the germs of Azotobacter, Gra-

nalobacter and Helobacter; notwithstanding the sterilisation, tiie

soil preserves its catalytic power very little im[)aired. The spores of

the nitrogen-fixing Helobacter and Granidobacter often adhere to

the nodules and, when present, fermentation phenomena show that

the expeiiments cannot be relied upon, Ji. radicicola not causing

fermentation. Commonly, iiowever, these fermenting and nitrogen-
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fixing microbes can be removed by tliorouglily washing of the nodules

with alcohol and water. In the course of many jears I have experi-

mented in this way with numerous species of tubercle bacteria,

and with many modifications in the nutrient media as well in the

teinpei'ature as in the source of carbon. Moreover I have, as said,

tried to grow pure cultm-es of the bacteria themselves in the liquid

culture medium as also on solid culture soils of various compositions,

and at tirst I thought I had observed a rather considerable increase

of these organisms. This increase, however, proved to be really very

slight, so slight that gain of atmospheric nitrogen is not proved,

whilst the obvious augmentation of dry weight of the sown bac-

teria derives from the formation of thick slime walls, that is of ni-

trogenfree, cellulose-like substances^ around the hardly augmented

original protoplasmic material. ')

Only when cultivating the microbes in plant extracts with cane

sugar, wherein nitrogen com[)Ounds are evidently present, I could

observe a very slight and by no means convincing increase of

the total nitrogen rate of the liquid in consequence of the growth

of B. radicicola. But when performing these experiments Ï was

not yet acquainted with the circumstance that laboratory air

contains suftlcient carbon and nitrogen compounds to be made percept-

ible by the growth of microbes which can feed on them. This was

afterwards demonstrated by Ir. A. van Dklden and myself in our

investigation on Bacillus [ActiuohaciUus) oligocarbophUus.^-)

There exists moreover an aerobic spore-producing bacterium''), hard

to kill by sterilisation of (he nutrient liquids, which fixes free nitrogen
;

at that time it was still quite unknown to me and even now it is very

imperfectly understood. It may have been present at my experiments

likewise as at those of other investigators who think they have

observed fixation of free nitrogen out of the plant in the pure cul-

tures of B. radicicola.

With sufficient precautions the results of such experiments are however

always the same: The bacteria of the nodules do in no way fix the free

atmospheric nitrogen. When the experiments are pei-formed, not with

1) The slime formation is of importance for the explanation of the "slime

threads" (erroneously called "infection threads") within the nodules. See "Die

Nalur der Fiiden der Papilionaceënknöllchon." Centralbl fur Bakteriologie. Bd. 15,

pag. 928, 1894.

') Ueber eine farblose Bakterie deren Kohlenstoffnahrung aus der atmosferischen

Luft herrührt. Centralbl. f. Bakteriologie 2te Abt. Bd. 10, pag. 33, 1903.

") Bacillus daniciis, T. Westermann and F. Löhnis, Centralbl. f. Bakteriologie.

2te Abt. Bd. 22, pag. 250, 19Ü9).
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nutrient liquids, but with a, solid mediinu, the lesults are quite the

same: fixation of uitrogeu does not take place then either. Stress must be

laid on the latter fact as it seems im[)0ssible to tix free nitrogen

by the Papilionaceae when cultivated in liquid media even under

the l)esl circumstances aud whether tubercles are pi-odnced or

not. So it seeuis probable that for this j)rocess a direct contact with

the air is necessary, which cannot be i-ealised iu the li(piid culture

media, but very well in solid ones.

Further it must l)e observed that the plate cullui*es of. some of

the nodule organisms,') for example the forms from /^/.sv^/??, Vicia,Rnd

Tflfoliniu, on gluco8e-agar-potassiumphos[)hate |)Iates, in absence of

purposely added nitrogen compounds, at superficial view make the

impression of being quite able to develop, but here too, it is

only the formation of much wall substance, as already described

above, and not of nitrogen-rich protoj)lasm, which explains the

voluminosity of the colonies.^) With other slime-producing bacteria,

as B. radiohacter and Aerobacter viscosian, of which it is quite

certain that they cannot live on the atmospheric nitrogen, extensive

colonies may likewise be grown on the said nitrogen-poor medium

with tit carbon food. By a better nitrogen nutrition such colonies

may even be greatly reduced iu volume, the wall substance then

serving as food under a strong increase of the bacterial protoplasm,

which gives rise to vei-y interesting experiments. It is only when

being ac(piainted with' these facts by personal observation that we

can understand how in the literature so many statements can occur

on the nitrogen fixation by the nodule bacteria, which does not

take place.

Within the nodtdes the atmospheric nitrogen is neither fixed.

The preceding gives rise to the question, whether the proto|)lasm

of the host [)laut might be the catalyst that enables (he invading

bacteria, iu their bacteroidal state, to fix the free nitrogen. However

improbable this hypothesis may appear, being in contradiction with

the laws of heredity, still it deserves attention because the i-ate of

') The wonderful "experiments" of Maze (Annales de rinstilut Pasteur T. 11,

pag. 44, 1897, T. 12, pag. 1 and pag, 128, 1898), who asserts that on broth

gelatin plates at the same time ammoniumcarbonate is produced and fixation of free

nitrogen by B. radicicola takes place, need not be considered, although they are

taken up uncrilisised in the handbooks of Pianlphysiology.

2) Likewise for the ordinary saprophytic bacteria the want of nitrogen compounds

varies very much : the large-celled Bacillus megatherium requires very little, the

small celled Bacterium fliiorescens very much.
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albuminous matter in the nodules is so very high. 1 myself found

about 4V„ nitrogen, which is about 25
'/„ albumeu in the dry matter

of pease-nodules. Others found 5 to 6Vo nitrogen. It is noteworthy

that the bacterial colonies on agar plates, grown out of the plant,

contaiu but i to 2 "/o nitrogen of the dry weight, which consists

for the greater part of carbohydrates. So it is certain that the

bacterial body is very much modified by its entrance into the plant

cell as well morphologically as physiologically. Therefore it was

tried gazometrically to state nitrogen absorption in the tubercles. If

the hypothesis is founded it must be possible, with a great quantity

of tubercles in a closed space and under favourable physiological

conditions, easily to observe that absorption. For the nuniber of

tubercles, for example of the woody papilionaceae, being as said

very small, while yet these plauts are noted in agriculture for their

cousiderable nitrogen-Iixing power, the action of the tubercles must

necessarily be very intense.

To test the hypothesis w^e acted as follows. ') P'^irst small, later

lai'ger quantities of lupine and serradella tubercles were placed in

wide glass tubes which could readily be connected with the gas

burettes, then put in thermostats at about 25° C. The tubercles

respiring vigorously we had to keep account with a rapid assimil-

ation and supply of the oxygen. Further it was only necessary to

determine the quantity of nitrogen still present after deduction of

the carbonic acid and the oxygen. The only difficulty we met

with was that the nodules, which by their abundant content

of albuminous matter are an excellent food for bacteria, when

they touch each other and get moist, easily give rise to fermentations

in particular by Bactermm aërogenes. Hereby hydrogen and much

carbonic acid are produced, so that it is then necessary also to

determine the hydrogen. But this fermentation may be prevented by

introducing the material very loosely into the burette, so that there

are but few points of contact between the nodules, and the air can

freely pass between. Under such conditions there is no danger that

free nitrogen will be formed ; this only occurring through the action

of the denitrifying bacteria on nitrates, which substance is in the

nodules completely absent.

Of the tubercles of yellow lupine we used in our experiments

quantities of 100 grs., 500 grs., and later even of 1 kil. In some

1) In some of these experiments I was assisted by Ir. D. C J Minkman,

formerly assistant to the Laboratory for Microbiology of the Technical High School

at Delfl.
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experiments we bad the root tubercles cut ofT, in otheivs tlie roots with

the tubercles were left united with large pieces of the stem, so that

eventually formed nitrogen compoiuids might be able to flow into

the stem. All our estimations, however, showed that not in a single

case the slightest fixation of nitrogen by the tubercles was obsei'vable.

As at first we doubted of the accuracy of oni* results obtained with

relatively little material, we afterwards used the just mentioned

larger t[uantities, but this did not make any difference either. Besides

the two said species we still exanjined several times 1Üto20grs. of

the nodules of Vicia faha, and once about 15 grs. nodules of

Rohinla pseudo-acacia, but other lesults were not obtained.

As our researches did not last longer than 12 to 20 days it might

be objected that we have not sufficiently imitated the conditions of

the plants in the field. Further, that in these experiments the growth

of the tubercles, together with that of the whole plant, was excluded.

Although these objections have not been refuted in the preceding,

it is still highly improbable that nitrogen fixation would be associated

with the growth of the tubercles and not with the augmentation of

the Imcteria out of the jdant. Principal, however, is the fact that if

within the nodules nitrogen fixation were to take place, which might

have escaped our attention, the concerned quantity must certainly

be extremely small. When we now consider how difficult it is to

collect a few grams of tubercles for example of Rohlnia, it is clear

that if this material is to be of any significance for such a great

tree, its nitrogen-fixing power must be enormous. The experiments,

however, show that the tubercles are wholly inactive or nearly so,

hence there can be no question of attaching to them an}- importance

concerning the nitrogen nutrition, whilst yet nitrogen fixation by this

tree is as certain as for lupine and serradella and even on a much

larger scale. So the nitrogen nutrition of the Papilionaceae can

only be indirectly connected with the bacteria of the nodules. In

my opinion this relation can only exist in the herbaceous species

and in the germ plants of the shrubs and trees of that plant order,

but in full-grown specimens of the woody species such as Rohlnia

pseudo-acacia the presence or the absence of the nodules is wholly

indifferent. Likewise on the roots of shrubs, such as Sarotluimnus

vul(/(iris, Spartium scopariuni. Genista anglica, and Genista pilosa in

full-grown condition, the number of tubercles is so small, their

volume so insignificant to that of the whole plant, that even if they

were able to assimilate some free nitrogen their slight activity could

not possibly explain the rich nitrogen store of the whole plant.

Hence, the at present generally accepted explanation of the peculiar
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behaviour of the Papilionaeeae cannot be correct. New researches,

especially with Phaseolus, are desirable.

From the preceding follows:

For various Papilionaeeae, excelling by their abundance of nitrogen

connponnds, even when cultivated in media without such compounds,

tiie number and volume of the tubercles is so small, that if only

within them the tixation of free nitrogen should take place, the

intensity of the process in these tubercles must necessarily be very

great. We have not, however, succeeded gazometrically in observing

the process in the tubercles at all.

Neither do the tubercle bacteria fix the atmospheric nitrogen when

cultivated out of the plant in nutrient liquids or in plate cultures, nor

enclosed in solid media'.

The contradictory statements in the hand books of Flantphysiology

are erroneous.



Physics. — "On the rotationnl osciUations of a cylinder in an

infinite incoiiipressible ii(/i(i(r. Bj- D. Costkr. (Conimiinicated

by Prof. J. P. Kuknen).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 25, 1918)

Tlie nietliod to be followed in I lie discussion of the problem will

be in the main the same as that used by Prof. Vehschaffkt.t in

the analogous case of the spheie^). We consider the rotational

swings about its axis of an infinitely long cylinder which executes

a forced vibration. Our object will be" to ascertain the motion in

the liquid which will establish itself after an infinite time (in practice

after a relatively short time *)) in order to compute the friclional

moment of forces exerted on the cylinder by the liquid. For the

sake of simplicity the calculations will be referred to a height of J cm.

The motion of the cylinder may be represented by a z= a cos pt

wheie a is the angle of I'Otation. An obvious assumption to be

made is that the liquid will be set in motion in coaxial cylindrical

shells each of which will execute its oscillations as a whole. On
this assumption it is not diilicult to establish the differential equadon

for the motion of the liquid.

Let Q be the density of the liquid.

H the viscosity of the liquid.

to the angular velocity of a cylindrical shell.

r the radius of the shell.

The frictional force per unit surface of one of the shells will

then be F^ r(x ^ and the frictional couple on a cylindrical surface
Or

dtu
of radius r : 2.Tr r^ n -—.

Or

Taking a shell of thickness dr its equation of motion will be

duj d i dioï

"
</t dr

I

' dr
j

which reduces to

p dio d^o) 3 da>

iy=T^-^ ^' (^)
ft at . Or r Or

1) Comp. Proceedings 18 p. 84U. Sept. 1915. Comm. Leiden l4Sb.

') Comp. Comm. 1486. pag. 22 footnote.

13
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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It is important to note that equation (1) may also be deduced

from the general equation of hydrodynamics without its being

necessary to neglect the second power of the velocities, as is the

case in many problems of that kind. For an infinitely long time

of vibration i. e. for uniform rotation (1) simplities to

d^oi 3 dot=
\

(2)
*

(/r* r dr

/»

The solution of (2) is «> = - -+• c„ c, and f, being integration-

's

constants. If the solid cylinder (radius R) rotates with uniform speed

R'-^
. . . ,

i> in an iniinite liquid, the result will be cu = ——, giving lor the
' r

frictional couple as is well known the ex|)ression

-AniiR'H (2')

In order to arrive at a possible solution of (1) we have to make

our assumption regarding the motion of the liquid a little more

detinite by assuming that the angular displacement of each shell is

represented by

«;•=/(') COS (pt — Cf (r)) (3)

We may also consider (3) as the real part of the complex function

ue'f', where ?/- is a function of r the module of which gives the

amplitude of the oscillation and the aigument the phase-shift (({r).

da
Remembering that ^ = v- equation (1) may be reduced to

d^u 3 du ig pu
1

A^. — (4)
c/r* r dr ft

Equation (4) is closely related to the differential equation of the

cylindrical functions. Indeed by the substitution y = zv Bessei/s

d'y \dy f l^
,, ,

equation of the 1^' order --^ + ^
,' + (

1 - 7J // = ^' changes to

d^v ^ dv

dz' z dz

It follows that the general solution of equation (4) is

u=X\AJ,{ci)-\-BN,{ct)\, (5)
r

where c= 1/ -—^, yl and B being complex integration-constants.
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t/j is the cjliiidrioal function of tlie I'*' kind and 1**' order, ^V, that

of the 2"^^ kind and 1»^. order ').

As regards c an agreement must l)e come to. We shall choose the

in

root with the negative imaginary j)art i.e. c= /<? *, where ^'^ |c| =

As a first bonndarj'-condition we have Lim 7U(,. = 0''). As this
; = CO

relation must hold for all values of /, it follows that Iwi rn = 0,

The cylindrical functions with complex argument all become infinite

at infinitj^ with the exception of the so-called functions of the 3"M<ind

or Hankei/s functions //^,^' and //y,'^'-^\ Of these Hp> disappears at

infinity in the positive imaginary half-plane and on the contrary

becomes infinite in the negative half, whereas the opposite is true

for Hj^~'. By our choice of c in the negative imaginary half we are

led to the function ///'). For the integration-constants in equation

(5) this gives the relation B =z — iA ^), so that (5) becomes

Au= ~ ///2) (cr) (6)
r

For the determination of A we have to use the 2"^^ boundary-

condition ait^=z a cos pt, R being the radius of the cylinder. We
therefore assume that there is no slipping along the wall.

aE
Hence A =—;

,

80 tiiat

The symbol R is intended to indicate, that the real part has to be

taken of the function which stands after it.

If we had chosen for c the root with the positive imaginary part,

we should have had to utilize the function ///^X It is quite easy to

verify that this would not have made any essential change in

the solution (7).

1) Comp. Jahnke u. Emde. Funktionentafeln pp. 90 and 93.

Nielsen. Cylinderfunklionen. Instead of iV Nielsen uses the symbol Y.

') Prof. Verschaffelt puts Lim x,- = 0^ which in my opinion is not quite correct,
?= 00

as the linear velocity lias to disappear at an infinite distance. Comm. li'Sb p. 22.

') Between J, N, and H a linear relation holds. Gomp. J. u E. p. 95.

13*
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For large Vcalues of ./; (real, positive) H^(%vy— i) approaclies

asymptotically to

X

»/^ JtJr

Ji

K2

therefore for {k R) sufficiently large:

kr

aR «~i^
«r cos I pt \- -'

(f) («)

where (f
= argument H^^^^c R).

From (8) it appears that, damped waves ai-e propagated from the

cylinder to infinity, the velocity of propagation being

P P V^/9.

^Iv/'i

2pii

and the wave-length

2 rr V 2jr 1/2
k z= vT= z= -'^ = 2 .T

2ji

opp k

The frictionai moment on the wall of the vibrating cylinder is

(8')

2jrfi72"

Ö(0

ö7
where a> = — . First we determine

R ^t or R
from (7)

= R
a . H^'ixR) .

R ^ H,^'^){cR)
(9)

For the reduction of the 2'"' part on the right hand side of (9)

we make use of the well-known recursion-formula of the cylindrical

functions

:

By its application (9) obtains the form

'd«

dr JR

giving for the frictionai couple

= R __ e'pt 4 ac —?—^

—

- e'P^

R ^ H^i-^){cR)

K= 2jt^R*
dm'

ö7

d= — ijriiR' to+R-
R dt

2jTuR'ac^^-~—^^'P^

(10)

(ii;

For an infinite time of swing, i.e. p:=0, but with a rotational

velocity differing from 0, |c| = QP
becomes 0. In that case the
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second term on the right of (Ji) disappears on two grounds:

(1) becausec = (2) Lm; —; = 0; only the first term then

remains, which agrees with (2').

Moreover

IAm ~ = — I.

It appears from the accompanying graphs ^) of the module and

argument of —-—-- that tiiis limiting value is practically reached at

\cR\=k.R— 10

2^1/2 ;..... (12)
Ic| =k= ~~^-~ (cf. 8')|

The condition \c R\^^0 means, that the radius of the cylinder

must be about equal to or larger than the wave-length. If R is

small compared with / the second part of the frictional couple is

negligible. For \c R\^\0 the 2"^* term on the right-hand side of

''10) becomes

. / . TT \ / in

— a ci e^^'= — a k e \ ^ '
I since c = k e

'^

Hence equation (11) now becomes:

K= — 4 Tin R' oj — 2:^ IxkR^ -(acos (pt + jjj . (13)

where

d
a>= — (a cos pt).

dt

The frictional couple thus divides into two parts, one which does

not contain the density of the liquid and another, in which it

occurs and which therefore refers to the emission of waves. In the

transition to the limit of uniform rotation the first part only remains.

In the discussion of the 2"^' part of the frictional moment the

quantity k = 1/ ^^ is an important factor. If we take a time of

, I /^
oscillation of 2 .t seconds, so that /^=1, we have k=\X —

.

This gives the following values for k.

1) Gomp. J. u. E. 1. c.

2) Tables for Hoih and //o(2; will be found J. u. E. p. 139, 140.
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The differential equation for tfie forced oscillation in complex

notation is as follows

:

^ d^a da
6 -- + L— + Ma = Ee'i>^ (15)

dt^^ dt ^ '

Here in onr case L is a complex quantity L=^ L'-\- iL", where

L' = (4.T ft 7^^ + 1/2 jr [I k R')

L" = 1/2 jr ft kR \

If we onlj concern ourselves with the particular solution of (15)

which gives the forced oscillation, we can also write (15) in the

form :

L"\ d*t( da^+-]-~ + L'~ + Ma = ±Je'pt (16)
p J dr at

We see therefwe that in consequence of tiie motion of the licpiid

an apparent increase of tiie moment of inertia arises.

Putting

L"

P
the particular solution of (16) becomes :

E
e'(/^'—?)

in which the phase-angle (f is determined by the constants of the

dilferential equation.

Resonance occurs for M— <9' p'' zzz

or

6p' -\- L"p — M -=0 ...... (17)

Now L" is proportional to k and k=:.\X — , so that we may
y ft

conveniently write L" =.' Np^, N being a constant.

(17) is now replaced by

dp^^Npn — M=0 (18)

This equation which is bi-quadratic in Vp determines the frequencies

to which the system resounds. On closer examination there appears

to be but one resonance-frequency. Naturally we are only concerned

with the real roots p of equation (18). There are found to be two

of such, one for which V^p is positive, and another for which \/

p

is negative. Now it follows from our calculation that we have

assumed |//>, which occurs in k to be essentially positive. For if we
substitute a negative value for \^p in our equations, we obtain a

system of waves which moves from infinity towards the cylinder.
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But tlie amplitude of this system is iiiliiiite at infinity, so that our

first boundary-condition would not be satisfied.

We may also choose our boundary-conditions diiTerently. We may

for instance imagine the liquid limited on the outside by a second

cylinder co-axial with the first and at rest. It is then advisable to

write the general solution of equation (^4) in the following form

ii=z—{C //j(2) (cr) + D H,-^ {cr)
\

(19)

At a sufficient distance from the axis of the cylinders two systems

of waves then arise, one of which is propagated outwards and the

other inwards. At the surface of the exterior cylinder we obtain

refiection with reversal of phase, so that the liquid thei'e is at rest.

For the determination of the integration-constants C and D we
obtain comparatively complicated relations which may be omitted

here as they do not yield anything of fui-ther interest.

The problem of the free oscillation does not now give any further

special difficulties.

We must now seek a solution of equation (1) of the form

ar = f[r) ^'
- ^''' COS {k"t— (f {>')),

which for r =z R becomes a/^ = a e~^'^ cos k"t. Again we may write

a = u e"^ , where n = — k' -\- Ik".

The same method of solution may now be followed. Instead or

(7) we obtain

:

i7j(2) (c'R) r

ant (20)

7HJ
wliere c = ' "

part is chosen. Hence

da,.

, if for c' the root with the negative imaginary

+ ac'

//.(2' (c'R)

Lim

e"f. (21)

'/?l=<« H,i^)(c'R)

Therefore

da,-

~d7

2a

R
1,11 1 (22)

if for
IIQ

ft'

we take the root with the positive real term.

The frictional moment now becomes
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2jtnR*
~da

dr
= — 2jtiiR*

R +

The differential equation for the free vibration is:

d*a da
K [- L ^ MazzzO

dt* dt
(23)

givinfj- foi' the natural frequencies of the system the equation

Kn^ + Ln -[-i/ = (24)

The quantity L here contains V^n.

If we put L = P -{- Q ^n, where

P= 4.T nR* and Q = 2ji (iRR'

(24) assumes the form :

Kn' + (P 4- Q i/«) n -L- M=0 (25)

Equation (25) is bi-quadratic in z = y^ii. On further examination

it is found to have 2 complex roots 2 in the right hand portiori of

the complex plane and 2 in the left portion, only the former of

which we can use (comp. equation (22)); hence the system has but

one natural frequency. Further z" = /i is found to contain a negative

real term, as indeed could not be expected otherwise.



Chemistry. — "-Investigations on Pasteur's Principle concerning

the Relation betiueen Molecular and Crystallonomical Dissym-

metry: V. Optically active complex-salts of Iridium- Trioxalic

Acid". By Prof, f! M. Jaeger.

(Communicated in the meeting of June 21), 1918).

§ 1. A slioit time ago I published ') some data about the

properties of racemic Potassium- Iridium- Oxalate: \l'^z Iv {C^ 0^)^\ -\-

-|- 4| /y,(>'), and on that occasion 1 announced experiments under-

taken witii the aim of splitting this compound into its optical anti-

podes. It was our purpose to gain in this way the necessary infor-

mation to enable us to indicate the correct configuration in s[)ace

of these optically active complex ions, in comparing it with that

attributed to the corresponding ?'A(?^/m?/i-derivatives, in consequence

of the arguments brought forward on that occasion. At the same

time I hoped to investigate in this way, what influence the

substitution of the central rhodiwn-SLtom in these complex ions by

the hoinologous iridinm-&io\n appeared to have upon the magnitude

and the specific character of the optical rotation and its remarkable

dispersion. It may be considered of importance, of course, to know
the relation existing between the two functions just mentioned,

especially in connection with our former studies on the analogously

constituted complex salts of cobalt and rhodium combined with

three molecules of ethylenediamine, where the problem arose as to

the true configui-ative relations between the salts of these homologous

metals of the eighth group of the periodic system, when rotating

the plane of polarisation in the same direction ').

In the following the fission-experiments mentioned and the results

obtained by them are recorded in details. Thus for the first time

the possibility of a "partial" asymmetry *) has been proved, in the

case of iridium as the central atom; the series of the metals showing

') F. M. Jaeger, Proceed. R. Acad. Amsterdam. 20. 263. (1917).

') C. GiALDiNr, Rend. Acad. d. Line, Roma., (5a), 16. II. 551. (1907); Proceed.

Acad. Amsterdam, loco cit. p. 278.

5) F. M. Jaeger, Proceed. R. Acad. Amsterdam, 17. 49. (1915); 20. 244.

(1917); conf. Zeils. f. Kryst. u. Miner. 55. 209. (1915).

*) F. M. Jaeger, Lectures on the Principle of Symmetry, Amsterdam, (1917),

p. 2o5.
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this phenomenon being herewith extended to chroniluin, iron;cobalt,

platmuia, rhodium, and iridium. With respect to. the dispersion of

some of these salts, we hope yet to furnish some new data in the

near future.

§ 2. The required racemic Potassium-Iridium- Oxalate-, K^\Ir{Ci 0^)\ -\-

-j- 41 H^O was obtained in the following way. A 3 "/o solution of

pure, hydrated iridiiimclUoride of commerce (Heraeus) is treated

by a solution of potassiumhydroxide in excess. A dirty brownish

precipitate is formed, which dissolves in the excess of KOH to form

potassium- iridiate. The alkaline solution is heated, and then some

perhijdrol (30 '/o ^a^J added: the colour ciianges to dark blue, and

the principal part of the iridium precipitates as Ir{OH)^, Another

part of it remains in the solution as a colloidal suspension of great

stability, not being precipitated or coagulated from it, even after

addition of electrolytes. These solutions are therefore better evaporated,

and the residue li-ansformed into ammonium-cldoro- iridiate to be

used afterwards in other experiments.

The blue precipitate is washed by decanlalion with water slightly

acidified by means of o.valic acid; the filtrates and washings are

also later converted into the mentioned compound. When the removed

liqiiid gets colourless, the decantation may be considered complete,

and the precipitate is brought into a round bottom flask, the super-

fluous Ii(|uid removed after some hours, standing, and a hot, concen-

trated solution of o.valic acid added. The contents of the vessel are

boiled under a reflux-condenser during 30 or 40 hours; a part of

the oxalic acid is thereby decomposed, and the tetravalent iridium

reduced to trivalent according to the equation :

IhiOH), + C\0,H, = 2Tr{0H), + 2H,0 + 26Y>„

while iridium.-trioxalic acid is then formed from the derivative of

the trivalent iridium, conforming to the equation :

2rr{()H), + QC,0,H, = 2J/r(C,0,),| H, -f 6H,().

The gold-yellow solution finally obtained is filtered, and almost

perfectly neulralised by means of KffCO^; it is then concentrated

on the waterbath, and the successive fractions of the crystals formed

are separately collected. Almost pure potassium-oxalate is first deposited,

and afterwards, besides this, the orange crystals of the salt required,

which is very soluble. These crystals have to be separated mecha-

nically, and they are afterwards recrystallised for purification^).

The racemic compound crystallises in pale orange-coloured crystals.

1) Dr. J. Kahn has aided most effectively in the preparation of a part of this

racemic compound, and in the troublesome working up of the zrirfmw-residues.
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which have already been investigated and described in a former

paper ^). They are triclinic-pinacoidal, and coniplelelv isoniorphoiis

with the corresponding raceniic r/iO(lhu/i-sa\t, so that the direct

isomorphons snbstitntion of the metals Rho and Ir, also in their

complex salts, has been hereby dednitely proved. As we shall see,

this proof has now also been given in the case of the opticnlh/-

active components of snch complex salts.

§. 3. Fission of the vacemic Potassium- Iridium- Oxalate (-{-4V,//,^>)

into its opti('a/li/-active components.

27,5 Grams of pnre stn/chnuie-nitrate are dissolved in 1300 ccm.

boiling water; then a solntion of 15,5 grams of the racemic salt

in 250 CCS water of 60° C. is rapidly ponred into the boiling

solntion nnder perpetnal stirring. The flask with the golden yellow

licpiid is allowed to cool slowly for twelve hours to room-tempera-

tiire. The deposited, highly yellowish coloured, felty-like crystals

are sharply sucked off at the water-pump, washed with some
strong alcohol, afterwaids with some ligroine, and dried at I'oom-

temperature in an air-cnrient. The mother-liquid is evajiorated

on the waterbath to about */, of its original volume; on cooling

highly yellow, needle-shaped crystals are again deposited, which are

treated in the same way. While the first fraction, however, represents

the stri/cJmine-sa\t of the (/e'.r^rögy ratory component, — the hievo-

gyrate antipode was immediately obtained from the second precipi-

tate. On further evaporation of the filtrate, some paler coloured

fractions are consecutively obtained, all of which give the laevo-

gyratory potassinni-Q&\\. The sixth and the seventh fraction finally con-

sisted of pure strychnine, accompanied by some of its nitrate, while

in the last fractions crystals of the free, racemic potassium-sali

together with some of the laevo-salt, and also some potassium-

nitrate, appeared. The rotation of this last fraction as a whole, after

removing the potassium-nitrate, was negative, amounting only to

about 7? of the rotation of the pure laevogyrate salt, so that a

considerable amount of racemic salt is evidently admixed. Probably

a partial hydrolysis during the repeated evapoi-ations has taken

place, so that the free potassiumsalt accumulates in the last fractions.

The strychnine-saU of the </(^.i'^?'()gyratory component has the formula:

|/r(6\Oj,|5(C,i//2,/V,(>J, + ?>{HJ)', it appears as pale yellow, very

fine needles. For a series of wave-lengths the rotation of this strongly

active salt was determined; the solution used contained 0,4763

grams of the hydrated salt in 100 ccs. of the liquid.

') F. M. Jaeger, Proceed, R. Acad. Amsterdam. 20, 278, (1917).
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The following data were found :

Rotation-dispersion of Strychnine-c^-Iridium-Oxalate (+ 31/2 H2O).
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This solution contained 0,1886 grams of substance in 100 grams

of the liquid.

It is remarkable that the laevogjrate strycJuwie-sah has a some-

what gi-eater molecular rotation than the corresponding potassiwn-

salt itself; the dextrogyrate strj/c/mine-saU lotates more strongly than

the free pot(t.ssiuin-sa,U.

//Lo^alarfAotaliofv-
UL ^dcorses

21500° -^

5100 5260 S'ÜO 5610 5800 6020 6260

JroA/e,.tmgliin/
S530 ClnüströmyM/uts .

§ 4. The different fractions were mixed with about six times their

weight of finely pulverized potassium-iodide, and then ground together

in a mortar, some cold water being added to the mixture. When

all potassium-iodide has just been dissolved, the yellow liquid is sharply

sucked off from the white precipitate, this last washed with a very

small quantity of cold water, and the yellow filtrate precipitated by

the addition of an excess of 95 7, alcohol. A yellow deposit is

formed, which is sucked off on the BucHNER-filter, washed with

alcohol, and recrystallised from water. On heating on the waterbath

the solution does not autoracenuse notably. By slow crystallisation

at roomtemperature, beautiful trigonally-shaped, orange crystals are

formed, which are dried between filterpaper. They can grow in

tiieir mother-liquid to considerable size. The optically-active components

are extremely soluble, more than the very soluble racemic compound ;

on this account the crystallisation of the active components was

executed in smaller and somewhat deeper crystallisation-dishes.
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^ 5. The rotation-dispersion of these optically-active iridium-seilts

was measured in the same way as formerly by means of a great

polarimeter of Schmidt and Haensch, with threefold field, and equipped

with a monochromator. The tube was always 20 cm. long, and

determinations were made for a whole series of wave-lengths. Even

in thin layers of the liquid the spectral region of the transmitted

light appeared to be appreciably limited by absorption, also in the

case of not very concentrated solutions.

Waves larger than 6850 A.U. were never transmitted to a sufficient

degree, while even in a solution of J 7o "O exact determinations

could be made for wave-lengths smaller than 5300 A.U. To investigate

the shape of the dispersion-curve also for shorter wavelengths, it

was therefore necessary to use very dilute solutions, of 0,2 "/„ and

0,1 7o or less. We have used four such solutions for this purpose,

containing respectively one grammolecule of the hydrated salt in

14,57 Liters {a) of the solution, in 57,73 Liters (b), in 228,86 Liters (c),

and in 413,7 Liters (d).

In the following table the mean values are taken into account, and

the molecular rotations calculated from them; in fig. 2 these results

are moreover graphically ülotted, in their relation to the light used:

7/2m/^£//y6ay^Jwi^
.U2y^^^<7/V€S

:

«90 'ÖZflïOZflSIOOSIgflSZfiDBWPffllSIlOSBIOiTOOSSMJJIOSOZOfKOKBOÜSO&ÖOGeeQKOO CCnÜ'SL/V/7iy- U/tltó' .

ELg:2.Um^^-mirJ^^jMi

//

^imma^&re/

The values obtained with the different solutions agreed very well
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together. In the table are therefore quoted those vahies which

approaclied nearest to the curve of the mean vahies. The dispersion-

cnrve sliows a tendency to gel more and more horizontal for wave-

lengths beneath 5100 A.U.

Rotation DISPERSION of dextrogyrate Potassium-Iridium-Oxalate

(+ 1 H,0).

Wave-length
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central metal-atom on the specific light-absorption (colour) of these

salts and on the whole character of the rotation-dispersion.

The yellow crystals obtained on evaporating the original mother-

liquid of the stri/chrwie-'sahs to Vs or '/, of its volume, gave after

treatment with potassium-iodide a fraction which appeared to be

the 2)z<?'^ laevogyrate salt. The following measurements, made with

a solution containing one grammolecule of the hydrated salt in

42,y? Liters of the liquid, may make this clear:

Rotation-dispersion of the laevogyrate Potassium-Iridium-Oxalate

(+ IH2O).
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iindhim-SixUs, teaches iis, that the rotation of tiie iriclinm-ssiU is

always appreciably greater than that of the rhodinni-sixlt, although

the atomic volume of iridium, ditfers only slightly from that of

rhodium, and even exceeds it by a small amount.

If we were able to demonsti-ale later, that for \Ir{AeÏ7ie)^\Ii the

rotations are smaller than those of the corresponding- rhodiuni-ssilt,

then we should have proved that the influence of the

atomic volume on the inagnitude of the rotation, may be in this or

in the opposite direction, according to there being either basic or acid

substituents attached to the central-atom,

§ 6. Dextrogyratory Potassium-Ihidium-Oxalate :

Beautiful, rather large, orange-coloured, and very lustrous crystals,

which are commonly regularly developed in the shape of flattened,

triangular bipyramids. They are well built and geometrically easily

determinable, allowing very exact measurements. The deviations of

the angular values from those found with the corresponding ?7it>(/m//?-

Dextrogyratory Potasmm-Iridium- Oxalate.

Fig. 3.

salt are more appreciable than ordinarily stated in the case of

rigorously isomorphous crystals.

The symmetry of the two series of crystals is however exactly the

same, and their form-analogy is sufficiently great, to consider the

optically-active salts of the two series as quite isomorphous, also with

respect to the doubtless isomorphy between the racemic salts of

the rhodium-, and the iridium-series. The more deviating values of

the angles and axial parameters are probably connected with the

rather great difference of atomic weight of the metal-atoms.

Analysis teaches us, that also these optically-active salts crystallise

with only one molecule of water.

Trigonal- trapezohedral.

a:c = 1 : 0,9520. (Bravais) ; a = 100°20'. (Miller).

Forms ohserred: P= |1122j [52J], as positive trigonal bipyramid,

14*
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predominant and yielding good reflexes; o=ijlOTl| [100], positive

rliombohedron of (lie first kind, well reflecting, but in most cases

only with rather small facets; .i'^|1101| [212], a negative rliombo-

hedron of the first kind, commonly much broader than o, somewhat

less lustrous; v= |2lri| [421], a negative trigonal bipyramid, about

as large as .r, but much smaller than P, commonly yielding good

mirror-images; ?= {11 02|, as a narrow obtusion of the edges of the

rhombohedron o, ordinarily absent, but in the other case very lustrous.

Sometimes a very narrow and rudimentarily developed prism

7?iz={1120| was observed, truncating the basal edges of P. The

crystals are mostly very legularly developed as flat trigonal bipyramids;

but occasionally more or less deformed, table-shaped individuals are

met with, showing the same combination of forms. The faces of P
are often striated parallel to the edges P : o. (Fig. 3). Also crystals

are found, where o is about twice as lai-ge as P; in this case the

striation on P was observed in all cases.

Finally we met with individuals showing only P and o in about

equal size, P having its characteristic striation ; besides them also

y was found occasionally, but very small and subordinate, especially

in the case of the dextrogyrate component.

Angular Values :

P:P" = (1122):(1212)=*

P.P' = (11 2 2): (11 2 2) =
P:0 =(1122):(10Tl) =
X:0 =(1101): (1011) =
x:y =(1101): (21 11) =
y.O =(2lTl):(1011) =
P:0 =(12 12): (1011) =
0:0 =(10Tl):(0ril) =
0:r =(1011):(lT02) =
m:P =(11 20): (11 2 2) =

No distinct cleavage was observed.

Optically uniaxial, without noticeable circular polarisation. The

character of the birefringence is negative.

The specific gravity of the crystals at 20° C. was: 2,734; the

molecular volume is therefore: 217,77, and the topical parameters

are: /: to = 7,0618 : 6.7230, if calculated with respect to hexagonal

axes, and / = if'
= to = 6,1321, with respect to rhombohedral axes.

Observed :
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§ 7. The crystals of (lie laevogyrate antipode ordinarily showed

only the bipyrainid l\ vvliicli mnst be considered as a /^/dianded

bipyramid here, l)ecause all phenomena are in agreement in this

case with Pasteur's law, as is proved beyond doubt by the hemihedral

symmetry of the crystals. Therefore to this bipyramid must be

attributed the symbol |2 1 1 2| [512]; besides the forms o, x, and

//, y having the symbol {1121} [4:12], appear subordinately here.

Because o and x were in most crystals about equally large, and

could not be discerned in any other way, the external habit of these

lefthanded crystals was not different from that of dextrogyrate salt,

the latter being brought into the same position as the lefthanded

by a rotation through 60° round the trigonal axis, with the oidy

difference, that the foims x and o are thereby interchanged. However,

if ,(• and are of unequal size, the occurrence of mirror-images

could be seen immediately in the crystals. The zonal relations may
be made cleai- by the subsequent stereographical [)rojections (Fig. 4).

Just as in the case of oppositely rotating rhodiuni-saMs, a non-

superposable hemihedrism accompanies here the contrary power

of rotation.

Fig. 4. SteveographicaJ Projection of the Cri/stnlforms of d- and

I- Potassium- lridiHin-Ox(date (onli/ the top-ends of the cn/stals).

§ 8. The 8|)ecilic gravities of the formerly investigated rhodioni-

salts, were determined at (/40 ^2,171 for the racemic compound

(4^ Hjj), corresponding to a molecular volume of: 260,34; and at

(^/^o = 2,255 for each of the optically-active salts (-f- 1 Z/^^^), which

corresponds to a molecular volume of 222,70. From this the topical

axes of these salts are calculated at

:
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j(
: t|j : (O = 6,8980 : 6,4274 : 6,6306, for the raceinic rhodium-sah,

and / : a> = 7,2660 : 6,4944", for tlie optically-active salts, with respect

to hexagonal axes, and / = ^P = to = 6,1856, with respect to rhom-

bohedral axes.

Comparison with the corresponding parameters of the here studied

iridiwn-sa.hs ')

:

Salt:



Chemistry. — " Investigatioiis o)i. Pasteur's Principle concerning the

Relation between Molecular and CryHallonomical Dissymmetry :

VI. On the Fission of Potassium- Rhodium- Afalonate into Its

Optically-active Components.'' By Pi-of. F. M. Jaeger and

William Thomas. B. Sc.

(Communicated in the meeting of June 29, 1818).

1. Some time ago one of us') described the ci-ystalform oï racemic

Potassium- Rhodium- Malonate: Ks\Rho{CsH,0^)f\-{-3H,0, and hinted

at the possibility of separating this salt into its optically-active com-

ponents. In the following we are now able to describe the results

of the respective experiments, which have led to a positive result,

and to give a review of the higiily remarkable rotation-dispersion of

these new salts.

The racemic salt nesessary for these experiments was prepared in

the following way. A 3 Vo'Solution of pure Na^Rho CI, -\-dH^O was

heated to 40° C, and then precipitated by means of a JO "/o solution

of caustic potash, so much of the base being added, that the liquid

showed a feeble alkaline reaction. The precipitate is separated

from the excess of potash as well as possible by repeated decan-

tation in high cylindrical vessels; it settles down extremely slowly,

so that this operation takes much time. Then tiie precipitate is

brought into a round bottom distilling-flask and heated under a

reflux-cooler some forty hours with a solution of the calculated

amount oi potassium-bimalonate : KHC^H^O^, and some free ??m/6'?i/c

acid, until the precipitate no longer diminishes in quantity. The

red coloured liquid is then filtered, and concentrated on the water-

bath : on slow evaporation at room-temperature there soon appear

red flat crystals of the complex malonate, which are once more

recrystallised from water for purification. The residue in the flask

is again changed into the complex sodium-rhodium-chloride:

Na^RhoClt -\- ^H,0 in the usual way, and afterwards precipitated

as described in the above.

^ 2. After a series of attempts we succeeded in separating this

salt, which crystallises in beautiful monoclinic crystals '), into

its optically-active components by the aid of its cinchoni?ie-s&\t.

i; F. M. Jaeger, Proceed. Kon. Acad. Amsterdam, 20. 276. (1917).

') loco citato, p. 277.
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F'or tills purpose the jWtasslumsnU is first converted into the

hariumsa.\t, by adding a strong solution of 3 molecules of hariuin-

chloride to a concentrated solution of 2 molecules of the potassium-

salt : a yellow precipitate is formed, which dissolves i-ather easily

in hot water, but which can be almost completely precipitated from

its aqueous solution by the addition of 97 7o alcohol. This barium-

salt was now dissolved in water at 50° C, and then a solution of

one equivalent ciiichonine-sulphate ^), also heated to 50° 0, was added

to it. The solutions need not be too concentrated, because the

cinchonine-rhodium-malonate will otherwise partly precipitate, as it

is only sparingly soluble. The bariumsulphate formed is carefully

sucked off, and by washing with water of 45° C. all the

included yellow cmchouine-salt eliminated. On standing for 24 hours

in a large crystallising-disli, the liquid begins to deposit beautiful,

pale yellow and often in rosettes united needles of the cinchon'me-

salt of the laevo^yrsite. component, as will soon be shown. On
repeated partial evaporation of the mother-licjuid on the waterbath,

the successive fractions were separately collected and investigated.

The first three fractions appeared to contain the /<^/^handed com-

ponent; the fourth fraction gave the almost pure dextro^yva.{Q

antipode, the fifth and sixth fractions the pure dextrogyrate com-

ponent immediately. It is a remarkable fact that the cinflioiune-

l-malonate and the clnclionine-d-malonate are both r/^.r/ro-gyratory,

notwithstanding the very large rotation of opposite sign of the

complex ions present therein. This peculiar behaviour was checked

by us by a special control, namely by preparing the ivee potassium-

salts again from the cincho)ii?ie-8Si\ts used in the polarimetric measu-

rements. We could easily prove in this way, that the salts thus

obtained, really represented the right and left antipodes. From the

pure laevogyi'iiie po lassiu/u salt we once more prepared the corre-

sponding Glnchonine-s&\{ by means of the bariwu-saU; the rotations

determined with this especially prepared salt proved to be positive,

and they agreed very well with those formerly found. We have

also investigated the influence of the addition of three molecules of

cinclionine to a solution of the optically-active potassium-salts, and

the rotations found with these solutions were compared with those

^) Originally we tried to reach our purpose by means of the stri/chnine-ssdt,

as in the case of the rhodium-oxalate. However, these experiments had no
result, the potassiumsdiW. prepared from the carefully fractionated strychynne-sah

by potassium-iodide being always optically-iT^active. It is difficult to say whether
racemisalion or partial racemism is the cause of this; but only after several

failures we passed to the use of cinclionine.
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of cinchonine itself: the observed rotations appeared to be practi-

cally identical with those of the CLnchonine-l-rhodliuurmalonate, so

that evidently the influence of the three luolecnles of cinchonine

far ontweighs that of the laevogirate rhodiuni-malonate-ion itself.

The last fractions of the crjstallisation-series of the cinc/tojiine-sa.\t

finally gave pnre cinchonine, a small amonnt of the dextrogyrate

salt and a certain qnantity of the racemic salt remaining in the last

mother-liquids. Evidently also here the repeated evaporation on (he

waterbath, just as in the case of the coiresponding o.valate, seemn to

cause a partial hydrolysis. Analysis taught us that the cinchonine-

d-rhodiuni-malonate crystallises with 3 //,(); the corresponding

cinchoni7ie-l-rJiodiwn-malonate with 7a H^O. This last mentioned salt

could not be heated above 100° C, being less stable than the right-

handed salt, it is rapidly decomposed with formation of a dirty

brown powder.

For the rotation-dispersion of the cinchouine-ssdts we found the

following values:

I. CiNCHONINE-flf-RHODIUM-MALONATE (4 3 H2O).
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II. ClNCHONINE-Z-RHODIUM-MALONATE (+ '/a HoO).
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ci?ic/ionine-sa]t is ground with about ten times il8 weight of potassium-

iodide, and a small amount of water added to the finely pulverized

mass. The mixture is alioxyed to stand for 24 hours at room-

temperature; the yellow liquid is then sucked otl" as sharply as

possible from the precipitate The reddish yellow filtrate is precipitaled

t>y 97 " g-alcohol, and the pale yellow precipitate of /}0^j[.yó"m///-rAöf/m?/i-

malonate thus formed recrystallised from a little water. During the

evaporations on the waterbath a noticeable racemisation does not

occur. It is advisable to add as little water as possible during

the transformation of the cinchonine-seih by means of potassium-iodide,

as otherwise the precipitation with alcohol is very incomplete.

3. The optically-active components are, like the racemic salt, but

in yet higher degree, very soluble; at ordinary temperatures the

racemic form is therefore doubtless the stabler phase in comparison

with the optically-active components, so that there is no chance to

execute a fission by spontaneous crystallisation *}. The solutions possess

a beautiful orange or bloodred colour. For a series of wave-lengths

the rotations were determined in the case of both antipodes; the

values obtained agreed completely in both cases with exception of

the algebraic sign. The concentrations of the solutions used in these

experiments must be varied over wide limits, if measurements are

to be made over a greater spectral range, because the absorption of

the light in layei'S of 20 cm. is very intensive. In the visible part

of the spectrum no distinct absorption-bands occur; but at both ends

it is abruptly cut off-, a 1,5 '/„ solution allows the transmission of

waves from 5190 to 6800 A. U. ; a 0,75 "o solution the transmission

of the whole red, yellow, green, and blue part of the spectrum

to 4870 A. U.; a 0,37 "/„ solution in the same way to 4420 A. U.

;

etc. With a 1,48 7o solution these limits were found at: 5020 and

6900 A. Ü.

For the polarimetric determinations we used solutions which contained

respectively 1,503 grams (A), 0,511 grams {B), and 0.305 grams

(C) of the laevogyrate anhydrous salt in 100 grams of liquid ; in the

case of the de.vtrogyreLtovy antipode we used a solution containing

0,804 7o of the anhydrous salt. The results of these measurements

are reviewed in the following table, and in fig. 2 they are plotted in a

diagram.The data have been calculated with respect to the anhydrous salt.

^) Conf. : F. M. Jaegkr, The Principle of Symmetry and Its Applications to All

Natural Sciences, Amsterdam, (1917), p. 209, 210.
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wave-lengths, as in oidinary cases. In (lie iieigliboiirhood of 5800

A. U, the absorption-spectrum, however, tioes not manifest a single

line or band. However the occui-rence of such an anomalous rotation-
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dispersion under these circumstances seems to be theoretically expli-

cable, if the assumption may be made that at least two kinds of

active ions are present ^).

Besides this anomalous rotation-dispersion, the whole character of

which is in sharp contrast to that of the regular one, the absolute

activity of these salts appears in general to be appreciably smaller

than that of the analogously constituted oxalates, unregarded the

passing through the zero-point in the case of the oxalate at 5970

A. U., formerly mentioned. The substitution of the oxalic acid-ions:

COO'
000'

I

I

by the three ions of tiie malonic acid: CH, around the

COO' '
I

COO'

1) Drude, Lehrbuch der Optik, (1900), p. 382.
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central rhodmm-aiom, is evidently followed by a very radical change

of the character of the optical rotation of the molecule, which

affects not only the magnitude, but also the algebraic sign of

the molecular rotation for a number of corresponding wave-lengths.

The special chemical nature of the substituents placed dissymmetric-

ally round the central atom therefore appears to have as much

intluence on the magnitude of the rotation, as the chemical nature

of the central metal-atom itself.

§ 4. After many attempts we were able to obtain the crystals

of the optically-active salts in a measurable form. The laevogyratory

component set free from the c'mchonine-^dX{ of the first fractions,

appeared, as already mentioned, to be extremely soluble ; the solutions

manifested a sti-ong tendency to supersaturation.

By this circumstance the formation of well measurable crystals

ie severely hindered ; and, as gene-

lally occurs in such cases, the

crystals finally obtained appeared

to be badly formed. Because of

Fig. 3. Laevogijratory the vicinal facets present, most

Potassium-Rhodium-Malonate. crystal-faces yield multiple mirror-

images, causing the angular values to oscillate often more than 30'

round their mean-values. Hence it was at first thought, that triclinic

crystals were present here. But the repeated determinations, in con-

nection with the optical investigation proved to us finally, that the

salt crystallises monoclinically, and more especially in forms differing

from their mirror-images.

The analogy of the parameters of the optically-active salt and

those of the racemic compound is most remarkable, as becomes

clear, if the directions of the a- and 6'-axes in our former determi-

nations are interchanged ^).

MonocIiniC'Sphenoidical

a: /, -.0 = 1,0637 -.1 : 1,1667.

- /?=85°27V/.

Forms observed: c = |001|, predominant, and mostly very lustrous;

h' = \ÓÏO\, broad and lustrous; è = |010|, very narrow, often absent

and always yielding good reflexes; o, = \Ml\, broad and lustrous;

«jj = llllj, narrower than 6>,, yielding multiple reflexes; o, = |lll|,

1) F. M. Jaeger, Proceed. R. Acad. Amsterdam, 20. 277. (1917). There the

ratio a':b:c' was equal to: 1,0783: 1 : 1,^309; with ^ = 86° 36'.
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and to, =r |1 1 Ij, about equally broad, giving sharp reflexes; .? = MOlj,

broad and well reflecting, but as all faces of the ortliodiagonal-zone,

often showing oscillating angles; r = jl()l|, extremely narrow and

dull; rf=:|100j, hardly observable, in most cases totally absent;

^ = {021|, very naiTOw and dull. The external habit is that of

hemimorphic thin plates parallel to |0()1|, with a slight elongation

in the direction of the />-axis.

No distinct cleavage could be found.

Angular Values -.

6'
: tü, = (OTO) : (111) =

C : CO, = (001): (Illj =
C: (;, = (001): (111) =
c: a = (OOlj : (10 0) =
C : s =(001): (r01) =
O,:co\ = (lll): (111) =
S : CO, = (101): (111) =
q: c =(012): (0 01)=
b': O', = (010): (111)=

On |001| the directions of extinction are orientated parallel to

and normal to the orthodiagonal. The crystals are not appreciably

dichroitic; their birefringence is feeble. The optical axial plane is

|010|, with a feeble, inclined dispersion; one axis emerges on jOOlj

at the border of the field.

The crystal-form of the corresponding dextrogyratory antipode is

reproduced in fig. 4.

The specific gravity of the crystals
1 so

was at 18° C. found to be : d\t =2,31 7;

the molecular volume is therefore:

238,76, and the topical parameters

become: /: ip: to = 6,1471 : 5,7790:

: 6,7423. Analysis proved that the

salt contains l^ H^O; on heating at 120° C. it is decomposed,

assuming a brown colour.

If the specific gravity of the racemic compound be also taken

into account, (c/fso -^ 2,251; F= 257,80), it appears, in comparing

it with the con-esponding potassium-rhodium-oxalate^), that the sub-

Observed

:
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stitution of the maïonic acid for the oxalic acid, causes a diminution of

the topical parameters in two, but an enlargement in the third direction

as well in the case of the racemic as in that of the optically-active

compounds.

At all events this investigation has brought full evidence of the

fact, that the salts of the complex rliodlum-trimalonic acid maj^ also

be split into optically-active components, and that the phenomena
observed in their study are in agreement with Pasteur's law in its

fullest scope.

Laboratory for Inorganic and Physical

Chemistry of the University.

Groningen, June J 918.



Chemistry. — "Investigations on Pasteur's Principle concerning the

Relation between Molecular and Crystallonoinical Dissymmetry:

VII. On optically active Salts of the Tri-ethylenediamiiie-

Chromi-series." By Prof. F. M. Jaeger and William Thomas.

(Communicated in the meeting of June 29, 1918).

^ 1. Some lime ago it was already found ') by one of us, that

racemic tri-ethylenediamine-chromichloride: \Cr{Eme)j\Cls -{-SH^O, was

completely isomorphous with the corresponding cohalti- and rhodiuDi-

com pounds. We prepared this salt according to a method indicated

by Pfeiffer "), from the tripyridyl-chroini-chloride : \Or[Pyr.)^\Cli by

heating this product with ethylenediamine, and subsequent purification.

Then it was separated into its optical antipodes by means of 50(//?«/^-

a-camphor-nitronate '), and these were obtained in this way as the

pure iodides.

In this fission 6 grams of the racemic salt were dissolved in

20 ccm water, and a solution of 6 gr?iV(\s oï pnve sodium-tt-camphor-

nitronate in 15 ccm water subsequently added. A pale yellowish

precipitate of d-triethylenediamine-chromi-d-camphornitronate is form-

ed ; it is sucked off and to the mother liquid 2 more grams of

sodium-a-camphornitronate are then added, and the solution allowed to

stand for a few hours, when some more of the precipitate is separated.

After filtration the mother liquid was used for preparing the

corresponding laevogyratory component. The precipitate, thoroughly

washed with alcohol and ether, was ground in a mortar with an

excess of finely pulverised sodium-iodide, some water added, and

the dark yellow liquid sucked off from the precipitate, which was

well washed with alcohol and ether, dissolved in a small quantity

of water, and again precipitated by an excess of sodium-iodide.

The mother liquid formerly mentioned, containing the camphor-

nitronate of the laevogyrsiie salt, was precipitated by addition of

5 grams sodium-iodide. The precipitate formed appeared, after

being thoroughly washed, to be the racemic iodide. The remaining

1) F. M. Jaegee, Proceed. R. Acad., Amsterdam. 20. 247. (1917).

3) P. Pfeiffer, Zeits. f. anorg. Chemie, 24. 282, 286. (1900).

») A. Werner, Ber. d. deutsch Chem. Ges. 45. 865. (1912;.

15

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol. XXI.
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mother liquid, however, was now treated in an analogous way with

8 grams of sodium-iodide; the |)recipitate appeared to be this

time the laevogyrsiie trietliylenediamine-chroiin-iodlde. It is difficult to

obtain these iodides in well measurable ci-jstals, and they are moreover

ordinarily very small.

^ 2. The rotation-dispersion of these salts was determined in the

usual way, already frequently indicated. As the orange coloured

liquids already manifested a very appreciable absorption of the trans-

mitted light in layers of 20 cm. thickness, the measurements for

the limiting wave-lengths had to be made with very dilute solutions.

These measurements agreed very well with those made in the case

of more concentrated solutions, so that for all solutions we have

eiven the mean values of the molecular rotations obtained. In theo

case of the dextrogyratory component solutions were used, containing

1,0133 grams {A), 0,5070 grams (S), 0.2535 grams (C), and .

0,0325 grams {])) of the anhydrous salt respectively in 100 grams

Mv/^eu/^r^üfafior^.
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Rotation-dispersion of the Optically-active Tri-ethylenediamine-
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of the liquid; in tlie case of the laevogyrate antipode the six different

solutions employed conlained 1,3512 grams {E), half ov e^ quarter oï

this [F, G) in 100 grams of the liquid, and 0,0927 grams (//),

0,0464 grams (/), and 0,0232 grams (/v) respectively of the

anhydrous salt in 100 grams of the liquid.

Tiie dispersion-curve for the molecular rotation, shewn by mea-

surements is plotted in the diagram (fig. 1). It has much analogy

with that of the corresponding cohalti-ssihs, but only a slight analogy

with that of the triethylenediami7ie-rhodium-compounés.

Probably the magnitude of the rotation for corresponding wave-

lengths in the case of these analogously built complex ions greatly

depends on the magnitude of thé atomic volume of the central

metallic atom, in such a way that the rotation appears higher, if

the atomic volume of the metal is smaller. As for instance:
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by the great soliibilily of (hese salts, indiicing iis always to work
with only small volumes of concentrated solutions, from which good

crystals are ordinarily deposited with difficulty. For the same reason

the transformation of the iodide into the chloride or bromide could

not be of any use, so that these for our purpose so very important

salts, could not be made use of in this case.

Rackmic Triethylenkuiamink-Chromi-Iodide.

On slow crystallisation this compound presents itself in the form

of very small, orange, apparently octahedral crystals. Crystallisation

must occur in the dark, because this salt, in the same way as all

the triaet/u/lenedianwie-chromi-sedts, becomes violet under the influence

of the light. Also increase of temperatnre must be avoided, because

the solutions change from an orange colour to a dark reddish

violet by the transformation into salts of the violet mjuo-type. The

crystals measured were not larger than a pinhead, and often they

were disfigured and distorted in rather a strange way. Some of

them showed under the microscope the appearance of fig. 2a, without

rf^

Fig. 2. Bacemdc Triethylenediamine-Chromi-lodide. {-\- HJ)).

it being possible however to determine the MiLLERian indices of

their facets with complete certainty; the crystals pictured in fig. 2b

and 2c manifested however some measurable forms.

Rhombic-bipi/ram idol.

a:6:c-= 0',8632:J : 0,8652.

The crystals are pseudo-tetragonal, and perfectly isomorphous

with the corresponding crystals oï {\\q coha Id- ^),&.\\(\ oï \\\e rhodium,-'^)

compound, just as we were able to prove this before in the case of

the trigonal chloride of this series '). The colour of the crystals was

orange or red; by partial loss of water of crystallisation, they

sometimes get locally yellow and opaque.

1) F. M. Jaeger, Proceed. R. Acad. Amsterdam, 18. 62. (1915).

>) F. M. Jaeger. Proceed. R. Acad. Amsterdam, 20. 250. (1917).

») F. M. Jakger, Proceed. R. Acad. Amsterdam, ibid. 247. (1917).
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Anatomy. — ''The Involution of the Placenta in the Mouse after

the Death of the Embrj/o'\ Bj Dr. A. B. Droogleever

FoRTUYN. (Communicated by Prof. J. Boeke).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 29, 1918).

In various species of mammals which are pregnant with several

embryos at the same time it accidentally occurs that one or more

embryos die before birth. The subsequent fate of the placenta has

been controlled in only a few cases and it appears to be intimately

connected with the structure of the placenta. Noav this structure in

the mouse considerably deviates from that in many other mammals.

So it seemed to be w^orth while to investigate in this animal too,

as has not yet been done, the involution of the placenta after

interruption of the pregnancy. For this purpose the uteri of 8 mice

were at my disposal containing together besides many normal egg-

chambers 20 egg-chambers without an embryo. Judging from the

degree of development of the normal egg-chambers one of the 8

mice had been killed on the 13^1' day of the pregnancy, one on the

15^1', four on the 16^'\ one on the 17'^i and one on the 18^11 day.

The 20 empty egg-chambers are more fully described in a paper that

I offered to the "Tijdschrift der Nederlandsche Dierkundige Vereeni-

ging". Here I shall only communicate the results in a general way.

Never was any other trace of the embryo left than some free

cells which could not be duly recognised. Many portions of the

foetal membranes survived the embryo, but they did not all do so

during the same time. So among the empty egg-chambers some

groups could be recognised with more or less remainders of the

foetal membranes.

In the first group the giant-cells (in the mouse trophoblastic ^cells

which are greatly enlarged and have become independent) and the

membrane of Reicheht were left and moreover parts of the ecto-

placental cone and of the proximal or distal entoderm of the yolk-sac

or of both. The proximal entoderm of the yolk-sac could be

well recognised by the appearance of the cells, but it had

always been broken into pieces. The distal entoderm of the

yolk-sac sometimes lined large pieces of the membrane of Reichert

internally; besides free cells of it occurred. The ectoplacental cone
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never inclosed embryonic blood-vessels, but sometimes some con-

nective tissue of the allantois entering the ectoplacental cone together

with the large blood-vessels. Always the cells or the syncytium of

the ectoplacental cone conld be recognised. In some cases they

changed into young giant-cells, which in normal circumstances too

can originate from cells of the ectoplacental cone. Often spaces tilled

with maternal blood lay between the cells of the ectoplacental cone,

as is the case in normal egg-chambers. Rkichert's membrane could

easily be recognised as the homogeneous membrane that develops

beneath the trophoblastic epithelium when it changes into free

giant-cells. After the disappearance of the embryo the contraction

of the uterine wall had pressed the greater part of the ectoplacental

cone into the space previously occupied by the embryo. Moreover

this contraction had folded Reichkrt's membrane. Sometimes this

membrane had much diminished in size, but it always showed the

aperture through which the cells of the ectoplacental cone previously

cohered with the allantois.

Generally the giant-cells very clearly showed their power to ingest

erythrocytes and other portions of the maternal decidual tissue, but

they had hardly changed in this group. This was not so in the

second group of empty egg-chambers where, as to the foetal elements,

only the distal entoderm of the yolk-sac, the membrane of Reichekt

and the giant-cells were left. There several of the latter cells had

grown out till they reached dimensions that were extraordinary

even for giant-cells. In normal egg-chambers it is the task of the

giant-cells to attack the decidual tissue and the maternal blood and

to leave part of the ingested food to the embryo. As soon as they

have been loosened from the trophoblastic epithelium or the ecto-

placental cone they lead an independent life. After the death of

the embryo the only change is the fact that of course the giant-

cells can provide no longer any food to the embryo. They keep

all to themselves and consequently thrive extraordinarily. In all

directions they acquire the same dimensions, as the pressure of the

embryo which in normal egg-chambers flattens them much, has

been suspended. Therefore the space occupied by the giant-cells is

much larger than in normal egg-chambers. Their number only seems

to me to be larger, because they are not dying away so soon as in

normal egg-chambers, not because more of them would have devel-

oped. Yet here too the fate of the giant-cells is to die away. This

is more conspicuous in another group of empty egg-chambers where

giant-cells are the only foetal element that is left. Especially here

one sees the body of the giant-cell losing its aftinity for the dyes
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and dissolving, leaving the naked nucleus behind. Afterwards the

nucleus submits to the same fate.

The giant-cells have not been able to consume the whole layer

of decidual tissue before they disappear. Yet this layer must be

removed if the normal situation of tlie uterine-wall is to return.

Therefore the giant-cells are supported by another type of cells,

apparently amoeboid wandering cells with phagocytal qualities. These

cells are of a hitherto unknown kind and in normal egg-chambers

they do not occur, not even post partum. Their shapes and sizes

are very variable. They have a nucleus which generally lies ex-

centrically and sometimes two or more nuclei. Their cytoplasm

stains remarkably intenseley with eosin dissoluble in water,

whereas eosin dissoluble in alcohol stains them, it is true,

but not extraordinarily. I propose to call these cells eosinophiloiis

phagocytes. Abont their origin nothing is known to me, but I think

that they are maternal cells. The eosinophilous phagocytes were

lacking only in one of the twenty empty egg-chambers, and this one

obviously had been preserved within a day after the death of the

embryo. In the tirst place they appear in small groups between the

group of giant-cells and the layer of unattacked decidual tissue.

These groups enlarge into constantly thicker layers, which are

always situated either between the decidual tissue and the giant-cells

or between the former and the uterine cavity. The eosinophilous

phagocytes attack only the maternal decidual tissue and not the

giant-cells and they continue to do so after the disappearance of the

giant-cells. So a fourth group of empty egg-chambers exists where

one sees no foetal rests at all, but only eosinophilous phagocytes

which remove the layer of decidual tissue, which has in the mean

time greatly diminished in size. I could not observe the disappearance

of the eosinophilous phagocytes.

As is known, in egg-chambers of the mouse the uterine cavity

disappears at the mesometrical side of the embryo to extend at the

antimesometrical side of the embryo starting therewith from the

portions of the uterine cavity that are lying between the egg-chambers.

Before the parts of the new uterine cavity reach one another in

the middle of the egg-chamber, which occurs on the 17'^ day of

the pregnancy, a more or less thick partition of decidual tissue in

the egg-chamber separates the parts of the new uterine cavity,

which approach one another. Now this partition can be found in

many empty egg-chambers, but in some it has been ruptured,

in others it is attacked by eosinophilous phagocytes, and in still

others it has been removed prematurely by eosinophilous phagocytes.
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I cannot even guess the cause of the death of the embryo, but 1

observed that the embryo may perish at ditïerent ages. At least I

tldnk I have met with a case where tliis occurred on the 8'^' day

and with another where this occurred on the 16''' da}-. He who
disposes of younger specimina (my youngest embryos were of the

end of the '13''' day) probably will also find eggs that have perished

before the 8^'' day. Moreover it appears that in one and the same

uterus embryos may die away at very diffei-ent ages. I discovered

in the same uterus one of the empty egg-chambers with the smallest

and one with the greatest quantity of foetal rests, and I conclude

that one embryo had been dead a much longer time than the other.

Leiden. Anatomisch Kabinet.



Physics. — ''The Limit of Sensitidenesa in the String galvanometer."

Bv Prof. I. K. A. Wekthejm Sai.omonsoin.

(Communicated in the meeting of June 29, 1918).

In Einthoven's stringgalvanometer tlie deflectioiial constant is

subjected to the same law as holds good in the movable needle-

and movable coil galvanometer: it is proportional to the square of

the periodic time of the movable part. In the string instruments

the duration of the oscillations is modified by altering the tension

of the string. The sensitiveness tinallj' depends on this tension as

well as on the dimension and material of the string, and lastlj' on

the strength of the magnetic field.

The tension of the string can only be altered within certain limits.

The upper limit is given by a tensile stress exceeding the elastic

strength. The lower limit is the total absence of tension. But even

when no pull is exerted, the string can still vibrate transversally.

The frequency of the vibrations it then makes, is a function of the

dimensions of the wire and two properties of the material i.e. density

and the elasticity-modulus, and may be represented by

m' d I /E= ^7,1/ -•..-. . • (1)N
g

in which N denotes the frequency, / the length, d the diameter of

the string, g being the density and E Young's modulus, whereas

m is the smallest root of the transcendental equation co^mco5/M»=3 1.

The value 7/1 = 4.730... (Rayleigh On sound I. Art. 174).

As we may discard the influence of temperature on the elasticity,

this formula gives the lowest frequency for transvei'se vibrations

obtainable in strings, which in a definite material and with given

dimensions cannot be lessened. We may therefore say that the

periodic time of the string in the Einthoven galvanometer, and

consequently the sensitiveness of the latter is limited by the impos-

sibilitj- to lessen the frequency ; and as the elasticity of the material

is responsible for transverse vibrations which might occur in a

perfectly relaxed wire, the true limit of the sensitiveness is to be

found in the elasticity, and as we shall see also in the density and

specific resistance of the material of the strings.

With the formula (i) we can always calculate the minimum of
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the frequency of tlie transverse vibrations of the string, if we know

its dimensions and the material of which it is made. In table I a

few nnmerical data are given regarding various materials which

maj be used for making strings. In this table the length is taken

as 10 cm and the diameter as one micron (10^^ centimeter).

TABLE I.

1

98100000
yV/sec.

Cu

Ag

Au

Al

Ft

1100Ü
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the current strength in Webers (^ 10 am|)ere) and / the length ot

the wire in centimeters. If we put this value for P in 3):

Hd*
h = ......... (4

giving the deflection of the middle of a string clamped at the ends

without tension, and of a length / and a diameter d, placed in a

magnetic field //, as soon as a current of i Weber passes through

the string. We need hardly insist on the fact that this formula

gives the absolute limit for the sensibility for small currents.

The next table II shows this limit for strings made of different

materials. For the dimensions of the string we again take 10 cm

and 1 micron, for the current-strength lO-^-' Weber (10"^^ ampere),

for the field intensity 10000 Gauss. The last column gives the

deflection in millimeters if the absolute deflection of the middle

be magnified 1000 times. We can use the figures of this column,

if we wish to calculate the possible deflection with strings of other

dimensions in a field of a different strength, and when observed

magnified to another scale. The deflections are proportional to the

fourth power of the length and the inverse of the diameter of the

string.

TABLE II.

1

98100000

De- \v^ mo-x,d=ui
I

flection^ /^ 10cm, /= 10-13 Weber
J

Cii

Au

Al

Pt

11000

7500

7500

6750

16500

4916.10-20

7210.10-20

7210.10-20

8012.10-20

3277.10-20

49. 16 mm

72.10 „

72.10 „

80.12 „

32.77 „

The figures in the last column may also serve to calculate figures

for existing strings. With an aluminium string of 2 microns and

56 millimeters' length in a field of about 16000 Gauss, 1 found a

deflection of 0.40 millimeters for 10—^- ampere, which took place

in about 20 seconds. From the figure in the table we calculate that

the deflection ought to be 1.20 millimetres. In Binthovkn's publica-

tions on silvered quartz fibres we equally find figures about the

possible sensibility, the order of which does not disagree greatly

with the theoretically possible deflection if we take for the sensitive-

ness with silvered quartz fibres the same value as in the case of silver
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wires. The same maj' be said about ray own observations with

quartz fibres. Generally (he deflection actually observed is some
3—5 times smaller than we onglit to expect from the theory. The

explanation is found when we consider the behaviour of silver strings

of 16.5 microns and of copper strings of 15 microns diameter. These

wires still give vibrations when the tension is reduced as far as

possible, but in every case the frequency is about 1.5 to 2.1

times greater than that calculated from formula (1). With a silver

string of 16.5 (i and 53 mm length I could not reduce the frequency

under 20 per second instead of 14 as calculated. When magnified

47 times 1 microampere caused a deflection of 1.31 millimeter; the

string being placed in a field of 14000 Gauss. The theoretical value

is 3.7 millimetres with 14 vibrations, which would come to about

1.8 millimeters with 20 vibrations. As there may be a slight difïer-

ence between the figure taken for the diameter and the actual

diameter, the agreement may be considered not unsatisfactory, the

more so as the value of I'^ must also be considered as merely an

approximate one. Finally we must state that the string was not an

entirely straight one, and that in being mounted it had probablj'

retained a slight torsional stress.

In a few other observations of the same kind with wires of

difFerent material I found a deflection of 8.1 mm where 9.1 mm
was expected ; also one of 36 mm, where 40 had been calculated.

Generally speaking, the agreement was by far the best with the

thicker wires. Yet in all cases the agreement was close enough to

allow an extension of the theorj' to the sensitiveness for small

potential differences.

From the formula (4) we find an expression for the sensibility

for small potential differences by dividing both parts by iv, the

resistance of the string

:

h HI*- = -
, . . (5)

iiv 6jTEd*io

This formula gives the deflection in centimeters of the middle

part of the string when a potential difference of 10 Volts is applied

to the terminals. But with this formula we have not taken count

of the damping. The movement of the string in the Einthoven

galvanometer is damped partly by air friction, partly by electro-

magnetically generated counter-electromotive force. In the following

cases we shall consider only the electromagnetic damping, which

with thick wires greatly exceeds the air resistance. As the electro-

magnetic damping is caused by the number of the lines of force
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cut by the string during its movement, the form taken by the string

in its deflected condition is of the greatest significance as well as

the strength of the magnetic field. A string under tension deflected

in a homogeneous magnetic field takes the form of a parabola. In

that case the damping factor is

w . 10

Whenever the string would take another form vvliilst being deflected,

the factor f would fake another value. This factor represenis the

mean deflection taken over the whole string as compared with the

maximum deflection. A perfectly relaxed string, clamped at the ends

and uniformly loaded takes the form given by the formula

in which ?/ gives the deflection for a point at distance a; from the

end. If we put x =z U we get the deflection for the middle of the

string, which has already been given in formula (2). In order to

find the mean deflection we integrate (7) over the whole length :

I

r _ p I*

Comparing (2) and (8) we find

/

y Idw/y"""-15

so that we may state

S HW
X>= — (9)

15 tvAO' ^^

Taking 3f as the mass of the string, we can always represent

the time of vibration as

1 t /'M

if K be a lateral force and if we suppose the damping to be very

slight. If the string should make critically damped vibrations, the

damping would be

D=\/IlifK . (11)

Eliminating K from (10) and (11) we get, in connection with (9)

8 HH'
4:jtMN= — (12)

15 tvAO' ^ ^
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In (12) we substitute for the mass i/ =: WV^ and for the resistance

lo
w = -—, giving

:

ncr

. H* = 7.bjr\0' .gQN (13)

which shows a simple relation between the allowable and

necessary strength of the magnetic field, the frequency and the

density and resistivity of the material. If we were at liberty to

choose any figure for iV, the length and the thickness of the string

would seem to be of no consequence. But we started from the

premise that the frequency should be as small as possible with a

string of predetermined length and thickness, and elasticity. Hence we

must put the value for xV taken from (1) in (13) giving

H= 1.45 10' \^^ jl^gEQ' ..... (14)

Now we can substitute this value for H in (5) and by likewise

substituting ?f> =:— we arrive at a formula for the sensibility for

potential differences:

h I'— = 6040
tw d\/d

(15)

This expression for h/iw gives the extreme limit for the sensibility

of a completely relaxed string in a magnetic field of a strength

exactly calculated to render the movements of the short-circuited

string critically damped. The volt-sensibility increases by /* and

decreases by d[/d. It also depends on the density, resistivity, and

elasticity of the material. In table III we find the constants for

different materials and in the fourth column the comparative

"material-factor" for each material. These have been multiplied by

10' so as to indicate defiections per microvolt with strings of 1 f*

TABLE III.
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diameter and 10 cm. leiigtli with a microscopic magnification of

1000 times. The next column shows the strenglii of the field H in

Gauss, and the hxst cohimn contains once more the frequencies.

Gold fibres, if critically damped, will give a larger deflection than

strings of any other material, but of the same dimensions. The time

of vibration, and consequently the time of deflection is larger than

with other strings. Hence we cannot easily compare the results

This table is only useful if we wish to calculate the possible

deflection with strings of other dimensions. In order to get compar-

able figures we shall have to consider strings of the same diameter,

which have the same vibration time. A formula for this case can

be given by calculating

h

iw

1 1
A^=5400— . —^z=: (16)

This formula represents the deflection caused by 10 Volts through

a string of a diameter d, completely relaxed, and vibrating once a

second, whilst placed in a magnetic field of a strength, sufficient to

cause the movement of the string to be entirely damped. In this

case the length is predetermined for any material by the condition

that the frequency is one per second.

In table IV we give a few figures which can be calculated by

this last formula.

TABLE IV.

w
Deflection per (iV. with d =1^.

and V= 1000 X

Cu
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to 1000 times. If the string were placed in a perfect vacuum the

movement would be critically damped. Silver follows with 245 mm
deflection if the length be 4.85 cm. Copper requires a longer string

viz. of 5.5(3 cm and gives about the same deflection. Practically we
shall have to make our choice between aluminium, silver, or copper,

whenever we want a high sensitiveness for small potential differences

with a critically damped movement. From the formula we conclude

that with a given mateiial the thinner the string the higher will be

the sensibility for small potential differences.

Finally we shall have to consider one other possibility for ren-

dering the voltsensibilily as high as possible.

We take again the case of a perfectly relaxed string, clamped at

the ends. If the weight P be uniformly distributed over the entire

length /, we must use the formula (1). But if the string is loaded

in the middle only with the weight l\ the deflection will be exactly

twice as large

:

P I'h=~ . (17)
EI 192 ^ '

If we put the string, of a length / in a stronger magnetic field

H' but of a very shoi-t length ). so as to make Hl^=H'X, and if

we suppose I to be very small as compai-ed wilh /, we shall come

very near the conditions represented by the last formula (17). Especially

if we use strings of not too small a diameter there will be scarcely

any difliculty of making the magnetic (ield 10— 20 times stronger

and the string 10— 20 times longer than the field. In this case we

practically double the deflection, but at the same time the damping

will have become too great. The damping factor will have become

nearly 1.0 instead of 8/15. Hence the magnetic field must be made

1/2 times weaker. Finally the sensibility for small potential differences

will become only |/2 times greater.



Anatomy. — "The egg-cleavage of Volvox globator and its relation

to the movement of the adult form and to the cleavage types

of Metazoa." By Dr. H. C. Dklsman. (Cominiinicated by Piot'.

J. BOEKEj.

(Comtnunicated in the meeting of June 29, 1918).

For the zoologist still more than for the botanist Volvox is an

interesting object. Already in this organism, where it is still dubious

whether we have to consider it as a plant or as an animal, we see

indicated the main lines along which the piiylogenetic development

of the Metazoa has taken its course. Bütschli.^) rightly observes

that Volvox is no longer to be considered as a colony of Protozoa,

but as a plnricellular organism of simple structure. Not only do the

cells communicate with each other by plasmodesms, forming thus

one single mass of protoplasm, but also there is a difference between

mortal somatic and potentially immortal propagation cells as is

characteristic of Metaphyta and Metazoa. Between these two Volvox

holds an intermediate position, reminding one more of the former

by the possession of chlorophyll but pointing more in the direction

of the animal kingdom by the rest of its organisation.

Long ago the first stage of development in Metazoa, the blastula,

has been compared to Volvox and was termed by Huxley') e.g.

"the animal Volvox". The resemblance afterwards appeared to be

still greater than Huxley could have suspected, for Volvox is by no

means a homaxone sphere rotating indiscriminate!}^ in all directions,

but shows a distinct opposition between an animal and a vegetative

pole. The line joining (hem can be described as the main axis of

the organism, which is not strictly globular, but a little elongated in

the direction of the main axis. With the animal pole directed forwards

it swims with a rotary movement round the main axis just as is

the case with the pelagic larvae of lower Metazoa and also still of

Amphioxus. At the animal pole the cells are smaller and further

from each other and contain also less chlorophyll than those at the

vegetative pole which are darker green, by reason of the higher

1) BüTscHLi, 1883—1887. Protozoa II, p. 775, in Bronn's Klassen und Ord-

nungen des Thierreichs.

2) T. H. Huxley, 1877. The Anatomy of Inverlebrated Animals, p. 123, 678.
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proportion of chlorophjll, and communicate bj more nnmerons and

broader plasmodesms. The cells at the animal pole each contain a

red stigma as characteristic of flagellates sensible to light (to which

also the Volvocinea belong), whilst those at the vegetative pole are

lacking them. The two kinds of cells pass quite gradually into each

other. The propagation cells are restricted to the vegetative half.

Any one having an opportunity to study Volvox can ensily verify all this.

The propagation occurs either by means of egg-cells and sperma-

tozoa, or parthenogenetically by so-called parthenogonidia. The latter

mode occurs, just as in Rotatoria and Infusoria, during a number

of generations, the former mode at the close of such a period, the

encysted egg being the result. The cleavage stages of the egg and

of the parthenogonidia in which development proceeds in a similar

manner, exhibit again a striking resemblance to those of Metazoan

eggs. The figures given of these stages for Vo/vo.v, Pleodorina,

Eudorina, Fandorina, and Goniuin, remind one especially of stages

of the spiral cleavage type, which probably we may designate as

the original cleavage type of the Zygoneura or Protostojnia, and

which is still found with Polyclads, Nemertines, Polychaetous Anne-

lids and most Molluscs. It therefore seemed to me very interesting

to find out how far the cleavage of Volvox corresponds to the spii-al

type. The statements made b^' former investigators appear to be

insufficient and too contradictory to answei- this question in a satis-

factory way ^).

j Fig. 1. Volvox glohutor, parthenogonidium, four-celled

stage, seen from the vegetative side.

When, therefore, the 0[)portunity presented itself to study more

closely the cleavage of the parthenogonidia in Fo/yo.i', which appeared

1) Statements on the cleavage of Volvox are found in:

J. GoROSHANKiN, 1875, Geiiesis im Typus der palmellenartigen Algen. Versuch

einer vergleiclienden Morphologie der Volvocineae. Milt. Kaiserl. Ges. naturf.

Freunde in Moskau, Bd. 16 (Russian, an extract is found in Botan. Jahresber. f.

1875, p. 27).

E. Overton, 1889, Beitrag zur Kennlniss der Gattung Volvox. Botan. Gentralbl.,

Bd. 10, p. 177.

L. Klein, 1890, Vergleichende Untersuchungen fiber Morphologie und Biologie

der Fortpflanzung bei der Galtung Volvox. Ber. naturf. Ges. Freiburg, Bd. 5, p. 15.
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to occur in considerable number in the Victoria regia-b^sin of the

Leyden botanical garden, [ readily seized it. The study was made
on living material. During development the parthenogonidium, which
continues to communicate by plasmodesms with the surrounding
cells, considerably increases in size '), so that the older stages are

often easier to study than younger ones, for which the use of oil-

immersion as a rule is to be preferred.

By two meridional cleavages the parthenogonidium is first divided

into four equal cells, which each will give rise to a quadrant. The
eight-celled stage has already been figured repeatedly for Volvo.r

and other Volvocinea, but not the transition of the four- into the

Fig. 2. Beginning of

the third cleavage, animal

side

Fig. 3. Transition 4— 8,

vegetative side

eight-celled stage. Figs. 1, 2, and 3 teach us that during this cleavage

a torsion amounting to 45° occurs between what we may call for

the sake of shortness the four vegetative cells and the four animal

cells. In the terminology of the spiral cleavage type we should call

this torsion a dexiotropic one since, if we look at the egg from the

side of the animal pole, the four animal cells appear to lie to the

right of the four lower cells.

It seemed to me interesting to make out if this third cleavage

always takes place in the same way or if, as could equally be

imagined, it is sometimes dexiotropic and sometimes laeotropic. In

the cleavage of Balanus, which shows a similar torsion, I found e.jj.

both possibilities occurring indisci'iminately '). In the spiralcleavagr'

type the third cleavage is always dexiotropic with the exception of

inversely wound Gasteropoda where the whole cleavage proceeds iji

an inverse manner. So not onl}' the adult form but equally the

earliest cleavage stages present the reflected image of what we find

in dextral Gasteropods.

ij All the figures in tliis article have been drawn the same size.

2) H. C. Delsman, 11)17. Die Embryonalenlwicklung von Balanus balanoides Linn

Tijdschr. Nederl. Dierk. Ver. (2), Dl. 15.
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I found that in Volvox the third cleavage always procee(is in

a dexiotropic manner, and the suggestion lies at hand that here too

some peculiarity of the adult form might stand in a certain relation

to this phenomenon. What, for example, is the direction in which

Volvox rotates round the main axis, is tliis always the same or at

one time dexiotropic and at another laeotropic? As has been already

observed by earlier investigators and as I can contirm here once

more, the rotation always occurs in this way that, seeing it from

the animal pole, we may designate it as clockwise, i.e. in the

direction of the hands of a clock or dexiotropic. It lies at hand to

suggest a relation between these phenomena, as has been stated

equally in Gasteropods. That in the latter there can be no (juestion

of a direct causal relation between the torsion of the adult animal

and that of the cleavage cells will be evident at once if we bear

in mind that the spiral cleavage type occurs equally well in forms

that are not wound at all, .as Lamellibranchiata, Chitons, Polychaetous

Annelids etc. We will revert to the question whether possibly in

Volvo.c we might think of a more direct relation between the torsion

during cleavage and the direction of the rotation during movement.

In the eight-celled stage (fig. 4, 5) which has been iigured already

Fig 4. Stage 8,

animal side.

Fig. 5. Stage 8,

vegetative side.

more than once, the fonr vegetative cells alternate with the four

animal cells. They constitute together a little cell-plate representing

phylogenetically the Go?iium-s\age, but which at the border already

begins to curve in. This curving in accentuates itself during the

transition into the 16-celled stage and in Volvox evidently manifests

itself somewhat earlier than 'm'Pleodorina, Eudorina, and Pandorina,

where also in the stage 16 the cells are still lying in a concave

little plate, while in Volvox it has then already passed into a hollow

globule with an opening, the "phialoporus". The eggs always have

the vegetative side, with the pliialopore, directed to the surface of

the maternal organism.
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The passage of the eight- into the sixteen-eelled stage, which in

the spiral type is always performed by a laeotropie cleavage, is

characterised in Volvoa^ by a progressive torsion of the cells of the

vegetative side with regard to those of the animal side and this in

Fig. (>. Beginning of the

fourth cleavage, vegetative

side.

Fig. 7. Transition 8— 16,

animal side

the same direction in which it has already manifested itself in the

foregoing cleavage, which is what we may call dexiotropic. This

expresses itself in the shape of the cells immediately when the fourth

cleavage sets in, as fig. 6 teaches us. The torsion here has already

become a little greater than 45° as becomes evident if we compare

the situation of the inferior parts of the vegetative cells {a,—(l,)

with regard to the cross of the cleavage furrows at the animal pole.

The fourth cleavage (fig. 7, 8), therefore, under the influence of

Fig. 8. Transition 8—16, Fig. 9. Stage 16,

vegetative side. animal side.

the above torsion, must be described as dexiotropic. For this reason,

and in regard to the further cleavage, I think it inadvisable to

apply liere the nomenclature proposed by Conklin for the spiral

type, but will modify this a little. I call the cells of the four quadrants

resp. a, b, c, and d, and to their descendants J give each time the'

exponent 1 to the cell that lies to the animal side, and the exponent

2 to that lying to the vegetative side. Thus all the cells with the

letter a are descendants of the cell a of the four-celled stage, forming
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together one quadrant which, moreover, I have surrounded with a

thick line in the figures. Now fig. 9 answers wholly to the image

presented by a 16-celled stage of the spiral cleavage type, however,

one would expect the cells a^\ n}"^ ,
6'^ and 6" to represent together

one quadrant. This has been shown not to be the case, and if one takes

a view of figs. 8 and 9, the dexiotropic torsion that has occurred

during the cleavage, at once strikes the eye. Between a^^ and a"
this torsion now amounts to between 45° and 90°. The phialopore

is surrounded by the cells a"—(/*' and a^^— c/^*, the former consti-

tuting the four longer, the latter the four shorter sides of the octangular

phialoporic border. Sometimes one of the cells (i"^— d^^ also reaches

the border, the latter then being formed by nine cells.

The fifth cleavage, leading to the 32-celled stage, is again laeotropic,

as is shown as well by a view from the animal (fig. 10) as from

the vegetative side (fig. 11). Thus the dexiotropic torsion is again

(b"2)

tc"^)

(a'-)

Fig. 10. Transition 16—32,

animal side.

(d''^')

Fig. 11. Transition 16—32,

vegetative side.

continued here, and as fig. 11 and especially fig. 13 shows, this

torsion of the vegetative extremity of each quadrant with regard to

the animal extremity (the cell a^'') now amounts to nearly 90°.

While the cell a}^^ forces itself between a^"^ and «", as was already

the case in the 16-celled stage, so that a""^ is pushed aside a little

(figs. 11, 13), «'' while dividing is pushed to the phialoporic border

by «^\ which also divides. As a consequence r/^"—c/^" now form

the longer, a"*—cZ"* the shorter sides of the octangular phialopore.

Often also all eight sides are of equal length.

The arrangement of the cells in the 32-celled stage is so regular

(figs. 12 and 13) that no doubt one would not sus()ect from it the

torsion stated here by watching tlie cleavages.

The last cleavage studied by me is the one that leads from the

32-celled to the 64-celled stage (figs. 14 and 15). The direction of
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tlie divisions gradnailj becomes subject to nioi-e variation, jet tlie

equatorial direction just as in former cleavages — though with a

a'" b"2

I

112 H'2I

Fig. 12. Stage 32, animal

side.

d'2' ^222

Fig. 13. Stage 32 (the same

egg), vegetative side.

deviation caused by the torsion — continues to predoininate. That

the torsion still proceeds is evident from fig. 15, which shows that

it is already more than 90°.

At the beginning of this investigation 1 almost expected to find

that Volvox divides according to the spiral cleavage type. The figures

given by some investigators seemed to me to point in this direction.

No doubt tlds result would have been interesting with regard to the

derivation of the different cleavage types of Metazoa and their

mutual relation. A more direct relation between Volvox and the

lowest forms with a spiral cleavage type would not then appear

improbable, since, as shown above, there are other points of agreement.

That Volvox possesses chlorophyll would be no insuperable obstacle

IcL'

Fig. 14. Transition 32—64,
animal side.

(a^

Fig. 15. Transition 32—64,
vegetative side.

since it can hardly be doubted that animals must descend from

organisms with chlorophyll. No production of oi'ganic from inorganic

substance would have been possible otherwise.
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We liave seen, however, that the cleavage of Volvox may not be

counted as belonging to the spiral type in the form in whichlt occurs in

Metazoa, though the arrangement of the cells is more in a spiral

than it is witli the latter. Though there are certain points in common

1 yet refrain from further speculations in this direction.

In another respect, however, the results reached seem to me to

be interesting. We have been able to state during the cleavage a

progressive torsion of the vegetative cells with regard to the animal

cells which becomes especially manifest from a coniparison of ligs.

2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, and 14 and of figs. 3, 5, 6, 8, 11, 13, and 15.

So we have every reason to assume that in the adult form also a similar

arrangement of the cells prevails. In the spiral cleavage typo the

succeeding dexiotropic and laeotropic divisions nearly annul the effect

of each other, so th'it in the blastula the cells belonging to one

quadrant nearly occupy an area situated between two meridians

distant 90° from each other, as is represented fig. 16a. Fig. 166

shows I he situation of the cells belonging to one quadrant in the

case where the torsion does not surpass 90°. How great the latter

has become in the adult Tiq/vö.?; cannot be made out. Now in the same

dexiotropic rlirection also the rotation occurs, as we have seen, and

it seems to me probable that in this case we may look for a more

direct relation between the two phenomena than with the torsion of

Gasteropods. Let us assume to this end that not oidy the colony but

also each of the cells of Volvo.c has a certain polarity and thus a

main axis in the direction from the animal to the vegetative pole of

the colony. This polarity of the cells e.g. manifests itself in the

corresponding direction in which all the flagella beat causing a water

current from in front backwards, which makes the organism move

Fig. 16/^.

in the direction of the animal pole. If a Volvo.v be pressed between

a cover-slip and an object-slide so that it cannot move anymore, this
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water current can easily be demonstrated by watching the little

particles suspended in (he water. If further we assume that by the

dexiotropic torsion during the cleavage the direction of the main axis

of (he cells undergoes a dexiotropic deviation and the flagella (hus

beat in the direction of (he arrows in fig. 16b, (hen the dexiotropic

rotation of the colony follows directly from (his assumpdon. Tha(

indeed the tlagella beat in this way needs no further proof, but

follows from the rotation itself.

It would be intei-es(ing no doub( if a variety of Volrox globator

rotating to (he left, were discovered. It can haidly be expected

odierwise than (hat the cleavage here will equally l)elong to (he

inverse type.

Have we accounted now for the rotating movement of Volvox

by (he torsion presenting itself during (he cleavage? In a causal

sense we have, if our suggestion is right. But how is the torsion of

(he cleavage cells to be accounted for? Phylogeneticaliy now I

should feel inclined to consider the torsion during the cleavage

rather as a consequence of the rotation of the adult animal than as

its cause. The study of ontogeny ever anew teaches us that we

mnst not consider the structure of the adult animal phylogeneticaliy

as a product of (he developmental processes, bnt we rather must account

for the latter by (he s(ructure of (he adult animal. Thus I would

see also in the torsion during the egg cleavage of Volvox nothing

bnt a very precociously appearing character of the adnlt form related

to the movement of the latter. This character, which- cannot be

demonstrated in the adult form, could be revealed only by the study

of its development.
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Physics. — "Coritrihutions to the study of liquid crystals. \\\. Meltiru)

and congelation-])henomena lüith para-azoxy-anisol." By Dr.

W. J. H. Moll and Prof. L. S. Ornstein. (Communicated

by Prof. W. H. Julius).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 29, 1917).

In our seoond paper on the extinction of liquid crystals we observed,

that among others with para-azoxy-anisol there is, with regard to

the extinction, a ditference between the liquid crystalline condition

which arises by melting the solid crystals ("exsolid") and that which

arises in cooling the isotropic liquid ("exliquid"). Where with

para-azoxy-anisol we had stated the existence of two solid phases,

the question lay at hand whether in exsolid and exliquid we had

perhaps got two different liquid crystalline phases. To make this

ont a research after the exact position of the points of transition

was desirable.

Method of Research.

There we made use of a kind of radiation calorimeter, which is

schematically represented in figure 1.

The substance to be examined (about

\ cm.') half filled a gold beaker

M with thin walls, against which

on the exterior on the one side a

brass wire, on theotheraconstantane

wire has been soldered. Tlie two wires

form a thermoelement, by the help

of which the temperature of the

beaker and its contents is measured ^)

and serve at the same time to hang

it within a brass cylinder. This

1) Before we came to this way of fixing up the "thermobeaker", we had followed

the usual method for our determination of the temperature, i.e we liad placed a

thermometer and later on a thermoelement within the substance to be melted. Then

a number of "Schmutzeffecte" were produced, which on close investigation had to

be ascribed to convection currents. Our method is of course quite free from this

disturbance.
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cj'linder is closed by a cork at the top and one at the bottom and,

that it may be heated electrically, it is provided with a layer of isolated

wire. The whole stands on a little table under a glass, which only

allows of |)assage to the wires of the heating-current IT and those

of the thermocurrent 7'.

The research consisted in the determination of the temperature-

time curve with a constant, heating current. If this heating current

is closed, the temperature first rises quickly, then more slowMy and

asymptotically approaches a limit value. If now (also before the

limit-temperature is reached) the heating current is weakened and

then kept constant, the temperature tirst falls rapidly, then more

slowly till a second lower limiting temperature is reached.

Wtien within the temperature-region in observation the substance in

the beaker melts, congelates, or in general undergoes some change

of phase, this will be observable on the T-t curve. So during the

supply of heat to the beaker the melting will appear as a sharp

twist in the ascending branch. The place of the twist indicates the

melting-temperature and that with a much higher degree of accuracy,

than would even be possible with a measuring of the temperature

within the substance.

The second contact place of the thermo-element was in melting

ice during the time of observation. The thermo-current was measured

by a quick-indicating galvanometer of Moll. To keep the deviations

within bounds the thermoforce was tirst for the greater part com-

pensated with the help of a constant current-source and a shunt,

and besides the sensitiveness of the galvanometer was strongly

reduced.

The deviations of the galvanometer were registered and the T-t

curves thus photographed. The figures 2— 6 are reduced repro-

ductions of our original photos. The figures put underneath give in

an arbitrary measure the temporal value of the heating-current.

An abscisslength of 8 cm. corresponds to a quarter of an hour.

The dotted line indicates the same temperature of about 118° in

the different figures.

Discussion of the Results.

Fig. 2. The two ascending branches fully agree and at A the

first point of transition shows itself sliarpl}*, i.e. the melting point

of the solid substance. This temperatnre, which amounts to about 118°,

we have always chosen as point of departure. The strong oscillations

17*
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of temperature at li are wilboiit importance for our investigation

and may be left apart *).

( uo.--*

Fig. 2.

The second point of transition is difTicult to observe in tlie ascending

branch on account of its steepness, in the descending branch it

appears more clearly at B. Further we observe in the descending

branch a strong undercooling to far below 100° and then a sudden

development of heat and congelation. The highest tempeiature reached

in this process (18°, 5 below the zero-line) is the point wliere a very

unstable solid phase congeals, which we shall call phase 11 (phase 1

has the melting point at about 118°), and which after a short time

spontaneously and under the development of heat passes into another

Fig. 3.

1) They have their cause in the fact that the volume of para azoxy-anisoi

changes considerably in melting. The internal sidewall of the beaker gets for this

reason detached from its contents and can temporarily rise to a higher temperature,

so that a drop, dripping from the solid centre, again occasions a sudden falling

of the temperature.
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pliase. Probably directlj into pliase 1, for at a supply of heal (he

same melting point of about 118° shows itself.

Fig. 3. After the same initial development as in the ease represented

by tig. 2 the same deep undeicooling is again followed by the

appearance of the solid phase II. Hut now we have to take care

that immediately after this phase arises, heat is supplied by streng-

thening the heating-currenl, and that to such value that phase II is

melted but the arising liquid crystalline phase remains undercooled. Whilst

at E its temperature has become constant, we have, in order to

hasten the process of congalation, reduced the healing-current, and

in result of this the temperature has scarcely fallen a few degrees

before under the development of heat the liquid crystalline substance

congeals and now at a temperature of 2° below the zero-line. We
call this new condition solid phase III.

Fig. 4 also gives the origin of phase III from the undercooled

liquid crystalline phase. The heating-current during the preceding cooling

was chosen in such a way that the formation of phase II was excluded.

Fig. 5 gives once again the origin of plate III with the exclusion

of phase II. But where the undercooled liquid crystalline phase in fig. 4

J-
30*
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meiioii presents itself, that phase 111 melts at a temperature which

we know as the melting point of phase I. Thns it is shown that in

this way phase 111, during its formation, giadiially passed into phase 1.

Fig. Q is reproduced as it allows of studying the second point

of transition. At F ex-solid, at G ex-liquid pass into the isotropic

-JO*

Fig. 6.

phase under the absoi-ption of heat, H gives the phenomenon of

transition while heat is devel(>|ied and the thre« transitions FG
and H happen really at the same temperature.

CONCLUSION.

Whilst thus, as far as the situation of the points of transition is

concerned, we have found no indication of a difference between

exsolid and exliquid with para-azoxy-anisol, we have discovered

several phases in the solid condition of aggregation in our investigation.

Beside the three phases which we have distinguished as I, II and III,

there certaiidy still exists a fourth '), with a melting-point of about

108°. It seems that this phase, which during this investigation never

once showed itself, can only exist in capillary layers (between glass).

This short, more or less schematic- summing up of the most

striking facts, which present themselves in an investigation of the

melting- and congelation phenomena of para-azoxy-anisol, must

suffice, however interesting a closer examination of this substance

and perhaps of other substances according to the method indicated

may be from a standpoint of phase-theory, for our interest is greater

for problems of a different nature.

Physical Laboratory, Institute for Tkeoretical Physics.

Utrecht, September 19J7.

1) Gf. our second contribution. Verslag Kon. Acad. v. Wetensch. XXV. p. 1114.



Physios. — ''Contributions to the studj/ of liquid crystals. IV. A
thermic E^ffect of the Magnetic Field". Bj Dr. W. J. H. Mou.
and Prof. L. S. Ohnstkin. (Communicated by Prof. W. H.

Julius).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 23, 1918).

The fact that the particles of liquid crystalline substances are directed

by a magnetic field, justifies the question whether perhaps the

action of the field, may entirely or partially manifest itself as heat.

We shall in this paper develop the results of an investigation into

this matter.

We made use of an arrangement for this investigation, w^hich in

the main points is the same as that described in our previous

paper ^) on the subject. The p-azoxj^-anisol was again heated in a little

gold beaker, being within a little oven which was heated by elec-

tricity. But our little oven had to serve in this case as thermostat,

and above all it was necessary, that the temperature inside of the

oven was as far as possible equal everywhere, so that a temperature

gradient within the substance to be investigated would be excluded.

Instead of our original, very primitive little oven we fitted up as

such a brass tube 10 cm. long and 2 cm. wide, provided along

pretty well the whole length with a single widening of their manganin

wire, closed off at the bottom by a brass plate, at the top by a

brass screw-stopper, in which only a narrow opening to leave pas-

sage to the thermo-element. To present a current of air along the

heating- wire, the latter was wrapped up in chenille, and closely

around this there was a double brass mantle, through which water

circulated of the temperature of the room.

This arrangement was put (with the axis of the little oven in a

vertical direction) between the poles of a Dubois-niagnet, and its

(horizontal) field may be looked upon as homogeneous at the place

of the beaker. The magnet could be turned round a vertical axis.

The electromotive force of the thermo-element was almost fully

compensated, the changes arising were registered by photography.

In our investigation as to whether the connection of the magnetic

field has a thermic effect, we arrived in the beginning at results,

1) Compare the foregoing paper,
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apparently in contradiction to each otlier; until at last with the

help of a thermo-element of a peculiar structure ue have come to

understand the phenomena which dominate the efïect.

In tig. 1 this thermo-element is represented, as it is

hung within the gold beaker B. (The wall of the little

l)eaker must be thought transparent). B is attached by

two pins /S' to the screw-stopper of the little oven; D
are two wires twisted together, brass and constantane,

which are soldered by their ends to a thin plate of

silver-plate Z (5 X 7 mm., 0,02 mm. thick), which is
liilplüilii

^^-"ïr"™ immersed for somewhat more than half in the p-azoxy-

Fig. 1. auisol.

With the help of this thermo-element we have indeed been able

to slate the thermic etfect, but learned to distinguish between the

effect of a transversal field (with the lines of foi-ce perpendicular

to the silver-plate) and of a longitudinal (ield (with the force-lines

// the silver-plate).

Fig- 2

Fig. 2 may make this clear; a curve, taken by photography,

is represented. At A a transveisal field is connected with the

result that the temperature of the silver-plate rises slowly

;

15 sec. later at B the field is broken up and a still slower

cooling of the plate is the result; 15 sec. later, at C (before the

temperature has as yet regained the original value) the transversal

field is put on for the second time; 15 sec. later at D it is again

broken up; and at last 15 sec. later a longitudinal field is put on

at jË" and this causes a quicker reaching of the thermostat temperature-

A new connection of the longitudinal field remains without effect^).

The principal conclusion from our experiments is this, that the

effect observed must have its origin in the immediate vicinity of

1) It need hardly be mentioned, that in the isotropic phase the connection and

disconnection of the magnetic field offers a thermic effect.
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the metal wall, and that within the liiiuid crystalline matter a

magnetic field offers no thermic efïect or only a very slight one.

For then the efTect of' a transversal and a longitudinal field would

have to be equal.

Where the influence of" a magnetic field means in the end (he direction

of the more or less stretched particles of the liquid crystalline substance

we come to the conclusion that against this directing there is only

important resistance to be overcome near the wall.

Now we have accepted an action of the wall for the explanation of'

some extinction phenomena ^), and that in such a way that the wall

directs the particles parallel to itself. The resistance which is to be

overcome for a transversal field is quite in accordance with this

way of seeing the question.

Then as regards the nature of' this resistance, we might imagine

it to be of elastic origin ; the particles would then get another

form at the cross-action of field against wall (heating), and return

at the disappearance of the field again elastically to their original

form (cooling), in which proces the longitudinal field hastens this

return.

Conclusion.

With para-azoxy-anisol the thermoeffect of a magnetic field is

investigated with the help of" a thermo-element of peculiar structure.

The investigation shows that an effect is only apparent at the

wall of the thermo-element, which effect probably has its origin

in the elastic change of form of liquid crystalline particles.

Utrecht, Febr. 19J8.

Physical Laboratory, Institute

for 77ieor<Hical Physics.

') See our first and second papers.



Mathematics. — *'The primitive Divisor of x^—1." By J. G.

VAN DER CoRPüT. (Communicated by Prof. J. 0. Kluyver).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 29, 1917).

This paper is an extension of tlie article of Prof. J. C. Kluyver :

"The primitive Divisor of a:"^— 1." (These Proceedings, Vol. XIX,

page 785.

27111

Definition 1. If k be a positive integer, the product n [x— e^ ),

extended over all the values o- of a reduced rest-system, modulo k,

is called the primitive divisor F]c{.v) of .t-^"—1.

Definition 2. If k be a positive integer, 'f = (f{k) represents the

number of positive integers ^ /, which are prime to k.

Proposition 1. If k be a positive integer, then the primitive

divisor of .r^— 1 is a polynome of the degree (f\

Definition 3. Tlie numbers A,, {fp ^ }. "^ 0) are defined by the

relation

9

Fk (^) = ^ Mx',
/=

k being an arbitrary positive integer.

Definition 4. In the functions /> {n,k) of the variable integer n

{k l)eing a positive integer), which are called the arithmetical chai-acters

of n, modulo k, r represents an arbitrary integer, prime to k.

The functions /«(n,/) and y^A'ijk) are identical or different, according

as II and v are mutually congruent or incongruent, modulo k.

Hence it follows, that there are (p different arithmetical characters

Xv(r?,/(:), modulo k and these functions possess the foil >wing properties:

I. 7.-,,'m,k) XAn,k) = y^{t}in,k).

II. y^./jii ,k) = y;{)i,k) if m^n {mod. k).

III. The modulus of x-,{n,k) is equal to or 1, according as ?i

and k are commensurable or incommensurable.

IV. x-^{>i,k) is equal to or 1, according as n and k are com-

mensurable or incommensurable.

V. x-iC'^'^') 's equal to the symbol ( -7-
)

of Legendre.

VI. xv(l.^) = 1.
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VIL :i^ Xv (n, k) = o, if V ~\^ 1 {mod. k).

u—i

VIII. Xv (", ^-J Xv (n, /:,) = Xv («, fc),

if /• be equal to the prodncl of the two incommensurable integers

k^ and /i-,.

Definition 5. -/j^{n,k) and X;{n,k} are two conjugate functions;

they are, therefore, identical, if x.,{n,k) is real and they are conjugate

imaginary, if yi;{n,k) is an imaginary function.

Proposition 2. y,;{iij>-) is an arithmetical character of 7i, modulo ^'.

Proof. Each function of n, satisfying the conditions 4.1, 11 and III,

is an ai-ithmetical character of Ji, modulo k.

Definition 6. The functions a.,{n,k) of the variable integer ii,

(r and X' being incommensurable numbers) are defined by the relation

, 2Tr imn , Stt im

2 Xv (^^ k}e ^ = a, (n, k) ^ Xv (»N -^O ^ *

»i= 1 ;yi= 1

Proposition 3. If /• be the product of the two incommensurable

numbers l\ and k„ each of which is prime to the integer v, then

we shall have

ttv (n, ^j) av (n, ^,) =: a,, (?;, /:).

Proof. In the expression

mi=l (/»2=-.l )«i=^l ;/i-=l

we have ???, = 1, 2, 3, . . . Z', and ?/?.^ := J , 2, 3, . . . ,
/•,. We rtiay make

rit^k^ -\- in^k-^ congruent to m {mod. k) and k'> rii'^1. Then we
have m ::= I, 2, 3, . . .

^' and

Xv (w, k) = Vv (m, k^) Xv (?», ^,) (according to 4, VIII)

=z i.,{m^k^, kj)y;{m^k^, kj) (according to 4, II)

= Xv(^,»^i)Xv(^'i» ^,) Xv(m,, ^J Xv("t,. ^*,) (according to 4, I).

Consequently

, 2Ttiunn T 2711111.^11 , 2:r!mn

Xv {k,, ^-J Xv f/^-r ^-J ^ Xv (m,,/;,)g~^:S' Xv (m,>,)g
"^^ = 25'

x, (m, /t) e~^

and (make ji = 1)

J
27t/>«, , 2t(j», , 27t«m

X^.
(i„ k^) y,. {k,, k^) 1 -7, (m„yfc,)r^ 1 Xv (m„/-,)«^= 2 y. (»/, -t) T*" •

;?Jl=::=l rn2=l »i=l

The first two factors occurring in these formulae, are according

to 4, III not equal to zero, because k^ and X-, are incommen-
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surable. If the last two formulae l)e divided one hy the otiier, we

shall obtain, according to definition 6

a-, (^i, n) «v (^,, 11) = «V {/f, n) .

Proposition 4. If the following conditions are satisfied:

k^ and k^ are two squareless incommensurable numbers and their

product is equal to k,

n is an arbitrary integer and v an arbitrary number, pi'inie to h,

D, is the G. C. D. of r—1, k and k„

Z), is the G. C. D. of v— J, n and ^„

1) is the G. C. D. of v—\, n and k;

then we have

Proof. D, aiul Z), are incommensurable, because /;, and k^ are

incommensurable. The numbers Z), and Z),, therefore also D^ Z),,

are divisors of D and Z) is a divisor of Z>, Z), ; consequently D.B^ = Z>.

Hence it follows

li{V,) ix{D,) = (I (Z>),

and
A;, \ / ^

-Ix-l-zf ='^' "•/>

according to 4, VIll.

Proposition 5. If v be an integer, prime to the positive integer

k and the integers n and n' satisfy the relation rz/i' = 1 {mod. k),

then we shall have tv{n,k) ^=-y^-j{n' ,k).

Proof. From the relation nn' = 1 [mod. k) it follows that n and

n' are prime to k and according to definition 5 and 4, III tAn,k)

and Xv(?i,^) are two conjugate functions with modulus J.

Consequently

Xv {ih ^)Xv (^» ^) = 1-

Moreover we have, according to 4. I, II, and VI,

Xv ("'. ^0 Xv {n, k) = Xv (nn', k) = /. (1, /t) = 1,

hence

Xv(w, ^) — Xv("'- ^)'

Proposition 6. If ^ be a squareless number, prime to i' and D
represents the G. C. D. of r—1, n and k, then we have

k
a,{n,k) = II {D) ff{D) t^ (

n,
^
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Proof I. Ic is a prime number

a), k is a divisor of r—1 and n; consequently D =z k.

(I [D) <f {D) Xv Tn, '^ = (—1 ) (^ — 1) Xi {n, 1)

= — (A — 1) , according to 4. IV,

and

k _

m=l "'=1

, 2nim , 1 inim
k _ *—

1

2 XvK k)e '' z= 2 e ^ = — I,

7/1= 1 »i=l

consequently, according to definition 6,

a, (n, k) = - (k—1) = {I {D) <f (D) Xv U^]-

i^).
If k be a divisor of n and not of r— 1, we shall have

Xv (
n, J j

= Xv (", k) z= 0, faccord ing to 4, III),

, 2nimn ,

2 Xv (m, A')
^"^ == ^ Xv (^, '^)

»«=! '"=1

= , (according lo 4, VII),

consequently

a-j («, k) := 0,

80 that now both members of the sought relation ai-e equal to zero.

y). r.et k be no divisor of n, so that we may make

nn' ^ 1 {mod. k), mn ^ m' {mod. k), k'^ m' ^ I

.

According to proposition 5

Xv {n, k) = Xv {n\ k),

consequently

Xv {n, k) Xv (m', l^ = Xv (w', k) Xv (m', ^). = Xv ('«'"''
'^O = "/v (m, A),

because
m'n'^ m7in' ^e m (moii. ^).

Hence it follows

2 Xv {m, k)e ^ = Xv 0', ^') ^ h (^'^
'^O ^ ^^ »

7/i=l ''*'='

consequently

a, (,^ /') = Xv ('', /•) = f' {i>>) <t m Xv (
n,

-^J
,

because I) = 1.

II. y(: is the product of two different prime factors. Take k =^ i\k^
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{ki and k^ are two different prime numbers). According to I we have

«., («, k,) = <Lt (I),) <p (D,) X. U ~\

D^ being the G. C. D. of v— 1, 7i and k^;

D, being the G. C. D. of v^\, n and A.,.

If tliese two formulae are multiplied, we shall obtain

according to the piopositions 3 and 4.

III. k is the product of three or four different prime factors.

Take k equal to the product of the two incommensurable numbers

X-, and /t,, each of which is equal to a prime number or to the

product of two different [)riuie numbers. The proof is given in the

same way as in II. etc.

Proposition 7. If k be a squareless number, prime to the integer

V and i>„4-; represents the G. C. I), of r— 1, n -\- ). and k, then

the in definition 3 defined coefficients Ay satisfy the relation

k A, ,1 (A.-f >) </ (^A,4-;) Xv (
n H- /, --1-

)
= 0,

whatever be the value of the integers Ji and r.

Proof.
27ij»(n 27ri/7)i

9

•/v {m, k) e f^ 2 A,e ^ =0,
^=0

for, if m and k have a common factor, /„ [m, k) = according to

2 Trim

4, III and if m is prime to k, e '^ is a primitive root of the equation

ri— 1 =0, i.e. a root of the equation

Fk {x) = 1 A, .r> ^ 0,

;,=o

so that then the last factor is equal to zero. Hence
27rmn 2mhn

= ^ Xv (»». ^)
«~^~ ^ A) e ^

, 2-nim {n-{-).)

:= 2 A-^ S Xv (m, k) k

/=0 ?n=l

consequently

2 A, ,1 (A,+ .) r/: (IA.+.) Xv (
n + ;,—^T ^ Xv {m, k) e k

iz=o
'

\ n 4- // ) f m=l

according to definition 6 and proposition 6.
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The last factor is not equal to zero, for then the sum

^ Xv (^, f^ e
''^= {i{D„) ifiD,,) Xv (7,, --]2: Xv {m, k) e"

1=1 V ^njm=im=l

would be equal to zei'O if /i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , ^^ that is the equation

k _
^ Xv (^1 ^) ^"' = Ö

2 TTJ»

would possess the root zero and k different roots e ^
, and this is

impossible, since the coefficients Xv 0>'> /^') ^^'^ "Ot identically equal

to zero, according to 4, HI.

Consequently we conclude

i .4, ft (i>„4.;V/ (!>.+ ;.) Xv (« + ;.,-^^) = 0.

;=o V " + •^y

Proposition 8. If k be squareless, then we have

;,—

Z)'„4-; being the G. C. D. of n -\- I and k. In this formula n may

be any integer number whatever.

(This formula is to be found in the above mentioned article of

Prof. J. C. Kluyver).

Proof. Make in proposition 7 i' = 1 ; then we shall have

and

k
according to 4, IV, since n -\- I and — have no common factor,

because k is squareless.

Hence it follows

Proposition 9. If k be an odd squareless number, then we have

I J
being the symbol of Legend re. In this formula n may be

any integer whatever. (This foi-mula is also to be found in the article

of Prof. J. C. Kluyver).
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Proof. Make in proposition 7 v = — 1 : tlien we have D„^). = 1,

8ince 1' — 1 = — 2 and k is odd.

Hence

according to 4, V. Consequently

Definition 7. If h be an integer >• 2, the coeflicients 5; and C;

I

- > ;. > j are defined by the relation

r

^ S, ^>

and

/ f!^^ 2

;=o

in which tiie [)rodiiels are extended over all the values <j and t of

a reduced rest-system, modulo k, for which |
—

j
= -(- 1 and

(i)
Proposition 10. If k be an odd squareless number, we have

2 2

^ 5; 6„_|_; = and ^ C^ c„+; = 0,

;=:0 A=o

if we make

and

Z>'> being the G. C. D. of I and k. In these formulae n may be

any integer whatever.

Proof. D\n is greater than 1, if ( —
J

= 0, according to 4, IV;

consequently
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:e n{d) = ^ !i{d) = o if (y]= 0.

dik dlD',^^ \^ J
djm

f—
27tJ»l

in\
If (

"
)
= 1, the equation JT B, x' =0 lias a root e *

, hence

-'
27ri;)i/

/=0

Consequently

"(:>•

m
kJ )

;—o d\k
d\m

for the third, second or first factor is equal to zero, according as

[
-

I

is equal to 0,1 or — 1.

Hence

k t

d\m

1

S, = S e~^ 2 B) e~^2 n{d)
,n=l /=0 d\k

dim

= 2 Bj, ^ II ifl) 2 e d (make ??? = qcI)

;— d\k p=\

I ,, 2^,H^ ^= :E B, :E ii\-]:2 e ^f make -- = d'

;-o d'\k \djp=i V d

. ^p 27ri>(»-}-/)

Because the sum E e '^'
is equal to J' or 0, according as (?i-|- P.)

0=1

is divisible or not by d' , we have

1

5,= i^; ^ l^('^^.d'
y=o d'\k \dj

d' !(»+/)

k D'n^-,
Since A; is squaieless, —^— and —— have no common factor, so

/A;\ / /.• D'„^)\ f k \ fD'n^\
^^'"^

" UJ = '^
U'«+;

• "^
J

'' "'"'^ ''
' U+J- '\^ cT J-

^^"'•^-

over we have

18
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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consequently

1

;,=o V-^«+^/

If ?;i and k have a common factor, f
-

) = O and in the other
\k)

case we shall have

d\k
d\i

hence

and

\k J d\k \k)
d\m

f
, 2nimn ^ v o 2mm).
« —;— f 'rn\ ^ —;

—

S^ — :2 e k (-\2 Bye k ^ (i{d)

m=l V k />=0 d
I
ikd\k

d\m

2 fc rm\
z:eb, ^ -

2mm {n-\-'k)

-
\ e *

2

= 2 B,
/=0

!^\'V4(A-i)v^,

according to the theorema of Gauss. Hence we conclude

1.

^ 2 B) h
;,=:0

By changing the symbols of Legendre everywhere into their opposite

values, we find in the same way the relation

2

:e c, c' = 0.



Physics. ''On the Evaporation from a Circular Surface of a Liquid'*

.

By Dr. H. C. Bukger (Communicated by Prof. W. H. Julius).

(Communicated in the meeting of Deceniber 29, J 917.)

In a publication recently published Miss N. Thomas and Dr. A.

Ferguson^) communicate observations concerning the evaporation

from circular water surfaces. These observations are made under

different circumstances viz. in a dark, vei'y quiet room, in a lighted

room and in the open air. It appeared, that in every case the

quantity of water evaporated in unit time, might be represented by:

Ez=Kr^^,

in which r is the radius of the water surface and K and n are

constants that, except on the external circumstances, also depend

upon the distance of the surface of the liquid and the rim of the

basin in which this is contained. Now while, as the writers remark,

usually in the literature the opinion is found, that the evaporation

is proportional to the area of the surface, i. e. that n = 2, it was

shown by their experiments that this exponent was always between

1 and 2. Now Stefam ^) has treated the evaporation from a circular

snrface of a liquid, supposing that the vapour diffuses in the space

above the plane in which the level of the - liquid lies, while at

the liquid the concentration of the vapour is a constant.

The result of the computation is, that the speed of evaporation is

proportional to the radius of the surface. So it is apparent that in

the experiments of Thomas and Ferguson the conditions that Stefan

supposes ill treating the problem, are not fulfilled.

As 1 have already been engaged for some time upon the theoretical

and experimental treatment of the diffusion in a flowing liquid *),

it was of importance to inquire whether my results agreed with

the above mentioned investigations. For this purpose we must extra-

polate the values of the exponent n for the case that the surface of

the liquid is on a level with the rim of the basin. When this is

1) Phil. Mag. XXXIV p. 308, 1917.

2) Wied. Ann. XVII p. 550, 188i2.

*) My principal purpose in this is lo investigate whether the solution at the

surface of the crystal is saturated or if perhaps, when the solving takes place

sufficiently rapidl}^ an undersaturalion arises.

18*
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not the case it hardly seems possible to apply the mathematical

analysis to the problem.

For the three cases the extrapolated exponent is resp. 1.4, 1.5 a

1.6 and 1.65. In the last case, in which we are most certain that

the air above the liqnid is in continuous movement, n proves to

a^ree quite sufficiently with the theoretical value ^l^-=:^i.&l, which

will be deduced hereafter, so that therefore in this case we may be

sure, tiiat the air-currents effect the evaporation. In experiments

in more quiet air, the values of n approach the value n -=2 J more

closely, which value is found by Stefan.

In the following sections we will give a theoretical treatment ot

the diffusion in a flowing gas. As the evaporation from an arbi-

trarily formed surface is easily deduced from that of a rectangular

one, we firstly choose this last shape, We imagine the space above

the plane - = filled with a flowing gas, while the |)lane r =
itself is formed by a fixed wall, of which a [)art consists of a surface

of the liquid. Let this part have the shape of a rectangle with its

sides parallel to the axes of ,v and //, situated at positive y and

bounded by the axis of .r. Further we will choose the velocity of

the gas to be parallel to the axis of ;// and to be proportional to z,

so Vy = az. As namely the gas at the plane c = through external

friction must have a velocity equal to zero, we may put:

Vy =z az -\- a^ z'^ -^ a^ z^ ^ . . .
,

and we may neglect the second and following terms of this series

when as will generally be the case, the va{)Our is concentrated in

a thin layer above the plane z = 0.

When we put c for the concentration of the vapour and ]) for

the coefficient of diffusion then, as is easily seen, c fulfills the altered

equation of diffusion :

- — X> A c — div {vc) ') (/)
ot

Further we suppose that c at the surface of the liquid fulfills the

boundary condition :

1) The last term in the second member may be explained in this way : In the

element of volume dx dy dz flows through the element of surface (iy cZs an amountId)
of vapour : cvx rfy rfs inward and { cvx + ^— (CTx) } dii dz outward. By computmg

f

^'^'
'

these amounts also for the axes of y and z, we get for the total amount that

flows outward div {cv) dx dy dz, when r is the velocity, considered as a vector.
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in which C is the concentration of the saturated vapour.

t\ •

Now we will suppose that the state is stationary, i. e. that — = 0.
ot

Then c satisfies the ecpiation :

^ /d\ d'c d'c\ dc
D[ .

^—-^—-— ae^ (//)
ydx' ^ dy' ^ dz'J dy ^ ^

while y.t = y^ = and v,/ = az. In this equation we will further take

d'c
r— ^ 0. Of course this is only approximately true lor the values

of X that concern points within the rectangle. For points beside the

rectangle c will be verj' small only when \y^ ._ is small with res-
y^ a

pact to the dimensions of the rectangle, which we will always suppose.

So we will treat the problem as a twodimensional one, i. e. as if

the i-ectaugle has an intinite breadth in the direction of A'*). So we

will neglect -—

.

ox"

a d'o
Finally we remark that being large, consequently D -— may

1)
*

oy^

dc
be neglected with respect to (ï: —. One might object to this when

oy

c is zero or very small, but then is c = 6' or at least then c is

approximately a constant, so all terms of the differential equation

are zero or very small, and so it will be allowed to omit — . That
dy'

^ d'c
D T— may not be neglected, notwithstanding the small factor D,

oz"-

is caused by the fact that the evaporated substance will be concen-

trated in a thin layer, so that c varies rapidly with z; ^— and -

—

oz oz^

therefore are large.

After these simplifications the differential equation for c becomes:

b'^c a dc

d?=7.% <^'^'

As, in consequence of a sufficiently rapid stream, a diffusion

1) When by the rapid evaporation an undersaturation arises, this will probably

be proportional to the speed of evaporation.

^) Experiments with crystals that solve in a flowing liquid, have confirmed this

supposition.
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against llie stream is iinpossihle. we Hiij)|)ose with regard to the fact

that the ai-riving gas is free from vapour that c = for ?/ = 0. For

the same reason we may further assume that the surface of the

liquid extends from // = to // = ao , while for arbitrary y the

concentration will not be influenced by the presence of liquid at

the boundary z = at greater values of //. As was already said we
take foi' c =3 the boundary -c(mdition c = C, while for z =: cc c

of coui-se must be zero.

Problems of this kind may be solved in a general way by making

the range in which z may vary finite, further by constructing a

solution with (he aid of a series of proper functions, and finally by

going to the limit, whereby the range is made infinite. I hope to

explain this method at length in my dissertation ; here however it

may suffice to give a much simpler treatment, because the purpose

is only to find how the quantity of liquid evaporated in unit time

depends upon the length of the rectangle, i. e. upon //.

When we introduce in (III) as a new variable:

a

this equation assumes the form :

H' =%- <"^<"

The boundary conditions of c are heie :

c — for .V =
c= C „ C =
C =r ,, S = CO

The solution of the transformed equation will not contain a or

D, because these quantities occur neither in tha differential equation

nor in the boundary conditions.

Therefore is

:

c = i/ {^, ;/) = (/ I z)^^-^, y

The quantity of the liquid that evaporates in unit time from the

part of the surface between // = and y is found by computing

the quantity of substance that flows through a plane perpendicular

to the axis of y. As the velocity of the gas is az, the quantity of

vapour that flows in unit time through a unit surface perpendicular

to the axis of //, is azc so the total mass of vapour that flows

away per unit breadth in the direction of a*, amounts to:
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E = jaz cdz =a l z (j. l z l^
' --

, y jdz.

O o

When now we introduce again : = z i^^ -, this quantity becomes:

oo

We may transform (III) also by putting:

I)

a

Then we get the equation

:

^-4, ^--'

To this belong the boundary conditions:

c = for 11 =
c=C „ ^ =
C = ,, Z = CO.

Here again the solution will be independent of a and D viz.:

From this we find

:

Vb)Ez=(azcdzz=alzflz.y — ]dz = aFly — \. . (/

When now we compare the found values of E, (IV6) proves to

agree with (IVrï) only when:

F(p) = A.p%

where A is a constant. So E becomes:

E = a A'^'-^ = Aa^kn'U>f'h {I Vc)

aVs

Of this result the fact that in the first place interests us is that

E proves to be proportional to y'/».

To deduce from the acquired result what E becomes for a surface

of an arbitrary shape we imagine that this surface is divided into

narrow strips with the long sides jiarallel to the axis of //
i. e. to

the current. As the breadth of these strips may not be taken too

small when we wish to apply the acquired results, but on the other

hand may not be too broad when we want to consider them as
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rei'tangles, it pi-oves I hat the circumference of the surface of tiie

li(|ui(i may not be too iriegiilai' and also that the linear dimensions

D
of this surface may not be too small with respect to f/—

.

a

Tiien however for each of these rectangles E is proportional to

the breadth and to the ,"' power of (he length. The total value of

E is found bj integrating over the whole surface, and it is easily

seen that this quantity for conform figures is proportional to the

Vs"^ power of the linear dimensions, of which this exponent Vi ^s

it were refers to the length and '/j ^^^ 'lie breadth.

As all circles are conform it is proved by this that tiie evapora-

tion from a circular surface of a li(piid is proportional to the V>"'

power of the i-adius as is also found by Miss Thomas and Dr.

Ferguson, when the circumstances were in agreement with those

that are used at the theoretical treatment given above.

The theory that is given here I have found conUruied by expe-

riments of the solving of crystals in a flowing liquid, which will

be treated in \\\)' dissertation. The quantity of the solved substance

proved to be proportional to the W"' power of the velocity of the

liquid, with the breadth and with the 7.'" power of the length.

Institute for theoretical Physics.

Utrecht, December 1917.



Anatomy. — ''On the topographical relations of the Orbits in

infantile and adnlt skulls in man and apes '. By Pwï.h. Boi.K.

(Communicated in the meeting of March 23, I'd 8).

In the Proceedings of tliis Academy of 1909 two papers l\y tlie

present nut hor were published, dealing with the position, shifting

and the inclination of the Foramen magnnm in the Primates. In

these papers it was shown that the topographical relations of this

Foramen in the infantile skulls of the Primates and more parti-

cularly with the Antliropomorphons apes present only small deviations

from those in the human sknll. It is only in their suhsecjuent growth

that a difference between the development in man and the Primates

becomes apparent. This difference comes in the main to this tliat

in man the original topograhical relations, such as are found in

the infantile skull, are permanent, the sknll retaining infantile

characteristics; in the i-emaining Primates, on the other haud, and

especially in the Anthropoid apes, these juvenile conditions are

replaced by others. The chief phenomenon, which may be

briefly stated afresh here, is that in ijifantile sknlls of man and

anthropoid apes the foramen magnum lies in the middle of the

cranial base, and during growth is shifted backwards over a longer

or shorter distance in the direction of the occipital pole of the

cranium, while in man it remaijis situated in the anterior half of

the cranial base. It is difficult to reconcile this result of my investi-

gations with the conception, often met with in literature, that the

more occipital position, as found in these aj)es, would be the

original one, so that it would be in man that a forward shifting

would take place. Now of such a forward displacement, presumed

on theoretical grounds, nothing appears during individual development

in man. On the contrary. From about the eighth year, i.e. in

conjunction with the commencement of the loss of the milk-teeth,

also in man a slight backward shifting is stated, which is not of

much significance, however. So the characteristic difFeience between

the human and anthropoid skulls is that in the foi'mer infantile,

not to say foetal, characteristics are retained. While the infantile

skulls of man and anthropoid apes thus show a great similarity in

this respect, the adult skulls grow dissimilar, and it is not the
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human but the antropoid skull which deviates more and more from

its original shape.

The object of the following communication is to draw the attention

to an analogous phenomenon in an entirely di (Teren t part of the

skull, namely in the orbital region, and regarding more particularly

the following question: what are the topographical relations of the

orbits in infantile and adult skulls of Primates? The answer to (his

question gives an insight into the phenomena of growth in this

border-region between the cerebral and facial skull. These are well

fitted to give a definite shape to our conception about the moi'pho-

genetic relation between the human and anthropoid skull. In this

communication the main points

on\y will be slated, the more

extensive pai)er will be published

elsewhere. For the present

purpose the best starting-point

is a form in which the differ-

ences in topography between

the infantile and adult skull

aie as large as possible, their

character thus being clearly

revealed. The Gorilla skull

serves this purpose well.

We shall mainly deal with the topographical relation of the orbits

in regard to the cranial cavity. The easiest way of surveying this

Fig. L

Fig. 2.
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is bj ineatis of liorizoiihil sections, passing tliroiigli the middle of

the orbits. In fig. 1 such a section is sketclied ihrongli the skull of

a 3'oniig Gorilla child, in fig. 2 through that of an adult male individual.

In the lateral wall of the orbit iu the infantile skull two parts

may be distinguished, an anterior one which borders the orbit

outwardly and forms the free outei- wall of the orbit, and a posterior

one forming a partition between the orbit and the fossa media (»f

the cranial cavity. Between these two parts the lateial wall of the

cerebral cranium is connected with the lateral wall of the orbit.

This arrfvngement implies that the cranial cavity pailly extends

laterally of the orbit, in other words that this cavity partly enters

into the Cavum cranii, so that there exists a commoji partition-wall

between the Cavum orbitae and the Oavum cranii. [J[)wards in the

direction of the roof of the orbit this partition-wall between the

two cavities becomes larger, as the cranial wall frontally uiore and

more joins the supra-orbilal ridge. The free exterior wall thus

becomes smaller and is entirely lacking near the roof of the orbit

in the youthful Gorilla skull, as the cranial wall is attached to the

orbital roof along the supra-orbital arch. Thus the whole orbital

roof has become the partition between this cavity and the C-avum

cranii. This means that in (he infantile Gorilla the orbits lie entirely

under the cranial cavity.

How is this in the adult skull?

It appears from fig. 2 that now on the lateral wall of the orbit

the just-described two parts can no longer be distinguished; the

posterior intracranial part has disappeared, since the lateral wall of

the skull is attached as far backward as possible to the lateral wall

of the orbit. The whole lateral wall has become an outer w^all.

From a topographical viewpoint this means that the orbit no longer

enters into the cranial cavity, but has come to lie before it. This

conclnsion is confirmed by a closer examination of the orbital roof.

In the infantile skull the frontal wall of the cranial cavity is

attached to the orbital roof along the circumference of the orbit,

which means that the whole roof of the orbit forms a partition

between the cranial and orbital cavities and does not form a free

exterior wall. In the adult individual, on the other hand, the cranial

roof is attached to the orbital roof very much towards the back,

as is seen from fig. 3, representing a sagittal section through the

orbit of an adidt Gorilla. The roof of the orbit hns here for the

greatei' part become a free exterior wall.

From this short comparison it already appeal's that the topogra-

phical relations of the orbit with regard to the cranial cavity are
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Fig. 3.

verj different in llie }Oimg and the adult Gorilla. This difference

may be briefly summarised as follows: in the ^oung individual the

oibit for the greater part enters into the Cavum cranii, in the adult

individual it lies before the cranial

cavity. So there is a forwaid dis-

placement during growth, caused by

lengthening of the orbit in a forward

direction only. By the aid of figs.

1 and 2 this can easily be pi-oved

if the Septum orbitale is particularly

kept in view. In both figures the sec-

tion passes exactly above the Lamina

cribrosa, i. e. through the anter-

ior extreme part of the cranial

cavity.

In the septum orbitale of I lie infantile skull three parts may be

distinguished, a middle one, formed by the Lamina cribosa, an

anterior and a porterior part. Also in the adult skull these three

parts are visible in spite of the pneumatising. Comparison now shows

that the lengthening of the septum is almost entirely brought about

by the increase in length of that part of it which lies before the

lamina cribrosa. One has only to compare the dotted lines in the

two figures, indicating the plane through the anterior edge of the

Lamina cribrosa. These lines are also serviceable for gaining an

insight into the forward shifting, resulting from this mode of growth.

In the small young skull almost the whole of the orbital cavity

lies behind this line, in the adult skull only the posterior part.

Thus the growth of the skull of Gorilla has an evident influence

on the position of the orbits with regard to the cranial cavity. That

this is accompanied by a considerable change in the shape of the

orbital cavity, is also perceived by comparing figure 1 and 2. In

the adult skull the posterior part of the orbit has been drawn out

in the shape of a funnel or canal.

The change of position of the orbit caused by growth can be

illustrated in a simple manner by projecting the outlines of this

cavity on the median plane, which is easily done by means of the

well-known Martin pantograph. Fig. 4 shows such a [)rojection taken

from the skull of a Gorilla child in which the tooth-change had

commenced (the medial incisors have been changed; fig. 5 a similar

projecticm of the skull of an adult man ^). The cranial base is partly, the

1) Fig. 5 is on a smaller scale tlian fig. 4.
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outline of the cranial cavity entirely indicated. Position and direction

of the lamina cribosa are also shown. To the transformation of the

cranial cavity during- growdi, chiefly consisting- in a flattening,

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

attention may be passingly drawn. These figures require little

explanation, the change in the topographical relation of the orbits

with regard to the cranial cavity is seen at a glance. It should oidy

be pointed out that the shifting of the orbits quite before the cranial

cavity must be regarded as the direct cause of the origin of the

very strong bony ridge characterising the anteiior part of the cerebral

skull of Gorilla. This bone-i-idge is, as also appears from tig. 3,

nothing but the necessary upward enclosure of the orbital cavity,

the newly-grown roof of this cavity. Without this bone-ridge the

orbit would lack an upper bony enclosure.

Before proceeding to a description of the conditions in man, we
shall briefly sketch those in the two other anthropoids by means of

a few projection figures. Figures 6 and 7 refer to a young Orang

still in possession of its complete milk-dentition, and to an adult

individual of this genus. More stiongly still than was the case with

Gorilla the topographical change of the orbits with regard to the
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cranial cavity appears in these two individuals. This is mainly the

resnlt of the circumstance tliat the little skull of the Orang child

was so much younger than that of the Gorilla child. With this

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

very young Orang the orbit is still entirely enclosed by the cranial

cavity, the whole roof of the orbit is here still tlie floor of the

anterior cranial cavity. In (he adult Orang the orbit has come much

more forward. So here also a considerable forward shifting has taken

place. In orang this was not accompanied by the formation of a

ridge as in Gorilla, firstly because the orbits and in particular their

roof did not advance so far before the cranial cavity, and secondly

because the anterior cranial wall in Orang had thickened evenly.

The changes in the topographical relations with Chimpanzee

appears when we compare figures 8 and 9. With this genus the

forward shifting is smaller again than with Orang, although still

considerable. The projection in fig. 8 has been taken from a little

skull with complete milk-dentition, that of fig. 9 from an adult skull.
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From this short siuiimary it appears that the three anthropoids

agree in this that as tiie r(?8iilt of certain phenomena of growth tiie

topographical relation of the orbits willi regard to the cranial cavity

Fig. 8.

y

Fig. 9.

is altered. The chief change is that in the infantile antropoid ape

the orbits lie nnder the cranial cavity, in the adult individual more

in front of it. This is most strongly seen in Gorilla, where almost

the whole orbit lies before the cranial cavity. The sagittal sections

Fig. 10. Fig. U.
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throiigli tlie orbit in fig. 10 (Chimpanzee) and fig. 11 (Orang) when

compared with those of fig. 3 (Gorilla) show this difference in

shifting witli the three Anthropoids very distinctly.

What is now observed in man ? We refer in the first place to

figs. 12 and 13. In 12 a horizontal section is given through

the orbits of a new-born infant, in 13 through tlie orbits of an adult

individual. In both figures a dotted line indicates as before the frontal

plane passing through the anterior edge of the lamina cribrosa, i.e.

Fig. 13.

through the anterior border of the cranial cavity. When therefore

we wish to answer the question whether the orbits are also in man
shifted during growth, and, if the answer is afürmative, to what

extent this happens, we have only to compare the position of the

orbits in both figures with regard to this line. It then appears that

thei'e is no evidence of such a shifting. For in the infantile as well
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as in the adult skull nearly the whole orbit lies behind this line.

As to the topograph}^ of the orbits with regard to the cranial cavitj,

in man no change is observed during growth, such as was found

with the Anthropoids. We come to the same conclusion when com-

paring the anatomy -of the lateral wall of the orbits in the two figures.

When dealing with the Gorilla skulls it was pointed out that in

the infantile skull two parts could be distinguished in this wall, an

intracranial part, partitioning the orbital and cranial cavities, and

an anterior part, bordering the orbit outwardly. Between these two

parts the cranial wall joins the orbital wall. In the adult Gorilla

the intracranial part has disappeared, the cranial wall is attached

to the posterior part of the orbital wall.

In man iiothing apj)ears of these altered anatomical relations. As

well in the young as in the adult skull the intracranial part is found,

which means that in the adult as well as in the infantile skull the

posterior part of the lateral wall of the orbit has remained a parti-

tion between this and the cranial cavity. In man the orbital cavity

always enters into the cranial cavity, which is moreover proved by

the fact that the frontal wall of the cranial cavity is attached along

the anterior border of the roof of the oibital cavity, as well in

infantile as in adult skulls.

Thus in regard to the phenomena of growth in the orbital region

of the skull there is a very noticeable difference between man on

one side and the Anthropoids on the other. This difference is that

in man infantile topographical relatioris remairi permanent. In their

juvenile slage these relations are the same in man as in the antro-

poid apes. While in these latter they are replaced by other relations,

however, so that the adult skull becomes very unlike the infantile

one, the human skull retains its infantile cranial characteristics. As

has been stated in the beginning of this paper, the same holds good

for the Foramen magnum. From this ensues that when we compare

the human and anthropoid skull those of the anthropoid apes may
not be considered as pi-imitive forms from which the human skull

should be derived.

19
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.



Mathematics. — " NuU-Si/stems in the Phne". By Prof. Jan

DE Vries.

(Gommuuicaled in llie meeting of January 26, 1918).

1. Ill a nnll-sjsteiu )ü{ct, i^) a group of <( straight, lines ?/, passing

tlirongli a point N is associated to tliat point; to a straight line ?i

belongs a gronp of j? points ^V lying on n. A point is called

singular, when it is nnll-point of oo null-rays; a straight line is

called si)i(/u/a)- if it has oo null-points.

The null-systems, for which a or ^^ ïh e(\uii\ lo i {linear mtll-sj/^steins)

are characterized by the fact that they always have singular null-

points if i(=:l, always show singular null-rays if ,i= l. Considerations

concerning the case <( = 1 are to be found in my papers "Oji plane

Linear Null-Systems" (These Proceedings vol. XV, page 1165) and

"Lineare ebene NuUverwandtschaften" (Bull, de I'Acad. des Slaves

du Sud de Zagieb, July 1917, Auszug aiis der im Had. Bd. 215,

S. 122 veröffentlichten Abhaudlung).

That a non-linear null-system does not necessarily possess singular

elements, appears among others from the consideration of the null-system

^1{'S, 3?i— 6) formed by the points of inflection and their tangents

appealing in a general net of curves of order n '). Only for n = '6

we have in general a group of 21 singular null-rays, viz. the

straight parts of the binodal figures.

2. Let us suppose that a ^'?(«, /?) possesses n singular points S,

which are singular null-points on each ray drawn through them,

and (J^ singular points S^, which replace two null-points on eacli

ray *). We further suppose that there are a singular rays .v and

r/^ singular rays .v^; the latter are characterized by the fact that

they represent two coinciding null-rays for each of their points.

If the straight line Ji is caused to revolve round the point J^,

the ^ null-points iV describe a curve (/-*) of order {a -\- /^), which

has an a-fold point in F.

Analogously the null-rays n, which have a null-point /V on the

1) See my paper "Two null-systems determined by a net of ciibics'" (These

Proceedings vol. XIX, page 1124)

3) In the linear null-system formed by Die tangents and their points of contact

of a pencil (c") the base-points are singular point.s ,S'^, the nodes singular points S.
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straight line p, envelop a curve (p) of class (« + ^)j of which p is

a ^-fold tangent.

Through a point S pass {a -\- ^) tangents of {p)\ from this it is

evident that the null-points on tlie rajs of the pencil S form a

curve {SY'^^. Now, aS is always one of the null-points, so that an

arbitrary raj of the pencil bears onlj (^i—1) points X outside S.

Consequentlj [Sy--^^ has an (« -|" l)-fold point in S.

Analogouslj we find that (.s%-|-,9 has the straight line s as (ji-|-l)-

fold tangent, while a straight line .v^ is a (/?-|-2)-fold tangent of

the curve (.9^),^._^^?.

3. The curve (P/+/5 is of class (« + /?) (« -f /?— 1) — «(«—1).

Through I* pass therefore {2n -{- ^) [ii — 1) more tangents, which

touch it elsewhere. To them belong evidentlj the straight lines /^aS^,

as S^ re|)ieseiits two coinciding null-points. Consequevtly the null-

rays bearing a double null-point envelop a carve of class (2« -j- ^)

0?'—
1) —

4

The complete enveloping tigiire contains moreover the g^ class-

points S^.

It is of course possible that the enveloped curve breaks up. This

e. g. happens with the null-system that arises if each tangent of a

pencil (c") is associated to the {n— 2) points, in which it moreover

intersects the c" (satellite points of the point of contact).

We have to distinguish then between the envelope of the

stationarj tangents, which each bear one double null-point, and the

envelope of the bitangents, which each contain tioo double null-

points. The curve (P) is now the so-called satellite-curve ^).

In a similar waj we find: lite locus of the points N, for which

tnw of the null-rays n have coincided is a curve of order {a -j- 2^)

(« — 1)—

4

4. The curves (/>)a-f,3 and (7)«-(-^ have the <( null-rajs of the

point p(/ in common. To the remaining common tangents the singular

rajs s ii\n\ s^ evidentlj belong '). There are therefore (n-|-^)*—«— 'j

—

o^

rajs n, a null-point ^V of which lies on />, another null-point iV' on 7.

This number has another meaning jet. If jX describes the straight

1) Cf. my paper "On linear systems of algebraic plane curves'' (These Pro-

ceedings vol. VII, page 712) or "Fuisceaiix de courbes planes'' (Archives Teyler,

série II, t. XI, p. 101).

2) If ji = 1. (})) and (q) have, besides the a null-rays of: pq, only singular rays

in common; consequently we have o -{- <y* = (-('^ -^ (t + ^- The tangents and points

of contact of a tangenlial pencil provide an example of this.

19*
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line p, the remaining null-points xV ' of tlie null-rays n borne by

N will describe a curve (A' ')/,. Its order is evidently' equal to the

number of rays n, which have a null-point on p and another on q.

Let us now consider the points that {N')^ has in common with /).

Each of the ,? null-points of ;ms associated to each of the remaining

(/?— 1) null-points, and therefore is a (>'—l)-fold point of the curve

(iV '). The remaining points iV^' Iji'ig on p are evidently double

null-points on one of the null-rays determined by them. Hence:

The locus of the double null-points is a carve {N ^) #ƒ order

a" -|- 2«,i

—

u -f- ?
— 'Ï— <^^'

The consideration of the curves (/^) and (Q) pi'oduces analogously :

The double null-rays envelop a curve in^) of the cluss ^V -\- 2<f/^ -\-

-j- a—^—a—(7^.

5. By means of an arhihary conic </" another null-system ma}'

be derived from a given null-system. Let .V be one of the null-

points of the ray n, A'* the intersection of 7i with the polar line

of zV with regard to (f'\ A new null-system arises now if on each

straight line 7i the null-points jV are replaced by the coi'responding

points A'* '). The number /? remains intact. In order (o find what

a passes into, we observe that the null-rays n of the new null-

point A^* must have one of their old null-points A'^ on the j)olar

line p of A*. The null-rays n of the points of p envelop the curve

{p)u-\-3- On each of the {(( -\- i^) tangents which it sends through i\^*

is jV* one of the new null-points.

Bj/ the harmonical iransformation '^1 {<(,^) is there/ore transformed

into a ^1* {u + /?, ^).

If A^ lies on y" while one of its null i-ays touches at y*, A'^*

becomes an arbitrary point oï n, and 7i a singular straight line of ?i^*.

In order to determine the number of these singular rays, we
associate to each tangent n of 7' the /? tangents /;, which meet n

in its /? null-points N.

The envelop {p)y.-\-,i determined by ;> has evidently 2 (« -f- /^)

tangents in common with 7;'. Besides the straight line /;, which,

as /?-fold tangent of the envelope {p), replaces ,? common tangents,

(2« -\- /i) rays n are associated to p. The correspondence between

p and n has 1{(( + /?) coincidences ; on </" lie therefore 2(« -|- ^)

points iV, of which one of- the rays n touches at 7\ In other words

?1R* («-|-/3, /i) has 2(« -j- j5) singular rays more than 5yj(/'<,/S).

1) The ^'harmonicar' transformation dually corresponding to this I applied

formerly to a ?ilO,^3) (vide "Plane Linear Null- Systems''').
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By the dual transformatioii ?ii {((,^) passes into a ^i* (a,« f ^),

wliich has 2 {(( -\- i-i) singuhir points more than ^"ï.

6. The harmonical transfoimalioii may be replaced by a more
general transformation in the following way.

The |)olar curve rr of a point N with regard to a given curve
ipm-\-i intersects the null-ray n in m points N*, which we shall

consider as new null-points of n. In the new null-system ^1* each

straight line has then imi null-points N*.

As N* lies on the polar curve jt'" of ;V, xV belongs to the polar

line p of N^ with regard to «/^"' + i. Now^ {<^-\-?) tangents of the

curve {p) pass through iV* ; they are the null-rays of xV* for ^"t*.

I. e. ^"ï (a, ^) is transformed into a ^1* [it -j- ^, nij^) by the new
transformation.

In opposition to the harmonical transformation this transformation

produces no new singular straight lines.

7. If we write <tz:=:\, {i=zl, m=::2, we tind from a bilinear

null-system a ?il^{2, 2) for which the three singular straight lines of

5)'i(J,l) are also singular.

We may indicate the bilinear null-system by

and the curve 0" by

The polar curve of (?/) is then expressed by

For the null-system ^'i (2, 2) we have therefore

el -^'i f §, •^', + §, «'•3 =
In order to find the equation of the curve (P)'^ we have to com-

bine these two equations with

Pi ll + P, k -f Ih ^3 = 0.

Elimination of §k then produces for (Py

(.!;,' + .1-1^3) - 2 (p,,r, - ;?,A-,) (p,.*-, —p,x,) (.f,' f .t-,.r,) - 0.

The equations (1) determine the two null-points of the straight

line (^) as intersections of (l) with a conic. As a condition for the

coincidence of tlie two null-points we tind after some reduction the

equation

bi-,^3 — Ui -T-^i )i^t ^^1 irj b, — '^Si^ji-ai.si f-s, ;
— 4rs, b, — "•

0)
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It shows that the i-a3S that bear two coinciding null-points,

envelop a curve of the 6''' class.

From this it ensues that the curve (/'*)' has no other singularities

outside the node P.

Combination of (1) with the equation

produces for the curve (/y)^ by elimination of ./i- the equation

2 [(^, ^2 - ,^T, ét) (.T, ^3 -- -T3 é^) + (.T, ^^, — .Tj ^2)-] ^\ t,.

This is always satisfied by ï^ = (^, 5/ = 0- This was to be expected

as the straight lines 0,0„ 0,0t, 0^0^ must be singular rays.



Mathematics. — ''Cubic invo/utions of ihe jlrst class \ By Prof.

Jan dk Vries,

(Communicated in llie meeling of February 23, 1918).

1. By the "c/ass" of an involution in tlie plane we nnderstand

the nnmber of pairs of points on an arbilrai-y line. In a paper

printed in volnine XVI '), I have proved that the cubic involutions

of the first class may he reduced to six principal species provided

that it be supposed that there are no collinear tri|)lets.

I will prove now that these involutions, with a few exceptions,

may be determined by nets of cubics.

Let a net [c'] be given with six base-points CÏ-. AH c" that yet

pass through a point A', form a pencil (c"''), have therefore still two

points A" and A^" in common, wdiich form with A" a group of an

involution 7,. On an arbitrary straight line [c*] determines a cubic

involution /% of the second rank; the neutral pair consists of two

basepoints A', A", consequently is /, an involution of the first

class*).

To [c'J belongs the y'jt, which has a nodal point in Ck. If A' is

chosen on this nodal y'/,-, one of the [)oints A^', A'" comes in 6'/,-

;

so Cjc is a singular point that forms groups of the /, with the pairs

of an /j, lying on the singular curve y^k- Each of the two points

of y'/c lying in Ck, belongs to a pair of the /, ; from this it ensues

that the pairs of this /, are lying on the tangents of a conic

{curve of involution of the I^).

To [c*] belongs also the figure foi-nied by the conic y/, which

contains the points C\, 6\, C\, C\, C\, and a cei'tain straight line c,,

on which C^ lies. As [c*] determines on c„ the pairs A', A' of an

/,, c, is a singular straight line.

The involution /, has therefore six singular points and six singular

straight lines.

The points X" , which complete the pairs of the /, lying on

c, into triplets of the /,, lie evidently on y%. Let V" be the

projection of A" on c„, out of a tixed point of y% ; there exists a

relation (2,1) between Y" and A', so that Y" coincides three times

1) "Cubic involutions in the plane". These Proceedings XVi, 974—987.

~) If the rays XX', XX" are associated to each point A', a null-system St (2,2) arises.
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witli A'. From this it ensues that the rajs A'A" envelop a curve

of the third class, wliich evidently has C\ as bitangent. The

straight lines .6'= A' A'", which are indicated by the triplets of the

/,, form the triplets of an invobition of rays /j. For this involution

too, Ck is singidar, as it belongs to oo^ groups; the straight lines

x^x" form an i„ for which 7^' is the curve of involution.

2. When a point A' describes the straight line p, the rays .v', x",

which connect A' with A", A'', envelop a curve {p)^ of the fourth

class, which lias /> as bitangent. The curves {p)^ and {q)^ have

16 tangents in common; to them belong the rays .c',.?;", which emanate

from X= p(/, and the six singular sti'aight lines f^.. There are conse-

quently 8 straiglit hues x", for which A' lies on /;, and A^' on q.

In other words, if A describes the straight line /;, A' and A" describe

a curve />^ The latter intersects /) in the first place in the pair of

the /, lying on p, and further in six points A', which have each

coincided with a point A", consequently are coincidences of the /g.

The coincidences of the /, fonn therefore a curve of the sixth

order, y\

If two base-points of a [)encil meet in a point B, there is a curve

that has a nodal point in B. So y" is at the same time curve of

Jacori for the net [c'], has consetpiently nodal points in the six

base-points Ck- In each of these |)oints it has the tangents in common

with the nodal curve y^k. Outside the points C the lines y" and y'jfc

have only two more points in common; they are the coincidences

of the involution (A', A") lying on fk-

The curve (/>) is of order 10, is therefore cut by p in 6 points.

For each of these intersections A, .//' coincides with .r', consequently

A'' with X" . The locus of the "bnrnch points', the ''complementary

carve" is consequently also a curve of the sixth order, x^. It has

nodal points in the singnlar points Ck, because y// bears two coin-

cidences. The curves y' and .i-" have besides the 6 points C more-

over 12 points m common, they are united in pairs into triple points

of the /j. So there are in /, six groups, in lohich the three points

are united in one point.

The above mentioned curve />** has a triple point in Ck, because

y/,' has three points A in common with p, for which A" lies every

time in Ck.

The pairs of the /,, which are collinear with an arbitrary point P,

lie on a curve {P)\ which passes twice through P and contains the

singular points 6"). So />' and {Py have in Ca; 18 points in common;

1) For Ck this curve consists of yk'^ and the straight line Ck.
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the intersec'lioiis X of p with [Py su|)|)ly t'lirtlier 4 common

points A'. The remaining JO points which they have moreover in

coinmoii form 5 pairs A', A'", of which the line of connection :c

passes through I\ In other words, if A' descril)es a straiglit line, .<.•

envelo[)S a rational cnrve of the ,/i/th class.

3. Let us now consider the case that ihree base-points H,, B^, B^

of a [c'] lie on a straight line a, while the remaining three. C\, 6',, 6',,

have been chosen arbitrarily.

To the net belongs a [)encil, each cnrve, of which consists of the

straight line d and a conic Ihal passes through C'l, C,, (\ and a

certain point A. These conies determine an /, on a, the pairs of

which are completed by ^4 into groups of the /,. So A \s n sm(/ii.lar

point, a a singular straight line.

To the singular points (\, t\, C\ the nodal curves y/," are again

associated as before; to the singular points /i,, />,, /J, now belong

curves /i'i, which pass through the points C aud .4. Eacii {i/^^ forms,

as is known, with a the net-curve that has a node in Bk-

On the pair of lines AC^, C, C\, [c'] determines a system of

groups of the /,, a point of which lies every time on C\ C\, so that

AC^ contains an 7, of pairs A, A"'. The three straight lines ca,
=

-4Cjfc

are therefore singular, they form with the singular straight line a

the curve {Py of the point .4 (see § 2).

For Ck.{Py consists of y^ ^^^^^ <-'k, for Bk of /?^% ^/ and a singular

straight line bf.. There are consequently seven singular points {A, Bk, Ck)

and seven singtilar straight lines {a, bj-, c/J.

The straight line a is compouent pai-t of the Jacobian, the curve

of coincidences is now a y^ that passes through the three points B
and has nodes in the three points 6'.

The curves {p)^ and {q)^ have now oidy 7 tangents .r', in common,

which connect a point A of p with a point A' of q. In connection

with this />"* is now replaced by a //. which passes three times

through Ck, twice through Bk.

Between the points A' of j) and the points A^*, which ai-e every

time produced by the intei"section of .r on y>, a correspondence exists,

each coincidence of which is at the same lime a coincidence of the

/, ; hence x envelops a curve of the fourth class, when A' describes

a straight line.

4. Let us now supjiose that one of the six base-points of [c*] is

collinear with the base-points B^, B*, and with the base-points
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B^,B*; let this base-point be indicated hy A^, while the sixth base-

point will be indicated bj 6'.

Now [c*] contains a threeside formed by a^^A^B^B^* a^ii^A^BtB*

and a stiaight line a^, which contains C and forms with y' tiie

curve {By of C. The singular .straight line a^ bears an /,, of which

the pairs are completed into groups of the /, by A^.

To a^ belongs again fas in § 3) a pencil of conies, the curves of

which are completed by a^ into figures c'. This (c') has as base-

points Bz, B^*, C and a point J^,. which is singular, because it

forms groups of /, with the pairs of the /,, which (c*) produces

b}' the intersection with fi^. Amilogously there is Si singalar point A^

to which an /, l)elongs placed on a^.

To the pencil (c*), which is associated to a^, belongs the figure

formed by a^^ B^B,*, and the straight line CA,; the latter is

therefore identical with the third straight line a, of the threeside

mentioned above. Analogously a^ and a, form one of the conies

that are associated to «,. P'rom this we conclude that the singiilar

points (',.l, and .1, are collinear, and lie on the siiKpdar straight

line a^.

To the peiu'il associated to a^ belongs also the pair of lines (7ij,

A^^B,*; on the second of these lines the net detei'mines an /' or

pairs (A^ A'), which are each completed into triplets by a point of

CB^. So the lines A^B^*, A^B,, A^B^^ and A^B.^^ are singular; we
may indicate them by 6,*, b^, i^*,, b^.

Finally there is moreover a singular straight line c, which passes

through C and forms with the threeside a^a^a^ the curve (7^)'' of

C. It contains an I^ of pairs A', A', which are every time base-

points of pencils out of [c'j. if we now take two ai'bitrary fixed

points M and M', and if we associate the two c\ which each of

the pencils in question sends through M and M', two (c") are on

account of this made projective. As any two homologous c* intersect

each other in three points of c, and the two pencils have a curve

c% in common, the figure |)roduced by them consists of c/, the

line c, and a conic y'; the latter therefore is the locus of the point AT".

Summarizing we find that this /j, has eight singnlar points and

eight singular straight lines.

Its coincidences lie on a y\ which passes through the points B
and twice through C.

In an analogous way, as in § 3, it appears that A envelops a

curve of the third class, when X describes a straight line.

5. Let us now suppose that the base-points B^, Z>,, /?, are respec-
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lively lA'iiig on the sides A, A^, A^ A,, A, A, of the triangle which

has the base-points Ak as vertices.

In the same way as with the preceding /,, there belongs to the

straight line d,* ^. A^AJ^, a (c'), the base of which consists of

A,, B^, /i, and a certain point- /I,*, which is again sim/?i//(r and

belongs to an /, lying on a*. Analogously there are moreover two

other sini/ular points, A/' and A^, which are related to involutions

/, on a^* and a*, it appears now from the consideralion of the

threeside formed by a,*,a^* and by the straight line '/„, which must

pass through B^, that a^ contains the points A* and .1*, (see § 4).

Evidently the nrujular straight lines (t,,(f.„/i, belong respectively

to the singular points A^, A^, A^.

The ?iine singubir points are now placed in such a way, that

each point B^ is the intersection of the lines a^. and ci/,* ; the triangles

A^A^A, and A*A^*At* are consequently circumscribed to the points

B^,B,,B,.

Besides the six singular straight lines ((/., "k* theie are moreover

three singular straight lines bk^^ AkAjc*- For, on the pair of lines

A^Aj*, B^Bf [c^J determines groups of the /j, of which every time

one point lies on B^B^, while the other two form a pair on h^.

The curve of coincidence is now a y\ which passes through the

points B. To a straight line p a // is associated, while the straight

line A' envelops a curve of the second class, when A' describes the

straight line /;.

For B, the curve {By consists of a /?,' {A,B,B,B,A,*) and the

lines a^,a^*; for each of the remaining singular points it consists of

four lines easily to be indicated.

For further particulars I refer to my paper mentioned above.

6. We now considei- a net [c'] that has the vertices .1^/ of a

fourside, with sides ai-, as base-points. To the straight line a^ a

(c') is associated, which has as base-points ^,^j, J^^, Jj^ and a certain

point ..4,; each of these c"^ forms with a^ a figure of the net. To

these figures belongs the threeside that is composed of a^, a^ and a

third straight line a^^, which must pass through A^^, but cannot but

contain the singular point A^. But this threeside may at the same

time be considered as compound of the straight line a^ with a pair

of lines of the (c"), which has as base-points A^^, A^^, A^^ and a

certain point A^\ consequently the third straight line a,, passes

through J,, and .4,. The singular straight line («i.,
contains therefore

the three singular points A^, A^, Af^.

Besides the six singular points .4^-/, which have each a straight
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line a/ci as corresponding singular line, llie /, lias as appears from

the above, moreover four otlier singular poirits A,,,, which are in

pairs collinear to tiie points Aki, and that in such a waj that A,n

and A„ are connected with A^i by the singular straight line ajci-

In other words, there are ten .singuhtr points and teii shu/ular straight

lines, which form a fourside and a complete quadrangle, in which

the former is inscribed in such a way to the latter that a configu-

ration 10, of Desargues has arisen. ')

The curvt^ of coincidences is now a conic, as the fonr sti-aight

lines (Ik form part of the Jacohian. This may moreover also be

confirmed by paying attention to the common tangents of the curves

{p)^ and {ifj^\ they have besides the two straight lines x indicated

by the point pq and the 10 singular straight lines, moreover 4

straight lines ./ in common, which each connect a point A' of p
with a |)oint A' of q. To a line p as locus of A corresponds

therefore a curve p'' as locus of the pairs A', A" and the latter

intersects p in two coincidences. It is eas}^ to find now that the

sti-aight line A';::^A''A^" describes a plane pencil.

The /, here described has been known longest; it may properly

be called the involution of Reyk.

7. With this Jive of the involutions /, found in the above

mentioned paper have been deduced from nets of cnbics. The sixth

/, is obtained if each c' passing through the points E, F^, F,, F^ is

intersected by each c' passing through the points F, G^, 6r,, G^.

This /j was amply discussed in my paper "A quadruple involution

in the plane". (These Proceedings XIII, 82—91).

When the base-points B^, B„ B, of a [c'J lie on a straight line

(6,33 and the base-points B^, B^, B^ on a straight line b^^^, this net

contains a pencil, each figure of which is composed of the two

straight lines mentioned and a ray s of a plane pencil whose centrum

be indicated by A.

On each ray s [c'J determines an /j ; here we have therefore a

cubic involution in the plane, which contains collinear triplets only,

and consequently was excluded from the investigation mentioned

above. Neither is it of the first class, for on an arbitrary straight

line does not lie a single pair.

The Jacobian of this net consists of the lines 6i,,, b^^^ and a

^) In a more symmetrical way the points and lines of the IO3 are indicated by

the symbols kl and Mm; the points kl,km,lm, lie on the straight line /c^m {k,l,m

to be replaced by 1,2,3,4,5),
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curve Y*, whicli contains the coincidences of the cubic involutions

lying on the rays.

Analogous results are arrived at by considering the net of w^hich

the six base-points lie on a conic.

8. Let a net of nodal cid)/cs be given, which all pass through

the base-points B^, B^ and have their node in D.

To /;, =£^iZ) belongs a [)encil of conies passing through D, B,

and two other points A^ and A^^. Analogously to b^zii BJJ a (c*)

with base D, B^, A^, A^*. The two pencils [c'] indicated by this have

the threeside in common, which consists of b^, h^ and a third line (/.

From this it ensues that (^/ must contain the points A^, A^*, A, and A,*.

On the singular sli'aight line d, [c^] determines an /, ; here too

we have consequently a triple involution, which was excluded in

the investigation mentioned above, because it has coUinear tri|)lets.

On the pair of lines DA^, B.^ A*[_c^] determines groups of the /j,

which have each a point on DA^ and a pair of points on B^ A^*.

The last mentioned line is therefore sinqular, and the same holds

good for the lines B, A,, 7i, A, and 7^^ /I,*.

Taking into consideration that the cnrve of coi?icidences \s a y* wliU

triple point I), we can now deduce from the combination of two

curves {p)^ that besides the jive singular straight li/ies mentioned

there can be no others. For, {p)^ has (/ as bitamjent, so that d

represents four common tangents of {p)^ and {q)^. And, as to p, on

account of yS a curve // is associated, as locus of .Y'
, {p)^ and (^"i^

can only be touched yet by four singulai' straight lines.

As none of the singular lines passes through D, the curve {Py
for F'^ D will have a triple point. On this <i^ which passes through

i^,, B^ and (he points A, lies an 7,, of points A. A', for which A''

is lying in D ; the straight line A A' envelops a curve of the 3''' class.

For B^ the curve {Py consists of a conic (i^^ (which contains an

7,) and the straight lines B^ A^, B^ A^*.

The singular points A^, A* form triplets with each of the points

of b^ ; to them no singular straight line is therefoi'e associated. For

A^ the curve {Py consists of the straight lines A^ B, and />, together

with the twice to be counted line d.

The curve {p)^ is evidently of order 8 (two bitangents) ; it is conse-

quently intersected by p in 4 points. Consequenüy the complementary

curve is of the fourth order. As it has nodes in D, B^, B,, it can

have besides these points but 16—2 X 3—2 X 2 or 6 points in

common with '/\ In this /j only three groups occur of which the

three points have coincided.
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It possesses sti-en singular points and iive. singular straight lines.

9. In ^ 7 there was a reference Jo a triple involution tliat has

only ('ollinear grou|)s. Another /, with only coilinear triplets is

determined by the projective nets

ka,' -f //>,' + mc/ = 0, /;.'], -f- //>', + mCx = 0.

Each triplet consists of' base-points of a poicil {c") belonging to

the net [c*] indicated by

\ a /J y
I

a/ b/ C:,' =0,

-"jf J^x ^.r

whicii has thirteen fixed base-points ;S/^.. For the curves r/^' /i,.^^^.'/1j.

and a/Cx = Cx''A.r have in coniuion the three points indicated

by a/ =zO, Ax = 0, and they do not lie on the net-curve b/ 6V= c;./ B,c-

The curves of [c*] pass therefore through 13 fixed points.

Any straight line contains tliiee base-points of a pencil (c^). \t' it

is re[)resente(l by kAx -\- IB^ -\- nid = 0, which is always possible,

the pencil in r|uestion is found by writing

ka 4- ti^ H- 7ny =
in

k(( -)- li'i -\- my

kAx-^llh -\-mC,

Then we find the pencil

?
3

:s hAx
3

7

i^
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Any net-curve contains a point P, for wliich it serves as curve

{Py. For the Jacohian y% at the same time curve of coincidences

of the /,, has nodes in Sk and intersects a c'' of tlie net consequently

moreover in 10 points R, which must be coincidences of the 7,.

Let R^ be one of those points; the tangent in R^ at c'' has two

luoi-e points in common witii that curve ; one of them forms with

R^ a triplet of /. I^et P be the second of those |)oints. The {]*y

belonging to P has now in common with c* the 13 points »S', the

point /-* and the triplet of the /, determined by R^ ; but the two

curves are identical then and the tangents at c'^ meet in the 10

points R in P.

From this it ensues at the same time that the lines t containing

the coinciclences of /, envelop a curve t of the tenth class.

10. In Sjc six tangents of aj/ meet ; each of the tangents in Sk

replaces two straight lines t, so that t has a node in Sk-

If {Py has a node D, PI) replaces two straight lines t and P
is a point of t.

If {Py has two nodes Z>, and D,, Pis node of t and J'D„ PD,
are the tangents in P.

Analogously t has a cusp in P, if (/-*)'' is a cuspidal c*.

(Jonsequently r has besides the 13 nodes Sk, moreover 225 nodes

and 72 cusps. ^)

Hence we find further that t 'is vi curve of order 27 and ot\/eni(s 15.

It must ' correspond in genus to the curve of coincidence y'; in

fact the latter is also of genus 15, because it has J 3 nodes.

As o'^k contains six coincidences besides Sk, the co)nplementary

curve X has a sextuple point in S/c. On each {Py lie 10 points of

X, viz. on the straight lines t, which meet in P. So {Py and x have

10 -J- J3 X Ö points in common, x is consequently a curve of order 22.

The curves y' and x^'^ can only touch outside the points aS'; and in

each of those points of contact the curves of a pencil (c"*) have an

osculation. Fiom 9 >, 22 — 13 \ 2 X 6 = 42 it appears therefore

that 7, has 21 groups of which, the three points have coincided.

11. Let us now consider the case that the cjirves indicated in

^ 9 by a\ = 0, b\ = 0, c%. = have a node in *SV The net [c*]

may now be represented by

') A net [c] without multiple base points has "/j {n—l)(n—^)(Sn^—Sn — l\)

binodal and 12 (n— !)(« — 2) cuspidal curves. (Gf. e.g. my paper. in volume VII,

p. 631 633).
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If two rays of a group coincide, we have').

ka^ -\- Ib^ -\- mc^ =
ka^ -\- lb, + "'^2 = 0.

We lliid, therefore, for the curiw of coinculences

<h ^1 ^i
I

rt, h, c\ = 0,

X, X, .>;
I

i.e. a y' with quadruple point S^.

Tills result was lo 1)6 foreseen : for the net [c*] lias moreover

4 single base-points *S^; the Jacobian has consequently 4 nodes Sk

and an octuple point \, breaks up, therefore, ijilo four rays S^S^

and a y^.

If the thiee rajs of a group of the involution /,* coincide, we have

rtjj 0,1 C,j

a,, 6i, c,, =0.
n h c''it '^ii '-jj

There are consequently tiiree groups of the /, in which the three

points coincide; their lines t are stationary tangents of the cui-ve r.

As {Fy has now a triple point in S^, P bears only /cwr straight

lines t. The curve t is consequently of class 4; as it must be of

the genus null and lias 3 stationary tangents, it is a curve of order

three.

The /j' has a neutral pair; these two sti-aight lines form a c* with

the conic that passes through the five singular points.

13. The net determined by

=

has 12 base points, consequently produces an /^. If', however, the

6 conies corres[)onding to the 6 qiuidratic functions, all pass thiongh

a point aS'o, the curves of [c.^] have a node in S^ and pass fui'ther

through 9 fixed points besides. The variable base-points of the pencils

(c") form now an I ^. This triple involution of the tkird class I have

fullly investigated in a paper, printed in volume XVII, p. 134 of

these "Proceedings". In a paper |)ublished in volume XVII, p. 105,

a triple involation of the second class is to be found; its groups

are arrived at by intei'secting any conic of a pencil with any curve

of a pencil (c*); the two pencils viz. have three base-points in common.

a/



Mathematics. — ''Linear Nidl-Sysieius in the Plane '
. Bj Professor

Jan dk Vries.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 26, 1918).

1. A liiieai' iiull-syslein ^)^ (1,///) may be determined by two
equations of the form

^1 '^i ^ ^j .^, + 'êt^t = ^

where Ak indicates a function of order m, in .r/^.

When the straight line n revolves round the point P{yk), its m
null-points N, viz. the intersections of ^r = with '

the curve

^hA/c = 0, describe a curve of order {)it -f 1). As ^.y = 0, this imll-

curve (/-*)'" + ^ has as eqnation,

.Vi .Vf .Vi

A, A, A,

Tfie cnrves (/')"' + ^ form a net that is represented on the point-

lield by the points P; for each netcurve belongs (o a definite point P.

The net has (w^ -}- in + 1) base-points. For, if for the sake of

brevity its eqnation is written in the form

yi ^. + .V, B, 4- t/, 5, = 0,

it appears that the curves B, := and />, = have in the first

place the points indicated by .<,•, = 0, yl,-=0 in common, which,

however, do not lie on the curve /^, = 0. For the {m* -j- ni -j- J)

points Sji, which they have moreover in common, we have the relation

A^ :.?;, =:A, : .r, =A, : a-,.

These points lie consequently at the same time on i?, = 0.

Each of the base-points Sk bears ooi null-i-ays ?i, is therefore a

singular point of the null-system.

Two null-curves (P)'» + ' and (<?)'" + ' have in the first place the

??? null-points of the straight line PQ in common; the remaining

intersections must be singular as they bear each two null-rays; they

are therefore identical with the {ni'' -{- m -{- i) singular points S.

If the point 0^ is laid in one of the singular points we have to

— Mk)write Ajc

of .r, and .r,.

.f,'"- 1 -j~- • • »
where a'*' indicates a linear function
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We find (hen for null-curve of

(.c, a(2) — x^ a(iJ) ;i;,"'-i + ... — 0,

from which it is evident that the null-curve rtA:"'+^ of St has anode

in Sh-

This result was to be expected, but of course holds good onlj in

the case of S being single null-point for an arbitrary' ray passing

through S.

2. If a point N describes the straight line p, its nnll-i-aj n

envelops a curve of class {m -f 1), which will be indicated by tlie

symbol {}S),n-\-\- ^or tiie null-curve of an arbitrary point Q i'dersects

p in {m -\- \) points N, of which the null-rays pass through Q.

Evidently p is an 7/?-fold tangent of (/>)m-|-i •

The null-curves (/')/,i+i a'^^ (?)m+i '^^ve a common tangent in the

null-ray of the point pq. Each of (he remaining common tangents

is a straight line n, of which one of the null-points N' lies on /;,

another null-point A^ ' on q. If N describes (he straight line />, the

remaining null-points N' describe consequently a curve {N') of

order {nf -\- 2 in).

Each of the null-points of p is to be considered {m— J) times as

point iV', so that {N ') in those null-points has m{ni— 1) points in

common wi(h p. In each of the remaining Sm intersections of /;

with (A^'j a point A'^' coincides with a point A^ into a double

null-point A^(2) of \\^q corresponding straight line n.

In a double null-point the curves (P) of a pencil have a common

tangent; one of the pencil-curves has a node (here. The locus of

the double null-poin(s [curve of coincidence) coincides with the

Jacobiana of the net of the curves {P). As the latter is in general

a curve of order 3?/?, the conclusion may be drawn from the above

made sta(ement that the null-system possesses in genersil no singular

straight lines. For, if a straight line has each of its points as null-

point, it is common tangent of nidl-curves (/>),,i-|-i and {q),n^i.

The curve of coincidence y^'" has, as Jacobiana, {ni^ -\- m -\- 1)

nodes Sk-

This may be confirmed as follows. Through /^ pass {m" -j- m—2)

tangents of (/-*)'"+*: their points of contact are double null-points,

consequently points of y^'"- The remaining 3//?v7/? -|- 1) — (?/i' + m—2)

intersections of {!*) with y must lie in the singtdar points, but then

y must have a node in each point S.

3. Let us now consider the locus x of (he groups of (m — 2)

null-points, lying on the null-rays ^, which possess a double null-point.

20*
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Throiigli eacli point S pass (iii'' -{- m -- 6) tangents of the null-

curve ö'"+^ of S; as tliey bear a double null-point eacl), S is an

(/n* -J- ''^ — 6)-fold point of the complementary cxirve x. Besides the

points S, 7i has moreover the groups of (/?*— 2) null-points in common
with (P)"'+^; these points lie on the [m^ -\- m — 2) straight lines t,

which meet in P. The two curves have consequently in common
(^j)i^ _|_ ni + 1) {ni' + m — 6) + (v/j' + ni.--2) {in.- 2) points. Foi- the

order of x we find from this (m* -{- 3 ni^ — 5 7/i*— 9 vi — 2) : (jn -\- 1),

i. e. in' + 2 m' — 7m — 2, or {m — 2) (m -\- 4 m -\- i).

4. The straight lines t envelop a curve t of the class {in -j- 2)

(m — 1).

If a curve c'"-^^ of the net has a node D, DP replaces two of

the rays t meeting in P; P is then a point of t and PJ) the

tangent in P at that curve.

If P lies on a binodaJ c"'+\ with nodes I) and D' , PI) and PD'
replace each two straight lines t and are tangents in a node of t.

If a 6""+' has a cusp in A^ PK replaces three straight lines t,

and P is a cusp of t.

Now the net [c""+^] contains according to a well-known proposition

I }n{7n—l) (3 ni" -f- 3 )n — 11) binodal and 12 m {in — 1) cuspidal

curves.

If we moreover take into consideration that the base-points >Sare

nodes of t, it appears that t possesses h {^ in* — 4()///'-|-35 ni -\- 2)

nodes and 12 ni {m — 1) cusps.

We can now determine the remaining chaiacteristic numbers of t.

From the formula v = n [n— 1)
— 2d— 3r it ensues at once that

the order of t is Sm^.

From 3u—r = 3r— (> we deduce for the number of points oj

infiexion '6{ni— 2)(2??i-f-l).

The gemis of t is equal to that of y^'", \ iz. equal to \m{lni— 11).

And we now finally arrive from

.^=:i(r-l)(i;—2)-(rf+ q)

at the number ^{m— 2) {m—^) {nf -\-l ni-\-'^) of hitangents.

It appears from the results arrived at that 9v(l ;???,) has 3 (??i—2)

(27».+l) rays nntli triple null-point N^^> and | {m— 2) (?/?— 3)

{m^ -{-7 ni-\-4:) rays that have turn double null-points each.

By means of these two numbers it would be possible to determine

again the order of the complementary curve. For the curves y and

a will touch in the triple null-points and must intersect in the

coupled double null-points; they have further in each singular point
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2{m'-j^7n—6) points in common. Taking this into account we tind

indeed for the order of x the number arrived at above.

5. Till now we have supposed that the singular points are ail

single and different, but moreover (hat each point S is .s-m///d mill-

point on a ray arbitrarii}- drawn through *S. An examj)le of aïï^(l,??i),

of which the singular points are \mvt\y double mcll-point'iyis UivmsUed

by a pencil of curves C, when each straight line is associated to

its points of contact with curves of the pencil. A ray passing through

a base-point of (<") is touched outside that point by 2(r—2) curves,

while an arbitrary straight line has 2(r

—

1) null-points; so each

base-point is to be considered as double null-point. The remaining

singular points of this null-system ^1{l,2r— 2) lie in the nodes of

the nodal curves c>' ; they are evidently single null-points on the

straight lines drawn through (hem.

We shall now suppose that ^\l,in) has .s-, singular points S^'^\

which are double null-points of their rays. As a ray passing through

*S''^' ontside that point bears {m— 2) null-points {\\q null-curve o''^) \n\'!i

a triple point in *S('^ . The complementary curve now consists of the

s^ ]iull-curves o '') and a curve x* of order {m—2){ni'^-\-4:ni-\-l) —
— {ni^\)s^, while the curve r has been rej)laced by a curve t* of

class {m-\-2){n(— 1) — .s-, and the s^ class-points S '^\

If it is taken into consideration that aji^) contains all singular

points Sf-'^^ and /S'^ it is found that v.* passes through each point

aS' with {m'^^m—6—.s'J branches and with {ni^-^-ni—8

—

s^) branches

through each point S^^^\

6. In order to arrive at a determination of the number of triple

null-points N^^\ we associate to each point jYC^) of a ray t the

(?/i— 2) null-points iV' of t, and consider the coriespondence which

arises in consequence of this in a plane pencil with centre T.

As the points iV(-^) lie on the curve y^'", the points xV' on the

curve >c', the characteristic numbers of this correspondence are

evidently ^m{rn—2) and {ni— 2) (;/^^-|-47;?,-|-l) — {in-\-\)s^, while any

ray t passing through T prodiu-es an {m— 2)-fold coincidence. The

number of the remaining coincidences amounts to

3m (m—2j + (?/i—2) {nf -f 4m + 1) — (m + \)s,—{in -\- ni—l-s,)

{m— 2) i.e. {m— 2) (6//i -\- 3)— 3.?,.

There are consequently 3(m — 2) (2/// -j- 1)— 3,s-, /lud-rdi/s inith a

triple null-point.

In order to find the number of coupled double null-|)oints iV^^'

we associate to each point ^V' of a ray t each of the remaining
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null-points A'" of t. Tlie involiilory relation wliicli arises in conse-

quence of this in the plane pencil T has as characteristic nnmber

\{m—2){ni' -\- ^m -\- 1)- {ni -\- ]).y,](?/<— 3) ; any i-ay t passing throngh

T represents now (in— 2) (m— 3) coincidences. The rennaining coin-

cidences to the number of 2(/;i— 3) [{iii— 2)(//i^ + 4;/i -\- 1) —{in -\- 1)^^

— (/,j,2 _|_ ^^i—2— 6-2) ('"— 2) {in—3) form pairs of double null-points.

There are conseqnenlly \[in— 2) [m— 3)(?/7''
-f- 7//i -[- 4) — ^{ni— 3)

{m. -J-
4),s', rdi/s lohick each beur tino douhle null-points.

A iinll-system ^(1,/y?) with {in' -{- in -\- \) simple singnlar points

has therefore 3(/«— 2j (2/// -f- Ij niill-ra,^s with a tri|)le nnll-point

and \{ni—2) (//i

—

^){ni- -\- 1m -\- 4k) null-rays with two double null-

points.

With this the results of § 4 are confirmed.

For the null-system .H(l,2r—2) mentioned above .v, 1= r' ; the

number of triple null-points amounts therefore to 3(7?'''

—

22r-|-12).

For r = 3 we find from this 27. For each pencil (c*) each base-

point is point of inflexion on three curves c^ ; the number 27 conse-

quently arises from the fact that the 9 base-points serve each on

three null-rays as triple null-point. As this observation holds good

for each pencil (c" j the number of points ^V'^) outside the base-

points will be e(jual to 3(6r'^— 22/'
-f- 12). In such a point a c"" has

four coinciding points in common with its tangent, In general a

pencil (C) has therefore 6(/'—^3) (3/-— 2) curves tiiat have &. point of

undulation ^).

7. If the curves .4^. =r (^ 1) have an 9*-fold point in 0,,

aSo ^ 0^ is an r-fohl wdl-point on each of its rays. Outside the

singular null-point S^ there are then moreover (??/" -\- in + 1) — /''

simple singular null-points <S.

The null-cni've of *S'o has as equation A^ .v^— A,x^ = 0; hence it

has in S^ an (r -\- l)-fol(l point.

The null-curve {P)"'+^ has in .So an ?'-fold point, consequently

sends through P {711* -\- m— 2) — (r"

—

r) tangents t, of which the

points of contact lie on the curve of coincidence y. The latter has

nodes in the points S\ so of its intersections with (P)'«+i there lie

in S, 3m {m. + 1) — {ni' -\-in — 2 — r' + r) — 2(///' + m + 1 -?•') =
= (3r—l)r points.

From this it ensues that y has in aS, a (3r

—

l)-fold point.

In order to determine the order of the com[)lementary curve, we
consider two pencils of null-curves (Ci"'+^) and (^3'"+^), and associate

i) Another deduction of this nmnber I gave in "h'aisceaux de courbes planes".

(Archives Teyler, sér. II, t. Xi, p. 99).
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to each 6\"'+^ the (in^ -}- ))i— 2 — r' -f- /•)<'m'ves f,"'+', which it iiilersecl.s

on 7^'", ontsi(1e the points >S. The tignre produced by the pencils

coupled in this way consists of twice the curve y, of (ï/?.'
-f-

^'^ —2—
— y' f /•) times the curve c"'^\ which belongs to both pencils and

of the compleinentarj curve x„. We now lind as its order (?//," -f ni

— 2 — ;' -f r) {m + 1) — 6m i. e. {m — 2) (m"-- + 4/// + J j
— (/n + l)r

(r-1).

With regard to ^3 we conclude from this that the uidl-ciirve of

So is to be considered r {r —1) tiuies as coni|)onent part of a.

Applying the method of §6 again, we now find the number of

triple null-points from

3m {m -2) + (m-2) (m*+ 4//» + ' ) - ("* f 1 ) >' ('' - 1 )A^n -L') (m" Y m -2 -r' -(- r)

i.e.

(m—2) (6 m 4- 3) — 3 r (r— 1).

Aiialogouslj we find foi- the number of null-rays with two double

null-points

i {m- 2) {7n— -0) {m' -{- Im F 4) — i {m - 3) (m+ 4) r (r- 1).

8. A very particular linear null-system is obtained by supposing

that the functions A]^^ (^1) only contain j\ and./-,. In that case

represents an involution of rays of the second rank, of which the

00* groups, each of ui rays, correspond projectively to the straight

lines of the plane.

The null-curves have now in S^:=l(>^ an ?/?-fold point, are conse-

quently rational; the null-curve of S has degenerated into (???-(- 1)

rays, which each contain one of the siuiple singular null-points S.

If the derivatives of Aj^ with regard to j\ and .*•, are indicated

^y (^ifc)i ^^^^ (-4i)i, vve find for the locus of the double nidl-points

the equation

X, x, .r,
I

(A,), (A,), (A,), \=0

UX (^4,), (AX

This curve of order (2m — 1) has in 6', a i2ni — 2)-fold |)oint.

By the [m -\- 1) rays S^Sk it is completed into the Jacobiana of the

net of the null-curves.

The rays i with the double null-points envelop a curve t of class

(277?, — 1); for (P)"'+i is now of class (777 + 'l)//7 — tn (w — l)= 2m.

The triple rays of the above mentioned involution are indicated by
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(A,),, (A,),, (A,),,

(^>)„ (A,),, (^)m

{Ai)i, (^2)22 (At),,

= 0.

Their number amonnts llierefore lo 3 (/« -— 2).

There are coiisequeiilly 3 (/« — 2) iiull-rays with Iriide 11 nil-point;

they are evidently siaticmnri/ tdugents of the ciii've t enveloped by

the niill-rays t.

Analogously the bitam/eut.s of that cnrve are intersected in their

points of contact by the pairs of double rays that occur in the

groups of the in\olution. Their nuuiber, as is known, amounts to

2 {m — 2) {ill — 3).

For the order of r we find now in-, it has no cusps, but

^{in — !)(/« — 2) nodes. It is, just as y2»i—
1^ rational.

Tiie involution has 4 ("^ — l)("i — 2) neutral pairs. Kach pair

belongs to 00' groups and corre.sj)onds projectively to a plane pencil

of null-rays. In connection with this the null-curve of the centre

of that pencil consists in the coirespondijig neutral pair of rays and

a curve of order {m — 1), which has an {m — 2)-fold point in aS,,.

The null-curve of a singular point S],- consists of the ray *Sa:«So ^Jid

a curve of order m with {m — J)-fold point \.



Mathematics. — ^^Nn/l-Si/siems determined by tivo linear con-

gruences of rays'. By Professoi- .)an dk Vrik,s.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 26, 1918).

1. A twisted curve, n'' intersected by a straight line a in (/>— 1)

points, determines a linear congruence (!,/>), of wliicli each ray n

rests on a and on (J'. Analogously a curve /^9 intersected by the

straight line b in [q—J) j^oints determines a congruence (1 ,</), of

which the rays v rest on b and (i'l.

Thi-ongh the point zV pass in general one ray u aiuJ one ray v.

If the plane r=^uv is associated as null-plane to JV a null-system

arises in which a plane r has in general /> (/ nnll-points, viz. the

intersections of the p rays of u with the q ra^ s of v.

If JSl describes a straight line /, (he rays n. and v describe two

ruled surfaces, which are successively of order (/> -|- 1) and order

((/ -j- 1), and intersect along a curve (/) of ordei' {p q -\-
p

-\- q)- An

arbitrary plane v passing through / has with (/) the p q null-points

of V in common, and moreover (/> -\- q) points lying on /, which

belong each as null-point to a definite plane v. In other words, the

straight line / is
(
p

-\- q) times null-ray. In R. Stukm's notation the

null-system has therefore the characteristic nnmbeis a=z{,^=ipq,

Y = p -\- q, may consequently be indicated by '^^{\,pq, p -{-(]).

2. If V coincides with //, any point of that straight line has any

plane passing through that straight line as null-plane. Now, the

congruences (!,/') and (!,(/) have iji general ipq-\-'^) rays in

common. There are consequently {pq-\-^) singular straight lines s.

The curves ar and ji^ are also loci of singular points. Thi-ough

a point -A* of «i' passes a ray v* and a plane pencil of rays u. In

any plane passing thi-ough y* lies one ray v; so A* is null-point to

any plane of a [lencil that has v as axis. The straight lines v* form

a ruled surface of order p{q-\-\}; for a plane passing through b

contains p rays v* and a point of b bears pq rays ?;*. Finally the

points of a. and h too are singular iitill-points. A point A^ of a

bears one ray z;* and go ^ rays u, which form a cone of order /;

with {p— l)-fold generatrix. Any plane passing through v^ contains

p rays u, so that ^l^,. is to be considered as /^fold null-point. The

rays v^ form a ruled surface of order {g-\-^). A straight line u
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(or v) is iiull-raj- lo any of its points; in connection witli this llie

curve (/) degenerates for l=^u or l^v.

3. If a plane r continues to pass tlirougii the point P, its null-

points describe a surface {P) of order (/> + 7 + -l)- ^'or a straight

line / passing through P bears (/> + (/) points xV, which send their

null-plane through P.

The straight lines ?< and v, which intersect in /*, lie on (/^y, for

each of their points sends its null-plane through /*.

On (/-*) lie further the (/>7-|-l) singular rays s aiul the singular

curves (d', i^', while the singular straight line n is evidently a

j>-i'ok\ line, the singular straight line b a 7-fold line. The surfaces

{P) and (Q) have, in connection with this, the singular lines s, a,

b, a and ,^ in common and intersect further along the curve (/),

which belongs to /^ PQ.

4. As the straight line / intersects the ruled surface (j'*nu /> (7 + ^)

points, the curve (/) contains evidently />(7H- 1) singular null-points

A* and thus </(// + 1) singular null-points B*.

There are further (7 + I) planes passing through /, which bear

a />-fold null-point .1* each, and consequently (/>+!) planes each

with a (/-fold null-point /i^.

Let li be a point outside the straight line /. To the intersections

of the suiface {R) with the curve (/) belong in the first place the

ƒ>(/ null-points of the plane III. Further the p[<i-\-\) points .4* and

the r/(/)-l-l) points B*. The renminiug common points to the

number of (/> + 7-f J) (/> + 7 + />7) - pq — p{q ^\)- -q{V ^-^ i-e.

y/(^^_|_ l)_|_^^r/' (/;-)- 1) must be lying in the (7 + !) points A^ and

the (/j-4-i) points Z?*. As a on [H] is a />-fold line each of the

{q-\-\) points A^ must lie a />fold point of the curve (/). Analogously

has (/) in each of the (/)+ !) points B-^ a (^-fold point. The curve

av is rational, sends consequently 2 (/;—!) tangent planes through

/. In each of these tangent planes two rays u coincide, so there are

q double null-points, so that the plane is 7-fold tangent plane of

(/). Analogously /i'/ sends through / 2(7— 1) tangent planes which

are /)-fold tangent planes of the curve (/). As / is intersected by (/)

in (/)-}- 7) points, the rank of / is equal to 2 (/>
— 1)7-|-2(7— 1)

V +2(/) + 7). i-e. 4/97.

5. Let us inquire in how far the results arrived at are altered

when the congruence of rays (1,7) is replaced by the congruence

(1,3) of the bisecants v of a twisted cubic ,5*.
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Let B* be a point of ii* , ii* the raj which the congruence (1,/;)

sends through that point. Any plane passing through u* contains

two straight lines /', which intei'sect in /i* ; B* is consequently a

double null-point.

The surface (/'')/" + •* has consequently ^-i* as nodal curve ; \i fnvüiev

cointains the curve oi', the ('S p -\- \) singular straight lines .s- aiul

passes /> times through the singular sti-aight line a.

The ruled surface (?;*) is of order 4/;, the ruled surface {n*} of

order (3/; -[-3). wddle the straiglit lines t'*, as bisecants of i^\ form

a ruled surface of the fourth order.

If the congruence (!,/>) is also replaced by the eongi-uence (1,3)

of the bisecants of a curve 6r-, a null-system 9^(1,9, fi) arises. The

surface (Py has u^ and li' as nodal curves and contains 10 singular

straight lines s; (P)' and (Q)' have moreover a curve {iy^" in com-

mon. The ruled surfaces (u*) and (?;*) are of order 12.

6. For }> = i, </= 1 we have a bilinear null-system ^t (1,1,2),

in which the rays u rest on two straight lines a, a', the rays v on

two straight lines b,b'.

The singular figure consists then of the straight lines n,a',b,b'

and their two transversals .v, .v'. For each singular point the null-

planes form a pencil ; the axes of those pencils form four quadratic

systems of generatrices. The surface (/'*)' has a triple tangent

plane ^) in the null-plane of P.

') Cf. my paper "Un bilinear nuU-systemb" (These Proceedings, vol. XV, p. 1160).



Experimental Psychology. — ''The Psychology of Conditions of

Confusion'. B3 Prof. E. D. Wikksma.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 26, 1918).

The contents of our consciousness distinguish tliemselves by

their intensity. When altentiveness is directed on them they have a

higli grade of consciousness. When our altention is scattered over

many psj'chical contents or there is a weakening or depression of

the attentivoness, we speak of a generally low grade of consciousness,

by which we have to understand a condition in which external

imi)ressions or also our own thoughts can not, or with difficulty,

cross the threshold of consciousness; in which associations do not,

or incompletely, come to pass; in which the formation of syntheses

is hampered, in other words, a condition in which the precision,

the clearness ami the velocity of conception of the contents of

consciousness is diminished. Such depressions of consciousness occur

in many forms, normally as well as pathologically. The momentary

weakenings of consciousness cause normally the phenomena of

depersonalisatiou and of "fausse i-econnaissance", as was proved l)y

the investigations of Heymans, and pathologically the epileptic fits

as the psychology of epilepsy teaches us.

More prolonged depressions occur normally in dullness, exhaustion,

sleepiness, and sleep, and pathologically in the conditions of acute

confusion as we meet them in or after acute infectious diseases, in

some intoxications, and sometimes in meningitis.

These processes can make their appearance in many different

forms. At one time the stupor is more pronounced, then again the

confusion and desorientation, strong disturbances of memory, hallu-

cinations, delusions, and motor restlessness. In whatever form the

disease presents itself the characteristics of a lowered grade of

consciousness are always clearly present. The constant presence of

this one syujptom with the great change in all other phenomena,

makes it probable that the former is primary to those other symptoms.

This opinion is strengthened by the fact that all the symptoms of

confusion disappear for a moment if we are able to obviate or

lessen the intensity of the depression of attentiveness. In a raving

fever patient, in a patient with delirium tremens, with uraemia or
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with meningitis one can often let all sjMnptoms disappear for a siiort

time by heightening the psychical level or by concentrating the

attention on something. The patient is then no longer confnsed,

gives the right answers, knows his bearings, and has no more

hallucinations.

Moreover there is so strong a correspondance between normal

depressions of consciousness such as sleep and the dream, and the

acute pathological conditions of confusion, that of old a comparison

was readily made between these conditions. If now the low grade

of consciousness oi- the depression of the attentiveness is the cause

of the various symptoms of acute conditions of confusion, then it is

to be expected that such symptoms will also make their appearance,

albeit in rudimentary form, in normal and pathological conditions

in wiiich the grade of consciousness has sunk.

To determine this I have made a series of investigations on persons

of whom it could with certainty be assumed thai the groups in which

they were classified w^ould show large ditFerences in attentiveness.

Among these weie patients with ol)vious intellectual disturbances,

sufferers from melancholia with strong obstruction and depression,

hysterics with a narrowed consciousness, and normal persons. After

the grade of consciousness had been determined by an examination

of the attentiveness, several other psychical functions, which are

more or less disturbed in acute conditions of confusion, were further

investigated.

In a number of other subjects I limited this examination to a few

psychical functions only, viz. to the annihilation of weak impressi-

ons by later stronger ones. The results of this later examination I

shall mention immediately after d'escribing the arrangement of the

test, while the results of the first experiments, in which various

methods of examination have been used, will follow after a descrip-

tion of the methods has been given, so that in this way a better

survey is obtained for comparing the results.

It is well known that there are many good methods for measuring

the voluntary attentiveness, which gives us an idea of the grade of

consciousness. I have made use of two of these viz. the Esthesio-

meter, which was first used by Griesbach ^) to determine fatigue,

and the marking method ') as this has been used in the determi-

nation of the psychical after-effects of school children.

1) Griesbach Ueber Bezieliungen zwisclien geistiger Ermüdiing und Empfindings-

vermögen der Haul. Arch. f. Hygiene Bd. 24. 1895.

2) VViERSMA. Psycliische Nachwirkungen. Zeitschr. fur de ges. Neur. u. Psych.

Bd. XXXV H 3.
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Opinions vary strongly as regards the value of the esthesiometric

method, but I do uot want to dwell upon that now. 1 have used

the method as described by Binet ') and for the sake of brevity

I refer to the original description. ^

The subjects of the experiment were touched on the back of the

hand with the ends of two blunt needles of a certain thickness,

which were fixed at various distances froin each other in pieces of

cardboard.

The distances between the needles were (one needle only);

1; 1.5; 2; 2.5 and 3 cm. The needles must be placed on the skin

simultaneously and always with the same amount of pressure. With

such a set of needles the subject is touched in irregulai- order, but

with the same distance equally often. These experiments were repeated

on five consecutive days at the same time of day.

Then the percentage of doid)le and single touches was determined

for each distance. For the purpose of judging the attentiveness I

used as a criterion the fact tiiat a touch with one needle had

always to be felt as one point, and with two needles 2.5 or 3 cm.

apart always as two points. This has been proved by a prolonged

investigation of various normal people. If a mistake is made here

it has usually to be considered as a disturbance of the attentiveness.

By computing the avei-age number of mistakes it was possible to

get an opinion of the attentiveness. It was evidently necessary jiot

to reckon witii the bordei- values only, because some patients suf-

fering, from dementia and often also those suIFering from Melan-

cholia, always answer over all distances with 2 or with 1. In these

patients one would come to very misleading results. On the other

hand it has been proved, also by investigations of Binet, that it

must not always be ascribed to inattentiveness when a touch with

one needle is felt doubly. A high degree of attentiveness could

sometimes be the cause of this. There is therefore no doubt about

it that this method does not always yield trustworthy results, but

it is serviceable for measuring larger differences of attentiveness, as

are found in pathological cases.

The second method of investigation consists of the marking tests.

It is accurately explained to the person experimented upon what he is

expected to do. A large piece of paper, on which there are printed

50 lines of groups of dots, is placed before him. These groups, of

which there are 25 on each line, consists of three, four, or five dots.

The order of the various groups, which are more or less equal in

number, is extremely irregular.

Ö BiNËï. An. ps. XI. 1905.
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The person to be examined was now instrncted to mark the

groups of four dots witli a vertical and those of tliree dots with a

horizontal line, in pencil, in as short a time as possible. The end

of every minute was notified by the investigator and had to be

recorded by a line. At the end of three minutes there was an

interval of two min. and then the work was started again for three

minutes, but then with this ditference that now the marking was

reversed, the groups of four being indicated by a horizontal, and

those of three by a vertical line. This was repeated on live

consecutive days, however so that on the even days the reversed

marking had to be done in the third minute before the interval.

The standard of atteutiveuess could be determined from the results

of this work in different ways:

1. By the number of dot groups that had been examined by

the subject.

2. By the number of mistakes.

After the grade of attentiveness had been determined in this way

1 have investigated whether the phenomena of confusion were to

be found in the persons when the grade of consciousness sank.

The memory was examined by the following method:

The so-called "Treffer" Method of Müi.i.ku and Pilzecker.

This consisted herein that during five days eight pairs of words,

which were typed on a piece of paper and between whom an

associative connection had been avoided as much as possible, were

laid before the subject on each day. One of the lists follows here;

Poplar Air

Clock John

Grey Willow

Jacob Sleep

Match Chestnut tree

Violet (Uiarles

Letter Garret

Earth Brown

These words are slowly read aloud in pairs and are then with-

drawn from the subject's observation. The first word of each pair

was then mentioned by the examiner whereupon the sid)ject had lo

name the corresponding word. By computing the number of

correct, incorrect, and missing answers one could form an idea of

the memory.

2. The above named pairs of words were chosen in such a way
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that three ideas, wliich could be combined in the same general

conception, appealed three times on each list. In the list above tliei-e

are three trees, three christian names, and three colonrs. In other

lists there are limbs, coins, birds, names of cities etc. A quarter of

an hour after the examination with the "Treffer" method, during

wliich other tests had been made, the subject was asked which trees,

christian names, colours etc. were on the list he had seen. Here

again the percentage of correct, incorrect, and mis.sing answers was

computed.

The further investigations were for the purpose of determining

the faculty of inculcation, and the annihilation of freshly received

impressions by later and stronger ones.

Inculcation and reproduction of numhers of two //(///?'^.s'.

A row of five numbei's, which has been carefully selected so

that in each test numbers of (be same tens, the combination of the

same figin-es, and round (ens, were avoided, was placed before the

person to be examined. Af(er he had lead them aloud slowly twice

he had to repeat (hem after an interval of one minute. Then the

same test was repeated, but now with this difference that additions

of two figures had to be done as quickly as possible during the

interval. This test was I'epeated duiing five days and the results

with the subsequent im|)ediment, and without it, compared.

liecognition of numbers of tujo figures.

The test described above was afterwards made in a modified form.

The numbers which had been observed and read aloud had now

not (o be mentioned, but were to be selected fi'om a list three

times as large.

The percentage of good bad and nil-achievements in both tests

was computed. A comparison between the reproduction through

association and through recognition, and between the annihilations

of subsequent work in these psychical functions was hereby possible.

Inculcation, Reproduction, and Annihilation of Observations

of simple little figures.

The person to be examined is placed in a dark room before a

box in which an opening of 10 cm^ has been made on the foreside.

In the box there is an electric lamp, which throws its light on the

opening. Small glass plates to which small drawings on white paper,
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that has been blackened on the back-side, have been attached, are

pushed into this opening. In front of the box tfiei'e is another hinip,

whicli is lighted during one second antomaticaily. As this light falls

on the drawings they are exposed to the subject during one second.

The snbject has been told to remember the ordei- of the drawings.

The number of exposures necessary before he can do this is a

measure foi- tiie facultj' of inculcation.

Then the same test is again put, but with the drawings in a

different order and with this modification that the lamp in the box

is turned on immediately after the exposure of the drawings, so

that the full light out of the box falls on the eyes of the subject

during sexeral seconds after observation of the drawings. By

determining how often nnder these circumstances the observation

had to take place for the subject to be able to name the correct

order, oi^e could now determine the retrograde annihilating influence

of the strong light.

Persons of various ages were examined by this method. The

number of observations, the average of two tests, necessary to

determine the order of the drawings, without and with the subsequent

strong light, is expressed in the following table:

Age Number Without obstacle

10— 15 years
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We now get a measure of tlie obstructions bj expressing tlie

differences in percentages of the amounts of inculcation.

Age Obstruction

9—15 years

16—40 „

45 o/„

44.1 7o

over 40 „ 52 "/o

From these tables it is apparent that this investigation proves what

is to be expected, that the iiu'ulcation is smallest above 40 years of

age, and that the destiuctiou of impulses received is then also strongest.

These lamp-tests were modified in such a way that this investigation

became serviceable for clinical purposes. Just as with the former tests

we expei'imeuted on five different days, now however not in a dark

room, but iu broad daylight. Four round coloured discs were pasted

on a piece of grey caidboard. These colours were shown to the

subject during 2 .'seconds. Then, after an inteival of 15 sec. he had

to name the colours in the riglit order. If the answer was not

correct, the colours were exposed till the correct answer was

given twice iu succession.

The tests were then again repeated, but with this difference that,

after the observation of the colours, the light of an electric lamp,

in a little box, of which the cardboard with the colours formed the

foreside, was exposed by the removal of the cardboard and the light

allowed to shine in the eyes of the subject during 15 seconds. The

influence of the subsequent strong light could be determined by

investigating how often the test had to be repealed to get the correct

answer twice.

This test was subsequently repeated in precisely the same way
with four figures e.g. X O A D which are drawn in pairs next to

each other on the cardboard, and afterwards also Avith three coloui-s

and three figures, which were drawn in such a way that there was

a colour next to each figure.

The result of these tests was such that in normal people a very

slight destruction was caused by the subsequent inq)ulse, but iu

persons suffering from dementia this was the case to an important

degree. At my insligalion these experiments have been repeated in

a slightly modified form and the results obtained will be published

in a thesis.
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Sound tests.

In a quiet room tlie ticking of an electric bell was deadened,

by distance and by wrapping the bell in a box with cotton-

wool, to such a degree that the intensity of the sound was
only just abo\'e the border value. On the table in front of the

subject, who regidarly heai'd the ticking, there was a hubbub-maker
of Barany, which could be set going automatically through an electric

contact, immediately aftei' each tick. By having observations

made after the tick, with and without subsequent noise in irregular

oi'der, it can precisely be determined how often the weak impulse

is lost by the retrograde power of the stj-onger noise.

In thirteen normal persons nnd in thi-ee suffering from dementia

(2 dem. paralytica and 1 dem. arteriosclerotica) twenty tests were
made daily on each [)erson during five days.

Average number of observations.

Number Without subsequent
strong sound.

With subsequent
strong sound.

Normal

Dement

13

3

97.1

50.0

88.9

The great disturbances in the observation and the enormous

destruction in the sufferers from dementia are immediately ai)parent.

Touch tests.

It can be easily verified that the observation of a slight rough-

ness, which one feels by stroking the fingers ovei- a flat suiface,

disappears when the observation is followed by a strong touch

impulse. It is not necessary that the strong subsequent impnlse

should act on the same locality, but the preceding weak observation

also disappears if the subsequent strong inipidse acts on anolhei-

part of the finger, or even when it acts on one of the fingers of

the other hand.

Tests were put in the following way, on one half of a smooth

disc a layer of paper 3 mm. thick was pasted. When the disc

revolves swiftly, the fingej-s, i-esting on the disc, clearly feel the

unevenness. If now a larger elevation is plac(Ml at some distance

from this unevenness so that the finger will collide with this eleva-

tion during the revolution, after it has passed the smaller uneven-

21*.
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ness, then the tir&t and weaker impulse will not be felt if the

subsequent stronger impulse is not too far removed, from it. By

regulating the distance between the two impulses one can determine

tiie retrograde destructive influence of the stronger impulse. In

experiments made with people of various ages it became clear that

there are strong individual difïerences.

These tests are excellently suitable to demonstrate the retrograde

influence of strong impulses, but there are so many soui'ces of errors

that I shall give up the description of the individual differences.

A much better method consists herein that the. observation of a

weak electric im|>ulse on one hand, which is noticed regularly,

disappears when it is followed by a strong electric impulse on the

other hand.

After the description of the tests and the communication of the

results 1 shall communicate the results of the examination of the

subjects on whom the various methods of investigation had been

ap[)lied.

Fifty-three persons were examined viz. J 4 normals, 9 neurotics,

13 melancholies, and 17 with intellectual defects. This pi-eliminary

communication would become too extensive if 1 were to give a

more detailed description of the subjects. 1 want oidy to state that

in the group of the neuroses there were 4 sufferers from hystery

and 5 from psychasthenia, while the latter also exhibited hysterical

stigmata. The melancholies were obstiucted and depressed and some

of them had micromanias which were not present in others. Among

the sufferers fi-om dementia there were patients with senile dementia,

dem. paralytica, dem. praecox and dem. epileptica. The intensity of

the dementia was strongly varying, but in no case was it so great

that it caused any difficulty in this fairly long investigation.

In accordance with the aim of the research, to acquire more

knowledge concerning the influence of a depression of consciousness

on the various psychical functions, it is sufficient for the present to

communicate the differences which ap|)ear in the various groups of

subjects in which there was a very large difference in the grades

of consciousness.

Esthesiometer.

The attentiveness of the melancholies and especially of the patients

with dementia is considerably worse than of normals and of the

neurotics.

The good achie\ements of the neurotics pi-ove that the narrowed
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Number Percentage of

correct answers.

Normals
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Percentage of answers.

Correct Incorrect No answer

Normals
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Here again it is apparent that the impulses are nioie sd-üiigiy

fixed ill the presence of a hettei- atteiitiveiiess.

The increasing ninnher of ii;correct answers and the strong k)\ver-

ing of the gratie of consciousness indicate that the paramnesias,

wiiich occni' in acute confusion in a much higher degree, so that

they then often occasion confahulalion, are dependent on these.

Inculcation and reproduction of numbers, inith and luit/iout

subsequent mork.
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|)lienomeiion makes its appearance in niiicii stronger measure in

acnte confnsion, in which often nothing is i-emembered. Freshly

received impressions were immeciialely destroyed by subsequent

psychical contents.

There is another phenomenon woilh mentioning. The niunber of

incorrect answers increases in accordance to tlie lowering of the

grade of consciousness. This has also been proved by the preceding

tests. The neurotics however form an exception to this rule. Of all

the people examined they give the smallest number of incorrect

answ^ers. This phenomenon is explained by the characteristics of the

psychasthenics, who are withheld from giving an answer by all

sorts of scruples unless they are absolutely certain. The normals on

the other hand will guess at a number if they have remembered

one figure only. In tracing all the answers separately this becomes clear.

The stronger inclination of the psychasthenics to keep silence

rather than give an incorrect answer also becomes clearly apparent

if we compare the percentage of incoi-rect and nil-answei's of the

total number of answers which were not correct.

Answers that were not correct.
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All imporlant influence of the grade of consciousness is here

perceptible. Thei-e is hardly any difference between the neurotics

and the normals. The power of raising conceplions of remembrance

through ol)servations is thus lessened in accordance lo the loosening

of the attentiveness. If this phenomenon makes its appearance in

snch a degree that the observations remain independent and that

no conceptions of remembrance can be brought into connection with

them, then desorientation takes place, a j^henomenon that is usually

present iji acute confusion. The retrograde influence of subsequent

work is here not so strong by a gi-eat deal as was the case in the

preceding test. This is especially apparent from the following table.

Destruction by subsequent work

Normals
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but oil 41. Tliey were repeated during tive dajs. The method of

experiuieuting and of computing' the i-esults was the same as that

whicli has been described more in detail above.

Number Without subse- With subse-
quent hght quent light

Destruction

Normals

Neurotics

Melancholies

Dements

12

3

6

10

81.1

66.7

58.6

29.5

38.4

31.2

25.5

11.6

52.7

53.2

56.7

60.4

It is remarkable that the inculcation decreases regularly as the

depression of consciousness becomes largei', and that the dements

especially achieve much less. The destiiiction of the newly received

impulses increases as the grade of consciousness becomes lower.

By this research it is appai'ent that the phenomena of acute

confusion are present in the bud in the noi'mal and pathological

subjects examined, and that they increase as the grade of con-

sciousness becomes lower.



Mathematics. — "On the direct an<(hjses of the /iitear qumititie.s

helong'uui to the rotational (irou[) in three andfour fundamental

variahh'.s\ Bj Prof. J. A. S(jhouten. (Conininiiicated bj Prof.

Cardinaai,).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 29, 1917».

Quantities and direct analyses.

By a (geometric or algebraic) quantity existing with a definite

transformation-gronp we niean, according to F. Klein, any complex

of numbers fcharacterislic numbers of the quantity), that is transformed

into itself^) by the transformations of that group. Quantities only have

any signification and only exist with definite transformation-groups

and may be "disturbed" as such with othei- groups, whose trans-

formations do not transform the characteristic numbers into themselves.

They are completely (letei-mined by their mode of orientation, -i.e.

the mode of transformation of their characteristic numbers. The

vai-iables of the group are called fund<nnental rariah/es and are the

characteristic numbers of a fujtdamental element. If the group is

the linear homogeneous one in n variables, the sijnplest quantities

are those, whose characteristic numbers are transformed as the

deteiininants in a matrix of p fundamental elements independent of

each other, p = 1, . . . , n. With a homogeneous interpretation of the

fundamental variables they correspond to the linear /?„ -^rfomplexes

in /i,,_i, provided with a number-factor. All the quantities, whose

characteristic numbers are transfonned in that way under the trans-

formations of the rotational group, we call linear cfuantities.

By a direct analysis we mean a system of an addition and some

multiplications by means of which we can express the relations

among quantities of a definite kind left invariant under the trans-

formations of a definite group. Every tpiantity is in the analysis a

higher complex number. Till recently suchlike analyses were brought

about by choosing for multiplications some characteristically distri-

butive combinations conspicuous in geometry or mechanics, and

ujiiting them into a system as well as might be. Owing to the great

number of existing combinations of this kind arbitrariness could not

fail to arise, and this led to the formulation of many systems, the

adherents of which have been involved in a violent polemic for

these twenty five years.

1) e. g F. Klein, Elementannathemalik vom liüheren Standpunkte aus. Leipzig

(09) II p. 59.
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Application of Klein's l^rinciple of Ciassijication.

Tlie author of this [)a|)er observed in 1914 ') that it follows from

the a|)|)li('atioii of Klein's principle of classificatioii to analyses

belonging to definite quantities, that to a given group of transfor-

mations and given quantities belongs a coinpletelj deteiniined

system, which may simply be conq)uted. This was practically done

for n = 'S, the rotational group, and quantities up to the second

order inclusive. In a more exhaustive investigation contemplating four

different sub-groups of the linear homogeneous group the same was

executed for arbitrary values of u and for (piantilies of an arbitrary

degree"). We shall briefly state some results of this investigation

bearing on linear (piantities, in particular for // ^ 3 and 7?. = 4,

founded on the

:

rotational (/roup (a,' -j- • • • + ""' invariant, det. = -f- J)

and availing ourselves of the:

orthogonal group {a,^ -\- . . . -\- a,^ invariant, det. = ± 1)

special-a/jin. group (lin. hom. with det. -\- 1)

equivoluminar group (lin. horn, with det. ± 1)

linear homogeneous group

forfurtherclassificationofthequantitiesexisting with the rotational group.

General si/inmetrical and alternating multiplication.

Three multiplications of fundaujental elements exist with all the

sub-groups of the linear homogeneous group au'l for all the values

of n, viz. the general, the symmetrical and the alternating one.

The general product of p fundamental elements has nt' characte-

ristic lunnbers, being the products of the characteristic numbers of

the factors. Their mode of transformation is entirely determined by

this defiuiliou. We express the product in this manner:
o

ai o a-j o . . . , o ay, = ai . . • . a^/ (1)

o

By isomers of a, .... a^, we mean all the general products that

o

can be formed by permutation of the factors from a^ . . . . a^,. An

even respectively odd isomer is concomitant with an even resp. odd

permutation. The sgmmetrical product of a, ... . a^„ is the sum total

of all the isomers divided by their number p !

:

w 1 ^ o

ai ^^ a'i
^'

. . . .
-^ ü/j = ai . • . . ^y, = — -2" a,, . . . . ai/j . . (2)

The alternating product is the sum of all the even isomers dimi-

^) Grundlagen der Vektor- und Affinoranalysis, Leipzig (14).

2) Ueber die Zahlensysteme der rotationalen Gruppe. Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde

1919.
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nislied by the sum of all odd ones dixided by p! and may be

expressed as Cajlejan determinant:

i

ai . . . . a,, -u bjD^
1 ! . . <u Ci.S.

^

ai -- 32 ^ . . . . ^ a;. = ai . . . . 3/, = - -
I

•
•

i

"? -2 'S | . (3)
p!\ • • ^ ^ g ^ ^

^

^-^ oj u o
!

31 .... ay, -a rj *-

The alternating product of /; fundamental elements is a linear

quantity for p^n. For p^n it is zero. A symmetrical product is

never a linear quantity.

The Associative Systems R,i.

Classifying up to the lin. homog. group inclusive, the system

belonging to the linear quantities is //„, which is an associative systen),

entirely determined by the rules:

e/ -< Qj — - ey h e/ = e;.; ') e'^ h e'j = - e'j h e'/ = e'/j

e, -. Ci = k e'; h e'/ = k'

e/ e_y . . . . e/ = e/j... / e\- e'j . . . . e'/ = e ',>•.... /

ei2....>i = 1 e'i2....H = r

ei = >£" e 2 e'„ I, ei h e'l = e'l h ei = ;:, e'l = x" 62 . . . . e« I'

e,, . . . ., e„ are the covariant fundamental units, i.e. units of a

fundamental element, and e\, . . . ., e'„ are the contravai'iant funda-

mental units belonging to characteristic numbers, transforming

themselves contragrediently relative to the fundamental variables.

When classifying up to the equiv. group inch, the 'system Z^^ is

constituted, being obtained from the preceding one by the identification

i = r
and being entirely determined by the rules

:

e. ^ ef=k /, y, ....,/= 1, ..... /2 (4)

eiC; .... tl = Qij ...A

ei2 . . . . n = I

Quantities, whose units, apart from an eventual factor I, do not

contain two equal fundamental units as factors, exist uidike the

') In a more exhaustive investigation "Die direkte Analysis zur neueren Relativi-

tatstheorie", Verband der Kon. Akad. v. Wet. Sectie I Deel XII N'. 6 we consider

C/C_y— Cj'Cy

also not linear quantities and we write e/ ej = e/j and e/ -< ej = = Qij

etc. For more convenience we write here e/n ej^^eij.
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others with tlie lin. homog. group too, and are called projective

quantities. Then they are of the sub-degree (Dutch : ondertrap, German :

ünterstufe) />, when the number of the factors of the units is />,

;>=rl, . . . .,2fi, and we write them ,,a. The others are called

orthogonal quantities. All linear quantities maj be composed of

projective ones ami powers of k.

When classifying up lo the special atHiu. group inclusive, for n

odd the system lln is obtained from the preceding one by the

identification :

I = x. (5)

The sub-degree p, p^n coincides with the sub-degi-ee {n-\-p) and forms

the degree (trap, Stufe) p. For n even no system is feasible here, because

1^6,== — e/ 1 1, (6)

hem'e identification of 1 with an ordinary number is impossible.

When classifying up to llic (»rtli. group inclusive, R„ arises out

of W^,, l>v the identification

k = y. (7)

The system makes no <lilferem*e between projective and non-

prqjective (piantities. The sub-degree />, p < n coincides with the

sub-degree {2n—p) and toinis the />//-(/<?</r^ö (neven (rap, Nebenstnfe) ;/.

When classifying up lo (he rotational group iiiclusivo, for 7i odd,

R'i, arises out of //,', by the identification

I = k = K . . (8)

Neither does this systvMu make any diffei-ence between projective and

non-projective quantities. The suli-degrees /;, (n—p). {n - p) and {2n—p)

coincide and constitute the principa Idetjree {UookUveip, Usiupistufe) p;

p<n\ n'

=

for 7i odd and n' =
^

for n even. In all these

systems the associative product of dissimilar fundamental units is

equal to the alternating one.

The systems /i\ are the products of o ricjiual .systems i\m\ principal

roius ') according to the general formulae

:

;<—

1

.1—1

.^ ...... (9)
n-l

Fin — H^ O-iT

Rl = /ƒ, //„ ChT

') Cf. Grundl. pages 11-^18.
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for Ji odd and
Rn Oo2

(10)

for n even, where Oi denotes an orif^inal system of the order /and

Hi a pi'incipal row of the order /. Bnt for some divei-gence in -|- and —
signs the systems R^ are identical with Clifford's yi-way algebras 'j.

If none of the nnits is privileged the choice of the numbers

occurring in the identifications is altogether determined by the

dualities existing in the different groups. There are four altogether,

and we shall call them :

a - ,i^ia
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The associative Systems Ei and R4

If we call the unities of the sub-degrees'^yi— 1), (?i+l), and (2n— 1)

corresponding lo e, : e/, e, and e/ and the contragrediënt unities e,',

the rules of calculation for vi = 3 aie:

/?

ei =

623 =

ei23 = I

eil' =

6231' =

ir =

en = k

ei -le'i =

e'231

e'll

e'i23 = 1
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^3

ei
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Rl

ei =



335
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(first) vectorial product x

second ,, ,, 2

P
(only for p even) «-tli middle product, i( =

-f 1.

second scalar product 2'

first scalar product

With this notation, which is in agreement with the existing dualities,

products that are identical inith the rotational group obtain the same

name and the same si/mbol. Owing to the identification of I and k

with common numbers the first middle-product is identical with the

product of ordiruxry numbers mutually and with othei- {|Mautities,

hence its symbol may be omitted as l)eing customary.

The rule of transvection.

If each factor is an alternating product of fundamental elements:

;/a = ai .... dip'

,/'b = bi . . . . b,^'

we can form the combination :

(a,/ . bi) (ay/ 1 . b-.') • . . . (a// /-j-i . b, ) ai . . . . a/-) b,-f 1 .... b-,/,

repeat the- same for all p ! resp.
(f ! modes of notation of ^/a and /,'b

and add the results.

The sum then consists of p' ! q' ! terms, equivalent to each

other in groups of (/>'— /).' {q
— i)! H. This sum divided l)y (//

—

i)!

{q
—i)! a, or, stated more briefly, the sum of (///) (</'/) i.' ai'l)itrary

di^event terms, is called the i- fold-combination of y, a and ^'b. The

f-fold combination is now equal to the product with the transvection-

nnuiber i. The transvection-number of a product being known, we
can hence write it down from memory by this rule.

The free rules for II ^ and R^.

Hence the free rules for R^, R'l, Rl, Rl and R'^ are:

Transv.
numb.:

aXb= quantity of the second sub degree.

1 a.b= scalar in k resp. 1.

a.(bXc) = aXb.c= scalar in I resp. 1 . ^)

1 a X (b X c) = (a . b) c - (a . c) b

1 a(bXc.d) = (a.b)(cXd) + (a.c)(dXb) + (a.d)(bXc) ' (18)

1 (a X b) X (c X d) = (b . c) (a X d) - (b . d) (a X c) -f . . .

.

2 (a X b) . (c X d) = (b . c) (a . d) - (b . d) (a . c)

2 (a X b) (c X d . e) = (b . c) (a . d) e - (b . d) (a . c) e -f . . .

.

3 (aX b . c) (d X e . f) = (c . d) (b . e) (a . f) + (c . e) (b . f) (a . d) +.

') In alternating products the brackets have been omitted for the association

(..)., so that we write the alternating product of aj, . . . ., a^y

:

ai X a2 X .... X an X an'-\-i . a,/-|-2 a ;,.
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The four systems differ onl\ by the different sigiiificatioii attaciied

to I and k. R'^ is the common vector-analysis, in which no difference

is made between polar quantities and axial ones and between vectors

and bivectors. R^ distinguishes between polar quantities and axial

ones. In Gibbs's form of this vector-analysis, owing to the groundlessly

introduced -f sign in 61.61=— 1, the formulae acquire apparently

irregular changes of -|- and — signs and the transvection-rule

becomes inetFectnal, so that the formulae stand side by side independ-

ent of one another and can be used only by means of a table.

When applied to units the rules for R's and R'^ are:

ei X 62 = - 62 X 61 = 612 623 X 612 = 631

ei ei=-l

R"^ 61 . «23 = - I

ei X ei2 = — 62

61 1= 1 •! = — 623

R'.

cycl. 1,2,3.

cycl. 1, 2,3. (20)
61 X 63 = — 60 X 61 :

61 . 61 = — 1

The rules (18) and (20) can be dualised according to all existing

dualities as given in the table.

The free rules for Rl and Rl are:

Transv.
numb:

aXb = quantity of the second sub-degree

1 a . b = scalar in k resp. 1

aX(bXc) = aXbXc
1 a . (b X c) = (a . b) c - (a . c) b

a.(bXcXd)=^aXbXc.d = scalar in I resp. 1

1 aX(bXcXd) = (a.b)(cXd)+ (a.c)(dXb) + (a.d)(bXc)

1 a (b X c X d . e) = (a . b) (c X d X6) — (a.c) (bXdX6)+ ...

(a X b) X (c X d) = a X b X c . d

1 (a X b) * (c X d) = (b . c) (a X d) — (b . d) (a X c) +. . . .')

2 (a X b) . (c X d) = (b . c) (a . d) — (b . d) (a . c)

1 (a X b) . (c X d X 6) = (b . c) (a X d X 6) + . .

.

2 (a X b) X (c X d X 6) = (b . c) (a . d) 6 + . .

.

2 (a X b) (c X d X 6 . f) = (b . c) (a . d) (6 X f) + . .

.

2 (a X b X c) X (d X 6 X f) - (c . d) (b . e) (a X f) + . .

.

3 (a X b X c) . (d X 6 X f) - (c . d) (b . 6) (a . f) + . .

.

3 (a X b X c) (d X 6 X f . g) = (c . d ) (b . 6) (a . f) g + . .

.

4 (aXbXc.d)(eXfXg.h) = (d.6)(c.f)(b.g)(a.h)+ ...

(21)

independent of the units used, viz. e^, e^, e,, 6< or 6^, e,, e,, e,.

^) The index 2 under * is for simplicity omitted.
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ei .ei = + 1

ei Xe23 = ei2.'5 = i Qa

ei . ei2 = 62

ei . 6234 = 1

ei X 6123 = 62.3

ei I = — I 6l =62.34 = -

612 X 634 = I

cycl. 1,2,3,4.

dual e — e

(compli- (22)

cated)

il
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said products are doubled l)y introducing the "dual" Itivector (dualer

sechervektor) '). E. Wilson and G. Lkwis lune furthei' elaborated

the system and obtain all the products, but three"). All these

conclusions are founded on analogies vvilh the common vector-analysis

and the multiplications form no parts of the associative midiij)li('ation.

Therefore the free calculation-rides cannot immediately be put down
from memoi-y according to the trans\ection-rule, but in so fai' as

they exist they only allow a use by means of a table. The names

scalar and vectorial loo, have been di\ided over the existing

multiplications by analogy and not in agreement to the duality «— y.

Wilson-Lewis

-haX b

a . b

+ aX2b

-I- a . 2b

±^a = ±aA: al

aX b = 2C

a . h= c

a X 2b — 3C

a . 2b = c

= — I a =3b*)

SOMMERFELD, LaUE, etC.

fa b], vectorial product

[a b], scalar ,,

Ic= [a 2b*], vect. pr.w. dualbivect.

— [a 2b], vect. pr.

-h aXab

- a . b

-(- 2a X 2b

— 2a . 2b

a . 3b = 4C*)

a X 3b = 2C

2aX .b-.ic*)j

2a * 2b = 2C

2a . 2b = c

± /: 2a = ± 2ak >a I = 1 2a=2b*)

kk= - \
3

12 = + 1 *)

I ^c = (2a 2b'^), seal. pr.w. dual biv.

[2a 2b], vector pr. (G. Mie)

— (2a 2b), seal. pr.

— 2b = + 2a*

± /r 3a = ± 3a A:

- aa . 2b

-l-3a. b

3al = - ba^b*)

3a . 2b = 3C

3a X 2b = c

3a . b= c

3a X b = 2C

b This is not a proper duality, because in the only duality existing with the

orthogonal group, a-y, a bivector e.g. e^j is not dualistic to the "dual"

bivector lojg, but to e^^ itself.

') The connection with an associative Clifford algebra and the absence of

three products has already been briefly pointed out by J. B. Shaw, "'The Wilson

and Lewis Algebra for Four-Dimensional Space" Bull, of the int. ass. for quat.

(13) 24-27.
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Therefore this duality does not attain expression, not even in the s} stem

of Wilson and Lewis, thongh the}' nse miils of the kind e^, Gi.e,, e,.

The foregoing table (subjoined p. 340) presents a siiinmarj of

the products used by various authors.

The table has been arranged dualistically. Each product has been

indicated by an example. For the multiplications we used in tlie

columns 1 and 3 the author's own notation, bnt for the quantities

we used all through the notations adopted in this paper. The dual

bivector only has been written with the customary asterisk, while

the commutative scalar of Wilson and Lewis has been indicated

by k. The products marked with *) do not correspond exactly to

the other systems, because these systems do not contain the non-

commutative scalar I.

The system R^ contains the existing fragments and all the

existing multiplications and i-ules, and owing to the free rules of

calculation (21 and 25) it is eminently suited for practical purposes.

Tke system El and the elliptic and hyperbolic geometry in three

dimensions.

With a homogeneous interpretation of the fundamental variables

Bl corresponds to a projective geometry in three dimensions, a non

degenei-ated quadratic surface being invariant. If the nuits are

selected according to (16) the equation of the absolute surface in

point- resp. plane-coordinates is:

•h' + <'
t

'^.* + ^'Z = ^

and the geometry is elliptic. If, on the other hand the units are

selected according to (17) the geometry is hyperbolic. The free rules

of the system are the same foi' botli cases. To a fundamental

element a point with a number-value corresponds, to a quantity of

the second degree a sum of linear elements (Dyname) and to a

quantity of the third degree a planar element. The sub-system of

the quantities of the .second by-degree is a form of biquatei-nions,

which was first mentioned by Clifford') as a system of linear

elements in a non-euclidic three-dimensional space. Hence the

system lil t!ompleles these biquaternions to a system which also

contains points and planar elements.

1) Preliminary sketch of biquaternions. Froc. Lend. Math. See. 4 (73) 381—395;

Further notes on biquaternions. (JoU. Math. Papers (76) 385, 395.



Physics. — "TliP thermal conditctivity of neon." By S. Weber.

Suppl. N". 4c2b to the Conimnnioations from the Physical

Laboratory at Leiden. (Coinmuiiicated \)\ Prof. H. Kamehmngh
Onnes).

(Communicated in the meeting of Febr. 23, 1918).

§ \. Introduction. In a coiiununioation by Prof. H. Kamehmngh
Onnks and lïjyself^) attention was drawn to the considerable devia-

tion fi-oin the hiw of corresponding states which shows itselt in the

comparison of the viscosity of ar^on and helium. This circum.stance

brought out the importance of an investigation of the viscosity ot

neon down to tiie lowest temperatures to be i-eaclied with this

substance. In this connection we al.so planned an investigation

of the heal conductivity of these gases at the lowest temperatures

to which measurements can be extended. Indeed according to the

kinetic theory a very close connection exists between internal friction

and conduction of heat. The two are only distinguished by a factor

(specific heat > numerical factor) and foi- monatomic ga.ses, where

the theory as regards viscosity is coufiriued in many respects, this

factor is independent of the temperature. According to the tiieory

of heat conduction and viscosity the same law of dependence on the

temperature will therefore be found in ihe two cases and it is im-

material vvhicli of the two quantities is submitted to investigation.

If both are measured, the results afford a means of mutual control.

Personal circumstances allowed me, before the research above

sketched out could be cai-iied out at Leiden, t(» undertake the in-

vestigation of ihe heat conduction of gases in the physical labor-

atory of the Philips Incande.'icent Lamp Factories. It was there, that

the research contained in this communication was carried out. Only

that part whicii refers to the lowest temperatures will still have to

be peiformed at Leiden.

The neon required for this investigation was put at my disposal

by Prof. Kameki.ingh Onnes. who had prepared it from a large

supply of gas-residue rich in neon presented to him by G. Claude ');

I am glad to offer him my sincere thanks. According to a commu-

1) Leiden Comm. No. 134c April 1913.

«) Leiden Gomm. N'\ 147c p. 38.
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nication from Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes the gas probably still con-

tained a trace of nitrogen. For this reason I purified it once

more by Gehihoff's method "').

Whicliever of the known experimental methods''') one may choose

for the investigation of the heat conductivity of gases, there are

always two sources of error which will have to be specially con-

sidered: the difference of temperature between the surface and the

gas in contact with it and the convection. With diminution or

pressure of the gas the influence of the convection becomes sinaller,

that of the temperature-drop greater. For the latter, similarly to the

analogous quantity in the internal friction, the slipping alojig the

wall "j, depends on the ratio of the mean free path to the dimensions

of the apparatus.

Whereas it has been found impossible to calculate the influence

of convection *) on the heat conduction, M. Knudsen ') and M. von

Smoluchowski ") have been able to bring the theoretical investigation

of the temperature-drop to a successful issue.

In accordance with Kundt and Warburg ') the temperature-drop

A© at the solid wall is defined as follows:

d&

an

where 7i i-epresenls the direction of the normal and C') the tetnjie-

rature. Kundt and Warburg by their experiments established the

fact, that 7 is proportional to the mean free path )..

Von Smotaichovvski based his first investigation on the kinetic theory

as developed by Clausius and was led to the following approximate

formula, in which I have introduced the accommodation-coefficient as

defined by Knudsen ^).

//;, = 0,70 -f -V-- in
oa

Later on Smoluchowski made a new calculation of y, in this

1) Gehlhoff, Verli. d. D. Pliysik. Ges. 13. (l'.)ll) p. 271.

2) Gomp. A. VViNKELMANN, Hanclbuch der Fhysik ill, 1906 p. 525.

3) H. Kamerlingh Onnes, G. Dorsman and S. Weber. These Proc. XV (2)

p. 1386

4) A. Oberbe'jk. Wied. Ann. VII, 1879, p. 291 and L. Lorenz, Wied. Ann.

XIII. 1881, p. 582.

6) M. Knudsen. Ann. d. Ph. (4) 3 4, (1911), p. 655.

«) M. VON Smoluchowski, R. v. Smolan. Wien. Sitz. Ber. [2al 107, (1898), p.

304; 108, (1S99), p. 5.

7) A. Kundt and E. Warburg. Pogg. Ann. 156, (1875), p. 177.

'') M. Knudsen. loc. cit. p. 608.
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case starling from Maxwell's hypothesis'), that llie irioleciiles iriaj

be looked upon as centres of force which repel each other with a

force proportional to r~^. In this wa}' he fonnd

15 2-a
'''^27.-^ <^"

In these tormulae ;., represents the mean free path as determined

in Clausius's theory, therefore:

If the mean free path, as found by 0. E. Mkyeh's') method of

calculation,

1

is introduced into formula II, we find

2
y/). — 2.32

2a

^ 2. In a paper') which has appeared in the Annalen der Fhysik and
to which the readei' may here be !-eferred, the absolute value of the

heat-conductivity at 0° C, K^, has been investigated for a number
of pure gases. In the experimental determinations Schlkiehmachkk's')

method was used modified in such a manner that it was possible

to eliminate the influence of convection on the heat conduction.

Siiuultaneously the value of the temperatui-e-drop at 0° C. was
determined for the same gases and an excelleut agreement was
found between the experimental value and the one calculated from

formula II, if for a the results obtained by Knudsen "*) were used.

Amongst the gases experimented on was the same distilled neon,

with which the present experiments were made.

The result of the measurements for neon was

k\ = 0.000 1 0890 ^(/r. cal. (/rad. sec. cm. and //, — 2.391.

For pure neon and bright platinum Knudsen found a = 0.653, hence:

•//; ^ 2.32 .
— -a

1) J. Gl. Maxwell. Scientific papers Vol. II, p. 23.

') E Meyer. Kinet. Theorie der Gase p. 111.

It makes no difference whether Meyer's calculation or a different one is followed

here, seeing that the factor which has a different value in the various results

drops out from the final result by the introduction of the pressure.

8) SoPHUs Weber Ann. d. Ph. (4), 54, (1917), p. 342.

^) A. ScHLEiERMACHER. Wied. Ann. 84, (1888), p. 623.

6) M. Knudsen. Ann. d. Ph., (4) 4(i, (1915), p. 641.
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The value of K^ is ceitain-ly accurate to Vj^^ and agrees well

with the measurement made b}' Bannawitz ^) on neon, which Professor

Kamerlingh Onnes had drawn for him from the same vessel from

which he had supplied me with the gas I used.

^ 3. For the determination of the temperature-coefficient of the heat

conductivity for neon the same aj)paratus could not be used as for

the absolute measurement, and on this account I resolved to appl}''

Goi-dsohmidt's '') method. This method introduces another impoitant

improvement into Scht^kiermacher's method. The loss of heat at the

ends of the wire is eliminated in a simple manner by making measure-

ments first with a long wire and then with a short one oftliesame

diameter, and heating the wire in both cases with the same electric

current. The difference between the amount of energy developed in

the short and in the long wire gives the energy which is lost

radially by a wire of the same section and of a length equal to the

difference of the two experimental wires.

The first apparatus which was used in testing Gold-

schmidt's method is represented in the figure, the con-

stants and the dimensions being collected in table I *).

The figure shows that the thin platinum wires are

stretched along the axis of the glass tubes by means of

platinum springs.

In the measurements the two wires and a normal

resistance of 1 ii are connected up in series. When the

condition has become stationary, the potential-differences

between the terminals of the long and the short wires

El and Ejt are measured, as also the difference at the

terminals of the normal resistance I. The potential

differences were measured with a compensation-apparatus

by Wolff which is free of thermo-effects, possible thermo-

forces outside the apparatus being eliminated by com-

mutation.

From the resistance the mean temperatures of the platinum wires

ti and tk are calculated. Using these results the following expressions

1) E. Bannawitz, Ann. d. Ph. (4), 48, ^1915), p. 577.

«) R. GoLDSCHMiDT. Physlk. ZS. 12 (1911), p. 418.

3) The value given here for 2r,j was found by weighing, since it is only used

in the correction for the temperature-drop and not in the calibration itself, astiiis

was carried out witli atmospheric air (see further on).
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TABLE 1.

App. a

Diameter of the platinum wire

Length „ „ „ „

Electric resistance at 0"C of the platinum wire

Temperature-coefficient of IVo, i<o-ioo

Conductivity of the platinum wire

Diameter of the glass tube

4 ^, where A = section of the platinum wire

2ro

/

«0-100

2 R
, Ay.

App. b

= 0.005246 cm 2ro =0.005246 cm

/

= 11.843

= 5 418712

= 0.003888

= 0.1649

= 1.449 cm

- 1.2039.10-6
I
4

k =3.138

Wa = 1.4481 il

xo-m =0.003888

= 0.1649

2 R = 1.449 cm

4^ =4.5437.10-8

for L and S may be computed :

L — 0.2388 . El. [ . and S
/ . ti

0.2388 .Eu. I
1

k . tic

If the loss of lieat at the ends coidd be neglected, /> and .S would

represent the radial loss of heat per degree and per cm for the

long and for ihe short wire respectively (in a surrounding ofO°C.).

In that case L and ,S as well as the (puintily I) defined l)elow

would all be ecpial.

Attending now to the differeiu-e in length of the two platinum

wires we may according to GoLDSCHMinr assume, that the heat given

off by this portion of the wire is not influenced by the heat con-

duction of the terminals. If D represents the loss of heat per unit

length of a wire of the same section in an infinite cylinder of the

same shape with a temperature-difference of one degree with the

outside at 0° C, and if the loss of heat may be taken proportional

to the tem|)erature difference, t^^ being the temperature-difference of

the uniformly heated wire with the surroundings, we have

<z^ = \v—io-~( ly,— »'j
and D=:^.2?>m{Ei-Eu).l

a{W—xv,)
"

^
'

''' {l—k).t^

From the value of D the mean conductivity K on the way

which the heat follows between the wire and the wall may be cal-

culated according to the relation ').

!>= _ '"^^ ^ (in
In
R

+ ^

1) M. VON Smoluchow^ski. W. a. 64, (1898) p. 101.
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where y is the coeiTicient of the temperature-drop at the wall.

Using this apparatus 1 have made a few experiments to test

Goldschmidt's theory.

In a set of measurements with the apparatus filled with dry |)ure

carbon dioxide the temperature of the bath being 0° C. the following

values amongst othei's were found for ti,t]c, />,'S, /a and D.

;>=21.61cm // =5.409 /^ =1.630 ^^=5.693

/. =413.0.10-7 ^s =485.2.10 7 />=391 .0 .
10-7

L,„,,..=:39 1 9.10-7 Sron: =391.9.10-7

;i>=6.28 cm 'ti =5.453 tk =4.669 <a=5.739
L =409.7.10 7 6^ =481.1 10-7 i>— 388.5 . 10-7

L,„,,.=388.7 . 10 7 6V„,,. =388.2 . 10 7

These measurements show very clearly that entirely erroneous

values may be arrived at for A', if the loss of heat along the ends

of the wire is not taken into account.

It can now be shown by means of a simple calcidation that the

value found for L or 6' after having been corrected for the heat

carried away along the ends agrees with the value of D. The

quantities of heat Q^ and Q, which in the stationary condition are

conducted away through the surface and the ends of an electrically

heated wire respectively (apparatus a) are given by ^)

- «(.r'+ï/i') , = c -^ and =c/ ?//* 4-
<—

«,
t—t^ 1 , t—t^ 1 _

1 Tax \
1— Tgx

X \ X ^
,

4.A.y.
, , 0.2388 ^.^ ,, ,

. ...

where c = and in* r^ a \i\.r, ,v being an auxiliarv
/ c

quantity which is determined by the third equation.

In. these equations Q is the entire quantity of heat developed in

the wire (app.a, Qz=z L . I . ti), t the mean temperature of the wire,

t^ the temperature of the glass wall, / the current and M „, /1,>j and /

the resistance at t^, the section, the conductivity and the length of

the heated wire respectively ; Tgx stands for the hyperbolic tangent of .r.

When the values found for LI and Sk are corrected in this

manner, the figures given under Lrorr and Scon- are obtained; they

are seen to agree very well with D. In this way it appears, that

the application of Goldschmidt's method is allowable, if the dimen-

sions of the apparatus are chosen correctly.

1) S. Weber. Ann. d. Ph. (4) 54, [1911), p. 169.
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^ 4. In the determinations with neon an apparatus was used the

dimensions of which are contained in table 2.

In order to be able (o use the apparatus at the temperatures of

liquid air it is necessary to comj)are its resistance with the resistance

of a platinum thermometer, whose resistance is known. If this

thermometer is calibrated, so that from its resistance the absolute

temperature on the Kelvin-scale can be deduced, it becomes possible

from the resistance of the coiuliiction-apparatus to determine the

corresponding absolute temperatui'e. P^or this purpose I have chosen

the platinum thermometer /^/',, the standard thermometer of the

cryogenic laboratory at Leiden. For this thermometer there is a

table ^) which gives the relation between IT, or properly speaking

W— , ami the absolute temperature.
ir

;

'
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369.83
T= .

6.98460-%/)

This gives 7^=89.896° K.

Fi'om tliG tcible for Ft'j the following iiiutnallj corresponding

values are found

:

w' / yv\

89.896 0.24988 0.25079

The two platinnni-thermometers can now be conipared at each

temperature with an accuracy sufficient for our pur|)0se ') by means

of Nernst's formula

wJPf, «'. I, wjFf,

Introducing- the above value in this formula we (ind ^(=rO.OOJ 22J.

Using this value for a it is now possible to calculate the value

of —~\ corresponding to each value of -y- as measured and lience

by means of the table for Ft'/ to determine the temperature on the

Kelvin-scale.

The apparatus is then placed in a bath of finely ground ice and

distilled water and by means of dry air fi-ee of carbon dioxide and

of pure neon the denominator in eq. IV, In — f y( —h ^ |» is

determined, which gives — , whereas R is found by calibrating the

tube with mercury. When these measurements are completed, the

apparatus is put in a bath of solid carbon dioxide and benzene, and

new measurements with neon are made; this time, however, the

measurements are conducted in the following order : first the resistance

W ~ IV is measured without the wire being heated, whereby the

temperature of the bath is determined ; then the conductivity

measurements are made, first at higher pressuie, then at lower

pressure and again at the higher pressure, as shown in the tables,

and finally the resistance of the wire is determined once more

without heating.

The temperature of the bath was found not to have changed

during the measurements.

The correction for i-adiation is calculated from the dimensions of

^) See G. Holst Leiden Gomm. N". 148 and P. G. Gath, H. Kamerlingh Onnes

and J. M. Burgers Leiden Gomm. N". 152c.

23

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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tlie apparatus and the formula for the complete radiation of platinum ').

The corrections as used were as follows: /t*ioo = J. 70. 10-^,

/^ = 0.48.10-6, /f^,8^0.13.10-« and /^l8.^ = 0.005.10-6, Hbem^
the radiation per degi-ee.

The measurements ai-e collected iir the following taV)les.

In these tables column I gives the pressure />,„, in cms H(]i

;

reduced to 0° C. and 45° latitude; column II Lt, the temperature-

difference between the central poition of the long wire and the bath
;

Q
(l—k). ht'

of heat given off by the two wires expressed in gr. cal. /sec. ; column

column D , where (} is the difference of the quantities

Atm. air at 0^ C.

^t D \D'A/=n.5o D'

28.355

13.069

3.010

n.428 0.0004358 0.0004353
|

0.0004367

n.495 I
4342 4337 4367

17.860 4258 4251 4378
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IV D' =^ D — R, where R is the radiation (as Li is not quite

constant, D — R has been rednced to the same temperatnre-diiference)

and column V D'^o,,. arising bj the correction of D' for tiie

temperatnre-drop at the wall. The latter correction is made by the

formula (com p. formula IV on p. 346)

:

1 1

i>',,,, = X>' ( 1 4 ^
Pan

, where y, =
R'^r.

In
R ypc

With the differences of temperature which are used we ma}'

assume with sufficient accuracy, that K corresponds to the temper-

^<
,

ature LH ; hence we have:

Atm. air: 7' = 273.1 4- 8.75 • DVon. = 0.0004371

neon: „=273.1 -j- 4.60 „ =0.0008218

„=273.1 -+-99.81+6.00 „ =0.0010071

„=194.72+ 4.01 „ =0.0006602

„= 89.90 -f 1.77 „ =0.0003740

Hence taking the temperature-coefficient of the conductivity for

air as 0.0033, the following results are obtained :

Atm. air: 7' = 273.1 1)^ = 0004248

neon: 7= „ „ =0.0008135

For the conductivity at 0° C. ^) of dry air free of carbon dioxide

1 have found A'^ = 0.00005680 ; using this value K\ for neon is

found as follows:

8135
K\ =-^-_ . 0,00005680 = 0.0001087 ^''''^/sec.yrad.cm.

= 1089.10-^

4248

in good agreement with my previous determination TT/

This result shows that the two calibrations of the apparatus are

in good mutual agreement; the following results are now obtained

for neon :

T
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Columm I contains ihe absolute temperature T, column II the

conductivity found A''; column IIT the values computed by means

of Sutherland's formula. The value of C in this formula, 57.5 for

neon, veas derived from the first two measurements ').

It appears, therefore, that Sutherland's formula cannot represent

the dependence on the temperature of the conductivity for neon at

the lower temperatures. Tliat Sutherland's formula is not satisfactory

at low temperatures, was proved before t)y investigations on the

1) In connection with the value of C and the high viscosity of neon /;„ = 2981 . 10-7,

it is of interest to calculate the diameter t of the neon-molecule. Using Chapman's

formula (London Phil. Trans. A. Vol. 216, 1916, p. 279)

7j = 0.491(1 +6,)
"'^

\/1.nö\n(\^-\

where the small correction ê« is determined by C, we find, witli u = 2.77 . 10",
0- ^ 2.32 10-s

.

An approximate value of o- may also be obtained by means of the critical

constants. From van der Waals's formulae in the notation of H. Kamerlingh
Onnes and W. H Keesom : Die Zustandsgleicliung, Comm. Supplem. N". 23,

Fussn. 284 it follows, using

Pk — K^ -— and
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viscosity of lieliiiiii and livdrogeii (comp. H Kamerlingh Onnes and

SoPHUS Wkbkr; Comm. N". 134). 1 have tlierefoie tried, whether an

improveinerit is not brought abont - as appeared to be the case in

K /T
Comm. N". 134 — bj nsing a formula of the form —-=

As shown by column IV |i =r 5 gives a very good agreement.

According to Maxwp:tj/s theory in a more general form '), where

the forces between the molecules ai-e taken pro|)ortional to ?•-", we

should have to take for neon 2 |:? r 1 =^7i=z\\.

The measurements give for Ihe temperature-coefficient between

0° and 100° C, ,^(,_ioii, 0.00226; this agrees very closely with the

temperature-coellicient of the viscosity , for which RANKiNE'jfoundO.00225.

§ 5. From the eK|)erinieiilal \aiues of // and the corresponding

pressures p the values of Z>'™,, and y, can be determined according

to the relation D'.on — D'l 1 + "
)• In this manner the following

results for y^ were obtained :

T
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over a wider range lliaii luiglit have been expected according to

the kinetic theory.

R
In -

r, 0.250
It follows from y.n= . y, lliat v

l> ^ —7-; t^t 9^.2 C.
' ' 1 1 ' .68.44

when llie |>ressiire p is measured in djne/cm* and / in cms.

we tin(i according to 0. E. Mkykr (p. 344) from tiie viscosity

/7'\l.-2

pA = J8.93 . 1
--

I
. This gives at the temperature ot the wire

vA = 2.46

Hence with a = 0.653

2—

a

•//; = 2.38 .
--- .

2a

The agreement is not so close as it was with the value found

previously, but the deviation is not larger than can be explained

by accidental errors.

It appears from tiie table that )\ changes with the temperatuie

;

this was to be expected as X depends on the temperature according

to the relation ;. = ^.^ . I
— 1 . Calculating the values ot )\ whicli have

to be expected at the various temperatures, the results y^ rah-., given

in cohimn 3 are obtained. On comparing these with the experimental

results the latter are seen to change more rapidly with the tem-

perature. This can be explained by the assumption that the accom-

modation-coefticient a is not independent of the temperature. The

same assumption is also rendered probable by the results for hydrogen;

Knudsen ^) found that in this case a had a negative temperature-

coefficient — 0.001. Assuming the value —0.00076 for the teniperature-

coefficient of a foi neon we find for y, the results given in

column 4 under y^rair.-

§ 6. By the aid of the principle of "similar motions'" as given by

H. Kamkri.ingh Onnes ') a comparison may be made between the

heat conductivity of different substances for which the conduction

through the molecides themselves may l)e disregarded. It is found

that at equal reduced temperatures we must have:

1) M. Knudsen. Ann. d. P'l. (4) 34, (1911) p. 632.

5) H. Kamerlingh ÜNNErf. Verh. Kon. Akad., 21, p. 22, 1881.
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K^ ^ K. ^

where I\ and Th are the critical constants.

When a comparison is made in this manner by means of the

experimental resnits between the condnctivity of helium and argon

with that of neon ^), it seems in the mean time as if the reduced

heat condnctivity of neon changes in a different manner with the

reduced temperature from liiat of argon and helium; in order to

obtain more evidence on this point it becomes even more important

than before, also in view of J. J. Thomson's theory (that neon would

consist of two isotopic elements with molecular weights of 20 and

22 respectively), to determine the conductivity of neon at reduced

oxygen- and neon temperatures and that of helium at reduced

hydrogen-tempei-atures; as was mentioned in the beginning of this

paper, it is the intention to cari-y out this research in the cryogenic

laboratory at Leiden.

In conclusion 1 am happy to express my sincere thanks to

Dr. Ir. G. Tj. F. Philips for his kindness through which I was

enabled to carry out this research.

I also wish to thank Mr. H J. Michielsen for the excellent manner

in which he assisted me in the measurements and the calculations.

Physical Laboratory

of the Philips Incandescent Lamp F'actories.

1) S. Weber. Ann. d. Ph. (4) 54, (1917), p. 460.



Physics. — ''(hl the shape of small drops and (/as-baf)bles'\ By

J. E. Verschakfklt. Supplement N". 42f to Uie Commniiicatioiis

from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden. (Communicated by

Piof. H. Kamkrt,ingh Onnes).

(Goramunicated in tlie meeting of June 29, 1918).

§ 1. It is well known that the meridian-section of a liquid drop

or gas-bnbble (which we shall suppose to be bodies of revolution)

cannot be represented by a tinite equation by means of known
functions. The differential equation

to the section

1 i_L// 4?y

R^ .vdw\\/Y^.y'^
k{h-{yy){l)

has as a first integral the e(|uation

X sin ff) z=z ^ khx*
\

u. (2)

Fig. \.

where (p represents the angle which

the tangent forms with the ^-axis

(fig. 1; OF is the axis of revolution)

andif=:2jr ixydx*), but the computation of u and consequently

M In this equation k stands for the expressiou —' '— , cr being the surface
fi

tension, ^j— ^o the difference of the densities below and above the surface in its

top, g the acceleration of gravity; k is therefore positive or negative according as

the liquid is below the top of the surface, as with a drop resting on a plane, or

above it, as with a hanging drop; y is the height of a point of the surface above

2
the tangent plane at the top. h is determined by kh = -—

-, i^,, being the radius
R,

of curvature at the top ; Rq will be reckoned as positive when the surface is

hollow upwards, negative in the opposite case.

') u is evidently the volume of the body which is originated by rotation of the

surface OAA'O (fig. 1) about the //-axis. Equation (2) may be written in the form

2:x.vo sin
(f
= (n^

—
^j)g {nx*h-{-u), (3)
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the fiirtlier integration of tlie difïerential equation can only be earned

out by successive approximations or a development in series.

In the case that tlie drop or bubble deviates little from the spher-

ical shape, ?/ is small compared to h '). In first approximation ?/

may thus be neglected by the side of A, i. e. we may put // = 0; as a

second approximation a circular meridian section is then obtained;

if the ex[)ressiou for // corresponding to this as a function of x is

substituted in a, a first deviation from (he sphere is found as a

third approximation, etc. '').
*

which is also found directly, when, for instance by applying the so called "weiglit-

method", Ihe rise in a capillary tube is calculated. The contradiction found by

A. Ferguson (I'hil. Mag., (6), 28, (191 4) p. 128) between the result of the integration

of the differential equation and that of the application of the weight-method is

merely due to an error of computation in the approximation of equation (2), owing

to which Ferguson's formula (7) is incorrect.

Equation (2) can also be written as follows

k
x sill

(f>
z= \ k.v* (h \ y) — f.—

''• • (^ )

where v = tt xhj—u represents the volume arising by the rotation of the surface

OAA"0. (2) gives:

2,71X0 sin (f =r 71 (ft,—/',) .'/.c' (/' -f .v)
— (f'l—.",) .^^'i • • (3')

which expresses for instance, that the resultant of the forces acting along the

edge of a section of a hanging drop makes equilibrium with the hydrostatic pressure

on the section and the weight of the -portion below it, in other words the surface

tension does not balance the weight of a hanging drop alone, a fact which may

also be derived from a simple consideration of the equilibrium (cf. on this point

Th. Lohnstein, Ann. d. Phys., (4) 20 (1906) p. 23S).

2
1) Hence Eq is also small compared to h or to -^ ,

that is kRJ^ is a small

number.

') Cf. for instance A. Winkelmann, Handb. der Physik, 2e Aufl. 1 (2j, 1143-

1144, 1908.

Putting ij = R(^—yR^^^^-\-z, where z is considered infinitely small as compared

v'

to ?/, and supposing that z' is also infinitely small compared to ?/', sm if = --^=.=zz

may be developed in a series, which gives, if s^ represents the first approximation

of s:

R* _ ._. ...... R.-\- yR.'-^'

as is also found by Ferguson (loc cit.) although in a somewhat circuitous manner.

This expression, however, does not hold near x = Eq, as z\ is there no longer

infinitely small with respect to ij\ but of the same order ol magnitude ^viz. of

the order (kR^^^) h.
; this fact has been overlooked by Ferguson (loc. cit.).
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§ 2. The introduction of polar coördinales, clioosiiig as origin (lie

centre of curvature at the top M (tig. J), gives the advantage that

rr

there is no discontinuity at I'J = — ; in that case

.V =. Q .-iin «I and // = /^o
— {) cos {) . . . . . (4)

and the equation (1) becomes

p sin i)-— o' cos i> o' f 2o"—op" 2— ^ -4- " " ~ = } /c(lL— (,co,iO). . (5)

If we now put

i)=R^(\—t) and Tr=T,+T, + T, f ..... . . . (4')

where t,, t,, etc. represent the successive approxiuiations to the

infinitely small quantity t, we can, as long as r and t' are infinitely

small, separate equation (5) into a series of other ones, the first of

which being

t\ sin i)-\-r\ cos ^4-2r, sin {h=kR^' (I — cos i)) sin i)
', . . (5')

hence *)

'1 I cos »
r 1 leR ' {I— COS i)) \ 2 cos ih log

n {cos ^Y (6)

an expression which remains valid from /> =0 to V = ;rr throughout.

§ 3. The result of the third approximation is as follows

«=|jrR/(l — cos ay (1 4-2 cos 0) f i^rkR^' (I — cos i)y cos'th^

,
/I f cos ih\

4 ^JikR,' sin' .*> (1 — 2 CUV {)--\-2 cos* i)) log i
—~

)
. . (7)

and

V ^^inR,* (1 — cos iyy (2 + cos ,*^) — I jiIcR^' (\ — cos i))" (2 + cos i»)) —
/I + cosi)-\

^nkR,' sin' i) log i -^
J

(7')

^ 4. Between the angles '9 and fp the following relation holds:

Q sin (')— {i ros I'J

S171
'f
=

|/p'+i>"

=:: flu & f t' cos «y \-

^) In order to integrate these equations we have to bear in mind, thai

cos Ö- (t" sin d- -}~ r' cos & -f- 2,x sin ti )=— \sin «^ (t sin d \ t' cos &) \

and

, d f X \
X smd" -\- X cos >> =r co.v'' tr —

j,

dH \cos >') I

The integration doe.s not ofTer any special difïicullieSi but the calculations are

long, that of Tj being already very laborious; for that reason we have confined

ourselves to Tj.

It is easily seen, that RqTx = Zi cos B.
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putting therefore

we find in first approximation (for »V <^ :r)

I — cos •')

(8)

^I'
= t\ rri i /l•i^/ sm ,> 2 log

1 -4- C05 /y

• (8')
1 4- cos i'J

Hence, as long as (p is not too near n, eqnation (2) in connection

with (7) gives

j; z=z R^ sitI
(f-
— ^ ^'/«"o*

*'^* <p

1 — COS
(f

(I— cos fp){\ 4- 2 cos 7')

^k'R^' sim^
(I -|- cos rp)

— ^P/^j^ sm ff log

1 + ^'OS (f

(1 —3 COS (fi -\- 6 cos' Y'
-\- 8 cos* <ƒ)

1 -)- cos ^/A*)
(9)

Fig. 2.

.c becomes minimum etc.

§ 5. In fig. 2 OAB represents

the mei'idian section of the capillary

surface for y(:>0, OA' B' gives the

section for k<^0; both have been

drawn for a positive R„ (for R^ nega-

tive the diagram must be turned

upside down about the .<?-axis) ; the

dotted curve between the two is the

circle with radius R^ (corresponding

to ^1= 0). In both cases .r goes tiirough

a maximum (in A and A' respectively),

but, whereas in the first case the

curvature keeps the same sign all the

way, so that y passes a maximum
(in B), X a minimum etc. (§ 7), the

curve in the second case has a point

of inflection (in B'), beyond which

The maximum value of .r is obtained by putting <( = - in (9),

the result being:

xa{xa') ^K- \ kli,' + it ^'^.' (6 log 2-1) , (10)

') This degree of approximation (the 4t'') is one higher than what is obtained

by simply using the relation (4).
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and correspondingly

//.4(/>.4') = ^ -i|^.4= ^-i^'/?,M2%2 f 1)') . . (iO')

and

yA {y.i) = R,-R, ^A=Ro — i kR,' (2 % 2 + 1) . . (10")

« § 6. From the equations (6) and (8') il follows that in tlie neigii-

bourhpod of i)^ = jt, putting vf = .t — s,

r,= -ikR,^(^logj A and r\=lkR,^l; . . (11)

in order therefore that ihese equations may still be valid in that

region, seeing that r\ has to be small, it is necessar\ , (hat f must
remain large with respect to kR^^ This is still the case in B, where

y has its maximum, for (comp. 4, 6 and 11)

y = 2R-iR^e'^\kR,'flog'^^l\. . . . (U')

dy
SO that it follows from -^ z= that

de

8B = y^^kR,\ rjB = 2R, [1 f i kR, log (| kR,*) - | kR,^] . (12)

and, also to a third approximation,

xB=R,^B = R,y^Wö^ •
(1^')

These coordinates are only real, when h is positive.

If k is negative, cp has a maximum in B' (fig. 1) corresponding

d(f dxi^

to a value of e wiiich is determined by 0= — =^-\ (see eq.
du di'J

8) ; this gives :

S£' = l/:=4^7V ') ; henae yBz^2R,[\ ^\kR,Hog{—\kR,')] . (13)

xB- = Ro^^^kR^' and (pB = ^ — 2V~JkR^' . . (13')

^ 7. It is possible to go a step further in the analysis of the

meridian section of the capillary surface. Close to i> = n the curve

has a sharp bend (fig. 3): BCD with a double point E foi- /( > 0,

dx
^) Obviously this expression is also found by putting -— = 0.

^) £b' may also be found by putting = —^,= ^ir-r -r-7. (see eq. 11').
dx R*de
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B'C'D' with (VVO points of inflexion B' and D' for ^ <; ;

the dotted line (two circular arcs) represents

the transition between the two cases for

^= 0.

In that region the equation to the surface

may he written in the form

^+^=^-<^''+^^^ (7')

Fig. 3.

where hc= h -\- ye, ye being the ordinate

of C (or C), and »i = //

—

ye- In the region

under consideiation, howevei', i] is small

compared to Z^, so tliat in second approxi-

mation 1} may be neglected with respect

to he and therefore with the same degree of accuracy to which hitherto

the deviation from the circular shape was calculated we may write

:

~~i--~-=khc constant (14)

In third a|)proximation BCD is thus a part of the curve which

was called uodoid by Platkau, B'C'D' a part of an onduloïd.

The equations of these curves are known *) ; but in our case they

2
. .

may be materially simplified. Putting /Jif = ^) (he first integral of

(14) in the case of the nodoid {sin tp = for ,/ = .v^) will be

r^x sin fp z:=. x"^—xg* ....... (15)

If .<;, and ,i\ [= .V() are the maximum- and minimum-values of .t

corresponding to ,sin (p = 1 and sin <p = — i we have approximately

since ./'/ƒ is very small with respect to i\ (see eq. 12')

.^•,=r„ = i^/) X, of X(
xjj 2= — kR„
r, 3 "

(16)

Further it follows from (15), as long as ,v is small with respect to r^ ^)

, X + l/;»"—V 1 ^~—
=h >^ = .r, log ^^-p^ w y x^ —- ir, .

2R,
(17)

1) See for instance Winkelmann, loc. cit., p 1150.

•) In first approximation ?-y = i?o; '" second approximation W^r =/,;(/? -f 2/?y) =
2 2

= — + 2A;Eo = ^ (1 + kR,), so that r,, = i^o (i - kRo"-).

8) Here Xi belongs to the nodoid and has thus not the same meaning as xa

in § B.

*) Since in that case

di] x^— X* XB* — x'

dx

R^x,—x^

l/r.'.c" - {xjf -xy Vi\\x'' -XB* ^» V'x*— .^•,'
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This gives for .r = .c/j

,ifj = -^kR,Uog{ikR,^)-}kR,' (18)

whence

yr= yn - nn = 2 R, + | kR,' log {\ kR,') - ^ kR^ '), . (1 6')

and similarly, if xp, jfo and Ihe coordinates of />,

.vjj = XB = R, ^/p/?„'' .Vi) = ye -i]B^2,R, V- kR.; log (| kR,') (19)

§ 8. In the case of (he ondiiloid, where sin (f^ goes ihrongii a

minimum in B' , we liave

?•„ X sin ff =r .?•' -|- ,7;/j'....... (20)

The maximum- and minimum-valnes of ,y(.s7n(/=l) are now

approximately

x,=B., x,=xr='^^=~^kR^ . . . (21)
u

Moreover in that case

± >i = .V, log
'^ ^ + .rrr .tV.^-'--^*. . . (22)

whence

.in- 3^-1 ytS/ /or/ ( - I kR,') + I //?/ .... (23)

yr- =: ///.—7]£. r:. 2R, 4- | ^72/ % (- i ^-^o')
- i fcR,' (21')

.<^Z)'= R, V^^fkRj , 3/z;= 2/2„ + A-/?/ log (- ^ ^7?/) - | ^K/ (24)

§.9. It follows from (7') that the volnme of a drop from the top

to the horizontal plane passing through B or H' {{) = :^ — e), in

second approximation is given by

V = i jtR,' (l-kR,') (25)

With the same degree of approximation this is also the volume of

a hanging drop up to the level of the neck; indeed the volume

^) If .r is large with respect to x.^ we have

2.V .v'

±n = xJog , (17)
X, 2R,

so that the equation to the branch CBE (fig. 3) is

y = y, 1- .Ï+ = 2R, -ikR,^ -f j kR,^ log^ -^
in agreement with (IT)

[
since £ = -—1.

From this the abscissa of the node E{gE = yc) is found to be

xf^^.-^kR,*logkR,\
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between the planes passing through point of inflection and neck is

found to contribute a negligible amount to the total.

In connection with this it follows from eq. (2') in fourth

approximation

:

u,.zi = l/|lR/(l-^it!„'), en w-',= ±kH,' {I -^ kR,') . ,
(19')

the upper sign corresponding to the u[)per index.

§ 10. Starting from the points D and D' (fig. 3) the analysis may

be further continued in a manner similar to the one used above.

Indeed the meridian curve of the complete capillary surface consists

approximately of a series of nearly semi-circular arcs connected

each time by parts of an onduloid or nodoid ^). The centres of these

arcs are situated at the heights /?„, 3 R^, 5 /?,, etc. successively
;

with each (?i''') arc we therefore place the origin in the corresponding

(?i''') centre and as in ^ 2 wi-ite :

.V = Q sin >'/
, y = (2«— I) li, -o cos >')

, Q = R^ C^—^) • (26)

T is determined by :

t" sin !) + t' cos >') + 2t sin >') = kh\* {2n—l—cos ,'J) sin Ï)
,

(26')

whence it follows, introducing the condition that the arcs and interme-

diate pieces form a continuous curve:

T--[i i
i(n-l)-i^ + i%2 4-in(n--l)- 2:^^i^o^(n-l)-

— \n (n - 1) log (± \ kR^^)\ cos /> + - cos Ö log {\ + cos '') —

—^hos>'JloQ{l-cos<'J)]kR,* (27)
o

For the connecting curves equations (17), (22) and .r, = xc=— •

are each time satisfied.

The successive arcs and their connecting curves can only be

realised in separate parts, for instance between two horizontal plates

or between two vertical coaxial cylinders. Not every surface, however,

obtained in that way is a part of the surface whose meridian-section

was analysed above by approximation. As an instance, if the surface

is formed between two cylinders which are moistened by the liquid,

the fraction represents the ratio between the radii of the

cylinders and this fraction cannot in the analysis of ^ 10 assume

any arbitrary (small) value, as long as n represents a whole number.

Still, putting 2 {n— 1) ^= a and admitting an arbitrary (positive or

1) Cf. WiNKELMANN, loC cit., p. 1141, fig. 404.
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negative) value for k, the equations (26) and (26') remain valid and

T = kR^' [a
I ^ (t -|- b coi^ d -f

-i- (-| — a) cos log (l -f- cos I'J) —
— \ {\ — a) cos ,') log {\ — cos d)\, . .... (28)

where a and /; are integration-eoiistanls. R^ is still undetermined, as

also h, which remains connected with R^ through the relation

2M = — ; as regards the value of a, this may be chosen at wilP).

With small values of >'J the curve shows a minimum for y or a

point of inflexion') according as {^—a)k^O; for a value of

which differs but little from n the curve has a maximum for y, if

{\ — a) k'^ or a point of inflexion, if (f— a) k <^ 0. ')

^12. Here again the meridian-section consists of a series of curves

which, however, now extends indefinite!}' upwards as well as down-

wards. For k'^ the higher curves in the

series show maxima and minima for y, the lower

ones points of inflexion, as represented diagram-

maticallv in fig. -4. For /; ^ on the other

hand the upper curves have points of inflexion

and the lower ones maxima and minima of y,

which case is obtained by turning fig. 4 upside

down. Putting \— a = ^ the successive minima

and maxima of a; satisfy the relations

z=izh

-= R.

2n\
/3 + -j^i2/

1 2n+l'
- a—^ H ~-~
2 6

2n

kR.

At the point where ^3 -\ changes its

(29)

sign

Fig. 4. (smallest value of ./!„„„) is the transition between

2m
the two kinds of cui-ves. If accidentally ,d = -^, ???, being a whole

number, the smallest value of .i'„„„ becomes zero and the case reduces

to tliat of the meridian-sections discussed in § 10.

1) Supposing for instance the meniscus to be formed between two co-axial

cylinders which are moistened by the liquid, the radii of tlie cylinders being E
and r, where r has to be small with respect to R a and R^ are determined by

the conditions xr = r and Xa = R', y- and h may still be chosen at will; one

might for instance take a = 0, while determining h by putting yu = 0.

2) In general therefore in this case the presence of a minimum or maximum
for y is not, as in the section 6 sqq, bound to /c > or llie existence of a point

of inflexion to k <0.

24
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.



Physics. — -'(yn thp ineasurement of surface tensions by means of

small drops or bubhles." By J. E. Verschaffelt. Supplement

N°. 42c/ to tlie Commiiiiications from the Physical Laboratory

al loeiden. (Coniinnnicated by Fiof. H. Kamkrlingh Onnes.)

(Gommunicaled in the meeting of June 29, 1918).

§ 1. The usual methods for the determination of surface tensions

by means of small drops or gas-bubbles, to which properly speaking

the method of the capillary rise also belongs, are based on the

measurement of the difference of hydrostatic pressure between the

two media inside and outside the drop or bubble; indeed the sur-

face-tension is given by the formula

<5= i(/*i-/^,)5'^i^o' (1)

where
f<,— yi, is the difference of the densities of the two contiguous

njedia, g the acceleration of gravity, R^ the radius of curvature at

the top of the meniscus and h the pressui-e-difference on the two

sides of the surface, measured as a column of the liquid in the

surrounding medium. If the drop (or the bubble) is so small, that

it may be considered as spherical, we may take for /i\ lialf of the

diameter of the drop (or bubble), or the radius of the capillary

tube, in which the liquid ascends, at least if there is no angle of

contact; in order, however, that the approximation obtained in that

way may be sufficiently close ^), the radius must be taken so small,

that as a rule the relative accuracy; of the measurement of the radius

remains far behind that which can i)e reached in the measurement

of h, whei-eas naturally it is desirable to linow R^ and h with the

same relative accuracy. In order that this may be possible, it is necessary

to make the measurements on drops oi- bubbles which are not too

small, in which case at the same time the necessity ai-ises of a

correction on account of the deviation from sphericity. *)

1) The relative error is of the order kR,;^, where A; = ^ —-^ [d. eq (2)).
O

') E() can also tje measured directly by an optical method icf. H. Siedentopf,

Diss. Göltingen, 1897); il may also be determined by uieasuiements on photographs

(cf for instance A. Ferguson, Phil. Mag., (6), 23, (1912) p. 417. A high accuracy

is, however, not obtained in that way.
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§ 2. Putting xa = r in eq. (10) of the previous comnnunication

(Siippl. N'. 42c') it reduces to

R,=r + ^ kr' —^ Pr* (3 log 2-2), .... (2)

from which R^ may be calculated, when /' is given and ^- is known
approximately. This value substituted in (1) gives

/^ = ^-i'- + i^^'M2%2-l) (3)

or

*ï = i (f<i—/^,) (M (4)
li h'

formulae which are already known ') and by means of which the

sui'face tension can be calculated to a third approximation from

the capillary rise h in a tube of radius ?-, which is completely

moistened by the liquid.')

These equations, when proper account is taken of the signs of

the various quantities, are applicable in every case, where the width

of a drop or bubble can be measured as also the pi-essure necessary

to form it. As an instance, when the liquid does not moist the wall

(mercury) the liquid may be forced up by an excess of pressure

from a very wide into a narrow communicating tube, until it pro-

trudes from the narrow tube in the form of a drop; A then is the

height of the liquid surface in the wide tube above the top of the

meniscus on the top of the capillary. ') Similarly when the capillary is

moistened by the liquid, the meniscus may be forced down by the

pressure of a gas, until a bubble is formed at the bottom of the

capillary. ")

V See for instance A. Winkelmann, Handbuch der ,Physik, 2e Aufl., I, (2),

1144 and 1159, 1908.

') For the case, when there is an angle of contact i, the following relation is

m
found by putting x = r and cp = ^ — i in eq. (9) of the previous communication

u

(Suppl. N". 42c)

M- i y «''c* i (1— .sm iy {\ + 2 sin i) -f-

' T T^ \ -\- 8171 i

^ — sec' i (1

—

sin i)' (1 -|- sin i -(- 2 .swi' i} -I- f — sec* i log
h*

' . V
.

, . .^^,
-

.,

2
^'^^

^) In this case eq. (3) and (4) remain valid without any modification, as both

h and R^y^ therefore also r, change sign (see previous comm ). This simple method,

which is independent of the angle of contact and which allows the capillary surface

being refreslied by removing the drcjp, does not appear to have been ever applied

to mercury.

*) Cf. A. WiNKELMANN, l.c, p. 116:2. See also furllier down in § 9. In this

manner, however, it is not the surface tension of the pure liquid in contact with

its vapuiir which is determined, but that of the binary system liquid gas.

24*
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^ 3. In dealing with a hanging di-op, (i^—,a, and // change sign (see

Suppl. N". 426') and eq. (4) becomes

r7 = i(M,-lu,)</Ar[l-i^-i'^,(2/o,^2-l)l . . . (4')

The practical application of this eqnation is not so simple, however,

as that of eq. (3), as a hanging drop formed at the end of a

capillary which commnnicates with a wide tube is not in stable

equilibrinm '). Bnt the eqnilibrinm may be made stal)ie by also

taking a narrow tnbe for the one with which the capillary

communicates, say by making the drop hang from a single capillary,

as in Skntis's method"); in that case, however, account must be

taken of the curvature of the meniscus in the narrow tnbe. If h^

is the distance between the tops of the two menisci, and A, the

ascension of the liquid in the narrow tube (which can be obtained

from a sej)arate measurement), it is evident, that in e(|. (4') the

8ub8titution :

h = /t,— /i,.

has to be made.

^ 4. Let us return to the case of a drop, say a mercury drop,

forming on the top of a capillary under the influence of an excess

of pressure from the li(piid in a very wide communicating tube

(section 2). When the mercury by raising the liquid in the wide

tube has reached the edge of the capillary, the meniscus i)i'()tru(ling

above it begins to curve more and more as the liquid gets higher,

so that the difference in level h between the two tubes, which

had remained constant so far, now increases. Soon the meniscus

attains the maximum-curvatui'e and at the same time the difference

in level h reaches a maximum.

This maximum occurs at the moment that R^ has its smallest value ')

which happens when R^ is all but equal to r, the radius of the

capillary (for simplicity A*„ is here taken as positive). Putting

1) An imperceptible fall of the level in the wide tube is sufficient to give an

appreciable increase to the radius of the hanging drop, through which h becomes

larger, while tlie capillary counter pressure diminishes; consequently the liquid

flows continuous. With a lying drop on the oilier hand /; diminishes and within

definite limits the equilibrium is stable (see also §§ 4 and 7).

«) Sentis, J. d. phys. 6 (1887) p 571.

2
*) Seeing that between // and i^o the relation /c /?= - holds (see previous comm.

in these proceedings).
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// =

—

\~ oy , where ih bas the meaning given in ^ 2 of the previous

communication and v) represents an intinitely small angle, ecpiation

(9) of the same communication, in view of (see eq. 8 and 8' i.e.)

rp=,'/ + tp=: ^ 4 ^kR,' (2 log 2 f 1) + (o,

takes the form:

r = /r> -I R^ [<o+ ikR,' (2 log 2 + l)]'-^ X:///-MrV ^^^^,' (6 log 2-1) . (6)

It follows, that the minimum of R^ is reached for

io,=-ikR,^ {2 log 2^1) (7)

.T

therefore for rp =z -, that is: exactly when ,r,i =: r. The surface
z

tension is thus given b}- the rehition (4), when r now represents

the radius of tbe capillai'y and h the greatest difference in level of

the mercury in the wide tube above the capillary ; conversely for

given r and k the greatest difference in level is given by equation (3).

§ 5. The mercury can still be raised to a higher level in both tubes.

The radius of curvature R„ at the top of the drop then again

increases, so that /t becomes smaller. All the same the mercury

continues to rise in the wide tube, that is: the height H = h -{-
i/

of the liquid in the wide tube above the top of the capillary (//

represents the height of the drop and is therefore here taken with

the positive sign) still increases. But this height also soon attains a

maximum.
ji

Putting again 'V = 1- ty, we have (eq. 4 of previous comm.)
z

H=:h + !^=.j^-]-R,
\
R,w (8)

from which, joined to the condition .r = const =: 7', it follows that

H is a maximum when

io,=.j,kR,^(\-log2),{RX--r f ^ A:r» - ^^ /.-V (12 % 2-17), (9)

so that

H,n= ~ +ir-^^^kr* , (10)
kr

whence
r r* \

i ,^-i(M,-M.)^^-.M I-It^ - iTTl • •
('1)

§6. To test the use of the method sketched out in sections 4 and 5

a few trials were made with mercury in contact with air. The wide

tube was so wide (± 2 cm in radius), that the meniscus could be
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considered as flat; tlio i-adiiis of' ilie iiari-ow ttibe at the to() wliicli

was seiisililj flat was 1.090 mm. Tlirongli a rubber tube llie wide

tube was connected with an adjustable funnel filled with mercury
;

by slowly raising the funnel the moments are easily marked at

which first k and then // attain a maximum ').

The maximum-values of h and 7/ were found to be to a high

degree dependent on the slowness with which the drop was being

formed'. From these experiments therefore a definite value for the

surface tension mercury-air did not follow. As an instance for a

drop which had been exposed to the air for a very long rime

/i„j =z 0.490 (at /'=:J7°.3) was found, which l)y means of eq. (4)

fi, — f/,
=z 13.55 g = 981) leads to

o — 0,355 (1 +0,074-0,006) =: 379,

wheieas immediately after the formation of a new drop the observ-

ation gave A = 0.592, whence ^> = 454.

Similarly an experiment where the meiciiry lan over about 1 min-

ute after the surface being renewed gave //,„== 0.708 (at 18°. 2 C)
whence (eq. 11)

a =51 3(1 -0,102 -0,004) = 459,

whereas for a drop which did not flow ovei' till after half an houi-

Hm = 0,Q5d, c. e. '7 = 423; after some hours these values had even

gone down to //,„ = 0,619, n = 393. ')

') The maximum of // rati he very easily observed by using a micrometer with

moveable cross-wire ; the fixed horizontal wire f is set on the meniscua in tlie

wide tube, the moveable wire 11, ;ilso horizontal, on the meniscus in the narrow

tube. The funnel is (irst moved up until the mercury protrudes above the narrow

tubf as an almost hemispherical meniscus: by now raising it very slowly or by

adding mercury a drop at the time, so that 1 and 11 rise slowly, the distance

I— II is seen to increase slowly and attain a greatest value. After that I and II

continue to rise, but the distance I-U now diminishes At the same time the

drop above the narrow tube is seen to bulge out more and more, to exceed

distinctly tiie half-sphere and finally fairly suddenly to swell and tlow over the

edge of the tube ; at that moment tlie level 1 falls very rapidly, so that H has

gone through a maximum.
2) This diminution of the surface tension of mercury which is exposed to the

air was first observed by Quincke (Pogg. Ann. 1 (1858) p. 105). Similarly Grünmach

(Ann. d. Phys
,
('4) 28 (1909) p. 247 ; method of capillary waves) found a much higher

value of T for fresh surfaces ('7=491,2 at about 18°) tlian for surfaces which

had been exposed to the air for half an hour (t = 405,0). See also VVinkelmann,

loc cit., p. 1 1G8.

Volatile vapours in tlie air also appear to lower the surface tension of mercury

very considerably; it was found in the experiments of § 6 that it was sutficient

to bring a piece of blotting paper soaked in benzene or alcohol near a practically

hemispherical drop in order to make it flow over at once.
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The usefulness of the metliod is sufficiently demonstrated by these

experiments. Moreover they can easil}' be so arranged, that the

surface tension is determined in vacuo, in which case |)robahly a

gradual change of o with the time would not show itself^).

§ 7. Instead of forming the mercury drop on the top of a capillary

it is possible to make it form at the bottom. This can be done by

closing a wide tube at the bottom l)y a plate with a small circular

hole; mercury being poured in, a small hanging drop is formed at

the orifice, which gives way at a definite maximum height of the

mercury in the tube, after which the meicury runs out. From the

observed maximum height and the radius of the opening the surface

tension of the mercury niay be derived.

If H represents the height of the liquid in the wide tube above

the opening, H= h'—y, li' being the height of the mercury in the

wide tube above the bottom of the hanging drop and y again

representing the height of the drop. In this case k is negative (see

2
Suppl. N'. 42c), hence k —— = — h' and H= — {h -\- y). The

condition for the maximum of H at constant .i' = ? then leads to

the same equations as in § 5, except that k and H have to receive

the negative sign.

It follows in the first i)lace that a>, (eq. 9) is negative; that

jr

is: the drop begins tu fall before 'p has reached the value — (see

§ 3), so that h in this case cannot reach its maximum value

(§ 4). In the second place according to eq. (11), H^ being reckoned

as positive,

o-=r|(ft~,,J.//y,„r(^l+|^^-i£^j . . . (11')

§ 8. By tliis method also a determination was made of o for

mercury, F'or this purpose a tube of 1.5 cm i-adius was closed at

the bottom by a plate, through a hole of which a short piece of

glass capillary (?*:= 0.522 mm) had been stuck. When mercury was

put into the tube a drop at a time, a drop was formed at the

lower end of the capillary which gave way before the hemisphere

had been reached.

Here again the value of H,n was very strongly dependent on the

time elapsing while the drop was being formed; the greatest value

1) In a vacuum Fürth (Wien. Sitz. Ber. |2a), 1:26 (1917) p. 329) found t — 440

to 445 at 18-G; in this no trace of a change of <t with the lime was observed.
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observed wavS H,,, = 1.230 wliicli gives:

Ö= 427 (I + 0,028 — 0,003) — 438

When (he tube was filled to a smaller height and then left to

itself, the drop could be seen to bulge out more and more and

finally give way in consequence of the diminution of o.

§ 9. When in a capillary tube, in which a liquid ascends, pressure

is exerted by means of a compressed gas, so that the meniscus is

forced down, until a gas bubble is formed at the bottom of the

capillary, the bubble is found to escape at a definite maximum value

of the difference between tiie gas-pressure and the hydrostatic pressure

at the bottom of the capillary. From this maximum of the pressure-

difference the surface-tension of (he liquid (in contact with the gas)

may be derived ^).

The phenomenon is of entirely the same nature as the one described

in § 5 and the theory may be developed in the same manner"). If

2

H represents the said difference of pressure, whereas A = —- again

repiesents the capillary pressure at (lie lowest point of the meniscus

and y (he height of (he bubble, then, as in § 5, H= h -\- i/ and,

as k and R are also positive, the same equations are obtained in

this case as in section 5
').

In this case h also obtains a maximum-value, which might also

be used as the basis for a determination of the surface-tension; in

that case eq. (4) would again apply. But the measurement of H is

simpler than that of h and therefore preferable from a practical

point of view.

§ 10. Several observers have derived surface tensions from measure-

^) The first to use this method was Simon (Ann. d. ch. et d. phys. (3), 32, 5,

1851), who assumed without sufficient proof, that tlie maximum pressure-difference

is determhied by the capillary rise, which is only correct for very narrow tubes.

Simon's method was used by several other, experimenters later on (see Winkelmann,

I.e., p. 1162).

3) See also: M. Cantor. Ann. d. Phys. (3), 47 (1892) p. 418; R. Feustel. Ann.

d. Phys. (4), 16 (1905; p. 61; A. F^erguson, Pliil. Mag., 28, 1914 p. 13% and

E. ScHRÖDiNGER, AuH. d. Phys., (4), 46 (1915) p. 413.

h In accordance with what was found by SghrOdinger, (1 c)- It is not astonishing

that Cantor, Feustel and Ferguson find an incorrect expression for the second

correction-term in these equations, seeing that — apart from errors of calculation

by Cantor and Ferguson — the authors in their reductions assume a spherical

shape for the drop, although tlie second correction-term is actually determined by

the deviation from the spherical shape.
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nients on drops without pressure-rneasiii'emeuts. ') With small drops

the surface tension is then derived from the deviation from the

spherical shape; in tiiat case pi'inci|)ally equations (10) and (10") of

the previous communication (or (2) of the present paper) are to be

applied, whicli lead to the relations:

IL—r
1 - 2- (3% 2 -2)

r

r

«„— r
(12)

,8

^'=i(f',-f',).9-'^- %2, (13)
r—

V

r being the largest radius of the drop (its half breadth) and // the

distance from the top to the plane of the section with radius r.

Seeing that here the determination of u depends on the exact

liiiowledge of the numerical value of terms which only served

as correction-terms in the method of the pressure-measurement,

this method cannot but give much less accurate results than the

previous one. But its use seems indicated fot' liquids which can oid}-

be obtained in very small quantities.

§ 11. A third manner of determining surface-tensions by mean of

small drops consists in measuring the weight of small falling drops.

It follows from the equations (25) and (19') of the previous com-

munication, that the volume of a small constricted hanging drop is.

2nr'G f r'\v= 1
. (U)

0*2 -Ml).'/ V ^'O/

r' being the radius of the circular neck. When the drop is made

to fall from a very thin rod — this would be the method, if the

liquid moistens the wall — or from a very narrow tube — in the

opposite case — ^) r' is not equal to the radius r of the rod or

tube, but the difference is very small. Indeed the drop does not

fall at the moment, when r = r' ; before it falls away the drop

1) See WiNKELMANN, loc cil., p. 1160. See also J. E. Verschaffelt and Gh. NicAisE,

Bull. Acad, de Belg., 1912 p. 192.

3) Properly speaking equation (14) only holds for a drop Jianging in equilibrium

and not for a drop forming from a tube while flowing (cf. Winkelmann loc. cit.

p. 1162). It appears from § 7. that a constricted drop cannot hang in equilibrium

from the opening of a tube, if the drop is in free connection with liquid in a

wide tube. A strongly constricted drop is only possible, if the connection with the

free surface in the wide tube is broken, for instance by the interposition of a tap;

by opening the tap very little the drop may be made to form very slowly, until

it falls : at any moment it can then be looked upon as in equilibrium and its

further deformation may be prevented by closing the lap. Similarly a strongly

constricted drop may form at the end of a long capillary, through whicli the

liquid flows very slowly (cf. also § 3).
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contractb a little more, tlie volume thereby increasing slighdj, until

it reaches a maximum. For according to eq. (17) of the previous

communication, when .i- == r differs very little from /, = 7-', the

volume contained between the circles of radii r and ;•' is equal to

.-ir" y 2r^Jr^-^y), so that the volume of the drop up to the plane

of suspension is equal to ,

y'^^l!^!^ + . . . . ^ jrr" l/2r'"(7^r'),

and this is a maximum, when

r'=:r(l-iFO (15)

The maximum-volume will still be represented with sufficient

accuracy by e(j. (14), if /•' is replaced by r.

Wlien the maximum is reached, the smallest further supply of

liquid must necessarily make the drop break off. If G is the weight

of the drop'), it follows from eq. (14) with r instead of r' that

2.ni\ ^ rJ 2jrr 27Tr\ V ^ v J

This is therefore the formula which in the case of a very small

drop has to re|)Iace the simpler expression used by Quincke. ').

1) 6r = (^j— ^i) (/y; G is therefore the apparent weight, not reduced to a

vacuum.

^) It is perliaps not superfluous to point out, that the expression (16) may be

deduced iu the following simple manner. The molecular forces (surface tension)

along the circular neck of the drop make equilibrium with its weight and the

hydrostatic pressure on the plane of the neck; hence according to (3') of the

previous communication

2o
2nrr> — (?-[--. nr\

where the term — xr^ {u<i— ,Ux) gij has been neglected. This equation agrees with

the relation which is found in calculating the capillary rise by the so-called weight-

method (see previous comm); in a certain sense, however, it must be considered

as its opposite: in both cases the surface tension balances a hydrostatic pressure

and a weight, but whereas in the case of the capillary rise the weiglit is introduced

as a correction, here on the other hand the same is true for the hydrostatic pressure.

Seeing that lor mercury k = 30 about and for water /c = 1 3, r must not be

r

greater than U,07 to 0,11 mm. in order that the correction-term -- be 0,1. in

order that this term may be still further reduced, as is necessary for the accuracy

of the method, in view of the further unknown terms which have been neglected,

much narrower capillaries would have to be used and this would diminish the

accuracy of the measurement of r. This shows that the method of the weighing

of falling drops is nol a very suitable one for the determination of surface tensions.

*) Pogg. Ann., 134, (1868) p. 365. See also Winkelmann, loc. cit., p. 1147

and 1161, and Th Lohnstbin, Ann. d. Phys., 20. (190Q) p. 288.



Chemistry. ''The Phenomenon Electrical Stiperfension". Hy Prof.

A. Smits. (Communicated l\v Prof. P. Zkkman).

(Gommunicaled in the meeting of June 29, 191 S).

It has alread}' been pointed out iu a previous coinuuiiiicatiou ')

that the jnetals which furnish the so-called unattackable electrodes,

differ from the other metals iu this that they are ideally inert, so that the

potential difference of such a metal electrode with respect to an

electrolyte is governed by the pievailing electron-concentration in

this electrolyte. Let us now suppose that a smooth platinum-electrode

immersed in an aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid, is made

cathode, it is then easy to see what will happen.

The two equilibria that ai'e to be considered here, are:

Pt^Pt' * +4<^
and H,:^2H + 2<9

the former of which is entirely determined by the electron concen-

tration of the hydrogen equilibrium.

When we immei-se a platinum electrode in a solution of hydrochloric

acid, the platinum ion-concentration in the electrolyte will be

imperceptibly small. Yet we can speak of a platinum equilibrium in

the electrolyte, which, as was already remarked, is entij-ely

determined by the electron-concentraticn of the hydrogen equilibrium.

In virtue of this it may be said that platinum is a hydrogen-

electrode from the very first, but so long as the hydrogen has not

yet appeared as second phase, the platinum will be a hydrogen-

electrode, corresponding with a hydrogen pressure smaller than the

pressure under which the electrolyte is.

When we make the platinum cathode, there aie electrons added

to it, and a consequence of this will be that hydrogen-ions from

the electrolyte are deposited on the metal surface, and are dissolved

in it, from which it appears that the hydrogen is of course not

immediately present as a new phase. When the internal equilibrium :

sets in very i-apidly on the metal surface, this internal e(piilibrium

would already have been established in the metal surface in spite

1) These Proc.
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of the supply of electrons. But above a certain current density,

which evidently lies very low, this is no longer the case, and the

nielal-surface will contain more hydrogen ions and elections than

corresponds with the internal equilibrium. In consequence of this

the potential difference, as appears from the formula

RT
,

Kn (Hs

)

A = In
F (Hl )

will be more negative than when iidernal equilibrium had been

established. Let us now suppose that the current density is continually

increased, the potential difference becoming continually more negative,

then at a given moment super-saturation of hydrogen will set in

in the metal surface, and at a certain degree of super-saturation

hydrogen will be generated as second phase. When the current

density is kept constant, the potential difference can now diminish

a little, but on increase of the current density the potential difïerence

will now also increase further, because, even when hydrogen

generation takes place, this process can yet be accompanied with an

increase of the concentration of the hydrogen ions in the surface

of the electrode, and besides because the formation of the gas

bubbles through the diminution of the surface of contact metal-

electrolyte, causes the current density to increase very greatly. As

at the momejit that the hydrogen begins to separate as second phase,

the metal surface contains moie hydrogen ions and electrons than

corresponds with the internal ecpiilibriuni, the potential difference

at his moment will be more strongly negative than corresponds with

the state of internal equilibrium, which is in accordance with the

above mentioned formula. This internal equilibrium sets in when without

passage of a current, hydi'ogen of a pressure of 1 atmos|)here is

conducted round the platinized platinum electrode. The difference

between this equilibrium potential of the hydrogen and the potential

difference, at which during the passage of the current, the hydrogen

begins to separate as second phase on the unattackable electrode

for the first time, is called ".mperteitsion". It is clear that in the

light of the newer views this phenomenon is not distinguished from

the phenomenon of the cathodic polarization in any respect. The

supertension of hydrogen is, accordingly, nothing but a consequence

of the retardation in the establishment of the internal equilibrium

during its electrolytic separation, and the supertension in case of

all the othsr gas-generations can be explained in exactly the same way.

It has been found that the amount of the supertension for the

same current density is still dependent on the nature of the metal
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electrode; nor is tins strange in tlie liglit of these considerations,

for the different metal electrodes will exert a diffei-ent catalytic

action on the establishment of the internal hydrogen eqtiilibrinm.

But -not on]y the nature of the electrode, but also the condition in

which a certain electrode is, will l)e of influence on the supertension.

A polished platinum electrode or a platininized platinum electrode

tlo not give the same result; in the latter case the supertension is

practically zero, which can be explained l)y the fact that the mnch
larger surface of the catalyst causes a rapid establishment of the

internal equilibrium, to which is added that the actual current

density is much stnaller than is supposed, exactly in consequence

of this lai'ger surface. Finally also the electi'olyte can exert influence

on the setting in of the internal equilibrium, and thus we see that

the polarization phenomena at gas-generations can be surveyed and

accounted for with all other electrolytic |iolarization phenomena
from the same point of view.

Consider^ntmis in the liglit of the theory of phases. A so-called

unattackable metal as hydrogen electrode.

In my preceding communication "On the Electromotive Behaviour

of Metals" ') I have already treated the unattackable electrodes and

their efficiency as gas-electrodes. In this 1 have demonstrated that

the result of these considerations can be given in a A, .«-fig. in a

lucid way.

That a platinum electrode, immersed in an acid solution, and

surrounded by hydrogen of one atmosphere indicates the hydrogen

potential in correspondence with, this pressure, is elucidated by the

adjoined fig. 1, which holds e.g. for atmospheric pressure and con-

stant total- ion-concentration.

Though the equilibrium-normal-potential of platinum is not known
to us in consequence of its great inertia, yet it may be said with

certainty that this potential of the equilibrium, if it could be mea-

sured, would be very strongly positive with respect to the hydrogen.

The concentration of the electrolyte r would therefoie practically

quite coincide with the axis for the hydrogen. With a view to

lucidity I have however purposely not made the point c coincide

with the H,-axis in this schematic drawing.

Let us now imagine that a platinum electrode is immersed in

') 1. c.
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an electrolyte of the concentration :}\, and that the electrode is snr-

rounded with hydrogen of a pi-essure of 1 aim., then onr conclusion

from the preceding communication that namely the platinnm eqni-

librinm iii the liqnid is governed by the electron concentration of

the hydrogen equilibrium in the electrolyte, or in other words that

A=0

A

Fig. 1.

the platinum electrode becomes hydrogen electrode, has the follow-

ing meaning

:

It appears from the A, .f-fig. 1 that the potential ditference of the

hydrogen with respect to the electrolyte x, is indicated by point c',

lying on the metastable prolongation of ac.

Now it follows, however, from the considerations given here that

platinum will present the same potential difference a,s hydrogen in

the experiment mentioned here, and that the electrolyte will, thei'e-

fore, not only be electromotively in equilibrium with hydrogen, but

also with platinum. This means therefore that c' does not only lie

on the prolongation of ac, but at the same time on a line that has

taken tlie place of be. The line he referred to the electrolytes which

coexist electromotively with platinum in internal equilibrium, whereas

we now have to do with a curve that indicates the electrolytes that

can coexist with a state of platinum disturbed in a base direction;

hence this cui-ve lies above be, and is here indicated by b'c'.
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The potential ditFerence, which we therefore measure at the pla-

tinum electrode in the case supposed here, is (lie potential difference

for the three-phase equilit)rium dc'e', in which a repi-esents the

hydrogen phase, c the electrolyte, and e llie hydrogen-containing

platiiium phase. It is clear that in this binary figure it is in fact

impossible to indicate the composition of the j)Iatiniim electrode as

the electrode contains atoms and ions of platinum and hydrogen

as well as electrons. The composition of the electrode is in consequence

of this indicated in platinum and hydrogen in total.

As was already said c lies practically on the hydrogen axis, and

as in the case that an attackable electrode is used as hydrogen

electrode, the iinattackable electrode is immersed in an electrolyte

which is practically free from the ions of the electrode material,

the concentration a\ lies likewise entirely on the hydrogen side, so

that like c also the point c' will practically coincide with a, i.e.

the different unattackable electrodes, applied as hydrogen electrode,

will practically present the same potential difference under the same
circumstances.

The Sitpertenaion elucidated by Means of the L,x-Fi<i.

When we immerse a smooth platinum electrode in a large quantity

of an electrolyte of the concentration .r,, and when we then make
it cathode, fig. 2 gives the successive states. Before the platinum

electrode is made cathode, we have electromotive equilibrium between

the electrolyte m and the disturbed hydrogen-containing platinum

phase n. As soon as the platinum becomes cathode, platinum- and

hydrogen ions are deposited on the metal surface, and as the

establishment of the equilibrium in the metal surface cannot keep

pace with the ion-separation, we get a platinum sui-face that is still

more greatly disturbed, in which there are more platinum and more

hydrogen ions and also more electrons present than corresponds with

the state of equilibrium. Hence a moment after the passage of the

current the point ?i' indicates the potential diffei-ence and the com-

position of the disturbed, hydrdgen-containing platinum electrode, so

that now la and n' repiesent the coexisting phases.

With increasing density of the cui-rent the electromotive two-

phase equilibrium moves continually upwards in our A,.r-figure, and

it might be thought that the hydrogen can be separated for the first

time as phase at the very moment that the line indicating the elec-

trolytes that can coexist with a platinum electrode of definite
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disturbance, passes fhrough the point c'' , ov in other words at the

moment that the distin'bance of tiie platinum electrode has increased

to such an extent that the potejitial ditference is indicated by a

horizontal line passing Ihi'ongh c".

'_L-A'-0

A +

This would, however, be the case when the hydrogen could have

assumed internal equilibrium in the metal surface, and when there

was, therefore, no supertension. As was already said the supertension

is just to be explained by this that also the establishment of the

internal equilibrium of the hydrogen cannot keej) pace with the

ion-separation. Hence the hydrogen appears as second phase for the

first time not when the potential difference of the metal phase has

risen to c", but to a higher point, e.g. c'. In correspondence with

the concentration of the electrolyte, the curves <i'c and b"c intersect

in this point, which curves refer to the electrolytes which can

coexist with a disturbed hydrogen phase, resp. platinum phase.

The hydi-ogen phase (/', which therefore is generated, is a disturbed

hydrogen phase, as it contains more hydrogen-ions and electrons

than corresponds with the state of internal equilibrium.

The supei'tension can now directly be read from the figure; it

is equal to the distance c'c".

Now it should be borne in mind that the point c practically

coincides with the hydrogen axis, and that when a platinum elec-
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trode is immersed in an aqueous solution of an acid, the concen-

tration .r, practically coincides with (he hydrogen point, and conse-

quently the point of intersection c' will likewise [)ractically lie on

the hydrogen axis.

It is clear that the considerations given here are general, and

will, therefore, also ap|)ly to tlie supertensiou of other gases.

As was demonstrated there is no essential difference between tlie

phenomenon of supertensiou and that of polarization. The former

is only a little more complicated iu so far that here also an unattac-

kable electrode has been inserted into the system.

When, however, we consider the phenomenon of supertensiou at

non-unattackable electrodes, every difference with the ordinary

phenomenon of polarization has disappeared.

Amsterdam, General and Anorganic- Chemical Laboratory

June 18, 1918. of the Univerdty.
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Chemistry. — ''On the Periodic Passivity of Iron, 11". By Prof.

A. Smits and C. A, Lobry dk Bruyn. (Coinnmiiicated by

Prof. P. Zeeman). r ^-. ^^ yw^ k aV

(Communicated in the meeting of June 29, 1918).

Periodic passivity in experiments with sealea-in iron electrodes.

In a previous communication ^) on this subjoct we have shown

how we have succeeded in calling forth the phenomenon of

periodic passivity on anodic poUirisation of i)-on in a solutioji of

0,473 gr. mol Fe SO, -|- 0,023 gr. mol Fe Cl, per litre. In these

experiments we made use of an iron electrode 0.3 cm. long with

an area of db 0.3 cm*, which was sealed into the sliort leg of a

U-shaped tube by means of shellac. The considerations that led us

to these investigations were the following. During the anodic solution

of iron in a solution of Fe SO^ the internal equilibrium in the

metal surface above a certain density of current, can be disturbed

so greatly that passivity appears. When into the solution CI, Br., or

1-ions are introduced in a suflicient concentration, which need,

however, be only exceedingly small, activation of the iron suddenly

makes its appearance. It follows from this that for a definite density

of current, given by the velocity of solution of the iron, it must

be possible to find a halogen-ionconcentration, for which at a definite

moment the chance that the iron remains passive, is equally great

as the chance that it becomes active.

When at this moment the density of current is slightly diminished,

the transition passive-active is sure to take place.

The iron anode in the passive state will dissolve only exceedingly

little, the iron, which has now become active, will, however, go

very greatly into solution.

Tn consequence of this the contact of the halogen-ions with the

iron will diminish, and as the iron is now almost entirely with-

drawn from the catalytic influence of the halogen-ions, it can again

pass into the passive state.

Since, however, as has been said, the passive iron dissolves very

little, and the processes which now take place at the anode consist

1) These Proc.
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of the discharge of (he SO'\-ions with the subsequent 0,-generation,

and further of a concentration increase of the halogen-ions, activation

will again make its appearance througli this latter- process at a

given moment etc.

This surmise was perfectly confirmed, and using Dr. Mou/s
excellent galvanometer, we photographed some exceedingly regular

periodic curves, the maxima and minima of which differed 1.74

Volt in situation. These graphs were, howevei-, still incomplete in so

far that the lines of time still failed.

In our further researches we made use of a jihotographic registra-

tion arrangement with time-signal-apparatus manufactured at this

laboratory, so that also the time-lines are visible on the new photos,

and accordingly a better idea of the regularity of the phenomenon

can be formed.

We intend to answer several other questions by means of this

arrangement, but before proceeding to do so we will first give a

photographic representation of the phenomenon of the periodic

passivity, under about the same circumstances as before, but now
with registration of the time.

This photograph is gi\'en in Fig. 1. The potential difference again

ranges here from about —0,3 Volt with respect to the 1 norm,

calomel electrode in the active state, to about f 1,4 Volt, in the

passive state, the current density retrogi-essing from 33 m.Amp. to

28 m.Amp. per cm'. Since the time-lines, which are at a distance

of 3,3 seconds from each other, are now also di-awn, the regularity

of the phenomenon can be much better observed than before. The

maxima lie 6,15 seconds apart. Fig 1 shows further that the iron

was only a short time active, and comparatively long passive. The

electrode was sealed in as before, and 1,5 cm. long, and the

siphon of the auxiliary electrode was halfway of the height of the

electrode. The solution contained 0,72 gr. mol. FeSO^ and =t 0,014

gr. mol. Fed
3

|)er litre solution.

The content of FeCl^ was, thei-efore, much smaller than before,

hence the |)eriüdicity appeared hei'e already at a smaller current density.

Fig. 2 refers to an experiment with the same electrode, but taken

with a slightly smaller current density, viz. 30— 25 m.Amp. As is

very apparent from this photograph, this has caused the periods to

become longer, and the time during which the iron was in active

slate to become about equally long as the time in which the iron

was passive.

It is remarkable that when we endeaxour to proceed in the

same direction, atid try to make the active state last siill longer

25*
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by diiiiiriisliiiig the current density siill more, this can only be main-

tained for a short time, and a state soon sets in again as reproduced here.

Periodic passivity in experiments with iron electrodes

that luere not sealed in.

The following experiment was made with an electrode that was

not sealed in, but in which an iron electrode was simply immer-

sed 1.5 cm. deep into the electrolyte, the siphon of the auxiliary

electrode being placed (juite at the bottom against the iron electrode.

In this case (here was always an activating influence, starling from

the iron at the height of the liquid level, but in preliminary experi-

ments we had already found that this activating influence did not,

however, prevent the iron at the bottom of the electrode, which

was 1,5 cm. long, from exhibiting pretty regular periodic passivity.

Fig. 3 shows the result obtained in this experiment. The pheno-

menon is, indeed, not quite so regular as with the sealed-in elec-

trodes, but the difference is not great.

Periodic passivity at dijkerent heights under the liquid level.

We will now examine what is the behaviour of a non-sealed

electrode at different heights under the liquid level.

F'or this purpose experiments were made with an electrode which

was immersed much deeper, viz. more than 5 cm. under the liquid

surface. When the auxiliary electrode was again placed quite at the

bottom, a pretty regular periodicity was observed, just as in case

of less deep immersion ; this is shown by Fig. 4. When the auxiliary

electrode was placed 1.5 cm. above the lower end against the iron

electrode, the activating influence exerted from above, was already

very clearly noticeable. Thus Fig. A^a shows that though the pheno-

menon IS still regular, the character of the curve has been greatly

modifled. The periods are much shorter and the passive state lasts

very short, and what is very remarkable, now a longer duration of

the activity than of the passivity can be maintained.

In the following experiment we have |>laced the auxiliary elec-

trode halfway up the immersed part, hence ± 2.5 cm. from the

bottom, and under these circumstances still greater modifications

were found, consisting in this that the iron did not always become

equally strongly active, and that regularly two less active states

were followed by a more active one, or that alternately a more

active and a less active state followed, as is clearly shown by Fig.
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5 and 5a. The next ligiire G roters to the pheiioinenoii thai occurs

when the auxiliai'}' electrode is placed only 1 nun. under the liquid

level against the iron electrode, and from this we see how greatly

the activating intluence issuing from the iron at the level of the

liquid surface, disturbs the periodicity ; the regularity now consists

only in this that the most active state recurs at pretty regular times.

As might be expected the strength of the polarising current was

perfectly regularly periodic.

Injiuence of the area of the surface on the periodic passivity.

In conclusion we have examined what is the influence of an

enlargement of the immersed surface. For this purpose we have

made an experiment with a Spiral, of which 5 windings, with a

joint length of 60 cm. were immersed into the electrolyte. The

cathode was placed inside the windings, the auxiliary electrode being

placed against the second winding from above. While the strength

of the current was again regularly periodic, the potential difference

exhibited very irregular oscillations, as Fig. 7 clearly shows. The

irregularity was snch that even the most active state did not recur

regularly, and the whole curve, therefore, shows the periodicity

under the influence of great disturbances. Hence it could be clearly

perceived when observing the iron electrode, that this was never

passive resp active throughout the whole area at the same moment,

but that different parts were activated at different times.

This curve is a very fine demonstration of the fact observed by

us already before that a piece of iron can be passivated with the

more difficulty as the surface is greater.

Amsterdam, General and Anorg. Chemical

June 27, 1918. Laboratory of the University.



Chemistry. — ''On the Si/stei)i /ron-0.rf/gen'\ By Prof. A. Smits

and J. M. Bjjvoet. (Communicated by Prof. S. Hoogewerff).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 29, 1918).

The equilibria lo wliicfi the reactions between iron-oxides and

reducing gases as carbon oxide and hydrogen give rise, have

ah-eady repeatedly been a subject of a scientific research.

Thus of the gas phase of the three-phase equilibria FeO -f- Fe -|- G

and Fe,0^ -|- FeO -f- Gr the ratio 7füY\ '"^^P- /uTvT ^^'^^ studied ^).

(ÜUJ ("s^)

Three-phase systems of three components were studied, i.e. systems

that were monovariant at constant pressuie. In this there was, however,

no need (o keep the pressure constant, because the above-mentioned

relations are inde|)endent of this. As result the researches with

CO as reducing gas yielded two equilibrium curves, which may
be called three-phase curves foi- the homogeneous equilibrium

in the gas phase which coexists with two solid phases, namely one

for FeO + Fe + G, and another for FejO, -f- FeO ~\- G, of which

ScHEFFER ') showed that they had to intersect in virtue of the heat-

effect of the conversions.

Researches with H^ as substance of reduction did not only give

the situation of the three-phase line for Fe -|- FeO -{- G, but also

that for Fe + t GjO^ -|- G. The latter was made probable by Reinders,

who also computed the situation of the ilnee-phase line for FegO^

-[- FeO -|- G in this system from the corresponding line for the reduction

with CO by the aid of the water-gas equilibrium. When we trace

the three-phase curves for FejO, + FeO -|- G and for FeO + Fe +
G for the case G = CO -f- COj, we get the following figure when

log K is drawn as function of T, in which figure a third three-

phase line for Fe -[- Fe^O^ -j- G must slart from the point of inter-

section, which is here a quadruple point as Scheffer has noticed.

') A survey of the literature of these researches has been given in Reinders'

paper on: the equilibria of iron-oxide wiUi hydrogen and water vapour. Ghem-
Weekblad 16, 180- (li)18K

») These Proc. Vol. XIX, p. 63Ü.
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o
o

FE+HgV^
'3Q»+Q

Fig. 1.

O71 the mixture of the solid phases Fe^Oj and FefO^.

Now the question presents itself vvhellier there exists also a three-

phase line for Fe,0, + Fe^O^ + G ').

SosMAN and Hostetter ') think that they have 10 derive from their

determinations about the tension of dissociation and the diffraction

of light of mixtui-es Fe^Oj + FejO^ that the oxides Fe^O^ and Fe^O^

in the solid state are niiscible if not in all proportions, yet very

near the concentration F3O4. If there really existed a continnous

nnxed crystal series here, there would not appear a three-phase

curve for FejOj -f" ^^'^s^^ ^^ Gr» ^"d the figure discussed here would

be complete.

It is, however, the question whether on the ground of Sosman

and Hostetter's researches we may conclude to a continuous mixed

crystal series. When we draw up a /;,.r-section of the system

oxygen-iron corresponding to the temperature 1100°, on the

assumption that Fe^O, and FcjO^ are only miscible to a limited

degiee in the solid state, we arrive at the schematic i-'epresentation

drawn in fig. 2.

In this /;,,i'-section, in which it is assumed that the oxides present

a certain mixture in the solid state, the line df represents the

mixed crystals that are rich in Fe^Oj, and which coexist with the

vapours 6 e, the line g h referring to mixed crystals rich in Fe,0^,

which can coexist with the vapours eh.

k point on the line df, here />, corresponds with the concen-

tration Fe^Oj, and thus a point of the line g h, viz. q, corresponds

with concentration Fe„0^.

It follows immediately from this what curve we must get, when

1) These Proc. 19, 175 (1916) Reindkrs has supposed the existense of such an

equilibrium but the results of the experiments of Sosman and Hostetter, were

unacquanted at that lime.

2) Journal Amer. chera Sec 38, 837 (1916).
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we stmt from Fe,0,, and every time take away a quantity of tlie

ftjOj+L

1^203+G

FEgO^G

Feo+g

FeO+Re

Fb-ho

III

FEaOjPfcjQjïbO

Fig. 2.

Fk

vapour phase at the constant tempeiature of e.g. 1100°. The total

concentration will then change in the direclion from Fe,0, to Fe^O^,

and in this the pressure will also be subjected to a change.

First the pressure will gradually descend from p to ƒ. During

this decrease of pressure two phases coexist, viz. mixed crystals rich

in Fe^Og and vapours consisting almost exclusively of oxygen. When

the pressure has I'allen to that of the three-phase equilibriuui e fg,

a mixed crystal phase g rich in FjO^ will be deposited by the side of

the mixed crystal phase ƒ rich in FejOj, aud a three-phase system

arises of which the phase rule demands that the pressui-e remains

constant in case of equilibrium. On continued withdrawal of a part

of the gas phase, during which tiie total concentration continually

moves to the right, the pressuie therefore remains constant until the

last trace of the mixed crystal phase rich in Fe^O» has entirely

disappeaied. At this moment only the vapour and the mixed crystal

phase (} rich in FejO^ coexist, and on further withdrawal of the gas

phase the pressure will again descend regularly, in which the solid

phase moves downward along gh.

When we now draw the vapour tension a8 function of the total

concentration, theory predicts Ihat

on partial mixing of the two oxides

FejOj and FejO^ in the solid state,

a broken line as is schematically

represented in fig. 3, will be found,

tiie middle part of which runs

horizontally.

This is the theoretical curve,

and now it is directly to be seen,

P

7Ï2O3 X
Fig. 3.

FÈ,a3"4
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in what the experimeiilally determined ciiive will differ from i(.

In the first place it is self-evident that through all kinds of

disturbing influences of these small pressures, as e.g. the presence

of traces of adsorbed gases or contaminations, and the slow pro-

gress of the dissociation, there is a great chance that the middle

part will not be found to be horizontal, but more or less sloping;

FE,a3U4

3

V

ffenO,

Fig. 5.

FfeA

and in the second place the transition of the two sloping parts to

the horizontal part will not be found to be discontinuous, but always

continuous, especially when many observations are made in the

immediate neighbourhood of ƒ and <j. Instead of the above given

broken line the continuous curve of fig. 4 will, therefore, be found

in the most favoui-able case.

When with these curves we compai-e the lines found by Sosman

and HosTETTER, which have been reproduced in fig. 5, we see that

the found curves closely resemble those which theory led us to

expect for only partial mixture of Fe203 and FejO^ in the solid state.

Everything depends on this whether the non-horizontal course of

the middle [)ortion is essential or not, for if this is essential and

the observed pressures correspond with the states of equilibrium,

this course of the isotherm would really plead in favour of the

existence of a continuous mixed crystal seiies. Sosman and Hostetter

see a confirmation of the view that the mixing of FCjOj and FejO^

is continuous in the fact that the indices of refraction of the mix-

tures change far from proportionally with the quantity FejO^ between

hematite {s = 2,78) and magnetite {11 = 2,42).

They give namely the following results.
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Concentration of the mixture
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deem it, tlierefore, desirable to consider the possibility that in fig. 1

there should be added another three-phase curve, viz. that for

Fe,0, + Fe, 0, + G lying under that for FeO -f Fe,0, + G.

This situation gives rise to the question, w^hether this new three-

phase line can intersect another. If it intersected the three-phase

line for Fe -f- Fe, 0^ -|- G, the mutual relation would be as given

in fig. 6.

Fig. 6.

The conclusion that the thtee-phase lines for Fe -)- FeO -f- G and

Fe^ 0^ + P^eO -|- G intersect, and that this point of intersection indicates,

therefore, the lowest temperature at which FeO can occnr stable

by tha side of the gas phase G, is entirely in accordance with the

sign of the conversion which must lake place in this point on

withdrawal of heat, viz.

:

4 FeO -^ Fe + Fe, O, + a cal. ')

When also the three-phase lines for Fe -|- Fe, 0^ -)- G and Fe, O3 -f-

~h ^3 ^^1 4" Gr intersected in the way indicated here, then theconversion :

3 Fe, 0, -^ Fe + 4 Fe, O3

would have to take place in this point of intersection on withdrawal

of heat, but this is in contradiction with the heat-effect of this reaction.

It follows namely from the measurements that:

3Fe,0, -^ Fe + iFe^O»— b cal. ')

The supposition expressed in fig. 6 should, therefore, be rejected.

Now there remain two possibilities, namely these that the two

three-phase lines for Fe. 0, -f FeO + G and Fe, 0, -\~ Fe^ 0, -f G
intersect at higher temperature, but that melting sets in, before this

intersection takes place. In this case we get a situation as has been

schematically given by fig. 7.

i) Comptes Rendus 120, 623 (1895).

') loc. cil.
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Fig. 7.

Another possibility' is this that the Just inentioned intersection

does take phice in the stable region, and tlien the situation of tlie

lines is represented in fig. 8.
')

Fig. 8

It will be pretty easy to decide experimentally which of these

two tignres represents what really takes place. We will draw the

attention on the fact that the transition point of iron is intensionally

not considered here.

The Blast-Furnace Process.

What precedes gives time a snrvey of the three-phase lines and

1) It is clear that when FejOa and FejOi become miscible above a definite

temperature in all proportions, the line for FegO^ +- Fe203 + G ends abruptly.
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the two-phase regions in the system Fe—CO—CO, (resp, Fe—H,

—

H,0), iiiid this has rendered it |)0ssible to elucidate the reduction

processes, which e. g. take [)lace in blast-furnaces, from beginning to

end by means of a graphical representation ^).

For this purpose we ciioose one of onr last two tignres, e. g. the

Fig. 9.

more probable one, fig. 7, and draw in tiiis the line pQ for the

eqniiibrinm

CO, + C ^ 2C0

as this is situated in the blast-furnace.

Thus arises fig. 9, and the processes that take place in tlie blast-

furnace are read from the graphical representation bearing in mind

that then tlie course of this line of e(|uilibrium should be followed

through the different regions given here. We then start from point

P and end in point Q.

In this way we see that theoretically the reduction from Fe,0, to

FejO^ takes place for the first time in the point a. then in b the

reduction from Fe^O, to FeO, in c that from FeO ro Fe, and finally

in d melting of the iron. Hence we shall remain in each of these

') The Figure can easely be completed considering tlie formation ot cementit

t)ut this is omitted liere intensionally. Reindkr« (Proceedings 19, 175 (1916) has

already indicated partly the equilibriums with cementit.
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points of intersection whicti represent four-phase equilibria on addition

of heat, until one of the phases has been completely converted.

It is known that especially the equilibria with carbon are com-

paratively slowly established below 800°, which is the reason that

in experiments with flowing gas, the just mentioned stage-wise

reactions are found at temperatures above those corresponding with

the points a, h, and c.

Derivation of the P,T-Fic)nre of the System 0—Fe from the Equilibria

of the Iron-Oxides nnth Reducing resp. Oxidising Gases.

When it is borne in mind that an equilibrium as the following.

Fe.O, -f H,:;t3FeO-|- H,() (1)

may be conceived as consisting of the two equilibria:

2Fe,0,^6FeO-hO, (la)

and
2H,0:;!:2H, -hO, {lb)

and likewise

Fe,0, + CO;^3FeO + CO, (2)

as consisting of the equilibria-

2Fe30, ;16FeO-hO, (2a)

and
2C0, ;^ 200 -1-0, {2b)

it is clear thai from the ecjuilibria (i) and {lb) resp. (2) and {2b)

the situation of {\(i) can be derived, and the same thing may be

said in reference to the other equilibria that are considered here.

It also follows from this that where the three-phase line for

FeO -f Fe,0, + (CO + CO,) was studied, also FeO -\- Fe^O, + 0,

were in equilibrium with each other. Hence the shape of part of

the P,T-projection of the system -)- Fe can be derived from the

situation of the determined lines of equilibrium.

Thus it is immediately seen that, the three-phase lines for Fe -|-

FeO + (CO -I- CO,) and for FeO + Fe,0, + (CO + CO,) intersecting

this must also be the case with the three-phase lines of Fe -)- FeO -|- G
and of FeO + FcjO, -f G in the system 0— Fe.

When we express this in a diagram, and when we also assume

the existence of the three-phase line Fe^O» -|- FejO^ -|- G, we arrive

at the following P,T-projection (Fig. 10) on the assumption, as was

also supposed in fig. 7, that the three-phase lines FeO + Fe^O^ -1- G
and Fe,0^

—

P'öjOg -|- G do not intersect in stable points.

Accordingly this projection presents the peculiarity, which up to

now has never yet been observed in a case like this, that
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namelj' two three-pliase lines foi- two solid phases and vapour,

intersect, without inverse melting taking place in the sysleni. In

case of inverse melting such an intersection must take place, as

was before denjonslralec case of sncli an

Fig. 10.

intersection without inverse melting, had however not yet been

considered, so that the system —Fe teaches us something new here.

When we now consider the possibility of a stable intersection of

the two tl.u-ee-phase lines for FeO + FegO, -\- G and Fe^O, -f Fe,(), -\- G

y^+^'i''^

Fig. 11.

according to the supposition in fig. 8, we get a shape for the

P, T-projection of the system — Fe as indicated in tig. 11. In

this case the three-phase line for Fe, 0^ -|- L -|- G would, therefore,

be raetastable.

1) A. Smits. Zeitschr. f. Elektr. Cliem. 18, 1081 (1912).
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Calculation of the (hj/gen- Pressure, of the Dissociation- Equilibria.

When we know the constant of equilibrinra of an equilibrium like

M -f CO, :;t MO + CO (3)

resp. M + H,0 :;t iMO + H, (3a)

and likewise the constant of equilibrium of the equilibrium:

2C0, :;t 2C0 + 0, (4)

resp. 2H,0^2H, + 0, (4a)

at the same temperature, the oxygen pressure follows immediately

from these data.

From (3) follows namely :

and from (4)

so that

or

hence

logPo, = logKp^,^^- 21ogK (5)

In this way the oxygen pressures for the equilibria of dissociation :

2Fe0^2Fe + 0„
2Fe,0,:;t6FeO + 0, and FBjO, ^ 3Fe+ 20„

have been calculated by us between 400° C. and 1000° C.

We had to use for this an equation of log Kp for the CO,

dissociation equilibrium. Wishing to apply this equation for tempe-

ratui-es between ± 500° and ± 1000°, we have substituted the

heat-effect corresponding to the temperature of about 800°, viz.

— 133000 cal. for E in the equation:

din Kc _ E
dT "" "~ RT^

and put SiCv =0, so on integration we got:

133000
, ^,10gKe=-4^^j-7p + C (6)

or:

,
„ 133000

log K,, = — ^^-^ -f log T + C' .... (7)

"Oo~
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Then C' is chosen so that agreement is obtained with the experimental

data'). Thus was found e. g-. when p is indicated in atmospheres:

When we snbstitnte this value in our equation for log K,,, we find :

C' = 5.8

and tlien equation (7) becomes

:

log K„ = - ^•^'^^ + log T + 5,8 .... (8)

or

log Kp =

4,571 T

29100 + log T + 5.8 (9)

When we now calculate log Kp, by means of this equation for

temperatures between 400° 0. and 1000° C, we find what follows:

TABLE I.

t
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been borrowed from Reinders 's paper on : "Tlie Equilibria of Iron

and Iron Oxides with Watervapour and Hydrogen" ').

The results of these calcnlations of the oxygen tensions have been

expressed in the following table 2. (See table 2 pag. 398).

In (his table we find, therefore, (he oxygen-dissociation tensions

of the equilibria:

2FeO :^ 2Fe + 0.

- 2Fe30, ^ 6FeO + (),

and

Fe,0,^3FeH-20,

and we- see from tliis that these expressions are very small, as was

to be expected.

No importance is, of course, to be attached to the absolute values

of these pressiu-es, from which we should have to conclude to the

presence of one gas-molecule in many litres, when we continue to

consider the ordinai-y gas-laws as valid, because the formulae which

we used in our calculation rest on the supposition that we have

to do with a great number of molecules. Yet at the lower T the

real oxygen pressures corresponding to these calculated numerical

quantities will be so exceedingly small that the question suggests

itself whether (he oxidation of the reducing gas, which in (his case

proceeds wi(h pretty great velocity, can still be considered as a

homogeneous gas reaction.*)

P,T- Projection of the Sf/slein —Fe.

By the aid of these data we are now^ able to indicate part of (he

P,7'-projection of the system — Fe, when we put the found

oxygen-pressure equal to the total pressure.

When in this projection we also indicate the points p and q

which would follow from Sosman and Hostettek's observations for

the vapour pressure of the equilibi'ium Fe203 -\- FcjO^ + G, corre-

sponding to (he (emperatures 1100° and J 200°, starting from the

supposition that the almost horizontal part of (he isodiermsof disso-

I) i.e.

~) Entirely analogous quesdons suggjesl themselves in the study of the mechanism

of the reactions between e.g. solutions and salts, or between metals with very

small solubility-product and electrolytes Especially in the latter case the numerical

values, which denote the electron concentration ui solution, can be exceedingly

small, as one of us showed already. *)

*) Zeitschr. fur physik. Chemie 92, 1 (1916).

26*
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ciation found by tliern actiiall}' refers to this three-phase equilibriuin,

we get the P, T figure (12).

O
Oh

O

-5

-10

^^t

-20

-25 '

-30

600 800 10GÖ 1200

Fig. 12.

Of course these two last mentioned isotherms ai-e perfectly inadequate

to determine the direction of the three-phase line for Fe,Oj -|- Fe,0^

-|- G with any certainty ; we will, therefoie, only point out that the

situation of this three-phase line, as it would follow from these

two data, with respect to other three-phase lines, would be in good

agreement with the expectation expressed schematically in fig. 10

or fig. 11.

General and Anorganic Chemical

Lahoratory of the university.

Amsterdam, June 28, 1918.



Chemistry. — "On the Si/stem Ether- Chloro/onn\ By Prof. A.

Smits and V. S. K. Berckmans. (Commmiicated by Prof. S.

Hoogewerff).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 29, 1918).

1. Our investigation on the system ether-chloroform was prompted

by a remark of a physician addressed to one of us. He namely

drew our attention to the comparatively great generation of heat

which occurs when these two substances are mixed, a phenomenon

that was first observed by Guthrie '), and had given occasion to

the assumption of the existence of a so-called molecular compound

of the composition (C,H,),0 . CHCI3. because the heat-effect just

reaches a maximum value for a mixture of this concentration, as

follows from the adjoined figure 1.

Guthrie thought he found a further sup|)ort for this assumption

ij) the results of his researches

i5°|—I—I

—

\—I—I—I—I—I—r~l on the volume contraction and

10° ,.-jfe=^=5t=^jj_
ji^g vapour tension of ether-

5°1

—

^-^ I—I—I—I—I—T^v 1 chloroform-mixtures, and it seems

that he has also tried to test his

assumption by means of detei-

minations of the point of solidific-

ation. He namely says: "The liquid of the said concentration

solidifies below 0° to a white crystalline mass at a constant tem-

perature, which 1 shall state when I shall have determined it

accurately". Guthrie has, however, not come back to these determi-

nations of the point of solidification.

Afterwards Dolezalek and Schulze's ') researches on the generation

of heat and volume contraction led them to the result that these

phenomena are maximum for an equimolecular mixture of ether

and chloroform. In the conviction that these phenoniena were to

be ascribed to the foi-mation of a compound they have tried by

fractionated crystallisation to separate this compound and found in
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this way about —80° for the poijit of solidification, when using a

pentane thermometer. Like Githhie before them, Dolezalkk and

ScHULZK arrive in tiiis way in vii'lue of their observations at the

conclusion that in the system elher-chloroform an equimolecular

compound makes its appearance, which is nnore or less dissociated

in the liquid phase.

2. In order to be able to answer with perfect certainty the

question Avhether or no a com|iound is formed, it is necessary to

determine the melting-[)oint figure of the system, and this is the

reason why this inquii-y has been taken in hand.

The results recorded in the adjoined table were obtained by means

.of DK Lkeuw and Zernike's quick and sensitive resistance thermometer,

a manufactuie of the Amsterdam anorganic-chemical laboratory.

When these results ai-e represented in a 7',.Y-diagram, we get

tiie following figure.

-«0»3

T
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an equimolecular compound with a point of solidification lying at

— 94-4°, is actually present; but — , and this particularly gives

evidence how necessary the study of the melting point figure is to

obtain full certainty about the appearance of compounds, — we see

at the same time, that besides the mentioned two other compounds

appear, viz. of the concenlrjiiion 2 (C^HJ, . CHCl, and (C.HJ,

O.2CHCI3; the latter of these has a point of solidification at

— 93,3°, and the former does not present a stable melting-point,

but before this temperature has been reached, viz. at — 113,8°, it

is subjected to the following conversion:

2(C,H.\ O.CHCI3 ^ (C^HJ, O.CHCl, + L.

It is now interesting to consider in connection with this the

/9,.?;- figures of the same system, as they have been found first by

KoHNSTAMM and VAN Dalfsen, and then by Dolezalek at 33°,25

;

60°, and 100°. (fig. 3).

r\. 53'i*"



Physics. — "Investigation hij means of X-ra.>js of the cnjstal-

stnictare of lahite and grey tin. 1". Commmiication N". J from

the Laboratoi-y of Physics and Physieal Chemistry of

the Veterinary College at Utrecht. By A. J. Bij], and

N. H. KoLKMEiJER. (Coniinunicaled .in behalf of Prof.

W. H. Keesom, Directoi- of the Laboratory, by Prof.

H. Kamerlingh Onnes).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 29, 1918).

Till now three methods of investigation by means of X-rays of

the inner sti'ncture of crystals have been nsed. That of Friedrich,

Knipping and L'aue ') and that of the Bragg's *) can only be used,

when rather large, well-formed crystals, of which the crystal-system

is known, can be procured. On the contraiy the use of Debije and

Scherrer's ^) method requires a great number of differently orientated

minute crystals"*). For that reason this method is the most adapted

for the investigation of the crystal-structure of those materials that

are not or only with difficulty obtainable in larger crystals, e.g. of

those metals — eventually of those modifications of those metals —
that are only liuown in a micro-crystalline state. Another example

of the probable applicability of the method of Debije and Scherrer

is found in the solidified gases, which till now are not to be

obtained in sufficiently large crystals of exactly defined orientation.

The investigation of different modifications of the same material,

e.g. allotro[)ical states of an element, is specially interesting. This

investigation has already been initiated by Olie and Bul, who
published lately in these Proceedings their interference-photos of

gi-aphite and diamond. *) In the meantime Debije and Scherreir ^)

investigated the same materials and also so called amorplious carbon

1) W. Friedrich, P. Knipping and M. Laue, Sitz.-Ber. d. K. Bayer. Akad. d.

Wiss. Math.-Phys. Kl. 1912, p. 303.

2) W. H. and W. L. Brac4G, X-Rays and Crystal-Structure. London, 1916.

3) P. Debije and P. Schereer, Nachr. d. K. Ges d. Wiss. zu Göttingen. Math,

Phys. Kl. 1916, p. 1.

*) A. W Hull, Phys. Rev. (2) 10 (1917), p. 661, evidently arrived independently

of Debije and Scherrkr, at rather the same method.

6) J. Olie and A. J. Bijl, Proceedings Roy. Ac Amst. XIX (1917),p. 920.

«) P. Debije and P. Scherrer, Physik. ZS. 18 (1917), p. 291.
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and succeeded in determining the strnctnre of these modifications

of carbon.

In connection witli tlie investigations, wliicli have alreadj- been

made of silicium, lead, and the modifications of carbon, we have

iti this investigation set ourselves the task, to determine the structure

of still another element of this group of the periodical system, the

tin namely in two of its modifications, the grey and the white ones.

The X-rays were for the greater part of our photos fnrnished by

a Röntgen-tube, constucted after a drawing, which Prof. Dkbuk and

Dr. ScHERRER kindly procured us, and which must be considered

as a modification of the tube, constructed by Rausch von Traubenberg ^).

The aniicathode was a copper one, the |)arallel-spark-length (point-

disc) measuied 6 cm. The X-rays left the lid)e by an aluminium

window of 0,02 mm. thickness, afterwards passed a lead .screen,

thickness 34 mm. with an opening of 2 mm. diameter and entered

then a cylindrical camera of 27,3 mm. radius. In the axis of the

camera the material, to be investigated, was placed in the form of

a bar of 2 mm. diameter. The white tin bar was filed from a

thicker bar, which for the diminution of the crystals and in order to

obtain irregulai- orientation of these, was beaten for some time

with the hamniei'. The grey tin was pressed into a small bar.

We obtained this material through the kindness of Prof. Cohen,

to whom we therefore render our thatdcs- A photographical film

(thickness 0,2 mm.) was stretched along the wall of the camera

and pressed against it by springs. The exposition-time was 4 hours.

During the preparative experiments we observed that in excess

of the interference-lines of the tin, still others were obtained, of two

different kinds. The first resembled hyperbolas, the centre of

which was in the point, where the beam of characteristic rays,

after having passed the investigated preparation on both sides, fell

on the film. They must be ascribed to the interference of rays,

which are diffracted by the silver-bromide of the film. The second

kind had the same direction of curvature as the lines, which originated

from the prepaiation in the axis of the camera, they intersected

these lastmentioned however at some points, which indicated, that

here too the origin was not to be sought for in the preparation.

We got the evidence, that the origin of them was to be found in

the back-opening of the lead screen, which opening was in the wall

of the camera. We got rid of the first kind of undesired lines by

making a circular hole in the film, at the place, where the beam

1) H. Rausch von Teaubenberg, Physik. ZS. 18 (1917), p. 241.
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fell u[)on the film, as indeed Dkbijk and Sciierrkk aireadj- did too.

The couiiiig up of tlie second i<ind of nndesired lines was avoided

by extracting (he lead screen a little from the surrounding brass

tube, so (hat (he rajs coming from the lead, were screened from

the camera by the remaining wall of (ho camera, or by widening

the end of the screen, which was directed to the film so much, that

the rays, emerging from (he back edge of the not-widened part of

the screen, were arrested by (he widened |)art of it. ^)

On the photos, obtained by us of (he whi(e, as well as of (he

grey tin thei-e appear points on (he lines, as were also observed by

Debuk and Scherker on (heir photo of silicium. They must be

ascribed to largei- cry stal -pa reels. '^)

In order to facilita(e the compai-ing of (he resid(s for whi(e and

grey tin, we have indicated in (he drawing undeineadi, one under

the other for both these materials, by vertical lines the places, where

the interference-cones intersect the film in a plane, perpendicular to

the axis of the preparation. The Jiumbers at (he bo((om give the

distances of the lines to the intersection of the axis of the penetrating

beam with the film in mm. By greater or smaller thickness of

the lines at the top and the bottom respectively (he in(ensi(y of (he

lines is given, as it was estimated by us in five degrees, namely :

^) Perhaps it is worth while, to state, that the criticism, exerted by Taylor,

Physik. ZS. 17 (1916) p. 316 on articles of Laub, Pliysik. ZS. 15 (1914) p. 732,

844, seems not to be founded, now that we too found, that characteristic X-rays

when going tlirough a leaden screen, can give interferencelines, originatmg from

the edges of the screen.

') The length-direction of these oblong points is the same as the direction of

the interference lines. Tl)e explanation of this is as follows. On a single point of

a plane out of the atom-net of such a crystal-parcel there falls, on account of the

imperfect parallelism of the beam, which has passed the screen, a convergent

conical beam of rays (fust cone). If the net-plane, mentioned, has such a position

that for a direction of rays in the axis of this last beam the condition for favourable

interference is fulfilled, then there are in this beam still other directions of rays,

for which this condition is just as well fulfilled The collection of these directions

is found by describing a cone, with the normal on the plane mentioned, as axis

and the axis of the first cone as one of the describing lines (second cone). All

the describing lines of the second cone that are within the first cone, fulfill the

condition for favourable interference. After their reflection all these rays form together

a diametrically opposite part of the second cone. Just there however the

second cone is tangent to the third cone, formed by the reflected rays, which

are obtained by letting the reflecting plane take all possible positions favourable

for interference. Now, where the film intersects with both the last cones, the

intersection-lines will be tangent to each other. One of these intersection-lines js

an interference line, the other such an oblong point.
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very feeble, feeble, moderate, strong, and verj strong. X)u the axis

of the drawing the greatest error, that possibly is made at the

readings is indicated by the distance of two little lines (to the left).

From the })hoto of the grey tin it follows in the first place that

this material is crystalline, which fact, so far as we conld find, at

present was nnkiiown. ') Further there appears to be a difference

between the crystal-strnctnre of grey and of white tin. We intend

soon to communicate the composition of both the atom-nets.

In concluding we thank Prof. Keksom very much for the kindness

with which he placed all the requisite apparatus for the experiments

at our disposition and for his interest and cooperation.

^1



Geology. — ''On Tin-ore in the Island of Flores". By Prof.

A. WiCHMANN.

(Communicated in the meeting of June 29, 1918).

Some j^ears ago I maintained on the ground of geological studies

that tin-ore does not occur in the ishind of Flores, at all events

not to an amount worth mentioning ^). As appeared from a memoir

brought forward last year by Prof. S. J. Vkrmaks, the author is

otherwise-minded "). I think it worth while to study the author's

arguments, which he pretends to be based on the doctrine of (he

deposition of ore, on ethnography and on metallurgy.

Geological researches have not been made in Flores of late years,

so that in this i-espect there was no need for levising my j)aper.

Nevertheless Prof. Vf.rmaks supposes he has been fortunate enough

to make a discovery, which throws a new light upon the matter ').

This finding appeal's to be nothirjg else but a piece of tin-ore,

exposed in the Colonial Museum at Hailem, "weighing 131 grms

and composed of chlorite and tin-ore with fissures, in which occurs

8ome kaoline. Besides the two mentioned minerals a single grain of

chalcopyrite is also noticeable".

Prof. Vermaes altogether fails to see that the finding place

"Gunung Rokka", indicated on the label must be fictitious, since

the mountain — the Inije Rije of the natives — is a volcano and

even now is in the condition of solfataric activity ''). Indeed, not

one of the researchers has ever found the least indication of the

occurrence of ores on that mountain and even C. J. van Schelle,

who never shrank from a bold hypothesis, has wisely I'efrained from

making inquiries after tin-ore in the volcanoes of Flores. He looked

1) "On the tin of the Island of Klores". These Proceedings Amsterdam. Vol. 17,

1914, p. 474-490.

*) Tinerts op Flores. De Ingenieur. 32. 's Gravenhage 1917, p. 5S4—590.

3) 1. c. p. 584.

*) J. .1. Pannekoek van Rheden. Overzicht van de geographische en geologische

gegevens, verkregen.... van het eiland Flores in 1910 en 1911. Jaarboek van

het Mijnwezen in Ned.O.Ind. 40. 1911. Batavia 1913, biz. 219—i220. — Eenige

geologische gegevens omtrent hel eiland Flores. Jaarboek van het Mijnv^^ezen. 39.

1910. Batavia 1912. Verhandelingen, p. 135-136.
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for it, at liapliazard in a district supposed by him to contain tin-

ore, which was partly overlaid by volcanic formations ').

As to his ai-gnments based on metallnrgy, it strikes us that Prof.

Vermaes [las deemed it unnecessary to inquire further into the matter

as regards tin, or he could not have written as follows: "He

(Wichmann) also cites what he wrote before, namely that tin-ore

could not be reduced by buining grass. I have often seen alang-

alang bui-ning, still I would not make hold to saif on metallurgical

arounds lühat Wichmann presumes*)". A geologist will not confine

himself to merely "see" an alang-alang field "bui-ning", but will

also tiy to watch the effect such a fire has on the components of

the soil under it. I myself experienced that the volcanic sand and

the lapilli of augite-andesite at the foot of the Batu angus baru in

the Alinahassa did not change a bit. Nor could anything else be

expected, for the grass {Imperata cylindrica Beauv.) fui-uishes such

an insignificant quantity of fuel that it is burnt away in a trice.

This short burning i)!-ocess does not even extend as far as tlie roots,

so that when the West Monsoon sets in, the grass begins to sprout again.

Prof. Vekmaes continues: "We read, however, in van Schelle's

report: ""When the forests aie on fire, part of the ore seems to

be reduced . . .
."", after which Prof. Vehmaes concludes: "If,

therefore, a mass of tin-ore is imbedded near the surface in the

root-leaves of a large tree and, after felling the tree, a j)ile of

combustible materials is kindled at the slump, tltere is no doubt hut

that the tin-ore is reduced to metal')''.

First and foremost I wish to quote a passage from P. van Diest's

well-known work on Bauca: "The remainders of a charcoal-furnace *)

are identified by the natives as the spot near which it is supposed

(hat tin was first discovered in Banca, that is after the burning of

part of the forest near the spot '). The belief in those stories is

negatived even more, when we reflect that the heat produced by a

burning pile of tree-trunks is not adequate to reduce tin-ore with-

out a certain amount of coal being mixed with them, especially

1) Verslag van het onderzoek naar het voorkomen van linertshoudende gronden

op Flores. Extra- Bijvoegsel der Javasche Courant. Batavia 18U0. N". 10. (Uittreksel:

Tijdschr. voor Nederl.-lndië. Zaitbommel 1890. 2, p. 79).

') The italics are mine.

*) The italics are mine.

*) On the Sambong giri hill near the Lindjoe mine.

5) Tradition says this happened in 1710. (F. Epp, Schilderungen aus Archipel.

Indiens Heidelberg 1841, p. 134; .1. H. Croockewit. Banka, Malakka and Biliilon.

The Hague 1852, p. 134).
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not ill the case of tlie coarse-granular ore at the foot of this hilP)".

This assertion is apparently foniided on (he fact ihat fin-ore is

one of the minerals that are diflicnlt of fusion, but that it is easily

reduced to tin by the addition of charcoal. This assertion does not

satisfy us any more than Vekmaes's pronouncement that "there is no

doubt but that the tin-ore is reduced to ?/^^i'r//", by means of a burning

pile of wood. An experiment does not seem to have ever been made.

The melting point of tin-ore as established by R. S. Cusaok at

1127° C. ^), seems to me to be too low, as higher points are found
')

for much more fusible minerals, e. g. for augite 1100°— 1200°

(according to C. Doet.ter *)) and for plagioclases (labradorite to

oligoclase) 1130°—1300° ^). Anyhow Cusack's melting point (1127°)

being even higher than the heat produced by the burning of

living wood — the only wood we have to deal with — it is obvious

that a burning wood cannot reduce lin-ore to tin. Moreoxer, whereas

alang-alang fires may occur repeatedlj' every year towards (he close

of the West-monsoon, foi-est-fires are decidedly the exception, so

that even on this account the recpiired amount of tin could not have

been produced in this way.

Furthermore, it still remains to be seen whether the expected

result can be obtained even at high temperatures. In modern mine-

ralogical textbooks and manuals — with a few exceptions — the

hypothesis is advanced that tin-ore does not undergo any change,

when the blowpipe is applied. This squares entirely with the results

most inquirers are capable of achieving in connection with (he

difficulty of mastering some facility in handling the blowpipe. Years

ago Berzklius wrote: "Das Oxj-d verandert sich und schmilzt nicht,

aber von einem starken und anhaltenden Reduktionsfeuer kann

reines Zinnoxyd ganz und gar ohne Zusatz zu Zinn reducirt werden.

Dies erfordert indessen eine Gewohnheit das Löthrohr zu gebrau-

chen."*') This is in character with C. F. Plattner's opinion, who,

1) Bangka, beschreven in reistochten. Amsterdam 1865, p. 68.

•) On the melting points of minerals. Proceed. R. Irisli Acad, of Sc. (3) 4.

Dublin 1896—98, p. 413.

8) Beziehungen zwischen Schmelzpunkt und chemischer Zusammenselzung der

Mineralien. Tschermaks Miner, petrogr. Miltlg. 22. Wien 1903, p. 399—311.

*)G. DoELTER, Handbuch der Mineralcliemie. 1. 1912, p. 663.

6) The above mentioned melting-points are somewhat too low. as the author

himself has acknowledged afterwards (Handbuch der Mineralcliemie 2. 1. Dresden

-

Leipzig 1914, p. 579).

8) Von der Anwendung der Löthrohrs in der Chemie und Mineralogie. Ueberselzt

von H. Rose. Niirnberg 1821, p. 113— 114. At present it is extremely difficult

to ascertain whether any writer before Bebzelius has obtained the same result.
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however, adds that \n this process a white layer of tin-oxide is

formed.') W. A. Ross, on tlie contrary, maintains tiiat the ore does

not melt "aber eine weisse AusblUkung kommt hervor" ^). Giorgio

Spezia again believes that the ore changes, bnt "non par fusione

ma par consiimo" and he tries to account for the behaviour of the

tin-ore by stating that in consequence of the intense lieat a reduction

takes place indeed, but that it is incontinently followed by an

oxidation evolving the white layer. ^) Should this interpretation be

correct, there cannot possibly be any question about reducing tin-

oxide by heat alone. Now which of us is, to quote from Prof.

Vermaks, the "metallurgist of Flores" who has indulged in fancies *)?

And when the same writer continues: "Wichmann ought to have

considered that siicl) utterances cannot but be fatal to the upgrowth

of a mining concern, of which many experts anticipate great success",

I feel urged to say that it is lather disappointing to find that still

in the year 1918 one is obliged to appeal to the timeworn maxim

that the man of science does not ask whether or no anything is

fatal in its effect on a mining concern but that he considers his

sole task to be to find the Truth. Apart from this, the effect of science

can never be fatal, at all events not for those who know how to

study it; on the other hand it is always inspiriting, even when an

inquiry yields a negative result. If the mining industry had paid

more regard to science, they would have been spared many dis-

appointments in the island of Celebes and they could have saved

many people's capital. Presumably they will not have become wiser

by this time, in spite of all this.

Furthermore, if we reflect that tin foundries in Flores cannot be

imagined without charcoal furnaces and agglomerations of tin-slags

of which no trace was ever found, we are safe to say that Prof.

Vermaes's endeavours to prove the occurrence of tin-ore on metal-

lurgical grounds have utterly failed.

We shall have to dwell more at large on his arguments derived

from ethnography. In estimating his material Prof. Vermaes has

entirely neglected to ascertain whether the premiss from which he

started was correct, which is a common mistake among ethnologists.

^) Probirkunst vor dem Lölhrohre. 5. Aufl. bearbeitet von Th. Richter. Leipzig

1878, p. 136.

2) Das Löthrohr in der Chemie und Mineralogie, übertragen von B. Gosmann.

Leipzig 1889, p. 161.

*) Sulla fusibiita dei minerali. Atti R. Accad. delie sc. 22. Torino 1886—87,

p. 422.

*) I.e. p. 588.
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An early illustration of this error was afforded by J. H. Croockkwit,

who considered the absence of tin-objects in Billiton — those that

were found there had been imported from Banca — to lend support

to his hypothesis that no tin-ore was to be found in that island. ^)

Conversely (3. J. v. Schklle's whole argumentation rested onli/ on

the fact that natives of Flores were found in possession of tin

objects etc., on which fact also Piof. Vermaks set so high a value.

This is the logic of a Papuan, who, judging from the knives and

axes he gets from the merchants in exchange for his birds of para-

dise, believes tiiat Holland is rich in iron-ore.

The truck to which the natives attach great value does nol only

serve as an ornament, l)ut also as a form of imeslment, as some-

times occurs i[i Europe also. There is even among uncivilised nations

a liking for capitalization, especially among the more intelligent part.

This tendeiu'y iucreases with the degree of personal safety. That is

why the government of a Western Power has always encouraged

"capitalization". The natives' choice of articles of investment is very

limited compared with that of Europeans, who prize stocks and

other paper value so highly. Such articles nuist be proof against

the influences of the climate and moreover be gaudy and showy.

'In districts where Europeans have settled or in not too insignificant

commercial centra coined money, "rijksdaalders","^) and especially

gold coins are greatly in favoui'.

If the soil does not produce the desired objects, as is the case in

nearly all the islands of the Timor Aivhipelago '), the native is

obliged to look about for foreign objects. Next to weapons and other

iron tools all the native tribes set great value upon the "muti tanah",

dirty-coloured orange-red glass beads. They are skilfully wi'onght,

but not beautiful and owe their value rather to being "antique" and

to the fact, that they were not iniported after the pre-historic period,

i. e. after the arrival of the Europeans.

') Extract from tlie report of a journey across the island of Billiton (Natmirk.

Tljdschr, Ned. Ind. 3 Batavia 1S52, p. 4Ü1.

-) Dutch coin worth 4/2.

') It is true, gold and copper occur in Timor, but by far nol sufficiently to meel

the demand for Ihose metals. Moreover the occurrence of ores does not prove at

all that the natives are skilled in melallurgy. Tiie inhabitanls of Billilon e g. were

entirely unacquainled with the art of reducing tin from tin ore, whereas from time

immemorial Ihey are quite familiar with the more complicated process of working

iion, and it was only recently that F. Sarasin declared: "Die Kunst Metalle zu

bearbeiten, liaben die Caledonier trotz des enormen Reichtums des Landes an

solchen, speziell von Eisen, nie gekannt und aucii heute noch nicht gelernt"

(Neu-Caledonien. Basel 1917, p. 88j.
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It is remarkable that in Flores (lie same legend about their origin

prevails as regarding tin, viz. that (hey have beeji formed in the

soil itself in conseqnenc'e of (he burning of alang-alang; (hej are

accordingly called "muti tanah", that is: earth-beads. About (heir

oi-igin we are still as much in (he dark as al)ont ihat of the glass

objecls found in (he South-Sea islands. Beside a marked concordance

in their taste for beads the islanders of the East-Indian Archipelago

evince none the less a vast difference respecting the othei- favourite

objecis for capi(aliza(ion. While "moko-moko", pecidiar keKledrums

made of brass, are in vogue in the Alor-islands, elephanls' tusks

are generall}' in favour in (he Solor-islands coming next to them in

a western direction. In Wes(-Flores thei-e prevails a fancj- for tin-

ornaments, while (he inhabi(an(s of Ro((i prefer chains made of

gold-wire.

The reasonings of C. J. van Schri-i,k and of Prof. Vkkmars would

lead us to conclude that there are coppermines in the Alor-islands,

herds of elephants in (he Solor-islands and gold-diggings in Ro((i.

It would be thi'owing woi'ds away (o say more about i(, bu( we

wish to say a few words more abou( (he (in objects of Flores.

Prof. Vkkmahs might adduce the argument that there is not

a single record extant to support the asserdon (hat tin or (in objects

were imported in(o Flores. Bn( (he same argument could apply to

the elephants' (nsks of (he Solor-islands. In (he second half of the

previous century cast moko-mokos were inliodnced into Java from

Grissee, but the natives soon found out that (hey were imi(ations.

In Ro((i, where not a single grain of gold has ever been found, an

old branch of industry has revived in consequence of the sale of

horses (o Australia, which brough( a large number of sovereigns (o

the island, which were wrought into gold chains ^).

To support his argumentation Prof Vkhmacis has added to his

memoir not oidy a number of tine illustrations, bn( also numerous

analyses of the melallic objecis found in (he island. I hope they will

prove most interesting for the ethnography of Flores, but they are

not relevant to the origin of the metals.

I can imagine the possibility of establishing through analysis that

a (able spoon has been piocured by such and such a firm, but

hundreds of analyses cannot enable us to establish the source of the

silver used to make the spoon.

1) The Roltinese are very superior in civilization to the people in Alor and

Flores, who possess but little skill in working metals. J F. Freyss says about Ihem

:

"the art of forging is very little advanced among the inhabitants of West- Flores."

(Reizen naar Mangarai . . . . Tijdschr. Ind. T. L. en Vk. 9. Batavia 1860, p. oil).
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It strikes us that in former times neither export nor import of

tin objects was ever thought of ^). In (he long run such a trading

possibility coukl not have escaped Enropean enterprise, no nioi-e

than the trade in "Billiton-axes" and "Tambnku swords". It attracts

onr attention, however, that the tin objects in this poor island aie

found in the soiithwesiern part in the possession of the natives.

This might be dne to the presence of tin-ore in that part;

however the conclusion might also be drawn that the population

disposes of more truck and consequently obtains possession of such

objects as their countrymen in other paits must do without.

According to Godinho dk Eredia "cinnamon"') was exported fiom

these parts already in the time of the Portuguese settlement *) and

the fort in Nusa Endeh was certaiidy not built only for the purpose

of protecting the Dominicans. That also this product attracted the

notice of the East-Indian Company is borne out by the report of

P. A. Leupe on the discussions at Batavia in 1757, which says:

"They had still to contrixe a means to get possession of the cinna-

mon-wood Rokko in Endeh ")", and according to J. (J. M. Rademacher

it was in the year 1756 that "the Company permitted the natives

of Makassar to trade on Endeh and the Mangary provided no wild

cinnamon was exported, on the penalty of confiscation of ships

and cargo" ').

Nearly sixty years ago J. P. Freyss still wrote: The gathei'ing of

wax and cinnamon constitutes the chief commercial resouice").

The natural result of this trade was a comparatively higher degree

of prosperity than was enjoyed by their countrymen, whose income,

derived from woodproducts, was smaller and who therefore had

^) As 1 mentioned before only in 1871 J. A. van der Chus made mention of

the export of tin arm- and leg-rings from the Rokka district. (Tijdsclir. v. Nijverheid

en Landbouw in Nederl. -Indie 16. Batavia 1871, pp. 158— 159).

') No doubt Cassia was meant. (J. G. F. Rie^del The island of Flores or Pulau

Bunga. Revue colon, internat. 1. Amsterdam 1886, p 66)

3) Antonio Louhen^o Caminha, Ordonagóes da India do Senhor Rei D. Manoel

de eterna memoria Informai^ao verdadeira da Aurea Chersoneso feita pelo ....

Manoel Godinho de Eredia. Lisboa 1807, p. 14.S (written in 1599).

^) Besognes der Hooge Regeering te Batavia gehouden over de commissie van

Paravacini naar Timor in 1756. Bijdr. I. de T., L. en Vk. (4) 1 's Gravenhage

1877, p. 479.

») Korte beschrijving van het eiland Celebes en de eilanden Floris, Sumbawa,

Lombok en Baly. Verhandel, van het Batav. Genootsch. van K. en W. 4. Batavia

1786, p. 252.

^) Reizen naar Mangarai en Lombok in 1854— 1856. Tijdschr. Ind T., L. en

Vk. 9. Batavia 1860, p. 512.

27-^
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to be coiiteiil with baiteiiiig (licir articles for necessaries of life,

whereas the Rokkanese could also acquire articles oflnxiirj. What,

however, were the events that stopped the import of mnti tanali

and the objects made of tin, will long remain a pnzzle, perhaps

for ever.

Prof. Vermaks has prefixed to his memoir the following quotation

from Choockewit, as a motto: "I feel justified in concluding from

these inquiries, made in three different ways, that the ore found in

Billiton does not contain tin oxide" ^). The tendency of this motto

was to stigmatize my being mistaken with regai-d to Floi-es as

Croockk.wit had been with regard to Billiton. As appears from the

foregoing Prof. Vkhmaks has not succeeded in demonstrating that

tin-ore occurs in Floi-es ; the comparison therefore halls, and was

at the very least [)i'emature. He has mistaken the persons also in

another respect. It was not 1, but van Schelle who, just as Oroookkwit,

started from faulty pi-emisses; it was not I but van Schelle whose

inquiries, just as Croockewit's, led to wrong conclusions. No wonder

that both failed.

') Extract from the report of a journey through the island of Billiton. (Nalk.

Tijdschr. Ned.Ind. 3. Batavia 1852, p. 401.



Physiology. — "Qn the S'kjh oJ tke Eleclrical Phenomenon and
the Influence of Iji/otrope series observed In this phenomenon''.

By Prof. H. Zwaardemakkr and Dr. H. Zeehuisen.

(Communicated in the meeting of June 29, 1918).

I. Ill a previous publication ^) we iiave ostablislied that the

nebulae of salicjlic acid salts generated hy spraying, owe their

electrifying power to the contained anion.

Kig. 1. hifluence of O.l n. NaCI and 6 "/i, canesugai- on the charge

of salicylas natricus.
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As set forth loco citato, the attending- cation lessens the negative

charge of the nebnia of this acid. Conseqnenilj salicylic acid and

salicylates, in weak concenlralions, determine the electrifying power

of the nel)nla in quite the same wa^' and with a negative sign,

only with qnantilalive ditferences in snch a sense that the salt

prodnces a lower chai'ge than the acid, and can be sprayed in

highei' concentrations on acconnl of greater solnbility in water. This

also holds good for oiher salicylates that are soluble in water.

The negative charge of salicylas natricus lessens with the increase

of the concentration, so that it gradually approaches the zero-line,

and ultimately crosses it. The charge, then, is positive. For a long

time there is no charge at all, as is well seen in Fig. J, which

Fig. 2 Negative and Positive phase of the Charge of salicylic acid and

the influence of Ü.0025 n. NaCI and of 6
'7o sugar on tlie charge.
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also shows Ihe positixe pari of the charge of salicylas luitiiens, and

gives the h)garithnis of llie strengths of (lie solntions along Ihe

abscissa.

Addition ot sodinin-chloridc lo these strong solnlions of salicylas

natricns had no more inflnence npon these positive charges than an

addition of sngar had. On the other hand, nnder the inflnence of

the same substances, changes were brought about in the negative

charge of weakei- solutions, as Ihe figure illustrates.

The charge of the salicylic acid itself also first increases with the

rise of the concentration, afterwards it decreases (Fig. 2), to rise

above the zero-line a little before the point of saturation. The effect

of salt and sugar upon Ihe charge is very slight at this moment,

just as it is with salicylas natricus; after crossing the zero-line,

however, it comes forth again, but in a positive sense.

The facts .just described or illusti-ated seem a chaos at first sight.

Some order is discovered, when we reflect that in dilute solutions,

which are the only solutions we have to deal with in spraying,

cations and anions act separately. The effects of cations and anions

are superposed. In spraying salicylic acid and caproic acid (fig. 2

and 3) only the anion is of importance. In spraying salicylas natricus

there is an action of salicylic acid and sodium; in the combined

spraying with salts and sugar there is a combination of effects of

all cations and anions present.

It is not possible as yet lo account for these phenomena; they

belong, indeed, to the fleld of physics proper. Provisionally we are

able lo state only that strong solutions of salicylas natricus yield,

on spraying, dense nel)ulae, forming large droplets; the latter are

so large that sodium-chloride and sugar particles do not appai-ently

affect them. When the salicylas natricus solution is diluted ihe charge

is affected first by the sodium-chloride and only mnch later by

the sugai'.

It is not clear why with sodium-chloride this influence reveals

itself first in a negative sense, and, with a w^eaker salicylas natricus

solution in a positive sense, while with sugar that influence man-

ifests itself later and oidy in a negative sense. This negative sodium-

chloride phase is altogether lacking with salicylic acid, while the

charge-curves of this acid with and without sugar run together for

some time in the neighbourhood of the zero-line (as was the case

with salicylas natricus) and after this yield a positive sugar-effect.

Considering these results, it was interesting to ascertain whether

there are also other substances presenting charges of opposite signs

in different concentrations. We fixed upon the acids of the fatty
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acid series, that are soltihlc in water. The alcohols of fattj acids

behave in a remarkably uniform way')- With all of them the charge

of the solutions, if there is any, is positive. With ethyl- and propyl-

alcohol it begins in stronger concentrations than with butyl- and

amyl-alcohol ^), as was established before in the physiological labo-

ratory when studying the charges of homologous series; all these

charges are raised by sodium-chloride, the more so as the concen-

tration of NaCl was taken higher.

The fatty acids present quite a different electrical phenomenon.

Leaving formic acid, which gives only a very low charge, out of

consideration, we find that acetic acid always gives a positive charge

in all the concentrations in which it gives any charge at all. Pro-

|)ionic acid, butyric acid, valerianic acid, caproic acid on the con-

trary have a negative sign in those weaker concentrations, in which

they produce a charge, as will be seen in fig. 3.

The lowest negative charge occurs with caproic acid ; with valerianic

acid the curve is less deep, with butyric acid still less, while with

propionic aci(t it is extremely level. The behaviour of the latter

acid is very strange indeed ; its negative bend keeps very close to

the zero-line and proceeds over a considerable distance, the positive

line rises suddenly- up to a maximum. So the curve of this acid

also runs between those of acetic acid and butyric acid ; its positive

zone is much stee|)er than that of i)utyric acid '), whereas its nega-

tive zone is much less deep than that of butyric acid and accounts

for the absence of a riegative zone with acetic acid. All this may
be seen in Fig. 8, without further description. With none of these

acids, except with acetic acid, could we find the descending portion

of the positive line, because their solubility was less than that of

acetic acid.

Taking them all together these various acids present the whole

negative and positive phase, with this restriction that practically

pai't of it comes to nothing; of the positive phase with the higher

terms of the group on account of too little solubility ; of the negative

phase with the lower terms for reasons of which we are entirely

ignorant.

II. In the second place') we watched the influence on the charge

1) We must perhaps except methylalcohol on account of a probable complication.

») With ethyl- and propylalcohol in 0.01 n. ; with butyl-alcohol in 002 n.

;

with amyl-alkohol in 0.0005 n.

») Tiiis is not noticeable on the (logarithmic) curve.

4) These Proc. Vol. XX, p. 1272.
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Fig. 3. Phases of negative and i^ositive charges of terms II— VI of the

fatty acid series.

Mt».

1. Acetic acid, 2. Propionic acid, 3. Butyric acid, 4. Valerianic acid,

5. Gaproic acid.

Division of abscissa and ordinate as in fig. 1.

of salicylic acid of alkali-cations added in the form of neutral salts.

Here it was proved tliat the inhibitory influence of these cations on

the charge of salicylic acid was effected according to the lyotrope

series

Li <Na, K <Rb <Cs <Am.
We now wished to observe the action of the other cations. The

action of alkali-earths on the charge of salicjlic acid appeai-ed to

fall short of that of tfie alkalis. This could be established in two

concenti-ations of salicylic acid.

Magnesium marks a transition to some extent, since in weaker

concentrations it impedes the charge more than Li, Na, K and Rb,

and is second only to caesium, while this inhibition in a highei'

concentration of the cation does not increase so rapidly as with

rubidium, and far less quickly than with the other alkali-metals,

so that the inhibitory effect of the latter often exceeds') (hat of

Magnesium.

1) With 0.005 n. salt.
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If we take a weak ^) concentralioii of salicylic acid, the inliibilory

iiifhieiice of alkali-earl lis far exceeds that of sodium, and, if we

except magiiesiiun, which is now farther removed from the alkalis

than calcium, strontium and barium, they form together the lyotrope

series more distinctly than in a higher salicylic acid concenlration '),

so that the series Ca, Sr <^ Ba is more distinct. (Jhlorides of zinc,

cadmium and lead, all bivalent in this combination, form a progressive

series Zn <^ Cd <^ Pb. Still strongei' is the inhibition of bismuth and

aluminium-compounds, both trivalent.

The study of the influence of the chloriiies of alkali-earths becomes,

however, somewhat complicated, because, in a certain concentration,

these salts are of themselves able to impai-t a very weak charge to

the nebula.

Still more than by the caliou, the action of neulral sails on the

electrifying |)<)wcr of salicylic acid is determined by the nature of

the anion. This influence has been obser>ed in a series of polassium

salts (Table 2). In case no potassium salt was at our disposal, as

with tarlaric acid, we look sodium-chloride and its action was com-

pared with thai of NaCl, a<'elas Na aiul KNa tartrate and interpolated

in the potassium-series. In this way a distinct lyotiope series is

obtained: CNS. N(\ < Id, CI, Hr < (J,H,(), < Tartr. < Pliosph. <
Citr. <Sulph.

The univalent acids of this series present inter se smaller differences

than the bivalent tartrates, the neutral phosphates, the citrates, and

the sulphates. Still we can observe in conceuti-atious of 0,001 n,

0,002 u, and 0,005 n more marked dilFei-ences between the univalent

anions themselves. Sulphohydrocyanic acid causes the least inhibition

of the charge of .salicylic acid; sulphate and citrate act most strongly
;

the differences between these two extremes arc great.

In spraying solutions of salicylic acid, containing neulral salts,

the anion is the principal agent in inhibiting the charge of this

acid, so that the lyotrope series are miudi more pronounced for

the anion than for the cation; in those of the cations the terms of

every group of metals are distinguishable, but there is no regular

succession of those groups. In order to estimate the natuie of these

differences, obtained with a negative sign, we ascertained whether

acids, giving a positive sign, such as acetic acid, behave in a similar

way. The charge of acetic acid was increased by the addition of

neutral salts, so that here, not the factor of inhibition, as was the

case with the negative phase of salicylic acid, but that of the increase

1) At 0.0005 n.

2) 0.00 1 n.
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had to be determined^) We now tried to find out if tlie iyotrope

series also held for the increase of charge of acetic acid For the

cations (Fig. 3) we chose Na, K, Am, Mg, Ca and iia, l)ecause for

them acetic acid compounds were not at our disposition, so that
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the iiiMuence of tlie anion was reduced lo a miniiiuiin ;
still, besides

these acetates also common salt was used as a sodium-salt for

purposes of comparison.
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A distinct lyotropia Na <^ K <^ Am was establislied ;
') to a certain

extent also Mg <] Ca <; Ba ? The increase of charge tlirongh alkali-

earths was, in lower concentrations, lower than that of alkalis. It

was somewhat difficnit to determine the charge becanse the solntions

of the acetates of the alkali-earths of themselves impart a weak

charge to a screen placed in the nebnia. Magnesinm again occnpied

the same peculiar place that it took up in the case of salicylic acid,

TABLE III.

Strengthening influence of Cations on the charge of acetic acid (0.1 normal).

Factor increasing the deflection of the electroscope, when instead of 0.1 n. acetic

acid being sprayed alone, 0.1 n. acetic acid is sprayed with addition of the acetate

of the subjoined alkalis and alkali-earths.

(NaCl as a control).

Concentration

Cation
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the cations (Tal)le 4). It is evident that chloride takes up the lowest

place in the series of anions, citrate stands at the top:

CI < CNS, NO3 < Br, J < C^HgO, < Tartr. < Pliospli. < Suiph. < (Jitr.

This series of anions ditfers only vevy little from that of salicylic

acid

.

With acetic acid as well as with salicylic acid the differences

between the extreme terms of the lyotrope series appear to he larger

with the anions than with the cations.

SUM M A R Y.

1. Salicj/lic arid, if not in a completely saturated solution, gives

a negative charge, that is weakened by catiojis and anions in a

lyotrope-series, in the direction from Li to (Js and from chloride to

sulphate.

2. Acetic acid, when dissolved in water in a sufficient concen-

tration, gives <i positive c/unye increased by cations and anions, for

the greater part in a lyotrope-series in the direction from Li to Cs

and from Chloride to Sulphate.

3. Acetic acid weakens, resp. arrests, the negative charge of

salicylic acid. -In higher concentrations with a positive electrical

phase it prevails, as an acid, ovei' salicylic acid spr^.yed in weak
solutions, which gives a negative charge. As appeared already sub. 1,

acetates also have a weakening effect on the charge of salicylic

acid, whereas, of themselves — at all events the alkali-acetates (the

acetates of the other metals give a very slight charge) — they

produce no charge.

Mixtures of salicylic acid showed the electrical property of acetic

acid, so long as the latter acid predominates. If the concentration

of acetic acid iji the salicylic-acid acetic acid mixture decreases to

such an extent that such an acetic-acid solution gives of itself hardly

any chai'ge at all, the charge of the mixture will at one moment
be :=0; in still lower concentrations of acetic-acid the charge

appears again, this time of a negative sign. There is a moment
when the favourable action of the cations on the acetic acid is

arrested by the iidiibilory effect of these cations on the salicylic

acid.



Mathematics. — "Observations on the development of a function

in (I .series of factorials'" . I. By Dr. H. B. A". Bockwinkel.

(Communicated bj Prof. H. A. Lorkntz).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 29, 1918).

1. In his book "Theorie der Garnmafiinktion" N. Nielsen ^ives

the necessary and snfticient conditions for the development of a

function in a series of factorials. According to him the following

proposition holds:

The necessary and sufficient condition that a function il^x) may

be developed in a series of factorials, is that IJ(.i') may be represented

as a definite integral of the form

1

£Z{x)=^qit){\-~ty ^dt, ..... . (1)

where rf.{t) is a function with the following properties:

1. (/{t) is regular within a circle, centi-e ihe origin and with a

radius no smaller than unity, so that it may be expaiided in a

power-series

:

<f{t) = a, + a,« -h . . . + a,, t" + . . . . . . . . (2)

2. If 'f^f^t) is the first of the derivatives of '/{t) which is infinite

for t = l, then there is a real number / such that

lim<f.^P){t)^{l—t)-i'^+l>)') (3)

1) By this notation we mean that lim (l—t)''^'''^^ i.(/0 (0 = or oo, according
<= i

as ?>0 or J < 0. We may express this by saying that -.(/)(<) is, for t=\,

equivalent to {l- t)' '''~^l'\ Since -Jj'Kl) is supposed infinite, we have a+P>0.
Further it follows from a well-known proposition (Dim, Grundlagen fur eine Theorie

der Funktionen einer reellen Grosse, p. 104) that, if -,(1) is itself finite for ^=1,

i.e. if p> 1, we must have AH-p< 1. For, if we had X -\- p > 1, then a.''"~^\^)

would, according to that proposition, also be infinite, being equivalent to

(l—t)~^''^^'~'^\ which is contrary to the hypothesis that ^W')(0 should be ihe first

of the derivatives infinite for i=l. We have therefore

< A+ P < 1 .
for P > 1 (*)

from which it follows that A is never positive in this case If, on the other hand,

v(/) is itself infinite for ^=1, it is, according to (3), equivalent to (1— O^', and

then A is not negative.
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3. There exists a real number ;/ with the property that, corre-

sponding to any assigned number a, however small, an integer N
may be chosen, such that we have, tmi/ormlij in a.u \utevvsi\0<t<d,

which, for the rest, we may think as small as we please

< ^1

^^—^^ ^—
1 for « > iV . . . . (5)

s
'

according as R{.ii) '^ X' or /^(,r) < A'. (R(.t') means the real part of .r).

The series of factorials corresponding to an integral of the form

(J) is

a. a, 2/ a. nf a„

where a^, a^, . . . are the coefficients of the power-series (2).

This series converges, according to Niei.sp:n, for the values of u:

satisfying the two conditions

R{x) > ;., and R{.v) > ;.' (7)

and if at least one of the two chai-acteristics X and X' is not negative,

the series (6) will represent the integral (1) for the values of x

mentioned ^).

From the first of the inequalities (5), applied for t = 0, and from

the consideration that

a,i = ~—7-, • • (9)
n/

it may at once be derived that the series (6) converges absolutely

for R^A-) <^ X' -\- 1 . In connection with (7) Nielskn therefore infers

that the nuuiber X is at most equal to X' -\- \

.

The thing to be remarked in the statement of Nielsen is however

1) If A and // are both negative, so that f(t) is finite for t= I, the integral (1)

has in general only a meaning for Rix) > 0, and the development in question is

valuable for these values of x only. But tlien we may consider the integral

1

"''^'""^

J 4.r+l)...(.t'+ p-l)

which has a meaning for Rix) > A. To this integral a certain remainder of the

series (6), viz.

H—;

—

r~r^ 7—

;

ttt + • • •
» • • \^)

corresponds and the integral would then be equal to this remainder for the values

of X determined by (7).

28
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol. XXI.
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that, if A<^;/-|-1, there is a certain domain on the left of

R{j;) =z 'a' -\- 1, where the series (6) converges conditionally. If

A' <;.<;'+ 1

this convergence takes place in a strip of the plane determined by

A < R(,v) <X + I

and if

in one determined by

r < i2(.r) < ;.' 4- 1.

This is remarkable, becanse Pincherle ^), who has also published

some notes on series of factorials, does not mention the case of

conditional convergence. And in order to state at once our point of

view, we declare not to understand the reasoning of Nielsen from

which the conditional convergence within the domain mentioned

would follow; it is even our opinion, as we are going to explain

direclly, that from his investigations onlj- the validity of his statement

follows for the values of.?; satisfying both the conditions /^(,r) '^ ^ -\- i

and R{.v) "^ X -\- 1 . The example given by Nielsen of the develop-

ment of an integral such as (1) in a conditionally converging series

is exact, and it is not difTicult, as it will be seen, to add others to

it. But in reflecting on the subject we have finished to doubt of the

general validity of the special theorem of Nielsen, in any case, for

the strong proof of it investigations of a farther reaching extent

would, in our opinion, be necessary.

2. Tiie mode in which Nielsen arrives at the development (6)

consists in integrating by parts the integral (1) : this gives iramediatelj'

X

a. (m— l).^a„_i

R„= r(;r) f "^"^^^^^^;
'^[^^ —dt . .... (11)

X x{x-\-\) x{x-\-\)...{x-\-n— 1)

where
1

(1— «)^+"-i

'{x^n)

From the condition 2° Nielsen derives that the first of the ine-

qualities of (5) will be valid for an interval ö<:^t<^l, \f Rix)"^?..

Here the quantity <f may be conceived arbitrarily small ; it must of

course be understood that the choice of the integral number N is

influenced by it, and that N will increase indefinitely with 1/d.

') Rendic. d. R. Ace. d. Lincei (1903, 2e Sem.).
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F'or this reason Nielsen lias to add the new condition under 3"

expressing that tiie inequality (5) is also valid for an interval

0<.t<(f for values of ./ lying in the half-plane on the right of

R{.v) = X' . Then it follows from the reasoning just mentioned, in

connection with the condition 3° that the remainder given l)y (11)

certainly approaches to zero for ?i = oo, if we have at the same time

A^(.r)>/' + l, and /?(.«)> ^. + 1 .... (12)

For we may write

/t„ = / (.r) I at.

and since /^(,r— 1) is both greater than I' and greater than P., the

function under the sign of integratioji unifonnlii approaciies to zero

in the interval ()</<], as n becomes indetinitely large. But noliiing

more can, in oui- opinion, be derived from the reasoning of Nielsen.

It is remarkable that in his book the author gives the equality (10) in

an erroneous form, in such a manner that undei- the sign of integration

a derivative of ff{t) occurs of an order too higii by one unity ; and

it might therefore be supposed that this circumstance has led Nielsen

to his erroneous conclusion. But in a memoir published by him in

Annal. de I'Ecole Normale (1902) the formula (10) occurs ina right

manner, and still Nielsen draws his conclusion without any further

explanation. It would have been of interest, if the author had

explained a little more amply how he arriv^ed at it. It seems not

impossible that the example given by him, and perhaps others, have

led him to the erroneous opinion that his theorem should have

been proved by the reasoning he has given.

3. Nevertheless this theorem might be right and then, of course,

there is every reason to introduce the characteristic number P. together

with y . But still it seems not unuseful to show that we may develop

the integral (1) in an absolutely converging series of factorials under

the only conditions 1° and 3°, and then for /?(.i') > ;.' + 1 . We
shall even resti'ict the latter condition a little: not assume that the

inequalit}^ occurring in it is satistied for a certain small interval

(0,<f) of t, but only for the endpoint / := 0. Since the values of the

different derivatives of </(0 in ^ = depend on the coefficients of

the power-series of that function by means of tjie formula

"" = —1- • ' (13)
n!

this supposition amounts to the following as to those coefficients

themselves

:

28*
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3^/". The coefficients a,, of the power-series for (f {t) satisfy the

condition

— an for (f>
Urn —rr-^= .... . (14)"''-^" 00 for (f<0 . . \ }
11= so

which we shall denote shortly by writing

lïm an ^ W' ........ (14')
>i= 00

and by saying that the npper limit of a„ for 71 = <x> is equivalent

to w' . We write intentionally the sign of upper limit, becanse this

will do for oui' pnrpose; it is not necessary to suppose that the

coefficients r/„ have a "croissance régnlière".

From the only snpposition 3a° it may already be derived that

the part of the earlier condition 3" corresponding to the tirst ot

the ineqnalities (5) is uniforinhj satisfied in the whole interval (0,1)

of the variable t, provided we add a factor (1— 0- ^^ prove this

we compare, for large values of n, the «''' derivative of (f{t)

l\n^-2) r(n + s4-l)
<fin){t) =,r{n\\)an^-^ -1_^ a„+i < + ...+ -^ ^- a„+,^' i .. (15)

1
.'

S;

with the n^'^ derivative of the function

r(A'+<f+i)
/(0 =

(l_i)/-l-'y-l-l

that is

r(A'+(f+n^l)

r(A' + cr+w+ 2) 7'(/'+ rf+n + l+s)= l\X'^<U~n+\)+ ^ \, ^ +-+
,

^^
-+ ...(16)

1 / s!

Here d is a certain positive number. However small we may

choose this, there is always, on account of our condition 3(^ï" corre-

sponding to any arbitrarily small number f an integer N such that

for all values of 5 >

a„_|_, < f —

—

-—
r(n+ «-fl)

Thus we have uniformly in the interval < ^ <^ 1

^ — ^-^<?, for nyN . . . (17)
r(yl'+ (f-fw-|-l) ^ ^

^ ^

here q){t) means the natural majorant of (p [t) determined by

(f{t) =^ [aj + |aj « 4- . . . + \an\ «" + ...

The same inequality a fortiori holds for (f{t) itself, and since <S

can be taken arbili-arily small, it follows that the integral (11),
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denoting tlie rest of the series of" factorials in question, lias zero as

a limit for 71 = co, if R {.v)^ '/.' -\- I , and thus that for these values

of .t' development of the integral (i) in such a series is possible.

That this series for these values of .v converges absohitely, may, as

we had already occasion to reinark, as well immediately be derived

from 3a'.

4. We make the following remarks: i**'. The proposition proved

just now may be compared with a result due to Cesar^ ^), according

to which it follows from the condition 3a" that the inecpiality (17),

for Iünt = i, is already valid from and after the value n = 0.

2"^^ In our result, and in that of Cksaro, is included that the

number X, introduced by Niet,sen, is for the natural majorant of

ff{t) exactly equal to X' -\- J "), whereas for the function itself it is

in any case not greater; thus we have

X<X i- I, and I^X' + 1 . . , . . . (18)

if A is the number in question for fp(t). This result, derived by

Nielsen from his fJieoreni, can tlierefore, if our opinion with regard

to the inexactness of Nielsen's proof is right, no more be regarded

as deduced by him.

3"^. We may also easily prove that inversally every series of

factorials such as (6), if it converges at all, is equal to an integral

of the form (1), where <f (t) satisfies the conditions under 1" and 3a".

In fact, if such a series converges for a certain value a -j- ii-i of .<,

the limit of the terms must be zero for that value. Now we have

nf 1

lim — —
H= 00 .'?'(« -f 1) ••• (^+ n) n«

from which it follows that the coefficients a,, of the series of

factorials satisfy the condition

lim a,i -^ n^
,

where X' is a certain real number which is at most ecjual to <i,

but may be equal to — cc. If now we form with the coefficients

an a function ff{t) as in (2), this function has the properties expressed

in the conditions 1° and 3a", and, as we proved in the foiegoing

paragraph, the given series of factorials is equal to the integral

(1) for R{x) > ;.' + 1 ; at least, if A' + 1 > 0, for if not, we should say

1) Ace. d. Scienze fisiche e malemfltiche di Napoli, 1893. See also Borel»

Legons sur les séries a termes positifs.

') At least when a» has a "croissance reguliere" ;
otherwise it may be smaller

than A'+ I, but no smaller than A'.
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that a certain remniruler of the given series is equal to an integral

of the form (8) in the footnote of p. 429.

4. If the coeflicients a„ in the power-series for (i{t) are real, we

can assign one detinite case in which the series converges c'f/i(^//;ViV/ia//v

for R{x) ^ //, viz. if all derivatives of an order higher than some

definite number have the property of conserving the same sign

throughout the interval 0<^<[1, and this in such a wajMhat always

two immediately succeeding derivatives are of opposite signs. This

result can be deduced from the equality

i2,,-7?„+i =————-— (19)
.«(.r + l)...(;c + n)

where R„ has the meaning given by (IJ). First let x be equal to

a real number rr. Then R,i and — Rn-\-i 'lave the same sign throughout

the interval of t, so that either of them is smallei', in absolute

value, than the series-term in the right-hand member of (19). If

therefore the latter has zero for its limit, then also R,„ and this is

the case for « ^ /', since lim a,, -^ w'

.

If X is complex ^ a -\- i^ and a ^ >/, we have

1

r/("(<)(l — 0^+"-i
dt

+l)...(.r-t-n-l)

1

^1 «(f(f l)...(« + n-l) /• </(")(«) (l—0-+"-i
<^

I

I at.^ «+ z/J)...(«-f i/i-f n— 1) IJ «(.«+ l)...(«+n— 1)

The latter integral is equal to R^ for x = n and therefore, as

we showed, zero for n = QO\ the factor by which this integral has

to be multiplied evidently has a modulus smaller than unity ; thus

/?„ approaches to zero as n increases indefinitely.

As an illustration we take the example of Nielsen

\i-tY-^
ai.)=j^^ dt,

where

ifit) =— , ;i ^ — 00 , ;.' = 0.

1+f

This function 'f{t) satisfies the S|)ecial condition mentioned in the

present remark, and on account of this circumstance we may deduce

the possibility of developing the function rz(.f) into a series of factorials

for R(x)^)/, this series converging but C(>??c//^/o>2<7//y if /i*(.*') <^ /'-)- J

.

Other examples to illustrate his theorem, especially such that do Jiot
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satisfy the special condition mentioned here, are not gi\en by

Nielsen, but may easily be imagined.

5. Finally we want to make a remark on another manner to

derive the development (6) from the series (2); a way which has

been followed both by Pincheht.e and by Nielsen. We may write

ip{t)(\-tY-^ =a,{\~tY-^ + a,t{\^tY-^ + . . . + ant'iX—ty-^ + . ..
,

and thus

1 1

Ccp{t) (1 - ty -' dt =C\c,,{\—tY-^ + . • . + a„«"(i -0— 1 4-. . . ] dt.

If this series is integrated term by term between the limits and 1,

we obtain the series of factorials required. In case the latter con-

verges, Nielsen (p. 239, Handbuch) derives from it that this series

is equal to tiie integral in the left-hand member of the preceding

equation; his reasoning is based upon a certain proposition of Dini

(Grundlagen, p. 523). If this reasoning were right, then, besides the

special case treated of above, we should have a more general one,

in which the integral (i) may be developed into a conditionally con-

verging series of factorials: viz. always when the series of factorials

to be derived from that integral, whether by means of integration

by parts or in the manner described just now, is a converging one.

But, in our opinion, the proposition of Dini in question has been

applied in a wrong manner by Nielsen. The fact is that, in applying

that proposition, we should first integrate the function in question

over the interval 0<.t<u, where u <^ \ . Now it is at once to be seen

that in such an interval we may integrate the abo\e series term by

term (on account of its uniform convergence in that interval); in

other words we shall have

u

i(p{t){\—tY-^dt =

u u u

= a, Ul—tY-^dt + a, it{\— tY^^dt-\- . . . -f aj <"(1— 0^-^(i<4- .. ,(20)

this equation being valid, however little a differs from unity. The

left-hand member of this equation is by definition equal to the

integral (1). But the right-hand member is only then equal to the

series of limit-integrals, if this member, considered as a function of

u, is continuous on the left in the point u=i\. This condition is

explicitly added by Dini, but seems to have been forgotten by
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NiKLSEN. There is not any simple indication that it would always

be satisfied. Only in the case of absolute convergence of the series

of integrals for u = l, i.e. when H[x) ^ I' -\- 1 , this is realized,

because the series (20) then converges at the same time uniformly

in the closed interval 0<n<\, and therefore represents, according

to a well-ltnown proposition, a continuous function of u in that

interval ').

') The reasoning of Pincherle, who, as already remarked, treats of absolute

convergence only, seems to be incorrect to us. it is based upon his writing for

the separate integrals of the series (20), if we replace ii by 1 — c,

1—

£

(1— f"+')rj/

ƒ .r(.r+ 1) . . . (ic 4-w)

which is wrong. If this could be done, the limit of the series (20) would indeed

be equal to the series of the individual limits of its terms, if the latter converged,

even if this convergence took place only conditionuUy. It seems therefore not

superfluous that, in the last sentence of the present paragraph, we have

called attention to the strong way in which the idea of integration term by term

may be used to prove the possibility of developing the integral (1) into an aöso/i<^e/y

converging series of factorials.



Physics. — ''Le tenseur gravifiqrie" . Bj- Tii. uk Dondkr. (Commn-

iiicated by Prof. H. A. Lohkntz).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 30, 1918).

Dans line note pariie dans ce recneil '), j'ai obtenn nn tensenr

gravifiqne t;,j. répondant a tontes les exigent'es de la relativite générale.

All conis de ses rechercbes snr le cbainp gravifique, M. Lorkntz*)

a troiivé le niême tensenr gi-avifiqne.

Dans ce travail, nons donnons e,v})liciU>inent la valenr dn (enseur

gravifique h^, et nons en dédnisons la valenr explicite dn tensenr

tj,j.-\- Ti,,\ on remarqnera qne dans celni ci ^o?/,.v le.s termes de Up.

renfermani des dévivées secondes des potenti.els gravlfiqiies ont disparn.

Nons montrons ensnite qne dans tont cliatnp gravifiqne et électro-

magnétique, la force généraUsée F,{). = 1 , 2, 3, 4) est nu/Ie. Ce résnlfat

est obtenu atissi an nioyen de l'identité de Humbert ; les /^; sont

encore nnls dans tont cliamp gravifiqne renfermant de la matière;

ce résnltat est indépendanl dn tensenr gravifiqne choisi.

Dans le cliapitre suivant, nons étndions divers tenseurs gravifiques,

et nons indiqnons une correction a effectner snr le tensenr gravifique

d'ElNSTEIN*).

Etant donnée l'importance dn cliamp gravifique d'EiNSTEiN—
ScHWARZscHiLD, iious avous cru utile de calculer le tj,y. relatif' a ce

champ.

Nous montrons ensnite qne 2^6; est indépendant des dérivées

secondes des potentiels gravifiqnes.

Enfin, il résnlte de la covariance de ^;^, qne celni-ci est cö^'ré^V/i^n^

au tensenr électromagnétique 7;„ ponr tont changement lineaire des

variables x^, x,, .x^, x^.

I. Valeur explicite du tenseur gravijiqiie t\a-

Rappelons tont d'abord la valenr de ce tensenr gravifique:

') Th. Dr Donder. Verslag Koninkl. Akad. v. Wetenschappen. Amsterdam.

Deel XXV. 27 Mei 1916.

2) H. A. LoRENTz. Verslag Koninkl. Akad. v. Wetenschappen. Amsterdam. Deel

XXV. 24 Juni 1916.

'j A. Einstein. Sitzungsberichte Akad. d. Wissenschaften. Berlin. 26 Oktober 1916
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hfx =^ «;,« l—
âi,

dl
C^(l+f«,)

^5'«V
h^ (^9ab,iuii

diCi
gab,, +

+ i:b-(i + .,.,)

dl

d9ab„
9ab;M

/*>

(l)

oü

l= kC{—gyit

C=ii 2 :S :^' :S gj'g^'^ {ij, Im) ;

i m f l

C est l'invariant do courbure totale de Riemann relatif a la forme

quadratique différentielle:

S 2 (fikff'Viifa^k. ........ (2)

Ou a aussi posé :

9<lb,/J.

dgab

d.v.
9ab,y.i

d'gab

D'autre part, on a: f;;, ^1, f;,,^^0 (A=|-fi); w indiqne iiiiesom-

mation étendiie uiix 10 combinaisoiis avec repetition des nombres

1, 2, 3, 4 pris 2 a 2.

En dérivant / par rapport aux </„/,.„ et en permntant les indices,

oil oblient ie résnltat suivant:

dl

dgab,i.

f (lil

^'(-9)'M ' -^)^ ^^
h l a L " J ^

h l \

9"" (9'"^ g"'— 9^'' 9^^)
1

f 9^'-^ (9'"" 9^'' ~ g'^'g'^")
t

.

g/xu (gftbglh — g'"g^^) 1

En dérivant de mêine / par rapport aux (/«6,,/t et en rédnisant les

termes seniblables, on obtient:

JL^.^k{—gf^ (\ - ^Yl - —^ {2giyg^b_ga,gOi -gb^gaiy

<'9ab.f.i V ^ / V ^ /

Substitnons ces expressions dans (1), et utilisons la formule:

Après quelques reductions obtenues en permutant les indices, on

a enfin :

"* a b i h a.

k— - (
-g)i 2:1:^ [g-"'9''^-9'''"9''']9ob:H

^ a b i

(3)
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Cette expression de t,,j. se siniplifie encore en vertu de l'éqnation

complémentaire /i=:0.

II. Valeur e.vplicite da tensmr /;„ -|- 7\,j-

Rappelons la valeiir du ienseur cleciromagnétique^):

7';„= 2:(l-ff„)r'0^'^ .....•• (4)
i

Mais en vertn de l' ideiitité ^) :

(1 -f f;0 O" ^ = K—gY'^ i:i:g'^i{ih, ix) - /c{-gyi. Cg.i .

h I

l'expression (4) peut s'écrire:

T,, = - 8,J + k{—gyU 2:2:2: gy-^gl'l {ih, Ü.) .... (5)
/* / i

Rappelons aussi que la parenthese a 4 indices de Ohristoffel a

la valeur suivante:

(lA, IX) ^E^ \{gu,id—g}u,i[~guju \ g/,i,ü) + ^^if''
'hl'

:;]
'h'K 'li'

Retournons maint-enant a la valeur de t),j. et utilisons la formule:
gnb,h--_ :^^ g,.j^

g-^n g^b
(6)

5 T

Rapprochons la valeur de t,,j, ainsi obtenue (3,6), et la valeur de

T;,j (5) : tous les termes de t;,ij. renferinant des dérivées secondes des

potentiels gravijiques se retvoiivent, changes de signe, dans Ie tenseur

électromagnétique Tj^..

Après quelques reductions provenaut de permutations d'indices,

on trouve enfin :

/ gü,hi[g'''g^^— g^^'g'^] \

^g'-y- {^g'h g U glli g li y
t,, ^- T,, = kK-gyi^ 2:2:2: )

+ ^ ^^.m,^
h i

(7)

III. La force généralisée Fy est nulle.

La force généralisée F, (A=:l, 2, 3,4) satisfait aux relations

suivantes ")

:

dxu.
(8)

;.,,!=: 1,2,3,4.

1) Th. De Donder. Archives du Musée Teyler. Sér. 2. T. III. 1917 (voir spec,

pages 94 et 99).

2) Th. Dk Donder. Voir ma note citée ci-dessus; equations (10).

Voir aussi mon méraoire, Archives Teyler, Haarlem 1917; equations (347).
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Snbstituons dans (8) les valeiirs tronvées (7) pour Ie teuseur

t,^ -\- T,u. Après derivation et permutations d'indices, on voit que

tons les tenues se détruisent deux a deux; on aura donc:

F. = . . . , (9)

Ce résultat est indépendant de ^expression choisie /wur ie tenseur

gravi/ique ty^.. C'est ce que nous allons demon trer au moj'en de

l'identité de Hilbkrt ^), qui peut s'écrire avec nos notations

:

,j y tl -J
il*l V

(10)

, ¥a\ vertu du principe generalise de Hamilton, les equations ditfé-

rentielles gravitiques sont ')

:

V

OU

dL

Or, on a *)

:

ö'"'(t+') = o

= -0""' (II)

o'"^-|:.=(f"Oi''-"'' • • • •

<'^'

d'oü, en vertu de (J 1)

A' _
V '

—
\

^ o
0"'i = { i_^)i^,„,7;A ...... (13)

et inversement :

T,..= 2:(\+e,.)g:-^'U (U)
IJ-

En vertu de (IJ), Ie premier membre de l'identité de Hilbert (10)

peut s'écrire:

- (~)
ydais/M

D'autre part, en vertu de (14), Ie second membre de cette iden-

tité (10) peut s'écrire :

d']\^

On a donc :

^) D. Hilbert. Nachrichten Königl. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Göttingen. Math. phys.

Klasse. Heft \i. 1915. (Berlin 1916).

2) Th. De Donder. Archives Teyler, Haarlem 1917. (Voir equation 339).

^) Voir equation (353) de mon mémoire, Archives Teyler.
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dx.,

Or, en vertu de (346) ')

„ dx-j

d'oü

o= 1,2,3,4.

Remarquons que tout ce qui precede pent être generalise inimé-

dialemeiil en remplacant / par mie fouclion covariante plus générale,

par exemple: /

—

^q{—y)'.», oh {» est une fonction de .*',,.<",, .r,, .v\
;

on obtiendrait aiiisi mos equations généralisées ') du cliainp gravifiqiie

renferniant des masses.

IV. Autres tenseurs (/ravifiques.

Les seize fonctions 6,„ dont rensembie eonstilue ie (enseur gravi-

fique ne devant, jnsqn'a |)résent, satisfaire qu'aux qualre equations

aux dérivées partielles ^) :

dt),u.

2:

y. aXjix

- = - Ku

A = 1,2, 3, 4,

il en résulte qu'il existe une infinite de tenseurs gravifiques diffé-

rents. Le développement ultérieur de la theorie de la gravitation

montrera probablement que le tenseur gravitique doit être determine

d'une maniere univoque par des conditions aux limites et des con-

ditions initiales.

En se reportant aux relations (341 a 345) de mon mémoire *)

(Archives Teyi.er), on verra aisément qiie les seize fonctions suivantes :

t^H-

ab

(tb,/

dl

dl (/(7«''./"

i v; ^ .

^
,üf^"^/^ ,• dxi I

dl

+ i S(l-f6,,.-) — o«V.
dg^f^'f^*

(15)

déterminent un tenseur gravifique.

') Voir equation (346) de mon mémoire, Archives Teyler.

2) Voir la dernière page de mon mémoire. Archives Teyler.

') Voir equation (344) de mon mémoire. Archives Teyler.

*) Voir aussi notations (348 a 852) de ce mémoire.
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Grace a la theorie des invariants différentiels, on par un calcnl

direct, on tronvera que:

v^ = t,. + ii—gyi"- ^:^^g...
_^..(^.^.,/._^.«..) _

(16)

On remarquera que ces deux tenseurs gravifiqnes renferment les

mêmes dérivées secondes des potentiel.s gravifiqnes. On aura en ontre:

d.Vu

z=ö.

En vertu de nos equations (8) et (9), on pourra introdnire Ie

tenseiir gravi/iqiie — 1\,. ; M. IjOrkntz ^) a rencontre ce tenseur

gravifique au cours de ses recherches. Quand on adopte Ie tenseur

gravifique de M. Lorkntz, \e tenseur t,,j. -\- T),y, est iilenüquementnul.

Plus récennnent, M. Einstkin") a trouvé un tenseur giavifique qui

ne i-enferme auciine dérivée seconde des potenliéls graviticpies. Nous

allons indiquer une methode nouvelle pour oblenir ce tenseur

gravifique (corrigé).

L'invariant de couibure totale de Rii<:mann peut s'écrire:

a /9 5 T

i s r i: >: g-'-^

d
a O

H-

dx^

;? T
I

\(( il

<T ( T

dx.

a T i_

11 en résulte que l^kC{—^yi^ peut s'écrire

g

oi'i nous avons posé: ')

a /3 <r T _dx^\ I o dx.
q'^r- f /* (17)

l* = ^k 2:2:2:2:
a ji a -

L fö)(T\ \ Ö]( X)

. (18)

.n6

On vérifiera, par un calcul direct, que Ie lagrangien (^'" d'une

1) H. A. LoRENTZ. Voir la deinière page du inémoire cité. (Verslag Amsterdam 1916).

3) A. Einstein. Sitzungsberichte Akad. der Wissenschaften Berlin (Séance du

26 octobre 1916).

') Les termes qui figurent dans la première ligne du second membre de (18)

onl élé omis par M. Einstein.
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dérivée partielle par rapporl a nne des variables ,i\, .i\, .r,, a\, d'inie

fonction quelconque de ces variables et des potentiels gravijiques est

identiquement nul.

Par conséquent (17, 18):

0"'/ = /)"''/* (19)

Posons maintenant ')

dl*
«,V = f;,/*— S---^«V ...... (20)

On aura *)

:

^^=^(0 ^*)//"'''^ (21)

,« "'^y ah

OU, en vertil de (19)

:

£ j- = ^{C^'"i)r'-i^ . . ... (22)

OU, a cause de (339) ainsi que de (343. 344) (voir nion niénioire,

Archives Teyleh) :

= -K, (23)

fj.
dxij.

On aura encore (voir fin du paragraphe II F

^^(7V+<^^^ ^^^^
fX d^fX

On pourrait construire aussi ie tenseur gravifique :

dl*
e,,^= 6;^.l*— 2:- 9ab,., ('-^5)

abd9ab,-x

et un calcui simple montrerait que ^^^ =: t^'''\

IV. Champ gravijique c/' Einstein—Schwarzschild.

On sait que les [)0tentiels graviüques du champ d'EiNSTEFN—
Schwarzschild*) peuvent s'écrire :

9z. = - R'i}-''^^)
ï . • • • (26)

g,, = R-^{R-<t)

(7i„ = O oü X,n ==1,2, 8, 4, et ^=|=/*

1) Comme a réquation (341) de mon mémoire, Archives Teyler.

') Comme a Téqualion (342) de mon mémoire, Archives Teyler.

3) K. ScHARZSCHiLD. Sitzungsberichte Akademie d. Wissenschaften Berhn

(Séance du 3 février 1916). Voir spécialement pages 191 et 194.
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On a posé :

R= {dx^^a*)^ (27)

Rappelons enfin que a représente une constante.

En substitiiant les valeiirs (26) et (27) dans (3), on obtient, après

de nombrenses reductions, le résultat suivant : ious les 1,^ (> ,fi =: 1, 2, 3, 4)

soiit nnh, snuf t^, qui vaut — R^^.

Les calculs se trouvent grandement simi^üfiés si Ton remarque que

g se reduit a -- 1 dans le clianip considéi-é.

En déiivant ce determinant par rapport a .<v et ;r,, on obtient la

relation :

2:2:g'^(^gah,u = — ^^9''''''9ai,x (28)
a b ah

Grace a (28), le tenseni- gravifique (3j pourra s'écrire:

f;„ = i 2: y £ JL^'".'
g!'^ -f k r^^'' r' J (inb,. + r-" 9'''9ob;n] • »

29)

a b i

Pour s'assurer si le tenseur ^',„ d'EiNSTKiN est différent du tenseur

hfj.,
il suffira de calculer /'jj, par exeniple, relatifau cliamp d'EiNSTEiN-

ScHWARZscHii-U: tous calculs faits, on trouve (25) que ^',, = /*^/t'/^ 2_

Or ^„ est nul; done, ces deux tenseurs sont (liferents.

VI. Vakur explicite de ^ t,,.

.

En vertu de (3) et (6), on obtient, en permutant les indices^):

k
^ty, — U (—a)V. ^9kh,,,x (/"'' .a9'— .9*' ƒ/-/'') +
> 4

k

+ ^ i—^f'^ ^9r^,i9h,%k{-'^9''^9'i'9'''' + iM;^'V'/'' + 9''^9''' 9^^')

-

4

Cette expression se simplifie considérablement si Ton remarque

que I'invariant de courbure C peut s'écrire:

0=^2 gkh,qi {9^^ 9'f'—9^'9'^^) +

I
Ag'-'t^ gl' g^'' — S^"/^ g'^ig'jf^ \

-i i ^gq'^,i9h2k I
-2g'^Jig<iigi^'' 4 '^g'-'f' gi^'if^— ^fi^ gr-< g^'^

j
. (30)

\ -^ 9'^ gf"" 91^^ J

Si Ton se rappelle la signification de / (voir § 1), on trouvera

immédiatement, grace a (30), que:

(—
9''^ 9^*9*^^

I
pqa qki n^h

— Igi^'g^^g^^

1) Dans les formules qui suivent, le signe S représente des sommes séparées

portant respeclivement sur les valeurs 3. 2, 3, 4 de tous les indices qui suivent.
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En vertil de l'éqnation complémentaire /= O, on voit (30) que

2^ tx), est une fonve qiiadvatique des dérlvées premüres' seules.

VII. Covariance dn tenseur gravipque 6« •

Effectnons un changement qiielconqiie des variables .u,, .r,, ;r,, .r^, et

représentons par x'
{

{i = \, 2, 3, 4) les non vel les variables. Le tenseur

gravifiqne prendra une nouvelle valeur ^',„ (/, ji = 1, 2, 3, 4) fournie

par Ia relation (1) oü toutes les lettres auront été, au préalable,

affect ées dan accent.

Rappelons que ^) :

^'--^^H -A
•••'•••• (32)

d{x^...x ^)

Grace a cetle relation (32), il sera aisé de comparer t',^ a 1,^;

de cette compai-aison, il lésnlte que pour tout changement lineaire

des variables .Tj, .r,, .<•,, .<;/, on aura:

' /y — t; ; ,
"^ -^ i /

• i • » (TT »

d{x\ .. x\\ , T Ox; OXr

autrement dit, pour tout changement /m^'niV<? des variables .i'i,.r,,.i',,.r^,

Ie tenseur gravifiqne tu. est cogrédientixw tenseur électromagnétique ')7\„.

Il n'en est plus de même pour un changement (/i<^Vc'j/Z(7?f^ de vari-

ables '). Un fait analogue se présente pour les forces généralisées *)

Fi et K,: la force généralisée gravifique K\ n'est cogrédiente a la

force géuéralisée électromagnétique F) que pour les changements

linéaires des variables x^, i\,x\, x^.

Le 30 avril 1918.

1) Voir equation (364) de mon mémoire. Archives Teyler.

2) Voir Tequation (319) de mon mémoire, Archives Teyler.

3) M. LoRENTZ. avail déja fait remarquer que tiu. n'esl pas cogrédient a T,fj.

dans le cas d'un changement quelconque de variables (Verslag Amsterdam, 24

Juni 1916).

*) Voir les equations (321) et (323) de mon mémoire, Archives Teyler.

29
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Mathematics. — "On the evaluation of ?(27i-f-l)". By Prof. J.

C. Kluyvkh.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 28, 1918).

By means of a characteristic and very general metliod Markoff ')

00 00

transformed the very slowly convergent series 2n~'^ and 2n~^ 'mio11
other series, that converge more rapidly, and J. G. van der Oorput ')

described a special method of transformation applicable to the series

00

^ji-ah-^x] f-Q,. larger values of h. 1 propose to deal anew^ with the
1

transformation of these series and to add a few residts to those

previously obtained. In order to appreciate the increase of convergence

resulting from the transformation, 1 will consider d'At-kmbert's ratio

for the transformed expansion, which I will call its index. For the

series given by Markoff the index is -^, and I will show that a

lower index can be attained.

In the first place 1 base my deductions on the properties of the

function

n=oo

(fk{z) = > —

,

n=l

where k denotes a positive integer. In order to uniformise rpkiz), it

is convenient to regard the right line (-f-1
, -|- Q*^) ^s a cut in the

complex 2-plane, and with this convention we may enunciate the

following properties of (p^^z) in substance deduced by Abel:

qp. {z) + <P. (1—^) = - log ^ log (1 -^) + ? (2),

y^. (^) -f- ^. (-^ = - è log' z Ar ni log 2 + 2 S (2)

y. {z) - r^ ( -^J
= è log' ^ - log z log (1-^) + S (2)

Obviously in these formulae we have to take real values for log^

and for log (1

—

z), when z itself is real and between and 1.

') Gompies rendus, t. 109, p. 934.

») These Proc. XIX, p. 489.
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As in general we have

d dlogu— <pk^i (m) = <pk (u) —J—

,

dz dz

it is possible to extend partially the above relations to the function

(ft{z\, and indeed it follows that

<Pt (^) - <f\ (t) = ~ ^ *°S' z + hm log' z + 2? (2) log z, i

.f, {"-^^ -^ ^/'.(i-^) 4- r, (^) = i log' z - i log' z \og{\~z) 4- / (2)

-fg(2)logz + i;(3),

rz—1
bor /(;^3 a linear relation between (fk{^),'l^k{^

—z)ix\m(^k

no longer exists, there only remains, besides the relation

1

Cpk {Z) + Cfk {—z) — -^^^^ (pk (^')

an equation of the form

r/, (z) + (-l)^- Cfk
(^yj

= - (2 :ri)>^gk (^-^^ .

where ffki'^t) denotes the differential coefficient of Bkrnoulm's

polynomial /k{it).

Another expansion valid for all positive and integer values of k

is the following:

+y ^=^?(A-n) (3)

Here the right line (0,— oo ) must be considered as a barrier in

the complex //-plane and log y is real for positive values of y. The

accent in 2^' denotes that the term with the index Ji =z k—1 is to

be excluded. As for the numerical values that the ^-function takes for

the value zero and for negative integer values of the argument,

we have

?(0)= -i
, C(-2A)^0 ,

5(l_2A) = (-l)^^.

Therefore after a certain stage the coefïicients in the expansion at

the right hand side of (3) are expressible by Bernoulli's numbers

and the radius of convergence of the expansion is evidently 2.t,

29*
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as we might expect since equation (3) may be established bj

integrating- repeatedly both sides of the eqnatioii

«=00
e-'!i

. . , ,
-c-i (— 1)"S» "y'::i = -iog,/ + iv + 5:^^.'^.(o<y<2^).

By substituting 2 = ^ in the formulae (1) and (2) we find

<f^ (0 = Ï log» 2 -i C(2) log2 + ^ £(3),

and then, remembering tiiat

log log 2 = _i,og2+"vti)!^".*'°i^,

we deduce from (3) by taking yz=i\o^1

I log 2 '^ ( - 1)"-^ ^in (log2)2"+i

«=i

>i= CO

I log' 2 ^-. (-IV'-i^,, (og2p+2
C (3) = I log» 2 + 4 J

-°— + \ —^'
.
^—^-^

.

- V ; 7 '^ë ^
I

2 ^ ^ 2n / 2n 4- 2

The index of these expansions is about ^^V a'x' the error involved

in neglecting terms beyond the second does not affect tlie fifth

decimal.

It is possible to connect these expansions with the equation

— Coth — = 1 + >
(_l)n-li^„

2 2 ^6—' 2n!

and to deduce in tiiis way definite integrals representing ?(2) and $(3).

Thus we arrive in the first place at the well-known formula

1

,,2) = 2j'°i<L±i)^.

but we get also the less familiar result

2 3 n—

1

"='
' '

"

Further, we may prove Eulku's result

1
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and, tiiiallj, we may show that

?(3)--|-J

•

log(l-^)»og(l + .^) ^^^

"=^ 1/1111 1 \

= ^ ^ ^ \T~ Y ^ T ~T"^ * ^ 2n— ij'

Quite oilier expansions of the quantities ?(2) and ?(3) are obtained

by substituting in (1) and (2)

5 = 1(^/5— 1) = a.

As we have

J
a-1

1 — o = a* and =— a
a

we readily get from (1)

r/,(a')=:.-log'a f f $(2)

and from (2)

y. («')= - flog' « + im iog« + is(3).

Now writing — 2 log ri = «, we have

log (1= y —^—-.—

,

M = 1

and substituting y =^ ^ and also // = « in (3), in order to obtain

expansions of <r^{<^), Tii'^^) and q^^ia"^), we infer that

5(-) = *^l„-) + i

»i=co /a\2n-|-l\

UJ ^-^ 2n/ '2/1 + 1 ('

«= 1

>f=00

S(3) = l "-+>
2 ' -i-' 2n7 ' 2?i-f 21

H = 1

The index of the first series representing ?(2) is about yfö. for

the other two series it is less than ^.
Again it is possible to convert the series into delinite integrals.

From the power-series in a we find
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i de
5(2) =v r T^^g('+

^^1+^')'

o

e(3) = 10
1

y log'u^ + »/ïTF).

o

If we wish to expand $(/) for /i->3, we must proceed in a

different manner. We sliall use the general identity

2:tj'

where p is an integer and 0=zev

Denoting the series

I,— 00 man

bj ^^m. we get by substituting in (4)

JL1
= 2 , ^ = 1

2^^ + ^. = ^^'.

1

2

and hence

U, + U,= ^— U,
' ' * 9.S—1 •

From equation (3) we deduce by taking k = 2h -\- 'l,y = iv

V^ — 1 J
1 [- . . . -\ log r +

Z^ v^f^+^
'~

2hf Vl^2^3^ '^2A ^ J
n=l

+ V'^-L— g(2A4-l"2n) . . (5)

n=0

hence writing

1 \/ 1

we may conclude to

(_l)A-l,/iA /111 1
,

.
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u=h~l

^^ 2n/ '^' ' Zb;(2«+ 2A)/ 2„
'^'

where v now stands for —

.

Bj means of this equation ?(2/< -{- \) is expressed in terms of

C(3), ?(5), . . ., ?(2/<— 1) and taking successively h = 1,2,3 .. ., we get

S(3, ?(5), 5(7), . . . expressed by a linear combination of expansions

the index of which is yV ^)-

A slight transformation of (6) is possible. By using

^^''~
2^^ 2^1 '2^'
u = 1

and by effecting some other reductions, it may be shown that (6)

can take the form

n=A—

1

{h -«) (2/i 4- 2n — 1) (— l)"-i v^"^ h(2h— l\ 2n!
='^ ^ ^ T-

n=2
h{2h—\) 2n!

2h{2h—\)} 2/i/ ^4-/(2n + 2A)/
^

*"^
3

If we put A = J and /* = 2, it will be seen that

g(3) = 3;— t,'_y" .^^ü (2n + 3)y2n-|-2[

/ 4 / .*—
' (2n 4- 4) / \

I will now proceed to show that for each of the quantities C(2/i -f- 1)

there exists a linear combination of expansions with an index less

than -^. For this purpose I use again the identity (4) and writing

w=oo

15 ^i—
' n«

n = l

^) Similar results were deduced by Mr. van der Gorput in the paper quoted.

However, in the fundamental expansion of the quantity I{n,a) on p. 1464 by a

slight inadvertence the factor 22k Jias been omitted in the general term, hence

in all the subsequent expansions the general term should be multiplied by 2^^

and the index of the series on p. 1470 is -gig- and not y^f.
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I make in (4) the substitutions

p = 3 , z= «*«'«'

,

p = b , z =\.

These substiliitions give the four equations

^. + ^.. = ^^..

u.+ ü,+ u,,^.-L^^u,,,

2^

1

3^

and eliminating i\, U^,, U^^ we get

Now, taking s=i2h-\-l, we ma}' expand (/,, U,, U„ U^ by

applying equation (5) and we will get ['^^ = ^{2h -\- 1) expressed in

terms of the (piantities u(3), C(5), . . , C(2/i— 1) and of four power-

series in lu, the indices of which aie respectively 9^, -5-!^, rè-ö. tIt-

Since the formulae become somewhat complicated, I will consider

only the simplest case /i = l. Then we have

336 4(::!) = — 900 U^ -{- 225 C', + 800 i\ + 900 U,

and hence

689g(3) = 450u.'(36-241og».-331og2-81og3)-900V — . h^ ^ ^ ^
^—'(271+ 2)/ 2n

;(:=:oo

+225 y _J^_}^^^}^ + 800 y -^^ <i!!»!l! +
^-; (2w+ 2)/ 2n ii-'(2n+ 2)!' 2n

+ 900 VU (2n+ 2)/ 2w
»i=i

I will end with remarking that the calculation of the sum of

the series

o, 1 1 1 1

' ^ ' I2h ^2h ^ 52;. 72A ^
may be conducted along similar lines. Eqnation (3) gives, if we take

k = 2h,y = ill,
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Sinmü___(— l)'^-ij*2A-l / 1 11 1

712/" " (2A-1)/ " [l(1 +
1+1 + .. +^^^-- log,.) +

(_l)».n2«+i
4- V -a2/i-l-2n)
Z- (2n+ l)/

(7)

and it is possible to express ti{2/i) by means of series of the form

"=* smnwV

Indeed, putting

>i=oe . mnv

V,n = \ 2 and r = —
o

n=l ns

we have by substituting in (4)

i

p =z 2. , Z := e

I

/) = 3 , z := e

1

2'1 ' 9.5-1 »

whence

^, + ^» - ^, = ï^.

F. fl H ^= 2 V, r,.M ~ Ss-l ƒ
1 9s— 1 *S-'-V ' 2*

Now, talking s = 2h, we have ï^, :r= ri(2A), and expressing Fj

and F, by means of equation (7), we get an expansion for 'ii(2h).

In the simplest case h = l, I find in this way

/ 4\ ':r" B„ t;2"+i /I A
.(2) = i.(i + iogJ + i;^^--^-.-^(^-i)

hi)
Again the index of the series is -gV and the value of ')j(2) is found

to tive decimals by taking into account only the tirst two terms of

the expansion.
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Mathematics. — ''üeber die Teilkörper des Kreiskörpers K\e ^

(Eister Teil). Bj Dr. N. G. W. H. Beeger. (Communicated

by Prof. W. Kapteyn).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 28, 1918).

Der Zweck des vorliegenden Aufsatzes ist die Untersuchung- aller

(^\
Teilkörper des Kreiskörpers K\e ' J il eine imgerade Piimzahl), iind

nameullicli die Bestiminmig ihrer Klassenanzalileii. Ich benütze dabei

die Definitioneii uiid Notationeu des Hii.UERT'sL'heu "Bericht über die

Tlieoi'ie der algebraischen Zahikörper" ^).

KüMMER giebt, ohne Ableitnng, die Formel für die Klassenanzahl

aller Teilkörper des Kreiskörpers K\e ' / ') (/ prim).

Die Klasseiianzahlen aller Teilkörper des Kreiskörpers K \e ^

sind bis jetzt noch nicht berechnet worden; nnd weil iin allgemeinen

die ganze Ableitnng der endgültigen Ansdrücke der Klassenanzahl

m .nnr publicirt ist für den Kreiskörper K\e' / selbst, so gebe ich hier

die ganze Herleitung meiner Formeln.

^ 1 . Einige Bemerkungen über den Karper K(,")

Dieser Körper, den ich weiter andeute durch K{Z), ist ein cycli-

scher Körper '). Es sei r eine primitive Wnrzel von V' und es sei

.y die Substiintion [Z : Z'), so wird die Siibstitntionsgruppe des Kör-

pers vorgestelt durch

5,5' /~V-1)
. (1)

Die Primzahl / ist im Körper die l^—'^{l— l)-te Potenz eines Prim-

ideals i';

/ = l''
^^~^^

l' = (l-Z)

^) Jahresb. d. D. M. V. Band IV. lm folgenden angedeulel durch die BuchstabeH.

2) Crelle Journ. Band 40.

'3) H. Satz 128.
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2 ist ein Hauptideal ersten Grades. ')

Satz 1.

Die Zerlegungsgruppe des Primideals l^ ist die gauze Gruppe (Ij.

Ebenso die Traglieitsgruppe. Die Verzweigungsgruppe ist

,/-l^ .s2{/-l), . . .
_5/'"\/-lJ

Die eiiimal-iiberstriclieiie Verzweigiingsgnippe ist

o/(/-l). ,2/(/-l) s/''~^/(/-l) .

Die A-mal iiberstricliene Verzweigungsgruppe ist

sl''~\l-i)

and bestelit also nur aus der identischen Substitution ^;.

Beweis: Die Zerlegungsgruppe eines Primideals besteht aus alien

Substitutionen die das Primideal ungeandert lassen. Nun gilt fur

jede Substitution der Gruppe (1):

5" Ï = s^ {l-Z) = (1 -Z'" ) = P

Hiermit ist der erste Teil des Satzes bewiesen.

Die Traglieitsgruppe eines Primideals bestelit aus alien Substituti-

onen der Zerlegungsgruppe fur welclie, fur alle ganzen Zalilen i2

des Körpers :

3«52 = 52 (ttW iO (2)

Jede ganze Zahl i2 des Körpers hat die Form

i2= a, 4- a, Z + a,Z» +.... + ««-i ^"~^

wo n = l^-^ (/—I).

Es wird also notwendig

s^Z = Z{modï)

Es ist aber

saz—Z=Z (Z- "-1 1) = {mod Ï)

Hiermit ist der zweite Teil des Satzes bewiesen.

Der Grad der Verzweigungsgruppe ist eine Potenz von /, es sei

l^ und

rausz ein Teiler sein von /—I well der Grad ƒ von 2 gleich eins

ist'). Also ist b = h—1, und

1) H. Satz 120.

*) Dieser Satz ist Satz 129 von Hilbert ; enlhalt aber bei Hilbert einen Fehler.

S) H. Satz 71.
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r„ =: /''-I

Nun musz jioch gezeigt werden, dasz fur jede ganze Zahl i2 des

Körpers

sbil-i) i2= ^ (mod t*).

Hieraus geht hervor

:

sf>{l-nZ=Z(mod\i')

Es i«t 7A'-i) = l (mod /). Wir können dalier setzen rH^—^l= 1 -}- y/

und est is also

s'^^-'^Z- Z= Z'-"''-''- Z= Z iZ"'—l) =
= Z{Z'^-'l){Z"+i''~^-\) (Z''+('-i)'^~^-l) .... (3)

Hieraus geht hervor

si^ii-i) Z-Z=Q{mod Ï')

weil jeder Factor rechter Hand von (3) teilbar istdurch(l — Z)=iL

Hiermit ist der Satz der Verzweigimgsgruppe bewiesen.

Wenn wir die einnial iiberstrichene Verzweigungsgruppe bestimmen

wollen, mussen wir den gröszten Exponenlen L von I' bestimmen

tnr welchen fur jede Substitution dei' Verzweigungsgruppe gilt:

sb(l-i)£^^Si'{mod2^^)')

Hieraus ergibt sich

af'ii-i) Z—Z=0(ino<f^^L).

und es sei r''''-^ ' = 1 -\- vl

Weil fur die Zahlen ^ = 1,2,.... / '' ^ nicht alle Zahlen v durch

/ teilbar sind, kann nichi fur jede Zahl b das Product aus (3) noch

weiter zerlegt werden. Hieraus folgt

Nur wenn v^^O[modl) ist, so kann jeder Factor aus (3) wiederum

in /-Factoren zerlegt werden. Fur diese Werte von b ist also

L=zl'. Die einmal iibersti-ichene Verzweigungsgruppe ist also:

,/(/-!)
,

52/(/-l) 3^^-2^{/-l)

und

r- = ZA-2

Die zweimal iiberstrichene Verzweigungsgruppe ist

,/^/-l), ,21^(1-1) ,/^-3/2(/-l)

und

r- =//'-3
I'

1) H. § 44.
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Wenn man anf diese Weise das Pi'odiict recliter Hand von (3)

weiter zerlegt, so findet man den weiteren Bevveis des Satzes.

Satz 2.

Ist P ein von P verschiedenes Priniideal von K{Z), dann ist die

Zerleg u ngsg ru ppe

wenn ƒ der Grad des Primideals ist, und e/== I''
-'^

{I— 1).

Die Traglieitsgrn[)pe beslehi nur ans der identischen Substitution ^).

Beweis: Es sei p die rationale Primzalil, die durch \|) teilbar ist.

In K{Z) gilt:

WO ]>{, e verschiedene Primideale sind. Es ist also P eins dieser.

Hierans gelit hervor. dass es e und niclit melir als e Snbstitutionen

giebt die das Ideal <^ in ein anderes überführen. Die Zerlegu!)gsgruppe

besteht also aus f Snbstitutionen. Daher ist es die im Theorem ange-

gebene Gruppe.

Es sei nun 6'"« eine Substitution der Traglieitsgruppe, so niusz

für alle ganzen Zahlen i2 von K{Z) -.

aae i2 = 52 {mod P).

also

s^>^ ZEE:Z{mod'^).

Es ist aber

sce Z—Z= Z'"'- Z=Z{Z~l)

Diese Zahl ist nicht teilbar durch ^13, es sei denn dasz a =: O ist;

denn (1— Z-=:'i und der Bruch ist eine Einheit*). Die Tragheits-

gruppe besteht also nur aus der identischen Substitution.

§ 2. Die Teilkörper von K{Z).

Es ist K ein cyclischer Körper. Daher ist jede Untergruppe auch

cyclisch und jeder Unterkörper ein cyclischer Körper. Ohne Ein-

schrankung der Allgemeinheit können wir uns beschranken auf die

Untersuchung Primarer Teilkörper") das siud solche, die nicht zugleich

Teilkörper sind eines Kreiskörpérs niedrigeren Grades.

Es sei

s", s2^, . . . . s^« ahz= l'>-^{l—\)

1) H. Satz 129.

2) H. Satz 122.

S) H. Beweis des Satzes. 120.

*) Weber, Algebra 11 pag. 77 etc. (2te Auflage).
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eine Untergruppe von (1). Diese ist primar, iind nur dann, wenn

keine der Zahlen

' 1 ' t . . . . t 7

der Einheif congruent ist {mod l'^—^). Und dies ist dann und nur

dann der Fail, wenn a teilbar ist durcii l''~^. Jede primiire Unter-

gruppe liat also die Form

ih—

1

n ih— 1 ,,h 1
, ,

5«'
. 6-2^' ^ . . . s"*' ab -" I—

I

Den Teilkör[)er, der zu dieser Gruppe gehort, stelle ioh weiter

vor durcli k.

Der Grad der Körpers ist a/''~^

1] = Z'" -f Z'-^" 4 . . . . + Z'-^" ; c = a/'»-!

ist eine den Karper bestlmmende Zahl^).

Die Substitiitionen des Teilkörpers k sind

B, s^,
. . . .

sc.

iSa/^: 3. Zerlegungssatz.

1st p eine von / verscliiedene rationale Priuizalil und /der kleinste

positive Exponent, fur welclien pf^\ {mod A) ausfallt, und wird

ef= l''~ \l— 1) gesetzt, so findet in k die Zerlegung

P — \\\\.... VV
V

V

statt, wo i\ von einander verschiedene Primideale —ten Grades in
e

k sind. V ist das kleinste gemeinsame Vielfaclie von e und c.

Beweis: Es sei ^ ein in /; aufgelieiides Primideal des Körpers

K{Z). Die Substitutionen, welclie die Zerlegnngsgruppe von ^ ge-

meinsani liaben mit der Untergruppe (4), sind

S", «2,-^ 56/ _ (5)

Diese Substitutionen musz man niultiplieiren mit den Substitutionen

der Gruppe

um die gauze Untergruppe (4) zu bekommen.

Die letzte Substitutionen geboren also nicht zu der Zerlegnngs-

gruppe.

Die Zahlen, welche des Ideal ^ und der Körper k gemeinsam

haben, bilden ein Ideal p. Nehmen wir an, es sei p in k kein Primi-

deal, und in k also p = "j. r. Es ware also in kv teilbar durcli k\,

und in K würde also p(?> =:r .t(?> . r^ wenn C^> das Ideal aller ganzen

^) Weber, pag. 85.
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Zalilen voii A^ ist. Wahrend aber p© diircli ^^ teilbar ist, so musz
q© teilbar sein durcb 'iP. Also würde in ^i teilbar sein diirch p.

Hieraus würde sich ergeben p = q, also r = © iind dies ist nicht

angenommen. Also ist p in k ein Primideal.

Nnn ist p©, auszer durcli P, aiu'li teilbar diirch die Primideale

SC P, 52<^ l\ .. . . S"p . (6)

Diese sind alle von einander verschieden, weil keine der Substi-

tiitionen zu der Zerlegiingsgruppe geliört. p© ist also teilbar durch

ilir Product. Wir werden nun zeigen, dasz p durcli kein anderes

Primideal ']3' teilbar ist. Nehmen wii- an, dasz dies wohl der Fall

sei. Es besteht eine Zald A von K, die teilbar ist durch das Pioduct

77 der Ideale (6) aber nicht durch ^p'
:

A=z no..

Es ware dann

s''A = s^n . s<-- Cl oder

s'^A .= 77 . sc £)

Es sei 11,- die reiativ-Norm in Beziehung zu k:

7i,{A) = m . 7l,.{0.)

Das erste Glied ist eine Zalil von k, die teilbar ist durch ^, und

also auch durch p. Das zweite Glied ist aber nicht teilbar durcli P'

und kann also auch nicht durch p teilbar sein. Dies ist unmöglich.

Hieraus geht hervor, dasz p durch kein anderes Primideal ^' teilbar ist.

Das Primideal p kann weiter nicht teilbar sein durch das Quadrat

eines der Primideale (B), denn in diesem Falie würde p in K auch

durch ein Quadrat teilbar sein und das ist nicht der Fall. Hiermit

ist der erste Zeil des Satzes bewiesen.

Um auch den Grad der Primideale zu bestimmen, bemerke man,

dasz ans

p .— s<- |\ . s2'' \p . . . . g"\\ folgt :

il -i^'

Ar(p (3)) =//(!))<- — ^c 1)

Es ist aber A' (p©) = n(p)'' , wenn ?i die Norm in k vorstellr.

Hieraus ergibt sich

n(p) = p'"" = p « .

Sdtz 4. Zerhgungssatz.

Die Primzahl / gestattet in k die Zerlegung

1) H. Satz. 122.
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/= U

VVO 1 = (1

—

Z)^^ eiii Primideal ersteii Grades in k ist.

Beweis :

Wil- wissen, dasz in K
l — ^/'""^'-i)

WO i? ein Primideal ersten Grades ist:

Ï=z{\-Z)^.

Die Zalilen weiche 1^ und /^^ gemeinsam liaben bilden ein Primideal (.

Man kann dies auf gleiclier Weise beweisen wie im Satz 3. Weiter

sind alle Zalilen von ï die in k liegen, teilbar dureli

s<{\-Z) . 3'^^(1-Z) S>'<^(l—Z)

also duroli (1

—

Z)^. Hierans ergibt sich

[ = {l-Zy& = ï^

und weil

l=lc WO l = {l-Z)K

Bestimmung der Discriminante des Körpers k.

Satz 5.

Die Discriminante des Körpers ist

i''~^{ih-h-i)-b-i-i

db l
^

Beweis :

Wir benutzen die Bezieliungen :

^, = iV,(D,) ')

J>,. = (ï' . ir" . . . . .
^(b-i)*)

WO D die Discriminante von K ist, d die von k und b,. die

relat iv-Discriminan te.

Das Element

dd) = j(z-Z'-''), (Z'-z'-i'-') .(z^''~V-i) -zi'"\i-^y'')\.

Weil D eine Potenz von / ist,*) kann die Relativ-Discriminante br

nur teilbar sein durch l nnd die Relativ-Diflferente ^>- nur durch ï;

also aucli ^(0 nur durch i^ Aus der Form des Elementes d^'^ folgt,

i) H. Satz 39.

S) H Satz 38.

8) H. pag. 205.

4) H. Satz 121.
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'dasz alle ilire Zahleii teilbar sind diirch ^ iind dasz sie nicht alle

teilbar sind dnrcli i'', also

D, = w-i und b, = (''-i

n{b,.) = V'-^ der lt~\lh-h-\] — (/6//,-l

Hierans folgt der Satz.

^ 3. Die Klassenanzakl des Teilkörpers k.

Satz 6.

Wenn die Zalil b gerade ist, und der Teilkörper also reell ist, so

hat man für die Klassenanzalil des Teilkörpers den Ausdrnck;

R
WO

A=:(— l)V2(a-2)(«-3)

log 8, log s^. ... . log 6,-1

log e, loge,. ... . log 8c

log 6c- 1 log 8c .... . log 62t— 3

c = a^A-i

=1/,
{l-Zr')(l-Zr'+') .... (l-Zr'-^''-'^'')

R ist der Regulator.

Wenn der relative Grad b ungerade ist, wenn also der Teilkörper

imaginar ist, ist

h=z

n Z^e <^ {rt + rt+e +••.. + r'+v6-i)c)

u <=1 A
'r

WO das Product über alle ungerade Werte u <^c laüft.

log «, % 6, .... log 6i/,c-i

/o^ f, log 8
f

.... /o^ eVa'-

A = (— l)'/8^«-2Xn—4)

log 6'/,r— 1 % «ViC . • • • % fc-3

(1 -Zr'Xl-Zr'+'l'') .... (l_Z-''+^'^~'^'^^^')
. ^ j y {l^Z>-')(l-Zr^''-).

(l^Z-' ')(l—Zr-'~'^") .... (l_Z'-''"'+''-^^-'''^^')

30
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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R' ^

log 1], lo<j 11, log^y|.^c-\

log iiW log i](i) log
ij(J)^_^

log 7/^V.t- -
2) log tj'^Vac- 2) /,,_,/

nilfSi^^

7]^, 1/j . . . . ist ein Sjstein fnndamentaler Einheiten und r/^) sind

ihre Conjugierteii

Beweis : Um diesen Satz zu beweisen, benutzen vvir den fiir alle

Körper giltigen Ansdrnck

A = - livi (s—l) n(

l

—
)

')

und vvir beweisen zuerst den Hülfssatz:

n( \ 1= n= 77 1 —
/;i<

p-M,p=|=Z

. (1)

(2)

Das Product linker Hand ist zu erstrecken über alle versehiedenen

Primideale, welclie in der Primzalil p entlialten sind; das Product

rechtei' Hand über alle Zahlen der Reilie

O, 1 ,(0-1).

Beweis : Das Symbol — wird dednirt durch die Gleichung

2Ttp'i

WO p' der kleinste Exponent ist, t'ür welclien r/'' ^ /^fmW/*) ausfallt
;

r ist eine Primitivzalil nacli /''. Es moge (/ der gröszte gemeinsame

Teller von p' und /'' ^(/— 1) sein, dann folgt aus der letzten Con-

gruenz, dasz

/A-l.
'(/-l) l''-\l-\)

~p d

oder

/*~^(/-i)

Hieraus ergibt sich, dasz

1 ^p d

lh-i(l- 1)

d
der kleinste Exponent ist, für

welchen die Potenz von /; der Einheit congruent ist. Daher ist

1) H. Satz 56 en § 27.

») H. § 116.
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4<i3

d = e.

Das Symbol isr also eine /-te und nicht eine niedere Einheits-

VpI^ f
wiirzel. Folglich ist — ein —-te und niclit eine niedere Einheits-

L^''J 9
wurzel, wenn g der gröszte gemeinsame Teller ist von ƒ und h\ g

ist also der gröszte gemeinsame Teller von

ih-n^i ih~\^i_\)
und -——-

—

e al''-^

Es sei q eine Primzahl, die bis zur ??«,-ten Potenz in l''-^(J— 1)

aufgeht, in e bis zur 7i-ten Potenz und in al'^~^ bis zur ?i'-ten

Potenz. Sie gelitdann In ƒ und b bis zur {m—?z)-ten, resp. zur {in—?i')-ten

Potenz auf. Hieraus folgt, dasz q in g aufgeht In einer Potenz deren

Exponent der kleinsten der beiden Zahlen in— ?i und m— 71' gleich

ist. Weil dies für alle Primzahlen q gilt, ist

__
//*-!(/ -1)

kleinste gemeinsame Vielfache von e und al^—^

also g = . Wir haben daher gefunden dasz
V

f V V~
: = —te Einheltswurzel ist und keine niedere.

Fassen wir nun das Product rechter Hand aus (2). ins Auge. Weil

'("+7)

eme

M =W
V V eal^~^

so> folgt hieraus, dasz jede —te Einheitswurzel aI^-'^:- = —
e e V

Mal in dem Producte auftritt, und da

n \\-
rpibu

P' l-p

wird das Product rechter Hand von (2) dem Ausdrucke

\\-p '')

gleich sein. Hieraus ergibt sich der Hülfssatz, wenn man sich des

Satzes 3^2 bedient.

Aus (1) folgt nun :

h z=z — Urn (s — 1)

]

77 77 1

/' « I

bu

n{\y
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wo die Producte sicli erstrecken iiber alle tViilier genannten Werte von

u iind über alle Primzahlen p, mit Ansnalime von /.

Aiif Grnnd des Satzes 4 ist n{l) = I und es ist also

1 1,1
h —— lim (s—i) Ti n n'

r̂ p~ibu

Das erste Product erstreckt sicli Tiber alle Primzahlen /;, wie auch

das zweite; deiin wiewolil der Wert y> = / zuerst aiisgesch lossen

war, darf man den Factor

1

bu

fur u =\=

liinziifiigen, well ei- den Wert 1 besitzt.

Das dritte Product erstreckt sicli iiber die angegebenen Werte

van u, wobei abor der Accent angibt, dasz /^^Ojetzt ansgesch lossen

ist. Wir wissen, dasz

1

/n/((.s— 1) 77 = 1

und wir fmden sclilieszlicli

. 1h= — Urn nil
X ,S=1 p H

1

1 —
bu

Es werden nun die zwei Productzeichen verwecliselt

1

n' n—
bu

P

und wir entwickelen jeden Factor in eine DiHiCHLET'scbe Reilie

~ bu 1

n' ^
U )/= l

In dieser Keilie setzen wir das Integral ein

00

1 1 r
— z=. I

A'S-1 e- "^ dx
n^ r(s)J

00

bu 1 1 r «=

n^ r{s)J „=i

wenn « ^ n' {mod l^)

2
n=l

bu

Nun ist

also
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Meteorology. — "An instrument to he used hy the pilot of an

(leroplme to measure the vertical velocity of the machiiu'

.

Bj Dr. C. ScHOUTF, F. A. van Heyst, and N. E. Orokneveld

Meyek. (Conimiinirated by Dr. van dkr Stok).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 29, 1918).

In many cases it is impcuMant that the pilot of an aeroplane

should get direct information about the velocity of climbing or

falling of his machine, and in the greater part of these cases it is

of a higher value that he should know the vertical speed with

respect to the medium, the air, than in relation to the earth. The

latter especially when he wishes to know the velocity of ascent or

descent to be able to judge the effect of his altitude-steerage, as well

in relation to the safety of flight as where either an extreme quickness

or an extreme slowness of the climi)ing or falling is required.

As a rule the vertical speed is determined by measuring the

quickness with which the atmospheric pressure varies. Therefore

baromeliic readings can be executed after certain intervals, in that

case however we do not get instantaneous values. The quickness of

the changes in the pressure of the air can also be measured by

means of the so called variometer, consisting of a vessel that com-

municates with the outer air by a narrow opening or a capillary

tube and is provided vvitii another tube in which a liquid-column

can move to and fro wlien notwithstanding the "leakage" an under-

pressure or an over-pressure is generated in the vessel. All these

determinations based on pressure-changes give the vertical speed

in relation to the earth and not to the medium, and moreover the

results are not independent of the height at which they are

obtained; so that generally a correction, and often a considerable

correction, has to be applied.

This complication does not arise when the determination is made

by vertical cup-anemometers. The idea suggests itself, to get indications

of the vertical speed electrically hy means of a dynamo-armature

mounted on the axis of a xertical anemometer. The more so because

indications at a distance ai-e wanted, as the anemometer requires

to be mounted in undisturbed air, which as a rule is not to be

expected immediately in front of the pilot-seat. In such measurings

however, the result would be spoiled by the friction, which is un-

avoidable in the anemometer, and which cannot be slight in this
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case, because of the strong lateral pressure on tlie axis during the

rapid motion. The rapport between the vertical speed F,,, and the

number of revolutions .V can be expressed by the relation

r„ = A -{- li X
in which .1 and B are constant. In the case V„ is smaller than A

the anemometer stands still. Kurther it would already be aditïiculty

to obtain a pei-manent vertical position of the axis.

In the insti-ument the description of which follows and which we
have called scmubueter the foresaid disadvantages of the vertical

anemometer have been avoided without the advantages having l)een

abandoned. Therefore electric currents are measured which are

generated in a dynamo armature, mounted on an axis which has

the direction of the line of displacement of the machine instead of

being kept vertical. This directing as well as the rotation of the

axis are obtained by an airscrew fixed on the hind part of the axis,

which is made to rotate by reaction during the rapid motion through

the air, and thus gives the correct position to the well-poised axis.

Therefore it was practically sufficient to fix the axis pivoting around

a line perpendicular to the body of the machine, whicli line nnist

be horizontal when the aeroplane lies tlat in a lateral sense. This

simplification was applied for the advantage in the construction

only. In what follows this line is always dealt with as a horizontal

one, which does not introduce an appreciable error.

The total speed of the machine Vt can, in perfect anology to

what has been said about the vertical velocity be represented by

Vt = A -{- BN
In this case the influence of the constant of friction A is much

smaller because Vi is always considerable, so that when the axis

is made to run lightly between ballbearings the number of revo-

lutions N is approximately proportional to Vt

.

In order to generate a current which offers a measure, not of

the total speed with respect to the air, but of the vertical component
of that quantity, T,. = Vt sin a (fig. 1), the magnetic field in which

the dynamo-coil rotates is dressed in

a special way, viz. in such a way
that the direction of the field, which

we suppose to be homogeneous for

the sake of simplicity, is always kept

horizontal and besides that parallel

to the vertical plane through the

axis (jf rotation.

3J*

Fieri
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III order to realise I his in tlie first model slits have been made

in llie permanent magnet, which was to procnre the magnetic force.

This magnet was snspended between horizontal pivots, in such u

way that the lines of force were always kept horizontal. Bj- inserting

the axis of rotation through the slits, this axis can be made to be

parallel to the lines of force when the direction of the flight is

horizontal, while when the machine climbs oi- falls the angle between

the lines of force and the axis corresponds to <t in fig. 1.

The later models had two magnets instead of one, jilaced parallel

to each other on both sides of the axis. In both cases the horizontal

axis of suspension of the magnet was made to coincide with the

line around which the armature axis pivoted.

If the axis AA (fig. 2) be parallel to the lines of force, no

ditference of potential will arise between the ends of the rotating

A

'III 2

winding W. The electromotive force in an element f of the coil is

exacti)' counteracted by an equivalent E. M. F. in the opposite

sense, generated in the element s' lying in the position of a

reflected image with respect to the axis.

If the axis AA (tig. 3) makes an angle a with the lines of force,

an electromotive force will be generated in W proportional not only

M
Hg3

to the speed of rotation and the strength of the field, but caeteris

paribus also to sin i<. The magnetic field can be considered as being
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the effect of a cooperation of (wo fields, one in the direction of ihe axis

of rotation and another |)arallel to the vertical plane throngh the

axis and perpendicular to the latter, which two fields bear a

proportion as for the strength as cos a : sin (t. Of those fields onlj

the latter can generate a current in W.

When the changes in the electromotive force in IF in consequence

of changes in <r shall be proportional to shi a, the condition must

be made, that the magnetic field be unvariable when the relative

position of axis and lines of force changes. Therefore 1 the material

for the axis of rotation must be a non-magnetic one, and 2 if the

homogeneity is not to be relied upon, and if a weak iron core

shall be used, the form of the core must be globular.

By combining the use of a dynamo axis driven by reaction by

an air screw with the slnusdynmno desci-ibed iiere in principle, a

system ia obtained by which currents are geneinted, proportional as

well to the total speed Vt of fig. 1, as to the sinus of the angle c.

under which the machine climbs or falls, (fig. 3) so that the strength

of those currents offers a diiect measure of the vertical velocity

with respect to the medium, which measure is independent of

the height of observation and of all quantities connected with the

machine, so that no correction whatever has to be applied.

In fig. 4. the mechanism of such a sinusdynamo is illustrated

achematically. The armature has been executed in the most simple

way: the coil W has been imbedded in two parallel circular grooves

on both sides of the axis aa. In the magnet M the slits G allow

the axis to take different positions with respect to the magiiet. The

axis pivots around 0, the point that at the same time determines
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the horizontal axis on which the magnet is suö|)ended. As bj eon-

tiriiioiis currents only the direction of the motion is given, so tiiat

it is possible to discriminate l>et\veen rising and falling, a two parted

collector C has been made nse of. with insnlated (i) brnshes B,

fixed on the frame R.

Fig. 5 represents the scheme of the scansimeter.

Besides the parts noted in lig. 4 by analogons symbols this fignre

shows the screw S, the ball-bearings K and the circular cover 0?////.

sideways slightly con\ex. Gd is what is shown of the support in

which the common axis of the magnet and of. the frame R are

adjusted.

The currents generated in the dynamo are measured with an

instrument, fixed in front of the pilot. It is preferable to choose an'

instrument of a special form, so that a rising of the hand corre-

sponds to a climbing of the machine and a lowering of the former

to a descent of the latter. Meters of the usual Desprez d'Arsonval

type are very practical for these determinations.

To avoid the proportiojiality of the excursion to the speed of

rotation from being disturbed by reaction from the armature, it is advi-

sable to keep the current as weak as possible, consequently to give

the measurings the character more of determinations of potential
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differences tlian of the strengtli of currents, and therefore, to take

a small resistance for the dynamo-coil in comparison to that of the

current meter. On the other hand it is desirable (o take a resistance

for the djnamo coil of at least some limes ten Ohm, in order to

exclude a too great influence of transit-resistances.

The following can be recorded about the prepaiatory experiments

carried out with this instrument.

One of the specimens of the scansimeter showed the following

unexpected effect, which the others showed less or did not show

at all. After the axis of rotation had been carefully placed horizon-

tally in the laboratory, and the position of equilibrium of the uiagnet

had been regulated in such a way that a rotation of the axis did

not generate any current, a current could be produced arbitrarily

in both directions by changes in the position of the brushes only.

This phenomenon, ratlier startling at first sight, can be explained

as follows ^).

Evidently the magnetic field cannot be considered as resulting

from two fields, one after the axis and another pei-pendicular to

the axis, but here a third component has to be accepted, which

we can assume to be horizontal and perpendicular to the axis. If

the brushes are fixed in such a position, that the com|)onent in the

vertical plane comes to ful development, i. e. that the commutating

of the current takes place at the moments the difference of potential

is zero (fig. 6), the effect of the horizontal component vertical to

the axis is likewise zero, because for this component the commutation

comes at the moments the B. M. F. has its maximal value (fig. 7).

When the windings are distorted with respect to the collector or

the brushes with regard to the magnetic field, then this horizontal

component is no longer inactive, so that a current can be produced,

at will in either direction (fig. 8 and 9).

The wryness in the field, which this specimen showed, can easily

occur, when the centering of the armature between the poles of the

magnet resp. the poleshoes, as well sideways as in the dii'ection

of the axis, is deficient, which can very well be the case in an

air gap of not more than some tenths of a millimeter. This

explanation requires, as was confirmed by the experiment, that,

when the relative position of collector and coil is the right one, such

') We may neglect the armature reaction because it was very small, given the

weakness of the currents. Hesides, by taking into account this reaction hardly

anything changes in the reasoning.
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an misjinmetrioal distribution of tlie inagiietii* foiee does not canse

any error in the determinations.

Some (iifüculty arose in finding the right form and the right

material, that allows the cnrient to l)e taken off' from the collector

Fig 6
''^^'

nninterrnpledly during a long time. In one respect the conditions

are not very exigent: tluxions in the strength of the current by

changes of the resistance at the collector up to one percent can be

allowed in practice withont anj' reserve. On the other hand the

reliability of the working must be guaranteed at a minimum of

care and looking after. By making the diameter of the collector not

to exceed some millimeters and by taking silver both for the

collector and for the collectoi' springs a method of transmission of

the current was arrived at which gave excellent results during a

long time at a stretch, without any greasing or oiling.

A freely suspended magnet cannot be prevented from executing

slight oscillations in consequence of incidental accelerations and
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retardations in the air, nor the frame which carries the axis of

rotation from being set swinging around its pivots. To avoid an

inconvenient agility of the iiand under intiuence of such oscillations,

care was taken to secure a slow indication of the currentnieter,

which was obtained by making the instrument over-deadbeat by

damping, the oscillations of the magnet being made as short as

possible, besides which a damping by mechanical friction was applied

for so far as coexistent with the requirements of an accurate working.

If the instrument was adjusted sideways on the aeroplane out

of the "propeller-wind" about halfway between the two decks of

a biplane an ascension was indicated when the machine flew at level

keel, while an ascending was strongly exaggei-ated and a descent

was not at all or hardly indicated. This shift in the direction of an

ascension in the indications, which was observed in a higher or

lower degree in a number of places on the aeroplane is caused by

air currents generated l)y reaction from the aeroplane in its quick

motion through the air. When fixed at the end of a wing at some

distance sideways, the instrument gave undisturbed indications. In

this position however the troubles of the oscillations mentioned above

were felt more strongly.

It would be a valuable result if by means of this instrument a

systematical investigation could be made of the vertical velocities

of those reaction currents produced in the neighbourhood of an

aeroplane in flight.

It is highly to be regretted that there is no possibility in our

country of calibrating the scansimeterscale in an artificial air current.

When the electrical resistances, the strength of the magnetic field

and the sensitiveness of the currentnieter are known, this calibration

consists in the research concerning the number of revolutions the

screw makes at various velocities relatively to the air. Since the

air-tunnel set up on a small scale by the "Kon. Nederl. Vereeniging

voor Luchtvaart" could no longer be used, such a testing cannot be

executed in our country.



Physiology. "/s there any Relation hetioeen the Capacity of

Odorous Substances of Absorbing Radiant Heat and their

Smell-intensity .'^" Hy Dr. G. Grijns.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 2'-', 1918).

For a tlioroiigh knowledge of the ai)percej)tion of our senses we
must first of all find out the special character of the stimulus to

the receiving of which the organ is adapted. The studj' of light and

sound teaches us tliat the quality' is determined by wavelength, and

its intensity by amplitude. Witli regard to smell and taste we do

not know as yet what property of the odorous or the gustable

substance determines the sensations they arouse.

Many attempts have been made to establish a relation between

smell and certain qualities. Up to the juesenl without success.

The chemical properties which, indeed, were thought of first and

foremost, ap|)eai'ed to yield no satisfactory interpretation of all the

peculiarities. Zwaardemaker ^), therefore, reaches the conclusion in

his "Physiologic des Geruchs", that no direct relation exists between

the chemical constitution of a substance and its smell.

LiÉGEOis") pointed out that a large number of odorous substances,

when put on tiie surface of clean water, |)resent the same phenom-

enon as Prevost') described for camphoi- and even calls it the

"odoroscopic phenomenon". However, it turned out that a number

of inodorous substances also present this phenomenon. So there is

no argument for correlating smell with surface-tension phenomena,

to which VAN Mensbrugge attributes the behaviour of camphor on

water.

Zwaahdemaker's finding^) that a large number of odorous substances

evolve an electrically charged vapoui', when spi-ayed in aqueous

solution, gave rise to the supposition, that electrical charges come

1) H. ZwAARDKMAKEB, Die Physiol.ogie des Geruchs. Leipzig 1895.

') LiÉGEOis : Sur les mouvements de certains corps organiques a la surface de

I'eau. Arch, de Physiol. 1868 T. I p. 35.

^) Prévost: Annales de Ghimie et de physique XXi p. 254, XXIV p 31, XL pi.

*) H. ZwAARDEMAKKR, These Proc. XIX p. 41, 334 and 551.
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into pla}' here. Zeehlizen '), howevei', has detected that also saponins

and aniipyretira, which do not smell, produce an electrical charge.

This, therefore, is not a property pecnliar to odorous substances

alone.

Tyndall*) previously observed that several odorous substances

possess a great capacity of absorbing- obscure rays. We might,

therefore, expect a correlation between these two properties, as it is

quite possible that odorous substances derive energy from their

surroundings to transmit it to the olfactory organ.

If so, we must expect smell-intensity and absorbing capacity in

different odorous substances to evince, if not proportionality, at all

events parallelism.

On Prof. Zwaardemaker's suggestion I undertook an investigation

in this direction.

Since I purposed merely a preliminary orientation with regard to

this problem, there was no need of being very accurate, so that

many difficulties could be avoided.

1 determined the absorptive capacity of dry air that had passed

through a slightly curved tube filled with the fluid under examination

and compared it with the capacity of pure dry air by a differential

method.

On either side of a Nernstlamp a glass tube was placed closed

at both ends with a plate of rocksalt. Behind these tubes were

arranged Moll's t her mo-piles connected oppositely with a Moll

galvanometer. Air or gas could be sucked through one of the tubes

by means of a spirometer. In front of the other tube an irisdiaphragm

was mounted, the area of which could be read from a large pro-

tractor. The width of the opening, corresponding to every scale-

division, was determined by measurement.

The deviation of the galvanometer was measured by the movement

of the reflected image of an illumined copperwiie on a millimeter-

scale. For every determination dry air was first passed through the

one tube, and then the diaphragm adjusted so as to make the

galvanometer point to zero. This could readily be done, as the

apertures in double screens, interposed between the lamp and the

measuring tubes, could be coxered or uncovered at the same moment.

Subsequently air was sucked for al)Out ten minutes through the

fluid under examination, and through the measuring tube. After

this the diaphraghm was so adjusted that again removal of the

1) These Proc XX p. 1-272.

') J. Tyndall: Heat as a mode of motion p. 366.
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screens did not canse a defleciion of the galvanonietei-. Next llie

tube was rinsed for a quarter of an hour, or longer if need be,

witli dry air and tlie zero-point determined again. If tlie two zero-

points are approximately equal and tlie determination with the

odour-containing air deviates, the ratio of the diaphragm apertures

is that of the quantities of light transmitted, from which the absorption

can be calculated.

In the same way dry air, sucked through the tliiid nnder exami-

nation was led through a glass v^essel |)rovided with an opening,

which could be closed by a glass [)late, or to which Zwaardemaker's

diaphragm odorimeter could be adjusted.

By means of this ap[)aratns, a description of which will soon be

published, odour-containing air can be diluted to a known proportion.

Into a cylindrical smell-chaiuber, from which the content is inhaled

through a glass tube, the odorous air enters through an irisdiaphragm

at the bottom, while free air can enter thi-ough lateral adjustable slits.

We estimate the dilution in which the scent almost fails to be

i-ecognized. So the absorptive capacity and the smell-intensity of a

given mixture of odorous substance and air were known. We now

calculated for every examined mixture how many times it had to

be diluted to absorb just 17o o^" '''0 incident light, and from this

how many olfacts such a dilution would contain.

The subjoined table shows the results thus obtained :

Substance
examined

Number of

olfacts

Substance
examined

Number of
olfacts

Methylic alcohol



Botany. — "On tlip course of the forimttion of diasixse by A.sper-

<lilbis iiiqer", by Prof. F. A. F. C Went.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 29, 1918).

It is already a long time that I have intended to cany out an investi-

gation on the influence which external conditions exercise on the

formation of enzymes, more especially in Aspergillus niqer.

In a certain sense this would be a continuation of an earlier

investigation, which however related to another fungus, Monilia

sitophila ^). That my attention has now been turned to Asperqillus

niger has its explanation in the fact that Katz has expressed 0[)inions

about the formation of enzymes in this fungus, which seem to me
hardly probable, but. with regard to which a sure judgment can

of course only be formed after a renewed investigation*). Other

work has prevented me from cairying out my intention, and seems

likely to do so in the near future; moreover in the meantime

another investigator, Harat.d Kylin has repeated Katz' investigation

by a better method'). It might thus appear that there is no reason

for publishing a paper, if my |)reliminary experiments had not given

some results, which seem to me of sufiicieni importance to warrant

publication even though the investigation is incomplete.

This preliminary inquiry dealt with the question how the for-

mation of diastase by Aspergillus niger depends on its age. It

seemed to me that in all comparative investigations insufficient atten-

tion has been given to this important point, namely the age of the

cultures. Generally cultures of differing nutrition were all after the

same length of development compared with one another, it being

however evident, that the comparison was here made between

unlike things, because the nutritive values of the solutions differed

widely. It seemed to me that it would be necessary to trace the

whole course of the formation of enzymes in successive intervals

of time in each nutrient medium.

I have not extended the investigation to this length, but have

1) F. A. F. G. Went, Ueber den Einflusz der Nahrung auf die Enzymbildung

durch Monilia sitophila (Mont) Sacc. .lahrb. f. wiss. Bolanik. 36 1901.

2) J. Katz, Die regulatorische Bildung von Diastase durch PiJze. Jahrb. f. wiss.

Botanik. 31 1898.

3) Harald Kyli.n, Ueber Enzymbildung und Enzymregulation bei einigen Schimmel-

pilzen. Jahrb. f. wiss. Bolanik- 53 1914.
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only endeavoured to solve the problem in one definite case, liow

the formation of diastase takes place. P'or the cnltiire-fhiid a solution

was always used containing 5 7, glucose, 0.5 '/„ NH,NO„ 0.1 •/„

K,HPO, and 0.05 % MgSO,. This solution was sterilised by heating

it on three successive days for hal f-au- hour to 100° C.

The inoculation was carried out by means of a platinum loop

with fluid containing the conidia of Aspergillus. It is known that

the latter remain floating on the surface of the fluid and that one

cannot keep them submei-ged. One can lake care to get a fairly

uniform distribution on the surface of the fluid and then always

inoculate the same amount with a loop. Thus one does not indeed

obtain a complete uniformity of the number of conidia in the

different cidture flasks, but the differences are so small as to exercise

no influence on the final result, at most a slight difference in

development is observable in the tii-st two days. It should be possible

to ensure a greater uniformity of inoculation-material, but this

would be fraught with so many difficulties that it is not worth

while in view of the very small advantage it would yield. It needs

no demonstration that the sowing of a single conidium is here

wholly impermissible, because then one woidd have to reckon with

great individual diffei-ences. These differences can only be compen-

sated for by inocidation with a large numbei' af conidia.

The fungi were grown in glass (Erlenmeyer) flasks and for com-

parative experiments the same quantity of culture-fluid was always

placed in similar flasks. The latter were kept in a room at a

constant temperature of 24° C. with variations of 0.5°.

The cultures were in darkness; artificial light only was used for

inoculation and observation.

At flrst daily and later after two, three and more days determi-

nations were made of the amount of enzyme present in the culture-

fluid and in the fungus-mass of one of the flasks, but generally

this determination was made for 2 oi- 3 flasks. Then at the same

time the fungus-mass formed in one of the flasks was collected on

a tared filter and weighed after it had been dried, so that an idea

was obtained of the quantity of dry material which had been formed.

The other fungus-mass was ground fine in a mortar with the help

of a little kieselguhr, and afterwards extracted for one hour with

the culture-fluid and subsequently this fluid was filtered off and

examined with regard to enzyme: now if we know the quantity ofenzyme

present in the culture-fluid, which had therefore diffused outwards,

then we have only to subtract this from the quantity found in order

to ascertain how much enzj nie was present in the mycelium.
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The quantity of diastase was determined by finding how long it

was before the starcii had completely disappeared out of a starch-solution

of definite strength, which had been mixed with the enzyme-solution,

whence the quantity of enzyme must 1)6 inversely proportional to

the time. The pi-esence or absence of starch was investigated by the

aid of an iodine-solution of known strength. Theoretically this is

not the best method; it would be better to detei-mine the quantity

of sugar which is formed in a definite short time from the starch

and then to consider the quantities of diastase proportional to the

figures thus found. But this is impossible in the case of the diastase

of Aspergillus niger, because there is here often such a very small

quantity of enzyme, that the sugar could not be deleruiined. For this

reason it was thought piefei'able to divide the enzyme-solution to

be examined, into a number of equal paits, and to mix each of

these with the same small quantities of very dilute starch-solution

and successively to test the mixtures after a definite interval for

the presence or absence of starch with llie aid of the same verv

dilute iodine-solution.

Preliminary experiments showed that when a solution is used

which contains in 100 gr. water 62.5 mg. iodine and 62.5 mg.

potassium iodide, 1 ccm. of this is enough to colour a starch-solution

distinctly blue, when this contains 1 mg. soluble starch in 10 c.c.

of water, whilst when this amount is only 0.2 mg., a definite red-

violet colour still results.

There are formed from starch, before it is completely hydrolysed

by the action of the diastatic enzyme of Aspergillus ?iiger, ery thro-

dextrin-like intermediate products, which with iodine are coloured

red ; so long as such bodies were present it was assumed that the

reaction was not ended; it was only when after mixing with the

iodine solution, the colour remained yellow, that the starch was

considered to have disappeared completely. Naturally all the fluids were

under the same condition. For this reason 5 c.c. of the fluid to be

investigated was always mixed in test-tubes with 5 c.c. of a solution

which contained 0.08 pc. of soluble starch and with some drops

of toluene; the latter was for the purpose of preventing any develop-

ment of fungi or bacteria in the experiments of longer duration.

The tubes were then shaken for a shoi-t time; and then placed in

the dark at a constant temperature of 24° C. After a certain time

the fluid was filteied off from one of the test-tubes and 1 cc. of

the above mentioned solution of iodine was then added. If the colour

was blue or red, this process was repeated some time later, until

the colour was decidedlv vellow.
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The question was whether in this way, by repeated trials,

trustworthy results could be obtained. In order to ascertain this, some

preliminary experiments were carried out. From a culture of Aspei'-

yiUus niger which was 5 days old, the tluid was filtei-ed off and

divided into two equal portions. One half remained unchanged, the

other was again divided into two, and one of (he halves was boiled

for a short time to ensure destruction of the enzyme, and after

cooling it was mixed with the unboiled portion, so that tliere were

two fluids of which one must contain double the quantity of the

enzyme in the other. 5 cc. of each of (he fluids was mixed in a

test-tube with 5 cc. iodine-solution and after certain intervals each

tube was tested for the presence of starch. It was found that the

undiluted solution after 95 minutes was still coloured some-

what orange yellow l)y iodine, whilst aftei' 100 minutes the colour

was pure yellow, so that the colour-change had taken place after

97.5 minutes. In the twice-diluted solution ihe change had taken

place in the interval between 180 and 190 minutes, therefore in

about 185 n)inutes. The proportion of 97.5:185 is 1:1.9, whilst

the quantities of enzyme were to one another as 2:1, so that the

error in deteiinination was not more than 5 "
,.

In another case the starch was hydrolised hy the undiluted solu-

tion in 495 minutes, by the twice-diluted in 907 minutes and by

the 10 times diluted in 4365 minutes. These figures are as 1:1.8:

8.8 instead of as 1.: 2 : 10.

Lastly there was a third case in which the enzyme-solution had

been diluted 2, 4, 8, and 16 times. The result is shown in the

following table.

Still coloured red ^^ .

'

Propor-
ance of Average

with I.
3tg^^j^

tion

Undiluted solution Afterl h. 45 min. After 2hoursl 1 h 52 min. 1.—

Twice diluted „ „ 3 „ 20 „ « 4 „ 3 „ 40 „ 2.—

4 times „ „ „7 „ 30 „ „ 8 „ 1 „ 45 „ 4.1

8 „ „ „ , 13 „ 30 „ „ 16 „ 14 „ 45 „ 7.9

16 „ „ „ „ 27 . 00 „ „ 28 „ [27 „ 30 „ 14.7

When it is remembered how tentative these estimations were

then the agreement between the determination and reality must be

considered very satisfactory; the difference hei-e amounts to much

less than 10"/. in most cases.
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One can therefore conclude th-a^t in this way an idea can be

obtained of tlie quantity of enzyme vvliich is present in certain

fluids. This only holds good on condition that these fluids have for

the rest tjuile the same composition. Now it has unfortunately to f)e

stated that the culture-fluid of each fungus changes in the course

of the development, partly because certain bodies from (he fluid are

taken up by the developing mycelium, partly also in consequence

of secretions by the fungus.

In this respect therefore the cultures of Aspergilhis at diflterent

stages are not quite comparable. The concentration of the H-ions

could be made equal, by the addition of acid or alkali, but that

would not completely meet the case, because other bodies may
certainly be present which hasten oi' letard the reaction and which,

at least at the present time, cannot be determined.

There is indeed another method conceivable which would consist

in mixing culture-fluids of different stages with one anothei-, after

part of them had been boiled to destroy the enzyme. By this means

one would then be able to trace whether in a given solution sub-

stances were present which hasten or retard the enzyme-action.

From some preparatory experiments it appears that something may
perhaps be obtained by such a method. So, for example, the

fungus from a culture 7 days old, was finely ground up, and then

extracted with its own culture-fluid, and the solution was then diluted

with an equal volume of a. its own culture-fluid, after this had

been boiled to destroy its enzyme, h. a culture-fluid similarly boiled

from a culture which was 17 days old, and" c. a like solution of a

culture which was 8 days old. On investigation it was found that

when 5 c.c. of the above mentioned solutions were mixed with

5 cc. of a solution of soluble starch of 0.087o. ^^20 minutes elapsed

in the cases of a aiul b before all the starch had disappeared, whilst

in the case of c, this period amounted to 900 minutes. Hence there

was in v either present an accelerator, or the solutions a and b

contained retarding substances which were wanting in c. For the

rest this method was not worked out further on account of I he

condition mentioned at (he beginning of this paper, and the figures

obtained must therefore be received with a certain lesorve. It will,

however, be seen that they nevertheless give some idea of the course

of the formation of diastase in Aspeiyillns iilyer.

Before 1 further menlion the results of (he investigation I will

first indicate by means of an exanq)le, exacdy how the figures were

obtained. Three flasks, each containing 75 c.c. of culture-fluid were

investigated, after a culture of Asperyillas niger had been in them

32

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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ïov 3 successive days. From tlask J tlie culture-fluid was filtered

off, flie fimgiis-iiiass ground fine in a mortar witli kieseiguiir, and

afterwards extracted witii tlie culture-fluid. Subsequently it was

filtered and tlie filtrate distributed in test-tubes, so that each tube

got 5 c.c. of fluid; then to each was added 5 c.c. of a 0.08 "/^^

solution of sohible starch. After 60 minutes the fluid of one of

the tubes was examined in the manner already descrilted witliiodine
;

the colour was blue. After 180 minutes the second tube gave a

pale claret-red, after 225 minutes the colour of a third tube

was light-yellow, it may therefore be assumed that the hydrolysis

of the starch had taken place in about 200 minutes (I).

A second flask was treated in the same way; the reactions with

the iodine solution can be seen in the following table:

After 60 minutes blue

,, 180 ,, reddish-violet

„ 220 „

,, 255 ,, pale claret-red

,, 295 ,, reddish-yellow

„340 , yellow

so that the time taken for hydrolysis was about 3J5 minutes (2).

The fungus-mass in a third flask was collected on a tared filter,

then washed and dried ; the dry material weighed 69.5 mg. The

culture-fluid alone was examined for enzymes by the method de-

scribed for the other flasks. The following table shows what reactions

were obtained with the iodine-solntion.

, After 175 minutes blue

„ 250 „ blue

,, 335 ,, bluish-violet

,, 485 ,, reddish- violet

,, 1055 ,, reddish-yellow

„1130 ,, pale reddish-yellow

„1190 „ yellow

It may therefore l)e concluded, that the hydrolysis of the starch

required about 1160 minutes (3).

If the quantity of enzyme which is necessary to hydrolyse the

soluble starch in 10 c.c. of a 0.04 "/„ solution in 100 minutes is

put equal to 10 then the quantity in the test-tubes in case (1) is

^^^XiO, in (2) ^^^XIO, in (3) |!|^ X 10, therefore the whole

75 , .

quantity in the 75 cm. is ^ or J 5 times greater.
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Therefore the calculation in the case of (1) gives a quantity of

diastase of 75,0, in (2) 47.6 and in (3) J 2.9. If it is assumed, that

in flasks 1 and 2 the same quantity of enzyme was present in the

culture-fluid as in flask 8, then there remains ('or the enzyme
in the mycelium for (J) 62, and for (2j 34.7. These tigures appear

to diverge widely, but nevertheless we shall soon show, that Iheie

is a great regularity in the quantity of enzyme found on daily

investigation.

The experiment which is here described in detail was the be-

ginning of a whole series of determinations. Altogether 42 simikir

flasks were inoculated with Aspergillus, and after a given number
of days three of them were each time examined in the manner

described. The result is given in the appended table. In column I

the number of days is given, during which the culture lasted, in

column 11 the quantity of enzyme in the mycelium and culture-

fluid together, in column 111 the same for the other flask, in

column IV the mean of 11 and 111, in column V the amount of

enzyme in the culture-fluid alone of the third flask, in column VI

the difference between . IV and V, and finally in column VII the

dry weight of the crop of fungus in flask 3. Wherever the sign <^
is found in the table, this indicates that the last test-tube still gave

I
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a reaction with the iodine-solution, so that the limit of hydrolysis

had not yet been reached. Wherever "trace" is written, the anaount

is less than 0.5, although a change in reaction was still cleai'ly

observable.

The figures of columns II and III appear at first sight to diverge

widely, but on nearer inspection a certain regulai' course is however

noticeable, by which column IV is justified. The amount of enzyme

in the culture-fluid is generally very small, so thai the course of

column VI is scarcely different from that of column IV. There are

a few exceptions to this, but I think it t)etter to give (he complete

observations first and then only to f)egin a discussion of the figures

found.

A second series of figures had reference to a number of cultures

which had been made at the same time as those already described,

and which oidy differed from them in that instead of 75, 150 cc.

of culture-fluid was used and in larger flasks, in consequence of

which the surface of the culture-fluid amounted to 47 square cm.

instead of 24 as in the foi-egoing series. There was indeed the possibility

that on this account the development ofJ.s/>^;y////?^9 might continue longer.
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and with it also the formation of enzyme. Of these flasks half were

directly examined as to enzyme, the others after tliey. had stood foi-

an hour with tlie finely ground fungus-mass and had then been

filtered. The results obtained are shown in the fore-going table.

In order also to trace during a longer period the course of diastase

formation, a new experiment was begun with 99 flasks each con-

taining 300 c.c. of nutrient solution and treated exactly in the same

way as the first series with this one ditference, that this time account

was taken of the (piantity of liquid which remained when cultivation

was over. In consequence of consumption by the fungus and of evapo-

ration this quantity diminishes, a fact that in the above experiment of

37 days could not have so strong an influence on the results as in

those lasting no less than 149 days. In consequence of this the

calculation was more complicated, but still sufficiently simple, and

after what has already been said, it will not be necessary to give

the slightly modified calculation here; we may only lemark that

the figure of column VI is therefore not exactly the difference

between IV and V. With this qualification the different columns in

the following table, have the same significance as in the first table

already given.

The figures of column IV aie represented graphically in fig. 1
.

In

this figure the age of the culture (in days) is measured on the axis of

4 3 9 li 16(9 iJJl 30 33 jrvO*»W J. 5» 65 fi t9 et 33 lOO lOT IIV Itl UB IM l*i Hi

Fig. 1.

the abscissae, whilst the amount of diastase is respresented by the

ordinates. In figure 2 the figures of column VI are represented in

the same way. Valid objections may perhaps be raised against the

latter figures, because in these cases the amount of enzyme was

deducted, which occurred in the culture-fluid of a culture distinct
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III IV VI VII

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

12

16

19

23

26

30

33

37

40

44

47

51

58

65

72

79

86

93

100

107

114

121

128

135

142

149

0.75

24.19

44.37

24.40

8.00

2.40

1.50

1.00

0.50

1.64

1.11

3.12

4.44

4.17

1.64

6.00

1.26

4.48

1.25

0.94

1.12

0.50

6.40

0.38

0.04

0.30

0.10

0.10

0.08

0.08

0.00

0.08

0.05

0.75

42.25

111.11

43.48

18.76

6.34

1.5Ü

0.50

0.50

1.00

4.45

1.24

8.70

4.17

1.50

4.44

1.12

2.00

3.13

0.94

0.72

20.00

0.50

7.50

0.42

0.42

0.36

0.10

0.44

0.68

0.12

0.00

0.05

0.75

33.22

77.74

33.94

13.38

4.37

1.50

0.75

0.50

1.32

2.78

2.18

6.57

4.17

1.57

5.22

1.19

3.24

2.19

0.94

0.92

10.25

3.45

3.94

0.23

0.36

0.23

0.10

0.26

0.38

0.06

0.04

0.05

0.41

9.71

10.98

2.11

0.76

0.29

0.05

0.00

0.00

0.30

0.76

1.20

4.41

0.82

1.11

4.00

1.37

3.48

7.32

1.90

0.98

4.60

4.56

1.08

1.71

0.20

1.56

0.08

0.08

0.06

0.57

0.05

0.00

0.33

23.56

66.64

31.90

12.64

4.09

1.45

0.75

0.50

1.01

2.04

0.97

2.11

3.46

0.57

I.IO

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.68

0.00

2.89

0.00

0.16

0.00

0.01

0.17

0.32

0.00

0.00

0.05

1 mgr.

85 ,

344 „

754 „

952 „

1236 „

1577 „

1562 „

1259 „

1117 „

1095 „

1080 „

1025 „

1073 „

1087 „

1031 „

1040 „

1034 „

1035 „

1039 „

987 ,

982 ,

1039 „

1009 ,

966 „

956 „

992 „

933 „

973 .

958 „

917 „

962 ,

922 .
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from that in which the aiuount of eiizviiie in the iiiyceliuiii was

2 Sr» II in» »}« J0J»ST««4Ï II
" «• »5 II f» •» »J wo »r n* W lU ISJ Itó l*9.

Fig. 2.

determined. To this must be ascribed the fact that such cases occui-

as that after 79 daj's, wliere in the fungns pins fluid an average

of 3.45 enzyme occurs, but in tlie fluid alone 4.56, i. e. more.

This is of course absnid, and if its own culture-fluid could liave

been used, such figures would not have resulted. Nevertheless I have

included these tigures and represented them in figure 2, in order to

show the general course of the presence of diastase in the fungus-

mass itself. It is evident that this curve is, generally speaking,

exactly identical with that of figure J . This is easily understood when
it is seen from the figures of column V that in general the cul-

ture-fluid contains no very appreciable quantity of enzyme; if is

only when much enzyme is present in the mycelium, that a quantity

can be found in the surrounding fluid, which is not inconsiderable.

How it is that the enzyme occurs there, must be left an open

question. It might be thought to have arisen from cells already dead,

but on the other hand a somewhat greater quantity is only found

in very young mycelia.

The enzyme found in the culture-fluid can therefore be left without

further consideration in order that attention may he concentrated

on the diastase which is found within the mycelium of the fungus.

From all the tables and also from figures 1 and 2 it is quite evident

that after germination a considerable increase of enzyme is observable,

which very quickly reaches a maximum and afterwards shows an

almost equally rapid diminution. There will naturally be an inclination

to consider this increase in relation to the development of the
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mycelium, but the tigures for llie fiingus-croi» in the different tables

show that this cannot be so. Moreover in figure 3 a representation

* « e la It It i>u soji tm M«r <> » a Tt ti ty ItO lOT 118 IM l«

Fig. 3.

is given of the development of the ujyceliuni in the last-menlioned

experiment. There the duration of the development, given in days,

is measured on the axis of the abscissae, whilst the ordinates give

the dry-weight of the fungus-mass. In the first days a strong increase

of the crop is evident, which is followed by a decrease, probably

caused by the preponderance of the processes of dissimilation over

the assimilation. On working up the mycelium for the enzyme a

large portion of the older cultures was found to be dead, a pheno-

menon (piite easy to establish, because the hyphae felt soft and

flaccid and no longer elastic, as in the young cultures; but this

could only with certainty be observed, when the fungi were some
months old.

It is however quite clear that no proportion exists between the

amount of dry matter of the fungus and the quantity of enzyme
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formed. Moreover it is seen tiiat lliere is indeed in the beginning

of the development an inoi-ease in the dry matter as well as in

diastase, but that the increase in enzyme comes to a standstill,

whilst the fungus-mass continues to increase for many dajs.

Do the experiments described indeed afford a proof that the

amount of diastase in the fungus increases during the first days

and then again undergoes a diminution? May it not be tliat the

culture-fluid, which is used for the extraction of the enzyme, undei--

goes a slow change of such a nature as to accumulate a substance which

destroys the enzyme or at least opposes its action? Or conversely

may not there be some accelerator which is |)resent at the beginning

and first increases, and later diminishes? A decided answer to

such questions can only be given when the method has been

further worked out which was biiefly described at the beginning

of this paper. But nevertheless there are facts which make the

explanations suggested here very improbable. 1 therefore point out

that in all series of experiments the decrease in the anjount of

diastase does not take place regularly, but that later again a sudden

increase is observed. It is not readily conceivable that the compo-

sition of the culture-fluid should suddenly undergo such a change

that the sudden change in the figures could be thus explained. One can

only think of an increase of the amount of diastase within the cells of the

fungus. And when in this case nogreat influence on the figures for the

diastase can be assigned to the culture-fluid, then this cannot be

assumed in the other cases either. It may therefore be expected

with fairly great certainty that the general course of the curve of

figure 1 or 2 gives a picture of the actual quantities of diastase

which occui' in the mycelium of Aspeiyilbis niger.

If we may accept the above conclusion as correct, then there follows

more from it. Firstly, if we disregard for a moment the later

irregularities of the cur\e a very quick initial rise is observable,

followed by an almost ecpially strong fall. The former would be

explained by the constant formation of more fresh enzyme, but the

fall? There hardly remains anything but the conclusion that des-

truction of enzyme is always going on within the cell; this des-

truction then in the fii'st days is compensated for and exceeded by

the new^ formation, which latter very quickly comes entirely to a

standstill or becomes so slight that it is far from being suflicient to

keep the (pianlity of enzyme at a level.

I now return to the irregularities which are to be seen in the

falling part of the curve. It is seen from the first two tables that

after al)Out one month the amount of diastase in the fungus suddenly
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shows a considerable iiicrease. These experiineiils (lid iiol last long

enough to show what the further course would be, and for this

very reasoji the last series of tlasks was started, in order to trace

for a longer time the behaviour of Aspergillus niyer in this respect.

It was found that here also after about one month the rise of tlie

enzyme-conteni occurred; thereupon there followed again a decrease

and then again a rise, whilst after about three months the decrease

became permanent, so that finally practicall} no diastase remained.

The oscillations of this curve are explicable by considering that the

great rise in the first 3—4 days coincides with a vigorous develop-

ment of the young mycelium. The same takes place again later

when the fungus has formed new conidia and these, having been

shed into the culture-fluid, germinate there; each time that this

happens a sudden increase in the quantity of the diastase will be

observable. It is self-evident that it cannot always be predicted

at what time in the course of the culture this will occur, but we
may safely argue that the culture-fluid gradually will become less

and less suited for (he germinalion of the conidia, and thai therefore

this phenomenon will- gradually stop altogether. If this explanation is

correct it would therefore be possible to make the fortnation of diastase

in Aspergillus niger go on for a much greater length of time by

renewing the nutrient solution.

The phenomena which have just been described are thus of a

secondary character and all study of the formation of enzyme in

Aspergillus niger must be limited to the first stages of development.

One cannot indeed say whether the course of the formation of enzyme
would be the same with different nutrition, but this may however

be expected. It is therefore not only impermissible to draw conclusions

from the quantities of enzyme which occur in cultures which are

e.g. some weeks old, but "one must try to follow accurately the

course of the enzyme-formation during the first days of development

of the fungus in the case of each kind of nutrition; then only can

conclusions be drawn respecting the influence of a given nutrition

on the enzyme-formation of Aspergillus niger.

It is evident that these conclusions oidy concern the formation

of 'diastase in Aspergillus niger; but they will nevertheless oblige

one to be careful about conclusions as to other enzymes and other

fungi; in further investigations the possibility must be borne in

mind of similar results occurring.

Summing up, it is found that in Aspergillus niger during the first

days after germination a great quantity of diastase is formed in the
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mjcelium (on feeding- with glucose us source of carbon and NH^NOj
as source of nitrogen), and that in addition, destruction of this

enzyme takes place, wiiich at first becomes negligible in compa-

rison witii the formation, l>ut which soon makes itself so evident

that the total quantity quickly decreases, after it has reached a

maximum about 5 days from the commencement of gei-mination.

Into the nntriejit fluid there passes never more than a very small

part of the total quantity of enzyme, occurring in the mycelium
;

this is perhaps pai'tlj derived from dead cells.

Utrecht, August 1918.



Physics. — "Investigation by means o f X-rai/s o/ the cri/stal-struciure

of lohite and c/rey tin. II. Tlie structure of inhite tin." Com-

munication N'. 2(1 from the Laboratory of Plijsics and

Physical Chemistry of tfie Veterinary College at Utrecht, by

A. J. Bui. and N. H. Kolkmkuek. (Communicated on behalf

of Prof. W. H. Keksom, Diiector of the l^aboratory, by Prof.

H. Kamerlingh Onnes).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 2S, 1918).

In Communication N°. J (June 1918) we conjmiinicated, that we

had taken Röntgenograms of while and grey (in by the method of

Debije and Schehkkr and we gave a description of some particulars

about the arrangement of these measurements. Moreover we showed

in a drawing for both states of tin mentioned the places of the inter-

ference-maxima in a plane, per|)endicular to the axis of the bais,

indicating at tlie same time the intensities of the interference-lines.

The photo of the grey tin indicated, that this material is crystalline,

and on comparing the piiolos for the two states, it was evident,

that it possesses a crystal-structure, whicli differs from that of white

tin. We have now determined from (hose photos the crystal-structure

as well of white as of grey tin, and shall commnnicate in this paper

our resiUts for white tin, reserving those for grey tin for commu-

nication N". 26 (these Proceedings).

In table I the intensities of the interference-lines are inserted in

the tirst column: vf means very feeble, f feeble, m moderate, s strong

and vs very strong.

In the second column are inserted, expi-essed in tenths of mm,
the distances of the intersections of the interferejice-lines with a

plane through the axis of the incident Röntgen-beam and perpendi-

cular to the axis of the preparation, to the point where that first

axis, prolonged, would meet the film, measured on the film when

developed on a plane. In the third column (he values of 5m' \/,

are ranged, as computed from the above-mentioned distances and

the data of the apparatus, wliich were given in Comm. N". 1.

Now the values, given in the third column must undergo a
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TABLE I.

1

(U

41

X

si n2 7,36

sin' V, ij

correc-

ted

m 168

vf! 208

vs
I

228!^

corr.

sin2 1/2^

^ o.on34i

f
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correction ^) in connection with the thickness of the preparation.

This correction is not needed, when the absorption of the charac-

teristic rays in the preparation can be neglected, wliich was the

case for many of the materials, which were till now examined by

the method of Debijk and Schkkrer. This does not hold however in

onr case (Oi-radiation), in which the radiation penetrated oidy to

a very small depth, practically not at all in the preparation. The

corrected values of sin* */, ^) are found in the fourth column of the

table.

During the computations for the drawing up of a formula for

sin^ V, ^ it appeared that the majority of the values in the fourth

column, in dividing them by 0,01734, give a quotient, which differs

only little from a whole number. These quotients are found in the

tifth column. The values of these quotients, smoothed to half a

unity, are inserted in the sixth column.

Miller ') has measured the crystal-form on crystals obtained by

electrolysis. It appeared to belong to the tetragonal system with a

proportion of axes a -. a : r = 1:1: 0,3857. So it lay at hand, to

tiy to find agreement of the fourth column with a formula of

the form :

sin' {&^A (h,' + h,') + Bh,' = A (h,' -i- /,,' 4^ vA/O.

iu which A=— and B = Aq = . By n and c is meant now in this

the edges of the elementary parallelepiped or of the elementary

cell. It lies also very much at hand to choose for A the above-

given value 0,01734, and so to seek furlher agreement of the numbers

in the sixth column with an expression /<i'
-j- h^^ -\- qht\ in which

evidently q was then to differ little from a whole number.

By choosing (/ = 6, a pioper agreement appears to be obtained.

In order to see this, it is advisable to compose a table of the values

n Gomp. also P. Debije, Phys. Z.S. 18 (1917) p. 5. For the value of this

correction we found (to diminish the value of sin'^ Vo Ö with)

:

-—-sew 6* -^ + cos ^ + / \ cos6 ^ \
4Z2

i
d y d* ^ d ^

\

Here r means the radius of the circular cross section of the bar, R that of the

camera, d the distance of the centre of the camera to the opening of the screen,

by which the rays enter. Second and higher powers of ri'R are neglected. [Added

during translation : The deduction of this formula has in the mean time been

inserted in A. J. Bijl. Thesis for the Doctorate, Utrecht 1918 p. 22].

») W. H Miller, Ann. d. Phys. u. Ch. 58 (1843), p. 660. See also H. von

FouLLON. Jahrb. d. Kais.-Kön. Geo). Reichsansl. VVien ^54 (1884), p. 367. •
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of A^^ -|- A," foi' tiie different combinations of h^ and A, ranged in

the succession of increasing values of A," -|- A/. On comparing this

series of values of A/^ -\- A./ with the ninnbers of the sixth column,

the index-ti-i[)les with A, = 0, given in the seventh column (not primed

in italics), ai'e found to satisfy. By adding 6 to all the values of

A/^ -|- /// and comparing again with the numbers of the sixth column,

in the same manner the index-triples witli A, =r 1 of the eighth

column are found. In a similar manner the ninth and tenth columns

are composed.

Apart from the tirst four lines, in connection with the

deviations which exist for the small values of 6 (comp. p. 498), of

the remaining 19 lines, there are only 2, which do not belong to

index-triples (not printed in italics), of which not all the indices are

either even or odd. On considering whether all the lines to he expected,

which fulfill this condition, are present, it appears that 5 of them

still ought to appear. The index-triples meant here, are collected

and printed in italics (columns 7 — 10) and assigned to those lines,

of which the place is nearest to the place expected foi- these lines.

The difference between the places, where these lines are found

and those, where they would be expected, is in all those cases

minute, and can ibr two cases be ascribed to the fact, that the line

meant, cannot be seen separated from a neighbouring line and in

all cases does not exceed (in connection with the small value of A)

the uncertainty of observation.

There is evidently indication enough for accepting a structure

that is in accordance with the exclusive occurrence of interference-

lines, which must be ascribed to reflections on net-planes with

only even or only odd index-triples.

The absence of index-triples of which not all indices are either

even or odd, points to centered sides.

From the atomic weight (119,0), the specific weight at 18° C.

(7.285j, AvoGADRo's number (6,06.10") and the wave-length of Cua^:

(1,541,10-8) follows with .4 = 0,01734 and ^ = 6,06 ') (which

value later on appeared still better to satisfy than 6), for the number

of atoms per cell the value 3,02.

Now, we come to the number 3 by placing atoms in the corners

of the cells and in the centra of the prism-faces.

') [Note added (lining translation]. By a somewhat different method of calcu-

lation A- J. BiJL, i.e. p. 33 obtained the value 5.988. This fact points to a greater

probability of (/ = 6 accurately. In this case the projection of all the net-points on

a diagonal-plane through the smallest edge of the elementary. cell would be a net

of equilateral trianj^les with side 2,37. l()-8 cni. (Comp. A. J. Bi.iL, I c. p. 34).
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This is, so far as we know, the first example, in which atoms

are found in the centres of tlie prism-faces, not howevei- in those

of the bases.

In excess of the above-mentioned triples, still other triples must

in the case of this structure give occasion to interference-lines. In

this case namely the structure-factor becomes -S'= i -|- t'~''^ + /'i) -|-

_[_ ^-i(A, + Ai). The value of this is 3, when all indices are either

even or odd and in the other cases 1 or — 1. So it is evident that

planes the indices of which do not fnltill the condition mentioned,

will be present as interference-lines, though, under equal cii'cum-

stances for the rest, with Vg only of the intensity of the otfier

lines. So one cannot wonder that a few of this kind of planes can

give sufficient intensity to the interference-lines and that their index-

triples are present in colums 7—10 of table I.

In order to be able to jndge about the agreement between the

place and intensity of the intei-ference-lines, which are to be expected

on the basis of the given stincture and the observed ones, a table

has been drawn up, in which the values of .s'/vi' ^^, as well for

Cu,K'y-, as for 6'M\-^5-radiations, are collected, as computed for all the

iiidex-triples that come into consideration, with their relative inten-

sities. Of this table II foi'ms an extract in which are omitted in the

first place all the trij)les for which the structure-factor not equals

3, and in which for the rest out of each group of iiidex-triples

which can be esteemed to produce lines which lie so near to each

other that these together will give on our Röntgenogram oidy a

single line, only that triple is noted that is the origin of the most

intense line of that group. If siudi a group contains u- as well as

/J-lines, then the strongest oidy of both kinds is given- ')

Deviations between computed and observed values of shi^ Yi ^>

which are larger than corresponds to the degree of accuracy of the

measurements, only occur in table II at the first thi-ee lines. About

this it must be remarked that these lines are very hazy, which, in

connection with the veiling of the film as a consequence of the

action of white radiation in the Rönfgenbeam makes the reading

^) During Coram. Nr. 1 being under press we learned, that Dr. Scherrer and

Prof. JoHNSEN had taken a Röntgenogram of white tin and Prof. Johnsen proposed to

us, to exchange the observed values mutually. The results, then communicated to

us cordially by Prof. Johnsen, give, especially at lower values, all of them some-

what smaller values of sin^ Vo than ours. F'erhaps this might be ascribed to the

correction applied by us for thickness of bar being somewhat too small. In the

notes added to table 11 a few of the differences between the results of Scherrer

and Johnsen and ours are discussed.
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TABLE II.
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soniewhat uncertain, and that furtlier the correction for thickness

of preparation brings with it a relatively large nncertainty for these

lines.

Fig. 1.

From llie given values of .4 and q, there follows for the edges of

the elementary-cell: ^ = 5,84.10'^ and r = 0,406 ^/ = 2,37. 10" » cm.

in tig. 1 a representation of an elemenlary-cell is given.

In the space-netting, built of these cells, we see alternating

equidistant hiyei's with distance 1, 19.10"^ cm. The tirat layer has a

netting of squares with side 5,84.10^ cm., the next 'a netting of

squares with side 4.13.10 ^ cm., which last S(|uares ai-e just above

the squares symmetrically inscribed in that of the tirst layer.

The dense crowding of these planes indicates a strong force-

exertion in a direction, perpendicular . to the layers; perhaps the

occurrence of needle shaped combinations is connected with this fact.

Röntgenometrical investigations teach us to cast a look in the

structure of the crystal and may for that reason lead us to a more

rational choice for the system of crystal lographic axes than the

former crystallographic methods. The white tin procures an example

of this. So e.g. the bipyramid, accepted by Miller as (111) (proportion

of axes a: (I : c^\ : 1 : 0,3857) would, conform to the system of

axes formed from the edges of the elementary cell proposed by us,

be indicated as (403); just so the planes (110), (100), (101) of Miller

by (100), (110), (223) resp. according to us.



Physics. — "Investigation hy means of X-rays of the crystal -

structure of white anil grey tin. 111. The structure ofgrey tin"

.

Communication N°. 2h from the Laboratory of Physios and

Physical Chemistry of the Veterinary College at Utrecht, by

A. J. Biji, and N. H. Kolkmeuer. (Communicated on behalf

of Prof. W. H. Keesom, Directoi- of the Laboratory, by Prof.

H. Kamkrlingh Onnks).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 28, 1918).

In this communication we shall dednce the crystal-structure of

grey tin from the Röntgenogram, taken by us and represented l)y

a drawing in Communication N". J (June 1918 p. 408) at the same

time as that of white tin. With this aim in the (irst column of

table 1 are given the distances of the intersections of the interference-

lines with a plane, through the axis of the incident beam ot

X-rays and perpendicular to the lengthdirection of the preparation,

to the point where this axis, prolonged, would meet the . film,

measured on the tilni when developed on a plane and corrected for

thickness of preparation (Comp. Comm. N'. %i, p. 496). The inten-

sities are denoted by vf \ ery feeble, f feeble, m modei-ate, s strong,

and vs very strong. The second column contains the values of

sin*\^ deduced therefrom, (radius of camera 27,3 m.m., to be

diminished by half the thickness of the film, that is by 0,1 m.m.).

By multiplying these values by 0,808, the square of the

proportion of the wave-lengths oi Cuk^^ and C'^a^, the values which

might originate from /^-radiation, can be separated, and so a list can

be composed which contains ^f-values exclusively. By using a general

method of computation, in which we proceeded from an arbitrary

system of axes and on which we shall perhaps publish another paper

the gi-ey tin appeared to be regular with great probability. In that

case our \alues must fidtill the equation :

sin^ '^ = .4(7/,,» r /','4 /'/)= ^, (/'.N /',' I /'.'),

2 4a

in which ^ is a constant, h^Ji^, and A, indices of Millkh, A wave-

length of the Röntgen-radiation, a edge of elementary cube.

So we have only to deduce the constant A and from that the

number of atoms in the elementary cube a\ A provisional calcu-

33*
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TABLE I.

E
E
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latioii pointed to about eight atoms per cube, wliicli suggests the

structure of diamond. So we tried to get agreement of our interference-

lines with the stiucture of diamond.

Using the atomic-weight (119,0) and ihe specitic weigiit of grey

till at 18° C. (5,751j, Avogadko's number (6,06.10") and the wave-

length of the /v-series of copper-radialion (r; 1,541.10 ^, ,-? 1,385. JO ~'^)

Jj,^ 0,0141 and .4,3 = 0,0114 are found. Nearlj' in agreement with

this we tind as a mean from the observed lines ^j: = 0,01422

and .4^ = 0,01149. The third column gives the values of sm*^//J,

computed with the last-mentioned values of Ay, so far as I hey give

occasion to interference-lines.

From Drbue's structure-factor it can be deduced namely, that

for the structure of diamond interference-lines can only be got,

when /<,, A, and A, are all even or all odd, and when in case they

are even, their sum can be divided by 4. The expression Aj' -f- /<,' -|- //«*

then becomes 3, 8, 11 and so on, see the sixth column; in the tifth

column the corresponding values of h^, h, and Ii^ are given.

The intensity, given in the fourth column is found by dividing

64 (A/ -|- Aj^ -|- /<3*) in the product of the number of planes and

the square of the absolute value of the structure-factor. To this

intensity only so much value must be attached that only the inten-

sities of three successive lines must be compared.

The seventh, eighth, and ninth columns relate to ^i-lines.

On comparing the observed and computed values of si?i* ^/,0 a

satisfactory agreement appears to exist, also in coimection with the

intensity.

The two smallest squares of sines are not satisfactory ^). About this

Comm. N°. 2a p. 498 gives information.

When it is examined whether all lines, nhich must be expected

on the ground of the structure mentioned, are present, it appears,

that of the expected «-lines not a single is lacking; some of the

jMines however appearingly have too small an intensity, and so are not

observed on the Röntgenogram.

From the values of A^ and A^, deduced from the observations,

we found for a, the edge of the elementary cube 6,46. 10"*^ cm.

at 18° C. For the distance of two nearest atoms 2,80.10"^ cm. is

thus deduced.

In the grey tin with its diamond-structure, which silicium pos-

sesses too, the tetravalency clearly makes its appearance, whilst in

the tetragonal modification, in which each atom is surrounded by

1) Comp. P. Debije, Physik. ZS. 18 (1917), p. 488. Note.
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two nearest ones with smaller distances than those of the rest of

the surrounding atoms, two valencies especially come to the foreground.

In this connection it might be interesting, to investigate, whether

the deviating conduct, observed by Gküneisen ') in the course of

the conductivity at low temperatures for cadmium, tin, and mercury,

and which he ascribed to the metals not being regular, is not found

with the grey tin, or whether the diamond-structure still causes a

deviation in the conductivity at low temperatures from the conduct

of the metals crystallising in cubes with centered faces.

We heartily thank Prof. Keksom for the great interest, which he

always showed us.

^) E. Ghüneisen. Verh. D. physik. Ges. 20 (1918), p. 36.



Physics. — "On the equivalent of parallel translation in non-

Euclidean space and on Riemann's measure of curvature."

By Dr. A. D. F'okkek. (Comiminicated by Prof. H. A. I^okentz.)

(Communicated in the meeting of April 26, 1918).

I. Introduction. In tlie following pages I shall try to give a

nnental picture of some ideas recently developed by prof. J. A.

Schouten before the Mathematical Society at Amsterdam which will

help to illustrate the meaning of a "system of axes moving geode-

sically", and the "geodesic differential", together with a few applica-

tions. ^) The great point will be to realise in a new way wat kind

of displacement in non-Euclidean space must be considered to corre-

spond to a parallel translation, tliis being an opei-ation indispensable

in vector-analysis to conipare vectors in different points.

One of the characteristic properties of pure translations is this,

that all points of a rigid body are thereby transferred over an

equally long distance. This property might be used to define a

parallel translation, provided the rigid consists of a number of points

exceeding a certain minimum. If, for example, in Ihree-dimensional

space, we give a pi-escribed displacement lo one of the points of a

rigid system consisting of two or three points, it is not enough to

demand an equal displacement for the other jioint or points to define

a translated position without ambiguity. But in a Euclidean space

of n dimensions other motions than pui-e trauslatious are excluded,

if for a rigid body of no less than {In—2) points we want all points

to run through equal distances.

This will be our starting-point. We know, however, that in general

no body of tinite dimensions can move in curved space without

changing the mutual distances of its |)oints. In order to retain thie

idea of a rigid body we shall have to confine ourselves to bodies

with dimensions of the order of an infinitesimal e.

Another and more serious difficulty arises from the fact, that we
cannot get all points to shift over exactly the same intinitesimal

distance L. We cannot but leave a mai'gin of the order of Lh^ for

the separate distances. Here the question arises whether in a certain

^) Of. a treatise offered by Prof. Schouten lo be published in the transactions

of the Kon. Akademie: 'Die directe Analysis zur neueren Relativiteitstheorie".
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direction onlv one displacenient can be effected in which tins approxi-

uiation to the exact ecpialii.v is reah«ed?Thi.s, however, cannot be expect-

ed, since in the special case of I^]uclideaii space not only pui-e transla-

tions but screw-disphiceinents loo are allowed by leaving this margin.

Therefore a second propeiMy of pure translations is required, fit to

exclude those screvv-displacenients.

This property is found in the fact that the sliifts are not only

equal, l»ut also parallel to one another. This amounts to a certain

reciprocity between translations in different directions. Consider two

translations. i)y which a point /-^ is ti-ansferred to neighbouring points

Q and H respectively. The first translation will carry point R to

the same place where the second translation will carry point Q.

This property indeed excludes screw-displacemei.ls.

In the following pages we shall first give a summary of the

results arrived at in this paper, and afterwards (§ 6) give the ana-

lytical formulae. For exam|)les we will maiidy take those of three-

dimensional space. The results, however, will hold good, independent

of whatever nund^er {n) of dimensions we choose to ascribe to

our space.

2. (Teodesic displaceuieiU, Let us define an infinitesimal r/(;z</ as a7i

aggregate ofparticles,which keep their mutual distances unchanged éwv'm^

their motions. (Jne of these points we may choose as a central, and

imagine the other |)oints defined by the ends of infinitesiuial vectors

from this central |>oint, these vectors having constant lengths (of

the order s) and including constant angles. The number of points

must be no less than (2?i--2), hence the number of vectors (2??— 3),

no n of them being situated together in a space of (/i— J) dimensions.

We imagine this rigid to execute motions so as to shift the

central particle from a starting point /•* to neighbouring points over

distances of the order A.

It appears possible {^ 7) to indicate a certain variety of motions

m which, firstly the shifts of all the other points of the rigid, up to &

margin of the order Ag", equal the shift of the central point, and,

secondly, there exists a certain reciprocity which becomes apparent

when we observe tiüo arbitrarily chosen motions belonging to the

variety, which shift the central particle, let us say, from P to Q
and from P to R, and when we notice the displacements of the

particles havi)ig their starting points in R and Q respectively. The

particle from R in the motion [PQ) niill reach the same point attained

by the particle from Q in the other motion [PR).

The two conditions specified determine without ambiguity a variety
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of motions which we may call ''geodesic displacements" of the

infinitesimal rigid. Thej are the substitutes for parallel displacements')

in Euclidean extensions. We may assign the name "compass-rigid"

to a small rigid body that cannot move but in the geodesic manner

defined. It must be understood that a compass-rigid which, after

a displacement, returns to its starting-point by the same way, will

on arrival be in its starting-position too. If, however, it returns by

a circuit, it generally will not be in its starting-position again on

arrival.

3. Geodesic differential. If we want to compare two vectors in

neighbouring points P and Q, we can proceed as follows. We put

a compass-rigid with its centre in P and by marking one of its

points we delineate the vector in it. Now displacing the compass-

rigid to Q it is reasonable to say that the marked point defines the •

vector displaced geodesically from P to Q. By comparing this

vector with the one present in Q we immediately see the meaning

of the geodesic di[jereutial of a vector. If this is known, it is clear

what Christoffel's covariant differentiation means.

In the same way we can displace our vector-units from F to Q.

In geneial these will differ from the vector-units in Q. A set of

geodesically displaced vectoi'-units is what Prof. Schouten defined

as a system of axes moving geodesically.

4. (reodesic line. We can easily iniagine what we have to do

in order to prolong a given line-elenwni geodesically. We put the

centre of the compass-rigid in the starting-point and mark the end

of the line-element by an arrow in the compass-rigid. After the

centre has been displaced along the line-element, the arrow will

point in another definite direction. This is the geodesic prolongation

of the element. Continuing to move the compass-rigid in the direction

of the arrow, the centre will gradually describe a geodesic line.

In this case, during displacements along a geodesic line, vectors

moving geodesically will continue to include constant angles with

the geodesic (cf. IjEVi-Ci vita's article), these angles being fixed angles

in the compass-i-igid.

5. RiemAiNn's measure of cnrvaiure. Let us now sup|)Ose that we

M Taking another starling-point. T. Levi-Civita arrives at a definition of

parallelism which comes to ttie same thing: "Nozlone di parallelismo in una

varieta qualumjue., e conseguente speciflcazioiie geometrica delta curvatura

Riemanniana". Rend. Circ. Mat. Palermo, XLII p. i, 1917. His geometrical

explanation of the measure of curvature, however, is totally different from the one

we shall give in section 5.
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make a compass-rigid describe a small circuit, e.g. along a vanishing

(quasi-)|)arallelogram. We already pointed out that in general it will

noi return to its Parting-positio?i. The difference between the

two positions is such as might have been produced by an

infinitesimal rotation ai'ound (he starting-jjoint. The amount of' this

rotation is proportional to the area of' the circuit described, the

orientation of' the "axis" of' rotation (which in higher extensions is

of' {u. —2) diujensions) being determined bv the orientation of the

plane of' the circuit. The rotation is intimately connected with the

curvature of space. When this rotation of curvature, as it may be

called, vanishes in all points for every arbitrary circuit, then the

space is Euclidean. ') ^
The components of the o[)eraioi' by which from the data of the

area included by the circuit the rotation of curvature for the

compass-rigid can be derived, are Rikmann's four-index-symbols, of

the second kind.

Further — to confine ourselves to three-dimensional space — if

we take the length of the axis of i-olation equal to the amount of

the angle of rotation, and construct a paiallelepiped with this axis

and the parallelogram of the circuit, we can consider the ratio of

its volume to the scpiare of the parellelogram as a measure for the

curvature of space. Indeed, in the limit, for a vanishing circuit,

this ratio is jusi (he number indicated bv Kikmann as tke measure

of curvature of the space milk respect to the plane of the circuit

considered.

6. Now we shall proceed (o give (he i-eijuired formulae. We take

the length of a line-element as defined by

(/*"== ^{ab) g„i4x" dw''
,

dx" cAr* representing increments of the coordinates along the line-

element dx, (j/^h {= cp,„) being regulai- functions of the coordinates of

the starting-point, each index in the sum going through all the

values from 1 to )i., where n is the number of dimensions of space.

The algebraical complements of (/„b will be denoted by ^rf^'>, so that

9 'he fundamental idea of a recent article by H. Wevl (Gravitation \md
EleJdrlzitdt, Berl. Sitz. Ber. May. 1918) may be considered the hypothesis that a

small rigid (— "Vektorraum"^ after turning about an infinitesimal circuit of "trans-

lations" (of a somewhat more general kind) not only will have got in a changed

position, but in gener3i\\yi\\\[a.ve changed its dimensions as weW. In four-dimensional

space-time the linear dilatation of the (4 dimensional) rigid would be half the scalar

product of the alternating electromagnetic tensor and the area included by the

circuit. (Note added during the revisal of the proofs).
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2{h)g„bg-^^z=
1 for n =z a,

O for n =1= rt

For the sake of brevity we sliall write // for ilie determinant

formed of the tj^'K Further we shall avail ourselves of Christoffei/s

well-known symbols:

lm

h

lm

a
=-k

Ö-f"

r/mi

The definition of the line-element entails the definition of the

length of a vector v, with components v"

:

r» = 2:{ah) gab v" ^'^

and the definition of the angle between two vectors v and w.

vw cos {viv) = ^{ab) gab ''" ^o^'-

7. Let the points of a small rigid be given by their coordinates

relative to the centre: u", r«, lo" . . . {a = 1, 2, 3, n), these being

the components of vectors Ut v, w . . . which are of the order of

a vanishing quantity b. If the centre shifts from P to a neigh-

bouring point Q, determined bj the infinitesimal increments in the

coordinate» <h'" (of the order A), then we require the new coor-

dinates of the points of the rigid i-elative to Q in order to satisfy

the definition and first condition of section 2 : the points are to be

points of a rigid, and must each cover an equal distance.

Denoting the new relative coordinates by u" -f- du", v" ~\- dv" . . .

etc. it is easy to formulate the latter half of the condition. For the

increments of the coordinates of the point designed l)y u will be

dx'' -j- du'', and the starting point of the line-element through which

it runs lies beside P, at a distance defined by u. So, if this line-

element is to be equal to that from P to Q, i.e.

ds" = :E{ah)gabdx'^ dx^,

we necessarily must have

^gab= :S (ab m) ~ ""
ii"< dw" dx^ + ^iab) 2g„b d.v" du^

da,'"'

(1)

If the aggregrate of points is to form a ligid, both the lengths of

the relative veclors u, v, w.... and (he included angles must be

constant, and expressions such as

u* = 2!(ab) g,„u "" ""'•
» "'' cos (uv) =z ^ ((un) g„,„ n" r"'

,

must have the same value in P and Q. This implies

^9">= ^ (am/) -^^ dx^ n" u'" 4- ^{am) 2gn,n u" du>' (2)
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and

= :E (a 771 1) -^ dx' u" o"> f 2{am) c/,,,,, j«" dv" + v'» dw\ . (3)

Tiiese are llie equations wliioli must be anplicable to dn", dv". . .

etc. in the traiislaticjns mentioned. It is not difticnlt to find espressions

satisfying the equations. We can add to (1) the identity

d.vi dx'^

0//,,/ dgi„

0^^ ^ (aitn) (
^^ ^ I

dx" d.r'w»
,

and a similar identity to (2)

= ^^ (aim)
, ,

Replace at tiie same time the index b in the tirst term, right-hand

side of (1) by /, and ni in the second term, rigiit-hand side of (2),

by b, and we get

divl u"

= :i^ (a)

and

= V (a)

d.i;"

^(im) —— - — d.vi i("> -f ^(6) 2a„/, du'^
' 0.1-' O.r'" O.r'' '

d.v",

u".

Dividing by 2 \A'e can reduce the e(j nations to the form

dn'' 4- ^(Im) c/.c'j<"= .2' (a6) <hth d.r'

= :S (ab) Onu '<"

Similarly, we can put for the third ecjnation

^ MM

= S{ab) g„b n"\dr^'
t ^-j [rf.f''-'"

I f '•' {dn''
A^'

^b^
J

So we can satisfy the imposed condition by taking

ilvi I

b \

(1')

(2')

(3')

. (4)

and similar expressions for dr^', dw'' ....

The equation (4) is covariant. It will retain its form wathever be

the choice of coordinates.

It defines the position of the points of the small rigid when, by a

first approximation, they have all covered the same infinitesimal

distance.

It is seen, from (1), that in developing yab into a series we have

neglected terms with products u'" u". The squares of the distances

covered therefore can diflTer from PQ by an amount of the order

g' A', so that the distances may only be taken as equal up to an

amount of the order t" L, which we shall neglect.
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8. Tlie "corrections" given by eq. (4) are of the order As. In

order to see if tlie solution defined by tliein is tlie only one, we may
ask if we can satisfy the equations by "corrections" differing from

chi^, such as r/w" -\- du'\ wliere (hi^ is of the same order as (hia-

If these are to satisfy eq. (1), (2), (3), we must evidently have.

= ^{ab) gab dx" (fu^
,

— 2{ah)gab "" <f"'' y

= :E{ah) gab «" (h'> -f gab v^ ^"^
, etc.

If the rigid, besides the centre, consists of /> points, we shall have

2/> -f- ^ p{p—1) eqnations for pn variables (hi^, (fv^. . . etc. For

p = 271—3 we have as many homogeneous linear equations as

there are \ariables. If no set of n, vectors u,v,w. . . are situated

togetliei' in an {n—l)-dimensional space, then these equations only

permit a solution of the form (e.g. for //. = 3):

öW — --- S (ij) '^
d.^•' 7Ü = —

! , . . (5)
l/.V Pbj gcj

I K<7 "6 "c

where (o is an arbitrary number, and by b, c, a, we mean a set

of three indices which form an even permutatio)) of 1, 2, 3. We
denote by (Lvb and U/, with lowered index the covariant combinations:

cLcb = ^{i)gbi '^•'i"' , U(j =: 2{j)g,,j uj.

It can easily be ascertained that the expression given for (hi",

together with similar expressions for (fv", (f>v". . . satisfy the equations.

They must define the displacements in the case of an infinitesimal

rotation about dx as an axis ^). For all ve(!tors u,v,w . . . keep their

lengths unchanged and both the angles included with dx and the

mutual angles remain unaltered.

Since the condition imposed thus far appears not to be sufficient

to define a displacement without ambiguity, we must recur to the

condition of reciprocity of section 2.

Shifting the centre of the compass-rigid from F to Q the particle

designed by u might come from a position R into the position

defined by the coordinates

^« 4- dx^ + u" -f du" -f Sti"
,

or,

\lrn} to
\
dxb dxc I

x'^ f rf;r" -V u" — Eilni) Idxhi'» -| 'I.
^

f
a \ \/g\ Ub Uc '

If we now shift the centre from /-* to R, and we then wish to

find what will be the new position for the particle from (2 according

1) Through an angle r.) dx'

.
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to the same displacement-law, we only have to interchange the

vectors dx and u

Now we see, the determinant changing its sign, that this position

will nevei- be the same as that reached by the former particle from

R, nnless to = 0.

So the application of the condition of reciprocity exclndes screw-

movements^).

9. Now in the following way we can see that the condition of

the body's rigidity and the eqnality of the covered distances together

with the condition of reciprocity are snfficient to define the variety

of geodesic displacements without ambiguity.

From eq. (1) and (2) we learn that the required "corrections"

du" must be proportional both to the components of the displacement

dx and of the vector u. Therefore let us put

dn" — 2 hi d.V at
. . ...... (4')

Now, according to the condition of leciprocity we must apparently

have

'hi = fits .

Substitute (4') in (3), and we get

= ^ (ahyi)
-'-"'" dxl u" v'" -[- ^ {a m s t) (/„,„ jA."| u<' dw v' -j h',^i

»•"' dx^ uA.
Ox'

Taking other indices and putting

we get

K,lm = ^{b) Pal, hn , (^ajni ^= ha,ml )i

0x1
)

In this equation we may regard the forms in brackets as unknown vari-

ables. Becauseof thesymmetry in the indices a and m theie are i ^i' (n— J)

of them. As the equation is to hold for an arbitrary cond^ination

') Dr. Droste remarked to me that a screw-motion might be excluded in a

ditlerent maimer. Let PQ be part of a geodesic. In P and in Q take two infini-

tesimal planes perpendicular to the geodesic. Draw the geodesies perpendicular to

the first plane and intersecting if in a line-element PR. These together form a

"geodesic strip", which will intersect the second plane in an flement QR', PR
and QR' can be called "parallel" and in the same way each pair of elements in

the samp geodesic strip including equal angles with the geodesic PQ.
In our chain of thought, however, geodesic lines are defined by making use of

the idea of geodesic displacements (see section 10), and so we cannot avail

ourselves of the above suggestion.
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of three veolors dx, u, v, we conclude that the vai-iables Jiiust

vanish. Thus

Similarly

ft
^'^""*

1 / I ƒ

0«'

ft
^•^'"' -A 17
Ó.rf

By adding the first two, and snhti'acting the last, and considei-ing

that kl^nm = I^Lma GtC. WC find

I in

Ki.lm

Now we know

/;/„,
— 2 p"^ ha, Iin= — :S p^l

Im

a

Im 1

b
'

and so from (4') we see that .onr values for (bt^ -.

' Im
'

du^' = — :^{hn) dxl u"' (4)

constitiite the only solution consistent with ail conditions.

10. To explain the applications of sections 3 and 4 we j)i'Ocee(l

as follows. Suppose a vector V, in point P, be marked in the

compass-rigid. After a geodesical displacement to Q the marked

vector will have got the components

i hn
I

yc, ihi'l K"«

Now if we have in Q a vector with components ]^" -^ dV",

where dV" now represents some increment of the component V",

then obviously the components of the geodesic differential are

<i?F" -f 2:{lm) \d.rl F"'.

This geodesic differential will be a vector itself, being the difference

of two vectors, while d V" are no vector-components.

If the line-element PQ itself is drawn in the compass-i-igid as a

vector with components (/.c«, and displaced geodesically, then in Q
the arrow will have got components

\lin \

This arrow we have called the geodesic pro/ongation of the
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element. It is easily seen that tiiis entails for the geodesic the

equation

1771
\= d\v'^ + 2:{lm) dx^dw'" .

This (covariant) equation coincides with what we get from the

familiar definition of a geodesic as the sliortest line between two

points.

11. We shall now displace geodesically a pai-ticle P\ which,

with relation to P, is defined by a vector u, to a point S' near T,

by shifting the compass rigid in two steps fioni P to T, along PQ
and Q7\ Then, a second time, we displace the particle to S" neai'

T, taking the steps along PK and KP, the «lüadrilatei-al PQTk
being a (quasi-) parallelogram with sides dx {PQ and A' 7') and ox

{PK and QT).

After the displacement along PQ the cooi'dinates of the particle

considered relative to Q have become

f a \

At the second step we must be careful to take the values of

Ckistoffei/s symbols at point Q, so that after the displacements

along PQ and QT the coordinates relative lo T are

u"-2:
I in

a
d.vlu'" - 2J

Im
j

a
(fw'

iP'h
dxi'ui

d Ua

dxi') c

dxrö.v'ii'" .

If the displacements had- been performed along PK and KT, the

coordinates relative to 7' would have been

u"— 2:
hn

a
(fxhi'" —2 hn

a
dx'

\P9\
(fxi'nu

bx}'\ a
ö.ri'dx'u'".

Taking the difference we find

g« = i:{lmp)

' d

dxi'

1 771

a
Si 11

tii i pin

or

S^'
— i 2:{lmp)

{dx'óxi' — dxi'öx') u'"

pn)
I
/ in

I

In \P^

Öj7' \ a \ dx' \ a \

X{dxlöxi'—dxJ'<ixl)u"' ........ (6)

The first factor is seen to be a Riemann's four-index-symbol,

of the second kind. Availing ourselves of his notation we can put

^(f z= ^ 2:{lmp)\maJpUdx'(Kvr - dxröx')H"' . ... (6)

The 'C" {a r= 1, 2, . . . ji) are the components of the displacement-
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vectors which would become manifest after a geodesical displacement

of the compass-rigid about the circuit TKPQT. The displacement

cannot be anything else but a rotation, the lengths and angles

remaining the same. We see how Rirmann's symbols delermine the

rotation in terms of the components of the area of the circuit. This

rotation is characteristic of the curvature of space.

12. It now remains to prove the statement of section 5 as to

the interpretation of Riemann's measure of curvature.

The measure of curvature with respect to the plane of dx and

on is defined to be ^)

i:{alpmq)g„g \ma, lp\ {dx^ (fwl'— dxP(fx^){da'" (fx9 —dxld.i^"')

^ ^ l^lp mq)igt,n9i,g--9^gim){d^'^-^i' - d,i-P(U^{dx^'^ 6x'i - dx^öx^'^]'

The denominator is four times the square of the area of the

parallelogi-am formed by dx and dx. For by changing indices with-

out changing the sum we get four times

2:{lp mq) !

^'"' ^'"^
d.vJdx^^^ óxl'iSx'i.

Writing d for the length of dx, and rf for the length of rfx, we find

for the denominator

rf* d(S cos (do)

d(f cos {do) (P

this being four times the square of the area of the parallelogram.

We shall discuss the numerator for the case of three-dimensional

space and show that it represents four times the volume of the

parallelepiped formed by the axis of rotation and the parallelogram.

Proceeding with some caution, the analogon in more-dimensional

cases is readily found in the same way. We will put for the numerator

2 2:{amq)g„glC{d''r!"'dxQ—dx9(fx"^) (7)

denoting by R"m the coefficients of the rotation of curvature (6):

C,n = 2(m) R^ M"» .

or,

How are the numbers Rj related to the components of the axis

of rotation? If we suppose the components of the hitter equal to /•,

then the rotation is represented, as will be presently shown, by

linJ (8)

4

5c = 2- 2:{ij)
9ni yti

9oj gbj

') Cf for example Bianchi, Lect. on Diff. Geometry, section 819.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. XXI.
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Here we mean by c that index, wliicli with a and h forms an

even permutation of I 2 3. By pqr we shall denote a similar set:

abc{=)pqr{=) 123.

We already saw that displacements of this kind constitute a rota-

tion. To inquire whether the angular amount of the rotation is

equal to the length of 1, we must observe the displacement of the

end of a vector u which is perpendicular to 1, so that

2 {ah)gabu<'l''=^ (9)

This displacement ought to be 'u multiplied by 1 . Let us cal-

culate
\'QY

I
9ai gu gd

-— {rij V to)
I

gaj gbj gcj

gnrgOrgrr

li VJ
öl'V g qo

g/nr gqir

I'U "'.

The summation with respect to r has been etïected by writing

in full the tirst determinant, if we want to sum up with respect

to r, we notice that the determinant vanishes bul for one special

value of ?', wiiich is different both from / and ƒ If i = p, j = q,

then the determinant becomes -j- y, if / := y, / :^ />, then we get

—

g.

In both cases we may write

C,^= ^{pqvxo)
Pr-gr

IJ' /'• ?<y n"\
g/nrg(jw

and, by (9):
'

- $' = n* l\

So the correctness of formula (8) has been shown,

But then we are justified in putting

\/g

gai ga

gnj gij

l\

and we can subsequently show that (7) represents four times the

parallelepiped mentioned. We Avrite (7) with a slight alteration of

indices and we get

:

2 :S (c ./ k) gclc Rj {dxj 6xK—dx^öx J)=
gai gbi Oci

Vg
^Oi^)

i

g»j gbj gcj
i

l^ {<ivj (fxJc—dxköxi).

gak gbk gek
\

Now if j and /; assume all values, a set j, k furnishes just as

much as a set k,j, the determinant taking the value -\-g or —g
according to the combination i,j,k being an even or odd permutation
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of 12 3, and vanishing for other combinations. So we get for the

numerator

4 j/^ dx^ dxJ dxk\^
. . .... (10)

cfj;» (fxJ öx^
I

this being four times the volume of the parallelepiped formed by

1, dx and dx.

This sufficiently explains section 5. We may remark that formula

(8) for the displacements of rotation implies a convention as to the

direction in which the axis of rotation has to be drawn. The axis

of rotation must be orientated in a manner to ensure that the

direction of $ is correlated to the directions of 1 and u, i.e. a paral-

lelepiped constructed from 1, u and C, in the order thus specitied,

nuist have a positive volume-

Z« l'> I'-
I

\/g «" u^ u'-
I

= positive.

$^ i''
$^-

I

This amounts to the same relation which exists between the

directions of the positive axes of X, Y, Z.

One sees from (10) that the measure of curvature will be positive

if the direction of the axis of the rotation of curvature bears the

above-mentioned correlation to the directions of dx and dx.

Similarly, in four dimensions, if the axis of a rotation in a special

case be a parallelogram on the vectors 1 and m, then the I'otation

is given by

gai 9bi 9ri

9aj 9hj 9cj

9('k 9f>k 9ck

where abed {=) 1234, and the direction of ? is correlated to

the directions of 1, m and u, i.e.

j

l^ lf> /<

m" w* m'-

C« ;f> ;r

V9
I' mJ u^

)/9

Id

ud
positive

My thanks are due to prof. J. A. Schoutkn for his kindness in

allowing me to read his treatise on Direct Analysis, which is to

be published soon in the I'l-ansactions of the Kon. Akademie.

U*



Astronomy. — ''The Disiribntion of the absolute Magnitudes among

the Stars in and about tlie Milky ITn?//." (First Communication).

By Dr. W. J. A. Schouten. (Communicated by Prof. J. C.

Kapteyn).

(Communicated in the meeting of October 26, 1918).

1. Introduction.

One of the most itnpoi-tant problems of statistical astronomy is to

examine, how in each part of space the stars with bright and faint

absohite magnitudes are mixed and of which percentage of stars the

luminosity lies between definite limits. Luminosity means the apparent

brightness, which a star would have at (lie unit of distance, and for

this unit we will take, in imitation of Professor Kapteyn, the distance

corresponding to an ainiual parallax rr = 0".l..

The first determination of the luminosity law was performed by Pro-

fessor Kapteyn and published in l*ubl. (lyoningeii N". 11 '). After-

wards several astronomers, employing different methods, have repeated

this investigation. Besides the studies of Comstock and Walkey, who
availed themselves of measured parallaxes, and whose results therefore

are not much to be relied upon, unless great cautiousness is used,

the researches of Seeligrr and Schwarzschild are well-known. In

our dissertation ') we have discussed the three methods mentioned,

and we have compared the results that were found. It appeared that

serious objections may be raised against Seeliger's investigation, so

that we cannot attach much value to the frequency-function of abso-

lute magnitudes found by him. We think we have also demonstrated

in our work just cited that the method of Kapteyn is for various

reasons greatly to be preferred to that of Schwarzschild.

After we had finished this inquiry an earnest wish arose in us to

establish the luminosity law according to the method which we think

the best. It was known to us, that such a determination had been

1) Also in these Proceedings, Vol. Ill, p. 658.

2) On the Determination of the Principal Laws of Statistical Astronomy. Am-

sterdam, Kirchner 1918.
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in course of preparation at the Astronomical Laboratory at Gronin-

gen for a long time already.

In this prepai'ation are included the countings of stars of deter-

mined magnitude which are published in Publ. Groningen N"^^ 18

and 27, and the mean parallaxes of stars of determined magnitude

and galactic latitude, which will soon be pul)lished and have been

kindlj lent us for our use by Prof. Kaptkyn and Dr. Van Rhijn.

It is a matter of course that the preliminary results obtained by

us, should be replaced by those of the dellnitive solution as soon

as these are available. Yet we thought we might publish our results

as they are pai-tly based on other data, because they give a notion

of the exactness that is to be obtained now already, and our preli-

minary results might be of some service perhaps until the time

that the definitive shall have appeared.

In this communication we mention the results that we found,

when we tried to determine the luminosity law according to Kapteyn's

method for the whole sky and for five zones of different galactic

latitude.

We intend to publish in a second communication the results that

are found, when Schwarzschild's method is applied to the same

data. At the same time we hope to compare oui- results with those

of other investigators.

In this article we also gratefully tender our sincere thanks to

Prof. Kapteyn for his kind help, which favoured our investigation.

2. Tlie Data of Observation.

In applying Kapteyn's method we have to take from the obser-

vations the following data

:

1. the numbers iV,»,^. i.e. the numbers of stars of determined

apparent magnitude and proper motion,

2. the mean parallaxes n-,„„ of stars of determined magnitude and

proper motion,

3. the value of q, the probable error ol" the erroi' curve log. '^/tto

in which .-r is the real and -t, the probable parallax.

In our investigation we divided the sky into 5 zones. The galactic

latitude we shall indicate by h.

Zone 1 = part of the sky between h = — 10"^ and b = + 10°.

Zone 11 = , , , , with /> from — 10^ to —30° and + 10° to + 30°.

Zone III- , . , , „ ft , _30° , -50° , + 80° . -}- 50°.

Zone IV = . , . , , ft , -50° , -70° , + 50° , + 70°.

Zone V = ft , -70° , -90° , -f- 70°
, + 90°.
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We lia\e derived the numbers 7V„,,„ from the numbers of stars

of determined magnitude and galactic latitude by performing countings

in catalogues of stars with known proper motions. We have computed

these numbers xV,„ for the dilFerent zones from the tables in

Fabl. (rroninyen W. 18, as these ha\'e been corrected in Publ.

Groningen N°. 27.

The results that Van Rhijn published in the work last-mentioned,

are veij reliable, as thev were confirmed by several independent

studies. The results of Nokt aiul Skakks, indeed, agree fairly well

with those of Van IIuun and the numbers of Chapman and Melotte

too cories|)on(l to the Groningen countings as soon as they shall

have been corrected for a mistake in the method of reduction wiiich

has been pointed out by Van Rhijn.

In our countings the stars were divided according to their magni-

tudes iido groups of J— 2.9, 3.0—3.9,4.0—4.9, 12.0—12.9.

According to their proper motions they were counted between the

limits 0—2".9, 3".0—4".9, 5".0— 7".9, 8".() -9".9, iO".0—14".9, 15".0—
J9".9, 20".0—29".9, 30".0-49".9 and >49".9.

The following catalogues have been used :

1. L. Boss. Preliminary Catalogue of 6188 Stars, 1910.

2. A. AuwERs. C/atalog der Astronomischen Gesellschaft, Zone

+ 15° bis + 20°, 1896.

3. W. G. Thackeray. Greenwich 1910 Catalogue of Stars,

Zone4-24°0' to + 32^0'. Analysis of Number and Peicentages of

Proper Motions. Monthhi Notices 77, 204— 2J 2, 1917.

F. W. Dyson and W. G. Thackkkay. The Systematic Motions

of the Stars between Dec. + 24° and Dec. + 32°. Monthly Notices 77,

581—596, 19J7.

4. F. W. Dyson and W. G. Thackeray. New Reduction of

Groombridge's Catalogue of Circumpolar Stars, 1905.

5. J. C. Kapteyn and W. de Sitter. The Proper Motions of

3300 Stars of different Galactic Latitudes, derived from photographic

plates, pi-epared by Prof. Anders Donner. Puhl. Groningen N°. 19, 1908.

6. J. C. Kapteyn. The Proper Motions of 3714 Stars derived

from plates taken at the observatories of Helsingfors and the Cape

of Good Hope. With the co-operation of Dr. H. A. Weersma. Publ.

Groningen N". 25, 1914.

7. Dr. A. A. Rambaut. A photographic Determination of the

Proper Motion of 250 Stars in the Neighbourhood of ^ 443. Monthly

Notices 73, 616—630, 1913.

8. A. van Maanen. Remarks on the Motion of the Stars in and

near the double Cluster in Perseus. Report of the Nineteenth Meeting
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of the American Astronomical Society. Popular Astro7iom>/ 25,

108—110, 1917.

9. W. G. Thackeray. Notes on some Proper Motions derived

from a Comparison of Carrington's Catalogue with the Greenwich

Places for 1900. Monthly Xotices 67, 146—148, 1906.

Boss' catalogue was only used for stars brighter than 5»'.8.

AuwERs' catalogue was only used to determine A^,,,,,,. for the

whole sky.

The proper motions that have been derived from the Cape plates

in Publ. Groningen N". 25, are not very accurate. The plates had

not been originally destined for deriving proper motions from them,

and they had been measured absolutely. We have, therefore, in

determining the mean values attached but very little weight to them.

No corrections have been applied in order to reduce our results

for the different catalogues to the same scale of magnitudes or to

one fundamental system or in order to correct the proper nu)tions

for errors of observation. These corrections may in our opinion be

neglected, considei-ing the comparative inaccuracy of the numbers.

Moreover, we have always expressed the numbers xV,,,.,,. for every

magnitude in percentages of the numbers A\a and these percentages

appeared to vary only little with the magnitudes.

Onr countings in determining .V,„,. tbi- the whole sky include

38818 proper motions, while moreover in the live zones resp. 8273,

10857, 6981, 3144 and 1488 stars were counted.

Now we are able to determine the numbers of stars of determined

magnitude and proper motion. The results we found for the whole

sky, are mentioned in table 1.

In our further research we ditl not use the numbers of stars

with fx>50". It is very difticult to determine these with sufficient

accuracy from the data of known proper motions, so scanty as yet.

It will appear that in consequence of this limitation we could not

extend the luminosity curve found by us to the faintest stars.

The numbers zV,„,l now being known for the different zones, we

may also examine' how the stars with determined proper motions

are distributed over the sky with reference to the Milky Way. In

order to do so we have calculated the numbers of stars with P.M.

resp. > 10", 5", 3" and 0" for every magnitude per 100 square degrees.

It appeared that the numbers of stars with ji > 5" do not evince

any galactic condensation, except perhaj)S for stars, fainter than

9"'.0. The numbers with fi > 3" very clearly show a condensation

for all magnitudes in the direction of the Milky Way, although to

a less high degree than the numbers of stars with ft > 0".
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This result agrees with that found bj Kapteyn in 1893 and with

the conclusions, which Dyson and Thackeray found lately from a

discussion of the Greenwich 1910 catalogue.

The mean parallaxes .t,„ „ for the whole sky and for the different

galactic zones have not been determined by us directly. In our opinion

they may be reduced for our investigation, preliminary as it is, with

sufficient accuracy from former researches.

Kapteyn found in Publ. Groningen N°. 8 for these mean parallaxes

in which a = 0".0038, «6 = 0.71 and « = 0.905.

Use was made of the value 16.7 Kilometers a second for the

velocity of the sun. If we accept the modern value, 19.5 Kilometers

a second, the mean parallaxes rr,„, used by Kaptkyn in deducing his

formula, are lessened by 147o- If we now suppose — as Van Rhun

also does') — that this correction for the mean parallaxes jr,„ changes

only the value of a in jr„i,y, we find nf = 0".0032^

Kapteyn's parallaxes corrected in this way agree with the values,

deduced by Dr. Van Rhun in his dissertation in an investigation,

based on other and more modern data than those used by Kapteyn,

in which he partly also applied another method. Hence it follows that

the parallaxes .-^
„,,;,, as given in Publ. Groningen N". 8, are very reliable.

In ordei' to derive from the parallaxes which may be applied to

the whole sky, the .t,,,„ for the different zones, we have assumed,

that the ^,n,,j. of the various galactic zones are related in the same

way as the .t,,, of these zones.

This assumption is rather arbitrary. Most probably it cannot be

proved to be correct in all respects. There is reason to believe,

however, that the error, made in this way, is not very great. Therefore

we thought we might use this hypothesis in oui- preliminary research.

We have alieady mentioned that we were able to use, thanks to

the great kindness of Professor Kapteyn and Dr. Van Rhun, the

mean parallaxes of stars of determined magjiitude and galactic latitude,

which will soon be |)ublished in Publ Groningen N'. 29. These

parallaxes may be respresented by the following formulae:

Zone 1
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We have calculated — if we call the parallaxes, used formerly

id if for convenience' sake we indicate
KAPTEYN

aibv Kapteyn, :r„
' rvrtr 1 c I IN

those meant above by
-''-van rhijn

^ "'^ ''''"'" ^^'" "'® ^''^'® sky and

for the 5 zones by multiplying the numbers of table G of Publ.

9t

•a
c
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3
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Gro7iingen N». 8 hy a factor
_VA^^R^'iN

. The parallaxes, which may

KAPTEYN

be applied to the whole sky, are given in table 2.

We ourselves have not tried to determine once more the probable

deviation of. the error curve log. Vrm- Moreover we have supposed

that (> does not vary with the galactic latitude. We made use of

the value 0.19, found by Kapteyn both in ouv solution for the whole

sky and in that foi- the 5 galactic zones. It has, however, been

proved in l^uhl. Gronuigen N". 11 that the value of (> has only

little influence on the result.

3. Applying Kapteyn's Method.

We have applied Kapteyn's method without any modification. For

a description in detail of this method we refer to his treatise iu

PuhL (rroniiu/en N". 11, which we cited already above. We shall

limit ourselves lo a short discussion of the hypotheses that have

been made and an explanation of the tables mentioned, in this essay.

The hypotheses, made in Kapteyn's investigations, are three iu

number

:

l^fiy the density is only a function of r;

2"f^'.^ the luminosity curve is independent of the distance from

the sun and there is no absorption of light in space;

3^1^ the quantities z — log. "'^o are distributed according to the

law of errors.

The first hypothesis is necessary if we want to derive frequency-

funclions that may be applied to the whole sky. We seek for mean

values for the unknown quantities and so we cannot take into

account the variations in the values with the galactic latitude and

longitude. Kapteyn's method may, however, be used just as well,

if we want to reckon with the influejice of the galactic latitude by

making separate solutions for the different galactic zones.

The second hypothesis can hardly l)e dispensed with. If we have

certainty thai the frequency-function of absolute magnitudes is

everywheie the 8ame in space, Kapteyn's method offers the means

to examine, whether there is a perceptible extinction of light and,

on the other hand, when we know that there is nx) absorption we

can examine if the luminosity curve varies with the distance from

the sun. As neither one thing nor the other, however, is certain,

we are obliged for the time being to make the supposition in

question.

If we establish the frequency- function for the different galactic
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zones separately, this difficulty is diminished considerably. We can

then compare the luminosity curves, found for the various zones.

If now, it appears that these curves correspond, it is highly impro-

bable that the distribution of luminosities varies with the distance

to the sun. If the luminosity law depends on r and not on b, we

should find a fan-shaped conjposition of the sidereal system, which is

not inconceivable, but highly improbable all the same.

If we may assume that the distribution of the luminosity is

independent of the distance to the sun, Kapteyn's method enables

us to determine the absorption, or at least to examine if it has any

influence on the distribution of stars in space which we found.

The thiid hypothesis was, indeed, when Kaptkyn made it for the

first time a rather arbitrary assumption, and it must be conceded

that other results would have been found, if another hypothesis had

been made. The hypothesis was made, because at that time there

were still too few measured parallaxes, to enable us to deduce the

form of the frequency curve log. ""/an directly from the data. Perhaps

this will be possible when applying the method once more. It is,

however, of little importance to discuss in the present stage the

question whether this hypothesis could be justified or not, as

ScHWARZscHiLD has proved that the above-mentioned relation exists

for a special form of the density law and the luminosity law, which

form obtained a great amount of probability owing also to his

investigations.

We have deduced the luminosity law from the data of observation

mentioned in \ 2. Space was divided into a number of shells the radii

of which had been selected for convenience' sake in such a way

that lay. r increases with 0.2. Afterwards the mean parallax was

determined for eacli of the numbers A'„yy thai had been found by

means of the formula for .t,„ „. Then with the aid of the value

found for the probable deviation of the error curve log. ~'l-a,,, it was

calculated which part of the Jiumbers found occur in every shell.

The numbers iV,„,„ which we found for the whole sky are given

in table 1. and the corresponding parallaxes .t„, „ in table 2. In

table 3 we have mentioned, how these numbers of stars are divided

over the various shells. Tables in accordance with this we have

calculated for the five zones.

Now we have derived from these tables others, indicating the

numbers of stars of every absolute magnitude per unit of volume

in the different shells. For the whole sky we communicated our

results in table 4. Between the fat-faced lines the numbers
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of stars of the apparent magnitudes 3.0 to 10.0 are found. These

are most reliable.

The densities in the difïerent shells were determined by comparing

each time in two successive shells the numbers of stars of a deter-

mined absolute magnitude. The relative density' of two successive

shells was found as the average of three determinations, based

respectively on the stars of the apparent magnitudes from 3.0 to

8.0, 3.0 to 9.0 and 3.0 to 10.0. The density in the fifth shell, viz.

the one for which the mean parallax is 0".0296, was supposed to

be one, after which the density at every distance from the sun,

expressed in this unity, is known.

The average density for the whole sky varies about in the same

way with the distance to the sun as Kapteyn found. In zone I the

density at great distances is considerably more than the average,

in zones III, IV and V on the other hand it is much less.

By means of the densities found we now calculated from table 4

and the similar ones for the galactic zones the number of stars per

unit of volume, after the density had been reduced to the one for

rr == 0".029H. In order to do so each number in the last-mentioned

tables was dimijiished by the logarithm of the density of the shell

pertaining to it. In this way for instance table 5 has been calculated

from table 4.

F'rom the tables that were found last of all, the luminosity curves

for the whole sky and the 5 zones may be deduced at once. The

numbers, standing between the fat lines in each column, correspond

pretty well.

In table 5 we took the averages of these numbers (not of the

logarithms), and noted down the logarithm of these averages in the

last line of each table. In taking the mean equal weight was ascribed

to all numbers, except to those of the first four shells. These

numbers are not very reliable, because they are small, but

especially because we were obliged to exclude tVom our investigation

stars with a proper motion > 50" per century. Consequently the

luminosity curves that have been found are only of value up to

M= 5.0.

It is of interest to point out that our result for the whole sky

corresponds beautifully to Kapteyn's found in /^z^^/. ("rywim^/^^n N°. 11.

Furthermore it is remarkable that the curves found for the various

zones ditfer only a little. We already observed that from this we

may conclude with a certain probability that the luminosity curve

does not change with the distance to the sun either.

In table 5 and the corresponding tables for the 5 galactic zones
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tlie numbers in each column, as has been already observed, agree

witli each other. If onr conclusion that the frequency curve of the

absolute magnitudes does not vary with r, is right, we may derive

from the agreement of the luminosity curves in the different shells

that there is no perceptible absorption of light in space.

In figure 1 the frequency curves that were found liave been

drawn. The six lines in the lowest part of the figure refer to the

determination of the luminosily curve, discussed in this essay. The

six lines in the upper part refer to an application of Schvvahzschild's

method to the same data, which will be explained in a following

communication.

The line representing our determination of the luminosity curve

for the whole sky, indicates the logarithm of the number of stars

of every M per unit of volume in the neighbourhood of the sun.

For the other curves we added, in order to make comparison pos-

sible, a constant amount to each number.

Ainsterdam, June 1918.



Mathematics. — "On the arising of a precesnon-motion oioing to

the non-euclidian linear element of the space in the vicinity

of the sun". By Prof. J. A. Schouten. (Communicated bj'

Prof'. LORENTZ).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 29, 191 cS).

If k be ail curve in an n dimensional space A„ of arbitrary form,

,n{n -\- 1)
tiiere will be in the euclidian space of dmiensioiis , into

which A„ can always be placed without chawging its linear element,

a euclidian space Vt,, i. e. a space V,i develojiable on a plane

space tangent lo X„ along k. If in the euclidian space Yn a system

of n mutual
_|_

directions be moved with its origin along k parallel

to itself, we find that these directions in X„ define a "geodesically

moving system" ^). If two arbitrary spaces are tangent to each other

in a curve k, it follows from this definition, that a system geodesi-

cally moving along k for one space, will geodesically move for the

other space too. A volume-element covered with mass can move in

A^„ as a solid body, but for some infinitesimals of a higher order.

If a suchlike element always remains at rest with regard to a

geodesically co-moving system of directions we will call \t compass-

body. Hence the com passbody mechanically realizes the geodesically

moving system.

If k be a closed curve, the initial position will as a rule not

coincide with the final position, if A» is non-euclidian. Thus (he

position of the compassbody is changed with every rotation. Now
according to the investigations of K. vSchwarzschild ^) the space in

the vicinity of the sun is not euclidian, l)ut very slightly curved.

The linear element is of the form

ds- = dW -\~R' d6^ \ R' sin^ O d(f' . . . . . (1)

') Gf. for a more detailed exposition of the geodesically moving system : ''Die

direkte Analysis der neueren Relativitatstheorie". Verli. of llie Kon. Akad. v. Wet.

Vol. 12. No. 6 and "On the numher of degrees of freedom of the geodesically

moving system and the enclosing euclidian space with the least possible number

of dimensions". Proc. of the Kon. Akad. v. Wet. May 25, f918.

2) Ueber das Giavitationsfeld eines Massenpunktes nach der Einstein'schen

Theorie, Berl. Sitzungsber. 1916, p. 189—196.

35*
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L.. Flamm ') has indicated iiow a space with that linear element

can be realized. The parabola situated in the .vz plane:

z* = 4a(x— a) (2)

has the linear element:

dx
ds =

ly
(3)

] —

If this parabola is rotated about the z axis, in the .ryz space,

there arises a rotation-surface with the linear element :

dR'
+i?'rf^/' ...... . H)ds'=:

a

R

<p being the rotation-angle, measui'ed from the yz plane (fig. 1).

Fig. 1.

A fan of directions in the centre of the sun determines a system

of 00 ^ geodesic lines, together forming a diametral surface. Such

a diametral surface can as regards the parts beyond the surface of

the sun be developed on the rotation-surface (4) without changing

its linear element. R may approximately be equalized with the

1) Beitrage zur Einstein'schen Gravitationslheorie 17 (16) 448—454.
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naturally measured distance relative to the centre of the sun, while

« = 2.945.10^' cm. The circle described by a definite point P:

(5)
z z= 2\/a{R~a)

consequently represents a circle in the diametral surface, having

the same centre as tiie sun. if the sun be looked upon as a globe,

filled with an incompressible liquid, a diametral surface within the

sun will have the same linear element as the globe-surface, which

touches the described rotation-surface in a parallel-ciicle with a radius

R„. This radius Ra too may approximately be equalized with the

astronomically measured radius of the sun. If the described rotation-

surface (4) is rotated in the four-dimensional xyzn space around

the yz plane, there arises a curved three-dimensional space with the

linear element (I) when 6 is the angle of rotation, measured from,

the yzu space.

We shall now investigate the motion of a compassbody moving

in the circle (5) around the sun. For this purpose it is sufficient to

find a space, tangent to (1) in (5), and in which the geodesic motion

can conveniently be indicated. We now make the tangent line PQ
rotate with the parabola. That tangent line describes a cone with

the linear element:

dR^
ds^= h ^'^(/

' ....... (6)
cos* /

in which equation / only depends on the definitely selected point

P, and therefore is a constant. With the second i-otation there

arises from this cone a space with a linear elemeiit :

dR'
ds^ = h R'd&' + R' sin' 6 d<f' ..... (7)

cos* X

in which -/ is once more a constant. The linear element of a eucli-

dian space may be expressed (in polar-coordinates) R', (p', 6' -.

ds" = dR!' + R!* d6'^ + E- sin' 6' d^f' .... (8)

and by the substitution :

R = R cos •/ \

cosy^ (9)

cosx

(7) passes into :

ds* =dR* + R'* dS'* 4 R* sin' d<p" . . . (10)
cos X
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Oil (lie curve (5) we have cos =z 0. With the -exception of

quantities of the order /' the tangent space (7) behaves along the

curve (5) as the euclidian s|»ace (8). Hence we need only trace the

movement of the geodesicaliy moving system in (8) along the curve

corresponding to (5). As the coordinates '/ and 8 have obtained a

factor cos
'ji

according to (9j, (8) can be realized by ihe part of the

euclidian space a' y u that remains, when a rotation-cone having for

axis the ?/-axis and a top-angle of 2.t (1

—

cos y^) is taken away,

(fig. 2). '

U

Fig. 2.

The part of the circle :

x' + V' =
W

^^* X ....... . (11)

situated within (his space viz. the part extending in fig. 2 from A
via a point in the iiegati\ e part of the y-axis to B, will then corre-

spond with the entire cuive (5).

This result may also be obtained by replacing (he cone (6) by
its unfolded mantle, laid down in the y:c plane symmetrically
to the y axis, being a sector with an angle 2% cosy. The curve (5)

will (hen coincide with (11). During the revolution about the yz
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plane tlie circle-sector describes the «[Kice-sectioii described. By

this method i( does not at once become obvious that now the

obtained euclidian space nia}' indeed replace the originally existent

non-euciidian tangent -space along (5). The motion of the compass-

body can now be easily traced. In the euclidian space xyn the

compassbody always moves parallel to itself. If a constant dii-ection

in A in this body has the dii'ection of the radius, then that direction

in B forms with the radius an angle 2.t (1 — cos /) situated in a

(I

plane// at the j;!/-plane. Now — is very small, hence:
R

''««X=l - £^ . • (12)

so that the total deviation 6 in one revolution amounts to:

^=^^ (13)

A compassbody moving around the sun, as its central point, i»i

a circle with a radius equal to the average distance from the earth

to the sun will show according to this formula aftei' one revolution

a deviation of 0.013". If the radius is equal to the average

distance from Mercury to the sun, the deviation amounts to

0.0328". If the radius is equal to the radius of the sun, the

deviation amounts to 2.73". If, from another cause, the compass-

body already has a revolution around an axis, which is oblique

relatively to the plane of the orbit, there will set in, merely oii

account of the deviation described, a precession-motion, which in

the first of the above-mentioned cases would result in a complete

revolution of the equinoxes after ± iOO.OOO.OOO years. It is note-

worthy that the effect described is of the same order as the deviation

of a ray, passing the sun at a distance R from the central point.

According to Einstein this deviation indeed amounts approximately

2a
to —

.

R
Whether the deviation computed of the precession motion for the

earth will indeed set in, depends on the question to what extent

and to what approximation a mass of the quantity and the coui-

position of the earth has the proporties of a compassbody. In order

to answer this question it is necessary to make definite suppositions

as regards the physical qualities of the earth, in particular the

mutual attraction of her parts, and starting from tliese suppositions,

to integrate the four-dimensional dynamical equations of motion.
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ADDENDUM.

Prof. üK Sitter, to vvlioiii I luive coiiiniuiiicated the above, writes:

A precession of 0''.()13 per aiinuivi of course comes well within the

reach of observations, since the observed valne of the precessional

constant is trustworthy to about ()".0()H). The point is therefore

with what accuracy the theoretical value can be com|)uted. Now
the liinisolar precession (the planetaiT precession can be taken as

completely known) is given bv a formula of the form

p^={P-^- Qli).H (1)

where P and Q are known numbers and ft is the mass of the

moon (ex|)ressed in that ot earth -|- moon as unit) and H = ——

—

depends on the momeiils of inertia of the earth. The uncei-tainty of

H causes in />, an uncertainly of about Vsooo of its amount, thus, if

H was exactly known, /y, would be uncertain to the extent of

db 0",025 or twice the new precession. A better determination of fi may

be expected from the opposition of Eros in 1931 M- However the

uncertainty of H is of much greater im|)0rtance. In 1915*) I have

with the aid of the hypothesis of isostasy, derived the ellipticity s

of the earth from H, this latter being determined from p^ by (1).

To invert this order it would be necessary, in order to get a p.e.

of ± 0".0ü5 in p^, to know e to about Vsoooo of its amount. The

direct determinations of e at present do not go beyond about '/too-

To increase this accuracy seventyfold would in my opinioti be

beyond the forces of geodetical science, at least in the near future.

We can determine H witii greater accuracy from the constant of

nutation, which is given by

N = R.fi. H (2)

where R is again a known number. From (1) and (2j we derive

p^=:fs + iyN ........ (3)

where *S' and T are also practically exactly known. The uncertainty

of the multiplier owing to the uncertainty of ft is now about \/4,oo

01" V5000. '^"tl it will probably be reduced to Vioooo by the new

determination of f^ in 1931.

^) The figure of the earth and some related astronomical constants. The Obser-

vatory Aug. 1915, page 322.

'') On Isoslasy. the moments of inertia, and the compression of the earth. These

Proceedings April 1915, Vol XVll, p. 1291.
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The result of Newcomb's discussion in 1891 of all available deter-

minations of the constant of nutation has determined its value to

about \', 1(100 ^f '^'^ amount. To get a p.e. of ± 0".005 in /> this

accuracy uiust be increased nine- or tenfold. This certainly is no

easy task, but it would be preposterous to say that it exceeded the

forces of astronomy. It will of course require very refined and

prolonged observations and discussions.

I may be allowed to remark that it still remains to be investigated

whether the new precession is the only effect of the new gravitational

theory, and the equations (J) and (2) are not affected, i.e. whether

Einstein's theory gives exactly the same equations for the motion of the

axis of rotation of the earth with reference to thegeodetically transported

system of coordinates, as are found in Newton's theory relatively to

a "fixed" system. This cannot be asserted without a special investi-

gation, which so far as 1 know has not been undertaken, and it

might even happen that the precession of the geodetically transported

systeui of coordinates was exactly cancelled by a small change in

the precession of the earth relatively to that system.



Physiology. — "Ejfects of th>. Rai/s of Radium on the. Oogenesis

of Daphnia pulex\ By Miss M. A. van Hkrwehukn. M. D.

(Communicated by Prof. C. A. Pkkki-hahing.)

(Communicated in the meeting of Sept. 29, 1918).

For a considerable time I have been prosecuting the effects of

radium radiation on a race of Daphnia pulex bred in the laboratory,

with whose method of reproduction I had become thoroughly ac-

quainted during a study of rather more than B years. My original

purpose was to evoh e, if possible, [)arthenogenesis in the sexual

period, or conversely, to impart to the parthenogenelic females the

faculty of producing a sexual offspring. The importance of this

experimentation wat> sufKlciently borne in upon me in connection

with the view adopted by many researchers that by radiating the

organism with radium, enzymic actions are accelerated or diverted.

A short or a j)rolonged radiation with 0,7 mgrs or 3, J mgi's of

radiumbromide, at my disposal, never resulted in any effect upon

the sexual or the parthenogenetic stage, whereas after a radiation

with a stronger pre|)aralion the animals succumb. ') Nevertheless I

considered it a point of importance to continue the experiments,

since they throw a peculiar light upon tlie resistance of the proto-

plasm in the several phases of the oogenesis and of the embryonic

development under the influence of radium rays.

Daphnia pulex affords extremely fit material foi- such expei-iments.

Besides being fairly transparent and easy to watch under the micros-

cope, it also enables us not only to follow in the living animal the

development of the [)arthenogenetic eggs located in the broodpouch,

but also to determine the degree of maturation of the eggs in the

ovary. Sometimes the amount of yolk in the maturing eggs enables

ns to foretell correctly to a few hours, when they will leave the

ovary. There is always plenty of material for control, as several

young ones can be expected at every parturition. Over and above,

the rapid succession of generations grants a comprehensive survey

not only of the animals under examination, but also of a large

progeny.

1) Verslag "Koninklijke Akad. v. Wetenschappen" Deel XX p. 20.
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lil tiie expei-iment I placed Uaphiiia pulex, embedded iii a drop

of ditehwater, immediately on the micaplate of the radium- prepara-

tion. In the followijig descriptions I shall designate the pi'eparations

used, ('ontaijiing- 0,7 and 3,1 mgi-s. of radium-bromide respectively

as capsule A and capsule B.

Animals belonging to different age-periods were radiated separately.

It immediately appeared that the adult Daphnia is much less respon-

sive to the radium rajs than the new-born animal. An exposure

of 18 hours on capsule A did not affect the animals so as to kill

them. If the animal kept alive after this prolonged radiation, it was

sometinies seen to succumb later on at the periodical ekdysis of the

chitin shell, which was often attended by an abnormal chitin-formation.

This then pointed to some injury to the ectoderm. Still, even when

the animal remained perfectly healthy, it had become sterile for the

rest of its life. In the case of only a few hours radiation without

any yolk-rich mature eggs being noticeable in the ovary the repro-

ductive faculty is not interfered with : the eggs leaving the ovary

later on develop normally and the young generating from these eggs

reach sexual maturity in the regular way and produce a healthy

offspring.

However^ iclien radiation takes place, ivhile the ovary bears

large yolk-rich eggs, or mhen the eggs have only just entered the

broodpouch, a radiation of 25 niinutes on capsule A^ or of some

minutes on capsule B, ivill suffee to cause the eggs to develop ab-

normally^ so that they are destroyed already in the blastula-stage

and are resorbed in the mother. Susceptibility varies individually,

without any apparent connection with the age of the mature females.

Whereas the eggs that have oidy just entered the broodpouch are as

susceptible as, or more susceptible than before leaving the ovary (abortus

sometimes occurs already after I7, minutes' sojourn on capsule B),

the resisting power of the embryos is seen to increase during the

development. Viable young were developed even after a three hours'

radiation on capsule A in the gastrula-stage. Yet in these cases the

brood did not seem to be always in good cojidilion, since one of

(he 3'onng emerging from such a radiated gastrula — the only one

of this lot that leached sexual maturity — produced a brood of

an anomalous morphological structure. It appears then, that the

future germ-cells of the gastrula in this case must have been injured

already during the radiation.

A greater resisting powei- is displayed by the almost viable young,

as they can stand a 20 hours' radiation on capsule A, without any

prejudice to their future fecundity. If, however, these young ones
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leave the brood-pouch during the radiation, they invariably perish,

every one of them ; a sojourn on capsule A of a couple of hours

only will kill them. After an houi-'s radiation the cardiac action is

weakened and irregular and they die soon after. In the bi-ood-pouch

they are presumably walled off by the chitin shell of the mothei-

and by the fluid in which they are swimming, which protection,

however, is not sufficient for the young embryos, which are so much

more susceptible to the radium rays.

A shoi't radiation of a female with maturing egg-cells in the ovary,

leads indeed to destruction of the eggs; but it leaves the mother

unhurt. Afterwards it even causes sometiniesa more numerous offspring,

which phenomenon is analogous to that seen in the action of various

poisons on Daphnia pulex ^), on which a small dosage of the poison

acts as a stimulus. The resistaiu'e of eggs fi-om one and the same

lot sometimes differs very much, as among the eggs that are being

destroyed occasionally a single normal young may be seen that

does not appear to have suffered at all from the noxious influences

that threatened it before the embryonic stage, and later on may
possibly possess a normal faculty of reproduction. An anomaly in

the structure of such a young occurs oidy rarely. It cannot be said

to be typical for i-adium-radiation. Generally these monstra (with

abnormal profile or defective intestine) are few and far between.

As a rule, therefore, radiation yields a noinial embryonic develop-

ment or none at all. This is the reason why I never succeeded yet

in breeding mutations of Daphnia pulex by radiation with radium,

as Morgan achieved on a large scale with the Drosophila fly. The

few abnormal specimens never reached maturity, one excepted,

which recovered completely arid produced a normal ofïspring that

was still healthy after four months. Indeed my eight years' expe-

rience with Daphnia pulex have convinced me that this race though

highly modifiable, shows only slight mutability.

Other researches in experimental embryology also show^ that eggs

from the same lot vary as to their resisting power to noxious

effects. I here call attention to the reseai-ches of Pearl ") on the

difference in degree of resistance evinced by embryos of the domestic

fowl to intoxication with alcohol, in which case also the eggs, liable

to reach full development bring forth normal chickens.

It might be objected that in the radiation experiments the eggs

are differently exposed. This may occur with a numerous brood, in

which the inner eggs are shielded from the noxious rays by the

1) I.e. p. 1.

3) Proceedings of the Natioual Acad, of sciences. U. S. A., Vol. II, p. 380.
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external eggs. But the exposure will presumabl)' be ihe same for

the Daphnia moving about tVeelj in the waterdrop on the radium

capsule, when, as in our case, there are only 4 or 5 eggs located

in the brood-pouch.

What is the cause of this unequal resistance of the Daphnia eggs?

A reduction-division of the chromosomes, which might be res|)onsible

for the unequal distribution of paternal and maternal hereditary

units does not occur in this parthenogenetic development; the

egg retains the number of chromosomes of Ihe mother. A similar

difference in the reaction of the eggs to the noxious influences I

previously detected, when treating the Daphniae witii phenyl-

urethan ^).

Whereas with a short radiation of a female with mature egg-

cells only the first brood succumbs, and the succeeding broods are

noi'mal (even very abundant), with a longer radiation also the eggs

in a younger stage of development are seen to be damaged, until

ultimately the Daphnia becomes completely sterile. After one single

radiation a Daphnia may, after many abortus, produce quite unex-

pectedly normal young again, if namely the younger oögonia are

not damaged. Such an after-effect 1 observed up to the 6^'' of January

1917 of a radiation for some hours on capsule A on the 23<^ of

November 19J6. x'^fter the first date again young were born that

were completely 'normal.

My experience that eggs of Daphnia pulex in the last stage of

maturation are most susceptible to i-adium rays, and that only after

a prolonged radiation also the younger egg-cells and at last the

oögonia are injured, accounts for Packard's ') experience that after

radiation of the Drosophila larvae, the young flies become sterile

for some weeks, and afterwards become fertile again. If we bear

in mind that results with mammals also favour the theory that

especially the mature egg-cells are very susceptible, we are justified

in presuming that this holds for the whole animal kingdom.

How to account for the fact that the maturing eggs are more susceptible

to the radium rays than the immature and the remaining cells of

embryonic and maternal organism? Again, what molecular trans-

formations occur in the protoplasm under the infiuence of radium

radiation? The view adopted by several researchers that enzymic

actions are accelerated or diverted, prompted me to compare the

embryonic development of radiated and non-radiated sisters, which

as to temperature and diet had been bred under the same conditions.

1) I.e. page 1.

") Journal of exp. Zoology. XIX, p. 832.
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Up to the moment the eggs left the ovary these sisters were kept in

the same culture glass, animals being selected for this experiment

whose eggs entered the brood-pouch in the same hour. As soon as

the eggs began to develop one Daphnia was radiated for fifteen

minutes on capsule A.

After this the conditions were made ecjual for either animal. In

case a normal brood was developed after this radiation, embiyogeny

was neither retarded, nor accelerated. At the same hour the heart's

pulsation became visible in the brood of the two animals; at the same

time the development of I he limbs commenced and the first eye-

pigment developed itself ; in the same houi' the young left the parental

organism. A similar observation was made at a second radiation.

If only the radium action does not pass the physiological boundary

there is neither acceleration nor retardation of development.

Is it the alplia-, the beta-, or Ihe gamma-rays to which the egg-

cells of the Daphnia are particularly responsive. In radiating on the

capsule with radium-bromide the alpha-rays are screened out by the

mica-plate of the capsule, which ihey cannot penetrate and conse-

quently I hey do not reach the animal. When separating the Daph-

nia from the radium-preparation by a leaden platelet of 3 m.m.

thickness, the beta-rays do not reach the Daphnia, while the secon-

dary beta-rays are allowed to resorb through a mica-platelet of 50 ;i

thickness on which the Daphnia is placed. In I his way Daphniae

with maturing eggs in the ovary could stand a ladiation with the

gamma-rays from 0,7 mgrs. of radium-bromide for 24 hours, without

abortus, which proves the harmlessness of the gamma-rays. When
applying the radiumpreparation of 3,1 nigr., which, as has been seen,

will destroy the eggs within a few minutes, a radiation of 24 hours

with the exclusion of the beta-rays, cotdd be borne without delete-

rious influences. In a few of the latter experiments, however, the

first brood is aborted. It is, therefore, possible that to a stronger

concentration of the gam ma- rays (not obtainable with these prepa-

rations) the Daphnia egg-cells prove to be sensitive, a sensitivity,

however, that is not to be compared with that to the beta-rays.

The antagonistic action between uranium and radium, demon-

sti'ated by Zwaardemakkr ^j for the frog's heart, induced me to

radiate Daphnia pulex in a drop of uranylnitrate and to determine

whether resorption of the eggs stayed away in this process. A
concentration of 600 mgrs. of uranylniti-ate pro L. is tolerated for

some hours without inhibiting the development of the brood ; with

1) These Proc. XIX p. 1043.
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a higher concentration tiie Dapliina itself snccumbs in less time.

When a Daphnia with niatnring eggs in the ovary is placed in a

solution of 500 mgrnis of nranylniti'ate pro L. anil after half an

hour again in a drop of the same tlnid on the radinin capsnle of

3,1 mgrs, the radial ion nuw be continned for ^ to 4 honrs in a

series of experiments withont causing the brood to abort, while,

under the same circumstances, the eggs, when phiced in water, are

fatally injured already after some minutes. Sometimes, however, the

protecting influence of uranylnitrate was not at all discernible. Up
to the present I have not been in a position to acconnt for tliese

various results. This also applies to the lower concentration of

uianylnitrate.

More than (Iftj Daphniae were examined in microscopic sections

and compared with non-radiated specimens. Normal maturation of

eggs in Daphniae has already been described by Kühn '). Broadly speaking

my findings for the normal eggs are in agreement with his. A prolonged

radiation did not enable me to detect in the maturing eggs a,ny

change either in the chromosomes, or in the nuclear body, or in

the egg-plasma. Only in one polar spindle (for the formation of the

first polar body) was the number of chromatin rods larger than

could be anticipated with twice the number of chromosomes.

Any possible alteration in the shape of the chromosomes is difficult

to detect owing to the small dimensions.

Not before the blastula-stage, that is about the time when also

in the living animal under the low-power microscope the embryos

are seen to succumb, well-marked alterations take place in the

nuclei, characterised by a collapse of the chromatin into coarse

granules. The injury to the eggs, however, has been done long

before the aided eye can detect it.

Though microscopic examination did not put us in a position to

ascertain whether the noxious action of radium-rays has initially

affected the nucleus, the cell- plasma or both, the high degree of

susceptibility of the egg in a period when also considerable evolu-

tions take place in the nucleus (formation of the polar spindle and

decomposition of the large nuclear body) is indicative of a noxious

effect of the beta-rays, especially on the nucleus. The fact that the

first cleavage proceeds regularly and only at the close of it degene-

ration manifests itself, may be explained, when we call to mind

BovERi's '*) investigations, which demonstrated that with the Sea-

1) Arch. f. Zellforschung, Vol. I, p. 538.

«) Jenaische Zeitschr. Vol. 43, 1907.
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urchin it is onlj at the close of the blastula-stage that the various

properties of tiie chromosomes manifest themselves.

The period of maturation, in whicii the egg is so extremely

susceptible to tiie radium i-ays, also proves to be the critical period

for a poison as phenjlnrethan in a certain concentration, as discussed

by me in an earlier paper ').

Just as some eggs of the brood sometimes escape death after radiation

with radium, and develop into peifectly normal young, a Daphnia was

occasionally developed after tieatment with y^^rr n phenylurethan.

When transmitted to water it produced a normal offspring. This

again proves that the resisting power of the eggs lo the danger,

threatening them from the outei- world, was occasionally very dif-

ferent, even with these parthenogenetic animals. But if they succumb

in the struggle, the method of reaction in the two series of experiments

is widely different. Whereas with a treatment wilh radium radiation

this reaction leads irrev^ocably to degeneration at the close of the

blastula-period, a treatment with phenylurethan evolves fully devel-

oped monstra, in consequence of a deleterious influence, exerted in

the same period of susceptibility. These monsira, however, are not

viable after birth: they are not resorbed, but are expelled from the

parental organism.

Summary.

The egg-cells of Daphnia-pulex are most susceptible to radium

radiation in the last stage of maturation. The resisting power in-

creases in the embryonic stage.

In one and the same brood individual differences of susceptibility

to the rays of radium is frequently noted. The egg that resists the

deleterious influence often develops into a perfectly normal animal,

which itself becomes fertile. The rare samples with morphological

abnomalies seldom become adults. Only once did we succeed in

breeding from such an abnormal young a stock without morpholo-

gical anomalies.

A long-continued radiation from 0,7 mgrs of radium-bromide does

not endanger the life of the sexually mature Daphnia, but only its

fertility. It depends on the duration of radiation whether only the

maturing eggs, the oocytes, or also the oögonia are injured. Large

progenies being easy of observation afford an opportunity to study

this in every special case.

1) L. c. p. 1.
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Prior to maturity Daphniae resist radium radiation for a long-

time. Only after a sojourn of many hours on the capsule with 0,7

mgrs of radium bi'omide the future ripening of the oögonia is also

endangered.

A microscopic* examination of the ovary and the embryos reveals

that the deleterious elïect of radium manifests itself only towards

the close of the blastu la-stage by an abnormal behaviour of (he

chromatin, also when the egg-cells were atfected when lying still in

the ovary.

If the beta-rays are eliminated through filtration the deleterious

effect of radium is arrested or highly diminished, which [)ioves the

beta-rays lo be mainly responsible for the desti-iiction of the eggs.

36

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.



Physiology. — ''The conduct of the kiclnei/s toivards some isomeric

sugars {Glucose, Fructose, Galactose, Mannose and Saccharose,

Maltose, Lactose):' Bj Prof. H. J. Hamburger and Dr. R.

Brimkman.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 28, 1918).

It has been proved by former researclies '), that ihe glomerulus

epithelium of the kidney of the frog is able to hold back glucose

if the solution which is passed through the vascular system has a

suitable composition, if one passes through the arteria renalisofthe

frog the following Ringer's solution: NaCl 0,7 7„, KCM 0,01 "/o, CaCl,

0,0075 7„, NaHCO, 0,02 "
„, in which 0,1 7, glucose has been dis-

solved, then an artificial urine is exci-eted containing 0,07 °/o glucose ;

0,03"', glucose has thus been retained by the glomerulus epithelium.

If however the Ringer's solution contains 0,285 °/„, i.e. a quantity

that corresponds to the titrational alkalicity of the seKum of the

frog, then much more sugar than 0,03",, is held back and not

seldom the urine is free from sugar.

This phenomenon proves that the glomerus membrane, which is

permeable to salts, is under physiological conditions impermeable to

the also crystalline glucose.

In order to come to an explanation of this remarkable and useful

contrast it seemed interesting to investigate how the glomerulus

membrane would behave towards laevulose, galactose and mannose,

all isomeric to glucose, and also towards the mutually isomeric

saccharose, lactose and mannose.

Let us begin with the four first-named.

As is well known, the structural formula of the monosaccharides

(OpH,,Oj can be re[)resented in the following way :

1) Hamburger and Brinkman: Proceedings of the Royal Acad, of Sciences Section

of Jan. 27, and Sept. 29, 1917. Also: Biochem. Zeitschr. 88, 97, 19-18.
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CH,OH CH,OH CH,OH CH,OH
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C—OH CH,OH C—OH C-OH
d-Glucose Fructose d-Galactose d-Maiinose

(laevulose)

The experiments were made in exactly the same way as was

described in tl)e articles cited above. The perfusion liquid was of

the following composition : NaCi 0,5 »/„, NaHCO, 0,285 «/o. KCl 0,01 7,,

CaCi, 0,2 "/„. This solution was prepared by mixing

50 ccm. NaCl 10 V„
50 ccm. NaHCO, 5,7 V..

10 ccm. KCl 1 7, and

40 ccm. CaCl, 5 7,

and adding boiled distilled water up to 1 Liter. Cei'tain quantities

of the sugars ^) were dissolved in this solution, but still the reduc-

tive capability was estimated before eacli experiment. This was done

in view of the possible errors in weighing oi' unknown differences

in the amount of water contained in the sugars. Bang's method (1916)

was used for estimating the reductive capability of the perfusion

liquid as well as that of the urine excreted. The reductive power of

the various sugars was expressed in the percentage ofglucose contnuied.

As is well know the final titration is an estimation of Iodine

with the aid of amylum; the amount of glucose contained is then

computed from the quantity of Iodine necessary, by means of the

formula {a— 0,12) : 4, in which "a" is the number of c.c. solution

of Iodine used.

A. Laevulose (Fructose).

Experiment 1 (July 11, 1918)

The perfusion liquid contains 0,1 "/o laevulose.

The reduction, expressed in glucose, amounts to 0,21 %.
0,1 ccm. urine from the right kidney needs 0,87 ccm. Iodine solution, which

0,87-0,12
corresponds to = 0.0875'Vo glucose.

4

1) We are indebted to Jhr. W. Alberda van Ekenstein, Diroctor of the laboratory

of the ministry of b'inan e and by Prof. H. J. Backer, for several of the sugars.

3H*
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0,1 cciii. urine from the left kidney needs 0,88 ccm. Iodine solution which

0,88—0,12 „ ,

corresponds to = 0,19% glucose.
4

Retained l)y the right kidney 0,21—0,1875 = 0,02250/,,.

Retained by the left kidney 0,21—0,19 = 0,02%.

These quantities are so small that one may say that practically

all the laeviilose is allowed to pass by the glomerulus epithelium.

The following experiments affirm this i-esult.

Experiment 2 (July 12).

The same solution as used in experiment 1.

Reduction (0,1 c.c.) urine of right kidney 0,2125%.

Reduction (0,1 c.c.) urine of left kidney 0,215'Vo-

Retained by right kidney 0,21—0,2125 = 0.

Retained by left kidney 0,21-0,215 = 0.

Result: iVo laevulose retained by the glomerulus epithelium.

Experiment 3 (July 18).

Experiments 1 and 2 were repeated with fresh solution.

Reduction 0.1 c.c. of solution passed 0,18 '/q.

Reduction 0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney 0,18%.

Reduction 0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney 0,18"/o,

Result: Xo laevulose retained.

Experiment 4 (July 14).

The same solution passed as in experiment 3.

Reduction 0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney 0,1825%.

Reduction 0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney 0,1825" q.

Result : No laevulose retained.

It has probably not escaped attention that the laevulose solution

used above causes about twice as strong a reduction as a glucose

solution of 0.17, viz. 0.1 87o on an avei-age. Whei-e it could be possible

that a solution with a so much larger reductive capability could.

just in connection with that fact, be allowed to pass by the glome-

rulus epithelium, we experimented with a solution in which there

was 0.057„ laevulose instead of O.V/^.

Experiment 5 (July 15).

Ringer's solution in which 0,05% laevulose has been dissolved.

Reduction 0,1 c.c. of perfusion liquid 0,095%,.

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney: 0,5 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,095%.
0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0,52 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,1%,.

0,1 cc. urine of right kidney: 0,52 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,1%.
detained by right kidney 0,095-0,095 = 0.

Retained by left kidney 0,095—0,1 = 0.

Retained by right kidney 0,095—0,1 = 0.
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Result: The diluted laevulose solution also passes com|)leteIj

through the glomerulus epithelium.

It seemed iuteresiiiig to investigate whether laevulose could

influence the retention of glucose.

In order to ascertain whether the circumstances, as regards the

manner in which we had formei'lj worked with glucose, had indeed

remained unaltered, several experiments were made wilh glucose alone.

B. Glucose and a mixture of Glucose and Laevulose.

Experiment 6. (July 18).

Perfusion liquid in which there was 0,l"/o glucose.

0,1 c.c. of solution, reduction 0,0975"/,,.

01 c.c. urine of right kidney: 0.3 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,()46'Vo-

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0,31 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0.0475%.

Retained by right kidney: 0,0975—0,045 = 0,0525%.

Retained by left kidney : 0,0975—0,0475 = 0,050/o.

Experiment 7 (July 18).

The same perfusion liquid as in experiment 6.

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney: 0,26 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,035%.

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0,29 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,04257n-

Retained by righ' kidney : 0,0975—0,035 = 0,0625'J/o.

Retained by left kidney: 0,0975—0,0425 = 0,0550%.

Experiment 8 (July 20).

Perfusion liquid contains 0,07% glucose.

Reduction by 0,1 c.c. of solution passed t),065'V()

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney: 0,22 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,025'7(|.

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0,'22 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,025*^/0.

Retained by each kidney: 0,065—0,025 = 0,04%.

Experiment 9 (Sept. 20).

At the same time an experiment was made in which the perfusion liquid contained

0,2% glucose.

Reduction 0,1 c.c. of this solution 0,22%.

Reduction by 0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney 0,095%.

Reduction by 0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney 0,1125%.

Retained by right kidney: 0,22-0,095 = 0,1250%.

Retained by left kidney: 0,22-0,1125 = 0,1075%.

From these experimejits it follows that now, as formerly, a

quantity of glucose is retained, which is physiologically present in

the blood of the frog. A remarkable contrast thus exists between

the permeability of the kidney to glucose and to laevulose.

With thin marked diference it appeared to be of importance to

ascertain whether laevulose was perhaps capable of altering the

permeability to glucose.
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Bot 11 these substances were tlierelbre dissolved in the perfusion liquid.

Experiment 10 (Sept. 20).

The perfusion liquid contains 0,1"/,, ghicose and 0,050/n laevulose.

Reduction 0,1 c.c. of solution passed 0,205" o-

0,1 c.c urine of right kidney: 0,58 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,1175%.

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0,60 c.c. Iodine solution: reduction 0,127o'

Retained by right kidney: 0,205-0,1175 = 0,0875«'o.

Retained by left kidney: 0,205-0,12 = 0,0857o.

Experiment 11 (Sept. 20).

The same perfusion liquid as in experiment 9.

Reduction 0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney 0,1550'„.

Reduction 0.1 c.c. urine of left kidney 0,15757o-

Retained by right kidney: 0,205-0,155 = 0,05%.

Retained by left kidney: 0,205-0.1575=0,0475%.

Experiment 12 (Sepl. 20).

The perfusion liquid contains a mixture of glucose and laevulose.

Reduction of solution passed 0,205'yo.

Reduction 0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney O.IIö'Vq.

Reduction 0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney 0,127o-

Retained by right kidney: 0,205-0,115 = 0,09" q-

Retained by left kidney: 0,205-0,12 = 0,085"',,.

Experiment 13 (Sept. 21).

The perfusion liquid contains 0,07'V„ glucose and 0,05"/,| laevulose.

Reduction 0,1 c.c. of tliis solution 0,1 75*^/
o (average of 3 homonymous experiments).

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney: 0,6;> cc Iodine solution; reduction 0,1275%.

0,1 cc. urine of right kidney: 0,<i2 cc iodine solution; reduction 0,125" o-

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0,65 cc. Iodine solution; reduction 0,1325%.

Retained by right kidney: 0,175-0,1275= 0.0475%.

Retained by right kidney :0,1 75 -0,125 ^ 0,05%.

Retained by left kidney: 0,175—0,1825 = 0,0425%.

Experiment 14 (Sept. 21)

The same perfusion liquid as in experiment 13.

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney: 0,64 cc. Iodine solution; reduction 0,18%,.

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0,64 cc Iodine solution; reduction 0,1275"/,).

Retained by right kidney: 0,175—0,13 = 0,045"
',j.

Retained by leil kidney: 0,175—0,1275 = 0,0475"/,,-

It ip apparent from these experiments that the gloniernlus epithelinni

which, as we have seen, is completely ()ermeable to laevnlose, has

held back a quantitj of glucose, which was also retained when the

solution perfused contained glucose alone. The laevulose while passing

itself does not oi- hardly influence the retention of glucose. With a

little exaggeration one might this say that th'. kidney separates the

glucose from the laevulose by means of /iltration.
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C. Galactose.

Experiment 15 (July 18).

The perfusion liquid contains 0,097o galactose.

Reduction (0,1 c.c.) of solution passed 0,07'^/o.

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney: 0,35 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,055"/,,.

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0,33 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,052%.
Retained by right kidney : 0,07 - 0,055 = 0,0150,0.

Retained by left kidney : 0,07— 0,052 = 0,0180/o.

Experiment 16 (Aug. 22).

The perfusion liquid contains 0,1% galactose.

Redaction 0.1 c.c. of solution passed 0,07%.

0,1 cc. urine of right kidney: 0,3 c.c. Iodine solution: reduction 0,045%.
0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0,28 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,04%.
Retained by right kidney: 0,07—0,045 = 0,025%.
Retained by left kidney: 0,07-0,04 = 0,03'V,j.

Experiment 17 (Aug. 28).

Reduction 0,1 c.c. of perfusion liquid 0,055"/,,.

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney: 25 c.c Iodine solution; reduction 0,03250/,,.

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney : 0,15 c.c. Iodine solution ; reduction 0,0325"/o.

Retained by each kidney 0,055—0,0325 = 0,0225%.

Experiment 18 (Aug. 23).

The same perfusion liquid as in experiment 17.

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney: 0,25 cc. Iodine solution; reduction 0,0325%.

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0,25 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,0325%.

Retained by each kidney: 0,055-0,0325 == 0,0225'Vo-

All these experiments show that the kidney retains a slight quantity

of galactose.

We shall now record a few expei-iments with a perfusion liquid

the reduction of which approximalelj agrees with that of OA^i^

glucose.

Experiment 19 (Aug. 23).

The perfusion liquid contains 0,15"/o galactose. '

Reduction 0,1 c.c. of perfusion liquid 0,0975%.

0,1 c.c urine of right kidney : 0.4 c.c. Iodine solution ; reduction 0,07"/,,.

0,1 c c. urine of left kidney: 0,4 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,07%.

Retained by each kidney: 0,0975-0,07 = 0,0275%.

Experiment 20 (Aug. 23).

The same perfusion liquid as in experiment 19.

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney: 0,33 cc Iodine solution; reduction 0,0526"/,,.

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0,32 cc. Iodine solution; reduction 0,05"/o.

Retained by right kidney : 0,0975—0,0525 = 0,045"/o.

Retained by left kidney: 0,0975—0,05 = 0,0475%.

Here again it becomes clear that some galactose is retained. In

the last experiment (20) the quantity is even comparatively large.
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That galactose is retained is efficient in llie same way as is tiie

case with glucose. While glucose is a source of energy for muscniar

contraction; tjalactone kdps hi the foniiatioii of the cerehrosldes.

As has been remarked earlier, frogs of1en present not inconside-

rable ditrerences in their capacity for retaining gincose. The time

of year also has some inllnence. Therefore experiments were again

made with frogs that had lived nnder the same cirenmstances as

those of the experiments described above.

Experiment 21 (Aug. i24).

The perfusion liquid contains 0,r'/„ glucose.

Reduction 0,1 c.c. of perfusion liquid O.iOO',.

0,1 CO urine of right kidney 0,24 c.c. Iodine solution; redui:;tion 0,03%.

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0,"22 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,025"/,,.

Retained by right kidney: 0.10-0,03 = 0,070/o.

Retained by left kidney: 0,10-0 025 = 0,075%

Experiment 22 (Aug. 24).

The same perfusion liquid as in experiment 21.

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney: 0,25 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,03250/o

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney : 0,22 c.c. Iodine solution ; reduction 0,025%,.

Retained by right kidney : 0,10-0,0325 = 0,0675 /o-

Retained by left kidney : 0,10-0,025 = 0,075 /,.

It is clear thai I hose frogs, which were placed in the same cir-

cumstances as those of expei-iments 16—20, retained a innr.h larger

qwmtity of glucose than of galactose.

It now seemed desirable to investigate whether the retention of

galactose although this occurred in a much smaller degree than

was the case with glucose, was governed by the same conditions

as regards the composition of the Ringer-solution, as had formerly

been found to apply to glucose. P'or this reason the following

Ringer's solution was used: NaCI 0,7 7„, NaHCO, 0,02 Vo. KCl

0.01 "/„ CaCI, 0.0075 V,. With the application of this solution

glucose was at the time retained to a maximum of 0.03 Vo- Only

when the quantity of NaHCO., was increased above 0.09 '/o on

account of which the urine was no longer acid, there could be retained

much more sugar; the urine could then even be free from sugar.

What mould no>v be the result with galactose if the Ringer's solu-

tion also in this case contained 0,02 7o NaHCOt only?

Experiment 23 (Sept. 14).

The perfusion liquid with only 0,02%, NaHCOj contains 0,P/,) galactose.

Reduction of 0,1 c.c. of perfusion liquid 0.08"/,,.

0,1 cc. urine of right kidney: 0,42 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,075'^/().

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0,43 cc. Iodine solution; reduction 0,07750/(;.

Retained by right kidney: 0,08-0,075=0,005%.
Retained by left kidney : 0,08—0,0775 = 0,00257o.
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Experiment 24 (Sept. 14).

The same perfusion liquid as in experiment 23.

0,1 cc. urine of right kidney: (),i'.i cc. Iodine solution; reduction 0,0775'V().

0,1 cc. urine of left kidney : 0,44 cc. Iodine solution ; reduction 0,08"/o.

Betained by right kidney: 08-0,0775 = 0,0025%
Retained by left kidney : 0,08—0,08 = 0.

We see tlms that willi galaiMose as well as with glucose, tiie

qiianlity of NaHOOj in the petfiisioii liquid is of greal importance

for the permeability of the glomerulus epithelium. A solution con-

taining a small quantity of NaHCOj causes galactose to pass in toto;

if the perfusion liquid contains a physiological quaiitity of NaHCOg

(0,285 7o) then on an average 0.025 70 galactose is retained. We say

on an average, as frogs present individual differences.

Here follows a table which gives a summary of a series of other

experiments with galactose in which however the quantity of

NaHCOj was, accidentally, 0.2 7„ instead of 0.285 7„. As had also

formerly been found with glucose such a modification was of very

little importance.

Retention capability of kidney for galactose.

Reduction

perfusion liqiiid,

containing +
0.1 "/o galactose
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does not, like hievulose, pass tkrough the kidney altogether, but is

generally retained to a slight degree.

This indicates in any case that galactose is used in tlie body. We
know in<ieed that lactose is buill up from dextrose and galactose

and an article of Else Hirschbekg ') from Winthrstkin's laboratory has

just appeared in which a certain affinity, that is wanting in laeviilose,

becomes clear between glucose and galactose in connection with the

spinal cord.

We repeat, that tiie amount of galactose retained is in all the

experiments expressed in the percentage of glucose. This is also the

case with other sugars.

D. MaDnose.
Experiment 25 (Aug. 20).

In the suitable perfusion liquid consisting of NaCl 0,5"/,,, NaHGOg 0,2857o.

KGl 0,01% and GaCli 0,02"o, 0,1 'Vo mannose is dissolved.

0.1 c.c. perfusion liquid : 0,45 c.c. iodine sohilion ; reduction 0,0825%.

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney : 0,48 c.c. Iodine solution ; reduction 0,097o'

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney : 0.46 c.c. iodine solution ; reduction 0,085%.

Retained by right kidney : 0,0825—0,09 ^ 0.

Retained by left kidney: 0,0825—0,085 = 0.

Experiment 26 (Aug 20).

The same perfusion liquid as in exp. '2'».

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney : 0,45 c.c. iodine solution ; reduction 0,ü8257o-

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney : 0,44 c.c. Iodine solution ; reduction 0,08'V().

Retained by right kidney: 0,0825—0,0825 = 0.

Retained by left kidney : 0,0825—0.08 ^ 0,0025» „.

Thus also in this experiment no mannose was retained.

Experiment 27 (Aug. 21).

0,1 c.c. perfusion liquid: 0,35 c.c. Iodine solution: reduction 0.0575"'o-

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney: 0,37 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0.0625%,.

0.1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0.35 c c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,0575%,.

0,1 c c. urine of right kidney: 0,35 c c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,0575%.

In this exp. also no inannose is retained.

Experiment 28 (Aug. 21).

The same perfusion liquid as in exp. "11.

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney- 0,36 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,06%,.

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: 0,36 c.c. Iodine solution; reduction 0,06"/o-

Retained by each kidney 0,0575—0,06 = 0.

In this experiment the Kidneys have also passed all the mannose.

From these experiments we may draw the conclusion that the

glomerulus epithelium is totally permeable to inannose.

We shall now report some experiments made with mutually

isomeric disaccharides : saccharose, maltose and lactose.

1) Else Hirschbekg: Zeitschr. f. physiol. Chemie, 100, (1918).
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These experiments seemed of importance because, amongst other

reasons, their molecules are hxrger than those of the monosaccharides

already considered. If the permeability was in connection with this

size it would probably appear that the glomerulus epithelium was

impermeable to the dissacharides.

E. Saccharose.

To estimate the quantity of saccharose in the perfusion liquid

and in the urine, 0.1 cc. of the liquid was heated to 37° C. during

17, hours with 0.15 cc. hydrochloric acid 1 : 1 and the reduction

of the solution thus obtained determined.

Experiment 29 (July 17).

The perfusion liquid contains 0,1% cane sugar.

After inversion it causes a reduction of 0,12757ü-

0,1 cc. urine of right kidney after inversion causes 0,13"/,, reduction.

0,1 cc. urine of left kidney after inversion causes 0,13257„ reduction.

Retained by right kidney; 0,1275-0 13 = 0.

Retained by left kidney: 0.1275—0,1325 = 0.

Result: all the cane sugar has passed through.

Experiment 30 (July 17).

The same perfusion liquid as in exp. 29.

Reduction 0,1 cc. urine of right kidney after inversion 0,11257o-

Reduction 0,1 e.c urine of left kidney after inversion 0,095%.

Retained by right, kidney : 0,2275-0,1125 = 0,015",o.

Retained by left kidney: 0,1275-0.095 = 0,032'Vo-

Here follows a table in which seveial experiments are summarised.

There can be no doubt that the glomerulus epithelium has retained

saccharose, either as such or in the form of glucose which has then

been formed through the splitting of saccharose in the glomerulus

epithelium, while the laevulose has passed into the urine. This latter

alternative is of no great probability.

F. Maltose.

Experiment 35 (July 16).

In the suitable perfusion liquid with 0,285%, NaHCO^, 0,15"/o maltose is dissolved.

0,1 cc. perfusion liquid : reduction 0,0825"/o-

0,1 cc. urine of right kidney: reduction 0,07%,.

0,1 cc. urine of left kidney: reduction 0,07Vo-

Retained by each kidney: 0,0825—0.07 = 0,0125 '/„. thus hardly any at all.

Experiment 36 (July 16).

The same perfusion liquid as in exp. 35.

0,1 cc urine of right kidney: reduction 0,0875%,.

0,1 cc urine of left kidney : reduction 0,0625%.

Retained by right kidney: 0,0825—0,0675 = 0,015%.

Retained by left kidney : 0,0825-0,0625 = 0,02 Vo-
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Retention capability of kidney for saccharose.

Experiments of September 17—23 1918.

Reduction perfusion liquid

containing ±0.1% saccharose
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this dissacchavide is built up from tioo molecules of glucose, and that

the glomerulus epithelium is permeable to glucose to a vert/ slight degree.

G. Lactose and a mixture of glucose and lactose.

Experiment 41 (July 3).

0,20/i) Lactose is dissolved in the perfusion liquid.

0,1 c.c. of perfusion liquid: reduction 0,14"/o.

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney: reduction 0, 1375°/o.

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney : reduction O.lé^/o.

Retained by right kidney: 0,14—0,1375 = 0,0025%.
Retained by left kidney : 0,14—0,14 = 0.

Experiment 42 (July 3).

0,1 c.c perfusion liquid: reduction 0,11^'/,,.

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney: reduction O,!!"/^.

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: reduction 0,1075%.

Retained by right kidney: 0,11—0.11 n^ 0.

Retained by left kidney: 0,11—0,1075=0,0025%.

Here again tlie kidney has i-etaiiied no, or very little, lactose.

Experiment 43 (July 3).

The same perfusion liquid as in exp. 42.

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney : reduction O,1O750/q.

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: reduction 0,1075'^/o.

Retained by each kidney: 0,11—0,1075 = 0,0025%.

Here again neither of the kidneys retained lactose.

Experiment 44 (Juli 4).

0.1 c.c. perfusion liquid: reduction 0,14%.

0,1 c.c. urine of right kidney: reduction 0.1450%.

0,1 c.c. urine of left kidney: reduction 0,13257o-

Retained by right kidney: 0,14—0,1450 = 0.

Retained by 'eft kidney: 0,14—0,1325 = 0,0075%.

Lactose has thus been retained by neither of the kidneys.

From this we may draw the conclusion that the glomerulus

epithelium allows the lactose to pass altogether, although it is built

up from glucose and galactose, of which compounds the former is

retained to a large degree, and galactose as well, although less.

From a theoretical as well as from a clinical point of view it

seemed of importance to investigate how the kidney would behave

towards a mixture of lactose and glucose.

From these e.vperiments we learn that the retention of glucose by

the kidney is not influenced by lactose. The latter is passed while

glucose is retained to the same degree as when there was no lactose

present.

This result is in accordance with the use which for a
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Retention capability of l<idney for a mixture of 0.1 % glucose and 0.1 o/o

sacch. lactis (lactose).

Experiments of September 24—26.

Reduction

perfusion liquid

Reduction urine Retained Reduction urine Retained

of by of by

rigiit kidney right kidney left kidney left kidney

Froe A
^^^''^'

^^^^ ^ 0A6 \

Frog B

Frog C

Frog D

Frog A 0.16 o/o

Frog B „

Frog C „

Frog D „

0.0825^
0.0825^

0.09 /

0.095 \

0.09

0.1

0.096

0.10

0.104

0.096

0.0925

0.0765 %

0.065 „

0.0675 „

0.06 „

0.064 „

0.06 „

0.056 „

0.064 ..

0.0825/
0.0825^

0.095 U 095
0.095 r"^"

0.0925

0.104

0.10

0.094

0.10

0.076 %

0.065 „

0.065 „

0.056 „

0.056 „

0.066 „

0.060 ..

considerable time has been made of lactose for clinical use to estimate

the validity of" kidneys and which is fonnded on the consideration that

the healthy kidney easily passes lactose.

We thank Mr. R. Rokt, ink for his able assistance dnring this

research.

Swum art/ and Conclusion.

1. The fact, now again affirmed, that, when we pass a Ringer's

solution to which glucose has been added, through the kidney,

this is retained by the glomerulus membrane, while salts, which

are also crystalloids, are allowed to pass, has raised tiie question to

what this contrast must be attributed.

2. In the first place we can tiiink of the circumstance that

glucose possesses a so much larger molecule, which could then impede

the passage. If this hypothesis be correct then the disaccharides such

as saccharose, maltose and lactose, which possess a still larger

molecule (Ci^H^^On) than glucose (C\Hi,0,), would certainly not pass

through. Experiments have however proved that the glomerulus

epithelium is permeable to a large degree to these sugars, eve7i to

raffinose (C.^H^^O,,).

The permeability to lactose is perfect.
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3. Where the cause for the retention of glucose cannot be

ascribed to the size of its molecule, lue are bound to consider its

structure or conjiguraiion. There is the more occasion for doing this

because its isomerics, iaevulose and mannose, ai'e allowed to pass

altogether and galactose lo a large degree, as has been proved by

the experiments under discussion.

4. Glucose therfore occupies a unique position among the mono-

saccharides in regard to the glomerulus membrane. In other words

the glomerulus membrane can distinguish glucose from the other

monosaccharides in a manner that revdnds of the relation of sugars

and ferments, in connection with which Emu, Fischku used the well-

known simile of a loch and key.

In any case these experiments are again a neuj illustration oj

the doctrine of stereoisometrics, but now not as has thus far been

the case, through facts of chemical l)ut of physiological nature,

belonging to permeability.

5. Not without theoretical and clinical importance seems the fact

that the capability for retention of glucose is not modified when

glucose and Iaevulose are simultaneously pi-eseut in the perfusion

liquid. The two sugai'S are simply separated as by a filter: the

glucose remains behind, the Iaevulose is passed. This also appears

to be the case with a mixture of lactose aTui glucose: the lactose

passes completely into the urine and the glucose is retained by

the glomerulus epithelium to the same degree as when there was

no lactose present.

Groningen, September 1918. Physiological Laboratory.



Chemistry. — "'(hi the Significance of the Volta-Effect in Measure-

ments of Electromotive Equilibria \ By Prof. A. Smits and

J. M. BiJVOF.T. (Conimnnicated by Prof. P. Zkeman).

(Communicated in the meeting of Sept 28, 1918).

Introduction.

Many physicists are of opinion that the Volta effect amounts to

only a few railli volts, and that the electromotive force of an elec-

trical cell resides practically exclusively in the potential differences

metal-electrolyte, so that these alone need be taken into consideration ;

there are even those who think that the Volta-effect is theoretically

zero. It is chiefly the German school that assumes that the Volta-

effect may be neglected with respect to the potential difference

metal-electrolyte. On the other hand a great number of investigators

think they have found that the Volta-effect can constitute \, ^ and

even a still larger fraction of the electromotive force of a cell, and

can accordingly amount to as much as 1 Volt.

The opinions concerning the value of the Volta-effect are therefore

greatly divided, which is owing to the great difficulties which attend

the determination of the Volta-effect.

In the application of the recent views about the electromotive

equilibria ^) to the Volta-effect it appears, that even though this

effect should be small for metals in the state of internal equilibrium,

it must become great for phenomena of polarisation, so that we

may certainly not neglect the Volta-effect for these cases.

2. The variation of the Volta-eff'ect on polarization and passivation.

The following equation holds for the potential difference of a

metal in active state with respect to an electrolyte:

0,058 K'ye{Ms')active

»' Ml'

and thus we get for the passive state

:

0,058 K'ir{Ms')passive
^Muassüe—L = ^Off _

»' {Ml )

from which follows.

1) Zeitschr, f. physik. Chemie 88, 743 (1914).

. ., , 90. 723 (1916).
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0,058, {Ms')acth
^Mactii'e -L — ^M j>assiire-L = l'Og

yMg fpasaire

For the Volta-effect holds the relation:

Am,-m^ = ~

from wliich follows in Ihe same wa}^ as we have derived this for

the potential difference metal-liquid, that the following equation holds

for the Volta-effect -.

A.ü._j;, = 0,058 log —^-^
SO that

:

^Mxactive-Mi — ^ Mipnssi,^e—Mi == 0,058 % ƒ
' "

—

--

\y M\)passive

When we call

then also

('"IS /active

V-"*is ) passive

{C'M^jnciive

\'^ M\}passire

It follows from this that when on polarisation or passivation Ihe

change of the potential difference metal-electroljte is:

0,058
log n

V

that of the Volta-effect amounts to

:

0,058 log n

hence v times the value.

What we measure is the sum of these two changes:

r + 1

V
0,058 %r^

V
Hence the part of this total change is due to the Volta-

^ V + 1

effect. This is, therefore, \ for a uni-valent metal, and f for a bi-

valent one etc.

When it is now borne in mind that on passivation through anodic

solution the potential difference metal-electrolvte, as it is found by

measurement, can change by an amount of 1 or 2 Volt. (e.g. 1.7

Volt, is found for iron), it follows from this (hat according to these

considerations also the V^olta-effect is subjected to a great change ^).

1) It must slill be pointed out that the case iron is certainly more intricate than

the case considered above, because iron contains ions of different valency.

37

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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This throins, Indeed, a peculiar light on the Volta-e^ect, for it

noio appears clearly that lohen realhj the Yolta-efject for metals in

the state of internal equilibrium should be zero or very small, which

comes to the same thing as equality or nearly equality of the mole-

cular thermodyuamic potential of the electrons in those metals, this

would be a special characteristic property according to the theory oj

electrons for metals in the state of internal equilibrium.

But apart from the value of the Volta.-effeet, in the logical develop-

ment of the given theory of the electromotive equilibrium, the

Volta-effect cannot be neglected. ^)

'; In this we will also point out that when the new views about the role of

the electrons and the electiomotive equilibiium are consistently applied to an

arbitrary electrical circuit, we arrive at the result that everywhere where a potential

difference occurs, a reaction takes place on passage of the current, in which the

change in free energy of the reaction proceeding at that place, determines the

value of the potential ditference. It is known that according to the given theory

at the places of contact metal-electrolyte this reaction consists: 1. of the splitting

up of metal ions into ions and electrons; resp. of the formation of metal atoms

from the electrically charged dissociation products mentioned here and 2 of the

transition of ions and electrons from the metal phase into the electrolyte or vice

versa. In this transition from one phase into the other the ions take a prepon-

derant part.

When we consider the contact metal-metal, the just-mentioned transition consists

to by far the greater pari of the displacement of electrons from the metal M\

to the metal Mo-

This view ditfers accordingly from that which is particularly met with in German

handbooks, in which the opinion is embraced that the reactions during passage

of the current exclusively take place at the places of contact metal-electrolyte.

It is clear that on application of the relation

:

dAE=A-T—
dT

to the transition of electricity from one metal into the other we may only conclude to:

dA
dT

when in the process mentioned here no change of the thermo-dynamic energy

takes place {E = 0).

Leblanc does so in his handbook p. 227 (1914). and thus comes to the con-

dA .

elusion that the Volta-effect must be small, because -j^, is small.

According to the theory of electrons the difference in solubility heat of the

electrons in the two metals will, however, have to be taken into account. In the

isotherm transition of electricity between the two metals the free energy of the

electrons will change, and be converted into electrical energy in case of a reversible

process, the occurring change of the bound energy becoming manifest through

the latent heat, which heat is the heat of Peltier.

dA
It is this quantity, the heat of Peltier which, is represented byT—, , and not

the Volta-effect.
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3, The experimental electrical potential.

When we measure flie potential difference metal-electrolyte, we
do so by the aid of an auxiliary electrode, e.g. a calomel or hydrogen

electrode, in other words, we then make an electrical circnit, which

is closed during the measurement. The electro-motive force of this

circuit, in which we suppose the diffusion potential between L^

and L^ annulled, then becomes:

in which ^Mi-M^i is a Volta-effect.

When in this we put ^m^-u ^= ^^ero (N. hydrogen-electrode), we
get

:

in wJiich we shall call E the e.rperimental electrical potential.

This expression, therefore, always contains the Volta-effect, and

until this quantity is knowji, and until we introduce further sup-

positions about its value, we can of course not determine the differ-

ence ^Mi-Li alone in this way, and consequently not the saturation

concentration of the metal-ions either (which quantity is equivalent

with Nernst's "Lösungstension"), which was calculated froni

:

E=z In ~^~ (1)
^'.^'

{Mr:')

in which Ljt^^_[^^ has been neglected.

Nor can we draw conclusions about the order of the satui-ation

concentrations of the metal-ions from the so-called tension series,

until the Volta-effect shall be liuown. From the fact that the metal

3/j immersed in a normal solution of one of its salts appears on

measurement to be more negative than the metal J/.^, immersed in

a 1 norm. -solution of a corresponding salt, we conclude namely that:

Aj/i "Ai is more negative than A^/, /^,,

but strictly speaking this conclusion is not permissible, because the

measurement only says that ^Mx-l^ — ^m^-m-, ''* more strongly nega-

tive than ^M^-L, '

We demonstrated that the equations for the exp. elec. potential

in the form in which they contain the saturation-concentration of

the ions or the "Lösungstension", have the drawback that the un-

known Volta-effect occurs in them. It is entirely different with the

new already before given equation, in which the .^ioluhilitii product

of the metal or the solubility quotient of the metalloid occurs, and

the same thing may be said of the electron equation. ')

1) Zeilschr. f. physik. Chemie 92, 1 (1916).

37*
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Thus I lie followiiig equation was namely derived:

>'i^ ^Mi ï'j^ ^Mï ^

we measure, however,

and the Volta-efFect being:

it follows from this that:

RT Gl/,I) /2 7' [M^j)
iL =.—- oj ; in . . ... (4)

»'i^' ^M^ >',^^ Lm^

in which the Volta-effect has been eliminated.

This equation enables ns, therefore, to find the ratio of the solubility-

products from the electromotive forces.

In the practical a[)|)lication the hydrogen electrode ma}' be taken

for the metal M ^, and for Lij„ the value may be substituted which

had already been given before, viz. 10-^~^^');

in this case we get:

0,058 (Ml')

When equation (4) is compared with the expression for E, which

contains the saturation-concentrations of the metal-ions found by

substituting the values of ^m^-l^ and ^m-i-l, given by equation (1)

in equation (3), which gives:

Rl Km,''' J^T i^M-^'

the great advantage which equation (4) resp. (5) have over equation

(6) is very apparent, for the latter equation contains a still unknown

Volta-effect. While the construction of a series of the potential

differences metal-electiolyte is not yet possible, on account of our

ignorance of the Volta-effect, equation (5) enables us to draw up a

series for the solubility-products of the metals, and from such a

relation there may be found a series for the solubility-quotients of

the metalloids, as has been done already ').

The determination and order of this series is of course the same

as that of the socalled tension-series, which gives the order in which

1) Zeitschr. f. physik. Chemie 92, 1 (1916).

2) Smits and Lobry de Bruyn. Verslag Kon. Ak. 26, 270.
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the metals oust each otlier tVom equally concentratefi solution. We
demonstrated, however, that in a theory which assumes the existence

of Volta-effects, the quantities derived from the electromotive equilibria

should not be considered as the saturation-concentrations of the njetal-

ions or as the "Lösungstensionen'.

The electron equation gives a relation that agrees with equation

(2), viz.:

SO that

^ = In ^—^^ ........ (7)

Of course the Volta-effect does not occur in this relation either,

SO that when a definite value is assumed foi- the electron cone. {^/.„)

in the electrolyte in which the hydrogen electrode is found, the

electron-concentration {^L^), which belongs to the other electromotive

equilibrium, can be found.

Equations (4) and (7) are. therefore, not approximate, but perfect ly

rigorous, which also appears from the consideration that equation (7),

from wliich (4) is found by substitution of -r—. for (^9^) ,
follows

immediately from the condition for electron equilibrium between the

liquids E^ and />,. The derivation of this electromotive force as

sum of the potential differences occurring in the circuit was accord-

ingly only followed here in order to keep in agreement with the

derivation given before.

4. As appears from a previous communication^), the experimental

elec. potential of a Ni-electrode, immersed in an electrolyte through

which hydrogen was led, was found equal to the hydrogen potential.

In order to account for this fact that the electromotive force E of

the closed circuit uickel-electrode-electrolyte-hydrogen-electrode is

zero according to our considerations we must show, as follows

directly from equation (7), in what way the electron concentration

of the nickel equilibrium has become equal to that of tiie hydrogen

equilibrium.

This phenomenon is already explained in a very simple way')

by the assumption that the nickel-electrode is, at least superficially,

^) Smits and Lobby de Bruijn loc. cit.

-) Smits and Lobby de Bkuyn loc cit.
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digtiirbed, wliicli disliirbauce tbr u verv inert nietal will go so far

till (he electron coiu'eiilratioii of the nickel equilibrium in the electrolyte

has conformed to the electron concentration of the hydrogen equili-

brium, and has become almost equal to it.

For the limiting case of an ideal inert metal this equality will

become perfect, as is also lecjuired by /'J becoming zero in this case.

In a former discussion of these phenomena the neglect of the

Volta-etTect led on the other hand to the conclusion that the electro-

motive force of the circuit, in case of equal electron-concentrations

in the electrolyte of the two metal equilibria, would be zero 07ilt/

in appi'oxima tion.

It will have become clear through what pi-ecedes that while up

to now the Volta-etFect has lieen neglected in the A,.Y-figure, it is

better to draw the experimental potential E (e.g. with respect to

hydrogen) as ordinate instead of the potential ditTerence metal-liquid
;

then the thus obtained A', A'-ligures are perfectly rigorous. They then

indicate that for the three-phase equilibrium the two electrodes

possess the same experimental [)0tential ; the difference between their

potential differences with (lie electrolyte then l)eing equal to the

Volta-etfect between the two metals.

In this point the following equation then holds:

_ 0,058 ('^^> l) _ 0,U58 (^^1)

or

so that from the ratio of the solubility-products the situation of the

coexisting electrolyte immediately follows. Though this has been

shown already before, this circumstance is once more pointed out

here, to make clear that equation (6) is of no use to us here, for

this equation gives for the three-phase equilibrium:

0.058 K^;^ 0,058 A^^;
log = — log + lxm j^i

" (-K) "• (K)
In this form the equation contains, however, the unknown Volta-

etfect and the unknown saturation-concentiations, so that a calcu-

lation as above is not possible.

Summajy.

By application of the more recent views on the electromotive
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equilibria to the Volta-effect the re«iill was oblaiiied that on polari-

sation and passivation the change in the Volta-eftect must be great

according to this tfieorj, and that in these phenomena the Volta-

effect would even constitute the greatest part of the total change

in the electromotive force. It was further pointed out that if the

Volta-effects between metals in which the state of internal equili-

brium prevails, sliould be really verj' small, on which the opinions

are still divided, but which has, indeed, become probable by the

experiments made of late, this would have to be considered accord-

ing to the theory as a very characteristic property for metals in

the state of intei-nal equilibrium.

As in principle the Volta-effect at any rate in the given theory

of the electromotive equilibria may not be neglected, it was here

taken into account. The quantities that are found on measurement

of potential differences metal-electrolj te, and which are here called

experimental electrical potentials, always contain an unknown Volta-

effect, which is the cause that from the said potentials the saturation

concentrations of the metal ions (resp. the "Lösungstensionen")

cannot be calculated.

The newly derived relations, in which the soluhiliti/ product of

the metal, the .solubiliti^ quotient of the non-metal resp. the electron

concentration in the electrolyte occurs, do not contain the Volta-

effect, however, and enable us to draw up a, soluhiliti/-prodnct-óeries

of metals, and a solubility-quotient-series of metalloids, as has indeed

already been done, from which conclusions can be drawn about the

chemical and electrochemical behaviour of the elements.

Amsterdam, (jrenerat and Anorg. Chem. Laboratory

Sept. 1918. of the University.



Zoology. — " Androgenic orujin of Hoiiis aiul Ant/ers." By Prof.

J. F. VAN Bemmri.kn.

(Communicated in llie meeting of September 2i>, 1918).

Ill Ills excellent wofk : "die Saujj,etiei'e". Max Webkk gives as

his 0[)inioii about the origin of the cephalic armament of numerous

Ungulates, that horns and antlers originally started in both sexes

as defensi\e weapons against enemies, but later on more and

more came to be used as instruments of offence by the males in

their fights for the females, and so either have grown an exclusive

attribute of the male sex, or at least have des'eloped much more

strongly than in the female sex.

In this instance thei-efore VVkbkk evidently shares the opinion

pronounced by Tandi.kr and Gross in their |)a|)er: Die biologischen

Grundlagen der sekundaren Geschlechlschaiaktere, where they say:

"All secondary sexual features were originally specific features,

pro|)erties therefore, characteristic of a certain species, even of a

whole order of Vertebrates, without their primarily having any

connection with the genital sjjliere."

In their commentary on this proposition they remark: "Hitherto

in the morphology of the sexual characteiistics too little attention has

been paid to the (piestion, how much of them is peculiar not for the sex,

but for the species." As a special example they cite the case of the

horns of Cavicornia, "which do not constitute a sexual characteristic

in themselves, but only in their shape, which differs for males and

females, whereas on the contrary it is identical in masculine and

feminine castrates."

"The same is the case with the hairiness in man. We have

been able to show that such an eminently secondary sexual feature

of the male sex, as the beard, is also found in old castrates, but

there in form and extension resembles that of old women."'

According to Tandi,er and Gross the question should not be

formulated: "Is an organ a secondary sexual feature", but: "How
much in the development of an organ is specific, how much sexual."

Though this assertion might be granted, yet I believe to be justified

in opposing to it another view : viz. that the evolution has been

just the reverse; the cephalic armament arising in males as a meians

of attack in their duels for the females, and afterwards passing to
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the latter in a more or less reduced tbnn and only in some of the

species (according to the well-known rules of monosexual trans-

gressional heredity), the resnll being that the horns now could

be used in both sexes as means of defence.

As argnmenis in favour of this opinion may be cited:

1. In Deer the antlei's are absent in all females except those

of the Reindeer, and precisely in this species a nseful application of

the horns, not connected with any sexual function, and alike for

both male and female may be conceived, viz. the digging up of

food from under the snow, though some authorities (e.g. Brkhm)

deny this function.

2. Among Antilopes, besides genera in which both sexes are

horned, others occur in which only the male possesses these attributes,

and in the majority of cases the horns of the females are smaller

than those of the males. The latter moreover show a tendency to

hypertrophic growth, just as is the case with deei-, leading to unwield}

size or to sundry strange shapes (e.g. sci-ewlike contortions) which

seem to stand in direct contradiction with the requirements of

practical use.

3. The same is the case with Cattle, Sheep and Goats, as shown

by the four-horned goat, or the excessive development of the horns

in the carbon and othei- buffaloes.

4. Even in Giraffes, whose minute pedicles with their small os

cornu may probably be considered as rudiments of foi-merly bettei'

differentiated antlers (compare Ocapia and Sivatherium) the males

possess higher and stronger hornstumps than the females, and more-

over the unpaired nasal knob. In Ocapia on the other hand the

horns are primarily absent in the female, and the same was probably

the case during their whole life in those of Siva-, Hellado- and

Samotherium.

5. The more original kinds of Ruminants: the Tragulidae and

Camelidae, are destitute of horns, and so were the oldest and

primitive extinct Artiodactyla (Pantolestidae, Anoplothei-idae) as well

as all Noninminantia amongst them. The oldest fossil deer likewise

did not yet possess antlers, as the muskdeer does up to this day,

though the miocene Palaeomeryx according to Rütimeyer and S('HI,osser

was already provided with them. Perhaps this might be considered

as an indication that the tendency to the formation of antlers arose

independently in the tribe of the Cervidae, but also as the mani-

festation of a far older hereditary inclination to the production of

bony frontal appendages of the male. This tendency then must have

been in abeyance in the tribe of the Artiodactyla in general ; in Deer
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it probably reappeared, and from thence continually increased in

potency and complication.

This conception according to my view is strengthened by the fact,

that also among the Suidae a tendency to the formation of bony

protuberances on the dorsal side of the skull undoubtedly occurs and

appears in stronger manifestation in the male sex than in the female,

as is shown by the monstrous skull of the male African wart-hog.

6. In Protoceralinae likewise the skull of the male only was

provided at its upper side with a complete set of paired bony

excrescences.

7. According to Marsh both sexes of the Dinoceratidae possessed

these bony protuberances (and the large dagger-like tusks besides),

yet in the male they grew unto a larger size than in the females.

We might conclude from this tiuil the tendency to the production

of bony knobs on the skidl is even oldei' than the separation of

Ungulates into Artio- and Perissodactyles.

8. The annual shedding of the antlers and their regeneration

in Cervinae is apparently connected with the rut. The same appears

to be the case in Antilocapra.

9. The abovenientioned bony processes on the head of Gii-affidae,

(sensu latiori) Suidae, Protoceralinae and Dinoceratidae, cannot rea-

sonably be considered as really practical weapons, as they are far

too cumbrous and hypertrophic for that. Neither can this be the

case with the antlei'S of most Deer oi- the horns of numerous Antilopes,

Cattle, Sheep, and Goats.

On the other hand they wear to a \ ery high degree the character

of sexual attributes, in their exuberance, unpractical build, curious

complication, obviousness and variability.

10. In the first (primitive) members of the Ruminantia antlers

and horns a[)parently arose at a relatively late stage, though this

may be furthei' removed in the geological past than is generally

supposed. In any case the appearance or return of this feature is

younger than the remaining peculiarities of Ai-tiodactyla.

As I consulted the literature on the subject, I found that in

considering horns and antlers as sexual attributes, I had come to a

similar conclusion as the well-known popular author on questions

of evolution in Zoology, Bölsche, has set forth in his Tierbuch

IV, der Hiisch. • Yet on the first cause of the origin of frontal

appendages our opinions disagree, for Bölsche sees in the

excrescences on the roof of the skull of so many Ruminants nothing

more than originally purely ornamental attributes, and ascribes their

birth to a periodical exuberance of energy of growth, manifesting
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itself in exostoses of the bones of tiie cranial roof, especially and

at last exclusively of the frontal bones. In his opinion the perio-

dicity of this surplus of growth-energy keeps time with the rut of

the males, but its presence should be ascribed to the regression of

another ditferential feature of the male sex. viz. the ensiform tusks,

as they still occur in Suidae, Tragulidae and the uidiorned mnskdeer.

The sirongest expression of this opinion is given by Bölschk in

the words (p. 88) "The pedicle is no weapon." On p. 89 he continues:

"As we saw, the idea "weapon" cannot be applied without

reserve to the beam, although it may occasionally be used as such.

Far exceeding that application and evidently its real nature, this

beam is an oi-namental product, a souialical arabesk, abstract from

all usefulness, rhythmic in structure, with an inherent connection

with the erotic side of life. The pedicle, in principle a product of

the skull like the beam, cannot by any means be considered as a

weapon, at the same time however it does not want erotic connections."

Against these views 1 think objections may be raised in two

respects. In the first place there is no plausible reason, why the

origin of horns and antlers should not be connected with single

combats between males belonging to the same species, in which

the more primitive mode of fighting with tusks (as still found among

hogs) was gradually replaced by knocking of the foreheads against

each other.

The question, whether this new custom was the immediate or

the indirect cause of the exostotic hypertrophic process (Lamarckism

versus Darwinism) may be passed over in silence here as in all

similar cases. Nor do I want to deny that exuberant growth, in

cooperation with periodical sexual maturity, exerted an important

influence on their development, as it still does every time the

antlers are shed and renewed : we need only remember how pro-

foundly this renewal is disturbed by every injury to the male

sexual glands.

In the same way, Böi,sche\s verdict: "The pedicle is no weapon",

seems to me to be liable (o serious doubt. Already in itself, the

comparison of the long pedicle in the Muntjac-deer with the shorter

ones of the remaining ('ei-vidae leads to the conception, that the

pedicle shoidd be considered as an organ in a state of regression.

To the same consideration leads a survey of the extinct Deer: in

the middle-mioceue Palaeomeryx-species no separation exists between

pedicle and beam, they only show a long bony outgrowth of their

frontal bones, slightly forked at its top. This excrescence therefore

might be considered as a pedicle of extraordinary length. In the
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first fossil deer showing a separate pedicle, liie latter is veiy long',

like that of the existing Mmitjac.

In accordance with this observation is the fact that in Sivatlierinae

no rose can be detected near the base of their gigantic and lainified

antlers, which therefore as a whole might be considered as pedicles.

Starting from the fact that in recent Giraffes the small hornstumj)s

permanently retain their covering of haiiy skin, the same may have

occnrred in their extinct allies: the Sivatlierinae, and perhaps likewise

in the first antlered ancestors of Deer. The separation of the latter's

antlers into pedicle and beam, combined with the phenomena of

yearly shedding and regeneration, I lie "rul)bing" of the "velvet",

in short the entire pi'ocess of the renovation of the antlers, so incon-

venient and dangerons for the stag, might then have developed

from a similar prifnitive condition as that in Sivatlierinae, wheie

the fronlal bony onlgrowths, clad with hairy skin, must gradnally

have increased in size and complication. If one ajiplies to the latter

the designation "pedicle", il follows thai for them jnsi the contrary

might be Irne of what is implied in R<)i,sf'nE"s assertion: viz. the

|»edicle wonld have originated as a weapon and only lost this fnnc-

tion in the (liraffes proper.

In the second place 1 cannot see siilïicient reason for accepting

such an intimate and strict connection between the regression of the

tnsks in the npper jaw of the slag and the progression of their

antlers, as necessarily follows from the snppositiori that a surplus

of growing energy should pass from those tnsks to the frontal bones.

Against this hypothesis it may be objected that the male Proto-

ceratinae as well as the Dinoceratidae were provided with powerful

tusks, largely jirotruding from their mouths, and yet had a whole

range of paired and single bony knobs and projections on the roof

of their skulls, somewhat like those still found in the (male) wart-

hogs. Among deer the male Muntjac still possesses strong tusks

projecting downward and outward out of the mouth from under its

upper lip, and yet carries well-developed, though simple antlers.

There is moreover little reason for the assumption that in (/avi-

cornia the same course of events should have taken place as in

Cervicornia, viz. a regression of huge tusks, going hand in hand

with an increased growth and a higher complication of frontal

appendages, and yet the origin of these excrescences may be attri-

buted to similar causes in all Horn- and Antlerbearing Ungulates.

On the oilier hand there is nothing incomprehensible in the fact

that the upper tnsks of Deer should have been reduced, as soon as

they were no longer used as weapons, because the male Deer got accus-
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tomed to a new mode of figlitin^- vvliicli made them acquire antlers.

Tliis vicariating development can be understood, without taking-

refuge to such an intricate correlation between upper tusks and
antlers, as Bölschr does, where he speai^s of a surplus of energy

of growth, set free by retardation in the development of tusks, and

manifesting itself in hypertrophic excrescences on the frontal bones.

When we proceed in this course of thought, the question unvolun-

tarilj arises, if the far higher development of tusks in the male

sex of so many species of mammals might not be considered as

a support for the abovementioned hypothesis about the androgenic

origin of frontal appendages. The difference between the two pheno-

mena lies especially in the fact, that with canines moditied to tusks

or incisors prolonged into darts, only their stronger development

and differentiation need be ascribed to influences of sexual, especi-

ally male nature, while for horns and antlers also their first appear-

ance had to be traced to this same cause. But this does not exclude

that the tusks of P]lephants and ('etacea, the canines of so many
Apes, Carnivores and ungulates etc. tind their most plausible expla-

nation in the assumption, that in so far as they are lai'ger than the

other teeth and also differ in shape and position from the incisors

and molars, they may be considered as an acquisition of the male

sex, which afterwards passed to the female, but in reduced pro-

portion, and so to a certain extent again lost its monosexual character.

Especially the growth far over the limits of practical fitness may
be adduced as an argument for this hypothesis; we should only

remember the tusks of the Manunoth cui-led up in a complete circle,

the gigantic canines of the male walrus or the usually unilateral

dart of the male Narwhal.

In this connection I should like to move the question whether the

uncouth tusks of the extinct Sabretoothed tiger (Machaii-odiis), might

not have formed a special attribute of the male sex, as beyond doubt

they were far from practical in defence as well as offence. Witli cer-

tainty this is the case with the Walrus. Also the upper canines of

the Babirussa, which perforate the upper lip, and are cuiled up

dorsally and backwards, give us a good example of hypertrophic

growth far beyond the limits of i-eal usefulness.

Groningen, September 1918.



Chemistry. — ''On the eMiwation of the yemniol content of citro-

ne/la oil". Bj Dr. A. VV. K. de Jong, (('oinmunicated hv

Prof. VAN Romburgh).

( Communicaled in the meeting of September 29, 1918).

The chemists of tlie firm of Schimmrt, & Co. have a method for

the estimation of geraniol in oitioiiella oil which in the "Bericht"

of tiiis firm of October 1899, 20 and also in that of October 1912,

39, is described as follows: "Etwa 2 g- Phthalsaureanhydrid iiiuri g

des zii uiitersiiclienden Oels werden mil 2 ccm Benzol zwei Stunden

in einem Kolben, wie er zn Acetyliernngen beiuilzl wird, anf dem

Wasserbad erwiirmt, dann erkalten gelassen nnd mif 60 ccm wassriger

Halbnormal-Kalilauge 10 Minuten geschüttelt. Der Kolben ist hierbei

mit einem eingeschliffenen Glasstopfen \ erschlossen. Nach dieser Zeit

ist alles Anhydrid in neutrales phlhalsaures Kali und der saure

Geraniolester in sein Kalisalz iibergeführl worden. Nun wird das

überschussige Alkali mit Halbnormal-Schwefelsaure /iinicUtitriert. Zieht

man dann von der Menge Alkali, die der eingewogenen Phthalsaure

entspricht, die fiir den Versuch vei'brauchte iMenge ab, so erfahrt

man, wieviel Alkali dem an Phlhalsaure gegangenen Geraniol aqni-

valent ist, woraus der Prozentgehalt an Geraniol zu berechnen ist".

This method is at the outset subject to suspicion, since it is based

on the assumption that geraniol is quarititativelj eslerified by phtha-

lic anhydride, whereas this is not even the case with acetic anhy-

dride (98.5 p.c. was found to be esterilied).

For the following experiments a very pure phthalic anhydride

was prepared; 1 grm. was neutralised by 135 c.c. Vio •> KOH, where-

as 135.1 c.c. was calculated for the pure substance.

The citronellal used was isolated from citronella oil by means of

the bisulphite compound. The sp. gi'. at 26^ wasO.8526
;
[«]i)=-[-lO°2r.

It was faintly acidic; 1 grm. was neutralized by 0.2. c.c. Vio " ^^^H.

The geraniol was isolated from Palmarosa oil by means of the

calcium chloride method. The sp. gr. at 26° was 0.8752.

To the mixture of aidiydride, citronellal or geraniol 4 c.c. of

benzene was added. After heating, the flask was cooled 'rapidly, so
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that tlie crystals wliicli separated remained small and dissolved readily

in ^ n KOH. The [)henolphtaleiM was added as powder.

Duration of' heating: 2 hours.

Temperature

of the
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Nor did an increase in the benzene from 4 c.c. to 8 c.c. change

the result. Found: 90.6 '/„.

With this way of heating the cilronellal is also attacked more

extensively.

Quantity of phthalic
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An indirect method was employed corresponding to the way in

which the geraniol was estimaled by phthalic anhydride. The appa-

ratus consisted of a small flask with long neck lo wliich a ground

in U-tnbe was altaciied. Into the tlask there was always weighed

2 c.c. of citronellal and 2 c.c. of the acetic anhydride mixture.

5 c.c. of \\ n KOH were placed in the U-tiihe, which was filled

with a soda-lime tnbe.

Acetic anhydride content of tiie

mixture

7o

Quantity of citronellal

esterified in "/o

A B

Mean

95.0
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Acetic anhydride Number of cc. of

content of the mixture N/10 phthalic acid

7o esterified

Saponification

number

"/o acetyl ated

according to

indirect method

95.0

53.6

31.2

15.25

Acetic acid of 97.2 o/o

1.6

1.0

1.3

124.3')

219.0

180.3

129.0

98.0

67.7

13.4

19.8

28.4

38.6

Altogether the following amounts of citroiiellal were therefore

acetylated.

37.7 -f- 74.6 = 112.3

72.0 + 16.0= 88.0

57.3-1-22.9= 80.2

39.2 -i- 31.6= 70.8

29.1 -1-41.6= 70.7

95.0 7.

53.6

31.2

15.25

Acetic acid of 97.2 '/,

The original use of 95 7o anhydride therefore leads to partial

formation of a diacetate, while the other acetic anhydride mixtures

do not yield 100 "/„, which would indicate that these cause, in

addition, the formation of hydrocarbons terpenes.

• The presence of geraniol, like that of acetic acid, leads to a better

eslerification of the citronellal, as was the case in the estimations with

phthalic anhydride.

While according to the indirect method with acetic anhydride of

95 7^, in two hours only 30.2 7o ^^ citronnellal was esterified,

mixtures with geraniol gave the following result:

Quantity Quantity of Quantity

of geraniol citronellal i esterified

grm. grm. grm.

0.4940
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as was found in the experiment with the pure substance, we can

calculate that the following quantities of citroneHal were esteritied :

40.6, 53.3 and 67.2.

It further folU)ws tlial no complete e.sterification is possible without

the use of sodium acetate. Even by increasing the dui-ation of

heating to 10 hours only 93.3 "/o ^1 *^''6 geraniol-citronellal niixlnie

(1 c.c. to 4 c.c.) was esterified

Finallj' some estimations were made in which for eveiy 2 c.c.

of citronellal 0.2 grin, ot sodium acetate (previously melted) was

employed.

Acetic anhydride



Mathematics. — "Observations on the expansion of a function

in a series of factorials:' H. By Dr. H. B. A. Bookwinkkt,.

(CorTimunicated by Prof. H. A. I.orkntz).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 29, 1918).

5. We now consider another example of Niei.skn's theorem, not

belonging to the cases mentioned nnder N". 4 of the remarks made

in tlie preceding paragraph. We choose

where 6 is a nnmber between and 2.t, not eqnal to one of these

nnmbers. For this function we have

;i=z: — 00 , A' = 0,

the first of these equations resulting from the fact that t=V is an

ordinary point of the function. It is furtlier easily found that the

?i^'' derivative of (f> (t) satisfies tlie equation

y(>0(0(l-t)^>»-» ^ jir{n)_
f}:zl\'

(1-0°-'
,01)

l~t
The modulus of the expression -— is given by the relation

(?''

—

t

}:Z1\^1 W-co^^)
^ (22)

ei^—t\ 1—<-f-l/l-2t cos <9 i «'

and it is not very difficult to see that it increases monotonously

from the value to 1, if / decreases from 1 to 0.

We divide the interval (0,1) of t into two parts, (0, v] and (r, 1),

where r is a number given by

r = n«i-i (0<d, <1) (23)

so that V depends on n and approaches to zero as a limit when n

becomes, indefinitely large. The positive number (f^ is at our disposal

and will be fixed immediately. The maximum value of the modulus

(22) then differs from unity by a quantity greater than

if t lies in the second interval, k being a certain positive number,

which is independent of ?i and /; thus we have in this interval
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l-t
l- < a—kn

so that the left-hand member of (21) for these values of aipproaches

uniformly to zero for n =z qc (the factor //. r(n): r{<f f n) is only

equivalent to ii^-^ and does therefore not aifect this statement).

The integral

1

r nF (n) / 1 - <

Y'
( 1 - «)°-i

consequently has zero for its limit if ^iincreases indelinitely, however
small the value of ö may be fixed.

For the interval (0, r) we have, independently of t and n,

nr{n) f \ — tY (i—ty^-^

r(d+ n) \ei^—t old — t
<

hi r{n)

r(rf+n)

where k is again a positive number not depending on // and t. ^)

Thus, considering (23), it follows

I

r nr{7i) r
1
~. --^- dt\ <yfcn'-« X V

We therefore need only choose ^f, less than (f, to see that also

the integral over the interval (0,v) is zero for n = cc. Thus the

whole remainder (11) is zero for 71 = 00, if only /? (.j;) > 0, i.e.,

since X = — cc and a' = 0, if R (./) > ;.' and R {x) > X. For these

values of .v the integral

1

ƒ
(1-0a—

1

e^^—t
dt

can therefore be expanded into a series of factorials; and the theorem

of NiELSfEN holds in this case.

Again we take the example

<p{t) = 1 1 0<^<2jt
eiB-t {\-ty VO<fi< 1

Here X' = 0, on account of the first term, and A = n, on account

^) We shall always, in future, denote by k a finite pusitive number, without

always meaning the same number by this letter. This will not cause any am-

biguity, because the exact value of k is of no importance in our reasonings. For

the sake of clearness, however, we shall often mention the quantities on which

k does not depend.
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of tlie second. If <f (0 ^vere equal to tlie second tei-ni only, (lie

integral (1) could be expanded into a series of factorials for A' (.r) > /i

only, and this series would Ue ahsolntehi converging for these values

of .1'. Thus ihe lokole funclion may also he represented by such a

series for A (.<;)> .". i-^- for A (./) > / and A' (.rj> /', but the con-

vergence is, on account of the first term, oidy conditio lut I for

X<^ R{x)<:^)' ^ \.. This, again, is exactly the proposition of Niklsen.

6. If, in the first example of the foregoing paragraph, we account

for the reason of the validity of this proposition, we infer that it

is a consequence of the fact that the expression

for a fixed value of / ^ 0, decreases with J//i as the y/-^'' power of

a numbei' less than 1, which causes that, in the integral (11), only

an interval has to be considered which, in a proper manner, ap-

proaches to zero as ii becomes infinite, so that the value of A (.r) for

which expansion is possible can be de|)ressed by unity. This suggests

the idea that something of the kind might occur (/.v a rale, if Y (0

has ?! = 1 for an ordinavy point. The truth of this presum|)fion is

proved by the following investigation.

We again divide the interval (0,J) of t into two partial intervals,

with the point (f = r as a common end-point, which is to approach

ultimately to zero as n becomes indefinitely large; and we assume,

as in the preceding paragraph, for v the value (23). Consider the

circle, with centre v and passing through two fixed points C and C'

lying on the circumference of the circle of convergence (0,1) of

<r [t), symmetrically with regard to the axis of real quantities, and

in the interior of an arc D A D' of the latter circle, which does not

contain a singular point of
<i (/), I) and D' being also conjugate

[)oints, whereas A is the point with the affix / = !. Then, from

and after some value of n the value of r will be so small that the

circle with centre r does not contain any singular point of r/- (^) in its

interior and on its circumference; and at all points of the latter

between the radii i) D and D, including an arc E B E' of it [B
being the point oji that air with argument zero), the modulus of

(lit) will remain under a finite quantity A^ independent of ?i and /.

As regards points of the supplementary arc E F E' of circle (r), F
being the point opposite to B. we may remark that (f it) there has

a modulus no greater than

rf{\-v"),
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(p{t) means the natural niajomnt of 7 {t), and i" the (lislanee of the

points D and E.

We further remark that the i-adiiis of the circle (rj is. greater

than 1
— V, say J — v -\- v . It is evident that the numbers r' and i'"

both approach to zero together with v, but that their ratios to tlie

latter number remain Unite and ili[f'ereiit t'roni zero.

At a point P of the interval (r, J) we have, according to a well-

known proposition

|y^"'(Oj
• ^

I

n!
I

"^(l—^+ r')"'

if M is the greater of the numbers K and <p (1 — r"). Instead of

this inequality we may write

1(1— «)"-lr/ ("){<)

<'.-^W ''"-

01 • «i"ce forO<^<l,^^,<ji-

\{l—t)»-\(.»)it)

< (T+V)"
(24)

Witii regard to rp (1 — r") the following remarks may be made.

If, in the equivalence-equation

Urn a„ — w*'

the quantity a' is no less than — 1, we ha\ e, according to the

proposition of Cesaró, foi' any fixed ö ^
Urn {v"y'+i+^ '7(1—1'") = 0,

v"=0

and hence, in virtue of the remark made above on the relation

between v" and v,

li7nv''+^+'q{l—v')=zO
v=0

and further

Urn r^'4-i+» X M=0
v=0

since, as a matter of course, the expression [{ X, r'''-^^+^ has, too,

zero for its limit.

Thus we may write for (24), in connection with the assumption

(23) and the finite, not disappearing ratio between r and r'

{i—ty>-UpW(t)\

<
kn^

r{n—l)
I

^ (H-An"!-!)"
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where k is a^aiii a positive nuinhei- iiol depending- on n and /.

Hence, cori-esponding lo any fixed |){)sitive (piantily f chosen arhi-

traiilv small, thei-e is an inlegra! nnndtei- N, sncli that tl)e left-hand

mend)er of the laüer inecpialKj is less in valne than t, for every

value of t in the interval {vA), if only /i > xV. For these values of

n we have therefore

1 1

1 ^- ^ ^-^ dt
i

<Ckt (1 -O'*^^' '/«

\J rof-fn) n J' '

if /j*U') ]> — i. For any such value of /, i.e. a fortiori for

/?(,?•) ^ >/, since ).' was supposed greatei- than — 1, the part of the

integral (11) taken over the interval (r,l) has zero for its limit

foi" n = X) .

For the integration over the remaining interval (ü,i') we apply

the mode of treatnient of § 3 and the inetpiality (17). According to

the latter there is, corresponding to any lixed <) and f, chosen as

small as we please, an integei' A such that we have aniforiidy

ill the interval (0,1), and hence in (0,c),

I

r(/'+ ff+n + l)

For the interval (0,r) it follows from this that, for n > N

r(.^-fn)

l<p,if7i>iV.
i

this that.

thus

ƒ
If now lii.r) ^ f-' , we can have chosen the numbers d" and ffi

so small that /?(.?) is also greater than )' -\- d -f o^, and in this case

we infer from the latter inequality that the integral over the interval

(0,r), too, has zero as a limit for ii = x , if R{.v) ^ A'. Thus the

theorem of Niklskn has heen proved, in case t ^= is an ordinary

point of the function (f{t).

If a function (p{t) has the point ^=1 for its only singular point

on the circumference of the circle of convergence (0,1), and if,

moreover, it satisties the conditions of Hadamakd, i.e. if it is con-

tinuous and "a écarl fini" on that circumference, or if a certain

derivative of negative oi-der — vj has this property, then we always have

a> = ;. =r ;' -f 1,

and the theorem of Nielsen has ceased having anything particular.
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Again it may liappeii that (fit) can lie divided into tlie sum of'

two functions r/,(/) and '/,(0, llie tii'st of wljicii is regular at / = 1

and the second of whicii has the latter point as its only singularity

on the circumference of the circle (0,1). if, then, the number //for

(Pi{t) is equal to P./ and that for ^^^(i^) to P./ and if A/ ^ ;./, so

that for the whole function r/(/) the nund)er I' is e(pial to ?./, the

integral (1) can be expanded in a conditionally converging series of

factorials for

r, + 1 < Ri^v) < ;.' -j 1

if A' = ;./ < A/ -}- i. and for

;/ < «(.r) < ;.' 4 1

if A/^A/-j-l. If, in this case, (/,{t) has the properties of Hada-

MARD, then P./ -\- 1 = X^ = )., and the pioposition of Niklsen is

valid, which, now, really has a particular meaning.

7. The following proposition is, as a corollary, included in the

theoi-em of the preceding paragraph :

// the coefjicients a„ of a function <f{t), defined by a /)owey-serie.s

00

ff{t) — Vl ant"

which has the circle (0.1) as its douïain of convergence, are, for

71 = 00 , equivalent to a power n^' of n, and if the series

eo

B-^ '25)

is divergent for 0<^<^1, the point t:=\ is a singularity oUf{t).

For if ^ = 1 is an ordinary point of 7(0, the series (6), which,

except for the factor P{x), is equal to

V»
n! a„

n (26)^ n.rfn+1)

is convergent foi* R{.i') ^ ;/ and the convergence of (25j can be

derived from it. For we may write

7i! a„ n! a„ r{x ^ ti-\-\)

7,^'i ~~
rfr+n f 1) Tin i l)n>'-|-«

If we choose .r such that A' < /t! (./)<-?' + é*. the series fornied

by the tirst factor, if // takes all values from zero to intinite, con-

verges, as we have already seen, whereas the series, composed of

the terms obtained by taking the first Jinite differences, with regard

to n, of the second factor, converges absolutely; and it is a well-
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known trutli that the (.'onvei'geiice of (25) is a coiisequence of these

two facts. The same thing would hold with regard to the series

if

Urn <f{n) -^ 71''+^, and Um A </(?<) -- ?i''+^-i.

n= CO

Therefore, in the statement of the above theorem snch a series

may be chosen as well. We fni-ther remark that A', which was

hitherto supposed to be greater than — 1, may also be less than the

latter number: the theorem of Nielsen, in the particular case demon-

strated in § 6, keeps its validity for those values of A', though we
should have to apply our reasonings to an integral of the form (8)

(in a footnote of ^ 1) in the latter case.

By substituting t = i' e^'i' in the [)0wer-series for (f {(.) we obtain

the more general theorem :

//' the coefjicients a-n of a pofner-series in the letter t are equi-

valent to )//' for n = 00, the function <p (t) represented by that series

has, on the circumference of its circle of convergence {being the circle

(0,1), singularities at all points inhere the series

ant"

diverges. We may add that this theorem already holds, if only the

upper limit of the coefticients a„ is, in the sense of equation (14'),

equivalent to n'' for 7i = oo.

Finitely we observe that the reverse of the proposition does not

hold: if tfie series (25) converges, the point t=l need not be an

ordinary [)oint. To make this clear we need only think of the case

that the coefficients a„ ditfer from zero only foi' values of n lying

at a certain distance from each other; it may happen then that the

series (25) convei-ges absolutely, but the function </ {t) has its whole

circle of convergence as a singular line.

8. As already remarked, we doubt of the general validity of

Nielsen's theorem, though we are not in a position to furnish a case

of the non-validity. It is our opinion that, if A' <:^ P. <^ a' -|- 1, there

will be cases in which the integral (1) cannot, for all values of

R (x) ^ )., be expanded into a series of factorials. On the other hand

we can prove that such an expansion is not possible for any value

of R {x) <^ /, which is a thing not immediately evident if X lies

between X' and A' -|- 1. ^)

1) If R (.T) < A', the impossibility is at once evident, since the series-terms have

not zero for their limits then.
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Suppose Ihe series (25) to converge for & "^ 6^ and to diverge

for 0<:^(l^, and, coiiseqiientlv, the series (26) to converge for

R (.<•) > /' -|- 0^, and to diverge for R (.<) < /' + ^>i, then the integral

(1) will, at any case, not admit an expansion into a series of

factorials for any value of A' (' ) <C '' + ^A •
^^ "ow shall prove

that for any positive ^S, taken as small as we please,

SO that A < ;.' -j- (7, ; by this the i-eipiired proof will have been

established.

For the sake of brevity we write

t: ^ 6^ -{- ó= u.

Consider the derivative of negative oriler — « of (i {t), which

according to the definition of Riemann ^), is given by

t

then If' (0 'S ^ function regular at ^ = with the same circle of

convergence (0,1) as v (0 has; its expansion into a power-series is

t|HO=TT. " —7T (27)

From this formula it may be derived that if^ (/) remains unite for

i=:i, in virtue of the initial hypothesis.

Conversely we have

First, let

Then we may choose (f so small that also « <C J and write

rf (t) = D- ^ D[t-M^) V) = D- ^at- ^x\it) f t-iY\t)\ =z

1 / ! • (28)= ..Vr- -. \{t-n) ''\uMic)n-^^ + if''(«)u«| dn
. ƒ (I -n) )

]
(I

Now If' {u) is, in the range ^ ?/, < 1 , finite and thus less than

a certain number (j. Hence

1) Or for negative values of A' 4- 6^, Urn (1 - <)> +9i4-"-|-''> "0 (t) = 0, if n is such

that A' + Ö1 + « > 0.

') See among others Borel, LeQons sur les séries a termes positifs, p. 75.

3) Properly speaking it should be D.Z)«-i, but this operation, in the present

case, is equal to !>« i
. D, since the subject of the operation is zero for t = 0.
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j
^{ny '{t— H)~'-'dn < g j

m«-1(« - ?<)- du
i

^ "J
o o

01', substituting Tl = tv

1 1

o
'

"

so that tlie integrul in llie left-liaiid member of this inequality

remains finite for all values of / in the closed interval (0,1). F'urther

vv^e divide the second integral on the right-hand side of (28) as

follows, su|)posing t'^h,

j
i[»'(u)u''(t— ft) ^^ du = j f

I

(I <— (1 -t)

To the tirst of these two integrals we apply the second mean

value theorem, which is allowed, because the expression n'-^ {t— ?t)~='

increases monotonously in the interval in question. We obtain

ip'(M)u«(<— u)
^- da = {2t^~lY{]—ty-< [»|>(2<- 1 )— iKf?)]

where {i is a number in the inlei-val (0, 2t— 1). This part of the

integral, as (/ it) remains within finite limits, is therefore for t = 1

at most ecjuivalent to (1

—

1)'~'-'-. In order to infer the same thing

with regard to the second integral, we make use of the fact that

lifn{\—t)"xpi")(t) — 0, (/J ^1,2,...) . . . . (29)
t=i

We shall prove this at once; it should not be thought that it is

a consequence of the proposition mentioned in a footnote of ^ 1 :

it follows solely from the convergence of the series (27) for /= 1.

If we assume, for a moment, the formula to be true, we have

for the whole interval 0<«<1, if K is a certain positive number,

not depending on u,

K
1 —

M

and so, in the interval of integration '2t— 1 < n < t

K

ƒ

"•;<"' <r3r
from which it follows
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I If' ('0 "''(<- ") ""da <:^~ ((<— '0 ' dn K{\—t)-^,

SO that this integral, too, is for t^l at most of order (1-0 "•

The same holds therefore for (he fund ion 7 [t), and since a may
be supposed arbitrarily little greater than A' -|- 8^, we have certainly

for every d ^
Urn (1 - <)>'-Hi+'' <ƒ(«) =

and thus, as we proposed to show

Secondly, let X -\- 0^*[\e between the integers /> — 1 and p\ we
may choose rt so small that the same holds foi' X' -\- O^ -\- (\ =z n.

We write

a = p—l + ^/ (30)

so that

<r/ < 1 (31)

In this case we have the following reduction

' (« +/>) V' ¥^77rr—^
—^ r{a + m)

= />'-!

Owing to (31) we may, as in the former case, using here the

inequality (29) for n = in, prove that the expression

is at most equivalent to (1 — ~ *""*"'"" ^' ö,nd thus ff> it), as in is

no greater than ^j, is of an order no higher than that of (1 — "'"'+ /' ~*',

that is, according to (30), of the order (1 — t)'~"-. Thus the required

result is obtained completely.

9. We now give a proof of the proposition used in the preceding-

paragraph. It may be stated as follows:

/ƒ the expansion in a poiuer-series of a function (p (t) convercjes

at the point t=^i of the circle of convergence (0,1), ire have for all

poaitive integral value.^ of n

Lim {\ -t)"
<f

"
'
(t)= (32)

1=1

This proposition, of course, ceases to have a particular meaning,

') Properly speaking it should be D/'D=<' ! but this comes to the same thing

as D^'-^ Di'. l)ecniisp ;f
- 0' i)-limos the subjert of operation is 7,!M0 for ^ = 0.
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if f = 1 is not a singular point of 7 (0, but if it is, the proposition

is not a matter of course.

Since, if the coefficients of the power-series in question are complex,

the two series formed separately by means of the real and of the

imaginary parts of those coefficients must both corjverge, we may

without loss of generality suppose the coefficients to be real

quantities. We then consider, together with the function

the function

where

(33)

Since .?„, as n becomes indefinitely large, approaches to a definite

limit s, the series (33) t)ehaves, so far as regards its terms for large

values of a, as the power-series of the function

s

and according to the reasoning of Cksako we have not only

1

lim f {I) :

but also

lim ƒ("

t=\ L
\t) (34)

(1 -tY+^

KiH'ther, from ?i-fold differentiation of the identity

rfit =(l-«)/u)
we obtain the new one

(1 — 0"</^'"'(t) _ (1— 0""t-\/''"^(0 (1 - 0"/^""^^(0

^7
"" ^ (n-l).' *

The limit of the right-hand side of the latter equation for t=\,
is, by (34), equal to zero for all positive integral ?i-values, and the

required formula (32) has thus been proved.

By substituting t = t' e^f we obtain : If the expansion in a power-

series of a function 7 {t) convertfes at the point t = e^'r of its circle

of convergence (0,1), then, for all positive integral vahies of n and

for real values of t' , we have

lim{\ -t'Y ffi"\t'e''f) =



Physics. - "Deduction of the third virial coefficient for material

points {eventually for ricjid spheres) j lohich exert central forces

on each other". By Prof. W. H. Kkksom and Mrs. i). Nordström-

VAN Lekuwen. (r-ommuiiication N". 3^? from (he Lal)oraton

of Physics and Physical Chemistry of the Veterinary College

at Utrecht). (Communicated by Prof. H. Kamkrlingh Onnks).

(Gommunicaled in the meeling of September 29, 1918).

§ i . introduction. This paper contains a continuation of the research,

started in Supplement N". 24(ï of the communications from the

physical laboratory at Leiden (These Proceed., June 1912), in which

the existing data on the virial coefficients B and C in Kamehmngh

Onnes' ') empirical equation of state*)

i
B C D E F\

/>^' = ^ 1 + --+-!+ -, -f -^ + -^ . . . • (1)
I V V V V V \

were compared with formulae, which can be derived for those

virial coefticients starting fiom different hypotheses on the structure

and mutual actions of the molecules.

In the preceding*) papers on this subject especially the second

viria! coefficient B was considered. In the present communication

the third virial coetiicient 6' will be treated. To that purpose there

will be derived in § 2 a general expression for this third virial-

coefTicient for material points (eventually rigid spheres) which exert

central forces on each other. In § 3 (' is calculated for the case

that the molecules (rigid spheres) do not attract each other. The thus

obtainea value is at the same lime the first term of a series of

ascending powers of T -^, in which (' can be developed for the

case that the attraction between the molecules varies with the

distance according to a law r - 9-t-i> (potential energy proportional to

7—?). In Comm. N°. 36 the development will be given for the next

two terms of this series foi' the laws of force i
—

^ and r^ ^.

These calculations had already been started, when the importaiu-e

i)"H. Kamerlingh Onnes. Comm. Leiden N". 71; These Proceed. June 1901.

Comm. N'\ 74; Arch. Néerl. (2) 6 (19Üli, p. 874.

») Gomp. H. Kamerlingh Onnes and W. H. Keesom. Die Znstandsgleichung.

Math. Enz. V 10. Leiden Suppl. N<>. 23 (1912), § 36.

») VV. H. Keesom. Comm. Leiden Suppl. N". 246 (These Proc. June 1912i,

25 (Sept. 1912), 26 (Oct. 1912), 39a (Sept. 1915), 396 (Oct. 1915), W. H. Keesom

and Miss C. van Leeuwen, Leiden Suppl. N". 39r (March 1916i.
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of the theoretical investigation of C was increased by a remark

of Holst'), who concinded from the investigations on the compres-

sibility, that for snbstances as water and ammonia the molecules of

which possess an electric moment such as that of a donblet, C is

negative in (he considered temperature interval, while for normal

substances 6' is found positive. A calcidation of (' for molecules

whose attraction Ts ecpnvaleni to that of a douldet at their centre

and a comparison of this result e.g. with that for molecules like

those considered in this communication or with that for (|uadruplets

will have to prove whether really the deviating behaviour of (' for

the substances mentioned n)ust be ascribed to the molecule possessing

an electric moment such as thai of a doublet. The calculation of 6'

for doublets and (juadruplets must however be postponed till later.

§ 2. Deduction of a yenen 1 1 e.i^pression for the third virin I coefficient

for material points inhich exert central forces on each other. This

deduction is analogous to that of the second virial coefficient for this

case given in Snppl. Leiden N'. 24ft § 5, which pai)er may be referred

to with respect to the method and the notations already used there.

Definition of the macro-complexion.

Generalizing (23) I.e., the 7i,, molecules in di\d>o^ will now be

distinguished in :

?iiia single molecules (with no other molecule within their sphere

of action),

Hii/,1 molecules belonging to pairs with a mutual distance between

r, and 7', -|- dr^,

'/iiiij molecules belonging to pairs with a mutual distance between

r, and r, -|- (h\

etc.

?iiie,,, molecules belonging to sets of three, the mutual distances

of which are resp. lying between /, and r, -f- dr^, r, and r, -|- dr^,

/•, and /'g -|- dr^,

etc. (2)

We define the group macro-complexion") by giving the numbers

//,,o . • . without attending to any individuality of the molecules.

The individual macro-complexion*) is defined as follows:

nwa definitely indicated molecules are single.

. ') G. Holst. Leiden Suppl. N". 41/". These Proceed. Jan. 1917, Holst points

there also to the importance of the knowledge of tlie behaviour of C for the deter-

mination of the molecular weight from the gas density, comp. also H. Kamerlingh
Onnes and W. H. Keesom. Die Zustandsgleichung. Leiden Suppl. W. 2.3 §§ 77—80.

-) Comp. Leiden Suppl. N^ 24a § 2 (These Proceed. .June 1912j.
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nnc\23 definitely indicated molecules belong to sets of three, the

mutual distances of which are )\ Uh\), i\ {di\), I's {di\),

etc.

Here we have not yet tixed in what way these ?<ii(.i2.5 molecules are

divided into sets of three, and which two molecules of each set of three

have the distance r, {di\) and which that r, {d)\).

The number of individual macro-complexions contained in the

group macro-complexion is:

w/
(3)

nilaf ^inb\- . . . • Wi u-123/ . • . .

The micro-complexion is detine<l in the way mentioned Su[)|)l. Lei-

den N». 24/; ^ 5.

Number of micro-complexions in the individual macro-complexion :

In di\ //, molecules are to be placed. First we place the /^i,, single

molecules. There are at the disposal of the

T'^f molecule

:

^ places

b

dv
2nH x! 1

—

Z)
— ^ jtt'

, where

• . (4)

has been wi-itten for the volume of the sphere of action,

S'"^' molecule : y. \\ — 2 —;— / places :

(here an amount ,i has been subtracted from b because of the

occurrence of a certain number of cases in which the spheres of

action of the molecules 1 and 2 partially overlap each other);

4'^'' molecule >c 1 - 3
b -2^

dv.
places, etc.

Thus the distribution of the nia molecules gives for the number

in question the factor

:

Calculation of /i: Call the hatched spherical segment .v (/',,).

Probability that molecule 2 has a distance

r,2 from 1 :

ine lacior

:

dv

\!\. 1.
From this we tind

2t

r4:7ir\^dr,.

39

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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As

3

2^
, >

„/„, \ (-8 ^ _S„ 4_ 1 -«3 )

we get

f=^ü^. •
• '«>

Then we place the nu,i molecules:

At the disposal of the first molecule are

i ^
)

H 1

—

riia-—) places,

where a term with ^ has been omitted, being Jiegligible for the

order of magnitude wanted
;

of the 2"*^^ molecule

:

here we must take into consideration that of the space at the

disposal of this molecule in the mean a certain part is occupied

bj one of the iim molecules; doing this we find for the number of

places at the disposal of the 2"^ molecule:

X '-

^ 1—7/1^ —ï-^^ '-1?^±2\ places;
di\

(
dv^

)

of the 3'*^ molecule

:

i
6 )

X 1— (nia+ 2)— places,

I
^"

1

1

etc.

Thus the placing of all the uih molecules (comp. Suppl. Leiden

N". 24A § 5) gives us the factor:

/ dvA I dvA

2—r^ 1/

(7)

ni6i n\b\\

dv, J i dv.

Now we are going to place the nici23 detinitelj fixed molecules,

belonging to sets of three, with the mutual distances 1\ {(Ir^), 1\ (dr,),

rj((/r,). In

—

-—'- ways these molecules can be combined to such
/ "lcl23 A

sets, where it has been taken into consideration that 3 fixed molecules

can form such a set in 3! different ways viz. J «^ v^^irh distance from

molecule 1 to molecule 2 = ?-,, distance 2 to 3 = r,, distance

1 to 3 = 7-3; 2"'Ulislauce 1 to 2 = ?\, distance 2 to 3 - r,, distance

1 to 3 ?
; etc.
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Now we calculate the miiTiber of places at the disposal of a

definite set of three, goinf> only until the required order of magnitude

:

molecule J : x ))la('es

molecule 2

:

dv.

molecule 3: at the disposal of this molecule is the Sjiace described

by the hatched pai-allelogram in revolving

about the hue 1, 2.

Contents
sin Y

Ink,.

The number of places in question is

V V
X. 2üt ~— d)\di\

tlierefore ; ,wiiere the relation

has been used.

The nu molecules thus give the factor:

«ici23-' /^S.-t" r^r^r^ dr^dr^dr^\ ^

rfr
(8)

where the sign of multiplication has to be extended over all possible

combinations r,. i\, i\.

The number of jnicro-complexions in the group macro-complexion,

\V, is now obtained by multiplication of (3) by the product of the

factors (5), (7), and (8), taken for each of the volume elements

(li\, dv„ etc.

From this we derive

In W 71 nn In Mil,,

— 2.- ^ n'la —
,/„ dv

.

«iiM In n\\b\ •

b

n\irvj^ \nn
I I, .123

di> dv. j„ dv

do dv.^ dv dr

n\i\ n\i,\— in n,„ -^ +

nu,\ ,
4,'rrjVri nii\ nui , _ , , v

^ 2 dv, 2 dv, '^ '' ^

4- i 2: I «|rl23 In >'|rl23 — I "Icl23 +
dv diydriidri\_

wici23 ,
247t' r^r^r^ dr,dr,dr^

+ -1— in —-.
3 «?'',-

+ (9)

39*
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The state of equilibriiiin :

As ill Siippl. Leiden N». 246 ^ 5: — ff{i\) may represent tlie

potential energy with respect to the mutual forces for a pair of

molecules with the mutual distance r,, where for Vj > r (f{)\)=0.

For a set of three molecules the total potential energy is:

_ <p (r„ r„ r,) =: - \rf{r,) f ^(r.) f c;(0|, ... (10)

where we assume, that the attraction between two 'molecules is not

changed by the presence of a third molecule.

The condition for the energy is then:

Hz= S^n^,n,.\-h^^nii](f{i\)-^:S ^ iii,yi-i<P{r^,r,,r,) — const {l\)

d>' dw di) (Ir (/" t/'i'/raf/r,

For the state of equilibrium we then find after some reductions

e.g. for the distribution of the molecu^les into single molecules, into

molecules belonging lo pairs, into molecules belonging to sets of

three, with the required degree of approximation:

na=n\[ r^--j-hP^2P-'^E-S)\
n 11

V V

n' \
n

V \ V
ni^-\P { ~{l>P-'iP'-R)\, ' (12)

n
Uc = - 'S,

V

where passing tVom summations to integrals:

(13)

'''i''i'''»'i24:Jt^i\i\i\ di\dr^dr^.

Deducing further the entropy, then the free energy i|' and from

this the pressure, we finally find for the second virial coeflicient:

B~V,n{h-P) (H)

analogous with Siippl. Leiden N". 246 equation (40), and for the

third :

C — \n'' {^h'-?>bP+2,P'-\-'6R-2S) .... (15)

§ 8. Developmenl for rigid spheres inithout attraction. As first
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case for the development of 6' according to (15) and (13) we put

(p{r) = — 00 for r <^ r/ . . . . . . (16)

Y(r) = for T>r>fT (17)

with which case we have to do when we consider rigid spheres

with diameter o- which do not attract each other. We must then

obtain the same resnlt found for the tirst time in another way by

Jager ^) as a second volnme correction in van der Waals' eqnation

of state. Notwithstanding this the calculation based upon the general

expression (15) we have derived above, will be discussed here rather

in details, because the term obtained here may be considered as

the first of the development of C in ascending powers of h for

(f{r) = ci—y. The calculation of the following in the next commu-
nication may then be discussed more shortly.

As also for /• ^ t (f{r) = 0, the quantity t must evidently vanish

from the resnlt.

We easily find that for (([r) according to (16) and (17):

where the quantities P and R have been marked with an index J

in order to indicate that these values are the fii-st terms in the

development in ascending powers of k for (/{>) =z cr—'i.

(18)

For the calculation of *S'j = I I I 24jr^ >\i\i'„ di\di\di\ it may l)e

museful that 2.t I I
-^* (lt\d}\ represents the space at the disposal of

molecule 3, when of the set of three the molecules 1 and 2 have

already taken their places.

The mutual distances may be thus numbered that

Now two parts of the domain of integration must be distinguished :

1. 2r>r,>r.
The sets of three belonging to this part must still be subdivided

into:

a. r,—T ^ (7,

h. 1\—x<^a.

We suppose namely t ^ %i, so that the case r, <^ In need not

be considered heie.

Let as consider in details case a :

') G. Jager. Wien Sitz.-Ber. ['2u\ 105 (1896), p. 15, 97. Vov further literature

see H. KXmerlinüh Onnes and W. H. Keesom. Die Zustandsgleichuug § 40(i.
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In Fig. 3, where A and B
are the centres of the molecules

1 and 2, so that AB = i\,

the hatched spherical segment

represents the space disposable

for molecule 3. The volume of

this segment is:

Multiplication by 12 ni\^d)\ and integration between t -\- o and

2t gives for the contribution to S^

:

n'

12
\\lr'- 30r*^- 3t^^- + 20T»rt' + 3tV/^—6to*

b. Now not the whole sphe-

rical segment CDFE of Fig. 3

is at the disposal of molecule

3, but only the part of it that

% is not overlapped by the sphere

of distance of molecule 2 (sphere

BG), which part has been

represented hatched in fig. 4^).

After integration with respect

{30t%j \ '6rUf -20r''ö*— 39r'<J^4-6Tr>'4-3f)«

to i\ between t and r -\- <i this gives:

12

2. r>r, >o.
This part too must again be subdivided, this time into:

a. T ^ ]\ > 'la.

b. 2ö > r, > o.

a. The space disposable for molecule 3 (the hatched part in Fig.

5) is now bounded by: sphere AB with i-adius ;\ (as /•, ^ yj, plane

CDG (as r, ^ /,), and sphere BF with radius a (sphere of distance

of molecule 2). Conli-ibution to >S\ after integration with respect to

r, between 2 o and r -.

rr/

12
}5t«— 32T'(j=+ l«T'ö'-136a'''

b. Space at the disposal of molecule 3 bounded in the same way

as sub a\ now sphere BF cuts, however, the plane CDF, so that

only an annular space (hatched) is left.

i) in drawing this figure the supposition r < 2(7 has been neglected.
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Contribution to *S\ after integration between o and 2o:

c

12
162ö«

Adding the fonr contributions we tind :

(19)

Frono (14) we see tiiat (ascribing to the index 1 the same signi-

ficance as above)

:

= T\n^(^n<fr. \

•••••• (20)

This result agrees with that first found by Jagek I.e. intro-

ducing namelj the quantity 6„- from the equation of slate of van

DER Waals :

2 • T •'" '

we find for (20): C\ = - b^\ the agreement of which result
8

with that of Jager is e.g. evident by comparison with Die Zustands-

gleichung 1. c. ^ 40«.



Physios. — " Deve/o/nnent of tke third viiidl coefficientfor material

points {erentiKilhj rigid spheres), ivhich exert central attracting

forces on each other proportional roith r^^ or y—^." By Prof.

W. H. Kkksom and Mrs 0. Nordstrom-van Lekuvven. ((/ommii-

iiicatioii N". 36 from the Lal)oratorj of PlijsifS and Physical

Cheiiiislry of the Veterinary College at Utreclit). (Connnuni-

cated by Prof. H. Kamkrlingh Onnks).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 29, 1918).

§ 1. Ill Conini. N°. 'Aa a general expression was found for the

third virial coefficient for material points (eventually rigid spheres),

which exei't central forces on each otliei', while as a special case

the value of 6' was derived from that foiinula for spheres without

attraction. As has been remarked already theie the value of C' found

for this case may at the same lime be considered as the first term

in the development of C according to ascending powers of T ' for

a law of force /• ''z+i) (potential energy i)roportional with /-'?).

In this communication some of the next terms of that develop-

ment into a series will be calculated for (/=4 (^2) and (/=5 (§3).

§ 2. Development for rigid spheres ivith attraction proportioiial

loith 7'^. Instead of (17) of the preceding communication we now put

:

r/(r)=^ for T>r>,T (21)^)
r*

and develop the exponential factor in P, R, and *S according to (13)

according to ascending powers of h, indicating the succeeding terms

by indices.

In the same way C splits up into:

C=C,-^C,^ C\ . . . . . . (22)

C, has been calculated already in Comm. NV 3r/ ^ 3, see e(pi. (20).

With a view to C, we must calculate:

S, = 24 rr^ he ffiy-^-^ ''^ 4 '^ j
dr, dr, dr,.

The domain of integration is divided in the same way as in § 3

1) The equations have been" numbered in continuation of those of Comm. N". 3a.
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of Comm. N°. 3*^/. For the domain sub 1, for which ?•, ^ t and thus

</? (?'j) = 0, the last term in the brackets of S, must be omitted.

As to the integrations with respect to /', and r, in the domain

ib we must still discern between:

and

in the same waj in 2a between :

«: >•. >^>r,— Ö

and

In the following table the different integration limits have been

collected for the succeeding integrations with respect to i\, ?•,, and i\ :

Integration

with

respect

to
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where for domain 1 (he 3"', 5''', and 6''' terms between the brackets

must be omitted. Performing the calculation in the same way as for

C, we find :

( T* t' 1 66 1 \

( o <1 a or T
I

a' Ö» 18 T 6 r )

r-+*7' + lF'"r-=i-7

(26)

while

P J TT A*r»

(27)

(28)

i
t' 1 1

SO that finally

C,=^7i' . .T'Av](24/n2 - V^3) + - -j-

( o- or t'

3(T' 36 T 12 T
-f- hi -; /7l

Remarkable is that the radius t of the sphere of action does no

longer occur in C\. Developing the logarithmic terms in (28) according

,. a
to ascending powers of — we obtain

T

C,=i n\zt^h\^ i !(24/n 2 - V^) _ ^ ^ • .
-S

• • (29)
O' T

SO that evidently the attractive forces excited by the molecules on

each other over mutual distances greater than a certain distance t,

furnish a contril)utioM to 6',, the ratio of which to the total term

is of the same order of magnitude as that in which the forces

decrease at an increase of the mutual distance from a to t.

If now we put r = oo, we find, adding (20), (25) and (29) and

introducing the potential energy at contact

<^'=A-^»'(l-'f(j')Ml-|(19-24/w2)Ar + ^(3840/«2 -2453) (Ar)^ .]

or

C = ^n' (I -T a')' |1 — 1,418 /ir + 1,566 (Ar)* .. .| . . (30)

1
^^ ''^=1

—

7fT, ^p being the well known constant of Planck, this

gives us the first term in the development of C according to

ascending powers of T~^.
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^ 3. Development for rigid spheres with attraction proportional

luith r~^. Performing the calculation as in § 2, but now with

(p{r)=- for T>r><j. . . . (31)
r

we find

:

C^ = — \n^ .n^hca \

[
1 32 12 f

16 2 ^ö' 8 40 T-Ö,

The radius of the sphere of action neither occurs here in C,,

while the development of 6', according to ascending powers of -
r

induces the same remark as was made in ^ 2 concerning the contri-

bution furnished by the attractive forces for greater mutual distances.

For T = 00 we obtain :

C=jSn'{^:xoy\\ -f/a +(W4V-48/n2)(/nf .. \\

or
[

. . (33)

C=:^«^(-|jrö')'jl — 1,2/m? + 0,809(/mO' • ] )

§ 4. In order to represent the dependency of C on the tempe-

rature more in details and to compare this for the two laws of

force discussed in this paper, we shall introduce a temperature

characteristic of each gas as a reduction temperature ^). As the series

for B found Suppl. Leiden N°. 246 § 3 eq. (42) converges still

sufficiently i-apidiy at the BoYLR-poinf, this point suggests itself

as reduction temperature.

For y (r) = cr equation (42) Suppl. Leiden N". 246 becomes:

B=^BJ,i~^hv~^{hvy-^^{hvY ...\ . . . (34)

where B^ represents the value of B for A = 0, viz. for 7'= oo.

From (34) we find for the BoYi,E-point for which B =z \

(Av)b = 0,3223.

T ^
Writing now t(B) tor -^ -, wheie Tb is the Bovi-E-temperature, so

that r(B; represents the reduced temperature with respect to the

BoYLE-point as reduction-temperature, we find for (34)

B=B^\ 1—0,9669 t-/ — 0,0312 t^'J^
— 0,0019 t^^^ ... } . (35)

1) Comp. H. Kamerlingh Onnes and VV. H. Keksom. Die Zustandsgleichung.

Leiden Suppl. N». 23 § 386.
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-2
while (30) becomes:

C=^CJl-0Ab7t-^^^ + 0,163 r(3^ ...i

b. For (f {>•) = c)—^ we obtain :

(Ar)B = 0.6070

B= B^ |l-0,9105t(7^5 — 0.0789t-^— 0.0093r-^- O.OOlO '-^^'^..

(;= C^j I -0,728 r^-; + 0,298 '-^...|. .

c. Ill (ig. I B and 6' have been represented as functions of

t(ii) according to the above formulae, while />^ , resp. C'^ have been

taken = 1.

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

Fig- 1.

We see tiiat within the represented range of temperature C is

j)0sitive. 6' decreases with rising temperature, in a considerably less

degree however than B.

How the behaviour will be towards lowei- temperatures it is

impossible to say before more terms of Jhe developments into series

will have been calculated. When following terms do not change

this result, the terms here calculated would cause a minimum of 6', ^)

after which 6' would rise again, so that it is not improbable that C
remains positive up to a domain of considerably lower temperatures

than those to which fig. J refers.

While for the two laws of force considered the curves of B are

nearly the same above the BoYLK-point, the coefficient 6' decreases

with the tonperature for q = 5 much more rapidly than for ^ =: 4,

at least in the beginning.

1) Gomp. the representation of the values of C for helium in H. Kamerlingh
Onnes and \V. H. Keesom. Die Zustandsgleichung. Leiden. Suppl. N". 23, § 88, Fig. 15.



Mathematics. — "-On the nuuiher of dei^iee.^ of freedom of the

i/eodetica/ly iiiovlng sjjsteiti and the enclodny eucJidlan space

loith the least possible nuinher of dhnenslons' . By I^-of. J. A.

ScHOUTKN. ((Jomiiiunicated by Prof. J. Cardinaal).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 25, 1918).

Suppose k to be a non-special curve in a Unite part A'„ of a

general space of n dimensions, containing no singnlar points and

where onl>' one geodetic line exists between two arbitrary points.

Assuming in a point on k a system of n mutnallj independent

directions, we can move this system geodetically along k.

This geodetic moving can be geometrically defined in the following

1/ 1 i 1 J • . ,.
n{ii-\- 1)

way. An can always be placed m a euclidian space of

dimensions, without changing its linear element. There exists in this

space a space Yn developable on a euclidian space of n dimensions,

tangent to Xn in k. The geodetically moving directions will now
coincide at any moment with the directions moving parallel to

themselves in the euclidian space Yn. It appears analytically that

the known covariant differential of a directed quantity e.q. a vector

is a common differential judged from a geodetically moving system

of directions. Hence if v is a vector stationary with respect to this

system, v satisfies the differential-equation

:

or in co-ordinates

:

dv' 4- \v^ dx" = 0,

I >^ I

ami this equation then gives the analytical definition of the notion

geodetic moving. ') A geodetic line is characterised by the property

that its lijiear element forms at every point the same angles with

a system moving geodetically along the line.

') The covariant notations in this paper are the customary ones, but the contra-

variant characteristic numbers of tlie linear element rfx are written contravariant

agreeing to G. Hesslnberg, but contrary to G. Ricci and T. Levi Givita. For the

invariant notations, the here used direct analysis, cl'. 'Ueber die direkte Analysis

der neueren Relativitatstheorie", a paper presented to the "Koninkl. Akademie v.

W." together with this note. (Verb. Vol. 12 N'. 6).
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Starting from a point O a system of directions is now geodeticallj

moved along a closed curve. On returning (o the system will

generally appear to have lotated. Dependent on the choice of the

o

curve it is generally possible to obtain in this manner oo " positions

of the system. If this number is for one point and hence for

every point of the area oo'^', we call N the iminber of degrees of

freedom of the geodetically moving system. Now the following

theorem exists:

I. The. number of dimensions of the etic/idian space, in ivhich a

given space X,, may be placed, tuithout changing its linear element,

is at most equal to the number of degrees of freedom belonging to

the geodetically moving system increased with n.

We will prove this theorem. If the number of degrees of freedom

n(n— 1)
is smaller than — , there will remain invariant /• mutually per-

feotly perpendicular^directions of />,,/>,,/>,,— dimensions />i+. • • .-\-pr=n

(by direction of two dimensions or 2-direction we mean a plane

direction, etc.). The number of possibilities exactly corresponds to

the number of manners, in which n can be written as the sum of

whole positive numbers. We imagine the r invariant directions

marked once for all in (). The system then may be brought in

every point of A„, always by geodetically movitig. The invariant

/j^-direction, J
=z\ . . . . , r, will then define at eveiy point a />^-direction,

and it is the question whether these directions will compose a system

H—p .

of OD "^ curved spaces Pj of pj dimensions. This is a Pfaffian

problem in a general space.

We select a definite invariant direction, say the p^-direction, and for

convenience, sake we shall write p for pj. If wenow define the /^direction

belonging to this direction at every point by the simple /j-vectors,

^v = V, . . . Yp, which all pass into one another by geodetically moving

and likewise the perfectly perpendicular {n—/j)-direction to this,

by ,w = w, . . . Wy, q = 71 —p, then :

'

d jj\ z= , d gV/ = 0,

hence

:

7 ^,v = , V ^w = 0.

It is worth mentioning, that the vectors Yi-, k = 1, . .
. , p, do not

pass into each other by geodetically moving and hence (ivA; =|= 0. The

same holds good for W/, /=! q. If now the linear element
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be Jx, the usiml formulation of a problem as under consideration,

is as follows. ^)

Given the pn functions of x\ . . . . , .v"

:

vic\ . • . . , vjc" ; k = I, . . : . , p

(the contravariant characteristic numbers of the vectors v), and the

qn functions

:

'<>/,

,

»v.i ; /= 1 ,...., 9

(the covariant characteristic numbers of the vectors w), satisfying the

relation

:

1,....»

_i v]e' Wi, —

equivalent to '

.

v/c . w/ = 0,

we ask, when the system of the total differential-equations

dx^ . . . . dx"
I

V,' .... v/' =

«V . . . v/
I

equivalent to

d\ Vi . . . V;, =
is perfectly integrable.

If r and s are two vectors, Ijing in the /^-vector ^,v, and con-

sequently satisfying the relations:

w/.r=:0 , w/.s = , I T= \, , . . ,^ q

which is. equivalent to:

1, ...,/t l,...,n

2 iviyr^- 1=0 , ^ wi, s^ = , /= 1, , , . ., <y,

but being otherwise arbitrary, the conditions of integrability are, as

known :

rf-s- = 0; lz=l, . . , ,, q.
ox •' da?/"

These equations are generally covariant') and are equivalent to:

r^s'^. V^w/=0; I = \, • , q

1) Cf. e.g. E. VON Weber, Vorlesungen über das PPAFF'sche Problem, pages 93 and f.f.

dioia dwiv
2) Owing to the circumstance that the expression -^—^ — -^— is generally

COvariant.
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Now it follows from this mode of notation that they niay be

replaced by the invariant equation :

r ^ s 2 V ^ (w, . T . . W9) = r ^ s '•: V ^ yw = 0,

or, as follows from the preceding, still more simplified without

making use of two auxiliary vectors:

p
2 y _ ^w = 0.

')

But this equation is idenlically true, V^./W being a mulliple-

sum of isomers of 7,/W, and v,,w being zero.

As the plane tangent-spaces of' pj dimensions, in the various

points of the spaces Fj have /^^-directions, which by means of geo-

detic motion pass into each other and in the invariant />^-direction

in 0, but never in any other direction, two spaces /^^ can Iheiefore

never intersect. A geodetic line in A'„, which has a linear element in

common with a detinite space Fj, is apparently altogether contained

in that space and in that space it is geodetic too. Hence two different

spaces Pj can never be tangent to one another. Thei-efore we call the

spaces Pj parallel ones. As any geodetic line having two points in

common with a l*j space, falls completely within that space, which

will be proved later on, we call a /j space geodetic. The ?• obtained

systems of parallel geodetic spaces P^, . . . , P, are at every point

of X„ perfectly perpendicular to each other.

We shall first contemplate the case r = 2, ƒ;,=/>, j)^z=q. The

parameter-spaces ct\'

n

—1 dimensions of the primitive variables x\ ... ,.r^,

are placed thus that each of I hem contains oo" /' ' spaces l\ those

of .<;/'+ 1, ..., .1" likewise with legard to the spaces Q. At every

point we place the mutually perfectly perpendicidar />- resp. (/-vectors

^,v and fjw. The measure-vectors e\, x=: !,...,/> are then situated

in j,Y and for the measure-vectors q\„, ft = /> -|- 1, . . . , ?i the same

holds good with regard to ,,w. Because e'x ± e'„ we have

x=:l, . . . , p

ƒ! = ƒ> -I- 1 , . . . . , tJ

hence the quadratic form ds^ may be written thus:

ds* = ^ g,:, dx' dx' -\- 2 g,,y dx." dx"

Now may be demonstrated, that <^y, is independent of .f/'+* ,..., .r",

and likewise ƒ/,,, is independent of ./•',..., .r>'. It is always possible

to choose a scalar k as function of x\ . . . , .i-", so that :

^) This equation can also be obtained very easily by means of the direct analysis

used here. Another form of the same equation is

:

,w 1 (v 1 /-v) = 0.



Consequently

«11

Vke, . . . Q/j — (Vk) (Ci . . . C/,) -\- k 2 ^ {&. Cx) (e, . . . e._i a e.+i . . . e^,) = 0.
/

By complete transvection with:

C/, . . . . Cx+i e« Cx— 1 . • . • Ci Cv

all the terms except the {yi -\- l)-{h give zero, hence:

d \ ü = 1, . . . . , p
üy =

Now

and

thus

a^ a^ji ==: a^v «v. ^vx ö!u.j

=
ttfj^y, ttv + a,J, Ovx= W.

Hence the linear element in the Q spaces is independent of

x'^, . . . , .vP ; the corresponding property of the P spaces i-elative

to ,tP~^^, .... .r" is similarly demonstrated.

This property can^^lso be expressed in the following manner.

II. Jf in a general space Xn is placed a system of co'^^i' parallel

geodetical spaces of p dimensions P., having perfectly perpendicular

to it a system of qpp similar spaces Q of n—p dimensions, a figure

in a definite P-space loill be congruently projected by the Q-spaces

on all the other P-spaces.

For p=l this is the well-known property that the distance of two

definite Q-spaces measured along the P-lines is constant. So we can

here introduce in this case for primitive variable xMhe curve length

measured along these lines from a definite space, the spaces remain-

ing parameter-spaces. Hence the linear element may then be expressed

in the following way :

« 2,...,u

ds^ =. dx^ -4- 2 . g^-^ dxi^ dx"

in which the <7^v do not depend on x^ . ').

As, however, a quadratic differential form in n—1 variables can

^) This formula has already been derived by T. Levi Givita. Nozione di parallelismo

in una varieta qualunque e consequente specificazione geometrica della curvatiira

Riemanniana. Rend, di Pal. 4i2 (17).

40

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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n{n— 1)
always be written as a sum of — quadrates of complete diffe-

n (n— 1)
rentials, ds^ can be reduced to a sum of — + 1 similar qua-

drates. Hence the space A',; can be placed in this case in a eucli-

dian space of

n(n-l) (n-l)(n -2)

2 ^ 2

dimensions. As the number of degrees of freedom of the geodetic

moving system amounts exactly to

(n^l)(n-2)

2

the required proof has been furnished.

If we now return to the case r=2, />j=:/), (j^=zq, the number

p{p—\) q{q— 1)
of degrees of freedom is -|- —

—

. The quadratic form

breaks u|) into two forms, which may be written as a sum of

q{q^-\) p(p+l)—
-^ resp. — quadrates. Therefore the space A„ can be

placed within a euclidian space of

p{p±}).q(qA-l) p{p-l)
.

q{q-l)
.—2~" + ~2"~=-^— ^-2~" "^ "

dimensions, and here again the required proof has been furnished.

The case 9 > 2 may be reduced to the preceding one. For this

purpose the differential form is divided into two. The spaces of one

of the systems, say P,, then again contain themselves at Jeast two

perfectly perpendicular systems of pai-allel geodetic spaces. Then

the second part of the differential form is once more divided etc.

If owing to the existence of the P;-systera the division of the

differential form is:

2 2 2 2 2 3

ds* = & ^, dx= ap ^. dx + &g ^. dx,

in which a^, and a, are the ideal radices of the two parts of the

fundamentaltensor a*, the differential equation of a geodetic line

will be :

Sijj compossing itself only of the measure vectors e[ , . . . , e'p

> >

and a^ only of e^+i, . . . , e„, we have:
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from which the property is inferred :

III. I7i the proposition made in formulating II the projection of

a geodetic line by means of Q spaces on a P space^ or vice versa,

is, as far as existent, a geodetic one itself.

If two points A and B are situated in a P space P^, the pro-

jections of these points on all spaces coincide. Hence the projections

on a Q space of the line AB geodetic in A„ passes twice through

the same point, being at the same time geodetic in Q, which is only

possible when that projection has degenerated into a point. But

then the geodetic line AB must be situated altogether in a P space,

e.g. in the present case in P^.

Hence any geodetic line, having two points in common with a

P-space, is entirely contained in that space.

40*



Mechanics. — ,,Bemerkiingen Uhev die Bezielmngen des dk S\ttv.r'schen

Koordinatensysteins B zu der allgemeinen Welt konstanter

posiiiver Krilmmung." By Prof. Fklix Klein.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 29, 1918).

1. Icli gelie ziinaclist von dem spharischein Falle aus niid setze

:

%' + n' + r - •'' + «>' = R\

wo das -\- Oder — Zeiclien geiten soil, je naclidem wir einen

,,Ranmli('lien" oder „Zeitliclien" Vector messen. Der Uebergang ziun

elliptisc'liem Falle erfolgl am einfac.hsten, indem wir setzen:

_i2s _Rn _R^ _Rv
10

'

OJ Oi tu

2. Dann will ich von vorn herein betonen, dan die so definierte

Welt bei 10'" homogenen linearen Snbstitutionen der g, ri, 5, r, to —
also bei oo" Kollineationen der ,r, y, z, u (welohe ^^ + y* -\- z^ —
— ?*" -|- /?" = in sich überführen) — in sich übergeht.

3. Den Uebergang zum de SiTTER'schen ds^ mache ich nun so,

dass ich setze

:

%z= Rsm ^ cos y,

^l
=z R sin 0- sin (p cos tp,

^ -^ R sin ^ sin (p sin ip,

ct

V -^ R cos ^ sin h —

,

ct

o) = Rcos ih cos h —

,

R
(unter sin/t, cosh gewöhnliclie hyperbolische Fnnktionen verstanden).

4. Weiter wird also

ct V u
tan A — rr: — =z —

,R Oi R
woraus

ct

R=^<^h'<m
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Dabei siiul «j -|- r = O, o)— r =r O irgeiid zwoi Tangenlial-ebeiieii,

welohe niaii (liiicli den Koordinatenanfniigspiinkt an dein Gebilde

?"
-f-

>;' -|- S*
— r' -f~

"^* = ^^ legen kaïui ; / i8t der in geeigneter Maass-

eiidieit gemesseno ,,|)i-()jektive Winkel" ini Büscliel

;. ((O i r) f
(i{o)— r) = 0.

5. In Uebereinstinimnng daniil vvinl / = — oo, bezw. / = -[- oc,

wenn o» -|- i' = O oder co— v = O ; versch winden beide Ansdiücke,

so wird t nnbestinnnt ^). t isf uur in dem Aiisschniftf, der vier-

dimensionalen Welt reel/, fiir den nosltiv is; jensells irird es
u)— r

iwagindr.

6. ds* behalt seine Form bei oo* Transformat ionen, namlich wenn

man

(^) é, '*l, S beliebig orthogonal snbstituiert,

b) t durcli t -\- const, ersetzt.

Mit Rücksiclit anf 2 gibt es also in der Welt (1) oo" ,,üe SiTTER'schen

Uhren".

7. Da ist es nnn sehr amusant sicli ansznmalen, wie sicli zwei

Beobachter nnterhalten würden, die mit zwei verschiedenen de Sittkk-

schen ühren ansgestattet sind. Ereignisse, die fiir den einen in der

Ewigkeit liegen, sind füi- den anderen znganglicli, und nmgekehrt,

ja der eine erlebt Ereignisse, welche dei' andere für imaginar hall.

8. Dies alles sind znnachst selbstverstandlich nnr mathematische

Spekulationen, ob der Physiker sie anfnehmen will steht anf einen»

anderem Blatte.

^) Dies ist aber nur eine Singulaiilat der Koordinate t, niclil der zu Grunde

liegenden Mannigfalligheit (1).



Physics. — "()n friction in connexion loitli Brownian movement"

.

Bj Dr. 0. PosTMA. (Communicated bj Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 29, 1918).

§ 1. The dittereiit de(iiKMioiis of the mean displacement of a

suspended particle caused bv the Brownian movement in a certain

time, can be divided into two groups. In the deductions of the first

kind the forces acting on the particle are divided into accelerating

and retarding forces, in those of the second kind this difference is

not made.

To the deductions of the tlrst group belongs that of Einstkin, the

second one of von Smoluchowski, that of Langevin and that of dk

Haas—Lorentz (bv the method of Einstein and Hopf). To those of

the second group belongs the first deduction of von Smoluchowski,

that of Van uek Waals and Snethlagk and that of Snkthlage (given

in her dissertation) 'j "•').

In the theories first mentioned a retarding force (friction) has been

assumed proportional to the radius of the particle, which is consi-

dei-ed as a sphere and has the velocity v. The applied formula

W^ i^ T^av is (ieduced in hydrodynamics on the supposition that

at the surface of the [)article the fluid has the same velocity

as this. All theories of the first kind come to the result that the

mean square of the displacement (A-) is inversely proportional to

i and proportional to a.

The theories of the second kind give the result: A* proportional

to t and inversely proportional to «' and to the density q *).

It is however not to the resolution of the forces into accelerating

') See: G. L. de Haas - Lorentz "Die Brownsche Bewegung", die Wissenschaft

1913, J. D. VAN DER Waals Jr. and Miss A. Snethlage: "The theory of tlie

Brownian movement". These Proceedings Vol. XVIII, p. 1322 and A. Snethlage:

' Molecular-kinetic phenomena in gases, especially the Brownian movement".

Amsterdam 1917.

*) Kecently Van der Waals Jr. gave still a theory in which, though in a some-

what different form, the two kinds of forces are found back. (These Proc. XX
p. 1254.

^) The first result gives the best agreement with the investigations of Snethlage.
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and retarding ones that tliebe different i-esults must be ascribed.

This is evident from considerations of von Smot-uchovvski, who, thongh

assnniing such a resistance proportional to v, obtained the second

residts by simply taking tiiis resistance propoitial to a/' and (,>.

The reason of the difference lies in the assumptions on the sliding

at the surface. Without sliding the resistance is found proportional

to (I, and not to a* and <>. As long as the velocities of the mole-

cules may be considered as independent of liiose of the particle,

the assumption W proportional to Qa'v is the more natural one.

The number of collisions is then proportional to the surface of

the particle and the density, while the total force is also proportional

to V by the added opposite influences of the forces on the fore-

and back-side, each of which is pro[)orti()nal to the square of the

relative velocity. This resistance has been calculated by Cunningham ^),

who found : | a*vn
{M-\-m)h

When howevei- the velocity of the molecules depends on that of

the particle the relative velocity v can again depeud on a, so that the

dependency on a becomes different from that in the preceding formula.

It is therefore evidently not true that the assumption of a resisting

force, represented by ^/;= />i; should be connected with the supposition

that there is no sliding.

It is the last assumption that is of importance here.

Van per Waals and Snkthlagk have objections to this assump-

tion. When the molecules of the fluid participate in the motion of the

particle, the velocities of the molecule are no longer independent

of the velocity of the particle, which should however be the case

in the here existing state of statistic equilibrium. This participation

of the motion would e.g. be possible in the case of the fall of a

particle under the influence of giavitation, but not here in that of

the Brownian movement.

Here it may be remarked however, that Just by the resolution of

the forces into accelerating and retarding ones an analogous case has

been created. The accelerating forces take the place of gravitation.

The action of the molecules on the particle is resolved into an acci-

dental, irregular one, which may be regarded as the cause of the

motion and a regular, resisting one which represents the friction.

When we consider <( font/ time there is statistical equilibrium.

There is however a continual transformation of energy of the

') E. Cunningham: "On the Velocity of Steady Fall of Spherical Particles through

Fluid Medium". Proc. Roy. See. Ser. A. Vol. 83 p. 357. 1910.
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molecules by the irregular, accelerating forces into molar energy of

(lie particle, and of this again by the resisting forces into molecular

energy.

Also I he molecular velocities are <is a whole independent of

those of the particle, but the molecules can be dixided into a large

majority the mean velocity of which differs too little from that of the

particle, and into smallercomplexes whose velocities dilFei- too much from

that. The first gi'oup Joins the motion of the particle, the second

causes the accelerating forces. These forces, however, are not only

caused by accidental deviations of the velocity, but also by accidental

deviations of density. The relative dimensions of the molecules,

the particles and the free path agree with the above considerations.

While the order of magnitiule of the molecules is 1 ()"'', we generally

find for that of the particles about J0~^, the free path in the fluid

being of the order 10~^. We thus can represent the dimensions of

the molecules and the particles on a scale by I mm and J dm,

while then the free path would become 1 cm. As a rough approxi-

mation we may assume that in a fluid 10^ molecules are acting at

the same time on the particle (of the same order of magnitude as

the ruimber that can cover the whole surface) and in a gas lü\

The collisions which keep the particle in motion are therefore due

to accidentally arising complexes of these molecules.

§ 2. Now we find for (he mean distance travelled by a particle

/?7' 1

Einstein's formula A'' = — .t, when we take for the friclional

resistance n^=6.-rCr/r. This value has been deduced by Stokes on

the assumption that the fluid is incompressible and that there is not

any sliding at the surface, while the velocity may not be too great.

It is however questionable, whether it is a allowed to assume this

absence of sliding.

Cunningham has tried the supposition that the velocity of the fluid

at the surface of the particle is kv, so that the relative velocity of

the particle with respect to the adjoining fluid would be v— kv.

Stokes' formula would then give for the resistance W ^=:Q:i^akv.

Cunningham now calculated this k in the following way.

As has been mentioned above he found for the resistance by

II- -1 ^
I X fiMm

purely kinetic considerations the value - a^vn I / ; where
3 1/ {M-\rm)h

V represents the relative velocity. This would now become
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1

^a^'iv—kv\\/ (wlieii at the same time m is iiegleoted with

respect lo J/). He now equalizes tins value to llie value ^n%akv

derived from pheuomeiiological considerations, and lluis finds an

equation from vvliicli k can be calculated.

In my opinion, liowBNer, there are several objections to this way

of calculation. The assnmptions on which the deductions of the two

expressions are based are not the same; the results refer theiefore

to different cases and need not be ecpial. In his kinetic con'ijidera-

tions CrNNiNGHAM supposed namely, that the colliding molecules

possess Maxweli/s partition of velocities, viz. in the gas or the fluid

there is no internal friction (this depends on the deviations from

Maxweli/s pai'tition), while moreover colliding molecules exei-t only

normal forces on the particles viz. there is no external friction.

In the case of Stokes' formula on the contrary there is an inter-

nal friction and the fluid exerts also lateral forces on the body.

In my opinion it is therefore impossible by equalization of the two

results to obtain a relation which has any significance. Moreover

there is still the inner contradiction in the kinetic deduction between

a uniform transformation of velocity kv and the assumption of a

purely elastic collision. For this reason no great importance may

( ^V'
be ascribed to the tinal result: If = Bvgn'?;! 1 -|- 1,63 — I •

Instead of assuming a uniform motion of the fluid with the sphere

to an amount kv it might be preferable to suppose the normal velocity

of the fluid to be equal to that of the pai'ticle, the tangential one

being different and a friction existing proportional to the relative

tangential velocity.

The resistance of a sphere under this assumption has been calcu-

lated by Lamb and by Basset ')• The first of these uses in his

deduction the dissipation function (with the aid of the property : in

a fluid the energy transformed into heat = the work of the forces

necessary to entertain the motion) ; the other one follows a direct method

by calculating the pressure at the surface. The two results however

I _^ 4 -^ + 6 T-
do not agree exactly. Lamb finds: TJ =i^n^av

(-1)'

1) See: Horace Lamb "A Treatise on the Math. Theory of the Motion of

Fluids". Gambr. 1879 p. 230 ilnot reprinted in the later issues) and A. B. Basset,

•A Treatise on Hydrodynamics" Gambr. 1888 II p. 270.
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and Basset: W^6:^^av -, where ^ is the coefficient of external

friction. The second expression is also equal to: 6nL,av

(-èJ

so that the difference between the results is: G:rz^v

'+4
A mistake suggests itself in the indirect method and seeking for it

we are led by the remark that the two values become equal when

/i = and when i? ^ oo viz. when there is no friction and when
there is no sliding.

In both cases the friction does no work : in the first case because the

force becomes zero, in the second because the way becomes zero.

Probably we shall therefore have to add the work of the friction

at the surface to the heat, calculated from the dissipation-

function with the formula 1 1 Ï Fd.v di/ih, wUeve F=^ —i^{^-\-^-\-(^y

+ 2S {a' -\- b' -\- c' -\- 2/' + 2(/' 4- '>'/i') ') This proves indeed to give

the right result.

At a point determined by the angle ^ the force of friction is:

A B ) -iva* •('3
U=^ + r 5171 xV), where --1=—-~ and B— ^

^

1 + 3— 1 f 3

3gv

2|3a .
,

80 that u = ^ s'l/i i). This friction is exerted on the surface

2na*smih di)^, while the relative velocity, opposite to the force, is

—; sm^.

1) Notation of Lamb.

~) See Lamb p. 230 and Basset p. 270.
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We thus find for the numerical value of the work of the friction

per second

:

7t

sill d dO^

3gt;

2^a

1 + '-^

si7i I'J =
I

2jra* sin* >'J

9gV

4^

(
1 +

3jy
dd =

= 6ji Lv^a —
(.

^a

1 +

When to this term the heat calculated from the dissipation-function

is added, the force, necessary to entertain the motion, and theiefore

also the friction in question, is just increased bj the missing term.

With the aid of this last foruiiila for the resistance we find for

the mean deviation of the particles:

RT 1

1 + -

1 4-

^ 3. That, when the above mentioned work of the resistance is

taken into consideration, the dissipation function can give the resistance

to which the particle is submitted, ma}' be made evident in the

following way.

. We think the incompressible tluid enclosed by a surface .S',

jmrt of which is formed by the surface of a body of arbitrary form,

which moves through the fluid. Now we consider the kinetic energy

T=^
I

I I (jq' d.i' dy dz (the molar energy only, not the heat) and

deduce from the equation of motion an energy equation which

indicates how the kinetic energy changes with the time. We then

find ') :

dT rrr . . ^ rr=
I I j ^( Am4~ ^ " f ^'^^) dti dy dz — 4 II Q9^ (^" + "*"

i
'"'') ^^ "H

dt

-f
JJ(.v,.-

\ \\v^Z,u^dS -

j I
F dx djiy dz (I)

Here A', F, /^ represent the components of the external force acting

on the fluid, pro nnit of mass, A',, F,, Z^ the pressure components

') See Basset 11 I.e. p. 252 and Helmholtz "Wissenschaftl. Abhandlungen"

Lpzg. 1882 p. 225.
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pro unit of surface acting' at the surface of tiie fluid, F the dissi-

pation function. The tirst term on (he right liaud side represents

thus (he increase of the kinetic energy l>_v the action of external

forces, the second term the inci-ease by the flow inwards of the

fluid, the third term the increase by the action of the pressure forces,

the fourth the decrease by the transformation of tlie kinetic

energy by (he inner resistance. This last integral is always positive,

the other ones can be positive or nega(ive.

When we suppose the surface *S (o be (piite formed by solid

bodies, at tlie boundaries of which the friction is neglected except

along (he moving body, the second term falls away, while the third

term has to be (aken over this body only. When further the state

is stationary, equation (1) becomes:

0=1 i{X,n-{- Y,v\-Z^w)dS - iii Fd.v dy dz . . . (2)

For (lie moving body we have in this case the equation:

^(X'u4- y'v-\~Z',r) dt -f i |(-A',u— ]',r-"^i«') dSdt =r U . (3)

The summation has (o be extended over (he [)oints, where the

external forces (A' etc.) act, (he integration over the surface. This

notation expresses that the forces acting on the surface layer are

equal and opposite to those acting there on the fluid.

In the case of sliding however the components of veloci(y are

not equal as fai- as the}' refer to (he body, on one hand, and to the

fluid on the other hand. Calling the components in the fluid ii,- etc. those

in the body nt etc. then n,, :=. ni-\- a,- etc. (4), when u,- is written

for the componeni of the relative velocity.

Now equation (2) becomes:-

I
i{X,u,.^ Y,r,-^Z^w,.) dS— i iih'dx dy dz -

and equation (3)

:

2{X'u^rv+ Z'w) — Cf(X,ui + Y,vi^Z,wi) dS = 0.

Summation gives us

:

2{X'u-\-rv+z'io)-\-

+ fi [X, (u„- u i) -\- Y^ (v,- vi) + Z, {w„—ivi)]dS— CCCf dx dy dz =

so, using (4)

:

2:{X'u-{- Y'u-^Zw) = ( ( (f dx dy dz~i \\X,Ur+ Y,Vr^Z,tOr) dS.
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As the normal forces at the surface are perpendicular to the

relative velocity they do not contribute to the last integral ; this

term represents therefore the work of the friction. The result is

thus: the vv^ork done per unit of time by liie external forces that

act on the body is equal to the heat generated in the fluid increased

by the absolute value of the work of the external friction ').

Taking now as the body a sphere with the velocity v, whicii is

kept in a state of uniform motion by a force K in the centre, the

work per unit of time is Kv. This K being equal to the resistance

W that has to be overcome, it is also equal to

Wv=
I I I

F cLv dy dz -\- the work done by the friction along the

surface. From this formula we can calculate W.

1) "Absolute" value, as X^ and u,- referring both to the fluid are oppositely

directed, so that finally the form becomes positive. The result says therefore only :

external work = total generaled heat. It must be remarked, that Rayleygh, who

first introduced the dissipation function, did not mean the above mentioned F. but

the total generated heat. (Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. 1878 p. 363).
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Physiology. — ''Our ecpulif>riu)ii-on/air. Bj Dr. I). .1. Hulshoff

Pol. (Communicated by Prof. C. Winki.kr.)

(Communicated in the meeting of November 24, 1917).

Wlien studying tlie functions of tlie cerehellnin ^) I nlways halted

before (lie difficnlty of interpretation of the observed phenomena.

It is not easy to deduce whether they are dependent on the organ

in itself, or resulted from the itderruption of tracts in the cerebel-

lum, which took origin in other parts of the central nervous system.

Therefore it seemed to me desirable, befoi-e continuing my inves-

tigations on the cerebellum, to trace in the lirst place the coiniection

between those influences which are lying outside of this organ and

the cerebellum itself.

As experiments on this subject have often been made, it was

clear that repetition of the former investigations would not bring a

nearer solution of this problem.

Therefore I resolved not to start by experimenting on animals,

bnt to examine the suffering jieople and especially to |)ay fidl

attention to ataxia.

As this phenomenon is often observed l)y disturbances of the central

nervous system and as it is known, that according to the illness,

also the decomposition of the movement can show a diiferent type,

I thought, that perhaps it could be possible by i)utting together the

ditterent types to get a more distinct insight into the nosology of

the cerebelbun.

Now it is in general accepted that cerebellar ataxia is caused

by a disturbance in efferent paths, and thus could be a motor dis-

turbance, but as this kind of conducting fibres is not well imaginable

without afferent tracts, one may accept that these too, interrupted

in the cerebellum, will show disturbance in movement.

As my former investigations were exclusively restricted to the

motor functions, I thought it now wise to draw attention to the

afferent tracts.

1) Cerebellar ataxia. Phsych. Neurol, bladen 1909 W\ 4.

Cerebellar functions- i)i correlation to their locaHsnfio)i. Psych.-Neurol, hi.

1915 N«. 3.
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Of the sensory and sensorial stimuli wliieii reach the cerebellum

along centripetally conducting paths and which are well-known lo

us, we may mention in the first place the functions of the deep
sensation and of the sense for the muscle tone and the equilibrium.

The tirst pass with the posterior nerve-roots into spinal cord and
run partially uncrossed, with the Column of Clark as mid-station, to

the tractus spino-cerebellaiis dorsalis (Fovilt.k-Flechsig), while another

part, with the area nuclei intermedii as mid-station, run also for

more than the greater part uncrossed to the tractus spino-cerebel-

laris ventralis (Gower), while a smaller part goes to the same coin nui

of the crossed side. This bundle is therefore partially com|)Osed of

crossed, partially of uncrossed fibres.

The tracts of Flechsig and GovyER lie in a long but narrow strip

at the lateral edge of the spinal cord and run centripetally.

The tract of Ft.kchsig goes through the restiforme body and the

inferior brachium conjunctivum towards the vermis of the cerebel-

lum, without coming in contact with the dentate nucleus.

The ti'act of Gower does not pass into the restiforme body after

having reached the medulla oblongata, but runs on in longitudinal

direction. On the level of the nervus trigeminus it bends round in

latero-dorsal direction ajid passes along the brachium conjunctivum

cerebelli into the vermis superior and the nuclei tecti cerebelli.

From tlie posterior colunms of the spinal cord however, there

are along other paths also tracts connected with the cerebellum, e.g.,

through the nuclei of Goll and Burdach, along the fibrae arcuatae

externae and anteriores to the restiforme body and fiom here to

the cerebellum.

As the influence of these latter fibres is far from known, I will

leave them in the further discussion out of the question.

Now the experiments of Marburg and Bing ^) have taught, that

the lesion of the spino-cerebellar tracts provokes a very serious

disturbance of the statotonus. Partial or total destruction of these

bundles from the entrance 'in the spinal-cord to the cerebellum, will

therefore show disturbance of the equilibrium.

If the connection between the tracts of Flechsig and Gower with

the cerebellum are well-known, this is less the case with those

between the vestibular organ and the cerebellum.

Langelaan ') writes that the end-arborisation in the oblongata of

1) Edinger. Zeitschr. f. Nerv. Heilk. V. 45, 1912 p. 303.

') 1. W. Langelaan. Boinv van het centrale zenuwstelsel. Amsterdam. Versluys.

1910.
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the vestibular nerve is T-shaped, of whicli the ascending fibres coii-

tinne into tiie cerebeUnm. They unite into bundles, between which

is found gray matter, belonging to the nucleus of Deiters. These

bundles form the greater part of the corpus juxta-restiforme and

pass with the fibres of the corpus restiforme into the cerebellum,

where they end in the dentate nucleus and in the nucleus tecti.

Jelgeksma ') too points out (p. 2 J 7) the fibres of the nervus vesti-

bularis as thick bundles running through and along the bracchium

conjunctivum inferius towards the cerebellum, being everywhere

visible as distinct l)undles. W[NKI,eh is of a different opinion and

thinks from sections, whicli he possesses, he can make out that the

nervus vestibularis does not stand in direct connection with the

cerebellum, but that tiie fibres all end in the corpus juxta-restiforme,

around cells of the nucleus of Deiters. the nucleus triangularie, of

the proper nucleus of the radix descendens N. VIII. Cells of middle

size, lying in the regions of these nuclei, carry the impulses through

the curpus juxta-restiforme towards the cerebellum. It does not receive

direct nerve-roots of the N. VIII.

In this case therefore the connection has to take place by means

of an interjacent link.

As to the physiological function, the investigators of this region

are almost of the same opinion, that the vestibular organ will be

an onjan for the muscle tone and for the e(/nilibriujn.

Its great importance for our ecpiilibrium has gradually and regu-

larly come to the foreground, even so, that Goltz made a sixth

0)'gan of it. ")

We may say, therefore, recapitulating in short the above mentioned

that from the spinal cord as well as from the vestibular organ,

strong tracts run to the cerebellum and that interruption of these

disturbs the equilibrium.

In my investigations 1 thought I was allowed to start ,from the

standpoint, even although from both organs paths go to the cere-

bellum, yet the diflference between the stimuli which they conduct,

is so great, that it could perhaps show me the way in the intricate

mass of the cerebellar phenomena.

Thus, as the spinal path, taking its origin in the peripheral nervous

system, enters the spinal cord through the posterior nerve roots and

i.a. as the thick posterior fibres of the roots send their collateral

fibres to the column of Clark and the area nuclei intermedii, I

thought I could best study the disturbance in the ecpiilibrium when

1) G. Jelgersma. De functie van het cerebellum. Psych, eu Near. bl. 1915.

2) H, ZwAAEDEMAKEE. Physiologlc. Do Ei'vcn F. BoHN. Haarlem 1915. bl. 286,
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the centripelal iniptilsos ulong (lie tracliis spiiio-cerebellares were

fallen away, as happens in cases, affecting- the posterior funiculi, e.g.

in (abes dorsalis.

For disturbances of the vestibular organ 1 had best limit myself to

those cases, in wiiich the equilibrium organ had lost its functions,

inter alia after scarlatina, cerebro-spinal meningitis etc.

In working out these investigations I I ried in the first place to

devise a scheme, which could serve as well in lesions of the

posterior funiculi, as in those of the vestibular organ and in altera-

tions of the cerebellum.

I thought I had found one in letting the patients perform walking-

tests, which were registered on |)aper. For this purpose a line was

drawn in the middle of large pieces of |)aper, on which the patients

walked after blacking their footsoles.

When in this paper I leave the results, which I found in cere-

bellar alterations out of account, and when I limit myself to those

which are correlated to lesions of the posterior funiculi and the

vestibular organ, 1 tind what follows:

1. If a patient, who suffers from tabes in a rather far advanced

state, walks on the j)aper, then the reproduction of figure I ')

appears

:

The patient tries to fulfil the task of walking on the line (foot print

J—2 and 3), but sways to and fro, as in the Romberg syndrome

and he is obliged to put down the right foot lateral wards, (4). Still

worse the swaying becomes in the follownng right footstep (6)

when he replaces the foot three times to keep his eciuilibrium.

The deviation in the line of equilibrium is most distinct with the

footsteps 8 to 11, which he had to put down close to each other

and diii'ing which it was inqjossible to him to remain on the line.

He therefore leaves off trying it and walks on rather well along a

broad gait- path.

2. When that which is ordered snb I, is repeated, but with eyes

shut, then the deviations of the gaitpath are still more districtly visible.

3. If one lets the patient repeat the same walking exercises as

sub 1 and 2, but allows him at the same time to touch our hands '),

then one sees a gaitpath nearly as normal (fig. 2).

1) The cross on llie photo indicaleü tlie moment when I thickened the contours

of tlie foot prints with ink, because otherwise the footsteps do not come out well

enough on the photograph.

'^) WliiJe walking the patient, wlio is standing on the middle of the paper,

stretches his arms to the left and to the right and lays his hands on tlie dorsal

plane of those, which are tended to liim from the side. The persons, who help to
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4. If one reproduces of a patient, suffering from a vestibular inHec-

tion, a gait-path, then distinct deviations will be visible (fig. 3).

5. If we repeat the experiment, but with eyes shut, then the

deviations sub 4 are more distinctly visible.

6. If we allow the vestibular suffering patient to touch our hands,

then one gets a very important amelioration, even a nearly abolished

ataxia (fig. 4).

If the symptoms which these patients show are put together, then

we have three types

:

a. distinct deviation while walking with open eyes, while the

hands do not find contact.

h. increasing of these deviations, when tiie eyes are shut.

c. gait nearly noi'mal, at least important improvement of it, when

the hands find contact.

If one wants to comprehend these three differences well, then it

is necessary to bring to the foreground that our movement equili-

brium, as it were, is principally regulated by the eyes, the vestibular

organ and the equilibrium sensation ^) of the trunk and the lower limbs.

Of these three factors the eyes are the least important, which is

easily tested by the fact that a per«on can walk very well with

his eyes shut, but directly shows disturbances, when the vestibular

organ or the equilibrium sensation are suffering. This can also be

explained, because the last two factors give proprioceptive stimuli,

according to the particular conception of Sherrtngton, which do not

affect consciousness, while the eyes convey exteroceptive stimuli,

with regard to the gait. We could describe it best in this way, that

the equilibrium is governed by the vestibular organ, also by the

equilibrium sensation of the trunk and the limbs, while the eyes

only regulate the intended direction of the movements.

Therefore when a patient suffering from tabes walks, he does not

wholly dispose of the three above mentioned factors, but he walks,

if we are allowed to express it thus, by his eyes, by the vestibular

organ and the rests of the equilibrium sensation of the ti'unk and

the legs. The result is, that the movements become uncertain. If

such a person shuts his eyes, then the exteroceptive stimuli, moreover.

do this and who walk along the edge of the paper ^ are asked not to support

the patient, but to give way as it were in vertical direction to the movements,

which the patient^ makes. Their hands therefore have to balance too. The patient

has no support, but only contact sensation with the persons who walk alongside

of him, and by which his equilibrium sensation can orientate itself.

1) Equilibrium sensation has to be interpreted as an independent subdivision of

that, which till now is brought together in conception of "deep-sensation".
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fall out, because tlie eyes cannot give direction (o (he intended

movements and therefore it is comprehensible that the nncertaintv

of the gait augments.

However on the other hand i( can be said that as the e(|uilibrium

in particular is only regulated by proprioceptive stimuli, disturbances

in gait will occur, when a part of those fall out, but the distur-

bances will be partially improved by the exteroceptive stimuli,

which by means of the eyes can convey their stimuli.

The above mentioned is known, but it is most important, that

when to such a tabes patient, either with opened, or shut eyes,

contact is given through persons walking alongside of him, the gait

greatly improves, even so, that the ataxia nearly altogether disa|)pears.

As such a patient is not supported, but as he has only contact

with persons walking alongside of him, I think it may be assumed

that the equilibrium sensation of the upper limbs is |)ut into action.

The equilibrium-sensation orientales itself along this new path, brings

in this way new afferent proprio-ceptive impulses towards the

central nervous system and therefore it can better control the move-

ments of the lower limbs. The equilibrium sensation of the arms,

in the tabes patient, thus takes over the function of the equilibrium

sensation of the lower limbs and trunk (this only of course when

the tabes is prcbent in the caudal part of the spinal cord), which

for a great part has disappeared.

Therefore we can sa^' the following:

a. a tabes patient walks b}' his eyes,- by the vestibular organ

and the rests of the equilibrium sensation of the trunk and the legs.

b. if such a patient has contact-sensation with persons wal king-

alongside of him, then he moreover walks by the equilibrium sen-

sation of the arms.

In case a he lacks afferent e(piilibrium inqmlses on a great scale

and therefore lie walks atactic, in case A the amount of these equi-

librium-impulses is very considerably augmented and the ataxia there-

fore is improved, nay it even has entirely or almost disappeared.

If we have a patient suffering from a vestibular alfection, then we
see on the whole the same effect.

In this sort of patients the central nervous system loo receives

the exteroceptive impulses by way of the eyes, and moreover the

proprioce|)tive ones of the trunk and the legs, tln-ough the posterior

roots of the spinal cord, but none or only paitially from the proprio-

ceptive ones of ilie vestilndar organ.

The I'e.^ult of this is, Ihal the amount of etpiilibrium inqmlses is

not suflicient, therefore the patient walks atactic.
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For these cases too it is iiupoi'laiit, tluil when the patients, l>y

means of tlieir arms, receive eqnilibrinm contact throngh persons

walking at their side, then the ataxia either very importantly im-

proves or it entirely is abolished.

Here too we see, that the eqnilibrinm contact of the arms replaces

totally, or for a very large amonnt the [)roprioceptive impnlses from

the vestibnlar organ.

Therefore we can say for this case:

a: a ^estibnlar patient walks by his eyes, by the ecpiilibrinm

sensation of the trnnk and the legs, and the atferent-[)roprioceptive

stimnli from the vestibular organ, which is left to him.

b: if sncli a patient has eqnilibrinm contact with persons leading

him, then he iiioreoiwr walks by the eqnilil)rinm sensation of the arms.

In case d he lacks atferent eqnilibrinm stimuli and the patient

walks atactic. In case h the ataxia totally or partially disappears,

because his lack is siq)plied.

Now the peculiarity of the results fonnd is, in tabes as well as

in vestibular alfeclion, tliat the equilibrium sensation of the arms cmi

compensate the equilibrium sensation of the trunk and leys as juell

as the impulses from our vestibular o re/an.

On account of this the question arises whether it is possil)le, that

in our equilibrium dilFerent organs can replace each other.

This (piestion deserves to be ans\vered in the aftirmative to a

certain extent.

If e.g. we close the eyes of a person, who is then asked to walk

straight on, there will be many, who deviate to the right or to the

left. The reason of it will depend among other things on the fact,

that the proprioceptive ecpiilibrium stimuli, which arise from both

the halves of the body, are not of the same strength ; the result is

that one half predominates and that the gait will not be totally

straight. If we place, however, at a distance a |)erson, who connts,

then the blindfolded person will be able, guided by the sound, to

walk straight on towards the counting person. The extero-ceplive

stimnli, which pass from the ears towards the cerebrum, comj)lete the

others, through which the straight gait is made possible. The sense

of hearing comes to the aid of the equilibrium sensation. It is also

well-known that the eye sense can give direction to our movements.

It is comprehensible that as these two senses are already able to

give assistance under normal circumstances to the equilibrium sensation,

they can help the sutfering person in yet higher degree after practice.

It is also a well-known fact that e.g. the ataxia in tabes patients,

who can still walk straight with their eyes opened, comes to the



foreground, when (he same niovemeiils are perfoi'iiied \vi(h eves shut,

or wlieii the}' are walking in the dark and cannot make nse of their eyes.

Tliis help may be i-athei' sufficient in light cases of tabes, but it

will not be possible to totally improve the disturbance, if the illness

has become of a rather serious natui-e. if wo give to this kind of

patients contact-sensation by the arms, thei-e will yet be an impottant

improvement. (Fig. 2).

Consequently from this follows as is moi-eover near at hand, that

the equilibrium sensation of (he arms, being of the same sort as of

the trunk and limbs, com[)ensates in reality, while the other senses

can only correct to a certain degi'ee.

I have pointed out in the preceding [)ages, that one finds the same

facts back in lesions of the vestibular organ. Here too the ataxia

improves, when the patient uses his eyes (Fig. 3), l)ut here too

one finds, that idlieii the eyes Cdiinot safjicienthj correct (tiiij more,

the ataxia totally or nearly totally vanishes, when through the anus

equilibrium-sensation rs obtained with the surroundiny loorld. Here

too we find, that the equilibrium sensation of the arms acts totally

or nearly totally compensatory. (Fig. 4).

The question arises how we can explain this.

I think that I may except as easy to comprehend, that the pro-

prio-ceptive stimuli of the equilibriifm sensation of the trunk and the

limbs and those of the vestibular oryan are to be considered of the

same sort.

Referring to our equilibrium, no ditference should be made between

the afferent-proprioceptive stimuli, which from the vestibular organ

are conducted to the central nervous system and those which come

there from the trunk and the limbs. It is a large system of equili-

brium fibres that is spread over our whole body and its aim is to

regulate the equilibrium.

The sixth sense, the one for our equilibrium, has therefore iu)(

only to be looked for iji (he vestibular organ, but it is, as I explained,

spread over the whole of our body. The vestibular organ is but apart of it.

Now probably one might ask, why does tliat organ form a whole

while in (he o(her equilibrium padis very liltle independency is

found. The reason foi' this, according to my view, has (o be found

in the extraordinary relation of the head, in comparison to the

rest of the body.

To make this clear, one has to keep in mind, that the equilibrium

sensation of the different parts of our body is not everywhere the

same, or otherwise expressed, is no tevoiy wheie ecpiivalent. F.g.

the equilibrium sensation for the tiunk, which can oidy jnove



moderately, is but Utile developed. For tlie lower liiDhs it imist be

already higlier, because the movements wliicli tliey perforui are already

much more complicated.

In yet higher degree this is the case with our arms. So it is

known, that as soon as our e(|uilibrium gets in any danger, we do

not only immediately put oui- arms into function, but that we trust

even more to our arms, which are weaiver concerning our muscle

strength than to our much more muscular legs. If the equilibrium

sensation of our arms has already reached a high degree, this will

be yet more so with our head, which is al)ove all designed to bring

to our knowledge oui- attitude in s[)ace. It speaks for itself that

without this knowledge no eciuilibrium is possible. Moreover, with

exception of the lower jaw, the different parts of the head are not

liidced together by joints, but they are tightly grown together. That

this puts the head into an extraordinary relation is comprehensible. The
trunk and the limbs are in opposition to the head composed of

movable parts, which are joined together by tendons and sinews.

All the changes in attitude, therefore also those which are of

importance for our equilibrium, come to our consciousness. This is

not the case with our head.

By means of the neck and all that is connected with it, it can,

however, fix its own podure with relation to our body, but it will

not be of any use for the determination of the e(iuilibrium.

The equilibrium organ of the head has, on account of what was

above reported, to be not oidy much more highly developed, but it

must be diiferently composed from the equilibrium paths for the trunk

and the limbs. Therefore too the vestibular organ is built up in a

dift'erent way. As the joints in our head, necessai*y for the eqiiili-

brium, are all missing, it is most probable, that the statoliths

through movements during the changes of attitude stimulate the

equilibrium fibres and thus put into action the necessary afFerent-

proprioceptive impulses. The central nervous system is immediately

warned of any danger that threatens our eciuilibrium and can take

the necessary steps against it.

CONCLUSIONS.
a. The sixth equilibrium sense is not placed in the vestibular

organ only, but has its tracts spread over the whole body.

I). The vestibular organ is, as far as it refers to our equilibrium

only to be considered as a part of the equilibrium sense.

c. The different parts of this sense can compensate each other

reciprocally.



Physiology. — "Cerebellar ataxia as dlsturhance of the equilibrium'

sensation." By Dr. D. .1. Hulshoff Pol. (Communicated by

Prof. C. WiNKLKR.)

(Communicated in tlie meeting of Jan. 26, 1918).

In a former paper') I explained, that the ataxia which a patient,

suffering from tabes, shows, while walking, is nearlj-quite al)olished

when he has by means of his hands contact-sensation with the

persons walking to his right as well as to his left side.

The reason for this improved walking has to be looked for in

the fact, that as long as the affliction resides in the lower part

of the spinal cord, it enables him to make use of the eqnilibi'ium-

sensation of the upper limbs (afferent-propriaceptive stimuli), and in

this way he can orientate himself better in space.

If this latter happens to be, then all the efïerent impulses, neces-

sary for the regulated movements, can run down along the motor

paths to the trunk and the lower limbs, through which the ataxia

becomes abolished, respectively ameliorated.

1 expressed myself thus, that where an ordinary person walks by

his eyes and the equilibrium-sensation of the vestibular apparatus,

the trunk and the lower limbs, a tabes-patient does it by the

equilibrium-sensation of the vestibular apparatus and the rests of

that which is still left in the trunk and lower liml)s.

If such a person therefore has contact-sensation Avilh people

walking alongside of him, he moreovei- walks by the equilibiium-

sensation of the upper limbs.

If one examines, nota tabes-patient, but a sufferer from the vestibular

organ, then, as I wrote, such a patient will walk by his eyes, the

equilibrium sensation of the trunk and legs and the rests of the

equilibrium impulses which are obtained through the vestibular

apparatus. If one therefore gives to such a patient contact sensation

through persons walking alongside of him, then it also appears that

he is enabled to walk normally again or at least neaily normally.

As the ataxia, which both these patients show, are both almost

totally abolished through the same influence, viz. contact sensation

>) Our equilibriuniorgan. Those Proceedings p. 626.
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by means of the upper limbs, 1 thoiiglil I had to accept the involved

atïerent-propi'ioceptive impulses in those cases as being of the same

sort.

The vestibular apparatus therefore has to be considered, as far

as our ical/rim/ function is concerned, as a modified and higher de-

veloped organ for the equilibrium-sensation of tiie iiead.
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It would tako me too long- in this |)aper to enter inoie in

particular into this hypothesis; I refer the interested reader to the

original connnnnicalion. The one thing- to which 1 will draw atten-

tion, is, that according to this view, considering oni- etpiilihrinin,

there shonid he made no principal difFerence hetwoen tiie afïerént-

proprioceplive stimuli which are conducted from the cerebellai" tracts

of the lateral colninn and those from the veslihnlai- apparatus to

the cerebellum. All these stimuli are related to the e(piilil)rium-

sensation and therefore regulate our gait. These different alfercnl

tracts thus form a whole and thej are to he considered as a sub-

division of the same equilibrium system.

Now it is important to trace, whether they change, and if so,

what alterations these afferent stimuli undergo, when thev arrive

in the cerebellum.

If, investigating this, one makes patients, suflering from e.g.

cerebellar tumors, perform the same walking-tests, as I did with

suiïerers from tabes or vestibular affliction, then the residts prove

to be totally the same.

For instance I will report the following case, in which dui-ing

life the diagnosis was made of a tumor, which was located at the

left side, where it pressed as well on the cerebellum as on the

nervus octavus. During the operation and also post-mortem the

diagnosis could be confirmed.

If one had the patient walk totally unsupjiorted with Often eyes,

then the part of her gait was obtained as reproduced in fig. 1. The

ataxia is distinctly visible. If her eyes were shut, then the path of

her gait became as in fig, 2.

When comparing the two the ataxia proves to be considerably

augmented. This is comprehensible, because in the latter case the

afierent-extero-ceptive stimuli from the eyes are missing. The differ-

ence between these two paths of gait results from the influence of

the eyes on the performed movements.

It is important to point out once more (see preceding paper) that,

when by abnormalities of the static organ a second organ comes to

his aid, the latter only can partially leplace the deficiencies of (he

former, if these are of rather severe nature.

This is distinctly visible in fig. I, because notwithstanding the

aid of the eyes, the ataxia however is far from gone.

If we now let such a patient walk quite free with eyes open,

but giving her contact sensation through persons next to her, then

althongh also the, neck-equilibrlnia-iinpiilses (we shut out by means

of a bandage, the gait path in fig. 3 is reproduced, in which the
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ataxia proves to be totally gone. The equilibriuni seiisalion which

is augmented through the contact-sensation of the arms is enabled

to compensate all tliat is missing. What the eyes could not do, the

afFerent-proprioceptive siimuli of the upper limbs could do. They

compensated, thus .abolishing the ataxia.

'1

)
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As one could oppose against this important amelioration that the

result had been due for the greater part to the help of the eyes, I

repeated the test in precisely the same way, but now with eyes

closed. The produced gait path is found in fig. 4. Now too no sign

of ataxia is seen. The only deviation is, that the patient walks to

the right instead of walking straight on. As tliis deviation takes

place gradually and the gait-path remains straigjjt, the circus

gait must be excluded ; it seems to mo, that in this case one cannot

speak of a deviation to the right. It is most probable that the

patient did not stand straight in front of the line, but somewhat

in oblique direction and therefore walked in that way.

The 4''^ fig. proves that the contact sensation through the arms

is yet able to abolish the ataxia, even if the [)atient misses the

atferent-extero-ceptive impulses from the eyes.

One thus sees here exactly the same phenomenon as with the

ataxia in tabes and in vestibular affliction.

Therefore it lies at hand to assume that cerebellar sensory

ataxia arises when in the cerebellum the equilibrium paths are

being interrupted which from the spinal cord and the nervus octavus

puss into it.

This would confirm Jelgersma's^) view (pg. 217) : "The supposition

that the cerebellum is a central place of innervation for both these

organs *), is therefore probable."

Should my view be right, then cerebellar sensory ataxia will occnr,

when the process of the disease arises in those parts of the cere-

bellum, in which the equilibrium-paths pass.

In connection with the above a few questions arise.

The first is whether the cerebellum exclusively dominates the

equilibrium.

This question is answered in negative sense by many investigators,

because e.g. experiments on animals have taught that experimentally

obtained cerebellar ataxia can totally pass away after a certain time,

which proves that the afferent equilibrium impulses can arrive at

the cerebi'um also along other paths.

The second question is whether the cerebellar ataxia always

shows the same image.

Should I, as regards the experiments on animals, confine myself to

the well-known investigations of Luciani *), then he too made a

1) Jelgersma, G. The function of the cerebellum. Psych. Neur. bl. 1915.

') Meant are: tonus- and equilibrium organ and the deep sensation.

3j Luciani, L. Das Kleinliirn. Georg. Thieme. Leipzig 1893.

42
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difference between the ordinary atactive movements and tliose which

were indicated by him as "dysmetria".

When one wishes to see these differences reprodnced distinctly

I refer to my photographs in my communication on "cerebellar

ataxia". Plate VlII, X to XIV ').

In man, wliere the phenomenon cannot be localized as sure as

in animal-experiment, a conclusion is drawn with more difficulty.

Yet I will quote some writers, who showed that the deviations in

gait do not always give the same aspect.

Jei.gersma (I.e. 1». 227) e.g. writes that the occurrence of the

cerebellar ataxia is due to the fad that the trunk sways over the

legs: "a gait, which greatly resembles the walking of drunken men."

He only describes one lype of deviation of the gait. Oppenheim,

however, differentiates in his hand-book two forms of cerebellar

ataxia, 1. "auf (Sch windel und) Gleichgewichtsstörung beruhende,

"die grosse Aehnlichkeit mit dei- Gangweise des Hetrunkenen

"zeigt," and 2. "eine auf IJewegungsataxie beruhende, Patient

"geht breitbeinig und stampfend, aber ohne dass ein iibermassiges

"Schleudern einti-itt .... Eine scharfe Unterscheidung dieser Gehstörung

"von der spinalataktischen ist wohl uur m(iglich. wenn sich die unter'

"P' beschriebene Abart mit ihr verbindet."

Oppenheim therefore thinks the cerebella ataxia e.g. also dependent

on the spinal cord.

DÉGÉR1NE on the other hand writes in his work "Traite de Pathologie

générale" i90J, on page 643 "b. Ataxie labyriuthique. Les affections

"de l'oreille interne produisent quelquefois des troubles de la marche

"et de réquilibre, qui ressemblent jusqu'a un certain point aux

"disordres de l'ataxie cerebelleuse." Dégérine points out in this case

the connection of the cerebellar ataxia with the phenomena which

are found in vestibular disturbances.

Now the question arises to interpret the difference in the atactic aspect.

In my former communication I explained that even although the

equilibrium-impulses, originating from the vestibular organ may be

considered as to belong to the same which come from the spinal

cord, yet there exists a great difference in their results, owing to

the higher development of that organ.

The consequence of this is, that according to the afferent equilibrium

path suffering more in the one case than in the other, the complex

of atactic symptoms will also appear differently.

If the spinal tracts have suffered most, then the type as described

1) Psych. Neur. Bl. 1909 N^. 4.
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by Oppenhkim will be found in general, viz. liis second form of

cerebellar ataxia.

Should the vestibular tract be hurt, then the description of

DÉGÉRINE conies right. If there is an interruption of both the paths

or if the disturbance of the paths from the right and from the left

side commences more or less simultaneously, then perhaps the gait

of the drunken man will become more prominent.

If the results of the animal experiment are compared with those

found iji man, then we may say that the cerebellar ataxia does

not always show the same aspect and that this can be explained

by the fact, that the cerebellum possesses more than one afferent

tract, whose interruption causes disturbance in its course and that

according to the suffering of the one or the other or more paths,

the aspect will change.

The third question is to explain in cerebellar disturbance the fact

how the equilibrium sensation of the upper limbs can totally

compensate the ataxia, because one may accept that its equilibrium

paths, just as those of the lower limbs, pass into the cerebellum and

therefore will also be broken off by the process of the illness.

I must acknowledge that I cannot very well give an explanation

of this fact, if not the possibility should be accepted of a better

connection of the equilibrium sensation of the arms (apart from the

cerebellum) with the cerebrum, than is the case with the legs. Later

experiments will have to give a decision on this point.

CONCLUSION.

L By interruption in the cerebellum of afferent cerebellar tracts,

originating from the vestibular organ and the tractus spino-cerebellares,

ataxia appears.

2. According as these tracts suffer more or less, whether

alone, or together, the aspect of the cerebellar ataxia will present

a different type.

42^



Physics. — ''On the Heat of Dissociation of Di-atomic Gases in

Connection with the Increased Vahncy-Attractions \^A of the

Free Atoms". By Dr. J. .1. van Laar. (Commnnicated bv Prof.

H. A. LORENTZ).

(Communicated in the meeting of October 27, 1918).

fntrocbcction.

1. In a series of Treatises in these Proceedings ^ on the additivity

of the values of h and V'^a of the equation of state, and on the

fundamental values of these quantities for different elements in

connection with the periodic system, I determined the following-

values of b . 10^ Rud l^a . \0^ , expressed in so-called "normal" units.

The values of bk . 10* (per Gr. atom), determined up to now, are

found collected in Table I.

TABLE I. (Values of bk . lOS).

H = 59
(34; 14)
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horizontal row of the' periodic system towards the right is 15 units,

in every vertical row the increase downward 55 uniL'. The elements

of the valence-less Helium group evidently fil in with the elements

of the pi'eceding Halogen group in a natural way.

In this Helium group the values of bk are directly calculated from

those of 7\ and pk; also the value 59 for H from that of H, ^).

The other values have been calculated from the compounds of the

different elements (for CI the value 115 seems to be more satisfactory

than 110). From 7a- and pk we can directly calculate for N, P, 0, CI

from N„P„0, and CI,: 6 = 86, 135, 71 and 113 to 125 (according

as for CI, the data of Dewak or the more recent ones of Pkli.aton

are used).

All the values of b can now be built up additively by the aid of

these fundamental values for the most divergent compounds. In this

also the "condensed" values 34 and 14 aie valid for H ; for C, N,

and the condensed values 75, resp. 60 and 50. The rules holding

for this are found in the two cited principal papers of 1916 in These

Proceedings and in the Journ. de Ch. Ph.

No exceptions have been found to this additive law, those that

still existed for a few organic substances (e.g. the amines) have now
all disappeared, owing to the later determinations of T^ and /;^. by

Berthoud ') at Neuchatel, undertaken expressly in connection with

these deviations. The critical pressures determined earlier by Vincent

and Chappuis appeared to be all faulty to a high degree *). It is to

be foreseen that this will also be the case with other earlier

determinations.

We will also state that the values of b for H, Li, Na, K, Rb
and Cs are to each other in the ratio Vi = 17* ^Vs = 4:5:6.
The values of b found are entirely independent oï{\\e^l?i{e,\nw\nQ\\

the atom is: whether as free atom e.g. in metallic tin, or as part

of a molecule as in SnCl^. It will presently appear that this is not

the case with the fundamental values of V^a.

2. F'or the values of 10' y-'ajc per Gr. atom, again expressed in

"normal" units, were found up to now the values recorded in table

^) Of course the latest data were used for this ; for Hj and Ne the values found

very recently by K. Onnes, Crommelin and Cath.

2) Journ. de Ghim. Phys. 15, 3 (1917).

^) Thus p^ appeared to be = 55,5 for NHj.G^Hg, whereas V. and Ch. found

66; for NHiCgHj), the value 36.6 was found, against 40 by V. and Ch.; etc.

Also for C3H7CI Berthoud found 45,2, whereas V. and Ch. found 49. Errors

therefore from 10 to 20%!
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II; the values printed in bold type refer to the increased values of

the free atoms, the others to those which are found in compounds-.

hence the rest-values.

TABLE II. (Values of \^ ak . 102).

H.-l,l
(3.2; 1,6)
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F'or H in eompoundy only the values 3,2 and chiefly 1,6 hold.

The value 1,1 calculated directly from Ti- and pk of H, is only

found for H.^ itself.

3. However — what is self-evidently not found for h — it

should be taken into account that for (he fundamental values of

ya the indicated attractions can be entirely or partly destroyed by

an interception of the rays of attraction. Thus the value of V'a of

a cejitral atom suri-ounded on all sides by atoms or atom groups

— as e.g. in CH^, C,H„ etc., Si in SiCl,, Sn and Ge in SnCI^

and GeCl^, N and P in NHg and PH.^ — is found = everywhere,

so that these enclosed atoms do not exert any attractive action,

tonmrds the outside ^).

But as soon as the C-atom gets partly free again, by double

bindings e.g. as in CjH^ (only imagine the position of the C-atom

stereo-chemical), the value of ^au I'ises immediately from to 1,55,

hence half the fundamental value 3,1. And when the C-atom gets

entirely free, for triide bindings e.g. as in C,H,, the full value 3,1

is accordingly at once found.

This rule holds everywhere. An interesting example is the iso-

amylene. Here thei-e are three singly bound and two doubly bound

C-atoms. Hence the value 3 > 0-^2 1,55 + 10 X J,6 = 19,1 is

calculated for \'^ak. From 7'^ and />/,. 19,2 was found. Indeed, an

exceedingly remarkable confirmation of the rule.

The same thing holds for benzene and naphtalene. But for the

singly bound C-atoms in the substitution groups the old value is

again valid. Thus for Toluoene = CgHj.CHj the value of y^ajc is =
= 6 1,55 + 1 X + 8 > 1,6 = 22,1, while 22,2 is found ; for

O-Xylene = C«H,(CH,), we calculate 6 X 1 ,55 + 2 X + 10 X 1,6=
=: 25,3, quite identical with the value 25,3 found from Ti and pk.

We might add numerous others to these examples, but we refer for

this to the earlier princi|)al papers.

We have now reached the )nain question: what happens when

the atoms no longer occur in compounds, as N in N,, CI in CI,,

etc. — but can occur entirely free, as for the metals, or for the

free atoms CU, Br aiul I in Cl^, Br.,, I,, which get decomposed at

1) Accordingly in consequence of this (see the table) we were not able <o give

tlie values of t' «^. for Si, Ti, Ge and Sn in compounds, though compounds of

them are known, of which Tk and pL have been determined. But it is exactly in

these compounds (SiCl^., GeCI^ etc.) that the attraction of the central atom Si, Ti,

Ge, Sn is eUminaled.
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high temperatures, or for H, N and in the gases H„ N„ 0„
which also dissociate at very high temperatures?

Then — and this is perhaps the most remarkable of our results,

which is fully contirmed by what follows presently with respect to

the heats of dissociation — the values of l^a rise at once to the

greatly increased values from 30 to 40 (instead of from 1 to 11).

These increased values are therefore the real valency-attractions,

whereas the values found in compounds represent only the so-called

rest-values: what still remains for action outside, after the chief

valencies are saturate, and have therefore become inactive towards

the outside.

That for the elements of the helium group only the ordinary rest

values ai'e found in spite of their atomistic behaviour is of course

owing to this that these elements are valence-less.-

For arsenic only a partially increased value was found, pointing

to a dissociation of As< at 7\- to an amount of 207o, whereas

phosphorus appeared to be still perfectly normal = P^ at Tk- For

Se and Te we found amounts of dissociation (always at Tj^ of

307o I'esp. 807o- ï'i the halogen group only a very slight degree

of dissociation (5 and JO",,,) was observed for Br, and 1,. As the

atoms occur more and more a,9 free atoms, the tneta I chai'acter Sisserts

itself more and more in a group: As^Sb—>Bi; Se—^Te; etc.

Besides the rise from to 1.55 and 3.1 for carbon — according as

the C-atom is entirely or only paitially shadowed by surrounding

atoms or atom groups, to which it is bound — another rise of Y-^a

takes place, up to 32, the ten-fold value, when the C-atom has also

got released from these bindings, and can occur quite independent as

atomistic carbon. Hence the enormously high value of the critical

temperature, viz. 6500 abs., which would only have amounted to

120° abs. in the case of Cj, as is easy to calculate. The carbon

would have become comparable with N,, 0, etc., whereas it is now
on a line with a metal that is exceedingly difficult to melt.

For Tellurium the peculiarity is still found that the normal rest-

attraction 9, which is among others found for TeCI^ '), has already

1) That for TeCl^ the central Teatom does not exert an intercepting influence

like C in GCl^, Ge in GeCl^, etc. is owing to the configuration of the molecule.

While for GGl^ the four chlorine atoms are regularly situated in the sjoace round

the C-atom (in the direction of the four angular points of a tetrahedron), it should

be supposed that for TeGl4 the Gl atoms lie in one plane round the central Te-

atom. Nor do we find a complete intercepting influence for PClj and POGI3,

AsHs and AsCl.3, SbHs and SbGls, which for these substances is probably owing

to the compara'iively greater extension of the central atom. For SbClj we find

even again the full rest value 9 (Gf. the cited papers in these Proceedings).
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risen to 13 for TeCl, — where two valencies have been liberated.

For entirely free metallic Te Ka will rise still further, namely to

about 30.

What consequences this behaviour of molecules and atoms with

regard to the attraction exercised by theui can have for the properties

of many substances (volatility, surface tension, etc.), has been set

forth at length by me elsewhere. ^)

4. The heat of dissociation of di-atomic gases.

After these introductory remarks we may now proceed to the

real subject of this Paper, viz. the calculation of the heats of

dissociation Q from the values of the increased valency attractions

y-^A, which were mentioned above, and which are recorded in

table II (the values printed in bold type under the elements), for

so far as they are now known.

Let us take hydrogen as an example. For the internal energy of

the not dissociated gas H, we may write:

Eh,= {E,-Q,) —- -\-cH„T (a)
V

in which E^ represents the so-called constant of Energy of the

unbound H-atouis, hence E^— Q^ that of the hound H,-atoms in H,.

Hence Q^ is the absorbed (internal) heat of dissociation (in units of

energy e.g.) in the dissociation H^ —> 2H, at 7'=:0 — i.e. the

chemical energy (at T=rO), wiiich is liberated in the formation of

1 Gr. mol. H, from the separate H-atoms).

For the dissociated H -|- H we have evidently :

2Eh^E, + 2,chT (6)
V

While, namely, for H, the quantity a represented the ordinary

rest attraction (per Gr. mol.) between the molecules, A now represents

the increased attraction of valency between the separate, now free

atoms per Gr. atom, hence 4^ per Gr. mol. = 2 Gr. atoms.

In the ideal gasstate, where v is very great, we shall simply have:

Eh, = (E, - Q,) f CH,T ; 2Eh=E, + 2cff7\

and as these two quantities of energy will just differ the total

(internal) heat of dissociation Q, we have then :

Q = 2Eh~Eh, = Q,-^(2ch-ch.)T (c)

the well-known expression for Q in the function of T, when ch
represents the liuiiting value of the specific heat at constant (large)

1) Gf. Chemisch Weekblad, Sept. 14, 1918, N". 37 (p. 1124-1137).
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volume of 1 Gr. atom H, and c//, the same quantity for H,. As

CH^ is = 5, and c//= 3 (in Gr. cal.), Q— Q, -\- T may be written

in the case of H, -» 2H for Q.

When, however, the volume becomes smaller and smaller, and the

a A
quantities -and larger and larger, at last a (tictitions) volume will

r V

arise, in which the ditference of the two enei-gies has become = 0,

in consequence of the fact that with respect to the internal energy

it will then have become quite indilferent whelhei' the atoms are

separately present in thai .small space, or combined to molecules —
i.e. when also the energies of translation do not differ, hence at T= 0.

H,

For the difference Q' = 2E'm

4.4

H + H

^' H., ^ve have in this case:

Q' = Q,--^+-+{2cn~cHXJ\ ..... id)

in which i\ represents the above mentioned small volume, which

we shall have to define more closely. Now it follows immediately

from {(l) at T=0, in which case Q' must be =0, that

iA a

(1)

and this is the simple I'elation l»etween the heat of dissociation Qo

at T=0 and the two attractions A and a, which we have sought.

We must now determine the small volume v^. This will evidently

be of the order of the limiting volume, wdiich the molecules theujselves

(see the above figure) occupy in the natural state in unconstrained

condition, i.e. the volume expressed by b,, — and not e.g. the smaller

volume b^ in the liquid state, where the molecules will be com/«'^.y*W

in consequence of the smaller space, and which therefore denotes a

constrained, and no free, no natural condition '). Now b,j is about = bk,

so that we may put

:

V , ^ bg =z yb/c,

In this it has also been supposed that /></ is not = 4m, when m denotes the

real voknne of the molecules, but simply = m itself. According to recent views

the latter supposition is theoretically at least as well justified as the former ^v = 4m,

which refers specially to collisions of mathematical spheres, and not of real
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in which yOl) will not be far from unity. When we put 4.1 ^= i ia,

(1) becomes

:

_{n—\)a, _ {:n-\)mk

in which we put a^, the attraction in the small volume i\,=zmk.

In this f(^l) will differ somewhat more from unity than y, so that

27 \
8 will be >• y. For (ik- f)k we may now write - R7\, in which y

8A

is only little smaller than 1, so that we tinally get, when yA -. s = Ö

is put

:

Q,^in-\)~Rn (1«)

which enables us to calculate Q^, when /I and ^/, and in consequence of

which also 7i and 7\ are known. But as we do not know the values of ^
for Hj, N,, 0,, but as we on the other hand do know those of Q^

in approximation, we shall follow the reversed course, and calculate

11 from Qg. We can then see whether the values of \ A calculated

in this way are really of the expected order of magnitude, compared

with the already known values of \/A for elements of the periodic

system lying near (cf. Table II). We then get:

^27 Tk

hence

:

V 27 n
when 2, the value in Or. cal., is put for /?, which renders it possible

to leave also Q^ expressed in Gr. cal. The value of a refers to

1 Gr.mol. H.J. When therefore ^z' represents the value of one </rrt;?i-tif<o/«

{these values are recorded in table II), then a = 4^a\ and we get finally :

[/Ak = Va'k X y/i + *U.e ^/Tk , ..... (2)

when we take A and a/ both at the critical temperature. Accordingly

these two quantities now duly refer to 1 Gr.atom. Under the root

sign, however, Q^ refers to 1 Gr.mol. according to the derivation of

the formula. As e will always be ^y^., 0^=zy\: 6 will he soineiühat

smaller than unity, also when we take into account that R is not

molecules (which can differ considerably from the spherical shape, e.g. the elongated

molecules of the hydro-carbons). Moreover, when the real size of the molecules is

calculated by another method, we also find values that are in concordance with

bk {^ b(i), calculated from Tk and pk, and not with ^/^bk. Cf. among others my
Article in These I^oc. of Oct. im4 (Vol. 17), especially p. 888 and the Note on

the same page.
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exactly = 2, but somewhat smaller. The values of V-^Ak calculated

from (2) will, therefore, be sooner too large than too small, when we

shall take for the present =z J in what follows.

5. Calculation of the values of i .4/, from Q,.

Let us begin with hy Irogen. hsxRDY [l^io) deievimned Q^ := dbOOO

G-r. cal., whereas Langmuir (well-known method) gave 132000 Gr. cal.

in 19J2. But the latter found from 70000 to 80000 Gr. cal. in 1914.

We are therefore not very far from the truth, when for H,

we put the value of Q, at round 90000 Gr.cal. With 7\. = 33,18

(K. Onnes, Crommki.in, Oath, 1917) Q„ : II- becomes therefore = 2700,

hence '/,.Q,: 71- = 402. And as \ ai = l,l (see table II), we get

(all the values of \Ui'i, and \/ Ak are still to be multiplied by IQ-''*)

:

[/Ak = 1,1 X 1/403 = 2.08 = 22,

which is in very good harmony with what we have found for Li (23)

and Na(27) (see table II).

For nitrogen Brinkr ') calculates Q^=-.M least 150000 Gr. cal.

from a single value given by Langmuir. This value of Briner's seems

too high to me considering the values for H, and for (),, and in my

opinion 130000 Gr. cal. will be nearer the truth. When we calculate

\Ak from the two values of Q^, we get * ^. Q^ : 2\=z\I^.:k

/-..

/150000 \ /1190\ ,^^. ,_^ V J X - u •

: 12(5 = \' . X L.o« = 176 to lo3. And Va\ being =
^180000 ) '" \\02>2j

= 2,6, we get:

\/Ak = 2,6 X l/^^' = 34,6 or 32,3 =35 or 32.

As in connection with C = 32 also a value in the neighbourhood

of 32 can be expected for N, the result is also here a confirmation

of our formula (1) or (L?)' the more so when we bear in mind

that the result may possibly be slightly too high in consequence of

our having put <9 = 1

.

•

For Oxygen Siegel '') has found Q^ = 1 60000 Gr.cal. Hence

7,7^^0 Tk here becomes = V',7 X (160000 : 154.25) = 7,7 X 1040 =
= 154. With rrt';fc = 2,6 we find further:

y/Ak = 2,6 X 1/155 = 32,4 = 32,

which is again in excellent agreement.

In the second place we shall examine the Halogens.

First of all Chlorine. Pier =') found the value 113000 Gr.cal. for

1) Journal de Chem. Phys. 12, 119 (1914) and 13, 219 and 465 (1915).

2) Zeitschr. f. physik. Chem. 87, 642 (1914). Gf. also Briner, I.e.

3) Ibid. 62, 385 (1908).
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ö,. According to Pellaton the critical temperature is J 44° C = 417°,

1

abs., so that 7,^ Q^ -. Tj, becomes = 7,^ X 271 = 40,2. Hence with

]/a'}c= 5,6 we shall get about (from the critical data of Dewar
would namely follow 5,43, from those of Pellaton 5,75)

l/Ak =b,Q X i/ 41,2 = 35,0 := 35.

Though this seems somewhat too high to us, as from 32 to 30 may
be expected, the order of magnitude is yet again in agreement with

what was found for it for [--^A with other elements. Possibly Q^ is

somewhat too high, or also l/a'i<^5,6; and perhaps in this case

— where ajc : a^ will be further from unity than for H^, N^ and 0^,

which have so much lower ci'itical temperatures — <9 will also be

so much smaller than 1, that the found value 35 will have to be

lowered to ± 32.

With regard to Bromine Perman and Atkinson^) found t'ov Q^ the

value 57000 Gr.cal. With 7'a:=302°,2 C = 575,3 abs. we have

7,y(^, : Tk = 'i,^ V 99 = 14,7. We calculate with \/a\ = 7 :

[/Ak = 7 X 1/15,7 = 27,7 = 28,

a value that is very plausible.

In conclusion Iodine. Stark and Bodenstein (1910) found for it

Q, = 35500 Gr.cal., so that with r^; = 51 2° C = 785°, 1 abs. we

tind 7,, X 45,2 = 6,7 for '
i ,, Q, -. 1\. With V^a'k = 9 this gives :

accordingly :

[/Ak = 9 X 1/7,7 = 25,0 = 25.

Nor is this value, though somewhat small, at all impossible.

6. Conclusion.

It has, indeed, appeared very clearly from the above, that the

heats of dissociation Q,,, on the decomposition of the mole-

cules H,, N^, 0„ Clj, etc. into their atoms, are perfectly-

accounted for by the increased valence attractions \ A of

the separate atoms found by us in earlier papers.

By means of (1) or (1") we are henceforth able to calculate Q^„

when \''a and y/A are known or reversely to compute I .<4 accord ing

to (2), when Q^ is known.

In Gibbs-Planck's well-known formula for the dissociation of gases*)

1) Ibid. 33, 215 (1900).

2) Of course this formula has nothing to do with the sn-called theorem of heat

of Nernst, as many pupils and followers of this srientist erroneously think (cf.

many articles in many periodics). The formula was already given in nuce by

GiBBS in 1878, and was later frequently elaborated by Planck (1887), v. d. Waals

(1891), myself (1892), Duhem (1893) and many others for different cases. [Cf.
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logT^(2v,)logp-\ :E{v,C\), (3)

in wliioli K represents tlie constant of dissociation in tlie relation

/;-.
, ,

2.i'
,

-i— x 4f*
^^— =: A' (for di-atomic eases, where k\ = —_— , A- = ---— , -—
k^-^v l+.T l+,r 1—a?'

will be therefore = K, when .*; represents the so-called degree of

dissociation and Ji\ etc. the so-called molecnlar concentrations), we

cannot only theoretically f^et nearer to the constants C, etc. (the

so-called chemical constants of (he components), and so also to

^ {r^Ci)= C — this has been of late done by Lorentz, Planck,

Sackur, Tetrode and others in virtue of considerations of probability

in connection with the so-called theorem of heat of Nernst and

Planck's theory of qnanta — but we can also calculate the heats

of reaction Q^ for 7'^0. Up to now we had to be satisfied with

determining
''^o-

j"st as C= 2:{i\Ci), experimentally from a few

values of .r, but now we should be able to calculate the value of

/()ƒ/ A" at given temperature and pressure accurately for every gas

reaction, as soon as oidy the values of the chemical constants and

of V^A and I ^a are accurately known for cveiy element separately.

This must henceforth be the task of physicists: to get to know
these values completely. They are essential for the knowledge of the

behaviour of the chemical substances reacting on each other. When
we are further acquainted witii all the values of b for the different

elements, then Tk and />a- are known of every simple or compound

substance, hence also their further thermical behaviour.

among others my Lelirhuch der math. Chemie (Barth, 1901), p. 1—13,25 — 28,

and the '•'Sechs Vortrage" (Vieweg, 1906), p. 64 et seq. These latter appeared

originally in tlie Ghem. Weekbl. 1905].

Nernst has only said something about the constant "Li'j-^Ci) = C — which is in

connection with the constants of entropy — ill reference with his theorem. This

enabled him namely to bring the said quantities C^ (the "chemical constants") in

connection with the constants of the equations of the vapour pressure at very

low temperature. But all this has of course nothing to do with formula ("3) itself,

which is quite independent of the theorem of heat. The latter says only something

concerning the approach to of entropy, specific heat etc. in condensed systems,

in connection also with Planck's theory of quanta.

When formula (3) {p constant) is differentiated with respect to T, we get:

dT
)i,

RT^
'^

T

And as l^^^^\=^^, Q^,^,„„,, = Qo + :Sh(ci+i2)]r, hence Q„=,,„,,=

= Qo+^(^i f'l) T, in perfect agreement with (c) of § 4.
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As regards tlie values of h, and of I ^n and I A, I have already

started an examination of them, and 1 iiope I shall be able to

con tinne this work.

Whether after all a siibstaiioe as H, or Na at ordinai'j tempera-

tures and pressures will oceni" in the form of moli'ciiles, e.^-. H,, or

in that of free atoms, as Na, depends entirely on the values of C
and Qu (hence on \ a and I /I). The greater Q„ will be and the

smaller C, the smaller will be the value of A', hence of ./; — (he

sooner therefore the substance under consideration w ill occur in the

state of molecules, and not in that of atoms.

I will still point out tiiat the coefficient of Uxj 7',viz. 2 \\ ( - + 1

is erroneously stereotypically put = 1,75 by Nkrnst, Pollitzer and

many pupils of Nkrnst. For 2HI —^ H, -)- I, this coefficient will be

=— 2 X Vü 4~ J X Vs + ^ > Vs = (as is, indeed, sufficiently known),

hence not =J ,75. For H, -^ 2H it will be = — 1 X V^ + 2 > V, = 1,5,

which again is not := J ,75 1 The same thing applies to many other

reactions. It will, therefore, be advisable to determine the value of

the coefficient undei- consideration separately for every reaction.

The same thing applies to the constant C. It will not do to assume

the chemical constants ('i all in the neighboui-hood of 3; these will,

indeed, also no doubt be different according to whether we have

to do with a mon-atomic or a di-atomic substance, which theory

indeed confirms.

Many values of Q^ are inaccurate because they have been calcu-

lated from experiments by means of a formula with faulty coefficients

(1,75 and wrong values of C); it will, therefore, deserve recommen-

dation to calculate for a reaction not only the values of Q^, but

also those of the coefficient in question and of the constant C:^ ^{v^C\)

from the e.vperiinenis the)nse/ves. Only in this way is it possible to

obtain accurate experimental values of Q^.

Since in the computations of ^ 5 we could not always reckon

with perfectly reliable values of Q^, the values found for y'A are

of course not perfecthj accurate. Also in connection with our [)utting

<9 = J, which will also not be perfectly true, the agreement between

the found values of y"A, and those which we could expect (see

table II) in virtue of the ^'alues found already (in an entirely

independent way) may be considered very remarkable indeed.

La Tonr prh de Vevey. August 1918.



Physics. — ''On the measurement of very low tempeiritures. XXIX.
Vapour-pressures of o.rygen and nitrogen for obtaining Jixed

points on the temperature-scale beloio 0° C." Bj P. G. Cath.

Communication N°. Ibid from the Physical Laboratory at

Leiden. (Communicated by Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes).

(Communicated in the meeting of Oct. 26, 1918). i)

^ 1. Introduction. The measurements of Comm. N"^- i52ö and b

(1917) conducted in conjunction witli Prof. Kamkrlingh Onnes (these

Proc. XX pp. 991, 1155, 1160) and those of Comm. NM52c carried

out with Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes and J. M. Burgers (these Proc. XX
p. 1663) offered the welcome opportunity of making some determi-

nations of vapour-pressures of oxygen and nitrogen using the apparatus

and measuring instruments which had been fitted up and used for

obtaining and measuring constant temperatures. Kamerlingh Onnes and

BuAAK (1908) (Comm. NM07rï, these Proc. XI (1) p. 333) had added

to the available fixed j)oints on the temperature-scale the boiling point

of oxygen and a couple of lower points, determined under sufficient

guarantees as to accuracy. The determinations mentioned above were

intended to supplement the latter and might serve to obtain an

independent calibration of the oxygen-*) and nitrogen vapour-pressure

thermometers, founded directly *) on the temperature-scale of Kamerlingh

Onnes and his collaborators.

Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes was good enough to invite me to avail

1) This paper was originally presented in the meeting of June 1917; in being

prepared for the press it underwent some slight modifications on points of secon-

dary importance.

2) The oxygen vapour-pressure thermometer is often used in the form given to

it by Stock and Nielsen (Ber. d. D. Chem. Ges. 2 (1906) p. 2066) and is then

usually simply called Stock's thermometer. For accurate measurements it is necessary

to resort to more suitable forms of the instrument, such as the one described in

this paper. The scale given by Stock and Nielsen is in need of very considerable

corrections (Comp. G. Holst, Comm. N". 148a; these Proc. XVIII (1) p. 829).

S) Von Siemens (vid. G. Holst Comm. N'^. 148a) determined the tempe-

ratures at which he observed the vapour-pressures by means of a platinum-

thermometer, whose readings were reduced to those of Pti' of Kamerlingh Onnes

and his collaborators, chietly by means of four calibration points in such a manner

that the scales were made to coincide at the boiling point of oxygen as determined

by Kamerlingh Onnes and Braak.
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mjself of this opportunitj. I am liappj to express my sincere tiianks

to liiin on (iiis occasion for his assistance

)k<i in the investigation.
')

§ 2. Details of the determinations. Tlie

temperatures were measured with the helium

tiiermometer described in Comm. NM52a and
were reduced in the same way as on that

occasion to a scale wiiich approaches tl)e

absolute scale as closely as possible (Avo-

gadro-scale of helium according to a future

communication by Cath and Kamkrlingh

Onnes).

The vapour-pressure apparatus aoreed in

its main featui-es with model A used by
' Kamerlingh Onnes and Braak (Gomm. N".

107a), in particular I adhered to the use

of the copper tube the purpose of which is

to prevent a lower tempei'ature existing

anywhere in the apparatus but in the bulb

where the liquetied gas collects, at which

spot the temperature of (he bath is measured.

As in the previous experiments mentioned

use was made of the advantage offered by

the apparatus of allowing different quantities

of gas to be condensed in the bulb. As
regards the manometer the modification was

adopted which Holst introduced in his

vapour-pressure measurements of methyl

chloride (Comm. N". 1446 Sept. 1913): the

moveable tube connected to the fixed tube

by a rubber tube is replaced (see fig. 1 *)

by a fixed manometric tube') to which a mercury vessel is attached

by means of a rubber tube. This fixed tube can be exhausted or it

^) Part of the present paper is embodied in P. G. Cath, Dissertation Leiden
1917, which appeared a few months after the presentation of this communication
(see also note 1).

2) The letters are for the greater part the same as in fig. ^4 Comm N'\ 107a, to

which we may refer for tiie further description; a more complete explanaiion than
that given above seems unnecessary.

*) The protection from temperature-changes was obtained by packing in wool.
The temperature of the mercury column was determined by means of thermometers
suspended beside the tube at the upper and lower ends of the mercury column.

43
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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can be connected to a space of constant pressure and a barometer

through tlie stopcock k^. The ground joint / may be used for ex-

haustion, for drying with the aid of a moisture-catcher placed in

liquid air and for tilling.

The oxygen was prepared from potassium-permanganate in an

apparatus which could be evacuated by means of a Toepler-pump

and dried by freezing with liquid air. The gas was condensed in a

small bulb which was attached to the apparatus and cooled in liquid

air, whence it was conveyed to the vapour-pressui-e apparatus by

means of the air-pump ^).

The nitrogen was prepared by Dr. Lemkes under supervision of

Pi'of. VAN Itau.ik, to whom I express my sincere thanks.

§ 3.
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The last two columns show, that the observations aie verv well

represented by an equation of the form

Ig /> =^ + B + C2' {]) in int. atm.)

with A = —419.31, B = 5.2365, 6'=: -0.00648, kindly calculated

for me by Professor Verschaffklt. According to the equation the

normal boiling point of oxygen would be

r=:90°.13K., /9 = — 1S2°.9Q C,

whereas the observations in the immediate neighbourhood of the

boiling point themselves give:

T= 90°.14 K., ^= — 182°.95 C.

This boiling point was found to be T = 90°.ri K. ') by
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Kamerlingh Onnes and Bhaak and 7'= 90°.12 K bj Henning. ').

In Table II the results of Kamerlingh Onnes and Braak and those

of V. Siemens, the latter after tfie reduction of his temperature-

measurements to those of Kamerlingh Onnes and his collaborators

has been corrected according to Holst*), are compared with the

formula which represents my observations').

The results show that except for the lowest points Holst's reduction

of V. Siemens' observations has been very successful.

The results for nitrogen are given in Table III.
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The observations I to VIII refer to liquid nitrogen, tiie last two

to solid nitrogen. The last two columns show that for liquid nitrogen

the relation between vapour-pressure and temperature can be success-

fully represented by an equation of the same form as for oxygen,

with

A = — 334.64, B = 4.6969, C=~ 0.00476 {p in int. atm.);

according to this equation the normal boiling point of nitrogen is

T= 77°.3i K. (9 = - 195°.78 C.

Fischer and Alt ^) give — 195.67 on the hydrogen scale, on the

basis of « = 0.0036625. With a = 0.0036627 the result changes to

— 195°.66, whence <9 = - 195°.6i C. With the smaller dimensions

of their thermometer a smaller accuracy was to be expected. They

give their accuracy as being i .05 of a degree').

Comparison
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The two measurements for solid nitrogen give the relation

/„^;, =-^ + 4.7769;

as holding- near the (riple-point ; this combined with the equation

for liquid nitrogen gives for the triple point (i.e. the point of inter-

section of the two vapour-pressure curves).

7'=63°.23 K, /; = 0.1269 int. atm. =9.64 int. cm.

whereas v. Siemens, account being taken of Holst's corrections, found

r=:63".25K. />=:9.35cm.

In Table IV v. Siemens' results — after correction according to Holst

of the reduction to the scale of Kamkrlingh Onnes c.s. — and those

of Hamburger and Holst to which I have applied a small cor-

rection ') are compared with the equation which represents my

obser\ations.

Finally I have tried to connect my results to Crommelin's measure-

ments between the boiling point and the critical point'). The latter

may. be represented satisfactorily') by the equation')

regards my measurements it seems improbable thai the iincerlainty in the deter-

mination of the temperature, independently of systematical errors, has been larger

than about Ü.01 of a degree (of. table 111), and — in view of the recent deter-

minations with the instrument, which will be published in the next communi-

cations — the systematical error of the Leiden gasthermometer (apart from the

effect of errors in the expansion of the glass and in the constant for the capil-

lary depression of the mercury) al^o may b ' put at about 0.01 of a degree.

With regard to the ditïerences in Table IV it should be borne in mind, that

the observations of v. Siemens as well as those of Hamburger and Holst are

based on the readings of a platinum thermometer, which has not been compared

directly with the gasthermometer. They cannot serve therefore to estimate the

systematical error in the temperature-determination. [This note has been somewhat

modified in the translation].

1) Hamburger and Holst (these Proc. X\'ill i (1915) p 872) obtained tlieir

results by reducing the readings of their platinum-thermometer to the vapour-

pressures as found by Kamerlingh Onnes and Braak (comp. note 2 page 660).

As the authors also give the temperatures at the oxygen-pressures observed by

them and as at 78°.42 K. their temperature is 0.05 degrees higher than my results

for oxygen which are at present the only direct measurements of sufficient accuracy

in that region, I have applied a correction of that amount to their temperatures.

These are marked with an asterisk.

2) Gomm. N". Ubd, these Proc. XVll (2) p. 959.

3) We leave out of account the reading at 81°.21 K., which Crommelin himself

marked as inaccurate by placing it in square brackets.

"*) The agreement with this formula containing two terms of the expansion of

Tlog p in powers of T is not inferior to what is obtained by means of three

terms of the expansion in i/2' as given by Crommelin. The latter formula, however,
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7'
loc, p = A^B{ T- 7',) + 6 (

7- 1\Y

where .-1 = 190.86, /^ = 3.9649, C'= 0.00100 for p \\\ int. alm.

This equation is again due to tiie kindness of Prof Verschaffelt.

Table V gives the eompai'ison between observation and calculation.

For 7'=i8r.87 K. the e(|uation gives /^=: 1.6363 (Crommelin),

whereas p = 1.6584 (Cath)

is found from (he equation which represents my observations. The

TABLE V. Vapour-pressures of nitrogen (Crommelin).



Chemistry. — "On Phenyl Carbaininic Acid and its Homohgues"

.

By Prof. F. E.G. ScHEFFER. (Communicated bj Prof. Böeseken.)

(Communicated in ttie meeting of September 29, 1918).

1 . Introduction.

It was observed by Dittk in 1887 that under high pressure and

at temperatures lower tliau room temperature aniline with carbonic

acid can react under formation of a solid compound which consists

of equal molecular quantities of aniline and carbonic acid ^). It may

besides be inferred from his paper that unmixing takes place at

ordinary temperature. Some years ago Dr. J. J. Polak carried out

a number of experiments with the same system of substances in the

organic chemical Laboratory of the Amsterdam University'); he too

succeeded iri ascertaining the existence of a compound, and the result

of his analysis pointed to the same composition as was given by

DiTTE. It further appeared in his researches that the compound melts

on being heated in the presence of a liquid and a vapour rich in

carbonic acid, before the meniscus liquid-vapour disappears, with

formation of a second liquid layer; this suggested the thought to

me that the system aniline-carbonic acid would present an analogy

in its behaviour with Bakhuis Roozkboom's gas-hydrate systems and

with the system sulphuretted hydrogen-water, the phenomena of

which I have fully described in These Proceedings '). It will appear

from the below-menlioued obsei'vations that the compound, which

in my 0[)inion is to be considered as a carbaminic acid, gives rise

in the P-T diagram to the appearance of a quadruple point, where

solid compound, two liquid layers, and gas coexist, and that the

three-phase lines which intersect in this quadruple point, can be

determined with sufficient accuracy. This system also furnishes a

new application of the quadruple point rule, drawn up by me in

1912 '), which was described by Schreinemakers in the Zeitschrift

fur physikalische Chemie almost at the same time ').

1) Gompt. rend 105. 612. (1887).

^) Not published. The results of his research have been kindly put at my disposal

by Dr. Polak, for which 1 gladly express my indebtedness to him here.

») These Proc. 13. 829 (1910/11) and 14 195 (1911/12).

4) These Proc. 15 389 (1912/13).

6) Zeilschr. f. physik. Chem. 83. 59 (1913).
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I further extended this investigation to the three toluidines, and I

have succeeded in determining the limits of existence of tliree

compounds. I have determined tiie composition of two of these

compounds by analysis; the composition of the third had already

P

to

50

T

Fig. i.

been found by Ditte. Ttie great analogy between the three systems

Avill probably justify the conclusion that these compounds are the

three isomer tolyl carbaminic acids.

2. The system aniline-carbonic acid; the phenyl carbaminic acid.

From "anilin purissimum" of Merck coloured red by contact with

the air a middle fraction was separated by fractionation ; a slight quantity

of this was put into the Cailletet tube by the aid of a long glass capillary.

As a test tube I used a tube with a widened upper end of the same

shape as in my researches on the systems ether-water and hexane- water').

For the tilling with carbonic acid the test tube was connected with

a ground piece to an apparatus consisting of a generating apparatus

for carbonic acid, which was obtained from diluted sulphuric acid

and sodium bicarbonate, and was dried with phosphorus pentoxide,

1) These Proc. 15. 380 (1912/13),

2) These Proc. 16. 404 (1213 14).



ail apparatus for a liigli vacuum, consisting of a vessel witli

cocoa-nul carbon and a Geissi-kk tube, a tube for condensation of

tlie carbonic acid (by the aid of liquid air) and a \'essel of about

7, liter capacity as carl>onic acid reservoir ^). As it was exclusively

my purpose in these experiments to determine three-phase pressures,

a determination of the concentration of the mixtures used was

superfluous. For the lirst observation I used a mixture with great

excess of carbonic acid. When Ihe test lube had been screwed on

lo the pressure cylinder after the filling, and the mixture had been

heated to the ordinary (emperature, it appeared that the solid substance

could be kept at ordinary tein|)eralure only under iiigh pressure.

When the available volume was so small that there was only a small

quantity of gas presonl, then a three-phase equilibrium of compound

by the side of a thinly liquid layer (rich in carbonic acid) and gas

occurred at Ihe ordinary temperature at a pressure of about

50 atmospheres. When the pressure was diminished, the liquid

vanished with violent boiling, and solid remained l)y Ihe side of gas.

Below 30 almospheres Ihe solid sulistance decomposed with formation

of a liquid rich in aniline, a strong generation of gas t)eing perceptible

in this layer. Accordingly Ihe solid compound is deconq)Osed into

liquid and gas on decrease of pressure, ll is cleai' that the pressure at

which this decomposition just sets in indicates the three-phase coexistence

of compound, liipiid rich in aniline, and gas. On increasing enlargement

of the volume there remains coexistence of liquid by the side of gas.

At the ordinary temperature the existence of phenyl earbaminic acid

is, therefore, only possible at pressures above about 30 atmospheres.

Hence in perfect analogy with the gas hydrates the dissociation

tensions of this compound are Ihree phase equilibria. This applies

also to the determinations which Ditte carried out by observation

of the pressure at which gas begins to form from the crystals, or

of the pressure at which this generation ceases, which are of course

theoretically the same, but practically different according IoDitte').

DiTTK ascribes the latter to inaccuracies of the temperature deter-

mination, in my opinion the slowness of the transformation S —>• L -|- ^
is undoubtedly responsible for this. In my former researches on the

system sulphuretted hydrogen-water I have also been able to observe

such a slow transformation ').

In order lo be able to determine Ihe three-phase pressures

1) Cf. also These Proc. 13. 830 (1910/11).

2) loc. cit.

') loc. cit.
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accurately, I iiave adjusted a wide cylindrical \e8sel narrowed at

the lower end round the test tube, in which vessel alcohol was

stirred by means of vertically moving leaden plates; the heating took

place electrically; cooling was effected by introduction of solid

carbonic acid. In the observations with small volume it now appeared

that the maximum temperature at which the compound can exist

by the side of gas, is about 18°. The quadruple point lies at this

temperature; the pressure is about 52 atmospheres. In this point

there is intersection of the three-phase lines S (compound), L^ (liquid

rich in carbonic acid), and G (gas), which is stable at temperatures

below the quadruple point, and cannot be prolonged above the

dp
quadruple point, S -(- L, -|- G, which exhibits a value of ^, which

(/
7'

rapidly increases with the tempeiature in the neighbourhood of the

quadruple point, Lj -)- L^ -)- G, which indicates stable equilibria

above the quadruple point, but can aKso be easily determined below

the quadruple point; then these equilibria are, however, metastable

with respect to the solid phase. The fourth three-phase line

S 4- Li -(- Lj rapidly moves from the quadruple point to higher

pressure. The situation of the three-phase lines is indicated in fig. 1

by the letters given above; the quantitative data have been collected

in table I; they have been obtained with two mixtures; one

contained a great, the second a small excess of carbonic acid ; the

determinations carried out with the two mixtures, are in good

agreement. When the figure is consulted the phenomena described

in the beginning of this paragraph will be clear. As long as gas is

present, the solid compound can only exist for pressures which are

higher than the three-phase line SL^G. Dittk's determinations, which

are indicated both in the figure and in the table by the symbol D,

appear to depart perceptibly from mine; only in the neighbourhood

of 0° do the observations agree fairly well. It makes the impression

that DiTTE has determined the points where solid substance is formed

on increase of pressure, and that the pressures have been found

much too high through the retardation of the transformation

L -[- G —> S, though DiTTE mentions that he observed the pressures

at which the generation of gas ceased. In this respect the phenomena

are again in perfect analogy with the system sulphuretted hydrogen-

water, where Cailletet and Boruet's observations present analogous

deviations with mine. ^) Ditte does not lay claim, however, to great

accuracy for his observations ; he states that his determinations give

1) These Proc. 13. 833, fig. 2 and table on p. 834. (1910/11).
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only rough values, but that they may yet give an impression of the

way in which "aniline carbonate" dissociates.
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phase tension \jJj,G begins to depart more from the carbonic acid

tension with increasing temperature; at the quadruple point the

deviation amounts almost to 2 atmospheres; at the critical point of

carbonic acid to abont 37, atmospheres.

It follows from the already mentioned quadrnple rule, which 1

formulated before as follows: The region that does not possess metastable

j)rolongations of threephase lines in the P.-T.-projection, is that of
coexistences of phases of consecutive concentration •), that the region

between SLjG and SL,L, satisfies the above mentioned condition.

In this region, which besides by the two mentioned three-phase

equilibi'ia is also bounded by SL^G and LiL,G resp. by SLiL, and

SL,G, the coexistences occur of the two phases which the adjoining

three-phase equilibria have in common, hence in this case S -f- ^i,

Lj -f- G, and S -\- L^. As these coexistences according to the rule

mentioned must refer to phases which succeed each other in con-

centration, the succession is GLjSL, ; the concentration of the com-

pound lies, therefore, between that of the two coexisting liquid

layers. Hence the transformation S^ Lj -f- L, takes place on the

three-phase line SLiL, in the neighbourhood of the quadruple point.

3. In order to get acquainted with the concentration of the

compound Dr. Polak has caused a weighed quantity of aniline to

act on an excess of carbonic acid in a fused-to tube at the ordinary

temperature. After the compound had been formed the tube was
opened again at —80°, and placed in a bath of about — 60°; after

half an hour the tube was again fused to, and weighed after having

been heated to the ordinary temperature. This analysis yielded the

concentration C,H,NH, . 1 . 01 CO,.

I have carried out three analyses in a way that differs but little

from that described here; the method of investigation was the same

as that which 1 have described in my second paper on the system

sulphuretted hyd rogen-water ^"l ; the excess of carbonic acid was
sucked off at — 80^ by means of a waterjet pump. For the quantity

of carbonic acid in gramme-molecules which combines with one mol.

of aniline, was found successively 0.98, 0.99, and 0.98. The compound
consists, therefore, of an" equal number of molecules of aniline and

carbonic acid.

4. The sijsteui o-toluidin-carbonic acid; the o-to/i/l-rarhaw.inic acid.

Also in the system o-toluidine-carbonic acid I have been able (o as-

certain the formation of a compound ; the quadruple point lies here,

') loc. cit.

') loc. cit.
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liowever, at lower temperature. As the inquiry into the equilibria

Fig. 2.

at low temperatures is attended with experimental difficulties, I have

rested satisfied with the determination of the quadruple point and

of tlie three-phase line L,LjG with the critical end point. The found

three-phase pressures are recorded iji table 2 and indicated in tig. 2

TABLE 2.
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by crosses. At temperatures helow the (|iiadruple point a compound

again occnis, which has also already been ol)seived by Dittk, and

which according to him consisis of equal molecular (piantities of

o-toluidine and carbonic acid. 1 myself have not determined the

concentration of this compound; the ap|)lication of the above de-

scribed method of analysis is accompanied with pretty great diffi-

culties at the low teinperatuies. The possibility that the solid substance

should be pure o-toluidiiie is excluded, because the quadi'uple point lies

at higher temperature than the melting-point of the pure substance.

(Of. table 5).

5. I'he system m-toluidine-carbonic acid, the m-tolyl carhaminic-acid.

There occurs a quadruple point SLjLjG in the system m-toluidine-

carbonic acid at a temperature which lies between that of o-toluidine-

carbonic acid and that of aniline-carbonic acid. The three-phase lines

have again the same relative situation as was described above. The

observations referring to the three-phase lines LjL^G, SL^G and

S]i,G are recorded in table 3 and indicated in figure 2 by triangles.

In this tigure are also fownd the vapour tensions of pure carbonic

acid (see table 1).

6. The analysis of the compound according to the method

TABLE 3.

L.LoG
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mentioned in § 3 yielded varying values in contrast to those of

aniline and of p-toluidine, aa will appear in ^ 8. For the qnantily of

carbonic acid which combines with one molecule of m-toluidline, was

found successively 0.76, 0.79. 0.85, 0.86, 0.88, 0.88, 0.93, 0.89,

0.86, 0.92, and 0.89 mol. These values for the carbonic acid content

are most probably all too small. The cause of this deviation is in

my opinion the following: Liquid carbonic acid and m-toluidine are

little miscible. Accordingly the foi'ination of the compound on cooling

takes chietly place on the boundary of the two layers. In consequence

of this a partition of solid substance is continually formed, separating

the two layers. Part of the (oluidine can, therefore, be withdrawn

from the action of carbonic acid. It is clear that after the excess of

carbonic acid has been sucked otf, the quantity of bound carbonic

acid is found too small. In order to render the formation as complete

as possible, the tubes were kept in ice for several days; in the

successive determinations this period increases from 2 to 10 days.

It ai)pears, therefore, that the time has not much influence on the

result of the analysis. In the last determination the tube was cooled

for 7 hours with ice and salt f
—

'15 to —20°); it also yields too

low a result. The supposition that the m-toluidine should be impure,

appeared erroneous, as the correct value of 65° was found for the

melting-point of the acete compound. I think I am justified in

concluding from the above-mentioned determinations that the compound

likewise consists of equal molecular quantities of toluidine and

carbonic acid.

7. The system p^ohciclme-carbonic acid; the p-tolylcarbaminic acid.

In the P-T-diagram the system p-toluidine-carbonic acid yields a

three-phase line LjLjG, which deviates little from that of the said

systems. (Cf. tig. 3). The quadruple point SLjLjG lies here at higher

temperature; the four three-phase lines which intersect in this

quadruple point, are indicated in fig. 3 ; the quantitative data in

table 4. The relative situation of the four phases is the same here

as in the preceding systems. The stable part of the three-phase line

SL,G terminates at low^er temperature in a second quadruple point

SSbL.G (Sb is solid p-toluidine). In the preceding systems the corre-

sponding quadruple point lies at lower temperature and pressure; in

this system the temperature of the two quadruple points differs little

from the critical temperature of carbonic acid. The three-phase lines

SL,G and SbL,G are easy to determine, when we heat at constant

pressure and read the temperature at which liquid is formed.

Without further examination we mav state about the three-phase
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line SSbL, that the slope will be steep. Of three of the three-phase

lines that pass through the quadruple point SSb^^G the situation

Fig. 3.

could, therefore, easily be given. The fourth three-phase line SSrG
was, however, difficult to find. The quadruple point rule mentioned,

however, gave me an indication where it was to be found. There

ex^ist two possibilities for the situation of this fourth three-phase

line, wdiich are represented by fig. 4^ and b. The three-phase line

Fig. 4a. Fig. ib.

SSbGt must namely lie between the metastable prolongations of SL,G
and SbL,G (fig. 4aj or between those of SL,G and SSbL, (fig. 4:b).

Other situations are impossible, because else two-phase coexistences

44
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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would occur witli an angle larger than J80°; I have set forth in

the mentioned paper that this is impossible. When with the aid of

the quadruple point rule we examine what succession of the phases

would appear according to tig. 4^/, it appears that no melastable

prolongations occur between SShL, and vSL,G, that the two-phase

coexistences in this region are: G-f-S, «S + Ij, and L, -[- Sp, and

that the succession of the phases is given by GSL,Sb.

In an analogous way it would follow from fig. 4/; that the order

of the phases would be SGL,Si{. This order indicates diminishing

carbonic acid content, because Sb i-epresents solid p-toluidine. That

the compouml S would be richer in carl)onic acid than the gas phase,

which practically consists of pure carbonic acid, is excluded ; p-loluidine

has a very slight vapour tension (b.pt. 200°) at this femperaliire,

and the content of p-toluidine in (he vapour is, therefore, very small.

The only possibility is, therefoi-e, given by lig. 4^/. I have, therefoi-e,

TABLE 4.

SL,G 1 LiLjG



the melastable prolongations of SL,G and SiiL,G. The determinations

were difficnlt; the only way to find the eqnilibria was by examining

whether rise of pressnre or descent of pressnre takes place at constant

temperature after some lapse of time. It is clear that below the

three-phase line SSbG (fig. 4a) the two-phase coexistence Sb -f- G is

found, and above it S -f- G and S -(- Sb, because S with regard to

its concentration lies between G and Sb, and the coexistence of the

two solid substances will extend towards higher pressure ^). Hence

the transformation Sb -(- G ^ S occurs on the three-phase line. The

upper arrow indicates the conversion on diminution of volume,

the lower one on expansion. When at a definite temperature a fall

of the pressure takes place, we are above SSa G ; when the pressure

increases, we are below SSb G. In this way an upper and a lower

limit was found, which were no fuither apart than one atmosphere,

sometimes some tenths of an atmospheie. The slowness of the

transformation rendered this method of working necessary ; the lower

limit was found to yield values which were better reproducible than

the upper one. The explanation of this is in my opinion to be found

in the fact that the transformation S —> Sb + G takes place more

easily than the opposite one. This is self-evident, as the action of

G on Sb can exclusively take place on the boundary of the two

phases, and formation of a phase S can stop the action. Accordingly

the values of the lower limit are recorded in table 4; besides, the

uppei' limit often differs no more than a fraction of an atmosphere

from the lower one, as has been said. The relative situation of the

three-phase lines is actually that which was predicted with the aid

of the quadruple point rule.

8. The analysis of the compound did not present any difficulties.

The results of the analyses were resp. 1.00, 0.97, and 0.99 mol. CO,

to 1 mol. p-toluidine. Hence the compound contains equal molecular

quantities of the two components.

9. Summary of the results.

The four examined systems yield pretty well coinciding three-

phase lines LJjjG. The critical end-points lie close together. The

great difference, between the systems consists only in the situation

of the quadruple points. In table 5 the four systems are arranged

^) This can also be immediately derived from the relative situation of the three-

phase lines in fig. 4a.

44*
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according to ascending quadruple point temperatnres. Tiie order in

temperature is the same as that in pressure.

TABLE 5.

Quadruple points SLiL^G.

o-toluidine
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At low temperature tliey can all exiat at ordinary [)re.ssLire, but

the formation will be hampered by the afore-said reason that the

compoinid can put a stop to (he action of the two phases (gas and

solid) on each other by separation.

It is worthy of notQ that evidently through the action of aromatic

amines on carbonic acids free acide are formed in contrast with

ammoniac and the aliphatic amines, which form salts.

Of the said carbaminic acids a few salts are known. When it is

tried to obtain the free acids by double conversion with acid, they

split up into carbonic acid and the free amines; only at high

pressure or low temperature could the free carbaminic acids be

formed. Yet it is possible, and even piobable that these acids, though

they are durable at the ordinary temperature oidy under increased

pressure, occur in the liquids L.^. The assumption that for cei'tain

reactions the carbaminic acids can act as intermediate product, is

therefore certainly not to be deemed impossible.

It appears from the P-T-diagrams that the quadruple point of

p-tolylcarbaminic acid lies higher than that of phenylcarbaminic acid.

Possibly the quadruple point of one of the xylylcarbaminic acids

lies at still higher temperature. Tlie as-o-xylidine certainly invites to

further investigation, the quadruple point will probably have shifted

here to higher temperature, as the melting-point lies higher than

that of p-toluidine. It is possible that for this system the quadruple

point has already disappeared ; we should then pass to another type

of l)inary systems; in this case the behaviour will become analogous

to that of sulphuretted hydrogen-ammoniac, the particulars of which

•1 described on an earlier occasion. ^)

When we think the quadruple point gradually removed to higher

temperature, it will disappear when it coincides with the critical

end-point. A gradual change is not to be realized, as the change in

constitution takes place discontinnously. It is here, however, possible

that by suitable choice of the homologues the displacement takes

place in small leaps, and the transition of the type presented by

these systems into that of sulphuretted hydrogen-ammoniac appears

\"ery clearly.

In his thesis for the doctorate Büchner already pointed out the

existence of such a transition for systems without compound. I shall

describe the phenomena which present themselves in these trans-

formations in a later treatise.

Delft, August 30^11 1918. Technical University.

1) Thesis for the Doctorate (1909). Zeitschr. physik. Chemie. 71. 214 and 671.

1910).



Physics. — "Experimental hiquirj/ into the Xature of the Surface-

Layers in the Reflection by Mercury, and into the Difference

in the Optical Behaviour of Liquid and Solid Mercury".

By Dr. J. J. Haak and Prof. R. Sissingh. (Communicated by

Prof. H. A, LoRENTz).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 29, 1918).

1. Introduction. Since in 1850 L. fiORENZ ^) advanced the suppo-

sition, tliat the elliptical polarisation on reflection by transparent

bodies is the consequence of a gradual transition between the two

adjoining media and elaborated this view theoretically, the influence

of these surface layers has been more than once theoretically inves-

tigated, both in case of the reflection by transparent bodies and by

metals'). There have, however, been made only few experimental

investigations into the nature of these surface-layers and our know-

ledge of it is confined to more or less plausible suppositions. Great

influence is always assigned to the grinding and polishing and also

to the grinding and polishing material itself, with which these ope-

rations are made. An investigation by Rayleigh shows, however, that

it is not yet possible to state in what way this influence arises ').

Besides, an influence of the condensed gas layers has often been

supposed and examined *). Up to now however, attempts to demon-

strate the influence of a condensed gas layer have not yet succeeded.

2. Purpose of the research. In order to obtain the optical con-

stants of a metal, quite independent of the grinding and polishing

and the material used for this purpose, mercury was chosen for this

investigation. Both the liquid mercury and a mirror of solid mercury

can be examined. It becomes then also evident, whether at the transition

from liquid to solid mercury the optical constants are subjected to a

modification. In the investigation of liquid mercury the impression,

1) L. LoRENZ, Pogg. Ann., Ill, 460, 1860; 114, 238, 1861.

2) C. A. VAN Run van Alkemade, Thesis for the doctorate, Leiden, 1882; Wied.

Ann., 20, 22, 1883. P. Drude, Wied. Ann.. 43, 126, 1891; R. G. Mac Laurin,

Proc. Roy. Soc, (A), 76, 49, 1905.

») Rayleigh, Proc. Roy. hist, 16, 568, 1901.

•i) J. J. Seebeck, Pogg. Ann., 20, 35, 1830; P. Glan, Wied. Ann.. 11, 464, 1880;

R. Sissingh, Thesis for the doctorate, Leiden, 1885; Arch. Néerl., 20, 171,1886.
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however, gained ground, that the layers of air, which are condensed

on the surface, exert an appreciable influence on the elliptical

polarisation at the reflection, so that in the first place this influence

has been inore closely examined.

3. The used uionochronnttor. The determination of the optical

constants took place in an entirely analogous way, as has been de-

scribed by one of us '). For the investigation a goniometer has been

used, the graduated circle of which can be placed vertical. Before

the goniometer there is a monochromator of a very simple structure,

which was constructed from material, present in the laboratory. The

monochromator consists of a collimator with an aperture 1 : 6, a flint-

glass prism of Steiniikil with an angle of refraction of 60°, and a

second collimatoi-, which will be referred to in futui-e as the colli-

mator of the goniometer. The illumination takes place by means of

an arc-lamp of 18 Amperes. A lens of 7 dioptrics forms an image

of the crater on the slit of the collimator of the monochromator.

Hehind the prism a lens of Jl dioptrics forms a spectrum on the

collimator of the goniometer. The axes of the two collimators are

placed horizontal, the slits and the edge of the refractiiigangleoftheprisiTi

vertical. Care has always been taken, that the image of the crater

and the spectrum fall on the middle of the collimator slits. A silvered

glass mirror is adjusted to the collimator of the goniometer; it can

revolve round an horizontal axis and throws a monochromatic, cylin-

drical beam of light at the required angle of incidence on the mirror

in the middle of the goniometer. The wa\e-length of the incident rays lies
o

between 5790 and 5990 Angstrom-units. During the observations the

invariability of this colour-sifting of the incident beam of light is repeat-

edly examined. The fringes in the Babinet compensator are always

uncoloured. Monochromator and goniometer are mounted on a fii-m

foundation, erected free from the floor in the room, in which the

observations have been made. The three levelling-screvvs of the legs

of the goniometer stand each on two thick pieces of india-rubber,

in order to prevent as much as possible the influence of vibrations

on the liquid mercury surface.

4. The goniometer. For the adjustment and the centring of the

parts of the goniometer we i-efer to the investigation of one of us').

Only a few points are briefly mentioned here.

') R. SissiNGH, loc. cit.

2) R. SlSSINGH, loc. cit.
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The following expedient proved very convenient in the mutual

adjustment of the parts of the goniometer. The sledge on which

the silver mirror stands, which served for these adjustments, was

fastened to a socket, which fits over a conical pivot in the middle

of the goniometer circle. This pivot can be levelled with three

adjusting screws. The mirror with the socket can in this way easily

be placed on the goniometer and can be removed from it ^).

As polarizer a nicol is used with pretty large oblique end-planes,

which only gives a small deviation to the rays of light, which pass

through it. This amounts to 2'. 5.

For the adjustment of the compensator we refer again to the

investigation of one of us ').

The polarisation planes of eacli of the two compensator wedges

are placed in the required position, i. e. parallel to the plane of

incidence and normal to it ').

To bring the movable wedge in the required position, we make

use of the images of the collimator slit, which are formed in tlie

eye-piece behind the goniometei-. There are formed three pairs of

images. The images of each pair coincide, if the planes of the

wedges are parallel. The principal positions of the nicols, in

which their planes of polarisation are parallel to the plane of

incidence or normal to it, have been determined both in the \ ertical

and in the horizontal position of the goniometer circle. The azimuth

of the polarizer is called 0, when the light, that the polarizer trans-

mits, vibrates noi-mal to the i)lane of incidence, that of the analyzer,

wiien the direction of vibration of the transmitted light is pallallel

to the plane of incidence. We obtained successively in the horizontal

and vertical position of the goniometer circle

:

mean

Polarizer in azimuth 0° 8l°57', 8r43' ; 8r50'

Analyzer „ „ 0° 86°33', 86°35' ;
86°34' ^).

Considering the inevitable errors of observation, the agreement

may be called satisfactory.

1) For fuller details compare J. J. Haak, Thesis for the doctorate, Amsterdam,

1918.

2) R. SissiNGH, loc. cit.

') It is noteworthy, that it is supposed both in the investigation of R. Hennig,

Gölt. Nachr., 13, 365, 1887, as in that of P. Drude, Wien. Ann., 34, 489, 1888;

86, 532, 1889; 39, 481, 1890, that the principal sections of the wedges are normal

to each other and only the angle between the principal section of one of the wedges

and the plane of incidence is determined and taken into account. Gf. Sissingh in

Bosscha's Textbook of physics, Light, II, p. 555, note 2.

^) All the experiments have been made by J. J. Haak. Compare for further

details Mr. Haak's thesis for the doctorate, Amsterdam, 1918.
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The positions of the movable compensator wedge, in wliicli the

difference of pliase foi- the narrow beam of light, which passes

between the threads before the fixed wedge, amounts successively

to — 2, 0, -f- i, are :

63.86; 49.52; 35.10.

As the displacements of the wedge are always reduced to those

between 49.52 and 63.86, a displacement of 14.34 mm. corresponds

with a phas-edifference of ^ or n. ^)

The angle of incidence on the mercury surface is derived from

the position, in which the line of sight of the telescope of the goni-

ometer is horizontal. This position is found halfway between the posi-

tions, in which that line of sight runs successively parallel to that of an

incident beam of light and of the corresponding beam of light, which is

reflected by a liquid surface in the centre of the goniometer. These

positions are 81°36' and 104°24', so that the axis of the telescope

of the goniometer runs horizontal in the position 81°36' -|- (104°24'

—

—81°360 : 2 = 93°0'. As reflecting surface is used that of thick

machine oil, because this gives rise to a pure image of the slit, which

is not the case with mercury. ') The goniometer circle is vertical,

when the axis of the incident beam coincides with that of the tube

in which later the polarizer is placed and after reflection with the

axis of the telescope.

5. Freliininary investigation of the optical injiuence of a condensed

layer of air. When, as was already communicated in § 2, it

became evident from the observations, that the layer of air condensed

on the mercury surface was optically active, the angles of principal

incidence / and the principal azimuth H were determined on the

mirror of pure mercury, immediately after the formation. This took

place by the determination of the phase-difference and the restored

azimuth for two angles on both sides of the angle of principal

incidence from extensive series of observations. From these values

those of / and H were obtained by interpolation. ')

It was found that /= 79°J8', ^=: 35°45'.

This determination could be made within three hours.

On an earlier occasion we obtained /=: 78°23', H=:36°18', in

which the mercury surface was exposed to the air for some days,

I) The phase-differences are given as phase-retardations with respect to the

light vector in the reflected liight, perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

') For the mercury surface the compensator fringes remain however straight,

only slightly less sharply defined. The accuracy of tlie adjustment of this fringe

is somewhat less than with ,i solid surface, viz. 0.03 insleati of 0.02.

') R. SissiNGH, loc. cit.
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hut protected against contact with dust, before the observations took

place. In botli ca«es the mercury had been distilled in vacnuni.

With mercury that had been purified by being- shaken with

potassium hydroxide and nitric acid and had then been dried, we

found in the same way some days after the formation of the meicury

surface

:

/==78°14' , // = 36°r2',

which is in satisfactory agreement witli llie second determination.

The sign of (he difference between tiie vabies of / and // in the two

first determinations is the same as is to be derived from the tlieoretical

research by Drude. A surface layer greatly diminishes the angle of

l)rincipal incidence and enlarges the principal azimuth but little^).

The following observations show the influence of the layer of air

very clearly. The pure mercury is in a well cleaned receptacle of

Lkybold with plane parallel side walls, as is very often used for light-

filters. The observations have been made at an angle of incidence

of 78°, with the analyzer at an azimuth of 45°').

Adjustment of the

Compensator Polarizer

56.46
')

43°3:r

Two days later, during which time the mercury was protected

from dust,

56.71 43°47'

After the mercury in the receptacle had been shaken and a new

surface had been formed

:

56.44 43°33'

After one day 56.64 43°44'

After shaking 56.42 43°34'

Ii» a following set of observations, in which a pure surface was

obtained by means of the method of overflowing of Röntgen *), which

has also been used by Rayi.eigh, tliQ observations yielded

:

Adjustment of the

Compensator Polarizer

56.43 43°44'

After two days 56.74 43°41'

1) P. Drude, Wied. Ann., 36, 532, 865, 1889; 43, 112(5, 1891.

') At this azimuth tlie error in the determination of the phase-ditrereuce intro-

duced by the metallic reflexion and of the azimuth of the restored plane polarisation,

whicli henceforth will be referred to as restored azimuth, is a minimum. Gf. R.

SissiNGH, Thesis for the doctorate, p. 57 ; Arch. Néerl., 20, p. 188.

^) These and all the further values are every time the mean of four readings.

*) RöNTGEN. Wied. Ann., 46. 152. 1892; Rayleiüh. Phil. Mag.. (5), 30, 398, 1890.
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After overflowing 56.45 43°37'

After one dav 56.68 43°44'

After overflowing 56.45 43°5()'

The polarizing action of the side walls of the glass receptacles

not having been examined, (hese vahies have no absolnte valne,

bat they represent the change by the adsorbed air layer no donbt

very accurately.

6. Change of the, thiclxuess and the injiuence of the layer

inith the time.

There is no donbt bnt the thickness of the adsorbed layer of air

and so also its optical intlnence increases with the time. In order to

examine this intlnence the adjustments mnst be effected in a short time.

Those of the polarizer have been omitted, because it apjiears from

§ 5, that the influence of the layer of air on the restored azimuth

is very small and about of (he order of magnitude of the errors of

observation. In order to be able to execute the observations in a

short time, only observations at one angle of incidence, viz. the angle

79°46', which is very near the angle of principal incidence, were

made, the analyzer also always being set in the same quadrant. The

determination of the phase-difference, (hat arises at metallic reflection

between the components vibrating perpendicular to and in the plane

of incidence, took place only by annulling this phase difference').

The shifting of (he movable compensator wedge was therefore

exclusively from 49.52 -> 63.86 (see § 4). In this way the errors in

consequence of the deviation of the ligh( in the polarizer and the

inaccurate position of the planes of polarization of the compensator

wedges continue to exist, but their influence on the slight change

in the phase-difference, (hat is to be determined, may be considered

as of the second order of magnitude. Care should, however, be

particularly taken, that the incident beam of light consists always

of the same part of the spectrum and keeps the same direction,

i. e. always falls on the middle of the slit of the collimator

of the goniometer. A slight shifting of the spectrum, which

was not even so much as the heiglit of the spectrum, already

modified the compensator-reading by 0.06. This is to be ascribed

to the cliauge in (he angle of incidence. In (he observations (he

mercury was placed in a shallow iron dish, attached to the bo((om

of a bronze cylinder. Two side-tubes, closed by plane parallel

glass plates, (he axes of which lie in a same meridian plane

1) SissiNGH. Thesis fur Ihe doctorale, p. 79: Arcli. Néerl., 20, 196. 1886.
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of tlie cylinder, enable ns to make the liglit strike the mercury at

the required angle of incidence. The mercury is conveyed into the

dish by a tube in the upper surface of the cylinder. This bronze

cylinder is attached lo the middle of the goniometer circle. A vertical

sledge makes it possible to place the mercury surface so, that the

axis of the goniometer lies in it. By means of an horizontal sledge

the dish may be placed so, that (he axes of the incident and the

reflected beam of light pass through the middle of the glass windows.

The cylinder can be exhausted and filled with air, that has been

dried with calcium-chloride, sulphuric acid, potassium-hydroxide and

phosphor-pentoxide.

When the position of the movable prism of the compensator,

immediately after the formation of the mercury surface is called

c„, that t seconds later c, and the final position c^, a very plausible

supposition on the increase of the thickness of the layer of air and

its optical influence leads to the ditferential equation

:

dt
V =0 /

So that

In this k will l)e proportional to the pressure of the air. This

supposition is confirmed by series of observations, made at a pressure

of one and of half an atmosphere, which are graphically represented

in fig. J. There have been traced six curves for different values of ^^

It appears clearly from the traced lines within what limits the value

of k lies for the two series of observations. As value of c^— c„ has

been taken 0.25, viz. the change of the readings in dry air after

24 hours. When (he cylinder is exhausted, no change in the compen-

sator-readings can be demonstrated even after 8 hours. Compare

the line . . ., which indicates the observations in the exhausted cylinder.

Here follow the means of three series of observations in dry air

for a pressure of an atmosphere.

Time Angle of Incidence 79°46'

Co = 56.84 C-C\
1 hour C = 56.863 0,023

1 „ 56.89 0.05

14 hours 56.92 0.08

2 „ 56.918 0.078

2^ „ 56.94 0.10

3 „ 56.965 0.125

3è „ 56.975 0.135

4 „ 56.972 0.132
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The ineasiiremeiits on pure meroiiry, immediately after tiie formation

of the inin-or, gave:

Angle of Incidence Compensator Angle of Principal Incidence

78°38' 56.24 79°J8'.

Observations made at the same angle of incidence on the mirror

with an adsorbed layer of air yielded -.

78°38'
'

56.90 78°19'.

It follows from this, that if the compensator-reading in the neigh-

bourhood of the angle of principal incidence diminishes by 0.66, the

angle of principal incidence increases bj 59', so that it follows from

the observed value c,^— c'o
= 0.25, tiiat the adsorbed layer of air

decreases the angle of pi-incipal incidence by 22'. 5. It is to be doubted

ver^- much whether the change, which has been observed for ci-ystals

on natural cleavage surfaces, shortly after the splitting, in the phase

difference l)etween the components of the reflected light, which

vibrate normal to and in the plane of incidence, should be attributed

to layers of air. Drude lound this change for fresh cleavages surfaces

of antimony glance, calcspar, and rock-salt. ') For rock-salt the cause

is not to be looked for in a lajer of water on the hygroscopical

crystal. The observed change in the phase difHerence is greatest for

antimony glance at the angle of principal incidence. According as

the optical axis of the crystal is parallel to the angle of incidence

or normal to it, this change amounts successively to 0.01 and 0.06.

This value is many times greater than has been observed for mercury.

Besides the greater part of the change has already taken [)lace in 2

hours and the retardation in the increment of the ellipticity on standing

is much more considerable than for mercury. Drudü considers fresh

cleavage-planes as unsaturate and thinks that also a greater conden-

sation of the gas layers would have to result from this. Experiment

should decide, however, whether gas layers play a part also here.

Fresh cleavage-planes of lead glance do not exhibit a change in

the elliptical polarisation with the time.

7. On the changes in the phase-difference obtained in a previous

iiwestigation.

It appears from the observations mentioned in § 5, that changes

of nearly 1° in the angle of principal incidence caused by surface-layers

were observed. Hence the question is, what gives rise to these

greater changes? Very probably these occur in consequence of liquid

layers, which are enveloped by the dust falling on the mercury. When

M Drude, Wied. Ann., 34, 489, 1888; 36, 532, 1889.
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some dust \b swept up from the floor and some of it is strewn

over the mercury, the displacement of tiie compensator fringe can

immediately he observed without any adjustment. No liquid is,

however, to be observed on the mercury either with the naked eye

or with a telescope. When the dust is taken trom a place, where

oil has been spilt, the compensator-fringe assumes a tortuous form

and liquid streaks are to be observed on the surface by means of

the telescope. The sinuous compensator-fringe indicates, that not

everywhere an equal quantity of liquid is spread over the mercury.

That in this case really a liquid is spread over the mercury

surface, is also in agreement with the fact, that the mercury surface

is smoother, so that an image may be observed in the telescope of

the thread, stretched across the centre of the slit of the collimator of

the goniometer. This does not succeed with a clean mercury surface

in consequence of the vibrations caused by the traffic in the streets.

8. On the values of I and H for mercury toithout surface layer.

It follows from § 6 that for a pressure of air of one atmosphere,

the curve for /; = 0.79 best represents the observations, so that the

compensator reading successively increases by 0.045, 0.08, and

0.11 in 1, 2, and 3 hours or on an average by 0.04 an hour. As

the determinations of / and //, mentioned in ^ 5, took up three

hours, / has been diminished by 6' on an aveiage in this time, the

principal azimuth H has, however, remained unchanged. The change

in H lies namely within the errors of observation. From this follows,

that for mercury without adsorbed layer of air:

/ = 79°24' // = 35°45'

We subjoin the values obtained by other investigators:

Brkwstkr ^)
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has been calculated. Tt cannot be inferred from Brewster's records,

whether his observations have been made on a free mercury surface

or on mercury against glass. In the latter case scratches in the glass

may be responsible for the too low value of the principal azimuth.

Also the too low value of the principal azimuth determined by Quincke

should be attributed to scratches '). Des Coudres' observations have

been made on a free surface. The deviations seem to be owing to

inaccuracies in the observations. Drude obtains a clean mercury

surface by the aid of two funnels. No further particulars are given

about this. The method is probably similar to Röntgen's method of

overflowing. The observations wei'C made within two hours after the

formation of the mercury mirror. Quincke and Meyer used a mercury

surface against glass. A surface layer between mercury and glass

has undoubtedly caused the too low value of the angle of principal

incidence. Meese also made observations on mercury against glass

and demonstrates the existence of surface layers, that are then present.

The values of 1 and // given here, have been calculated from his

observations. In how far a condensed layer of air has also exerted

an influence cannot be ascertained. From the values determined by us

and those of Drude, Meese, and Meyer, whose value for /, which is

certainly too low, has not been taken into account, the following

values of the optical constants for mercury may be assumed as the

most probable

:

i = 79°27' 7/=r35°43'.

§ 9. llie thickness of the adsorbed layer of air. Both Van Run
Van Alkemade (see § 1) and Drude have given equations, from

which the thickness of the surface layer may be derived. According

to Drude ") the change in the phase-difference between the compo-

nents of the reflected light, parallel to and normal to the plane of

incidence, brought about by the surface layer is:

L! — L = ^^ ^^^y^^'^^'y {a—Cos\) r/ _ 1
I ^/

w.
X {a—Cos\f)- + i

a

In this (f is the angle of incidence, L the thickness of the surface

layer, n the index of refraction in this layer at the distance / of

the reflecting metal surface

:

Cos 4 H Sin 4 H
SinUt^f I ' SinUtg^ /.

I) J. J. Haak, Thesis for the doctorate, Amsterdam, 1918, p. 47.

«) Dkude, Wied. Ann., 39. 481, 1890.
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The index of refraction n of the surface ia^er will increase on

approaching the reflecting metal surface. When for n a mean value

is taken, viz. that between ^iaó- and the value for the greatly condensed

air, immediately adjoining the metal and when with Quincke') it is

supposed, that the density of this is equal to that of the mercury,

n = 4:.04:8 is found for this b}^ the aid of the relation: {n— l):d=
constant'). Hence the mean value of n is (4.048 + 1.003) : 2 = 2.52.

As A'—A, the phase difference for the absorbed layer of air, amounts

to 0.0087 (see § 6) and (p = 79°46' (see § 6), we find with the

values of / and H mentioned in § 8?

L ^ i.Q fi(x.

This value is in agreement with that for the transition layer

liquid-vapour, for which Bakker^) gives J—2 fi,a.

When in the same way the thickness of a layer of oil (72 = 1.5,

c/=0.9) is calculated, which according to ^ 5 can modify the angle

of principal incidence by 1°, the compensator-read ing by 0.50 and

more, we find, introducing the value 0.50, L = 3 ft/L/. This is in

accordance with Rayleigh's and Fischer's^) determinations. Rayi-eigh

found, namely, for the thickness of the thinnest layei' of oil, that stops

the movements of the camphor particles on water, 2/ifi. F'ischer

found for liquid layers, which spread over mercury, thicknesses

smaller than 5/i/Lt.

As the adsorbed layer of air of a thickness of 1.6 mi changes

the compensator-reading by 0.25 and the mean error in the reading

amounts to 0.02, a layer of a thickness of 0.13 n^i can still be

demonstrated in this way by this optical method. Such a layer is

of the thickness of a molecule. It is not possible to prove the

existence of such thin layers by the aid of the capillary phenomena.

It is not possible to remove the once adsorbed layer of air by

means of a very far exhausted vacuum, as the mercury airpump of

Gaede can bring about. After eight hours' pumping no displacement

of the compensator reading could be demonstrated *).

1) Quincke, Pogg. Ann., 108, 326, 1859.

*) L LoKENZ—H. A. LoRENTz's formula cannot be applied here, as n^ would

M,- + 2 n' + 2 nH2 d
become negative. Let — di be = —z—- d, then —; must be > 1, ifWi'

n^ —

1

n —

1

71 — 1 d^

d, n'+ 2
IS to be positive. In the case considered here , = 10*, —-—- =5.10', so that the

d ?r— 1

condition is not fulfilled.

3) G. Bakker, Z. f. Phys. Chem., 91, 571, 1916.

4) Rayleigh, Phil. Mag., (5), 30, 396, 1890; Fischer, Wied. Ann., 68, 436, 1899.

») This result is in agreement witli other experiments, which show with how

45
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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10. Testbu) of the obtained results by means of a mercury wirror

got by (listiUation of pure mercury. According to ^ 6 (he phase-

difference was measured with tlie compensator by annulling this

phase-difference, in oi'der to determine the influence exerted by the

adsorbed lajer of air. From the values given in §4 it appears, that

the lowest compensator-reading corresponds with the smallest phase-

difference. As according to Dkudk every surface layer diminishes the

angle of principal incidence, hence increases the phase-difference for

every angle of incidence, the mercury surface is the better, i.e. less

contaminated by suiface layers, as the compensator-reading is smaller.

For an angle, somewhat greater than 7, this smallest reading was

56.84 '). Mercury, distilled in vacuum, which was conveyed into a

dish after being filtered through a paper funnel, yields the reading

56.84. This dish had been placed free in the air and was not sui--

rounded by a case (see § 6), so that the rays of light need not pass

through glass windows. Mercury purified by being shaken with

potassium hydroxide and nitric acid, but not distille<l in vacuum,

yields the reading 56.85. The difference with the preceding value

falls within the errors of observation. Mercury, conveyed into the

dish through a drawn-o«it glass tube, yields 57.00, if the rube has

not been very well cleaned. For a thorough cleaning heating to a

dull red glow is gener-ally sufficient, 'i'ouched by a piece of cloth,

which is not clean, the mercury gives the adjustment 57.20. When
breathed upon, the mercury yields a reading increased by 0.04 or 0.05.

In order to prove by another way, that 56.84 is the reading for

|)ure mercury without surface layer, pure mercury was distilled

in vacuum into the iron dish, which is situated in the bronze cylinder.

It was previously ascertained, that the glass windows — carefully

cooled glass plates of a thickness of 3 mm. — did not modify the

compensator-reading, e\en though the cylinder was exhausted

of air. For this purpose an iron mirror was placed in the dish and

the compensator-reading was observed before and after the ex-

haustion. The pure mercury was heated in a glass globe. The vapour

was condensed in the spiral windings of a glass cooler and received

in a glass bottle, from which it flows out into the iron vessel through

a glass tube with drawn-out point. k\\ the junctions of this apparatus

consist of sealed glass. The aii'-tight connection of the glass tube with

great a force these adsorbed layers of air are attached to the surfaces. Clf. among

others Voigt, Wied. Ann., 19, 39, 1884. Likewise it is in agreement with the

fact, that the layer of air cannot be removed by means of carbon powder, which has

been heated just before to ared glow. Cf. among others Sissingh, Thesis for the doctorate,

p. 162; Arch. Néerl. 20, 228, 1886.

1) The values recorded here are again the irleans of four readings.
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drawn-out point, which passes through tiie ahoit tube in (he upper

wall of the bronze cylinder, witii this short tube was effected b}' means

of an airpump (ub(;anda little collodion. A Gaedk mercury airpump

exhausts the space. The compensator-adjustment was 56.84, hence

exactly the sauje as that which prevails for merenry without adhering

layer of air, accoiding lo the observations communicated in this §.

11. Inquiry into a diference In the optical constants of liquid and
solid mercury. At first the air in the bronze cylinder was very

carefully dried. The cooling of (he cylinder and the dish with

mercury in it took place by putting a mixture of solid carbonic acid

and ether on a tin plate screwed on to the bottom of the cylindrical

case. By means of ebonite as heat-insulator the conduction of heat from

the metallic parts of the goniometer to the cylinder is prevented. In

order to prevent (he cooling of the glass windows in the side tubes,

because no water vapour from the air may settle on them, these

windows are cemented to ebonite tubes, which are screwed on to

the side tubes of the bronze cylinder. The air-tight closure was

effected by means of very tough Ramsay -grease. As it appeared that in

spite of (his precaution some water-vapour deposits on the glasses, a

current of dry air was blown along them by means of a Gaede

box pump, which quite remedied this evil.

During the cooling the following phenomena are observed. When
during the cooling the compensator is adjusted for the dark compen-

sator-fringe, this winds, while the mercury is still liquid and becomes

less dark, after which it disappears altogether. At last the fringe,

which has then become black again, jumps back to its original

position. When the telescope, which is placed behind the analyzer,

is then adjusted on the mercury, ice crystals appear to float on the

mercury. From this it is evident, that the explanation of the observed

phenomenon is the following. In spite of (he careful drying the air

contains traces of water vapour, which are deposited on the mercury

surface during the cooling and spread over it as a liquid ^). The

compensator-fringe is probably sinuous, when the water layer

consists of incpherent patches and is very thin. When (he water

forms a coherent layer and this layer has become so thick,

that the reflection takes place on water, the fringe disappears, as at

the chosen angle of incidence of 79° 46' water does not perceptibly

polarize the light elliptically on reflection. As soon as the tempera-

1) These phenomena are not observed on an iron mirror during the cooling,

so that the condensed water vapour does not seem lo spread over this mirror.

45*
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tare falls below 0°, llie water freezes and contracts to a few ice

crystals, which lie spread with large interstices on the mercury. Then

we have again a meroirv surface and the normal adjustment of

the compensator-fringe. In the meantime the mercury is still liqnid.

Attempts to prevent this deposition of the water vapour by careful

drying of the air proved unsuccessful. This was done thoroughly

however by exhausting the bionze cylinder. When an iron mirror is placed

in the cylinder, it appears, that the glasses on the side-tubes do not

become bi-refringent when the case is exhausted, but that they do

so through the one-sided cooling during the fall of the temperature

of the bronze cylinder by solid carbonic acid and ether. Then the

adjustment of the compensator-fringe changes by the constant amount

0.08. During the cooling of the mercury in vacuum no sudden

change in the position of the compensator-fringe is observed at the

moment of the freezing. The reading of the compensator-fringe

diminishes gradually, till this change reaches an amount of 0.08.

It appears from this that only the slight double refraction of the

glasses plays a j)art here and that neither during the freezing of

the mercury, nor during the further cooling down to —80° the

phase-difference, hence also the angle of principal incidence of the

mercury changes perceptibly.

At first the position of the polarizer presented a change during

the freezing, which could amount to as much as 3°. This, however,

mi]St be attributed to the influence of wrinkles, which make their

appearance with the freezing in consequence of inevitable vibrations

caused by the traffic in the streets or by tram cars. This is in

agreement with the observations of Fizeau, Drude, and Haak ') on

the diminution of the restored azimuth through grooves or scratches

in various directions on the reflecting surface. In order to prevent

these wrinkles as much as possible, the iron dish is filled brimful

with mercury and then the temperature is slowly lowered. When
the traffic in the streets is not too great, it is then sometimes possible

to get such a smooth mercury mirror, that a pure image of the collimator

slit can be observed. In this case the adjustment of the polarizer

does not change. It appears from this, that on freezing and cooling

of the solid mercury to — 80° neither the angle of principal incidence

nor the princii)al azimuth are subjected to any change. Optically

liquid and solid mercury behave in the same way ^),

1) FizEAU, Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., 3, 373, 1861 ; Drude, Wied. Ann., 39,

497, 1890; J. J. Haak, Thesis for the doctorate, Amsterdam, 1918.

2) Besides it follows from this that Lummee and Surge's supposition (Ann. der

Phys., 31, 325, 1910), according to which internal tensions would give rise to the

elliptical polarisation, cannot be valid for solid mercury.



Chemistry. — "Investü/alion.^ on Pastkur's Principle concern,ing the

Relation between Molecular and Cri/stallonomical Dissijinmetry

:

Vl/J. On the spontaneous Fission of racemic Potassium-

Cobalti- Oxalate into its optically-active Antipodes." By Prof.

F. M. Jakger and William Thomas. B. Sc.

(Communicated in the meeting of Nov. 30, 1918).

§ 1. As a continuation of the fissions, accomplished up to this

date, of the racemic complex trioxalates of potassium and the triva-

lent metals : chromiuia ^), rhodium -), and iridium '), — it appeared

desirable to make an attempt to separate the analogously built

potassium-cobalti-oxalate: K^\Co{C^O^)^\ -\- 'S^H^O, into its optically-

active components for the purpose of a comparison of their

rotatory dispersion and crystal-forms. The series of the complex

oxalates investigated, would then be really complete. The proposed

separation into its antipodes Avas, however, hindered till now by a

number of difficulties of various kinds, partially caused by the salt

being not very I'esistant towards an increase of temperature,

and on the other hand by its particular solubility-relations, when
combined with active bases; moreover a troublesome circumstance

was its sensitiveness to light-radiation, this causing a rapid decom-

position of these salts in solution, under for»nation of a pale pink,

hardly soluble preci[)itate, — a reaction, the study of which is now
started in our laboratory.

The racemic salt: /VjjC'KC'jOjjl + 3^ //,(> has been studied by

CoPAUX *). It has, like the corresponding salts of the other metals,

triclinic symmetry, but it is not isomorphous with them, as follows

already from the deviating content of water of crystallisation : while

the iridium- and rhodium-ae^ha contain 4.^ molecules of water, the

corresponding chromi-s&\t has three, the cobalti-salt 3^ molecules of

it. The salt was prepared in the following way in greater quantities.

A mixture of 25 grammes of cohalti-carbonate, 250 ccm of a satu-

1) A. Werner, Ber. d. d. Chem. Ges. 45. 3061. (1912).

2) A. Werner, Ber. d. d. Chem. Ges. 47. 1954. (1914); F. M. Jaeger. Proceed.
Ak. V. Wet. Amsterdam, 20. 263. (1917).

3) F. M. Jaeger, Proceed. Kon. Akad. v. Wet. Amsterdam, 20. 273. (1917);
21. 203. (1918).

•*) H. CoPAUx, Bull, de la Soc Min. 29. 75. (1906); Ann. de Chim. et Phys.

(8). 6. 508. (1905).
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rated solution of putassiain-oxalate, and 230 ccm of a saturated

solution 0Ï oxalic acid, was heated on the waterbatii under continuous

stirring, till all the carbonate had entered into solution. The liquid thus

obtained was cooled to 40° C, and then 30o;rammes of fine!}' pulverised

lead-peroxide-. PbO^ were added. After some time 50 ccm of a 50 7o
solution of acetic acid were slowly added to the rigorously cooled

solution under continuous stirring. Then the liquid was tiltered

and precipitated hy 400 ccm of 97 "„ alcohol; the green precipitate

was sucked off, and several times washed with absolute alcohol.

In this way 80 grammes of the dark green potassium-cohalti-oxalate

were readily collected.

^ 2. The silver-, and the haj^iiim-ssiUs being both only slightly

soluble, we used the potassiiiin-s-dh itself for the preparation of the

corresponding strj/c/uwie-compound, thus avoiding the troublesome

use of large volumes of solution ; this is of advantage, because also

at lower temperatures the solutions are partially decomposed under

development of carbondioxide. The stri^chniiie-HRh ^) is for the greater

part precipitated, if the calculated amount of strychnine-sulpliate is

added to the solution of the potassium-sah, and only so much cold

water is consequently added as to dissolve the precipitate formed.

All these experiments were executed in a dark room, where the

solution is left standing in an open vessel for several weeks, at a

temperature of about 16° C; the fractions successively deposed from

the mother-liquor are collected separately.

The crystals obtained are treated, in the same way as described

on former occasions, with ein excess of potassium-iodide, the strychnine-

iodide is sucked off, and the filtrate precipitated by means of 97 " „

alcohol. The salt obtained is purified by repeated crystallisations

from a small quantity of water.

The first fractions of the stri/chnine-s-dU in this way gave crystals

of the laerogy ratory antipode, containing 1 molecule of water of

crystallisation. The determination of the water-content cannot be

made at 120° C, because of the decoraposibility of the substance;

it was therefore made by passing a current of dry air at 20° C
over the finely powdered substance during a very long time, and

a loss of weight corresponding to 0,8 molecules of water was

finally observed.

With respect to the light-absorption by the dark green solutions,

') Originally the separation of the racemic salt was tried by the aid of cincho-

nine, but without success. Afterwards we repeated these experiments under some-

what varied conditions, but they gave no positive results either.
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it was found that in layers of 20 cm., a solution of 0,41 percentages

hj weight sliowed a pronounced absorption-band in the yellow and

blue part of the spectrum between the wavelengths of 5510 and

6520 A.U. For concentrations of 0,827,, and r/„ Jio light was

transmitted; but the solution just mentioned allowed the light to

come through between 4850 and 5515 A.U. With a solution of 0.3 1'/o

these limits were: 4770 lo 5670 A.Ü., and 6480 A.U.; with

one of 0.277,,: 4720 to 5750, and 6450 A.U.; etc. Determinations

corresponding to wave-lengths within these limits can only be made

with extremely diluted solutions, and the incertitude of the readings

caused thereby may explain the deviations of the values obtained

in the case of the laevo-, and dextrogjratory components, in so far

as these values are observed in the immediate vicinity of the deep

minimum in the dispersion-curve. But notwithstanding this incerti-

tude, the charactei-istic slope of the dispersion-curve is in all cases

fixed with full certainty.

For the salt from the tirst fractions, we found values of the

rotation in good agreement with each other, which are suited to

elucidate the strange form of the dispersion-curve (tig. 1) immediately :

4000°
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.

Fig. 1 . Molecular Rotatory Dispersion of Laevogyrutory

Potussimn Cobalti-Oxalate (-\- 1 H..0).
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Molecular Rotation of Laevogyratory Potassium-Cobalti-Oxalate
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curve approaches more and more the axis of the zero-value. The

dispersion has therefore, properly speaking, only a really "normal"

character between 6240 A.LT,, and 6400 A.U. The maximum of the

laevogyratory rotation is situated at about 6000 A.U.

On comparing the magnitude of the rotations for corresponding

wave-lengths, in the cases of the complex o.mlates of chromiuin,

cobaltum, rhodium, and iridium, — the intluence of the specific nature

of the central metallic atom on the whole cliaracter, as well as on the

absolute values of the rotation, is immediately evident. The figures 2

and 3 will show this clearly ; in tig. 2 the curves of tlie cobalti-,

rhodium- and iridium-Ha.\is are drawn, in fig. 3 those of the c/^rowmyn-,

and cobalti-sedis. While the complex rhodium-, and iridium-oxalates

show an analogous dispersion, the cohalti-s&it seems to have a

//l<>/m//a/ 7lr/r///(Vf

«00 'tSOO «00 JOOO 5100 5200 5300 5M0 5500 5600 5?00 5800 5900 6000 6100 6200 6300 SMO KOO 6600 bWO 6800 WOO 7000 fi/u/J/i /// '///i//s
_

Fig. 2.
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deviating- position amongst tliem. ') However, tins salt shows a complete

analogy in this respect with the corresponding (:7i/'0////V<//i-salt, as may

be easily seen from the measnrements made in this laboratory by

Mr. F. J. Bb:cKKK with the jxHassin in-cki'inin-o.valate : K, \Cr(C\0^)f\

-\-3H^(), wiiich was separated into its antipodes after Wehneh's

method"). 0)i comparing the rotation of this salt with that of the

cohalti-sah at corresponding wave-lengtlis, it may be seen that the

rotations of the chronnuin-SiRH are, u\) to 5640 A.U., and above

') According to an inves;tigalion of G. Bruhat (Bull, de la Soc. Chiin. (4), 17,

226 (1915), there is also a maximum in the dispersion-cuive of the complex

irklii(m-o\d\A[e at short wave-lengths (about 4930 A.U.). It therefore seems probable,

that the character of the anomalous dispersion curves is really very analogous in all

these cases, however widi a considerable difference in the positions of the'maxima.

») A. Werner, Ber. d. d. Cheni. Ges. 45.- 3061 (1912). it is difïïcult to obtain

good crystals of this compounil uliich, moreover, rapidly autoracemises in solution;

iherefore crystallograpliic measurements could till now not be made in any way.
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6280 A.Ü., considerably <jrenter than those of the cohalti-sult; while

between 5640 and 6280 A.U. the reverse occurs, and the two salts

even show an opposite rotation as a consequence of the shift of

their maxiniuin and niinimuin; this shift is, in its turn, intimately

connected with the very different situation of the absorption-bands

:

for the chromium-ssiU lias a very broad band in the orange, yellow,

partially in the green and the violet. It must, moreover, be remarked,

that our former experience has made it clear, that the triethijlene-

(Iiami?ie-c/u'omi-fia\l^ show in general only about half the rotations

of the triethylenediamine-cobahi-S£i\ts for corresponding wave-lengths.

From this it is evident how great and unexpected an influence the

presence of basic groups, or that of acid radicles, has, on the magni-

tude of the I'otation when they are dissymmetrically arranged round

the central metal-atoms of such complex salts.

^ 3. As was already mentioned before, the racemic fO^^z/^Z-salt has

already been investigated by Copaux, who described it as a triclinic

substance, but not isomorphous with the corresponding rhodiwa-^&W.

As will be soon demonstrated, Copaux most probably obtained his

crystals from solutions evaporated in the darkness and at low tem-

peratures; for even in diffuse day-light the solution is decomposed

with development of carbondioxide and precipitation of cö^a/to-Otivi/a^ö,

— a decomposition which is quite analogous to the photochemical

decomposition of the corresponding /m'fc-salt. It must be remarked

that in this photochemical reaction, è/wé" light decomposes the solutions

much more rapidly, than red or yreen light, — in full agreement

with Draper's law. But it is a remarkable fact that y(?//6»i^ and öra?i(/<?

light, which is absorbed also to a considerable amount, has scarcely

any stronger influence than the only slightly active green or red rays.

In our experiments the saturated solutions were evaporated in a

dark space, the temperature of which differed only slightly from

0° C. In this case we really obtained triclinic-pinacoidal crystals of

a dark green, almost black colour, and showing in most cases curved

faces and rudimentary forms; accurate measurements were therefore

very difficult. The angular values obtained really differ not inconsi-

derably from those published by Copaux, at least within some zones;

hut the identify of his crystals and ours need not be doubted in

any way, as may appear from the following values:

Calculated:Angular values:
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q:m= (Oil): (110) =
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that, the h'rst crystal thus investigated, sliowed the full activity of

the (lextrogyvixtovy component, which then had not yet been obtained

in the pure state by our fission-experiments; the following numbers
can convincingly demonstrate the fact mentioned:

Molecular Rotation of the Dextrogyratory Potassium-Cobalti-
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than onr former measurements with ilie hievogyratoi-j componeiil

indicate, — a deviation probably caused by the uncertainty of the

readings in the interval of the absorption-band. But the correspondence

of the curves cannot be doubted any longer. Continued study of

the single crystals dejiosited from the solution, taught, that besides

the lefthanded crystals, also those of the laevogyratory component

occur. It is commonly quite impossible to recognise the two kinds of

crystals from eacli other by their outward appearance, and thus to

select them, because the facets of the right- or lefthanded trape-

zohedra or trigonal bipyramids are commonly lacking, so that the

aspect of the crystals is in both cases quite the same.

It cannot be doubled therefore any longer, that we have found

here a first instance of a tissiou into optically active antipodes of

such complex metallic compounds, bi/ s[KnHaneous crystallisation;

for the case of potassiwn-rhodimn-o.valate formerly indicated by

Wkknkh as an instance of this kind, can no longer be considered

as such, as was some time ago proved by us. ^)

For the purpose of justifying this view, it was necessary to deter-

mine the temperatnrf of transition of the racemic compound into its

antipodes as accurately as possible. This was done in two ways:

by means of the dilatometrical tnelhod, and by the study of the

cn.WOgr.yfater:

40
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Fig. 4.

^J^mJ)cralure^

1) F. M. Jaf.ger. Proceed. Kon. Akad. v. Wet. Amsterdam. 20. 264, 265.(1917).
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solubilities of the salts at different temperatures. For we have already

fonnerlj drawn atteiition ') to tiie fact, tliat below and above the

transition-temperature, the melastable forms must liave, as in all

sucii cases, the greater solubility; aiul this was exactly one of the

arguments used by us to reject Wkhnkk's conclusions about the

occurrence of a spontaneous fission in the case of (he potasaium-

rhodiuni-o.miate.

Indeed, our experiments fidly contirmed this view: we were

able to demonstrate, that below 14° C. the solubility of the inactive

form is really smaller than that of (he optically-active antipodes,

whereas above 14° (J. the reverse was the case. Thus 100 grammes
of water at 0° C e.g. appeared to dissolve 34 50 grammes of the

racemic salt, at 14° C 36,8J grammes; etc. On the other hand,

100 grammes of water at 20° C. dissolved 37.40 grammes of the

laevogyratory salt, at 22° C. 37,6 grammes; etc. The fig. 4 shows,

that the transitionpoint (o be determined, without appreciable error,

may be fixed as 13,2° C. ; this temperature, at which the reaction:

2 rac. [ lQCo{C\OM + 3^/^,0] ^'^^ \d~-K,\Co{C^)X\ +

-h \HJ)] -f [/- K,\Co{C^)X\ + 1 ///>] -f 5/y,0,

takes place, is therefore a /?^/?i/?/??/7??-temperature for the existence

of the optically-active salts.

The dilatometrical experiments were rather difficnlt, because of

the tendency of the compound to decompose, when its solution is

kept at somewhat higher temperatures for a long time, and

because of the inevitable retaidation-pheuomena. Notwithstanding

this, we were able to prove a sharp discontinuity of the volume-

temperatnre-cuj've, at a temperature between 12° and 16° C. That

such retardation-phenomena really occur, cannot be doubted ; even

in solution, the active sail is transformed just below the transition-

temperature into the racemic one, with considerable slowness.

Thus we found, that at 12° C, the dilute solution of the laevogy-

ratory antipode lost in one day about half, in two days two thirds,

in three days almost five sixths, and in four days about nine tenths

of its original optical activity, while at the said temperature the

optical antipodes beyond all doubt are already metastable with lespect

to the racemic salt.

Crystallisation-experiments made in a thermostate at 22° C gave

results in full agreement with our conclusions : the solutions deposited

1) A. Webnkr, Ber. d. d. Chem. Cies. 47. 1954 (1914).
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always the trigonal needles of the active components besides each

other, but at 0° C we got only the triclinic crystals of the racemate.

Therefore complete proof has been given now, that a fission of

the potassium-cohalü-oxalate by spontaneous crystallisation into its

optically active components really occurs at temperatures above 13°, 2 C.

$ 4. Crystallographical research taught us, that both the optically

active components occur in commonly not distinguishable crystals

of trigonal-tmpezohedrical symmetry, which are com[)letely isomor-

phous with those of the optically-active rhodiwn-, and iridium-sahs.

They have the appearance (fig. 5 and 6) of a prismatic forms of

more or less extension; the rkr^/'ogyratory component hitherto always

presented the ihombohedron-like shape of fig. 6.

Tri(jonal-trapezohedrical.

a:c = l: 0,8968 (Bkavais); « = 100°27' (Miller).

Laevogyratory Potassium- Cobalti- Oxalate {-\-\E^0)

Fig 6.

Forms observed: B = \lÖiA\ [lOOj, large and very brilliant;

c = jOOOll [111], always present, but subordinate; ??i = jlOlOj [2l T],

commonly predominant with the lefthanded crystals, and in the case of

the dextrogyratory individuals small, but well developed and yielding

sharp images; r — |0111| [221], and s — |0221| [111], always present,

small, but very lustrous; ^ = j2021j [5 1 T], rather large and yielding

good reflections. Hemihedral combination-forms were hardly ever
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observed
; only once a crystal of the laevogy rsitory antipode presented

the righthandeó trigonal bipyramid .r = {2241
1
[715] as an extremely

narrow truncation of the edge R : m. From this it may be concluded,

that in this case too, the substance manifests only a very weak
tendency to present hemihedral forms, uiu-egarded the enormous
optical activity, which these salts exiiibit in aqueous solution; and,

moreover, that also in the case of the complex oxalates, the same
morphological relation between the cobalti- and the vhodiuvi-saMs

appears to exist, as between the corresponding cobalti- and rliodium-

triethyhnediainine nitrates ^), in so far, as the oppositely rotating

cobalti- and rhodium-ssiUs, which are separated from the less soluble

compounds with optically-active bases (strychnine) or acids {tartaric

acid), yet exhibit hemihedral forms of the same algebraic sign -.

Dextrogyratory Potassium- Cobalti- Oxalate (-f- IH^O).
Fig 6.

Substance

:
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set free from the less soliiV)le compounds with optically' active bases

or acids, in the case of trict/u/hmedi((nüne-dev\ya\\yes exhibit just the

opposite I'Otatory power, as is observed in. the case of the complex

trioxalates ; a fact, which sustains the view, according to which it

is the basic or acid natui-e of the radicles placed round the central

meiallic atom, rather than the special nature of the latter, which in

the first instance determines the direction of the rotation.

Anffular Values-.

c:R = (0001): (1011) =
m:t = (10T0):(022l) =
m.m = (10T0):(0ri0) =
R.R = (10ll):(Tl01) =
c:r = (0001):(0lTl) =
r:s = (0111): (0221) =
s:m^= (0221):(0fl0) =
s:R = (0221): (lOTl) =
R.t = (0r[l):(02"21) =
R:m= (10Tl):(10T0) =
x:R = (2241): (01 11) =

No distinct cleavage was observed.

The specific gravity of these crystals was at 15° C^ determined

at: ^/^„= 1,8893; the molecular volume is therefore : 242,57, and tiie

topical parameters become: •/:*'* ^ 7,4(i7(i : 6,(^971 ; or y/ = 6,3789.

Tlie values of / of the Co-, Uho-, and /r-compounds appear to

decrease therefore continuously with increasing atomic weight of the

metallic atom, while *.o reaches a minimum in the case of the

Rho-B&\\.

Groningen, November 1918.

Ldboratory for Inon/anic and Physical

Chemistry of the University.

Observed:



Mathematics. — " Ueber eineindeutige, stetige 2\ansformationen

von Flachen in sich" (sechsre Mitteilung ^)). By Prof. L. E.J.

Brouwer.

(Communicated in the meeting of November 30, 1918).

^1. Ill eiiiein in 1912 in den Gottinger Nachriehten (S. 603—606 *))

in Auszug abgedi'uckten Briefe an R. Fricke liabe icli (S. 605,

Fnssnote')) kniz skizziert, wie das von Hurwitz herrülirende analy-

tische Theorem, dass biratlonale Tranaformationen einer Riemannschen

Fh'lcke vom. Gesdilechte p ^ 1 in sicJi unmöglich ein voUstündiges

kanonlsches Schnittsystem der Fhiche in ein iiquivalentes kanoniaches

Schnittsysteni aberflihren kannen, rnittels der Analysis Situs bewiesen

werden kann, wobei sich seine Giiltigkeit herausstellt fur alle perio-

dischen, eineindeutigen und stetigen Transformationen. Die danialige

Andeutnng wird im folgenden nalier prazisiert und gerechtfertigt

werden.

Sei die gegebene zweiseitige Flache, / die Meiige der bei der

/i-periodisehen, eineindeutigen und stetigen, die Rander invariant

lassenden Transformation t von invarianten Punkte. Wirnelimen

an, dass jedes von / in bestimmte Gebiet von t in sich trans-

formiert wird (was, wenn / die Indikatrix von invariant lasst,

stets der Fall ist), und unterziehen die Wirkung von t auf eines

dieser Gebiete, welches wir mit ro bezeichnen werden, einer naheren

Betrachtung. Dabei ziehen wir im Falle, dass t die Indikatrix von

umkehrt, jeden eventnellen fur t nicht invarianten Rand von io

1) Vgl. diese Proceedings. XI, S. 788; XII, S. 286; XIII, S. 767; XIV. S. 300;

XV, S. 352.

') Das daselbst S. 604 auf kiinflige Publikationen von P. Koebe (der Neujahr

1912 im Besitze einer Abschrift meines Briefes an R. Fricke war) hinweisende

Zitat ist nach der Erledigung der Korrekturen von einer mir unbekannten Hand,

ohne meine Mitwirkung oder Vorkenntnis einget'iigt worden; die beziigliclien Noten

sind mir erst nach ihrem Krscheinen bekannt geworden.

In engem Zusammenhang mit dem Inhalte meines (Anfang Marz 1912 gedruckteni

Briefes an R. Fricke stehen die Karlsruher Verhandlungen über automorphe

Funktionen vom Jahre 1911 ; der über dieselben erstattete Bericht {Jahresber. d.

D. M. V. XXI), ist, ebenso wie die in Gött. Nachr. 1912 erschienene KoEBE'sche

Mitteilung über den Kontinuitatsbeweis, im Sommer 1912 gedruckt worden. Das

in diesem Berichte enthaltene Referat über den Vortrag von P. Koebe (insbesondere

die auf S. 162 befindliche Anmerkung ^)) ist insofern irreführend, dass im wirklichen

KoEBE'schen Vortrage, nach der ihm vorangegangenen, S. 15G— 157 wieder-

gegebenen kurzen Diskussion mit mir. vom Kontinuitatsbeweise überhaupt nicht

wieder die Rede gewesen ist.

46*
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in einen Piinkt znsammen nnd fügen diesen Pnnkt zii io liinzii.

Sei R die Menge der übrig bleibenden (fïir t invarianten) Rander

r« von O) nnd seien {a^,b^), {a^, b,), {(1^,0^), die Rückkehrsclinitt-

paare einer vollsUindigen kanonischen Zerschneidnng von o». Wir

nehmen an, dass innerlialb jedes dieser Rückkehrschnittpaaie ein

a-, so gevvahlt werden kann, dass niclit nur a., selbst, sondern ancli

seine beiden Seiten von Hingeaclitet der Rander aquivalent abgebildet

werden (was, wenn t jeden Riickkehrschnitt der kanonischen Zer-

sclineidnng ungeaclitet der Rander acjiiivaient abhildet nnd die

Indikatrix von O nnikehrt, stets der Fall ist). Weiter schliessen wir

(\q\\ P'all ans, dass entweder kein Riickkelirselinittpaar {a.„ b-,) nnd

l)(Johstens zwei Rander r„, oder kein Rand ?v und nnr ein einziges

Rückkehrsclinittpaar (</>, (>-^ existiert.

\ 2. Tm Falie, dass in to wenigstens zwei Rüekkehrsclinittpaare

(c7v, 6„) existieren, verstellen wir nnter ^ diejenige (kein Riickkelir-

schnittpaar inehr anfweisende) Seliottkjsclie Uebeilagernngsflache

von ct>, welche die a-, als blattertrennende Ufer besitzt, nnter L die

Menge derjenigen Rander /« von ii, welche durch eine nnendliche

Zahl von Ueberschreitungen der a., aut' «j erzengt werden, unter

a.„ j<r„ .... die IJeberlagernngsbilder von a-, auf 52, nnter a\ das

dnrch t anf (o bestimnite Bild von a,, nnter ^a'.„ ^a'„ . . . die üeber-

lagernngsbilder von a'., anf ii. Wenn wir jedem „/r., dasjenige ;a'v

zuordnen, dessen Umlaufkoeffizienten zwischen den 4 die gleichen

absoluten Werte besitzen, wie die entsprechenden Umlaufkoeffizienten

von v/Zv , so ist in Anschluss daran eine durch die Ueberlagerung

von il über to in i übergehende, eineindentige nnd stetige Trans-

formation /' von i2 in sich bestimmt, welche, ebenso wie t, ?i-periodisch

sein muss nnd jeden Rand 4 invariant lasst. Ob alle Rander von

i2 für t' invariant sind, lassen wir dahingestellt, ziehen aber jeden

eventuellen für t' nicht invarianten Rand in einen Pnnkt zusammen

und fügen diesen Pnnkt zn il hinzu.

lm Falie, dass in o) nnr ein einziges Rückkehrschnittpaar [a, b)

existiert, verstehen wir nnter il diejenige (kein Rückkehrschnittpaar

mehr anfweisende) Schottkjsche Ueberlagernngsflache von to, welche

a als blattertrennendes Ufer besitzt, unter l^ nnd 4 diejenigen Rander

von 52, welche dnrch eine nnendliche Zahl von Ueberschreitnngen

von a auf to erzengt werden, nnter ^i\ ,?, .... die [Teberlagernngs-

bilder anf 52 eines (für t der Annahrae gemass invarianten) Randes

r von to. Alsdann existiert eine dnrch die Ueberlagernng von il

über to in t übergehende, eineindentige und stetige Transformation

t' von 52 in sich, welche ^r (mithin auch ,r, ,r, . . . .) invariant lasst,
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so dass sie, ebeiiso wie t, ?i-periodiscli seiii muss. Ob al/e Rander

von £2 fiii' t' invariant sind, lassen wir wieder dahingostellt und

ziehen jeden evenUiellen fur /' ?i/c/iMnvai"ianten Rand in einen Pnnkt

zusammen, den wir zu 52 hinzufügen.

Ini Falle, dass in ic kein Riickii^ehrsclinittpaar {a^, h.) existiert,

verstellen wir unter i2 die F'laehe to selbst und unter t' die Trans-

formation t selbst.

In jedeni der drei Fiille besitzt (\\QVV(\(^\\Qil wenig.üens dreiR^néQv

und ist sie eineindeutiges stetiges Bild eines Teilgebietes der Kugel,

wahreud t' eine ?i-periodisclie, eineindeutige und stetige Transfor-

mation von £1 in sich darstellt, welche Jeden Rand, aber keinen

Punkt invariant Itisst.

Wir diirfen annehnieu, dass von den Randern von ii loenigstens

einer isoliert ist. Im entgegengesetzten Falle können wir namlicli

in 52 ein Gebiet g bestimmen, zu dessen Grenze kein Grenzpunkt

von Randern von 52 gehort, und welches, ebenso wie seine Komple-

mentarmenge, Rander von i2 enthalt. Die Vereinigung von (/ und

seinen Bilderu fur t\ f', .... t'"—'^ bildet eine Flache, welche, ebenso

wie 52, wenigstens drei Rander besitzt und von /' mit in varianten

Randern und ohne invariante Punkte in sich transformiert wird,

ilberdies aber einen isolierten Rand besitzt.

§ 3. Seien F^, F, F^^i die Punkte, in welche ein in 52 will-

kiirlich gewahlter Punkt F von i\t'\ ^'" ^ der Reihe nach

übergeführt wird. Ein F und P, verbindender stetiger Kurvenbogen

ip bildet mit seinen von i',i'\ t'"-'^ bestimmten Bildern eine

geschlossene stetige Kurve kp. Die Menge R' der Rander r'.y, von52

lasst sich in soldier Weise in eine endliche Zahl > 3 von voneinander

isolierten Teilmengen R\{kp), li\{kp), . . . . R'n, {kp) zerlegen, dass

der Umlaufkoeflizient von kp zwischen einem zu R\ (kp) und eiiiem

zu R') (kp) gehörigeu Rand modulo n gleich einem durcli v und X

bestimmten, fur v = X fortfallenden Wert c~/,{kp)>0 und <n ist.

Diese R\ (kp) behalten ilire Brauchbarkeit und die zugehörigen

Cv; {kp} ihre Giiltigkoit bei, weiin fiir festes F der Bogen jp diskon-

tinuierlich geandert wird. Mittels gleichzeitiger stetiger Variiernng

von F und jp sielit man weiter ein, dass auch durch Aenderung

des Punktes F die RoUe der R'., (kp) und Cv> {kp) nicht gestort wird.

Indem wir aber F in hinreichender Nahe von R' ^ und jp in pas-

sender Weise wall leu, können wir dafiir sorgen, dass der Umlauf-

koefflzient von kp zwischen einem zu R'j{kp) und einem zu R'){kp)

gehörigen Rand, fiir r und X beide von h verschieden, fortfallt und
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hieraus fblgeni wir uiimittelbar, da8S C;y{kp) = ^ für jedes r, jedes A,

jedes F iind jedes jp.

^ 4. Wir l)ezeichneii eineii willkiu'lich gewalilteu isolierten Rand

von ii mit q, die Menge der iibrigen Rander voii 5i mit R\ und

betrachten die sicli urn R' aperiodisch herumwindende Ueberlage-

rungsflache S von i2. Diese Flaclie S ist eineindeutiges und stetiges

Bild der Oartesischen Ebene; '\\\v Rand R" enthalt einen ans q

hervorgegangenen Teil R^" nnd einen aus R\ hervorgegangenen

Teil R^\ diese beiden Teile sind voneinander isoliert.

Sei P ein Punkt von ü in der LTmgebnng von (>, P, sein von l'

bestimmtes Bild. Wir verbinden P nnd /*, in der Umgebung von

9 dnrcli einen solchen stetigen Kurvenbogen jp, welclie mit seinen

von t' ,t'^,. . . .l'^^~^ bestimm ten Bildern eine geseldossene stetige Kurve

kp erzengl, deren ünilaiifkoeffizient zwischen zwei willkiirlichen

Randern von Ü fortfallt. Die Möglichkeit, einen derartigen Kurven-

bogen /p liei-znstellen, folgt aus ^3. Sei Z-*,,! der Anfangspunkt, P\,n

der Endpunkt eines Ueberlagerungsbildes von jp auf S, so existiert

eine durch die Ueberlagerung von S über ii in /' übergeiiende, ein-

eindeutige und stetige Transformation /" von *S in sieli, vvelche P,,,

in Pi„, überfiilii't. Alsdann lasst die Transformation /"" den Punkt

P,rt invariant, so dass t", ebenso wie t' , 7i-periodiscli sein muss.

Hiermit sind wir aber zu einem Widerspruch gelangt, weil eine

periodisclie, eineindeutige und stetige Transformation der Cartesisclien

Ebene in sicli oline invariante Punkte nicht existieren kann.

^ 5. lm Falie, dass t die Indikatrix von O invariant lasst und

von einer vollstandigen kanonischen Zerschneidung von O jeden

Rückkehrschnitt samt seinen beiden Seiten ungeachtet der Rander

aquivalent abbildet, besilzt / dieselbe Eigenschaft in bezug auf o) (was

unmittelbar wie folgt eingesehen werden kann : Sei .v ein Rückkehr-

schnitt von to, der uy jiicht zerlegt, so entspricht einer stetigen

Variierung von .s' in O, wenn die Rander von tu je in einen zu ix)

hinzuzufügenden Punkt zusammengezogen werden, eine stetige Vari-

ierung von s in to). Ware nun io samt seiner Grenze nicht identisch

mit O, so besasse to einen durch eine zusammenhlingende perfekte

Menge von für t invarianten Punkten ahgeschlossenen Rand und

würde auf Grnnd davon die in den §§ 3 nnd 4 hinsichtlich der

Transformation t' von 12 angestellte, auf einen Widerspruch führende

Ueberlegung auch ini Falie, dass in co kein Rilckkehrschnittpaar

(^v, b;) nnd nur zwei Rander existieren, in Kraft bleiben. Mithin ist

in diesem Falie io samt seiner Grenze mit O identisck and O entweder

eine Kugel, oder ein Zylinder, oder eine Cartesische Ebene, ader

ein Torus.



Physiology". — " The Supiifjcduce of the Size of the. Neurone (ind

its Parts.'' By Prof'. Eug. Dubois. (Communicated bj Prof. H.

Zwaardemaker.)

(Communicaled in the meeting of October 26, 1918).

The existence of definite relations of quantity of flie neurone and

its parts to the weiglit of the body is no longer open to doubf. ')

Foi- honioneuric species of mammals (species with the same organi-

zation of nervous svsteui), whose body weigitts are to each other

in the ratio of F:i, the volume of homologous neurones — as the

volume (or the weight) of the brain -— varies j)roportionally to P^-'»'';

the volume of their central |)art, the cell body proportionally to po-28.

It may be assumed that the ideal values are /^" '•">• and /^-stt..^

These relations can best be verified by a study of the peripheral

nerve fiber. As tliis constitutes by far the greater part of the neurone

to which it belongs, also the volume of the homologous perii)heral

nerve fibers varies pretty accurately pro|)Oi'tionally to P'^-^^ for honio-

neuric species. And given that the length of the nerve fiber, for

perfecthi aniform honioneuric species, must vary proportionally to the

longitudinal dimension of the animal, i.e. to P^'^'^, the conclusion

follows naturally that both, the area of the section and the length

of the homologous peripheral nerves of honioneuric species, which

in reality — for physiological reasons — cannot be perfectly U7iiform,

varies about proportionally to the longitudinal dimension of the animal.

For perfect uniformity, the area of the section would have to

increase proportionally to /-•«^•^^e.. j^,,j ti,e volume proportionally to /^

when the nerve length increases proportionally to P^^'-^^- This now,

is physiologically impossible, as may appear in what follo\v8. The

available numerical data, considered physiologically, really lead to

the conclusion that the length and the area of the section of a nerve

increase uniforndy, i. e. botii })roportionally to po-28^ hence in the

same ratio as the cell-body becomes more voluminous. This holds

both for the neurones with peripheral nerve fibers, which conduct

the influxions centripetally, the sensitive nerve fibers, and for the

neurones with peripheral nerve fibers, through which influxions are

1) These Proceedings. Vol. XX. (1918). p. 1328-13^7.
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transmitted from the center outward, the motor nerve tibers chiefly. Thus

the volume of homologous neurones increases proportionally to po-se.

Also for theVolume of homologous neurones in the brain (certainly

to be compared, if not morphologically, yet as functional units with

the peripheral neurones), the same proportionality may be assumed

as for the neurones with .peripheral nerve fibers, as a[)pears from

the equal relations of quantity holding for brain-weight.

Direct data concerning the relative areas of the sections of

homologous nerve fibers, are, however, at our disposal only to a very

limited degree as yet. Most of them refer to the eye, more particu-

larly to nerve ends, where the retinal area maiks the total area of

the receptive terminations of a very important group of centripetally

conducting nerves. Many of these data have been furnished to us

by Lapicquk, in collaboration with Laugikr and Watkklot ') through

measurements of the diameter of the eye in a number of Mammals,

Birds, Reptiles, and Amphibians; from these we can derive the

relative size of the retina in approximation. Though at first (1908)

Lapicque, in virtue of these measurements, assumed that the diameters

of the eye vary pretty nearly proportionally to the power '/s of the

body weight, he later on (1910) considered as more accurate pro-

portionality the power \/j of the body weight. According to the

first estimation of Lapicque the retinal area would have to vary

about proportionally to P'/» or P^-^, on the other hand proportio-

nally to P'f^ or po'28.i7 according to his last estimation. The data

as such allow, indeed, oidy estimation of the general result.

Some examples may suffice here, derived in the first place from

the tables of Lapicque and his collaborators. For the exponent of

relation in question, which I shall denote by i\ in the formula

(;)•="•

and

log —log o

log P—logp

where P and /) denote the body weights, and and o the retinal

areas (more accurately here the areas of section of the eye-ball

proportional to these in approximation) I find the following values.

In comparison of the area of section of the eye, computed from

the diameter of the eye, of Equus caballus and Antelope (dorcas?)

0.2643, of Canis lupus and Canis vulpes 0.2668, of Felis pardusand

1) These Proceedings Vol. XX. (1918), p. 1337, Note 1).
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Felis domestica 0.2390, of Mustela putorius and Mustela enniiiea

0.3004; as a mean of tliese three pair of Carnivores 0.2687.

Of the Reptiles examined by Watkrlot the gigantic Lizard Vara-

nus niloticus, with a body weight of 7500 grams and a diameter

of the eye of 5.8 mm., compared with the small Gecko Hemidac-

tylns Brooki (3 indiv.), which weighs only 4.9 grams and has a

diameter of the eye of 4.25 mm. on an average, gives the value

0.2942 for r„. Comparing the same Varan or Monitor with a Green

Lizard, Lacerta viridis (examined by Lapicque) of a weight of 16.8

grams and a diameter of the eye of 5.8 mm., I find r, = 0,25J7.

The mean of these two values is 0.2730.

Among Amphibians I mention (again examined by Lapicque) Rana

fusca with a body weight of 53.0 grams and a diameter of the eye

of 6.6 mm., and Hyla arborea, with a body weight of 4.8 grams

and a diameter of 4.6 mm. They give i\ = 0.3006.

Two species of Fishes according to Welcker ^), Cyprinus carpio

and Gobio fluviatilis (2 indiv.), of resp. 1817.3 grams and 42.2 grams

body weight, and 1550 and 238 milligrams weight of the eye (from

which here the sectional area is calculated) give }\ = 0.3290.

Records of retina! areas of some adult species of aquatic mam-
mals, accurately computed from direct measurements, of which some

differ very much in the size of their bodies, may be found in

Putter's extensive treatise ').

The most homoneuric species, Phoca barbata and Phoca vitulina,

whose body lengths were in a ratio of 3 : J .75 to each other, had

retinal areas of 2543 and 1980 square millimeters. Assuming uni-

formity of these animals, we find, for a ratio of weight of only a

little more than 5 : 1, r. = 0.2972.

Of two Toothed Whales, which are, indeed, not so closely akin,

but with much greater difference of weight, Hyperoodon rostratus

and Phocaena communis, the ratio of length was 6:1, and the areas

of the retina 5000 and 1225 square millimeters. Assuming again

uniformity, we find for the ratio of the body weights 216 : 1 and

then r^^ 0.2617. As however the body of Hyperoodon is somewhat

slenderer than Phocaena, the real ratio of weight must have been

somewhat smaller; the real value of /, was, therefore, somewhat higher.

1) H. Welcker— A. Brandt, Gewiclitswerthe der Körperorgane bei dem Menschen

und den Thieren. Archiv fur Anlhropologie, Bd. 28 (1902), p. 60.

2) A. Putter, Die Augen der Wassersiiugetiere. Zoologisclie Jahrbiicher. Abtei-

lung fur Anatomie und Ontogenie der Tiere. Jena 1903. p. 167, 174, 198, 209,

239, 243, 272, 280. The calculations of the areas of the retinae, not immediately

comparable, were made by A. Lerch.
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(Jomparing- the gigantic Balaeiioptem |)liysaliis, whicli is likewise

somewhat sleiidei-er than Phocaeiia communis, with the latter, of still

more distant relationship, but which it exceeds 5323 times in weight

calculated according to the length, we find i\ = 0.2610 for a ratio

of the retinal areas of 1J500 : 1225 square millimeters. This value,

too, would certainly become somewhat larger, if the real weight

could have been taken into account, instead of what has been found

fiom the length.

The deviations of the found exponeids of the value 0.277. . are not

very important if it is considered that -.

1. The compared species are not all perfectly homoneuric, .

2. also the specimens are not always typical for their species,

3. the retinal area can oidy be calculated from the diameter of

the eye (in one case the weight of the eye) in approximation,

4. in other cases the body weight was not directly determined.

In virtue of these and many other data, considered in the light

of their physiological significance, I think 1 may assume that the

area of the retina really varies on an average proportionally to

/^.iK or more accurately /'o.stt
f^j. Ijomoneuric species of Vertebrates,

and that the same proportionality is of general application for the

area of the section of the homologous iiei-ve libers.

About these relations for individuals within a species hardly any

direct data are available. IjAPicquk ^) states that for Canis familiaris

the diameter of the eye oidy varies from 20 to 23 mm., whereas

the body weight varies from 5 to 40 kilograms, i.e. about as the

fifteenth power root of this weight. For i\ we find here 0.1344,

which means the individual ocidar exponent of relation has de-

creased in the same ratio (taking the degree of accuracy of these

measurements into account), with respect to what is observed between

different species, as the ence|)halic exponent of relation. That the

found value lies nearer half 0.28 than half 0.22 may be remarked

in passing.

Measurements of the thickness of homologous nerve fibers in

individuals of different weight of one species, to form an opinion of

the ratio considered here, are entirely wanting, but I think I may
deem it probable that the area of the section of the peripheral nerve fibers

remains the same, and that on the other hand the white nerve fibers

of the brain vary both in length and in section |M"oportionally to

po.u (-Q,. po.ii'^^^ which is in connection with the absence of the

^) L. Lapicque. La grandeur relative de I'oeil et l'appréciation du poids encé-

phalique. Comptes rendus des seances de TAcadémie des Sciences. Paris 1908 (2).

Tome U7, p. '210.
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nodes of Raiivier at tliose nerve fibers in the brain, and with tlie

fact that the number of nodes at the |)eripheral nerve fil)er8 remains

the same for large and small individnais of the same species, whereas

between different s[)ecies this number varies proportionally to the

length of the peri[)heral nerve fiber. ')

The meaning of the term /-'0.28 nmsi l)e looked for in the physio-

logical function of the nerve fiber and the retina, namely the con-

duction of the impulsions or intlnxions. Likewise of the same rela-

tion between the body weight and the volume of the ganglion cell,

which volume must undoubtedly be in relation with the quantity

of the impulsions which it can receive and emit.

GÖTHLIN (in 1907) was the first to pronounce the idea that the

rate of conduction of the nerve inflnxion in an axis cylindei' seems

to be in a definite relation to the diameter of the axis cylinder and

to the thickness of the medullary sheath, when he tried to apply

William Thomson's cable formulae to the white nerve fiber*). Ten

years later Göthlin justly considers the data enabling us to judge

about this relation, deiilorably few'). He reminds (in 19J7) of the

fact that according to the exceedingly important researches by

Chauveau in 1878, the conduction in the motor nerve fibers of

the larynx of the Horse is about 8 times more rapid than in the

motor nerve fibers of the oesophagus of this animal''), and he brings

this difference in rate of conduction of the "influx iierveux"' in

connection with the very different thickness of the nerve fibers in

cpiestion^). In the very thin and at the same time non-medullated

fibers of the splenic nerve of the Ox the rate of conduction, according

1) A. E. Boycot, On the Number of Nodes of Ranvier in Diffei-ent Stages ofllic

Growth of Nerve Fibres in the Frog. Journal of Physiology. Vol. 30 (1904).

London, p. 370— 380. At this place we find also a comparison of Cavia porcellus

and Mus musculus.

-) G. F. Göthlin. Experimenlelia Undersökningar af Ledningens Natur i den

Hvita Nervsubstansen. Uppsala 1907, p. 120 seq.

') Relation entre le fonctionnement et la structure des elements nerveux. Upsala

1917, p. 15.

*) A. Ghauveau, Vitesse de propagation des excitations dans les nerfs moteur»

des muscles rouges de faisceaux striés, soustraits a I'empire de la volonté. Comptes

rendus de l'Académie des Sciences. Tome 87. Paris 1878, p. 238—242. There,

p. 138—142, also: Vitesse de propagation des excitafions dans les nerfs moteurs

des muscles de la vie animale, chez les animaux mammifères.

») A. VAN Gehuchten and M. Molhant. (Contribution a l'étude anatomique du

nerf pneumogastrique cliez THomme. Le Névraxe, Vol. 13. Lou vain 1912, p. 96)

for the Rabbit.
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to A. Fischer^) is only '/H of that in those slow oesophagus nerves

of the Hoj'se. Göthlin adds to this (p. i6) that onlj by assuming

the intluxion to be conducted in the same way in the nerve fiber

as electricity in a cable, it is to be understood why the velocity of

conduction varies according to the dimensions of the fibers. With

the thickening of the medullary sheath, which serves as "relative

isolator", the capacity of the cable evidently diminishes, and with

the enlargement of the area of section of the "conducting" axis

cylinder, the resistance of the cable diminishes. In fact then they

equally enhance the conductivity of (he nerve fiber, and thus it

becomes comprehensible that (as Donaldson and Hoke and also others

found) the mean area of section of the medullary sheath in all

vertebrates remains equal to that of the axis cylinder, which it

envelops. However, Göthlin again justly points this out, the nerve

fiber should by no means be imagined as an ecpially passive con-

ductor as e.g. a telegraph wire. On the contrary, njany circumstanceg

render it necessary to assume that in all long nerv« fibers which

are rapid conductors, the influxion is regenerated in some way or

other during its conduction, and thus compensates for the losses of

energy during the propagation in an ever enlarged space*).

Chauveau evidently supposed' a relation between the greater or

smaller rate of conduction of the "excitations" in the nerves, and

the voluntary or involuntary character of the movements they excite.

It is pretty firmly established now that we have to think here of

inore tangible causes.

Qui' knowledge took an important step forward by Carlson's

researches (in 1904 and 1906)'). He demonstrated that for Reptiles

(Snakes), Amphibians (Frog), Fishes (the Califoniian Hagfish Bdello-

stoma), T'ephalopods (Octopus, Loligo), Gastropods (Slug Limax,

Ariolimax, Sea hare Pleurobranchaea) and Crustaceans (Spider Crab,

Lobster, Limulus) there exists proportionality between the rale of

propagation of the impulses in the motor nerve and the coi»traction

1) A. Fischer, Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis des Ablaufs der Erregungsvorgauge im

marklosen Warmbliiternerven. Giessen 1911. of. Göthlin, p. 15.

5) Gf: J. B. Johnston, On the Significance of the Galiber of the Parts of the

Neurone in Vertebrates. Journal of Comparative Neurology and Psychology. Vol.

18. Philadelphia 1908, p. 609—618.

^) A. J. Carlson, The Rate of the Nervous Impulse in the Spinal Cord and in

the Vagus and the Hypoglossal Nerves of the Galifornian Hagfish (Bdellostoma

Dombeyi). American Journal of Physiology. Vol. X. Boston 1904, p. 401—418.

, Further evidence of the direct relation between the Rate of Conduction in

a Motor Nerve and the Rapidity of Contraction in the Muscle. Ibid. Vol. XV.

Boston 1906, p. 136—143.
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time of the muscle. In every animal "the swiffer the action of the

muscle, the gj-eater the rate of propagation of the impulse in the

motor nerve suppl^'ing the muscle". All the nerves are, so to say,

tuned to the muscle thej supply.

This relation having been established, Lapicque and Lkgendre ')

examined which anatomic characteristic of the nerve libers answers

to those physiological properties. They found for the common Frog

(Rana esculenta) that the thickness of the nerve fibers regularly

increases with the rate of conduction of the influxion, to be measured

by the rapidity of contraction in the muscle. It may be derived from

the values communicated by them that the rapidity in question in

the nerve fiber varies in geometrical ratio with the area of the

section of the nerve fiber. They also found with regard to the Rabbit,

that among others the nerve fibers for the rapid adductor magnus

muscle are thicker than those for the semitendinosus, which is a slow

muscle. These data make it highly probable that the principle holds

good universally : "Les fibres nerveuses sont d'autant plus rapides

qu'elles sont plus grosses."

Lapicque demonstrated further that the movements of different

Amphibians are the quicker or the slower as the rate of propa-

gation of influxions in the nerves of the hind-legs is greater or

smaller. *) For the slow Common Toad (Bufo vulgaris) the rate of

conduction in the nerve for the musculus gastrocnemius is onlj

about half so great as for the common Frog (Rana esculenta), which

jumps quickly and far. The Frog-toad (Pelobates fuscus), far exceeds

the Toads proper in the rapidity of its movements, and has, in

agreement with this, equally rapid nerves in its hind-legs as the Frog.

But also the Green Toad (Bufo viridis), which is more agile and

quicker than the Common Toad, which makes comparatively big jumps,

and swims and climbs well, is on a par with the Frog as far as

the rate of conduction in the nerves is concerned. Though the

Walking Toad (Bufo calamita) does not, indeed, jump like the Frog,

it runs almost as fast as a mouse (hence its other name cursor),

it swims nimbly and rapidly, climbs better than any other Toad

1) L. Lapicque et R. Legendre, Relation entre Ie diamètre des fibres nerveuses

et leur rapidité fonctionnelle. Gompies rendus de l'Académie des Sciences. Paris

1913 (2). Tome 157, p. 1163—1166. Also: La rapidité fonctionnelle des fibres

nerveuses mesurée par la chronaxie et son substratum anatomique. Bulletin du

Muséum d'histoire naturelle. Année 1914, W. 4, Paris 1914, p. 248— 25i2.

2) Louis Lapicque, Rapidité nerveuse des membres postérieurs chez divers

Batraciens anoures. Bulletin du Muséum d'histoire naturelle, Année 1914. N^. 6,

p. 363—366.
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and easily digs lioles, (casting out (lie earth with its hind-legs); it

lias about the same rate of conduction in the nerve as the Frog.

The same thing is the case with the Tree-Frog (Hyla arborea), which

pounces upon winged insects as its pi-ey.

Now, for a slow American Toad (Bufo lentiginosus), which has

the same size as our Common Toad, the mean diameter of the fibers

of the neivus isciiiadicus is, according to Donaldson and Hokk, 11.

2

niicia, as against 14.7 for a frog specimen of about the same

weight, belonging to liana virescens. In a common American

Lizard (Sceloporus undnlatns) of a body weight of 8.2 grains, the

mean diameter of the nerve libers in the |)lexus brachialis was

9.8 micra, on the other hand only H.2 micra in the Horned Toad

(Phrynosoma cornutum), which is at least six times heavier, and

owes its name to the fact that it moves more like a toad than as

the proverbially «piick lizard, to the family of which it belongs.

For an equally great rapidity as the said Lizard the nerve liber of

the so much heavier Hoi-ned Toad would have to double its diameter

(to 12.7 micra). The American Turtle Chrysemys marginata, though

probably weighing scarcely less than a kilogram, i.e. certainly as

much as a hundred times more than the said small Lizard, has

nerve libeis of a mean diameter of no more than 12.4 micra, in its

|)lexus brachialis. ') It would have to amount to 18.7 micra for

equal rapidity as that Lizard.

GöTHMN also points out that Shrimps of the genera Crangon,

Palaemon and others, which are among the quickest animal species,

possess thick nerve fibers provided with medullary sheaths. ') L.

and M. Lapicquk found the greatest rapidity of nerves and muscles of

all the Invertebrates which they examined, in the tail of Palaemon. ')

Alcock was the first to inquire into the possible influence of the

size of the body on the rate of propagation of the influxion in

nerves, by experiments on the jiervus ischiadicus of the Frog, and,

externally, in the nervus medianus of Man. ") He finds for Man, as

1) Gf. these diameters of nerve fibers in H.H. Donaldson and G. W. Hoke, On

the Areas of the Axis Cylinder and Medullary Sheath as seen in Cross Sections of

the Spinal Nerves in Vertebrates. Journal of Comparative Neurology and Psychology.

Vol. 15, Philadelphia 1905, p. 9-lL
') G. F. GöTHLiN, Die doppelbrechenden Eigenschaften des Nervengewebes.

Kungl. Svenska Vetenskapsakademiens Handlingar, Ny Följd, Bd. 51 (1913), p. 84.

3) Louis et Marcelle E.apicque, Quelques chronaxies chez les MoUusques et

Crustacés marins. Comptes rendus de la Sociëté de Biologie. Année 1910. Vol. 2

(69). Paris 1910, p. 280.

1) N. H. Alcock, On the Rapidity of the Nervous Impulse in Tall and Short

Individuals. Proceed. Roy. Society, Vol. 72 (190H). London 1904, p. 414—418.
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well as for (he Frog', that in all the examined iiulividiials, of one

species and in the same nerve, the i-ate (per nnitj of length) is the

same, hence independent of liie size of the body. Small differences

in the valnes of the rate, viz. of on an average 67.5 m. per second

for two men of a mean height of 1887 mm. and on an average

65.9 m. for two men of a mean height of J 721 mm., are neglected,

evidently considered as experimental errors. The mean body weights

of these men may be pnt at 85 and 67 kg. according to Hassing's

tables, ') and by means of this an exponent of relation for the

velocity of impulsion of 0.1007 can be calcnlated, to which, however,

in itself, not mncli significance shonid be ascribed.

Of greater impoitance, for the stndj of the influence of the size

of the body on the rale of propagation of impnisions in homologons

nerves are Münnich's experiments. ') The rate (66 m. in the nervns

raedianns) fonnd by him for Man is in good concordance with the

mean rate according to Ai/;ock and the latest determination by

Helmhot,tz and H.axt ((U.56 m., in 1870), which speaks, indeed,

for the reliability of the method. The greatest importance for onr

snbject have, however, the determinations of the rapidity in the

nervns ischiadicns of some mammals, viz. three dogs of ditïerent

sizes and breeds, (wo cats, and a rabbit. AIüNiMCH jnstly lays stress

on the fact that the reliability of the lesnlts of his experiments on

animals mnst be greater than those of experiments on Man, where

the nerve cannot be laid bare. Besides, it is of importance for a

judgment of the inflnence of the dimension of the nerve on the

rate of condnction of the nerve inflnxions that among Münnich's

dogs a large and a small specimen was examined, the body weights

of which inter se differed more than six times as much as those of the

(all and the short individuals examined by AixocK. Münnich found

nol inconsiderable deviations between a large and a small dog, with

which the breed had nothing to do, and a particularly important

deviation in a re|)resentative of the so remarkable breed of Dachs-

hunds. Also the rapidities found for cats are of great importance.

Though Münnich himself, not realizing (hat the found numerical

differences could have any meaning, leaves undecided whether they

rest on different rates of conduction or are only caused by the

defectiveness of the method, it has now been raised above doubt,

1) H. ViERORDT, Anatomische, physiologische und physische Dalen und Tabellen.

3 Aufl. 1906, p. 589.

-) t'ERDiNAND MiiNNiCH, Ueber die Leitungsgeschwindigkeit im motorischen

Nerven bei Warmbliitern. Zeitschrift fur Biologie. Bd. 66. Miinchen nnd Berlin

191B, p. 1—22.
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that they have a real meaning. In this connection the much smaller

deviation found b}' Alcock between tall and short men, does not

even seem to be entirely devoid of interest, now that it appears

to rnn parallel with that between the dogs of a much more conside-

rable ditïerence of weight, and these results are in accordance with

what was forced on our attention about the significance of the

dimensions of the nerves.

For a dog, "brauner Bastard von der Grosse eines Fox terriers,"

Avhich must have weighed about 7 or 8 kg., Münnich tinds a i-ate

of 61 in. [)er second, equal to that for the Rabbit, which can only

[lave had about one fourth of this body weight. Hence the rapidity for

the Rabbit is comparatively great, and we accordingly tind for this

burrowing Rodent thicker nerve tibers than for the Dog. As mean

diameter in the plexus brachialis Donaldson and Hokk found 13.3

micra for a Rabbit and 11.6 mici'a for a She|»herd's Dog (probably

8 times heavier). A definite ratio between the rapidity and the area

of the section can, however, not be derived tVom this, because

different nerves and difllerent bi'eeds of dogs are compared here.

For his largest cat Münnich found a rate of 81 meters per second,

for another specimen, of which he feels it necessary to state that

it is adult, and for which he experimented on a shorter length of

nerve, which specimen will therefore have been smaller, the rate

was 75 meters. As e\en the largest cat can hardly have reached

half the weight of a middle-sized Foxterrier, the rapidity is certainly

relatively very large for the Cat. Undoubtedly tiie considerable

thickness of the nerve fibers in the Cat is in connection with this,

on an average in the plexus brachialis a diameter of 16 micra, as

against 1J.6 micra for a dog 5 times heavier according to Donaldson

and Hoke. *) Besides, the Cat is also distinguished by particularly

large ganglion cells (a peculiarity of all the Felis species). The

muscle -fibers of the extremities, too, seem to be particularly thick.

Already Cavazzani had found that the cells of the cervical and of

the lumbal ganglia spinalia are particularly large, and equal to the

corresponding cells of dogs which are 5 times heavier*). Also Levi

found the cells of the fifth cervical ganglion spinale in the cat much

larger than in an about equally heavy dog (diameter 81 as against

65.6 micra). They only reached an almost equal diameter (79.7

micra) ') in a dog of 7 times the weight (of 23 kg.). According to

1) Loc. cit.

2) E. Cavazzani, Sur les ganglions spinaux. Archives Italiennes de Biologic,

Tome 28. Turin 1897, p. 52. Shepherd's Dogs, Pointers, and adult cat.

s) G. Levi, 1 gangli cerebrospinali Supplemenlo al Vol. VII dell' Archivio
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Levi the Cat has also larger ganglion cells in the coluinnae anteriores

of the intutnescentia lumbalis of the spinal cord than the Fox, and

of all the Mammals examined by him, among which the Ox, the

largest pyramid cells in the cerebral cortex ^). It has appeared, from

particularly comparable measurements of Hardesty, that the mean

diameter of homologous cells of the intumescentia cervicalis in the

Cat is not much smaller than in the Foxhound, which is 6 times

heavier (53.5 micra as against 58.7 micra) *). The muscle fibers in

the rectus femoris were thicker in the Cat than in any other Mam-
mal . that Levi examined, with the exception only of the Horse;

while the mean diameter in the Cat amounted to 55 micra, he

found it only 36.2 micra in a dog of about twice the weight (of 6.3 kg.) ').

It appears, therefore, very clearly that the quick muscles of the

Cat's leg receive rapid impulsions from large ganglion cells through

thick nerve fibers.

Something similar holds for the mole-footed Dachshund. Still

somewhat more rapidly than in the nervus ischiadicus of a 9 times

heavier butcher's dog "von der Grosse einer Deutschen Dogge" did

the impulsions propagate in this nerve of a dachshund (at a rate of

88 meters a second as against 85 meters for the butcher's dog).

From the rate of conduction (given by Münnich) of the influxion

of 61 meters a second in the nervus ischiadicus of the mongrel dog

of the size of a foxterrier and 85 meters a second for the butcher's

dog, likewise of a mixed breed, which had the size of a German

Boarhound, and must therefore have had about 8 times the weight

of the smaller dog of the same species, an interindividual exponent

of relation for the rate at which the influxions are conducted in

the nervus ischiadicus of 0,1595 can be calculated. This is in

satisfactory agreement with the exponent 0.1344 derived above from

a record by Lapicque for the area of section of the eye-ball within

the species Canis familiaris, and the deviations from the value

0.28 are so great, as to justify for both cases the conclusion that

here the same relation of the homoneuric species is not valid, but

the other relation, the interindividual, which is expressed by an

exponent of half the value of that of the species. It does, however,

not follow from this that the area of the section of the nerve fiber

varies in the same ratio as that of the retinal area, for as the

Italiano di Anatomia e di Embriologia. Firenze 1908, p. 177, and: Studisulla gran-

dezza dells cellule. I. Ibid. Vol. V. Firenze lilü6, p. 332.

1) Ibid. (ly06), p. 834 and 337. Cf. also: K. Brodmann, Vergleichende Lokali-

sationslehre der Groi^shirnrinde. Leipzig 1909, p. 81.

2; Journal of Comp. Neurology. Philadelphia 1902. Vol. 12, N». 2. p. 160.

») Loc. cit., (190Ü), p. 827.

47
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. XXI.
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length of the nerve fiber varies, from one individual to another within

a species, without change of the number of the nodes of Ranvier,

where the resistance for the nerve inflnxion must be much larger

than in the internodia, the resistance in the larger animal becomes

slighter in inverse ratio to the length of the nerve fiber. I imagine that

in this way the nerve fiber, from individual to individual within a

species, does not actually become thicker, only longer. This is different

for homoneuric species; there the number of internodia, hence also

of the nodes, increases in direct ratio to the lengtli of the nerve

fiber, which does not bring about a change in the i-apidity of the

intUixion (per unit of length); this is, therefore, directly dependent

on the area of the section.

When the propagation of the intluxions in the nerve fiber is

compared with the motion of electricity in a circuit, in which the

resistance (the reciprocal value of the conductivity) is in inverse

ratio to the section, and in direct ratio to the length, much becomes

clear in the relations' of the size in the nervous system that would

otherwise remain unaccountable. Then the ganglion cell may, in a

certain sense, be compared with an electric condensator or storage

battery, which is charged and discharged.

In the first place it becomes clear that only on comparison of

homoneuric species the legular quantitative relations of the neurone

and its parts to the body weight are found. For the exponent of

relation for the volume of the largest ganglion cells of the columnae

anteriores in tlie intumesceiitia cervicalis the value 0,2387 is found

between Horse and Mouse, according to Hardksty's records, the

value 0.3931, on the other hand, between Cat and Mouse ; the expo-

nent is only 0.0851 between Horse and Cat. A Cat that had the

weight of the Horse, would have a ganglion cell for the motor

nerve fiber of the claw muscles 2.763 times as voluminous as the

cell belonging to the longest motor nerve fiber of the Horse.

Hakdesty points out (p. 166) that the American Hoary Bat (Atalapha

cinerea Pal.), which is considerably smaller than the House Mouse,

possesses somewhat larger cell bodies in the columnae anteriores

of the intumescentia cervicalis than the latter, which he brings in

connection with the innervation of the wings. Obeksteiner also sees

a connection between this great functional importance of the fore-

legs as wings in the Bats and the fact that, while for most Mammals

the cells of the intumescentia lumbalis are appreciably larger than

those in the intumescentia cervicalis, the reverse is true for Bats ').

1) H. Obkrsteiner, Bemerkungen zur Bedeutung der wechselnden Grosse von

Nervenzellen. (Del Volume Jubilare in onore L. Bianchi. Catania 1913), p. 4.
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From the inucli older records of Kaiser it may be derived that the

exponent of relation for the volume of the largest ganglion cells of

the cervical medulla of the much larger Bat Plecotus auritns is

only 0.1568 in comparison with the Mole ^). This Bat has, accord-

ingl}^ a much larger ganglion cell than the Mole, in ratio of eqnai

body weight. Obkkstkinkr points out that Man and the Orang-outang

have striltingly small cells in their cervical medulla").

According to Hardesty's measurements homologous cells of the

cervical intumesccntia of Man are actually somewhat smaller than

in the Foxhound, which he exceeds four times in body weight '),

and not much larger than those of the Cat, which he exceeds more

than twent}^ times in body weight. As well for Macacus, Cynoce-

phalus, Ateles as for Man, the nerve tibers of the plexus brachialis

are thin, in comparison with those of other Mammals, the size of

tlie body being taken into consideration.

Evidently the slight quickness of the muscles, but comparative

delicacy of the muscle fibers for the hand and the lingers, as neces-

sary factor for their finely regulated collaboration, may be imputed to

the slight thickness of the nerve fibers and the comparatively

small volume of the ganglion cells, with which they are

connected.

The dimensions of the peripheral "conductors" and of the central

"accumulators", connected with them, can become of great importance

for the quantity of the brain. Where they are to supply muscles which

are both strong and quick, the nerve fibers become particularly

thick, the cell-bodies large, and thus the neurones voluminous, to

which also voluminous brain neurones must answer. Of the problems

of the Elephant having a more voluminous brain than the Anthro-

poid Apes, to which it was thought that an extraordinary mental height

had to be attributed for this reason, of the Ateles and Cebus,

equally high above the Anthropoids with respect to their quantity

of brain, of the aquatic Mammals, among which the Mysticetes

possess comparatively larger brain than the Dogs, of the Denticetes,

which like the Seals can almost be put on a line with the Anthro-

') 0. Kaiser, Die Funktionen der Ganglienzellen des Halsmarkes. Haag 1891, p. 63.

*) L. c. p. 4. The same properly may be assumed for the Gorilla, whose spinal

cord was examined by W. Waldeyer (Das Gorilla-Riickenmark. Abhandlungen

der Kön. Preus. Akademie der Wissenschaften Berlin. Jahr 1888. Physikalisch-

matbematische Classe. Abl. ill, S. 1— 147). Gf. Hardesty, I.e., p. 168.

3) Gavazzani (1. c, p. 52 and 53) had already found that the ganglion cells in

Man are smaller than in Shepherd's Dogs and Pointers, smaller even than in

the Gat.

47*
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poids, in this respect '), — facts (hat have led to speculations

about uncommonly great intelligence of tlie Whales — of the compara-

tively highly cepbalised Crocodiles, and of the class of the Fishes,

which in general are not inferior to the Reptiles, as far as the

quantity of brain is concerned, of all these problems the solution

is now obvious ^). The proboscis of the Elephant, which plays a pro-

minent part in the animal's life, is not only strong and agile, but

also provided with very voluminous muscles. That of the Asiatic

Elephant measures 2 meters for a length of the body of SVj meters.

Quick strong muscles move the long tail of the American Apes

mentioned, which muscles are of still greater service to these animals

than those of their hands and feet. But also their arms and legs

are very long in comparison with the body, especially for A teles,

which owes its popular name of Spider-Monkey to this, and they

consequently contain a large mass of muscles. The Whales have

an exceedingly quiok and strong motor apparatus in their long body

for the tail, which admirably like a ship's screw propels the gigantic

1) Judging from not yet full-grown animals, some investigators have assumed

somewhat too great ceplialisation. Thus the Seal is not full grown with I2V2 kg-

body weight (Louis Laptcque, Sur le poids encéphalique des Mammifères amphi-

bies. Bulletin du Muséum d'liistoire naturelle. 1912, N*^. 1 p. 2). An adult female,

examined many years ago by E. H. Webfr (Ueber den Bau des Seehunds, Phoca

vitulina. Verhandlungen der Kön. Sachsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu

Leipzig. Math.Phys. Glasse. Jahrgang 1850, p. J 08), however somewhat emaciated

in captivity, weighed as much as 43.11 kg. The animal possessed 266.5 grams of

brain, from which a coefficient of ceplialisation k = 0.6766 can be calculated. Of

a female Otaria californiana, which had lived in the Amsterdam Zoological Gardens

since 1902, and was already fully adult at the time, the body weight was 74 kg.,

the weight of the brain 374.5 grams, at its death in Nov. 1913, from which

k = 0.70:25 may be calculated. The weight of the body of this animal, too, must,

indeed, have been somewhat higher in its healthy state. Accordingly the calculated

coefficients of ceplialisation are decidedly somewhat higher than normal for both

Pinnipeds.

As regards the Whales, we may refer to the weight of a Balaenoptera sulfurea,

22.5 meters long, viz. 63 Am. tons, i. e. 64000 kg. (according to determinations

by Lucas inaccessible to me), which is mentioned in Vol. 12, p. 503 of the fourth

edition (1915) of Brehm's Tierleben. The brain, freshly removed, of a Balaenoptera

musculus, 18.8 m. (=60 Norwegian feet) long, weighed 6700 grams, according to

G. A. GuLDBERG (Korhandlingar i Videnskabs Selskabet i Christiania. Aar 1885.

Christiania 1886, p. 128). Assuming uniformity with the other Balaenoptera species,

a body weight of 37385 kg. is found for the latter, and in connection with this

a cephalisation coefficient of 0.3841.

2) The significance of the influence of the organs of hearing, touch and other

organs of sense on the quantity of the brain of these Vertebrates is, however,

not slight either.
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mass with great velocity, and skilfiiily steers it. Tlie flipper-iike hind-

limbs of the Seals (Phoca), which form a kind of tail, move the body

along through pretty intricate but nimble movements; in other cases

(Otaria) very large pectoral tins render such services to the ajiimal,

the feet, directed backwards here too, acting more like a helm, worked

by powerful muscles. For the Fishes it is again the tail which

derives its propelling force from the muscles of the hind part of

the body. The (Crocodiles have a strong propelling tail. For all these

vertebrate aquatic mammals the locomotoi- muscles must not only

be quick, but also particularly voluminous and strong, because of

the great density of the medium, in which the movements take

place; hence they must consist of thick, but also of numerous muscle

fibers. Hence very voluminous and at t'.ie same time very numerous

neurones. In fact Lkgkndre demonstrated that the nerve fibers of

the medulla and the roots of the Dolphin (Delphinus delphis L) are

among others much thicker than in Man, the Stag, the Dog, the

Rabbit, and the Mouse. He partly accounts for the high cephali-

sation of this aquatic Mammal by the thickness of its nerve fibers ^).

Though 1 do not enter moi-e fully into the discussion of the

mutual relation of the dimensions of muscle- and nerve fibers

here, 1 will, however, point out that between, homoneuric species

the variations of the dimensions of the neurones and their parts, in

function of the body weight, entirely account for the variations of

the weight of the brain, in function of the body weight; hence that

the number of the neurones (differently from what I thought possible

at first) remains the same. This must also apply to the sarco-neurones,

hence to the muscle fibers.

That the cell-body of the neurone must become more voluminous,

for homoneuric species, in ratio to the arithmetical longitudinal

dimension of the body, is a consequence of the already long known

dynamic proportion that the weight (the mass) of similar animals aug-

ments according to the cube of the homologous longitudinal dimen-

sions, the muscular force, on the other hand, proportional to the area

of the section of homologous muscles or the ó-(^Wfï>'f' of the homologous

longitudinal dimensions. Already ninety years ago STKAUS-DtJRCKHEiM ')

set forth clearly that thus, for similar animals, consequently having

the same organization, but of different sizes, the time of every

movement must be nearly proportionate to the longitudinal dimen-

1) R. Legendre, Notes sur Ie système nerveux central d'un Dauphin (Delphinus

delphis). Bulletin du Muséum d'histoire naturelle, 1912, W. 1, p. 6—7. PI. I.

^) H. Straus DüRCKHEiM, Considerations générales sur ranatomie comparée des

animaux articulés. F^aris 1828, p. 189 et seq.
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sions, although the rate of the locomotion is equal. For this,

increase of the accumulated influxion in the cell-body of the neurone

is required, and hence of its volume, in the ratio of about ^^P or

po.33. Ij, about the same ratio the lengths of the nerve fibers of

homoueuric animal species necessarily increase, these lengths being

nearly proportionate to the longitudinal dimensions of the animals.

At the same time, it may l)e assumed, as a matter of course, that

there is a tendency for the homologous nerve fiber to increase with

the least possible defoi-mation. Witliout any deformation its area of

section should increase in the ratio of 7^*^ --•, while its length increases

in the ratio of po-33
.

On the other hand, the mode of propagation of nervous influxions

being similar in homoueuric species of animals, the oidy possibility

to obtain this similarity, i.e. physiological homoneury, under the

given conditions, is that the area of section of the nerve fiber should

increase proportionally nnth its length. Therefore the area of the section

of the fiber has become somewhat greater and its length less than

for uniformity of the homologous nerve fibers, both in the ratio

of poo55.. Hence the ratio P^'^'"^ '. 1, as was discussed in the outset.

p 0.211 . —- po.Sn-^. .
/J0.055. _- /.>0.222 . \^ p 0.055 . -_ p 0.211

.

Thus the accumulated influxion, the time and the I'ate of propagation

increase, as they ought to do, in the same ratio.

Through this way of viewing the matter, which starts from the

relations of quantity existing in the nervous system, many impon-

derabilia, such as the mental height, the intelligence, and not seldom

also the degree of brain evolution may be eliminated from the

foreground of our considerations of the relation between structure

and functions of the nervous system, which can only promote the

fruitfulness of researches in this region, among others and particu-

larly with regard to the cortex of the brain.

A striking proof for this is furnished by Otto Mayer's researches

on the density in which the cells occur in the cortex of the brain

of Apes'). He namely determined, for seven genera, the mean

number bf cells per O.OJ cubic millimeter, in 10 fields (according to

Brodmann), throughout the whole thickness of the cortex. His results

induced him to point out emphatically that the densities by no

means run parallel with the order of the examined animals in the

zoological system, their degree of brain organization or their intel-

1) Otto Mayer, Mikrometrische Untersuchungen über die Zelldichtigkeil der

Grosshirnrinde bei den AfTen. Journal fur Psychologie und Neurologic. Band 19.

Leipzig 1912, p. ^233—251. 2 Tafeln.
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ligenee. A result which stroiigljM'eniinds of the absence of sjstematiral

order in the "relative brain weights".

1 have, therefore, treated the densities in a similar way as llie

brain weights, namely by considering them in connection with the

weights of the body. For this purpose calculating the mean densities

of the whole cortex (over those ten important tields), from Mayer's

records, I find a meaiT density of cell of 1765,4 for the Chimpanzee

(Anthropropithecus troglodytes), of 3160 for the Gibbon (Hylobates

syndactylus), of 3580.9 for the Capucliin-Monkey (Cebus capucinus),

of 3603.4 for the Saimiri or Squirrel-Monkey (Chrysothrix sciurea),

and of 3448.1 for the Marmoset (Hapale iacchus), which mean values

no more show systematic order than the densities in the separate

lie Ids, from which they are computed.

This disorder is replaced by regularity, as soon as the size of the

animals is taken into account.

The ratio ot the density of cells between the Chimpanzee and the

Siamang is as 1:1.79. The Chimpanzee has 8 times the weight of

this Gibbon-species, and now it is very remarkable that, between

these homoneuric species, according to the proportionality demon-

strated in my former paper, homologous cells must be more voluminous

to a ratio of 8"-28 = 1.79 foi' the Chim{)anzee than for this Gibbon.

Between these homoneuric species the density of cells is, therefore,

accurately in inverse ratio with the volume of every cell. In other

words: for a Gibbon that had the size of a Chimpanzee, the density

of cells in the cortex of the cerebrum would be equal to (hat of

the Chimpanzee. It may, therefore, be assumed that these xAnthropoids

of equal cephalisation (equal quantity of the brain in function of

the body weight) are also equal in the organisation of their cortex

of the brain. The cells of these two species must be uniform, both

as far as the dendrites and the other interstitium is concerned, and

with regard to the cell -body.

When Cebus is conq)ared with Hapale, which he exceeds 6 times

in body weight (these weights are on an average 1300 and 215

grams; the brain weight of Cebus is 125, that of Hapale is about 8 grams),

the cortical density of cells for Cebus is found 1.7 times greater

than for a Hapale of equal body weight. In about the same ratio,

viz. 1.8:1 the cephalisation is, however, also greater for Cebus than

for Hapale, a very fair agreement when it is borne in mind that

different specimens were compared. Compared with (Jhrysothiix

(Saimiri), (whose body weight amounts to about 400 grams, and

which possesses 24 grams of brain) Cebus has 1.5 times higher

cephalisation, and a Saimiri of equal body weight as Cebus would
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have almost 1.4 times greater density of cells. For these allied

American Monkeys the density of cells, in function of the body

weight, is, therefore, proportionate to the cephalisalion : the greater

the quantity of brain, in function of the body weight, the greater

the density of cells.

A Cebus, however, of the same body weight as Hylobates syn-

dactylus, would have only I wo thirds of the density of cells of (his long-

armed ape, though the latter has three fifths of the weight of the brain

of the large Cebus-species in question. Here the density of cells is

about in inverse ratio to (he cephalisation.

Of special in(erest is (he comparison of the density of the cells

of the Chimpanzee with that of Man, both having about the same

body weight. IJammarbekg ') detei-mined the density of cells, in normal

human biains, through the whole thickness of the cortex, per 0.001

cubic millimeter, i. e. '/lo of M.ayer's unit of volume, in different

cortical areas, some of which may be compared with the areas

according to Brodmann. Thus in the lobus occipitalis the area striata

or field 17 of Brodmann. Calculated to the same unit of volume as

that of Mayer we find here 386 cells, whereas Mayer's chimpanzee

has 2888, i. e. 7.5 times as many. Thus 152 in the area gigantopy-

ramidalis or Brodmann's field 4, as against a density for that chim-

panzee of 1172, i.e. 7.7 times as many. In the area frontalis

agranularis or field 6 the density for Man is only 111, as against

1136 or 102 times as much for the chimpanzee examined by Mayer ').

As, according to Brodmann's') measurements, the entire surface of the

cortex in the Chimpanzee is about a third of that in Man, the regio

^) G. Hammakbekg, Studiën übei* Klinik und Pathologie der Idiotie, nebst Unter-

suchungen iiber die normale Anatomie der Hirnrinde. Upsala 1895.

2) In the part of the gyrus frontalis superior, which belongs to the area frontalis

agranularis or Brodmann's sixth field 1 have estimated the density of cells in the

deepest half of the third layer, and likewise in the deepest half of the fourth layer

of the part of the lobus occipitalis, which corresponds to the area striata or

Brodmann's seventeenth field, from drawings (Table I, Ing. 2 and Table II, Fig, 4)-,

namely according to the ratio of the other densities drawn and also calculated by

Hammakberg. Thus was also evaluated the density of cells of the insignificant

first layer in the part of the gyrus centralis anterior, which belongs lo the area

giganlopyramidalis or Brodmann's fourth field.

Hammarberg calculated the number of cells per unity of volume from 10 suc-

cessive sections, each of a thickness of 0.01 mm., or 5 sections of a thickness of

0.02 mm., Mayer on the other hand from only a single section of a thickness of

0.01 mm. As also parts of cells are counted, the number must be slightly greater

according to the latter method. Judging by Hammarberg's drawings the difference

can, however, not be considerable.

'^) K. Brodmann, Neue Forschungsergebnisse der Grosshirnrindenanatomie, rait
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praecentalis (the fourth and (he sixth field) of the Chimpanzee about

two thirds of that in Man, the area striata about equal to that of

Man, it must be assumed, according to these determinations, that the

absolute number of the nerve cells in the cerebral cortex of Man

is much smaller than in the Chimpanzee; greatest is the value of

the ratio in the area striata (7, against 6 in the regio praecentralis).

The human brain being, however, certainl}' more complicated func-

tionally, (which is generally called highly developed), it would appear

that not the number of neurones, but the multiplication of the

contiguities of their dendritic processes, which principally constitute

the interstitium, corresponds to more complicated (higher) fiinctions.

besonderer Beriicksichligung anthropologischer Fiagen. Gesellsch. Deutscher Natur-

forscher und Aerzte. Verhandlungen 1913. Leipzig 1913, p 9, 22 and 25.

The brain weight of the examined chimpanzee amounted only to 295 grams

;

the average in full-grown state may be estimated at about 4(J0 grams. The ratio of

the surface of the cortex to that of Man may, therefoi-e, become somewhat more

favourable. With greater brain v/eight the density of cells in the cortex of the

chimpanzee would have become proportionally less, hence the number of cells

would have remained the same. The cortex of Man is, indeed, somewhat thicker,

in consequence of which the actual values of the ratio must be proportionately

smaller than those calculated.



Astronomy. — "Kvprnision of a cosmic i/'tssphere, the netn stars

(ind the Cepheids'. By Dr. A. Pannkkokk. (Communicated by

Prof. W. DE Sitter).

(Communicated in the meeting of October 1918).

I.

The new stars wliicli are most fully known in their changes of

intensity are of two distinct types. The sudden quick flaming up is

common to l)0th : hut they differ in (heir further changes of light.

To the one class belong the two brightest Novae of this century,

Nova Persei 1901 and Nova Aquilae 1918, as well as Nova Coronae

1866. Immediately after attaining the greatest l)iilliance the light

begins to decrease quickly ; then the diminution becomes slower,

while a periodicity sets in. In the oilier class, of which Nova

Aurigae 1892 is the best known exauq^le — and to which

Tycho's star Nova Cassiopeiae 1572 belongs — the star retains

its brilliance for a long time, fluctuates irregularly, and finally

loses its brilliance rather i'a[)idly. These two types of change of

light show a certain correspondence with the (wo types of light-

maximum, long and short, which are observed, alternately in

the same star, in the Antalgol stars such as SSCygni. Whether this

analogy is more than an accidental correspondence, or that a real

relationship exists, cannot yet be ascertained.

In connection with the appearance of Nova Aurigae Seeligkr has

given an explanation which fits the phenomena of this type very

well; when a star enters a nebulous mass, thereby being brought

to a high temperature, as long as it flies through denser and thinner

parts, its temperature will fluctuate up and down. This theory fits

the other type less well. Here there is obviously an enormous rise

of temperature, caused by a momentary event, of which all the

further processes are merely the consequences.

The cause from which this sudden heating arises need not be

discussed here. We only put the question of what may be deduced

concerning (he further events, from simple hypotheses. A cosmic

body, suddenly brought to such a high temperature, will not be in

equilibrium. It will expand adiabatically, and as a consequence it
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will cool down. Usually the loss of heal by radiation is given as

the principal canse of the cooling of a star; but the cooling from

adiabatic expansion is of much more importance. In a first approxi-

mation, therefore, radiation may be neglected. The force of gravity

is also left out of account, which to some extent diminishes the

force of expansion; this may be done the more legitimately as it is

to a greater or less extent compensated by the radiation-pressure.

We assume that all changes take place homocentrically.

A volume-element at a distance )\ from the centre is found by

expansion after a time / at a distance r = r„ -\- h. We must then

have the relation

d'A __ I dp

dt^ Q dr'

A volume-element )\'Ub\dw shifts to the distance r and becomes

r' dr dw. By this the density changes according to:

r' —
dr.

As the change takes place adiabatically, p{f'^^ remaijis constant,

or 9 = Cons.t. X p'/?» therefore:

d^^_pjh
^^_^^^

djy ^ _ 7 /p^\ dfh^

dt' Q^ dr 2 V 9o / <^''

The index specifies the conditions at the time 0, which thus

remain a function of r. We shall indicate by the index 00 the

condition for ^ = and r ^ 0, at the centre therefore; putting

Py'' Poo PO QOO rf= y, — = ((, = p;

^PJ Qoo Poo Qc

we find

. d^L _ 7 p„ dy

~dF
~~

^Q^,dr'

Then « is a constant for this gas ball, of the dimension UT ':

it is according to p = r^ 7/7' (// = gas-constant) proportional to the

temperature at the centre, and has the physical meaning of the

square of the speed of |)rüpagation of isolhermic disturbances of

equilibrium at the centre, /i is a number without dimensions, which

at the centre is = J , a function of r, which gives the course of a

from the centre outwards in the initial condition. The equation of

motion now becomes

:
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d^h 7 ^dy

(

where y is determined bj

W 2 ^ dr ^ '

or

rfr

;/
gives the change of Ihe temperature.

By »the formulae (1) and (2) the change of A witli the time is

determined, when the quantity /?, which determines the original con-

dition, is known as a function of?*. We may, for instance, assume a

density distribution such as Emden has calculated for a gaseous

sphere in equilibrium, but supposing a mucii iiigher temperature at

each point than beloi»gs to an equilibrium form of this kind. The
original conditions must be such that A continually increases^ owing

to the strong force of expansion which is working all the time

towards the outside in consequence of the high temperature. This

will cause the tenq^erature of each layer to fall in a ratio which

is given by the quantity //, and in consequence the luminosity will

decrease. The most external coldest layers, which absorb the light

of the central parts, will move towards us with great rapidity ; this

e.cplains tvhij hi all new stars, as soon as the lufht begins to decrease,

the dark absorption-lines are displaced strongly toioards the violet —
a phenomenon which it has been attempted in vain to explain by

a rapid approach of tiie whole star, or by diflterences of pressure.

Even when the initial conditions are simple, the equations (1)

and (2) are difficult to integrate. An attempt to find the course of

the change by mechanical quadrature failed through the fact that

II • •
^y

small variations in y come out greatly increased in -^, and tliere-
dr

fore also in the L that is found and the subsequent values for y,

so that each step gives an increasing inaccuracy, which, after inte-

gration through a few units of time, makes the results quite un-

reliable. On this account we have not succeeded in explaining the

periodic variation in brightness — which both in Nova Persei and

Nova Aquilae began to appear after the star had decreased 4 classes

of magnitude — by special initial conditions.

On the other hand the general mean course of the process may
be calculated. The question may be asked: is it possible for the
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whole mass of the star to expaiul coiiipletely iiniforml,y and what

are the initial conditions required in this case?

We must then have r zizz /'^/{t), where /' is independent of /•.

It follows that

1 cip ^ £ dp^
^,^^,^^

c/v ^ ^
rfy

p dr 9o rfr/ r/^' " df}

hence the equation of motion (1) becomes

For / = this gives

' /O 7

The quantity /J' must be a constant; a special distribution of

density and pressure along the radius for ^ =: must therefore he

sought, in which

1 dPo

»'o Qo dr^
= A' (3)

(The dimension of A is .7 -^)
; ƒ is then determined by

f"^A\f-''h, ........ (4)

By integration of this equation ƒ is found as a function of the

time

df\ 5- -^ ^'/^"^
-f Const.

dtj 6 -^ ^
The constant is determined bj the condition that for ^ =: and

f= 1, when the expansion begins, its velocity is 0, hence

dt K 3

-\/
5 l/l _ƒ-«/:,

This form can be integrated by partial integration in the form

"of a series. Putting

we have

C 6 t 2 2.4 2 4.10 )

I
x-''U{\—x)-'hd.xr^-x-%(\—x\h\ 1 X a?'

'-

x^—... \^- const,

J ^ ' 5 1 1.7 1.7.13 r
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or

i 2 2.4 2.4.10
)= 2.r-'k{U.vyi^\\- ^{l-x)---—{l-a^Y---—^ + const.

9 ' 9.15' 9.15.21

whence

^ . I 2 2.4 2.4.10

^'
1 1.7 1.7.13

+ 1.881

or ' (5)

^_ ,^ _ I 2 2.4 2.4.10

^-
•

\ 9^ ' 9.15^ ^ 9.15.2r ^

The former series maj- be used when x is small, or /very large,

tlie latter holds for small ƒ, ./; being near unity. The additive con-

stant in the second series must be equal to 0, since for ^ = .rand/

are both equal to 1. For the lii'st series the constant cannot be

determined by this condition: it was found by computing the value

of At for one and the same value of x from both series.

By means of these series the time-function At was calculated for

a number of values of the expansion-factor /'. The temperature is

connected with /' by the relation

Since the temperature changes according to this law throughout

the entire star, we are entitled to assume that the same law holds

for the effective temperature; the radiation per unit area then changes

proportionally to T*, i. e. to /~'''l< The surface itself changes a8/'^

and thus the luminosity as /"""/s, hence

log L — log L, = — '7^ log f.

or expressed in terms of classes of magnitude

m — m^ = 7 log f. (6)

The following table contains for a number of values of /' the

corresponding At and m — m^

f
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lias calculated for the equilibri inn-forms of spherical cosmic gaseous

masses (for )i=V/^, k=iA): the integration has been performed

by mechanical quadrature. The integration-intervals were taken four

times smaller than the unit of r, as iised by Emdkn ; expressed in

our unit the radius of the exterual surface is 21.67. The result of

the integration was as follows:

^Q rdr
r

2

4
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With 7'^ 10' degrees this gives:

R^(i = 2,hA0*' hence for (1 = 1 (dissoc. //) /i = 50 (metals)

R=l,6 v^ 10'' 2,3 X 10''

= 28 times liie siiii 3,5 times the sun

and will) 7'= JO^ degrees

/r"/( = 2,5.1 0"'^' hence R— 5 >;
10''^ 7x1""

= 71 tiuies (he snn 10 limes the snii

Considering that at tins high degree of iieat the mass will he

highly dissociated, the lirst values are |jrohal)ly nearer the truth

than those corresponding to ;< = 50. It siiows that <( Noiut at l/if

moment of greatest brighttu'ss is <i hodi/ unick inoir i/i(/((;if/c than the

sun, not only in /nininositi/ bnt (tlso in radins anil volume. The

theory, that a new star arises when a dark hody of the size of

our sun, i.e. an ordinary cooled-down dwarf star, suddenly rises to

a colossal temperature, is in conlradicliou with ilie above calcula-

tions; for /^ = 7 X JO'", the radius of our suu, with ƒ» =rr 50 and

A as observed, the temperature would only lise to 1000°; for

7':= 10° A woidd he 10 times larger, (hat is: (he time in which

(he star loses its light would he 10 times smallei-.

This result is in accordance with the value of O'.Ol 1 for the

pai'allax of Nova Persei, derived hy Kaptkvn from the supposition

that the nebulous i-ings which were phologi-aphed half a year later

arose from reflected star-light. This leads to a luminosity 10000

times that of the sun ; since the intensity of the surface-radiation

was not much different from what it is in an ordinary white istar

— Hkktzsprung found a similar distribution of light iii the spectrum

of Nova Aquilae as in a A(piilae ') — the radins of the Nova must

have been 30 to 50 times the radius of the sun.

Supi)0sing our interpretation of the dark lines which always ac-

company the bright lines on the violet side being correct, this also

leads us to a high value of li. The velocity with which the outer-

most particles move towards us is R'^J'l.u. At the moment when the

light has fallen by two magnitudes, we have ''f/^uit = l, hence

R^ifl,n= AR = 2.b X 1<)~'^ /^- I^'or R= the radius of the sun this

would become 1.7 km. per second. On the other hand the observed

displacement of (he dark lines was as much as would correspond

to 700 km. per second. The real velocity must have been smaller,

howevei-, since the absorption-line is partly effaced by the broad

adjoining emission-line; on the assumption that the velocity may

have been about 100 or 200 km. sec. R is fouml e(pial to 60 or

1) Astonomische Naclirichten Bd. 207. Nr. 4950.
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120 times the radius of the siin, therefore again a \alue of the

same order of magnitude.

The Novae in the first stage of their brightness thus possess the

characteristics of the giant-stars ; in order that their mass may not

become too exceptionally large, theii- density must be small even

before the expansion. The relation found here between T, R, and A
cannot teach us anything on this point, as it does not contain the

density. A further indication for a small density may be found,

however, in the fact that after a decrease of 4 magnitudes the

spectrum at the minima of the light-variations luore and more

approached the character of a nebula-spectrum, and after another

few months the star had become a nebula. At this stage the density

has become so small that the visible emission is derived from the

whole body including even the hindmost layers and still gives but

a feeble surface-brightness ; the fact that this condition sets in, when
the expansion factor has become something like 10 or 20, proves

that the original density must also have been far below nnitj'.

111.

The original equation of motion (1) may also be written in such

a form that it does not contain any dimensions.

Let us put

r= ys A = y,i- t ^=z (fz .... (10)

where y is a linear measure, ff a length of time and s, x, and z

are numerical values. The equations then become

d^iv 7 d' dy dy
\

d^~~~2 y^ds~~' ds

J- • • •
(11)

s \^ ds

where (3 is a function of the coordinate .s,,. The function ^ and

the constants a, y, (f which determine the special constitution

and size of the star are united in the one coefficient B. The

law of change of a; with z is solely dependent on this coefficient,

and is the same for all bodies with the same B. Equations (11)

detei'mine all possible movenients — progressive, irregular or periodical,

which may occur in a cosmic gaseous mass, in so far as they are

a function of /• only and as gravitation may be left out of account.

Without calculating these movements themselves, a relation of

similarity may be derived from the formulae which establishes a

connection between the changes in different stars. If for diffeient

48*
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cosmic gas-splieres the (listi'ihntioii ol' ,? along llie radius is (he same,

llie expression

L (r t

/ VV 'K

must be tl)e same function tor tiiem, provided B i.e. «(i*^ for them

is the same number. If for each of tiiem a suitable tinje- and distance-

scale is assumed, the motions and variations expressed on this scale

are for all these bodies identical.

Assuming thai a periodical solution of the equations (IJ) exists in

which the panicles move radially to and fro and the density perio-

dically becomes adiabalically larger and smaller, this condition ot

motion will be valid for all such bodies provided the periods of the

variations are expressed in d as unit and the dimensions of the

bodies in terms of y. We must then have the relation

'^ d/ y --'=: ^VV y-^

Now <(^ Hl\„ (at the centre), therefore proportional to llie tempe-

rature at the ceidre. Calling /' the period of I he variations and H

the radius of the gas-sphere, this gives-.

1. t - ./. •
.^.^

•

If we may assume, that similar bodies of this kind have the same

temperature, the brightness becomes proportional lo R- ,
i.e. to /^'.

Otherwise the temperature will still depend on .some power of R

and we have the more general relation

F' ^ L"

or

2 log P= Const. + » hf/ L

or

2 lop P z= Coi^t. — 0,4 n X M
if M represents the absolute magrdtude. A relation of that kind was

found by Miss Leavitt for the variable stars of the d Cephei-type

in the small Magelhanic-cloud '). For 25 stars with periods from

1.25 to 127 days she fonnd, that the period increased with the

magnitude in such a manner that the logarithm of the period

changed by 0.48 per magnitude-class.

The Cepheids are giant-stars, to which our suppositions are in so

far applicable, that gravity, small in itself by the small density,

must moreover for the greater part be neutralized by the radiation-

) Harvard Circular Nr. 173.
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pressure. Tliey are all nearly of (lie same spectral type, hence (heir

temperature cannot differ much. The relation which has been found

to hold for them between period antl intensity may therefore be

explained in a sim[)le manner by assuming (hat the variation

of light arises from a [)ulsa(ion of the gaseous sphere; not,

as is often assumed, a pulsating deformation, but a pulsating

expansion and contraction. Hereby (he absorbing layers at the front

of the star will alternately move away from us and towards

us, hence in the s[)ectrum a pei-iodical displacement will take

place. This dis[)hicen]ent has usually been taken as indicating an

orbital movement and for this lea^on the Cepheids are admitted

amongst the spectroscopic double stars. Still an)ongs( (hese they

occupy a very excepdonal position. Calculating the mass from the

elements of the orbit, very much smaller values are found for the

Cepheids than for other spectroscopic double stars, although their

volume is much larger (han that of the sun. Although an extre-

mely small density is not altogether impossible a priori, still in

tiie relatively small radial velocity an indication may be seen for

the assumption, that a different explanation must be given here than

for ordinary spectroscopic double s(ars.

But the question arises: is it possible that from an expansion and

contraction a radial velocity arises of such a value as the expei-i-

mejïts give — of several times ten kilometers per second?

The luminosity of é Cephei and r^ Aquilae was found by Adams

from the spectrum to be 60 times that of the sun; for a mean

Cepheid with a period of Q.i) days Hertzsprung derived from the

proper motions 600 times the luminosity of the sun. Assuming on

the ground of the accordance as to spectral type and colour an

equal radiating power per unit surface, these results give a i-adius

equal to 8 and 24 times respectively that of the sun. Representing

the maximum expansion and contraction by the factor/= 1 -)- Lf,

the maximum radial velocity will be

V=z ^

—

86400P,

where P is the period in days and R the radius. In kilometres R
is 8 or 24 x 7 10'. Taking for P 6 days, this gives

6,3A/X 8 (of 24) X 7.10'
V= ~—:^^— -^ Ai^^- = 82 resp. 246A /' KM.

4,3 X 10'

Since these Cepheids fluctuate rather less than 1 magnitude visu-

ally and ratliei' over 1 magnitiuie in photographic intensity, we shall

assume one magnitude for the variation in complete radiation;
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therefore loc/ L varies by the amount 0.20 above and below the

mean. If the radins clianges as the number /', the density changes

as ƒ', the temperature as /Vs <^iitl the radiation as /''^'j; from

log L = ± 0.20 it then follows that log f = ± 0.04, hence /
fluctuates between J,l and 0,9. hi the expression for V we must

tiiei-efore take 0,1 for A/' and the maximum radial velocity becomes

8 or 25 kilometers per second. This value has to be somewhat
lowered, since spectographically the mean velocity of the entire front

surface is measured, of which only the central parts have the velocity

whicii we have here calcidated. But even then (lie value found

agrees sufficiently with the measured velocities (10 to 20 kilometers

per second) to admit the explanation of the light variation and the

variation in radial velocity on the ground of contraction and

expansion.

There are some othei- objections to this explanation. The one is

the same objection which also holds against the explanation through

an orbital movement viz. that the maximum intensity coincides

with the highest velocity towards us. The other objection lies in the

coefficient 0.48 found by Miss Leavitt. If for these Cepheids eqtiality

of spectral class and thus of emissive power and of 7' may be

assumed, the brightness becomes proportional to the surface, which gives

P^ - L.

or

log P - Const. — 0,2 .1/.

In this case therefore the coefficient should be 0.2, whereas

Miss Lkavitt finds a much larger change of (he period or a much
smaller change of the brightness. It is therefore difficult to explain

the deviation by means of a dependence of the temperature T on

the linear dimension R\ for in (hat case 7^ would have to be smaller,

the larger the star. Possibly an ex|)lanation may be found, by

assuming, that the mass of the Cepheids is actually small, and

therefore the density very low, so low, that the rays emitted from

one side of the star may penetrate the complete body without being

completely absorbed. If a glowing gas-sphere is so rare, that we
observe the emission even from the hindmost layers without any

diminution, the total light from the sphere will no longer be pro-

portional to its surface, but to its mass, therefore be the same for

two bodies of equal mass and different dimension. Intermediate

conditions are conceivable in which the total light will then be

proportional to a lower power of R, say to the first power. In the

latter case the coëffiicient of M in the formula for log P would

become about 0.40.



Physics. — "(Jii llu' Theonj of the, Friction of Liquids'. By Pi'of.

J. D. VAN DKR Waals Jk. (Comniimirated by Prof. J. D. van

DKR Waals).

(Communicated in the meeting of November 30, 1918).

§ 1. Iiilrodudion. The tlieorv of tlie fritMioii of gases has been

made the subject of minieroiis reseairlies, the theory of friction of

liquids on the other hand has niet with but scant attention. Yet it

is clear that the explanation gi\en to account for the friction of

gases — viz. that it is brought about in consequence of this that

molecules diffusing from one gas layei- to another, at the same time

transport an amoujit of momentum from one layer to another —
cannot equally apply to the fi'iction of liquids. For the friction of

gases increases at higher temperature. For liquids on the other hand

the viscosity becomes slighter at higher temperature. Such a beha-

viour cannot be accounted for with "friction by means of transport."

Maxwell calcidated that on the supposition of "friction by means

of transport" the coefficient of friction i] should be proportional to

\/ T if we assun)e that the molecules are perfectlj' rigid spheres,

which do not attract each other. Other assumptions concerning the

nature of the molecules (repulsion in inverse ratio with the fifth

power of the distance, Maxwkll, or mutually attracting rigid spheres,

SuTHKRLAND and Rklvganum) lead to a still more rapid increase of

^l
with T. Nor can the thermal expansion of the liquids explain the

sign of the coefficient of tenq^erature of >/. For gases i] appears

to be independent of the volume. For liquids the expansion will

pro-mote an increase of >/ with T, and not a decrease. This has been

shown experimentally (except for water, where the reverse takes

place), and it is also easy to understand that this is to be expected

for friction by means of transport, at least for not associating or

dissociating liquids. The expression dei-ived by Maxwell:

ms

in which y represents the density, / the mean length of path, .9 the

mean velocity, m the mass, and d the diameter of a molecule, will

namely have to be corrected for liquids, to:
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' jr<3V2
(la)

which (luanlity increases with v. Other well-known corrections have

been left out of consideration.

Accordingly for liquids we shall not principally have to think of

transport of monientun» by the diffusing molecules, but we shall

have to explain the friction by forces which the molecules exert on

each other. If at an arbitraiy moment we could suddenly check the

motion of the molecules, and if we could arrest them in the position

which they occupied at that moment, the friction by means of

transport would at the same moment be destroyed, so that we
should not have any means to study the friction in those resting

molecules.

The case is different for "friction through molecular forces". At

least when we think the molecular forces independent of the velo-

city, the frictioiuil forces would continue to exist also after the

immobilisation of the molecules. They would be a consequence of

the grouping of the molecide?? in space. It is now the question : of

what nature ai-e the molecular forces and what is the grouping of

the molecules, which gives rise to the existence of the tensor of

tension as we meet with it for the friction of liquids. The following

three answers might be given to this question :

I. Friction through impact forces or throiKjIi an instantaneoas

transfer of inoinentuni. We might assume that the forces that

the molecules exert on each other at an impact would furnish the

explanation of viscosity. Let us consider the sim|)le case of a

liquid in which the current oidy moves in a single direction, which

has been chosen as .c-direction of a cartesian system of coordinates,

this velocity {it) being a linear function of z, hence:

n — az, (with a > 0) (2)

Then the layers with greater z will move towards the righthand

side with regard to the underlying layers, if the system of axes is

orientated in space in the usual way. A consequence will be that the

line connecting the centres of two collidiiig molecules, which 1 shall

call the central line, will be found more often in the second quadrant

of the .r2-surface than in the first. When the system of coordinates is

turned over an angle of 45 "

',, so that the -f- ,r-axis moves towards

the -\- j-axis, and when the new axes are called ,v' and z\ the

pressure that the molecules exert on each other will be greater in

the z' direction than in the ./' direction. It is evident that this

agrees with (he value of the tensor of tension in this case.
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Instead, however, of (he ealcnlatioii of (lie forces appearing in

case of collision, the friction through this cause can also be calcu-

lated bj means of the momentum that at impact is niomentaneousl}'

conveyed from the centre of one of the colliding molecules to that

of the other. This method of calculation seems simpler and will

be carried out in ^ 2.

II. Friction for (loiihle points. Formation of strr((ks. We might also

assume the molecules lo be electrical or maguetical double points.

When they were orientated with regai-d to each other (piite arbi-

trarily, they would equally fiequeutly I'epel as attract each other,

so that the mean force would be zero. Through the cou|)les which

they exert on each other, they will, however, turn so that attraction

[)revails. When we now assume that niolecules that approach each

other, are still little orientated, whereas this is the case to a higher

degree with molecules that have moved past each other, and recede

again from each other, the molecules whose central line lies in the

^•'-direction will be more orientated on an average than those for

which it lies in the j' direction, so that a traction in the ./' direction

will result, greater than in the e'-direction, which can again account

for the tensor of tension.

When we consider more than two molecules whose centres lie

on the same line in (he ./'-direction, the cou{)les they exert on each

other, will strengthen each othei", which can give rise to the forma-

tion of a kind of streaks, which still moi-e promotes the friction.

it is ditTicnlt to compute the accurate amonnt of this orientation

of the molecule axes; it will be different according as one thinks

the rotations of the molecules determined by classical mechanics

or by the laws of the theoi-y of quanta. Besides there is no occasion

in the experimental data to assume that this case actually presents

itself. I shall, therefore, not attempt to calculate the friction according

to this hypothesis, though possibly it plays a decisive part in the

friction of exceedingly \ iscous liquids, which present themselves as

bi-refringent in case of friction, as likewise in the glassy state.

III. Friction in consequence of foriitation of yroups. Finally we
can assume the molecules (o combine to groujjs in consequence of

their mutual attraction. In li([uids at rest these groups will possess

spherical symmetry on an average. When, however, a liquid is in

a motion for which n = ((z, these spherical groups will be elongated

to ellipsoids. This variation of shape will now again give rise to a

greater traction in the .^'-direction. This cause of tViction will

probably chietly make itself felt iu the neighbourhood of (he critical

point. In § 4 and following paragra[)hs 1 will make an attempt
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(o calculate the ainomit ut" the friction which is to be ascribed to

this cause.

§ 2. Friction in consequence of impact forces. For an accurate

calculation of the friction through this cause the accurate knowledge

of the disti'ibution of the velocities would be required. I shall, however,

confine injself here to ari approximate method of calculation of about

the same nature as the method of calculation of the "friction by

means of transport" for gases by Maxwell in his papers in the

Phil. Mag. in i860. I shall, namely, assume thai the distribulion of

the velocities of the molecules the centres of which lie in a definite

layer j =: c, is found by compounding the velocity of the curient

of the liquid in that layer with a thermal motion for which the

unmodified partition of velocities of Maxwkll is thought to hold.

The error that we nnike on this supposition will probably be

smaller for liquids than for gases. The free length of path is namely

very small here, and the supposition departs little from Maxwell's

supposition that the molecules haxe the velocity of current of the

layer in which they ha\e collided last. Even when Jkans' correction

is taken into account for the persistence of the velocities, we shall

have to assign a velocity to the molecules corresponding with the

velocity of current of a layer which is only a small fraction of ^x

removed from the layer in which their centre is situated. 1 shall

disregard this small fraction.

When we now consider a definite horizontal layer, for which we

choose z =. 0, an instantaneous transfer of momentum through

this layer takes place at every collison for which the centres of the

colliding molecules lie on different sides of this layer. At every

impact an instantaneous transfer from above dowjiwards takes place

and one in opposite direction. These two quantities are equal and of

opposite signs. Hence we may also take into account double the

amount of the transfer from above downwards. We shall now first

consider the collisions for which the centre of molecide I lies between

the |)lanes z=zz^ and z^=: Zt^-\- ilz.^ ^^^ I> -i ^ — o cosy), the central

line^) forming an angle between y and y -\- dy with the 2-axis, and

lying in a [)lane forming an angle between /5 and (i -\- (l[^ with the

.I'^-plane. Further the components of velocity of molecule I will lie

between u^ and u^-\-(lu^. r^ and i\ -\- dv^ and ii\ and ti\ -\- dw.^,

those of molecule II lying between u.^ and u^ -\- du^ etc. The chance

that such components of velocity occur is represented for the two

molecules respectively by

') Counted in the direction of molecule 1 towards II.
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d—da —

and

:n:[/jT a a <t

in which z^ = z^ -{- o cos y.

Hence the number of the collisions in question per second and

per surface unity of tiie hiyer is:

— e «- \\,coxii(y t<ui y dy d[-idz . (o)

in which n (ienotes tlie number of molecides per cm\, iv the relative

velocity of molecule II with jespect to molecule I, and /< the angle

between the direction of i>,. and the central line, so that:

v^,. COS (I := [u.^ — ii^) .sm 7 cos ,5 | {i\— y,) siii y shi ;•? [- (w^ n\) cos y

i\t each of tljese collisions the .r-componejit of the quantity of

motion, which is instantaneously transferred from above downwards is :

y . nt i\. COS (.1 shi y cos ^ . . (4)

The condition that really transfer of momentum through the

chosen plane is to take place is

:

^0 or y <^ Bg cos
-z.

a

Hence i] is found by multiplication of (3) by (4), and then by

integration with respect to:

y between and Bq cos -—

l^ „ „ 2.^

?/,.... 10, ,, — 00 „ +00
-, „ — ^ „

We have then still to multiply the ex[)ression by 2 for the

transfer from below upwards. We must, however, still pay attention

to something else. In the limits set above collisions have'been taken

into account which are impossible in reality. Only those combinations

of values of the independent variables can occur, for which (i is

obtuse, hence cos !i<^0. It is simpler to inti'oduce the condition that

i\.cosn <:^0. This condition can be introduced in the way of Dirichlkt

I / sin p<i'
bv mnlliplicalion bv \f''i'r d(f
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Wliic'li integral is 1 Tor — P <^ f/ "^ /'

and for y <^ — p and For 7 ^ + />.

Now if we put /) =z s and t/ = iy,. cos [i -\- .s, and if we make .v

to increase indefinitely, tlie integral appears to become 1 for x\co.sn <^()

and for 0,. cos (i ^ 0.

Thus we finally find for the force wliicli the liquid above the

plane ^ = exerts per surface unity on tiiat below it:

^la — ——-^-
I
',(u,- u^)st„ ycos^i i

((',- r^).mt y.nn^-\- {n\-?(\)ro.sy\' X

•
,

^^«)')

(( ((

As fic, and (/j, will be in general very small compared with «i

and fi^, we may write for the first exponential factor under the

integral sign :

11
I
- ' '«1 '+•+"•>-)

1 ^ 2(1 (^/, e
, f i(,z

J f f<, <} ros y)U =^-

(
«

)

When we substitute this in the integral, the term 1 between the

accolades in (6) will furnish after integration : it is the value of

2a
the force of friction for (^ = 0. The integrals with — ^i u^ and

2a
- z^ii, will become equal, but of opposite sign, so that they cancel

'la

((

each other, and the integral with n, a cos y only remains.
((^

z^

When we now divide by a, and when we still put- = -', and
o

- = u\ "=:w\i(fp=:z(f and ~' = ,y'. and when we then
tc a a

again omit the accents, we get

:

') The minus sign has been written for this, because i '• cos a is negative, while

UiL' number of collisions are naturally positive, and the sign of expression (3)

stioulil properly speaking be reversed.
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sm sfp

X ~ stw" 7 co.s j/ co« /? dy d^ d(f dn^ . . . </»<», c?2j

If we substitute in this

"i + 2 'V ^'*"* y ^"^'^
i^= ^^t ^'s

— h ^'f 'S"' 7 <'0S ^ := ^,

r, -j- ^ /// sin y sin i = 7^^ v^ — ^ t</i sin y sin /? =: tj^ \ (6)

"'i + 2 "/cos y = ^1 "'j—
. 2 ty cos y = C,^

we get

:

1] = -
1 1(^8 ->i) -*""y cos^+{ii^-i]^)siny sm ii+(?,-?,)cosy+K/ j'

X ^in'* y cos y cos [i d(f dy d{i ds,^ . . . dC,^ dz^ |

On integration with respect to ^i . . . ^^ ^erms containing odd

powers of ^, . . . ?, vanish, so that the only terms left are those with

^\[(ê,'^'i,')'^^n'r^-os\i^{n,' f >i,='>nn='7.mV f {^,' \^ C^')cos"-y^ifpmiycos^+

-\- 2i,^* ((f sin y cos /i — ^ i(f^ sin y cos (j].

These terms do not change when $,- is snbstituled for ^j', i;,'

'>i5%?i', and i-'j*, so that -j- [S^,'' k/ —h t(p*) sin y cos ^ maybe written

for the snm of the remaining terms. After execution of the integra-

tions we tind

:

2 r
>/
-= 7i^r/ m a i

\
(3-y') > e~^V+r« X *"' •^'7' Xn J
X sin^ y cos y cos^^dff dy d^ dz^ (5</)

Let us now replace e^'r" by cos rps -\- isin ifs, and execute the

integration with respect to 7, bearing in mind that we seek the

value of the integral for lini. s = cc. Then the term with .vm .sv/- ("r>5 .f</^

vanishes, and in the term with sm"^ sq we may replace this expres-

sion by its mean value 4. Thus we find:

— i\e-'k r+'r-'< X <sm s (f y^ {'6 - ip"" ) dtp ^z V 2:x

— 00

•27r

I
cos'^^ dii = jr

u
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B;i rnx ( — ij) '

ƒ y COS Ydy = i[.rn^r]f^''''^-'^^=i il

S'
{\-z^rdz, = -h_ü-

11= ^J^n-'ö'ma . .
' (5g)

'

15
'

III the calculation of tlie niuTil)er of collisions we have, however,

lip to now disregarded tlie influence of the inutnal attraction of the

molecules and of their diuiension in the direction of I he velocity.

If for this we introduce the usual corrections, we tind :

ti = n- rt' )na e /?'/' (5)
15 V— b

in which t re|1resents the difference between the amount of potential

energy thai the molecules in the li(jiiid possess on an average, and

the amount which the}' possess at the moment of a collision.

(7. Jagkr ') and M. Biuu-oriN ") had already derived expressions

for the friction of liquids; JXciER considers exclusively "friction in

consequence of impact forces", whereas BkilloiIxN takes besides these

also the friction by means of Iranspoit into consideration. The

method of calculalion differs somewhat from that followed above.

The results at which they arrive, are in somewhat modified notation:

JaOER ïj =

61 ix:

Brillouin?^ "-s9"M''^+^^^,77^
—A

(
2(x/ Ö)]

In this Q represents the density, .s- the mean velocity of the mole-

cules, and D the mean distance of a pair of adjacent molecules.

(( and p are two unknown constants, which will not differ much

from 1, and which have been introduced, because all kinds of

approximations have been introduced into the calculation, which

renders the numerical coefficients not entirely certain. The first

term of Brili.ouin's formula refers to transport, the second to impact

forces. If seems to me that Brii.louin should also have corrected the

first term for the "thickness" of the molecules. In his tram of

1) G. JaGER, Wiener Sitzungsber. Gil, p. 25:5, Anno 1893.

2) M- Brillouin, Leqons sur la Viscosité des I^iquides et des Gaz. Paris. Gauthier-

VlLLARS 1907.



thought lliis might have heen doiio hy niuUiplicalion by a factor

n—o——— . That lie tailed to do so deprives his test of the experimenlal

data of much of its vahie, in my opinion.

§ 3. Test of the foriiudae for liquids not too iwar tlie critical

point. Let ns call the "coefficient of friction by means of transport"

1]^, that through forces of collision i^,, and that in consequence of

formation of groups »;,. For liquids not too near the critical point

we shall disregai-d i]^. We have furthei":

in which c is a numerical coetïicient of moderate value. We may
no doubt consider this (piantity as lai-ge compared with i, so that

we shall also neglect ij^.

When we do so we notice lirst of all that for constant volume

ii accoi'ding to the formula must increase with T proportional to

[/T. There are only few substances for which the experimental

data are available, required to verify whether tlie sign of is

dT,

really positive. It is clear that always ^-; has been measured, and
2'p

not ~- . Father and Benzene are the onlv substances for which I
01 r

have found records for ^— '), so that -— can be found according

to the foi'inula

1 dv

I dii 1 d»; 1 d»; dp 1 dtj 1 dtj v dl],

7jd7'„ ndl], ridp^^.dT,. y dl),
'»i
op 1 dv

We find:

for ether for benzene

1 dii

.— = — 0,01075 ') —0,01853 ')

1) Except for water, which will most likely also behave abnormally in this

respect, and for CO., in the neighbourhood of the critical point, which observations

will be discussed later on.

-) These values, like those of c-^ for other substances given below have
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^ -*i 3= 0,00073 ') 0,00093 ')

1 d*;
^ -^ = 0,001585') 0,0011763')
V dl),

1 dv = — 0,000139 O —0,0000783^)
V dp

Tliis yields for ether

1 dn— --^ = — 0,01075 + 0,0088 = — 0,00195

and for benzene

1 dii
^ r= — 0,01853 + 0,01462 = — 0,00391

Theoretically we should find according- to equation (5):

1 dv 1
_- ' =:—= ^. 0,00183.

1 d>j

Accordingly there is not even agreement in the sign of - j-. When

we, however, take into consideration that the value found is the

difference of two values which are each about five times the value

of the amount sought, and that they are very inaccurately known,

1 d»i . , . ,

it is not excluded that — ^ is in realitv negative. P^ven in tlie

I dv
value of — r— an error of 4"/, is by no means excluded, and the

V dpi

1 ö»i
error in the determination of - ^ will without doubt be many

1] OpT
1 ri

times larger than that in — ^^— . On the other hand it is of course
V dpT

a
been found by different ialion of the empiiical formulae of the form: r, = --,—r »

in which Thorpe and Rodger, Phil. Trans. Royal Soc. of London 185 p. 397,

A. 1894 comprise their observations.

') According to Warburg and Sachs. Ann. d. Phys. u Ghera. 22 p. 521. A. 1884.

The pressure is expressed in kg. per cm^,

2). According to Amagat 1893, extrapolated for 0° and 1 atm. from the values

given in the Recueil de constantes physiques.

3) According to Kopp. 1847. Borrowed from the "Recueil etc.".

*) According to Sdchodski 1910, extrapolated for 0° and 1 atm. from the values

given in the "Recueil etc.".

") According to Rontgen 1891, extrapolated for 0° and 1 atm. from the values

given in the "Recueil etc.".
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1 dri

also possible that even if formula (5) is valid, tiie value of — —— must

be negative, in consequence of the factor e ^'^
, or because o\ hence

also f) depend on the temperature. The experimental data are not

sufficiently accurate to decide this question.

More satisfactory results are furnished by another test, which can

be applied on a more extensive scale. It consists in this that we
1 d^i

compare the experimental values ot — ^^77') with the values foUow-

ing from equation (5).

For this purpose we write:

1 dïj 1 / b^ dl] dv

and in this we put:

/ a

1 ö>^ 1 1 èvi 11 -b V ^ w»

1] dT„ 27' ij dv-j V V— h v(v—b) v.RT.

a
We shall neglect p by the side of and roughly assume

8 rt \ a
Rl\=z and pT,=z— --, we then get:

27 b 27 6' ^

1 dti 1 f^YR'Tk'

1

V is the volume per gram-molecule, hence v = m -
, so that we

9

finally find to test:

'1 dïA 1 3'R*q'Tjc' n dv

1 dv

(7)

Borrowing the values of o, ])k, Tk and — r-— from the "Recueil
'

V dip

etc.", we find: (See Table p. 754).

The agreement is on the whole as satisfactory as could be expected

in view of the many approximations. Generally the experimental

value is somewhat smaller than the theoretical one, for ether more

than for other substances, benzene and orlhoxj'lene deviating in the

opposite sense. For acetic acid and for the alcohols the agreement

is much less than for the normal substances.

^) See note 1 on pag. 751.

49
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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The values tlius calculated for a are recorded in the table on

p. 754. With these the values calculated tVou) the critical quantities

:

,-r-A~) (9)

have been compared. N = 6,08 X 10—^3 (Sommerfkld).

Thej are represented by o' and recorded in the last column of

the table. It appears that equation (8) gives values that are in perfect

concordance with those of equation (9) as far as order of magnitude

is concerned. It is noteworthy that the values for o' differ little

inter se, those for o presenting much greater differences between

each other. The alcohols show again great deviations.

49»



Anatomy. — *'0n tiro Xerves of Yertehrnte.'i ai)re>'ing bi Structure

until tht Nerves of hivertehrates.'" By Dr. A. B. Drooglkkvkk

FoRTUYN. (Communicated by Prof. J. Boekk).

(Communicated in the meeting of November 30, 1918).

As a well-known fact the olfactory cells in the mucous membrane

of the nose of Vertebrates are "Sinnesnervenzellen" or "conducting

sense-cells" as 1 propose to call them, nnless thej have received

already another English name. (The word "sensory nerve-cell" may
then be reserved to "sensibele Ganglienzelle"). They are sense-cells

whicii are not surrounded by nerve-fibres, but whose cell-body directly

passes into a process with all the characteristics of a nerve-fibre.

These nerve-fibres, the fila olfactoria, constitute the nervns olfactorius.

So the olfactoiT nerve deviates in its structure from all the other

nerves of the vertebrated animals. The truth of this remark may
already be deduced from the fact that in Vei-tebrates besides in the

olfactory mucous membrane conductive sense-cells are only found

in the retina (I'od- and cone-cells) and perhaps in the pineal organ.

So all the nerves of the Vertebrates with exception of the olfactory

nerve are devoid of nervous processes of conducting sense-cells. On
the contrary the majority of the nerves of in vertebrated animals do

contain processes of conductive sense-cells, which in these animals

are always spread about the whole body in all kinds of sense-organs.

Often in Invertebrates nerves are composed exclusively of fascicles

of neurites of conducting sense-cells as is the case in the olfactory

nerve of the Vertebrates. From this I conclude that we have to look

upon the olfactory nerve of the Vertebrates as a nerve constructed

in a way which is often met with i)i Invertebrates, and nowhere

else in vertebrated animals.

Another striking difference between the nerves of vertebrated and

invertebrated animals is this that in the Invertebrates ganglion-cells

are generally disperse<l along tfie whole course of the nerve either

separately or in groups, ganglia. In the nerves of Vertebrates,

however, they ai-e totally wanting or they are accumulated in very

few ganglia (spinal ganglia or those of the nerves of the brain). Now
if one reads (e.g. in the review on ihis subject by Prof, van Wuhk
in these Proceedings, Vol. XXVI, 1918) that also in the nervns



terniinalis of tlio Vertebrates gaiiglioii-cells are scattered along (he

whole course of the nerve, then one is compelled to grant to the

terminal nerve (he character of a nerve of an invertebrated animal.

Nevertheless Ihis type of nerve is obvionsly another than that of

the olfactory nerve.

In connection with the preceding remarks I shoidd like to point

to the fact that xAmphioxns, whose nervous system is generally

compared with that of vertebrated animals, possesses in its sensorj-

nerves the nerves of a true Invertebrate. All or most of them contain

processes of conducting sense-cells as these cells are scattered about

the whole body, and moreover tnost of the sensory nerves are

accompanied by dis|)ersed ganglion-cells. Therefore spinal ganglia

are lacking.

Leiden, Anatomical Cabinet.
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Mathematics. — " Ueber die Teilkörper des Kreiskörpers k \e ^^ /."

(Zweiter Teil). Von Dr. N. G. W. H. Bkeger. (Communicated

bv Prof. W. Kaptkyn).

(Communicated in the meeting of October 26. 1918).

Wir beweiseii zunachst einige HUlfssatze iiWer die Function F

Lind das Karaktersjmbol.

H'dlfssatz I.

Bewei s

:

2k^ni

H
'"^

'" =

11=1

'If^-n

Ih

6« ^Jlt-jO»- /,_!

e i^ — ^
ikuTti

-1
1^

bur-\ ~I6m

— n

2knni

bu

2tU
/i_l//_lm-

__ ^
/"-'(c'-l)

2hzi

F\e
2knr

— (-1)^" F ye

Hidfssatz II: Es sei /^' die liocliste Potenz von / die in ?< anfgeht.

Dann ist

n+ V^-t^'

//'

Beweis : Es sei n + P'-'''= r"' {mod l^)

dann ist

n ^ r"' (?/?od Z''— ''') wegen h' <^ A

Es sei nun

n^r"^' {inodl^) also auch {mod l''-^^')

dann ist

r'«'^ r"' {mod V'—^')
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also

ocjer

Hierans ergibt sicli :

m' — n' {mod Ih-h'-i (/_ 1 ))

/A

'iTiin'iU . 27t/^~'''~'(i— l)ui

A-1
. +

,h-h_ .
/"-

'(/_i) _ g /"-^(/-i) r~\i-i

'\ii
Der letzte Factor ist = i da ii feilbar iyt durcli /'''.

Hlilfssatz III. Es sei /''' die liöcliste Potenz. von / die aut'^^ teilbar

ist, 80 ist:

2Anrr

1h
F\e '*y=:0 wenn die liöchste Potenz von /, die auf ^ feilbar ist,

=1= /A' isf

— bu

^\*'' / wenn die ietzt genannte höchste

Potenz = /''' ist.

Beweis: Es folgt aus Hiilfssatz 11:

F\e '
: 2

n=l

—2km

ba —7— r—

1

n=\

+ /A-A'
2knni

— 2jfc7ri / ikni

2k{n-\-i:

bu

i"

also ist

2A;Tr» 2kni

Wenn nun die höcliste Potenz von /, welclie in /: aufgelit, kleiner

ist als /''', so ergibt sicli liieraus F=0. Nehmeii wir nun weiter an

dasz k feilbar ist dureh eine höliere Potenz von /,/'''+'', c^ o, d&nn

ist

:

Nun ist

,ii ~h--f ,h—h'

2knni

ba -T- /"-'•-' 2/"~"~' /"

e r — 2 ^ 2" -4- • . • 4 ^

ik'nni

e
^^ ' '' weeen k = /'''+^ k'
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also:

•ilcTzl ,h—h—c 'ik'^ni

u=l 5=0

'n + glh-h'— c~\bu

/* J

Es sei

dann ist

also

71 f s/A-A'-c z^ ^s' ^fnod I'') und n -_-: r"' (mod /^)

n ^ r«' {mo d V'-^' -') n i^. r»' (moc? Ih—h'-c^

rs' ^ü r»' (moc? /'*- '*'-')

und

Hieraus folgt

:

s' = n + vs <f
(ll^-h'-c)

/A

(wo u=zl^' u)

bn

'irzi n'bu

,. h-h'—r.

/'-I
(/-I)

v^bu'

V bu'

2n I

2tii"

und schliesslicli

'ik'J i

,h -A'^

F\e r J = 2
2knnt , , ,

, I'l -\-C , .;

bu , I ' — 1 -

e ^ 2 e

s=0

I' 6m'

(5)

(Ö)

Weuii nun in der letz(en Sumnie zwei Werte von r* {mod l") mit

einander congruent sind, so ergeben diese Werte zwei gleiche Glieder

dieser Summe. Nehmen wir an dasz

:

r,., ^Vs^{modl'')

Vs, = «..J + ^'^f'''

und dasz weiter

s\ = n' f i's/H^''-^'-''') und s', = 71 -\- v,^(p{l'^-h'~c^

dann ist audi

s^ = n' + {Vs,'^iol'-)q{l^-f^'-^)

s\ = ;/ 4- Vs,(fi{l''-'''~'^) + wlc,f{lh~-h'^c>^

s\=s\ + wl'=(f{lf^-l^'-%

Weiter ist

:

n -f
Sj^^-/''-c ^: r«i' und ?i + .\V^-^'-'' ^= r^i {modl^^)
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uiid audi ist also

imd wegen

folgt liieraiis

also

,./V'-^'-'--) ^ / '''- V-1) ^ 1 (mo(£ i'^-%

n + s^U'-h'-^^n + s Jl'
-'''-' {7nod l>'—''')

Sehliesslich bemerken wir noch dasz die Werte von r,, die zu

zwei verschiedenen Gliedern der Summe 2^ aus (6) gehören, nicht
s

gleich sind ; denn, nehmen wir an dasz die zwei Werte von p,

die zu 5, und a*, gehören, gleich sind, so folgt aus (5) 6\' = j,', und

also würde

n + 5, Ih-h'-c ^z ,..s' en n + s^l''-^'-'-^ r*'

also

Und dies ist nicht möglich da s in der Summe 2 nur laiift bis

Hiei'aus folgt dasz 2! = X die Summe aller /'-ten Einheits-

wurzeln.

Diese letzte Summe ist aber, wie bekannt, gleich Null, so dasz

sich ereibt ^ = undjP=:0.

Der Beweis des zweiten Telles gestaltet sich wie folgt:

F(.t)
2kn7:i
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Nun durchlaüft ;i^//*' zugleieli init 7i ein rediicirtes Restsjstem

{modm), folglich ist

:

kll n— 6/« rn~\bu

Ih n iJ'^j

,h-h'

Hiilfssatz IV.

F\e '^'-^'7 F \J^J=li^'+l> (-
1 ),

'''' u H= i
«/*-!

wo /'"' die höcliste Poteiiz von / ist, die in ti aufgeht, iind F' aus

der Function /'' erliaiten wird, wenn in letzterer ?/. durcli — ?i ersetzt

wird.

1st u=^al''-\ a gerade, so \si F {e^) = I'—'i^i^l*^^-'^'^

Bevveis : Es ist

2wHt , 'litnki

eFU''-'")= "2 bu
-

«=1 /A
.=1 IJ''

wenn ^ nicht teilbar ist durch /. Hieraus geht hervoi

2?T« ,

2-Jtt

,h—h'

bu

'inlcui

,h-h<

bu

y.p I'

h -h'^ e

k

Wir multipliciren niit e^ und nehnien die Summe iiber alle

Werte von k, die nicht durch / teilbar sind. Es ergibt sich

/ 2ni \ / 2-i \
I

'2Tzk{n-{-l)i

Wir teilen die letzte Sinnrne in drei Partialsummen :

1°. Die Summe iiber alle Werte von )i fur welche n -{- ^ teilbar

ist durch /*"*'.

2'. Die Summe iiber alle Werte von n fur welche )i -{- 1 teilbar

ist durch /''-*'-! und nicht durch eine höhere Potenz von /.

3'. Die Summe iiber alle Werte von )i fiir welche n -\- i durch

eine niedrigere Potenz von / teilbar ist, inclusiv die nullte-Potenz.

Bei dieser Einteilung habeu wir keine Zahl ii vergessen. Wir

betrachten nun jede dieser drei Summen.

r. In diesem Falle ist jedes Glied von :£ gleich Eins, also

2 = (({l''). Die hierher gehörigen Zahlen n -\-l sind

:

k
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Für die Zalileii n ergibt sich hieraas

n = — 1 -f l^—'''i>n u>- = 1^ 2,
/*'

also
2-Kbuu'i

niid also

Folglieh :

7i^r'*' {viodl''). Dan 11 ist aber

_ 1 = r'>' (mod V'-''')

n' = O [mod ^(f{l''-'''))

R
bu 2^^'

fc/^'«'.V,K/''"'''K

M'^ = (-1)''"'

In der Siimme 1'. (inden sich /'"' Grlieder vor.

Infolge dessen ist der Wert dieser Summe:

2". In diesem Falie ist:

2:t^•(^i^-l)^

,

/'"'*' — einer /-ten Einheitswarzel.

cfil»)

Die hierher Reliörige Summe i ist also gleich —- X die Summe

der primitiven /-ten Einheitswurzeln, d.li. gleich —
ril)'

Weiter ist = einer /-ten Einheitswurzel von rh 1 wegen

n= - 1 + /''-^'-'
'.',<

WO ï^„ alle Werte annimmt. welche </*'+i sind und nicht teilbar

durch /. Das sind (^
(Z'^'+i) Werte.

Auf gleiche Weise wie nnter T. zeigt man dasz - eine /te

Einheitswurzel ist aiis 1 oder — J je nachdem bti' gerade oder

ungerade ist, wo u = l'''ii. Jede primitive /-te Einheitswurzel tritt

<P O'')

in der Summe ^ —;;r X ^''*-

" '^^^

Gemasz diesen Bemerkungen findet man leicht dasz der Wert der

hierher gehörigen Partialsurame ^ ist :

r{l)^ ril)

3'. Die Summe S kan man verteilen in einige Male die Summe
k
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der primitiven /*^*'~'-te Eiiiheitswiirzelii, wo c^l. Dalier iat audi

2:=0.

Nacli eiiier kleinen Ke(.'lumiig' tindet man iniii den erslen Teil des

Hiilfssatzes.

Beweis des zweiten Teils :

27ri\ . , 'in uiini\

= ^

2-,n .^^^h.

z= 2 i
— \ )''"'" ^ ' — -2" (— 1)' ^

t=l

WO j't den kleinsten positiven K.est bezeiciinet voii ;•' (mod /)

G-)=ïF\e J =: 2! + S +.... Nnn ist ?v-|_'/_i ,
=?•, also

/-i

t= i

Die letzte .Snmme verteilt man in zwei Teile, n.l. für t gerade

iind t ungerade. Niin ist r^t immer qnadratischer Rest, iind )'2t-{-i

quadratisclier Nichtrest. Man ündet leieht dasz die Snmme eine

sogenannte GAUs'sche ist, derejn Wert

Es ergibt sich min ans (3) dasz die Klassenanzahl H (welche im

1

Ersten Teil dieses Aut'satzes dnivli h angedentet ist) - Mal dem

Prodiicte über u = 1,2, . . . . a/''-^ —\ voii (4) gleicli ist. Die weitere

Herleitung der Formel für die Klasseiianzahl, fallt niui selir ver-

schieden aus, je naclidem der Relativgrad h gerade oder ungerade

ist. Es ist ersichtlicli dasz im ersteren Falie der Teilkörper reell

ist, und im lezteren imaginar.

1". Die lilassenanzahl für reelle Teilkörper [b gerade).

Aus Hülfssatz I ergibt sich

2k-i\ / —ikni^

F\e l' = FKe ''

Weiter ist :

C^) '"-
(

k=l k=l

/ —2nki\
,

/ —27tjfci

« -1 (

—r 1
^ -1

I —ir^ li^Fye r J — :^ kF\e '

jfc=i /.—

1
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2:tA:» 'inki

Man findet daher

Je=l

/"-l

/f=i

Es ist aber:

^ =„f.W
•-

27tfoii

1 =

Also ist

2nki

2 kF\e '7 =

und

, 2T:ki

J^ f[ e l
) /o.(7

k=\ ^

kni

oder

(_l)c-l
/y= -

—

/"-i

j^//((rT/^ ^—1) It k=l

'ir.ki

n' :2 F \^ ' J log Ak

WO :

~x
Al = z=i e '

(2A:iti\

Das Product zerlegeii wir in verschiedene andere Froducte :

1 LIeber alle Werte von u die nicht durcli / teilbar sind,

2. LIeber alle Werte von n die dnrch / leilhar sind aber nicht

durch t'

schliesslich über alle Werte von ^l die dnrch /""• teilbar sind.

Fassen wir nun ins Ange die Werte von n welche tedbar s,nd

durch /''' und nicht durch /'''+'•
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Wegen Hiilfssatz III fiiiden wir

'Inki

2 F \^e
'"

J lod Al- = F^e ^

k=\

h-W h'~\^ub

Umi Ajc

WO, ill dei' Slimme reclitei- Hand, k alle Zalilen durchlaiift <^ /'',

welclie leilbai- sind dureli l''' aber nicht diiroh /'''+^ Diese Summe
veranderen wir in eine Snmme welche sich iiber alle Werte von

k erstreokt, die nielit dnroli / feilbar sind. Es sei k=l'''.k', so ist

kni /- 27:ti\ / 27tik + l^~^'h

hl h ] jT l Ti I I

Ai- =ie I VI ' J = i e I \ 1

i e

h' h
il e

"

.>;,(^-'-|.r,/''_ij
/"-"')

.a'+z"-"')/

1 —

O
,(fc.+(/fc'_i)//'-^')/

Hieraus folgt :

Ak = Ak'.A^^^h-ir . ^f^,_^^jh-h' \^^a"-i/-"
Es ist also

2
k

-ha

log Af, 2
k

-bu

(lo;i Ak' + log ^,,_^^/.-/,' + ^i._^,,^'_i/-^)

luid wegen Hiilfssatz H :

k' L
log Ak' + ^ j^

^j^j log A^,_^^n-h' +

+ :^
Hl"-'>i'-"-

% ^'>
„+(//" -i),"-"'

Die ursprüngliclie Sunime dehnt sich aiis über (/—l )/''"'''— ^ Werte

wie man leicht findet. Diese Summe ist nun ersetzt durch /*' andere

iind kann daher aufgefassi werden als eine Summe über

Zahlen. Und diese Anzahl ist gleich der Anzahl der Zahlen welche

<^ l'' sind und nicht teilbar durch /. Es sind weiter nicht zwei dieser

Zahlen {modi'') rait einander congruent; denn ware z. b.

k' + ?/"-''' = k' + jlf'-f' {mod l")

so wiirde sich ergeben:-

i ^j {mod W)

iind dies ist unmöglich da / und / beide <^ /*' sind.



Schliesslich ist also

2
k

'k/lh'

1^

- hu

k

wo, ill der- Siiinme recliter Hand, die Zaii

<^ /* welehe nicht dnreh / teilbar sind.

Wii" liaben nun gefunden:

— /-/(

lo(f A k

k alle Werte dnrehlaut't

//= n F . nF\e
«3

,/l-l
llF\el
"Ih

X

xn'2
u k

~bu
log Ak.

Das erste Product erstreekt sich iiber alle Werte von u die anf

der vorletzteii Seite iinter 1* genannt sind n. s. w. Fassen wir nun

insbesondere das Product ins Auge, welches lauft iiber alle Werte

von u welche teilbar sind durch A' und nicht durch 1^'+^. Wir

nehmen die Factoren zn zweien und gebrauchen Hiilfssatz lY. Dies

ist möglich wegen

hu b{ai" -«)

und da u und al''~'^—u beide zugleich durch /*' teilbar sind. Man

findet dann fur jedes Factorenpaar: /.''+'''. Die Factorenzahl wird gleich

der halben Anzahl der Zahlen welche <^al''~'^ sind, und die durch

/*' teilbar sind. Also

i(/— 1) a/A-A'-2

Das Product, welclies wir ins Auge gefasst haben, hat daher den

Wert

i(A^/,')(/_l)aZ^-A'—

2

Fur h' = 0,l, //—2.

Ini Falle h'z=h—l gibt es a— 1 Factoren, deun es gibt a—

1

Zahlen <^al''-^—1 welche durch /^-^ teilbar sind. Der Wert dieses

Productes ist also

a—

2

(2^-1)—
/

Der Endwert aller Prodncte, wird nun

a—\

^iJ'— ^i è«
l—l

-A+i
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iind fill" die Klassenanzalil findet man
h—l

H (-1)xd

khal^'— ^—ka

xl

-1 l'^ r/,.-|6«—-— n' j: - lop Ak
-1-1 . =1 U''J

i

l-l

Fur jedeii Kiu'per ftilt ^)

:

1 _ to\\/I)\

In unseieiii Falle ist lo = 2, denn der Körper ist reell uiid es

siiid daher =b 1 die einzigen Einlieitswurzeln weiclie sich im Körper

vorfinden. r, = 0, )\=zal''-K Die Discrimiiiante D ist bestiiiimt in

Theorem 5. R ist der Regnlator. Man findet, indem man dieses

alles snbstitnirt, dasz die Potenz von / verscliwindet und

a/^-i- 1 l'>

11=
(-1)al

--1 '' ^ Ik

bu

log Ak

h—\
al -1

R . (7)

Das Product is gleieli einer Determinante, welche man findet durch

ein bekanntes Theorem der Norm einer Algebraisehen Zahl*):

'Ijibnindk

2
k |J"/„,^,

= i' /-('-!) fo,^,

wo k alle Zahlen durchlauft <^/'' und die nicht durch / teilbar sind.

Es nimmt also ind k alle Werte an von 1 bis (f (I''). Setzen wir also

ind k = t, so ist r' ^ k {mod /*).

Die letzt.e Snmme nimmt daher folgende Form an:

2jtbuti 27Tiiti

:S J (^—^) log A,^, = JS" .-«' logA^,

t— 1 t=al''-^-{]

2jtuti
alh-^ alf'-^ ^

= 2 + 2 e^^'~'
t=i t—i

^=1

-4- ^
^=(6-l)a/''-' + l

2jruti
al^-"^

log ^^.i_|_„//j-i + 4- ^ é^^ log ^^<_^(/,_i)a//i-i

log A^t • -4^.,_^„/A-i .4^.<_|_(ft_i)fl/A-i

1) H. Seite 229.

') Baltzkr. Th. u. Anw. der Determinanten. S. 98.
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Es sei jetzt :

7tl A—1,

A,

_(,,< -^....-^j.^+ló-rrr/" ^j

So ist:

r'wi vr'+"/* \ /, c^y<+(6-l(a/*-l)

n/ . /•/ .

(\vo (/ eine ganze Zalil bedeutet)

2.Ti

2.'7ï<^<
, ,

2:xni ,, , 2jrw(<— \)i

2 e''^''~' loQ A, = TI e""^''
' ^ log At=

U=l t—l

I log A, log A^ log A^ih-i

mV'
— (1+2+ . . . . + a/"-i-l)

, logA^ih-i log A, . . . . log A,,/a-i_i

/o,*? A, + ..... + log A^,/A-i
i

log A, log A, log A,

Man kan diese Delerminante auf folgende Weise nmformen. Von

den Elementen einer jeden Colonne werden die entspreclienden

Elemente der vorangelienden Colonne subtraliirt, wobei man mit der

vorletzten anfangt, nnd scliiesslich von den Elementen der ersten

Colonne die entspreclienden Elemente der lelzten Colonne subtraliirt.

Jetzt addirt man die entspreclienden Elemente einer jeden Zeile zu

denen der letzten. Alle Elemente dieser letzten Zeile verschwinden

dann, ansgenommen das letzte, welches folgenden Wert annimnit :

log Al + % A, + + log A„ik-i.

Dies ist aiich der Factor der sich im Nenner des Bruches vor der

Determinante findet. Er fallt also hinweg. Die Elemente der Deter-

minante liaben min folgende Form erhalten :

log
At = log e'

X
it—1

X {l—Z'') il-Z''-^'') . (l-Z^'+''~"')

(1_Z^'-^) (1-Z
^t-l+(6— l)c.

Man findet leicht dasz der Exponent von e gleich

{rt_.-i)(l±!:!!:!±
//'

wird, also eine gerade ganze Zahl ist. Hieraus folgt :

At , (1—Z^")(l—Z*"'^)log—= log

< 1 {l-Z'' )
(1

_^»''~^+^*~^^'')
log St

50
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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Die Factoren '2, welclie sioli vor dem Prodncte ans (7) vortindeii,

briiigen wir in die Elemente der Determiiiante. Diese werden dann

lo(/ fi anstatf log fi^ wie sie bis jetzt waren. Naolidem man noch

Zeileji verwecliselt hat, tindet man die ganze, im Theorem darge-

stelte Form.

2. Die Klassennnzahl fin' iinac/iw'iir Tt'illörper [h luigtrade).

r)er Hnlfssatz 1 ergibt in diesem Falie

Wir /.erlegen das Prodnci, weh'hes von (4) genoinmen werden

musz, in zwei Fador-en •. J. <h\s Prodnct iiber alle geraden Werte

von //, ; 2. das Pro(bi('l id)e!' alle nngeraden Werte von u.

Das erstgenannle Prodnci kann man ant" dieselbe Art nmformen

wie im Falle dasz /> gerade isl, wegen

2kjti\ / 2^jrtN

Füi' dieses Product tindet man daher

/ 2A;jrtx

Fassen wir nnn weiter das zweite Prodnct ins Ange. Es ist,

ebenso wie t'rnher schon gefnnden ist :

/ 2yfcjrt\

k-=\

A;=l k=l f"

—

k

/ 2kjii\
, / 2k:ii\

= S F^e ^ Jlof,Ak = - 2 F\e '"
J log

und weiter

F^e ^^ )loyAk= 2 F \e ^^ J loc

k=i

2km\ .. ^ / 2km

A,,

k=i
'

^=1

Hieraus ergibt sich dasz diese Summe verschwindet. Wir linden

daher fur das Product

:

or '\ -i —\ ( \

w iiugerade * k=z\

Um die Zahl zu bestimmeu bemerken wir dasz der Körper
X
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iinaginar ist. Lliid da es eiii GALOis'scher Körper ist, siiid alle com-

jugirte Körper imagiiiai-, d.li. r, ^= O, r, =: ^ial''~\ Wiederuin ist

w = 2 (als 6=1=1 ist). Wir fnideii, iiaclideiii die Werte substitiiirt

sind :

2 nki\ / 2 .iki^

H= H ungerade ^ k

1

/ƒ - ,^^ h
u (jeracle ^ i'

/0(7 .4A;

ia/''-i-l hal"-'' R (»)

Die Factoren der beiden Prodiicteii werden auf dieselbe Art

iimgefonnt wie für h gerade. lm ersten Prodnol erscheinen dann die

Factoren
S

k

WO II teilbar ist dnrcli l'^' und nicht dnrcli /^'+^ und die Suinme

erstreckt sich über alle Werle von k die leilbar sind diirch /^' und

nicht durcli /'''+i. Die Suninie S tbrntien wir anf folgende

Weise um :

'1^
kJJ^

l>' k

— hu /
1^

k l''

Fk/^h'-l-iu

— 1^*-*' + 2 /*-''' + . . . . + (^''—1) ^^-^'1 ^ —-

Ueljrigens ist

-iu

2
k

=
da es die Sumnie aller (/

—

l)/^~''-^-ten Einlieitswiirzeln ist, multi-

cirt mit einer ganzen Zahl.

Weiter sind nicht zwei der Zahlen k'l'''— 1
1''-"" {modi'') niit ein-

ander congruent. Keine dieser Zahlen ist teilbar durch / und ihre

Anzahl ist gleich ^/(/*). Man findet also

2: k
k

'k/l''n-'bu -hu
= :Ek

k _ __

WO in der letzten Sumiue die Zahl k sich erstreckt uber alle Werte

<^ /* welche nicht durch / teilbar sind.

Nach ümtbrinung aller Factoren findet man sodann, wenn man
bemerkt das rt gerade ist und dasz das erste Product { <il'^~^ Factoren

enthalt und das zweite k al''—'— 1 -.

H:

U—l

u ungerade fc=l

bu l''-l

k II :e
^

u gerade A;:=l l_^

bu

log Af'

2' r R
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Die im ersten Factor auftretenden Summen kan man anffolgende

Weise uinfornieii :

/* 1- 7 -1

I''

2rr hu Ind ki

Es sei i7id k = t so ist k^r^^rt {mod l'^) wo r, den kleinsten

positiven Rest bedentet von r' {mod /*). Dann wird

2:t uti

Wenn njan diese Summe verteilt in andere die sicli erstrecken

von k =1 bis /, = al^~^, so ergibt sicli

:

2jr ?i<i

5= S e

Es ist leiclit ersichtlioii dasz die Siimme ^ tnr jeden Wert von t

j

teilbar ist dnrcli /''.

Die Sumnie des zweiten Prodnctes lasst sicli wie folgt umfornien :

k=i

bii

^Tirdindk

-. 2
2iuti

al>'-^

2.TM<t

2:rruti

^al>'-^ al>'-^ hal''-^

= ^ + S z=: 2
'=1 <=:JLa/A-l+ l '=-l

logAt^L^,lh-i

(weil i< gerade ist)

hal"-'^

= :e
f=i

e"^''' logAtAf-^L^li.-i

Auf gleiciie Weise, wie ini Falle dasz b gerade ist, kann man

diese Summe in eine Deterrainante vervvandlen. Wenn man dann

die Factoren 2 des Nenners aus (8) in die Elemente der Deter-

minante liinein bringt, so findet man die im Theorem aufgegebene

Determinante. Man mnsz nun noch die Potenzen von — 1 beachten,

nnd von /, die enstehen bei der Henntznng des Hülfssatzes IV.
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Wenn wir schliesslicli noch eiii System reeller Grundeiiilieiten

iiehmen. so ist

Wir miiszeii also in R snbstitniren 4(ij,) = 2/o<7 »]W wonach die

Potenz von 2 iin Nenner versohwindet.

') H. Seile 215-



Mathematics. — " Ueher die Tellkörper des Kreiskörpers k\e y."

(Diitter Teil) '). By Dr. N. G. W. H. Beeger. (Commnnicated

by Prof. W. Kapteyn).

(Communicated in the meeting of November 1918).

Der Ausdruck für die Klassenanzalil der primaren Teilkörper liat

die Form eiïies Productes zvveier Brüclie, wenii h eine nngerade

Zahl ist. Ebenso wie es der Fall ist niit der Klassenanzahl des Kreis-

körpers der l/'-ten Einiieilswiirzeln selbst, sind aucli hier die zwei

Brüche gaiize Zaiileii. loli will dies iiiei' beweisen. mul iienne dabei

die Brüche den ersten, resp. zweiten, Factor der Klassenanzahl.

Zuerst beweise ich einen Hülfssatz.

Hulfssatz 1.

Jedes System von Grundeinheiten eines primaren Teilkörpers, in

Bezng auf weiehes der Kreiskörper selbst den Relativgiad 2/> hat,

ist auch ein System von Grundeinheiten des primaren Teilkörpers,

in Bezng auf welches der Kreiskör[)er selbst den Relativgrad h hat,

wenn h eine ungerade Zahl ist.

Beweis :

Wir nennen den ersten Teilkörper k und den zweiten K. Es ist

dann k ein Teilkörper von A^. Der Grad von K ist c ; der von k

ist dann ^c und bc = (p (/''~^). Wir zeigen erst dasz k in K zu der

Substitution

sVs'"-, WO s = {Z : Z'), gehort.

(?• eine primitive Wurzel von /'').

Die, den Körper /v erzengende, Zahl ist:

,.€ J2.C ybc

riK= Z' + Z' + ..+^'
Also ist

* '» Vk= ^ + -^ -r • ' -r Z . . . (1)

Nach einer kleinen Rechnung ergibt sich :

..V-c ^%c ,.(26—DVïC

Die, den Körper k erzeugende, Zahl ist-

rV,c 2.V.C r(2ö-l)V.c

vk = Z + Z' ']-'.. -{- Z

1) Fortselzung von „Proceedings" XXI Seite 454 and Seite 758.
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Man sieht also dasz

woraus sich ergibt dasz die Zalil ij/,- dureh die Substitution /l*^"^ nicht

geandert wird, Es ist daliei' k dor Teilkorper von /v, der zu dieser

Substitution gehort. Man tplgert nun aus (1) dasz .s''AA»j/^- conjugirt

complex ist mit ti/{ da

,.V.A-^ _l(inod/'').

Es sei jetzt E eine Einheit von K, dann ist also sV"^E conjugirt

complex mit E, und daher

I
E
%bcE

= 1

E
ist also eine Einheit, die selbst, und deren Conjngirte samtlich

den absoluten Betrag 1 besitzen. Man weisz dasz eine solche Einheit

immer eine Einheitswurzel ist ^). Im Körpei' K bestehen aber nur

die Einheitswurzeln ± 1. Man schlieszt hieraus

E = ± 1 (2)

Wenn nun E r= — .vVA^E" ware, so wiirde sich ergeben dasz der

reelle Teil von E gleich Null ware, und also E das Product einer

reellen Einheit mit der Zahl /. E^ wiirde also reell sein.

Setzen wir E^=8, E=[/e. Die Relativdifïerente der Zahl E in

Bezug auf den Korper / ist daher 2l e, da die relativ conjugirte

Zahl von ^/f gleich — \ e ist. Die Relativditferente der Zahl E ist

also nicht teilbar durch /. Die Relativditferente des Körpers K in

Bezug auf k kan daher auch nicht teilbar sein durch /.

Der Körper K ist relativ cyclisch in Bezug auf k. Ich benutze

darum einen Satz ") der I'elativ cjclischen Körper des Relativgrades 2 :

Es sei I ein in / aufgehendes Primideal des Körpers ^, dann ist 1

nicht teilbar auf die Relativditferente von K. Man schlieszt hieraus

dasz die Primzahl / in fC nicht teilbar ist durch das Quadrat eines

Primideals. Nun gilt aber in k die Zerlegung

nnd in K

:

l = \,'- wo I, r:^ (1-^)''

^

wie sich aus Satz 4 ergibt. Es ist weiter in K

:

1 = 1,^"

Hieraus folgt aber ./: = 2, iiiid / ist in K wohl durch das Quadrat

eines Primideals teilbai-.

1) H. Satz 48. 2) H. Satz 98.
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Man schlieszt hieraus dasz die Gleichheit

nicht bestellen kann. Dann mnsz aber

E= s'ii^'- E.

E ist dalier eine Einheit des Körpers* /;.

Satz 1.

Der zweite Factor der Klassenanzahl von K stellt die Klassen-

anzahl des Körpers k dar, und ist also eine gauze Zahl.

Beweis: Ans Satz 6 (S. 461) ergibt sich dasz die A dei- beiden

Körper einander gleich sind. ') Ans dem Hiiifssatz folgt dasz ancli

R = R'.

Satz 2.

Der ersle Factor der Klassenanzalil \'0ii K ist eine gauze Zahl.

Beweis : Es ist leiclit ersichilich dasz

teilbar ist dnrch /\ Man hranclit daher niir noch zu zeigen dasz

2-ati
i:

,

ƒ/ S^ ^ {r, -\- 7-(^r + . . . + r-,_|-'A-i)c)

II 1=1

teilbar ist dnrch '2^1^'^—^ Die Summe teilen wir in zwei Partialsnmmen:

i: en 2:

Fur die letzte kann man schreiben :

i=\

Es ist aber:

/•,_!_„ ^^ r'+" — — r'-^n±^l,bc =^— rt-\.„±ii,hr (mod /^)

nnd daher

:

Nach einer kleinen Rechnung findet man dasz die in der letzten

Snmme auftretende Form zwischen ( ) gleich

b .
Ih— {rt-\-rt^r . . • r,-|-(6-l)c)

1) im Satz 6 musz, im Falle /; ungerade, vor den ersten Factor der Klassen-

anzahl, (— l)'/.;'^ gesetzt werden. Vor der Delerminanle soil nicht {—lyisi"—^)^'^—^)

stehen, sondern (— ])V8(c—4Xc-6),
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ist. Da 11 ungerade ist, ergibt sicli mm fur die iiii Producte auf-

tretende Sumine :

iTiuli 2ituti

2^«~^(n+ '/v-f,.-f . . . { r,+,i-i,,.) +26 . //' ie ''-

i=\

Es ist also, naclidem man die letztere dieser beiden Sninmen

berechnet hat

:

(1—e c
) ^e '' (n -f /',+,.+ ...+»V_|.(6-l)c) =

i-=.\

'/,c
Iviaü

— 2\h .1^ -\- 2: e '• (7-,+ ...+r,+(é-i)c)
r=:l

Met Rücksicht an f die Bezielinng

/ƒ(!

— 27r«»

e~^^ — 2

findet man dasz das Product, welches im Zahler des ersteii Factors

der Klasseuanzahl auftritt, feilbar ist durch 2'/2'- i.

Man kann den Beweis dieses .Satzes auch erbringen auf die nani-

liche Art wie Kummer und Kronecker bewiesen haben dasz dei-

ersfe Factor der Klasseuanzahl eines jeden Ki-eiskörpers (der ?»,-ten

Einheitswurzeln) eine gauze Zahl ist, oder eiu Bruch mit Neuner

gleich 2. ^)

Verzeichnis einiger Werte des

ersten Factors der Klassenanzahl.

/
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Satz 3.

Der er«te Factor der Klasseiianzalil des Teilkörpers, für welcheii

die Zalil b ungerade ist, ist ein Teller der Klasseiiaiizalil des Kreis-

körpers (der /''-ten Elnheitswurzeln) selbst.

Beweis: Der erste Factor der Klassenaiizalil des Kreiskörpers

selbst, ist :

')

n s /-'('-i),,

u t=l

WO, zur Abkürziuig </ den Wert der Function (f{l'') vorstellt, und

das Product sich erstreckt iiber alle Zalilen J, 3, . . . . <f
— J. Man

weisz dasz der Brucli einer ganzen Zahl gleicli ist. Die im Zahler

auftretende Summe bringen wir in die tblgende Form

2Tiuti 2jtu{t-\-c)i 2mi{t-\^{b—l)c)i

i U '^' r, + ^ 'f r,+, -f- . . . 4 '' 'f r,^(b -
1 )J

Fitr die Werte

71 = hu' II' =z 1,3, . . . c— J

hat diese Sunmie denselben Wert wie die Suninie welclie auftrift

im Zahler des ersten Factors der Klassenanzahl des Teilkörpers des

Relativgrades b. Der letztgenannte Zahler ist daher ein Teller des

Zahlers des Kreiskörpers selbst. Der Quotient der beiden ersten

Factoren der Klassenanzahien ist nun

2jtuti

n i e 'r r, (3)

WO 71 alle ungeraden Zahlen 1,3,.... <f
— 1 durchlauft die nicht durch

b teilbar sind. Es ist weiter:

2jiui 2jtuü 2:!ru{t-\-\)i

f

{re 'P -\) ± e 'P ri= 21 e 'P (m-r, + i)

und r)'t
—?v+i ^ O {mod /'').

Anch ist:

2nx

1^ Hire

n{re '(' -1) = ^
•i 'I' + 1

2nui ric -|- 1

n{re "P -\)
u'

1) H. Salz 141.
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wo, im ersten Product, n alle Weile 1,3, ....^^^l durchlauft die

niolit durcli /; feilbar sind ; im zweiten Product aber, durchlauft n

alle Zalilen I, 8 />— J- '^er Ziihler des lelzten Bniclies ist teilbar

diirch /''
; dei' Nenner niciil. Man kann die primitive Wurzel r so

walilen dasz der Ziihler iiiciit leilbar ist dmcli /''~'. Hieraus ergibt

sich dasz der Zahler aiis (3) diii-ch die Potenz voii / teilbar ist, die

sich im Nenner von (3) vorfindet.

Anf diesel be Art wie bei in lieweise des vorigen Satzes kann

man beweisen dasz der Zahler von (3) teilbar is dnrch die Potenz

von 2 die sich im Nenner vorfindet.

Anf gixnz gleiche Art kann man den Satz beweisen:

Wenn ein Teilkörper k Teilkörper ist eines Teilkörpers A', so ist

der erste Factor der Klassenanzahl von k ein Teiler des ersten

Factors von K. (l)er Relativgrad /; ist fur beide Körper also nngerade

anznnehmen).
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